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INTRODUCTION
The aim of human life is that the body soul may flourish. This is the gain of human
life. The Lord's nectar, nectar of the soul, ecstasy of the Lord's Name, the relish or
nectar or ecstasy can be gained only in human life.
Thus it is imperative that we must have goodwill towards pursuit of religion.
The moment we talk of religion, the first question that comes to our mind is
"What is religion?" Religion is something that gives peace to the mind.
The body has six senses. This sixth sense is religion or so to say awakening the
sixth sense is religion. The Lord has given this sixth sense to all humans. It is inherent
in everybody. Thus religion is inherent in everybody.
The Guru has called it Super conscioucness.
All senses in the body are sensations. One can only feel them. Similarly, this
sixth sense is a sensation, a wavy sensation.
luere are four ingredients in religion:
1. The body. 2. The mind. 3. The body soul. 4. The Supreme soul.
Most of the writers mention only three. It is here that they misunderstand the
Science of the soul. :'Jo doubt that the body soul is a particle of the Supreme soul but
as it is, it is separated from the Supreme soul like a candle separated from the flame.
The sixth sense is a shuttle that shuttles between the mind, the body soul and the
Supreme soul.
But somehow, the mind has been enticed by worldly desires and it cannot feel
this sensation. Like, the light cannot pass through a black wall, it being opaque. Similarly,
the sixth sense that is inherent in the body, the mind cannot feel. The layer of dirt of
worldly desires on the mind has created a veil of blackness and the sensation cannot
pass through it.
When the veil of blackness is gone or even when it becomes thin, the mind
awakens and feels this sixth sense by way of a wavy sensation.
Then it recognizes the body soul. Then it recognizes the Supreme soul.
Then it gets immersed in the love ofthe Supreme soul and enjoys ecstasy or so to
say peace. This happens in this life.
This is a divine secret. This is religion.
Nutshell: Religion is awakening the sixth sense and making it strong.
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The endeavor is to recite the Lord's name with love by the tongue with attention
of the mind towards the Lord.
The Lord is the living Spiritaal poweL The Lord is formless. His Name reveals
the form. The Guru has said tl:.at Name is the Spiritual energy, Supreme wisdom,
Divine love and Divine music.
Super consciollsness is an energy that is there in every human being. In its initial
stage it is like a wire that is :lot live.
It is the outer mind in our body that feels the pleasures and pains and also has
desires. Besides this is t.he inte~lectual mind that ca.l1 judge what is good and what is
bad but it cannot go beyo!ld. The inteEectual mind can only draw inferences from
whatever thought is fed. to it by the five senses ::'rr the body, nothing beyond.
What is beyond the :!.lve serrses cannot come under the purview of the intellectual
mind. As s2ch it has no jurisdiction beyond the five senses of the body. It acts on the
feed from :he :!.lve senses and reflects its authority on the five senses only. It cannot rise
above the five senses. To feel the Lord in t.he body is beyond its scope. It cannot
apprehend anything that is beyond t.he five senses. It cannot visualize the soul.
The secret of man's life lies m the sixth sense, i.e. Sublime consciousness. The
Guru has called it Super consciousness.
Super consciousness is like a wire that is not live in the initial stage but in the
body it is near the palace whe:-e the Lord resides. The Lord who is beyond the
apprehension of the five senses is rrear :he Super consciousness.
By the irrductio:l ofllie Lord's Name the Super consciousness becomes live. ltis
a sensa:ion of the presence of the Lord in the body. It is not an assumption. It is real.
One feels the sensation.
This live wavy sensation of S2per consciousness electrifies the Sublime mind. It
further e~ectrifies the intellectual mind a.'1.d rises above the five senses and transforms
the intellectual mind into intu::':iveness. This Lrltuitve mind becomes close to the Lord.
It becomes a personal relationship wit.~ the Lord.
Thus Super consciousrress has a double-sided mechanism wherein its one end is
in touch with the five senses and tl:.e other end is flying high in the world that is for us
the unseen world.
Super consciousness acts like a r.:1agnetic needle that is always pointing towards
t.he Lord. It is tl:.e Lord who gives :he magnetic pull to Super consciousness.
The mar. with live Super cor.scious!less is full of love, full of gusto. He loves
nature. The beauty of nat:lre is an inspiratio:l to his mind..
For those who love the Lord ar.d feel the presence of the Lord everywhere feel
ecstasy in the wondrous scenes of!laru:-e. Their eyes shine and see radiance all around.
The Lord who is omnipreserrt everywhere is also present in tt.e body but there are
different mear.s :0 seek hiI:l.
For the mar. with Hve Super consciousness it is the way of love. His eyes feel the
charm of nat'..lre outside but his heart inside is b love. His Super consciousness is in
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touch with the Lord who reveals Himself in his N arne.
He is in constant remembrance of the beloved in his heart while hi~ tDngue is
relishing the taste of His narne as it recites.
This is how the Lord who is formless reveals Himself.
The Guru has given us a simple way to reach the Lord.
It is the way of love. It is the way of art.
In fact, it can be said that art is the only way to reach the Lord.
This live Super consciousness also has another capability in it. It can convert the
form. The language that we speak is in the form of words spoken by the tongue.
The Lord's Name that our tongue recites is in the form of words on the tongue
but beyond the tongue it becomes a feeling oflove. Further down it becomes a silent
prayer oflove (recitation without the movement of tongue).
We can create a sensibility through music that will take us to the Lord's palace in
our body. It is getting lost in the music while remembering the Lord.
When we practice to attune our breath with divine music, then after some time
the breath becomes rhythmical. A musical sensitivity emerges iq the body.
The Lord reveals Himself in His Name. He gives His sensation.
The more we recite the Lord's name or listen to the divine hymns, the stronger
this sensitivity becomes. This sensitivity is the sensation of the Lord who is inside our
body..With a strong sensitivity one gets immersed in the Lord's love.
This is the way of art.
The difference however is that an artist displays his mind in his art whereas the
disciple of the Lord merges his mind in the Divine music. The 'mind and Divine
music' become one. This is the meeting of the man and the Lord.
Guru Gobind Singh writes in his autobiography: I meditated at the Hemkunt
mounts for a very long time. I became one with the Lord.
Again he says: The Lord ordained me to go to the earth and establish righteousness and true religion so that people refrain from evil doing. When the Lord ordained
me, only then I carne to this earth. I did not wish to come but since it was a command,
I had to come.
Guru Gobind Singh says: I meditated on the Supreme power. He says, "I did not
wish to come and I have left my Super consciousness tied to the Lord's feet." The
Super consciousness that is tied to the Lord's feet is its one end. The other end is
inside the body. The pull of love in the Super consciousness is its strength. The one
end that is tied to the Lord's feet sends the waves of divine music. The resonance of
the same at the other end produces waves ofjoy in the body.
The Guru says: The body is a temple. Man as a disciple is sitting in it. The divine
music is on. The Super consciousness has become live with its resonance. The mind
has merged with the soul. It is the Lord's grace that he has given the sensation of the
divine music.
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Man with the live Supe!' consciousness can be very practical. He can fight in the
battlefield. He is always out to do good. He is !'eady for any sacrifice for a good cause.
He is one witr.. the Lord. He is an 'Ideal Man'. He has constant remembrance of the
Lord in his heart. He lives with his family. He has no desires and greed for riches. He
has attained salvation while living.
Man of Super consciousness has a practica:.livir..g. Despite the fact Lhat his vision
is engrossed in see~ng 6e Lord., still he is er.terprisir..g and agile.
For the :nan of Super consciousness, 'Duty' became irr..portant. Devotion to the
Lord became vital. To fight for the cause of righteousness became obligatory.
Fearlessr..ess 0: dea6 becarr..e a passio:l.
G:rru Go"bind Sir..gh said: If I des~re for riches, then riches will come f:-om far and
wide. I have no greed for :niraculous powe::s. He asked the gods to grant rim the
boon of:earlessness of dea:h in the battlefield while fighting the cause ofrighteoasness.
Tbus ::he Guru has shown the way of religious purs:Iit and also living a practical
and positive life.
Bhai Sahib Dr. Vir Singh i:J. ~~s book Ra.'la Sc.:-at Singh writes:
Religiousness is: "Making the Sc.per CO:lscio:Isness s:rong
And always live in h~gh spiri::S."
The way of the Super consciOl.:sness is :he way 0: rapture. It is a glinpse ofradiance.
It is the ecstasy in nature. It is the way of 'recitation of the Lord's Name with love'. By
seeing the wO:ld:-ous scenes ~n nature, ::he man of Super consciousness has got peace
and bliss in his mL'ld a.'ld in this way has got revelation of the Lord througr.. His Divine
music.
The Lord's Name that was on the tor..gue gets deep into :"~e hea:-t. It gets fu.:-ther
deeper into the soul. O:le finds that the Super consciousr..ess is the strer..gth that
unde:-stands the cOffi!:J.and of the Lo:-d.
Tr..e man with the ~ive SUDer consciol:.sness becomes free from outside
dependence. He is freed from worldly attachr.1ents. He is freed from the inner desires
and wants. Prior :0 Litis, r..e was :iving a :ife of compulsion. Outside was the influence
of the people around. Inside was the habitual behavior. He was passing time in L~s
entanglement. Now the position has changed. Both the compulsions have vanished.
He is free. He is his own g'.lide. His path ar..d pathfinder is the Lord's Name that is
!iving and settled in his :alind. The Name in the form of divine music is ever there. He
is :istening to the divine TIusic. Thus he has realized t.1.e Lord and lives in ecstasy. His
Super cor..sciousness is merged wiLitthe Lord.
Making the Super consc~ousness strong is attuning it wiL1. the Lord. Attuning it
with the Lord is :-e:alembedng the Lord. Remembedng the Lord is reciting His Name.
The Guru said: Recite the Lord's :lame by the :ongue million times. This is the
path to meet Lite Lore.
The critics might say: What is in a Name and what could happen by repetition of
Name?
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The critics are justified. The entire wor:d is justified in saying so because the
Lord who is infinite cannot be found by sunnise. IT He could be :ound ~y surmise
~"'J.en all the philosophel's would have reached their aim. ~ or can the Lord be seen
with these eyes. IT He could be seen with these eyes then the scientists would have
found everything.
The Lord gives lIis sensation that can be felt by recitation ofRis ~ame. This is a
marvel of "Faith in the Lord and His grace."
Who could ever believe that by rotation ofmagnet electricity could be p:::-oduced,
bulbs could be lit and fans could move. The world was lighted and it became a
comfort of life. It became a principle that mechanical power can be transformed into
electric cUrrent.
(This is only an example and not an argument.)
One has to have faith bat the Lord is present here, there, everywhere and the
recitation or repetition or chanti~g ofUis name has to be with love, respect and with
attention towards the Lord. Then it would surely be fruitful.
It is however necessary that one must have a great wish to meet the Lord and look
for Ris grace. Ilke the bus will pick up a person only if the person is waiting and
looking for a ride. It won't bother about those who are walking un::nindful of it.
The Lord created the mind as a diamond or gem but it has becor-le rusted by the
'ego and desires'. A rough diamond has to be put on the grinding wheel to bring out
its lustre. Then only it shines and becomes of value.
Similarly, repetition of the Lord's name by the tongue is t."'J.e griIldi..'1g wheel for
the mind. The mind becomes crystal and elevated by repetition ofName. 100 elevated
mind, then feels a sensation of the presence of the Lord in the body and outside in
nature. The Lord reveals lIimself in his N a.."'1le through sensation.
Most people who go the temples or c~urches or mosques are like spatulas moving
in sweet dishes. The spatulas do not enjoy the taste of the sweet dish.
The Lord's Na..'!le is nectar. One has to make a sincere endeavor to drink.
:i'he endeavour is recita20n of Name and singing the praises of the Lord.
Let us recite:
'0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord'
'Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru'
Let us start with at least five minutes a day.

Translator
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PREFACE
Dear Reader,
A person who is in the incessant remembrance of the ;"'ord has pearis, gems, rubies
and jewels in his mind.
Padam Bhushan Bhai Sahib Dr.Vir S!ngh was a saint who had the pearls, gems, rubies
and jewels in his mind.
He has Pl:t 01; these pearls, gems, rubies and jeweis in his writings.
When you read his writings with love, these pearls, gems, rubies and jewels come out
of his writings and enter your mind througil a wavy sensation as if by magic.
Ir. Bhai Sahib ur-.Vir Singh's writings the essence is the Lord's name that gives
fragrance to his writings. I have tried my best to keep the essence and fragrance intact.
Something more about Saint Bhai Sahib Bhai Vir Singh:
Bha: Sahib Bhai Vir' Singh always used to ask everyone who came to meet him to
recite the Lord's name for at least five minutes a day. Once, a doctor from America came
to meet him. When he was about to leave, Shai Sahib told him to recite the Lord's name for
five minutes at least everyday.
The doctor said: Please, r may tell you. This is impossible. I have to work so hard
tha+ r do not have even five minutes to spare.
Then Bhal Sahib asked him: How far from your house is your Hospital where you go
for work?
The doctor re~;ied: It is about one hour's drive from my residence.
Bhai Sahib said: What do you do while you are driving?
The docto!" replied: Nothing.
Then Bhal Sahib said: Can you not recite the Lord's name in that time?
The doctor was amazed. He said: O! How we!1 you have caught me. I promise to
recite for full one hour while going and full one hour while coming back home.
Just by that two hourly recitation of Name, the doctor became so saintly that bebecame known as Dr. Saint.
In this way, Bhai Sahib Bhai Vir Singh put the Lord's name on every tongue.
That is just what Guru Nanak said to the saints when he visited Sirsa:
Put the Lord's name on every tor:gue.
Let us put it on our tongue: 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord.
Starting with at least five minutes a day.
- M. L. Mangia
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There is a resort known as Hemkunt-The seven mounts. Here the peaks
might be in hundreds but seven are distinct. All seven are giving a sc~nic
view as if adorned with silver pinnacles of ice. The early morning moon is
going into hiding. Dawn is arriving. It is daybreak. Today the sky is clear.
From the east a golden light is visible. The reflection of the golden light is
falling on the icy peaks. The sun disc has appeared in its full splendour. See!
Now it has risen higher. All the peaks glitter like gold. The sun rays showering
on the icy peaks and their intermingling is creating wondrous in the eyes by its
glitter of shining gold.
In the IT.Jddle of Lhese ice peaks is a low ground that is plain and level.
Here exists a lake of water. See, the Lord's wonders that in this icy region a
lake ofwater exists through which a small current flows down several kilometres
and merges into Alaknanda. What a miracle that in this icy region the water of .
this lake is not static but flows through it and is not as cold as the ice. Who
knows there could be a hot spring underneath that keeps the water warmer
than ice.
Many more water springs exist in t.,.is icy region. Many caves have been
carved at this spot. In olden times the meditative came and lived here. During
summer and rainfall the ice melts and flows down. Various types of flowers
grow and blossom. In the wintry season the meditative moved down to
Pandkeshwar and other nearby places while in summer and rainy season they
came here and meditated. In summer and dUring rainfall the rays from the
rising sun falling on the mounts and icy peaks reflect such that their magnificence
takes everyone into wondrousness.

.t
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Today! When the sun has risen high enough what we see is that a tall a.'1.d
thin meditative is sitting in meditation with eyes closed. There is hardly any
flesh on the body. He looks like a subtle bony figure with a thin cover of s1d..'l.
But even in this stature his appearance is splendour with vigour and radiance.
He has done intense meditation. His vision can rise above the sphere of time
and space, remains absorbed in thoughtlessness, but wishes to immerse his
body soul in the Supreme soul. The Supreme soul has first-bestowed Ius
grace on him and then sent him from the ::nseen world to the visible world
with some miraculous motive and P:lt him in meditation here.
See! The clouds are getting thicker and thicker and the sun has again
hidden. The stones and mounts all are in meditation. No sound even.
That side the meditative soul is rising [As water mixes and merges with
water, Similarly, the body soullI'.Jx:es and merges with the Supreme soul].
The body soul has reached the sphere of ecstasy. It has reac!:led the
sphere of rapture. It has reached the border line betweer.. the visible and the
unseen world. It had reached there severa. times but today a swinging movement
happened that pulled it from t.'-le border lin~ of seen world ar..d carried :t to
unseen world, the Infinite.
Now what can one say? How can one describe the Infinite unseen world
with the tongue of t.~e seen world or listen with the ears of the seen world. To
understand with the mind of the seen world is a tough ~k. However, to make
us understand the sphere we describe it as follows:
The Lord blessed holy soul that went, felt like t...'Us: ':'he Lord who is
Infinite is not a lifeless in-animate being but a sen:i.ent Supreme soul, Lord
Almighty and 'All pervading'. The Infinite is not an ll..'1.-ending t:ime but a
living omnipresent I..ord.
He is above time and space. He is above birth and deat...~. The Lord is not
a lifeless element but a living Supreme power. He is all ecstasy. We can-not
understand him with our five ·senses. He only knows Himself. He is 'All
knOwing'. He is 'Without hate or vices'. He is love and rapture'.
The new-come soul is in wondrousness that beyond His Almightiness and
all love, another aspect is present in the Lord. He is above time and space but
everything happening in time and space is from Him. He is without eyes but
has i.nfin.ite eyes to see and has given eyes to the world to see. He is above
creation but all is His creation and He pervades in His creation. The newlycome soul has perceived this wondrousness in the' Supreme soul who is Ir..finite.
Whatever He does is miraculous beyond the knowledge of our five senses.
l.'his miraculous-ness is His will.
~/'
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At this time it came to the mind of the Lord's blessed soul that how shall
the worldly humans gain knowledge of the Infinite when they thewl:>dves are
finite. How do they measure the Lord's will with their own will? When the
Lord is Infinite, then what He does and thinks is infinite. Since it is not
possible to understand and describe Him, similarly it is not possible to'
understand and describe what he does and thLTlk.
If the sages search the world, then they will see that the sea is almost
infinite but in that also rivers flow as on earth. In that one sea that is water
everywhere, rivers flow but they are all part of the sea. Many types of currents
are flowing in the sea but they all are part of the sea.
In the same way the Infinite pervades in the entire world and His
miraculous-ness exists as His will. His will is also infinite. His fonn and His 'will
are both true but bgth are in-describable.
Mter seeing all this wondrousness he perceived the Lord's will say'..ng:
You go to earth and create humans of 'High spirits'. Become a guiding star
and create an 'Ideal Man'. Become an 'Ideal Man' and teach the people to
become 'Ideal Men' who should be men of 'High spirits'. I had created my
children as men and women of integrity but they have stooped low. You show
them yourself as an 'Ideal Man' and as a Guru, teach them to become 'Ideal
Men'. Give them strength and your fatherly love so th.at the earth becomes a
place of comfort.
On perceiving this Lord's will as such he felt a bit nervous. Having
meditated for ages in devotion for the Lord, today only his soul immersed in
the Supreme soul but today only, the Lord's command says: Go to earth and
do some work and what work? Create 'Ideal Men'. :Many went to create
'Ideal Men' but they returned without success. How will I succeed in this task?
Oh ho! But not to accept the command is no devotion!.Ko duty! ::.\'ot possible!
Then I should ask for success from here only.
The Lord's blessed soul prayed: 0 Lord! Who am I to carry out your
command in the world? If you keep me immersed in you while I am on earth,
if this connection that I have made with you does not break, I should remain
immersed in your love and you bestow your love on me,and 0 Lord you be
my support, then this meditative is ready to obey your command.
The Lord ordained:
I am in you, you are in me. This is incessant meeting.
This meeting will ever remain. It shall never break.
I shall be your support in the world.
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As the father supports the son, I shall be your support like that.
Whatever you do shall be my doing. I give you my sacredness.
No harm shall come nearyou.
You shall be my son. I shall be your father.
It became noon. ine sun was sendi.TJ.g hot rays on the icy peaks ofHemkunt
when the Lord's blessed meditative opened his eyes.
He is feeling wondrous, ecstasy and raptare. The nectar filled eyelids
open up and close down. Sometimes he gets the wavy sensation from the
Lord's touch and sometime a feeling of wondrousness COr.1es from the nature's
scenic beauty and the Lord's praise. Sometimes he feels a wavy ecstatic
sensation from the comforting solitude. Sometimes his body feels coolness
from the cool and gentle breeze.
He remained in this rapturous pleasure for almost an hour and then got
up.
The Lord's command came to his mind.
Mer intense meditation in devotion to the Lord his desire was to immerse
his soul in the Supreme soul and live in that rapture always. But the command
says: Not even solitude of mount Hemkunt but go to earth. Even at earth, go
and accomplish a difficult task, create 'Ideal Men' who would give comfort to
humanity.
o my mind! Let us see what is on earth and where have I to go?
Then he lo.oked down. What did he see?
It is India. Aurangzeb is sitting on the throne. The subjects are Hindus,
Muslims and of many different faiths, castes and creeds. It is darkness all
round. People are un-educated. Hindus are living in fear, superstitions and
cowardice. Muslims are in pride, hypocrisy, crime and brutality. There is
infighting amongst pandits and other religious preachers. There is frequent
bickering and clash amongst people of different creeds. People are weak and
non-courageous. The subjects are in total suffering.
Aurangzeb is sitting in his court. He has put his father in jail. His elder
brother Dcira's slain head is presented before him. He orders: Wash his face
properly. Then recognizes, yes, right, he is Dara. His heart feels comfortable.
Then he brings tears in his eyes. Sons of the same father brought up and
played together. 0 Kingdom! One brother is a killer, one a killed. One
brother sits on" the throne the other brother's slain head lay on the ground
[History of India by Elphinston Part II Page 447].
King~oms are lovable. Brothers are strangers. Yes, Aurangzeb became
victorious. He defeated all his brothers and became the king.
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The Delhi Mosque was built as thanksgiving. He is trying to tie the cloak
of religion between his heart and the people. He is thanking (:! .. d for his
victory that he gained through his vici'Jus deeds. On the one hand, the brothers
-and relatives are being slain. On the other hand the mosque is being built in
thankSgiving to God. The king of India comes to the mosque in simple dress
and acts as a Muslim priest. But yes, he is raising his one hand in 'prayer to
God and with his other hand he is signing the assassination orders of his
brothers and relatives.
This hypocrite king was a good friend to some deceitful priests. [History
by Dow Vol. III Page 355] see Lal Rukh Page 218.
It is the courtroom. Suleman is presented in front of Aurangzeb. He
prays: Instead of giving me slow poison in the form of medicines, I may be
killed instantly. All the courtiers weep for him. Aurangzeb shows 1l.is kindness
and promises: You will live with dignity. A foreigner named Bernier is also
sitting in the courtroom. The promise is made in his presence. But Aurangzeb's
promise breaks. Suleman, his brother and Murad's younger son all three are
shortly after assassinated in Gwalior jail. [Elphinston Part II page 450]
It gets into Aurangzeb's head that although my brother Murad has not
done any crime but his remaining alive is a risk. One person is called from
Gujarat. He comes and puts an application that Prince Murad while he was
Subedar at Gujarat was instnlmental in killing my father. A court case is made
and Murad is executed in jail on the orders of the court. (Elphinston Part II
page 451. Refer:Bernier and Khafi Khan].
On the orders of Aurangzeb Custom Duty was imposed on Hindus. Orders
were issued not to go by the Calendar of Hindus. Instead, a Muslim Calendar
was made although it had many deficiencies.
The festivals of God that were celebrated with pomp have beer-. banned.
Fairs of Hindu festivals have been banned. Octroi duty on roads was increased.
Music, dance, singing, is all banned. Poets and astrologers have been dismissed.
Writing and reading of poetry is banned. Writing of history is banned. Courts
should go by Shariat law. Such orders have been given.
Aurangzeb has issued instructions that Hindus should not be given
governmentjobs. All governmentjobs should be given to Muslims. [Elphinston
Page nos. 490 to 493].
Aurangzeb is going to the Mosque. Hindus are standing in the market to
pray that octroi be waived. The market place is full with crowds. There is no
way to go. He orders: Go. The elephants and horses run and move crushing
the crowds. [Elphinston page no. 494]
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The king has become crazy for Muslim religion. He is going agai.'1st not
only Hindus but also against Muslim Shi-ites and the Sufis. The king has
shown an iron hand against art craft a'1d no arrangement is being made for
t.l1e education of the people in general. It happens that when a king plucks
one fruit by force, then his army plucks the entire garden.
When the kings demolished the big temples of Hindus, then what could
be expected from the small rulers of states in regard to injustice to Hindus?
All said! In this way the Lord's blessed meditative sawall that was
happening and was going to happen in the country. He visualized that on the
one hand the selfishness of the mind and lack of education has made ilie
people enfeebled and cowards. On the other hand the greed of the people
has made them merciless and deceitful. A 'Lord created Man', 'Man of God'
or an 'Ideal Man' is no longer present. To create an 'Ideal Man' or a 'Man of
Lord' or 'men that the Lord desires should be' is the most challengLTlg task
that he has to accomplish. He saw the people weak and cowards. He saw t.~e
rulers as hypocrites, barbarians, selfish, jealous and mean. He went into a
thought that ~hat a difficult task I have been entrusted with on ~y soul
immersing with the Supreme soul. But the inspiration of the corr....'11and has
enthused him. His Super consciousness is tied to the Lord's feet. The splendocr
of the Lord's support is not causing any reluctance or fear in his mind. This is
ego-less-ness in the Lord's command.
.
It is sunset: Near the lake that is almost a kilometre long, stands a pillar
and a platform. Here is sitting the Lord's blessed meditative. More meditative'
C3..L'11e and soon it became a congregation.
One meditativeJog Nath who was sitting amongst t.~is congregation spoke:
o Lord's blessed meditative! All of us here consider you as our Principal.
You have got some miraculous bleSSings. You are above vices and hatred.
You are an intense meditative. In my meditation I saw that you have reached
the Lord's sphere and met the Lord. You have come back to this earth of 'ego
and desires' and you wish to become a ppilanthropist and a king. We have
great regard for you. If this is true then please save yourself from this world of
'ego and desires'. This 'ego and desires' are too powerful. They do not leave
us even in these tough forests and solitude of the mounts.
The I.ord's blessed meditative replied: 0 dem:Jog Nath! I have met the
Lord, the Creator of the universe, the Supreme soul. I have seen that He is
not a sudden existence. Nor is He a god of fear, superstition or enmity. Nor is
He a static insentience. He is Infinite and sentient, above time 3..L'1d space, but
he pervades in His created world that I can call it 'His command'. He is the
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Supreme power, strong, gracious and all sacredness. Nothing that is nonsacred affects him. The Lord of command has given me a command and I
had thought or a respectful, courteous, indulgent, regardful, polite and obedient
'No'. I do not wish to leave the ecstatic pleasure of meeting the Lord that I am
feeling now. But it is a duty to attune one's self to the Almighty Supreme
Lord's command. The water undergoes sufferings and hardships in travel and
reaches the sea. ]'.;ow, if the sea commands that you rise up in the sky in the
form of clouds and shower on earth and give coolness to it, then you tell what
should the water do? It has to say 'Yes' to the command.
The meditative in renunciation said. 0 Lord's blessed meditative! What
you say is true. We agree to it. But there can be no desire in the imperishable
and vicious-less Infinite. He is wit.hout desires. Maybe you have misunderstood
him. It could be aII'illusory phenomenon.
Lord's blessed meditative: What should I say? I have met Him. You have
not met Him. You have mentioned 'desires'. The desires emerge from the
mind. But the Infinite has no body and mind like we have. The desires that we
know of do not exist there. The command that is in the Infinite is not like the
desires in humans that are vicious in character. All miracles of the non-vicious
sentient Lord are Infinite and non-vicious.
Allahyar meditative: You give some deSCription of His command.
Lord's blessed meditative: The Lord, God, Supreme soul cannot be
described. Similarly, His command cannot be described.
Bodh Muni: It is a misunderstanding. When one has reached a stage
where it is thoughtless-ness then there is no thinking power. Then, how can
you think of a command?
Lord's blessed meditative: The command that emerges in the human
minds that live in time and space that command is not there. It is correct.
However, the command there is like: If a river is flowing in the sea, then that
will be part of the sea but for the earthly people it shall be a miracle.
Sane Muni: When it is 'No God exists', then?
Lord's blessed meditative: When you say 'No God exists', then you have
been sitting in the thought of 'No God exists' for so long. Have you become
'Nothing'?
You do exist. It cannot be non-existence. It is existence and surely so.
Existence cannot come from non-existence. Existence comes from existence.
The existence is Infinite and sentient and has His own will that is beyond the
apprehension of our mind and intellect. 0 friends! You must understand.
The command that I have told you is there. It is absolutely certain. There is
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no iota of doubt or misunderstanding. I have seen with my o~ eyes a..Tld felt
in my own mind what I have told you. I have perceived with insight. However,
if you still have any doubt, then I would like to make you und.erstand that no
desire and ego of any kind emerged in my mind. My mino. :s in complete
harmony and renunciation. It is immersed in the raptLITOllS love of the S:Ipreme
Lord.
Secondly, you listen to what shall be my task? What shall be rr..y pcrpose
for going to earth? My purpose shall not be to amass wealth or be famous o~
establish a kingdom. I have to create an 'Ideal Man' or so to say 'Man of
Ideal' who should be a source of comfort to the suffering he.marlity.
Thirdly, I can foresee that from the body part of view, I shall have to face
severe hardships. In a task where acute hardships are foreseeable, it cannot
be with 'ego and desires'.
Brahm Rikhi: 0 Lord's blessed soul! I have discoursed several times that
no God exists. Finish the misunderstanding and enjoy t.~e ecstasy. The world
is an illusion. Why bot.~er about the sufferings of humanity or comfort to
humanity. Who is cruel, who is coward, who is brave? illese thoughts are
anguishing thoughts. Leave these thoughts. '::'here is no command. Why do
you want to leave this solitude and beatitude and put your feet in t..~e world
that traps?
Lord's blessed meditative: We mast try to understand properly. You a..'1d
I can have sudden ideas but the command is not a sudden idea. It is
indescribable like tl:e indescribable Lord. We caIL.'1ot exchange argumer..ts L.'1
that. Arguments are all from the mind. Mind is bound by time and space.
lVT.Jnd is finite. To some extent it can probe, test and assess the knowledge of
the finite. It has no jurisdiction in the Infinite. I wish I could d.escribe to you
my meeting with the Lord but I am not able to do so. My O:Iter rrll.'1d ar..d
intellectual mind are dissuading me from goLTlg. My heart does not wish to go.
But the command is command and it is unchangeable and trae. I car.rlot say
any more.
All spoke: Well! It is sunset now. Let us disperse. We shall meet ag'!in
sometime. Everybody got up, said goodbye to each other and went to their
respective caves.
Everyone here considers him as the Principal. Everyone is convinced that
we are meditating and waiting for the Lord's grace but the Lord flrst bestowed
His grace on him and then sent him here to meditate.
They are surprised that today again the Lord has Dlessed him a.l1d assigrIed
him the most difficult task of going to·the world that traps.
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II
Where it is snow and ice, neither the rapeseed grows or the mustard plant nor
any flowers blossom, nor any wheat plants grow. Who mows whether the
spring season has arrived or one is tossing and turning in severe winter.
The snow has stopped. This is a sign of change of season. When the
snow melts, then the sprouting of plants do''ffi below shall be visible. Some
apple trees might bear fruits, that also in the lower valleys. In the high range
valleys it is different. Only in the summer months it is spring-time here. One
can move up only in these summer monJIs.
The valley of the seven peaks has become green. Flowers of different
hues have started blossoming. The sun is bright and warm. It is less cold
IDd~.
.
All the meditative got together at the same platform. The conversation
started.
One meditative spoke: After that day's talk my mind has been thinking a
lot. Last night I saw a dream. Oh no! Not a dream. It was a glimpse. I had a
glimpse of respected Gautam Budha. He said: You do not dissuade the Lord's
blessed meditative. He belongs to the highest unseen sphere and he has to go
and accomplish a great task that is a dire need of the hour. Such tasks are not
desires, ego or greed. These tasks are part of the Universal command for
some special purpose. These are accomplished for the comfort of humanity
without attachment to the world. Again he said: I had also gone to the earth
and created men of character. I lived a life of character and made more
preachers of character. But in these mer.. of character one defiCiency remained
that their minds were not connected to the Lord. Secondly, they were deficient
in bravery. With time, the character of men went down and people became
enfeebled. Budhism almost vanished in India. Now it is the Lord's command
that he shall go to earth. 0 dear! You must also go. Budha said that Guru
N anak has already set the standard of 'Ideal Man' which is being carried
forward but the invaders want to finish them because their aim is to use force
and grab. Their force crushes humane-ness and virtuous-ness. They threaten.
There is fear of Guru N anak's Ideal Men being crushed. They are fearless
but still they require more of valour in t.l1em. The Lord's blessed meditative
shall now go and firstly save Guru Nanak's 'Ideal Men' and inspire them with
more courage and save humanity.
Jog Raj: O! You have said rightly. Even I had a glimpse in my meditation.
Firstly, I had a glimpse of Gorakh. He said: The Yoga sect has vanished. No
one goes for Raj yoga that is the real yoga. You cannot find anyone like
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Patanjal. Reading the scripture has become a ritual only. No one acts on what
he reads. Even other Hath yoga practices are also gone, what is left is dra..~as
and t.~eatre performances. The world is becoming materialistic. The need of
the hour is strong 'Ideal Men'. It is the Lord's will that the LorC's b:essed
meditative shall go to earth and save Guru Nanak's 'Iciea: Men' and make
them stronger. The Sidhas of my sect fell out with Guru Nanak b-:.lt Guru
N anak established his Supremacy and has created his 'Ideal Me::l'. Eight
incarnations have nourished these 'Ideal Men' with their Spiritual power. The
ninth incarnation is doing this Spiritual work now in a very dificult sitl.Ia!ion.
Now the Lord's blessed meditative shall go as the Guru in 6e tenll bcarnation
of Guru Nanak to accomplish the ongoing task. Then, I had a glL.'1lpse of
Patanjal as also Kapil Muni. They also said the same.
Sanyas Baal Muni: It is wondrous! I also had a glimpse ana. that was
Shivji. He said: Do not dissuade the Vanquisher of viciousness. It is tl:e Lord's
will that he shall go to earth to eradicate the suffering of the peO"?le. Vedanta
has made people renounce the family a..'1d go to the forests or mOl..:::lts to
meditate. The society is bereft of good people and is suffering. The need is
'Ideal Men'. That task he will accomplish.
Vishan Das, then spoke: Even I had a glimpse today and t..~at was :Kr:shan
Dev. He said: You are meditating for your own salvation. lIowever, those
who are living in the highest sphere of the unseen world, 6ey only understand
the administration of the world. Men of God from ti~e to tirr..e go to t."'-le
earthly sphere but some defiCiency remains in creating 'Ideal "Me~' a..'1d that
makes a downfall.
The Lord's purpose to create His creatior.. was that everybody an.d
everything may flourish extensively and blossom. At this r.:lomer..t t.~e human
soul is not flourishing and blOSSOming. See a rose flower when it blossoms
naturally. It has flourished to perfection. But man, either he is suffe::.ing or he
is making others suffer. His soul has not flourished to perfection and !le is not
living a life of blossom in ecstasy.
Even I made AIjuna as the ideal. He had integrity in him b-:.l: no valour.
Then I inspired him that Khatris are brave. Then he became b:-ave. He
combined integrity and valour. But the deficiency of ego remained.
The 'Ideal Man' should be a brave man but without ego. He s~ould be
brave but with integrity. This is the real 'Ideal Man' and the rea~ idea: is :0 live
in 'High spirits'.
The Lord's blessed meditative is going to create such 'Ideal Me~'. Do not
dissuade him. He is without desires, without ego and without greed. He is
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immersed in the Lord's love. He will make good the deficiency that', ',"; made.
Allah Yaar, a meditative who had C')me sometime back and was meditating,
sitting separately at a place, came and said: Friends! I also wish to say something:
I had a glimpse of Mohammed. He said: All of you are trying to interfere in
the Lord's will. Lord's blessed meditative is not a human meditative like you.
He belongs to the highest sphere of the unseen world. His meditation is some
grace from the Lord. The Lord has given him a command. He has no desire
of his own in that. That is the Lord's will. That is the Lord's miracle. He has to
do goodness to the world.
I saw people in superstitions and in worship of stone idols. I taught courage
but integrity declined and it went too far. People like Taimoor and Mahmood
became invaders. They were away from religion like cowards. Do not threaten
and do not accept any threat. This is the marvel. Guru Nanak has set this
Ideal for the world. Himself, he did not fear the brutal king Babar. He travelled
to countries like Iran, Baghdad, Kandhar, Iraq and did not fear th.e Muslim
priests or the rulers. He won over them by reasoning and gave them love
without threat. It is sad that Aurangzeb wants to e~iminate Guru Nanak's
created handsome 'Ideal Men'. The illi+Iuence of his mean-ness is decline in
religiousness. Even I do not like that. That is why it is essential that courageous
'Ideal Men' with integrity but without 'ego and desires' be created in the
world. The gracious Guru is going to earth for this task. He is going on the
command of the Lord. Do not try to dissuade him. Then, I had a glimpse of
another prophet who was crucified. He said: I taught integrity and I said: Do
not use the sword. One who uses the sword shall be killed by the sword. But
the world is such that when it came on me, I had to say: Buy and bring a
sword. What I meant was bravery. This is the deficiency in humane-ness
without bravery. Without being courageous one cannot be an 'Ideal :Man' but
he should be without ego. Otherwise, courage turns to brutality. If a lion
comes to eat a widow's child, you feel mercy for the child and stop the lion
£rom attacking. But if the lion does not stop, then you kill the lion with a sword
and save the child. Then this bravery is without ego and desire. If this ideal is
not there then you would be considered a coward. The sword should be a
shield against brutality. It should not become brutaL The purpose is that there
should be love in the world. Brutality and force should vanish. Then he said:
Do not dissuade the Lord's blessed meditative. He is going on the Lord's
command. He is the highest person to obey the Lord's command.
Sone Muni: Please! Don't be angry on me. I have faith in my mentor but
in my view the end is nothingness. Today, I had a glimpse of my mentor. I
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asked: What has happened to our Lord's blessed meditative? He replied:
Whatever has happened is for good. Mercy and non-violence as a principle
are good but with these qualities men have become indifferent. It is a deficiency
in man that whatever knowledge he gains, his mind bends that side. It does
not rise evealy on all sides. Now the Ideal that is useful for the world is what
Guru Nanak has told: 'Do not t."'-1reaten and do not accept threat'. Now we
have to show how to keep up this ideal of bravery without 'ego and desires'
and if need arises the sword may be used as a shield with integrity. That has to
be exemplified so that man remains in high spilits and accomplished. He
should be immune to threat, superstition, illusion, self-made religious code,
worries of all sorts, fear of invaders, etc. These should not influence him. He
should be a personality without fear, strong, blossoming, living on earth and
immersed in the love of the Lord with intense integrity and accomplishment.
This I..ord's blessed meditative shall set an example of this exemplary 'Ideal
Man' and make others like that. You also do not stay here. Go with him and
do this Spiritual work under him. Like, you are living in renunciation at the
mount, similarly your mind should remain in ::enunciation of worldly desires
and attached to the Lord even in the battle ground. Do not go in forgetfulness
of the Almighty l..,ord who is the creator and saviour of the world. The Lord is
omnipresent, here, there, everywhere. The Lord is a living Lord, a loving
Lord. Remembering Him incessantly gives profuse jay and ecstasy.
Br~"'lm Rishi: 0 dear! We realized :he world as perishab:e but we did not
remember God nor did we realize t.~at He reveals Himself in His name. We
did Yoga of breath cO::J.~ol to reach a state of thoughtless-ness. Today, I had a
glimpse of Vyas, then Hans, then Yagvulk, the::l Vashisht, t.hen Ram, then
Krishna and many more. The quintessence of what they all suggested is that
all of us should go down along with Lord's blessed rr..editative and show that
we can live in the world w::.~ I::J.bd detached from 'ego and desires' and
attached to the Lord in His remembrance. If you feel the suffering of body
discomforts, t.hen what is your ren:mciation? Muni Yagvu!k and Vyas, said:
Do not consider the Lord's blessed meditative as an ordinary meditative like
you. He is the Guru-soul in human form. :!:...ord, :he creator, is t.he Supreme
soul but for the purpose of nourishing and religious teaching to the world, the
Guru-soul is the Lord's administrator. Tee Lord's blessed meditative has the
Guru--soul in him. He is a prophet with the Guru-soui in b.im. He has to set an
exa..'TIple of 'Men in High spirits in remembrance of the Lord', without ego,
not afraid of death, brave but without desires. For the sake of righteousness,
they shall display fearlessness and live with mind detached from wor:dly desires
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but attached to the Lord. Neither, they shall threaten nor accept any tnreat. In
this way the world shall become a paradise. Such people shall not gin~ ~':rlfering
to anyone. Truth is not just speaking the truth. To have fait..~ in the Lord, to
live in the incessant remembrance of the Lord is Truth. Truth is to have faith
that the Lord is our father, mother a.'1.d gives us nourishment. Truth is to tread
on the Spiritual path. The true Spiritual path is to live in the incessant
remembrance 'of the Lord. The mind has to flourish and blossom as a rose.
The incessant remembrance of the Lord is the endeavour for the mind to
flourish and blossom. One who threatens takes you away from Truth Le. the
true spiritual path Le. incessant remembrance of Lord.
One who accepts threat leaves the true path. Ideal Man is he who shall
not accept any threat nor give threat. The need is to create such 'Ideal Men'
in the world who should be fearless and if need be fight with swords and
arms. They should always remain in High spirits in remembrance of the Lord,
even if they have to die while fighting. The secret however is that they should
be without desires in their mind but with mind attached to the Lord. The aim
has to be that righteousness should prevail. So, even if one has to take up
arms to fight, one should fight fearlessly. Enfeeble-ness and cowardice should
not came a hindrance nor they be cruel or hypocrites or looters. Righteousness
should prevail and remembrance of Lord wOlLd keep them in High spirits.
The Lord's blessed meditative has to go to accomplish this task. The stupid
people are trying to undo the Spiritual path that Guru Nanak has shown to
the world on the command of the Lord. 'To save that true Spiritual path', the
Lord's blessed meditative has to go. He has to spread further the true Spiritual
path already spread by Guru N anak. My mind is full of love and reverence
for him. No doubt the world is perishable but this conviction is true only if the
mind remains un-attached to worldly desires.
Now everyone said: 0 Lord's blessed meditative! You may go. You are
the 1..ord's right hand. You are the Guru-soul immersed in the Supreme soul.
You go and please do us a favour, take us along. Like, we have enjoyed
sitting in meditation free from the world in this so.l.itude and ice in your company
here, we shall fight the tyranny along with you. What shall we do here alone
now?
On listening to this, the Lord's blessed meditative said: It is the Lord's
grace that all your doubts have cleared. It is also the Lord's grace that you will
come with me. Personally, I have got the sensation of the presence of the
Infinite Lord in my mind, heart and body and my soul is immersed in the
Supreme soul and I am always in ecstasy and rapture. All of you remain in
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6e incessant remembrance of the Lord that gives the sensation of t.~e prese:lce
of the Lord in the mind, heart and body. The Lord is :"~e S:lPpo~t. Let :IS all
go with this Lord's support and accomplish. the Supreme task.
Brahm Rikhi: Will you go down tv the world just now?
l .. ord's blessed meditative: No dear! First I shaJ.: go to :.."le Lord's palace. I
shall take blessings from the 'Infinite and ever-existing' Lore.. I shal: ca..'T)' the
blessings in my heart and then go to earth. I shall :i.e my Sl:per consciousr..ess
to the Lord's feet and then go. There is no love in the world. People are in
desires. Greed and hypocrisy has becoCle a way of li:e and people are in
vices. I have to keep my Super consciousness tied to the Lords' feet and
remain in his love-pull and then establish righteous:less in the world. I cave
been blessed like this but I have to go to the Lord's palace first and then go to
earth. This is the Lord's co~mand. I shall leave today. But ror you, you have
not to do any other type of meditation excep~ recitatio~ of the Lord's name
and singing his praises. On my way back I sha:l come here and ta..~e you
along.
What happened now?
The Lord's name went into everyone's mind, heart and body a~d
everyone's tongue started reciting the Lord's name.
Everybody with mind immersed in ±.e Lord's love bade him farewell and
he departed from Hemkunt to reach the :::"ord's paiace.

o
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\\ A Thile listening to the divine songs the mind rose high. It appearec as if
'Vj "VI the world has turned. What we see is an exquisitely beautiful town,
praise ofwhich by a human being is beyond writing with a pen. The construction
of which is of such materials that are beyond the understanding and intellect
of a human mind. The houses here do not disintegrate and do not become
old. No difference is there in day and night. Here is no suffering. The name
of this town is Begum Pura. No thief or gambler lives here. No Police Station
exists nor a guard requirec!. here. The palaces and houses are majestic a..'1d
splendid standing unmoved like a meditative in meditation. They are such
that they can be transformed in whatever manner you may choose and like. If
you like to make new ones, then new ones co:ne up as per your wish. These
houses are not made of bricks and stones but from something subder than
one's thinking. Those who live nere are images of handsomeness and goodness.
Their faces emit lustre that is not there even in the sun. Their faces are holy,
perfumed and pure as the sky in the spring season. The clothes that they wear
are love and devotion. :'-J 0 one is visibly naked. The clothes are not like our
clothes but are made of something like light with so many hues and shades
that we have never witnessed on this earth. Rare is their sheen, lustre and
wave. There is no smell even of bread, butter and vegetables.
Name nectar and divine song's nectar is their food and support. Every
place is adorned with beautifJI springing fountains amidst exquisite blossoming
flowers. Their beauty and charm attracts the mind. But these fountains of
water and flowers are not like the ones we have on earth. They are made of
some subde element. The mind is elevated in seeing 6e fountains flowing.
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'fhe vegetation here is wondrous. When one pluc~s a f1owe~, then :he
flower shall be in your hand and also on the branch. Notbng dies here. No
living being or vegetation dies here.
In this town, a little further stands a magnificent palace that is rr..ade of
pearls and gems whose dazzle, the eyes cannot bear. From top to bottom are
inlaid diamonds and sapphires much more beautif..:1. than :'~e dia...mones and
sapphires we see on earth and the artists have rr..ade it h such perlection that
the moment you see these, your mind rises above time and space a...'1d goes
into wondrousness and ecstasy.
Inside, the light is such that it emits light outside through all four sides of
the walls as if the walls are see-through even ~ore than glass.
When one goes near, the fragrance near the walls is so much t..~at the
mind rises to the tenth door in the body, is transformed and becorr..es sublime
mind.
As the sunrays spread all round and give light, warmth and brightness to
several planets and are helpful for Lhe growth of ~iving beings and vegetatior..,
similarly, the radiance of the light rays from this Palace spreads to all spheres
of the visible and unseen world, gives strengt.~ and power to the St:Il and
moon, gives power to the earL.~ to grow vegetation, gives life to the wor~d,
gives Spiritual awakening to the Lo~d seekers.
vVhatever is there in the world is from t!le support of this centre. Tr.is is
the Lord's Palace. His ?\ame is His form. Na~e is the sl:pport of :fie world.
The Lord reveals himself in His Name. ':'0 ::each the Lord, the endeavour is
'recitation of N arne'.
On seeing such a beautiful palace I thought I may as well go inside but all
doors were closed and there was no option. Shortly after, I saw one godly
soul with a dazzle that the eyes could not bear standing outside the door with
devotion and humility with hands folded. b a cb.arming ar..d melodious :une,
he sang a song that meant:
"0 Lord! Which is the sphere where your reme::nbrance is incessant?
o Lord! ] have come to search that sphere".
This pang of love filled my eyes with tears. T ea~s started flowing dowr..
my eyes like a torrent in rainy season. Then a wavy sensation came that made
my mind rise above time and space. I felt wondrol:sness. I had no: seen any
shadow of anyone in this town but! was feeling ashamed on seeing my owr..
shadow. Now, when I sawall round I found my shadow !lad. vanished ir.. :..his
divine sphere.
Meanwhile the door opened and the godly soul was given an indication
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to come in but the godly saint that he was, he held my finger in his left hand
and took me along inside. He went ahead and sat at a place of honour but my
eyes could not bear t..he dazzle and I stood near the door against the wall like
a figure on the wall.
After sometime when my vision became alright in that dazzle, then my
head bent down effortlessly and I remembered one stanza that meant:

"Those who recite the Name incessantly and immerse
their soul in the Supreme soul, N anak loves them. "
Like, in a wintry black nig-ht when the sky is clear one can see millions of
stars twinkling, similarly, much more millions of stars whose light was more
than million of suns appeared inlaid in the roof as if these subtle stars have
been put in place of rafters. The walls appeared like the forehead of a saint.
The floor was so wondrous as if moonlight is spread on a lake of mercury.
Whatever more::: saw was something never seen on earth, neither can L.1.at be
named in earthly language nor are there any words in our language wherein
that could be described. But to make the earthly people understand, it can be
described in our language in tbs way:
One exquisitely beautiful and sparkling !hrone is laid down. It seems to
be made of materials subtler than electricity and resplendent. One Supreme
soul is seated on it. He has no figure or appearance. He is seated on the
throne but when one sees minutely then one sees F...irn pervading in all spheres
of the visible and unseen world. He pervades in nature, forests and mountains.
He is omnipresent, here, there, everywhere. He is so radiant that even the
thunder of millions of rainy seasons looks less than an eclipsed moon. His
magnificence is extreme love and blossom giving coolness to the eyes and
ecstasy to the heart. He pulls everything towards Himself.
The rapture coming from His glimpse is indescribable. It is like a dumb
person eating sweets, how will he tell?
Around the throne on all sides sat godly souls like the aura around the
moon. When we speak out our mind by the tongue, even then the adler
persons do not understand it so well. But it is not like that wit..h them. What
their minds were to say was visible on their face. They appeared to be liri:e
written books of love and ecstasy. The figures of these saints were visible but
they were so subtle and were not solid type. One could not perceive by the
touch of hand nor were they made of earthly elements. At tha: time when we
entered all these loving saints were singing a sweet song in a loving a."'1d divine
melody. It was not music that could be sung by the throat and heard by ears.
Itwas ecstasy and rapture. It was nectar to drink.
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Wnen the song finished and we saw intently, what we saw was that one
more lov'..ng formless figure is sitting in front of the throne. His appeara..'1ce
was so unique amongst all saints, like the appearance of the bndegroorr.. in a
marriage party is unique. Love, faith, devotion, meaitatior:., philar..:"1ropy and
sensation of the presence of the Lord Le. Super consciousness, all together
were present in this unique Godly soul, like the sunlight has warmtr.., light and
power all together.
A glittering love-cord is visible connecting t.h.e Infinite Supreme soul Lord
sitting on the throne and the Guru-soul sitting h'1 the front. The grace of :he
SupreI,Ile soul, the fountain of love sitting on the throne and the purity ar.ci
humility of the Guru-soul sitting in front are interwoven.
A short while later, the loving Supreme soul sitting on t..,.e thro~e showed
miraculous-ness that can be described as follows so tt.at we may :mderstand:
With great delight He addressed the GunI-soul sitting in the :rant: 0
dear! You adopted nine incarnations and had to bear extreme hardships but
still you allayed the suffering of the people. This gives rr..e extreme gladness.
You remained in incessant remembrance of me and remained without ego in
yourself. You have done a miraculous service.
This concept was something that gave profuse delight and the entire
congregation was filled with extreme love and emotion, like when rr..ore water
flows into the sea, the sea does not overflow.
The figure sitting in front, the treasure-trove of hu..'TIility sang in a meiodious
tune:

The 'One' Lordyou are Great!
One '0 Lord'you are Great! .
o 'Almighty Lord' you are Great!
o 'All pervading Lord'you are Great!
When the song finished the congregation looked towards the most
handsome face of the Supreme soul seated on the throne. The Supreme so:.U
opened his 'more beautiful than lotus' lips and uttered: I sen: many saints and
prophets to earth time and again but none of them preached :he true Narne.
All of them pronounced themselves as God and preached t...11eir o~ narr..e.
On listening to these words the figure sitting in the front, the :reascretrove of devotion, fine-feelings, sea of humility, immersed in love, in deep
emotion and praise said:

o Lord I adore thou!

o Lord Supreme are thou!
o Lord Saviour are thou!

o Lord Great are thou!
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After this, the unique and wondrous, the Creator, the Saviour, the Supreme
soul, all love for His holy men, sitting on the dazzling throne with IHs sacred
and 'more beautiful than lotus face' uttered the following sacred words to
bestow more unlimited love to the already filled love in the heart of the Lord's
blessed meditative:

You are immersed in love of mine!
You are an image of mine!
Whosoever has your glimpse shall get salvation!
What I do you may undo!
What you do 1 shall not undo!
The entire congregation bowed their sacred heads and everybody gave
adoration with respp.ct.
Mter a few moments the Godly soul who looked like the moon in the
galaxy of stars stood up in front of the Saviour, radiant like the sun, sitting on
the throne like in our earthly humans an obedient son stands with folded
hands and head bent in front of his loving father to get the father's pat on his
back.
In this way the leading Godly soul made a sacred prayer in love and
humility:

My Lord are you!
o Lord! Adoration to you!
But before the prayer finished the magnificent and radiant Supreme soul
bestowed profuse blessings with love. My son are thou!
To establish religiousness, to earth 1 send thou!

To put people on the true religious path is for thou!
To refrain people from vices is for thou!
This blessing, this extolment, this compliment from the Supreme Lord
with so much love and graciousness gave such feeling of extreme wondrousness
that is difficult for a human to understand. The magnificent and radiant
Supreme soul was 'more than a father' gracious. He showered love, ecstasy
and rapture. The wavy sensation of ecstasy and rapture fragrant with love
permeated in the mind, heart and soul of the Lord's blessed meditative, as if
both were dyed in one colour. Both became 'One'. What to say of normal sight,
even if one tried to see intently one could not see two different figures. For
sure, 'Two' had become 'One'. Guru-soul immersed in the Supreme soul. It is
difficult to understand this meeting.
It is all wondrous, ecstasy and rapture when the body soul immerses in
the Supreme soul.
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Now the Lord's blessed meditative again made a prayer: 0 Lord! 'Ideal
Men' can be created on earth if you give support.
Again, blessings showered from the Supreme soul:

All religiousness in you shall be religiousness mine!
All sacredness in you shall be sacredness mine!
Your all deeds shall be deeds mine!
Immunity from the worldly ocean offire is thine!
On listening to this blessing, the entire congregation with folded hands
sang a divine song (Kirtan) of thanksgiving.
II
N ow came the time of what the earthly people call as separation. But when
earthly people separate, then there is no mee:ing. But this separation was
divine.
By recitation of the Lord's name and singing His praises the mind is
elevated and it becomes sublime. One feels the sensation of the presence of
the :"ord in the mind, heart and body. The body soul immerses in the Supreme
soul. This is Super consciousness. This is meeting the Lord.
When the separation is divine then the connection remains. The Super
consciousness remains connected. The body becomes a sort of glass cover
over the soul. That does not make any difference in the connection. Like, if
you keep a glass cover around a lighted lamp, it does not stop t.~e light. It only
a.::ts as a curtain around the lamp.
For us this connection is in name only. But those who have to suffer the
pangs of love, they only understa:nd its pain. It is miraculous that neither the
connection breaks, nor the remembrance goes, nor love declines, nor distance
matters, yet separation! It is difficult to unde!"stand it in the true sense. The
Lord's blessed meditative has himself expressed it in this way.
N ow the Lord's blessed meditative, the god of philanthropy with not an
iota of ego, blessed profusely by the Supreme Lord, the loving father, as per
the wish of the Lord, came from the Lord's palace to the town. The entire
congregation in reverenc~ accompanied him.
What do we see now? An extremely beautiful aeroplane made of flowers
is placed. It is called 'Command'. It has power that it takes Godly souls seated
in it to the desired destination within moments without spending any time. It is
made from Spiritual power. Four gods of light carry it. They are named: 1.
Patience. 2. Thanks. 3. Lords will. 4. Lord's pleasure.
On the command of the Lord, the father, when the Lord's blessed
meditative seated himself on the aeroplane of flowers from this place of comfort
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to allay the suffering of the world and bear the hardships that woulil come in
his way, then all t...lJ.e meditative from the time the world was created up to this
day and all the saints and fakirs who were inhabitants of this spiritual and
sinless town, bowed their heads down with extreme love, great admiration,
faith and devotion. Then they sang a song full of love of the Lord.
Now the aeroplane of flowers started its downward journey. Millions of
gods, saints, meditative and men of God stood in rows and watched. All
hearts were full of admiration, love and reverence. There was ovation from
all sides.
Everybody said: You are great! You are great! And the congregation
showered flowers.
When the aerof lane of flowers left the town, then the saints of the spiritual
town talked amongst themselves: O! How wondrous it was?
See! Not even one meditative from amongst those who went to the world
came back immune from ego or esteem. Wnosoever went in human body,
either he forgot the Lord and sought his own worship or along with the Lord's
name added his own name for worship and some asked people to worship
them only.
But it is Guru Nanak only who praised and worshipped the Lord and
preached the Lord's worship only. He had extreme devotion for the Supreme
Lord and was the most sacred. He lived in the worldly ocean of fire in nine
incarnations and spread the Lord's name for over two hundred years. He put
true religion on a firm footing and created the Holy congregation for all times
to come. All the time, he said: I am nobody. Lord is all. He reveals himself in
His name. Recitation of His name with love is the true pa:h. He deserves the
admiration given to him by the Supreme Lord. The laudation of being a son,
that means, immersion of his soul in the Supreme soul fully. That means no
separation. It is most superb what he has been blessed.
This tenth incarnation shall have to face great hardships. He shall have to
face intricate and knotty situations in their worst form. But he shall be finally
victorious and the garden of congregation that nine incarnations have planted
shall be saved. He will establish righteousness for all times to come.
Many meditative who had earlier been going to earth to serve the nine
incarnations from time to time went along with the aeroplane of flowers.
Some had already gone and some went afterwards. They wished to serve the
Lord and bear extreme hardships to bring hannony on earth.
The aeroplane of flowers reached the earthly sphere and stopped at
Hemkunt that is also called 'The seven icy peaks'. The meditative with great
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devotion and reverence accompanied. Then tb.e aeroplane of flowers 1"eached .
the town of Patna in India. Here, in a temple lived Mother GUjri ji a I:1ost
sacred soul immersed in the Lord's love. She was the respected wife of Sri
Guru Tegh Bahac.ur. ~e revered Guru had gone to Assam. He made this
sacred soul stay here at Patna to welcome the arrival of the Lord's biessed
meditative.
When this aeroplane of flowers reached this heavenly home, then on his
arrival on earth, all Lord's saints in their meditacon felt t.~e artival of t...'1.e
Lord's blessed meditative on earth and with t..~eir Spiritual power :-eached 6e
place, bowed down, touched their foreheads to his feet and in adoration sang
a song.
In this way, when t.."'le divine song (Kirtan) finished, they raised a question:
What has made you come to this world? The earth ~s not able to bear your
radiance. It is strange to see such a great prophet coming ~o earth. What is the
purpose? Weare your servants and even the dust of your sacred feet is
sacred. We have come to touch that sacred dust.
Then the Lord's blessed meditative replied: On tb.e command of the
Supreme Lord I have come to this earth. His· comn:and is to establish
righteousness and eradicate sin.
On listening to this reply, everyone showed respect to him and with l:ands
folded said: You are great! Great are you! Then t.:."'ley bowed down and with
their Spiritual strength departed.
A few moments later, delightful news spread in t..~e entire house that a
miraculous child is born to mother GUjri ji and wondrousness prevailed.
First, there was a flash of light equivalent to a million bulbs. Then divine
songs were heard in melodious tunes ar..d then songs of ovation. The
conversation and mirth was audible but it could not be understood. The face
of the child has lustre more than the reoon. He does not even cry. He is
smiling and smiling. :Mother is extremely happy and in ecstasy. She had
glimpse of some godly sou~s also that she cannot describe.
This news of gladness spread all round.
N ow we thought of returnmg home but it was dar~ all round and we
could not see even our stretched hand. In fr...is predicament we prayed to the
Guru: 0 true Guru! Be gracious and show us the way.
In the meantime a ray or light became visibie. When we went along that
way, then we reached Assam state where a cor.gregation had assembled.
The great Guru, Guru Tegh Bahadur was sitting h~ meditation and the
musicians were singing a divine song. At this time t.~e Guru smiled. The entire
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congregation wondered why the Guru smiled. One disciple stood up in humility
with hands folded. The Guru understood that he wished to ask the reason of
his smile.
Then the gracious Guru said: 0 my Holy congregation! Guru l'Janak's
miraculous is. wondrous. Now to allay the suffering of the people a tenth
incarnation is born.
Then one disciple stood up in humility with folded ha..'1ds and said: 0
magnificent! The ninth incarnation, you are seated here. Then what is the
meaning of tenth incarnation.
Guru: What you say is true. But the Lord only knows what pleases Him.
However you try to understand this way: The Guru-soul has been allaying the
suffering of the people in nine incarnations. Now, it is the command of the .
Lord that it should adopt the tenth incarnation and continue to establish
righteousness in the world and the body that has to adopt t.~e Guru-soul is
born today.
One discipl~e have not understood. Will you leave us?
Guru: No dear! The time has not yet come. But when I leave this earthly
body, then the Gam Nanak-soul will adopt the body that is born in Patna
today.
One diSciple: Beloved Guru! We are confused. Your soul will enter another
body and the newly born body is not a prophet.
Guru: 0 dear! This is something like a candle being lit by another candle.
The body born at Patna today is also a prophet and a Godly soul. But after
sometime, when I leave this earthly body, then the Guru Nanak-soul will
adopt the body that is born in Patna today.
At this time four of Guru-disciples who served the Guru daily started
thinking: Why the Guru remained sitting in meditation the whole night? He
did not leave the. seat. God knows what was happening in the Spiritual sphere.
He only knows his pleasures.
Then one disciple got up and asked: Beloved Guru! Has a prince born in
your house?
Guru: Yes a prophet is born.

o
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ee! Lord's wondrousness. Here is Punjab and its central town Ramdas
UPura near the village Guru-ki-ror where the ninth Guru lives. Again, see
the impulse of the Guru to exert and show to the people the easy path of
'recitation of the Lord's narne with love' to meet the Lord.
'A man of Lord is exuberant to do goo<i."1ess to others.'
See! The impulse has seated the Gl:YU or.. its head a.."1d carried ri..'11 to
Assam state to spread the Lord's name there. Guru Nanak. had a:ready
sprillided the Lord's name in the state but the seedling of Kame was wi6ering.
To make it green and blossom again, the G-"':rll is ready to go.
Re left Punjab. He left his house Anand Bhawan at A'1a.."1dpur. Gun.:.
Tegh Bahadur started eastwards. On the way wherever he stayed. he sp:-ead
the Lord's name.
He visited several pilgdmage centres like the tP..ird Gur:.! did. ::Ie pl:t
people on the simple path of 'recitation of N arne' that is like a bridge or.. a
river, took them out of their mista..\en beliefs, gave life to people li0..ng lifeJ.ess~y
in forgetfulness of the Lord, gave faith to the people that Lord is omnipresent,
here, there, everywhere. He is the saviour, giver of nourishment, fat..J,.er and
mother. He ~ked everyone to remember the Lord in every moment and
every breath. TrJs is the prime worship. Do good deeds. Do not tell lies. Kee?
away from vices. Lord is with you.
Travelling further he reached Triveni. Triveni is the confluence of three
rivers. Big fairs are held here and people consider it holy to bathe here. He
told the people that bathing cleans the body but the mind is not cleansed. It is
the Lord's name that cleanses the mind and the mind becomes crystal. Then
the Lord's name settles in the mind and the mind is elevated.
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Travelling further, he reached Patna town. Uncle Phagu and many more
devotees of the Guru lived here. They prayed that he should stay at Patna for
some time.
Out of love for the congregation he decided to stay on at Patna.
Budha was born in this state. He did not talk about the fountain ofgoodness
but preached only goodness. So, the need was to quench the thirst that the
Lord seekers have for the Lord.
Now this state shall have the privilege of the birth of a prophet who
understands goodness but has also realized the fountain of goodness, the
source from where goodness emanates. He shall not say that there is curtain
after curtain. Instead he shall say: See the Lord, omnipresent, here, there,
everywhere, close to you, absolutely close to you, all pervading. A prophet
who will not only say the command but also say: Without the Lord's name,
everything else is a ritual of mistaken ·belief.
This state shall have the privilege that the biggest prophet of the world,
the biggest giver of salvation, the strongest warrior, the biggest giver offreedom,
the biggest prophet who transformed the mind of humans from animal to man
and from man to saint, Guru-incarnation, poet, intellectual, diplomat, army
commander, family man, saint, yogi, ascetic, preacher, acted on what he said,
is born here.
This is why Guru Tegh Bahadur, the embodiment of virtues stayed here
for some time. Then he left his family here and travelled to Assam. Here only
the fortunate month of December arrived. Already since seven centuries the
months of December arrived but the tyranny and oppression always remained.
But now! What a fortunate December has arrived? It shall bring the
eradicator of suffering from heaven to earth.
It is the fortunate month of December. When the sacred feet arrive, vices
run away. See they are running very fast. Sacredness will now prevail.
One day arrived. It was the seventh day of the Indian calendar.
On this day early in the morning, 'Guru with the Plume', 'Master of
Spirituality and Sword', Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh was born in the
house of Guru Tegh Bahadur, saviour and his 'Picture of sacredness' wife
'Mother Gujri ji'.
Prophets are born for t..~e salvation of people on earth. When there is
extreme tyranny on earth, then a saviour comes from t..he Spiritual unseen
world. But this time the Master saviour came and not that he came once and
went away, he adopted ten incarnations. Now this shall he the tenth incarnation
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of the same Master saviour. When the Master saviour from the Spiritual
world comes to earth, then it is natural that some Spiritual wonders shall
happen and the Spiritual saints on earth shall be influenced.
One saint Bheekan Shah intuitively visualized t..he birth of a prophet at
Patna and headed towards Patna. He went to the Guru-house and prayed 6at
he be allowed to have a glimpse of the Prince-Guru.
In this house Spiritual men of God were welcome and respected as a
dealer of silver and gold is welcome and respected in a jeweJer's house. The
maid brought the Prince-Guru in her lap and the saint made his forehead
sacred by touching it to the Prince-Guru's feet.
Being in a human body sometimes doubts arise even in holy people. A
doubt arose in the saint's mind that let me see whether he is born for F..inc.us
or for Muslims. To test the same he took two bowls. One he filled with milk
and another with water, with intention in mind that if he throws away rr:;'~
then he shall be Muslim and if he throws away water then he shall be Hindu.
But the miraculous child pushed both with his foot simultaneously. See :he
water and milk both mixed with each other and becar.:le one. It mea...'1t that the
ego of Muslims and the caste system of Hindus shall both go and it w.2l be one
'Ideal Man'. The love of milk and water is wellimown.
In this way Hindus and Muslims shall love each ot.~er.
If you boil milk then the water dries up. It does not let t.~e IT..ilk burn. T!:e
milk in turn sees the suffering of his beloved, swells and overflows on tl~e fire
and extinguishes it. While swelling, if water is mixed in it, 6en it becomes
happy and goes back.,

The saint understood that tr.Js prophet oflove will bestow humility to both
so that t.."'1ey come to love each other.
Seeing this, his regard for ~e Prince·Guru swelled. He thought that at
least the suffering humanity will benefit. ':'he saint got much satisfaction and
then he bowed down and went away.
The saint did not live long otherwise he would have wi~essed frat &.is
Lord's blessed meditative removed the 'I and mine' Le. ego from lIlen ar..d
filled their minds with the spirit of sacrifice and 'do goodness' to humanity.
How he created the nectar and finished the caste syste~ a::J.d ope::J.ed tr..e
gate for everyone to become 'Ideal Men'. How he gave the Lord's r..aIr..e to
everyone and elevated their mind. How he transformed men from animal to
man and from man to saint. How Hindus beca...'TIe 'Ideal Men'. How Muslims
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like Budhu Shah joined the fraternity of Ideal Men and sacrificed his sons for
the sake of humanity. How the country got freedom. How the work ts0t true
religiousness.
o Great! 'Guru with the Plume'
o Great! 'Guru with the Plume'

o
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moon! You have not risen today. B~t 0 moon! Beauty is ~ot dependent
, on you only! Beauty is divine spler..dour. Sometimes it glances through
you. Sometimes it glaIlces through the flowing waters, sometimes it springs
forth from the mounts, sometimes it blossoms from fre plants and flowers,
sometimes it flashes as fearsome thunder, so~etimes it swims on the sea
waves, sometimes it gives Spiritual awakening from the divine songs corrJng
from sweet throats and wires or musical instrume:lts, sometimes it shows itself
through the sound of bombs in the battle ground, sometimes it shows in
marble, bricks, lime, wood or steel, someti:nes it winks £rom the eyes of beautiful
women, sometimes it springs up in bushy moustaches of handsome men or in
e!egant appearances.
o beauty! You are not material but you show yourself as splendour in
material. Are you goddess or god or the Lord or the light of the Lord?
See! One sage has said that somethir..g that is beneficial is beautiful. But
the appreciators of beauty know that you a.. . e a goddess from the heavens.
You might be beneficial to one or many but your glamour is beyond beneficialness. Beauty is more beneficial than anything beneficial.
Y o~ live in the hearts of saints, poets, singe.. .s, artists and sculptors.
a beauty! You show yourself in nature but sometimes your glitter
concentrates the mind and soul and immerses it in the rapturous Supreme
souL
You are not superstition. You are not ari illusion of the mind. You are an
angel from the unseen world. Those who cannot see anything beyond the
visible world, it is you who tells them: See! This is the unseen world.
People think that the things or materials that are beautiful, it is some

O
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characteristic of theirs. Some think that things put serial-wise look beautiful.
Some think beauty is in lines and colours. Some think that beau:.. ·.is only
sensibility of the mind.
Beauty is what has been said above but it is still more and it is not dependent
on what has been said above. Whatever characteristics you mention about
beauty, still more remain.
It appears that beauty comes from material objects but actually it is a
goddess that belongs to another sphere. The effect of beauty is ecstatic. It
elevates the mind. The ecstasy takes the mind out offear and anxiety. Sometimes
its effect is so strong that the mind and soul immerse in the Supreme soul and
rapture is so much that the mind stops thinking, understanding and perceiving
as if in trance.
Yes! Beauty takes us to the world of sensation in moments. The ecstasy
detaches us from the visible world and immerses our body soul in the Supreme
soul. The body soul meets the Supreme soul.
. In the blinking of an eye it gives the sensation of the presence of Lord in
the body that gives ecstatic pleasure that is different from the pleasures of the
eyes, ear, nose, tongue and body. This pleasure comes when the mind is
elevated and detached from worldly pleasures. Then it gets a sensation of the
presence of the Lord inside the body and outside in nature.
While sitting in the house we listen to a melodious tune coming from the
market. The beauty of the music influences our mind. Our mind is elevated.
Our eyes dose. We feel ecstatic pleasure. The beauty of the music elevated
our mind. We got a sensation of the soul.
But our habits are our enemy. We are extremely in love of the seen
world. The beauty of the melody elevated our mind and we went into the
sphere of sensation that gave ecstasy. But we leave that sphere of sensation
and run outside. We rush to open the windows and see the humans and the
musical instruments of leather and wood and get engrossed in the visible
world.
Beauty takes us into wondrousness. Wondrousness is a sensation of the
presence of the Lord inside our body and outside in nature that gives ecstatic
pleasure. We lose that. If we had kept ourselves looking inwardly, then the
effect of beauty would have kept our mind in elevation. Then the sensation
would have become incessant. Then our body soul would have met the
Supreme soul and immersed itself in it. 1nat would have given extreme rapture.
But we run after the things that are beautiful and get trapped in the worldly
sights.
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Since the world is perishable, everything perishes. We get separatior..,
situations change. That is why one gets pain and suffering in this world. If
man realizes that it is the goddess of bea~lty that gives a feeling ofwondrousness,
it has strength, it can give ecstatic pleasure, it can take us out of the 'sphere of
fear and anxiety' to 'the sphere of tranquillity. Then to meet the Lord is a
stone's t..1}row.
But except those who are in recitation of the Lord's nan::.e none else
would benefit from beauty. What people do is, to see beauty and run after the
beautiful.
In the process of acquir.ng the beautiful the mind scattered. After acquiring
the beautiful one ravishes. The ravishing makes the mind dirty. The scattered
and dirty mind spoiled the beauty. Beauty was not spoiled. It slipped away.
The beautiful withered. The scattered and dirty mind became weak and
distressed.
The glimpse of beauty should have concentrated and cleansed the mind.
The concentration and cleansing wou~d have given ecstasy and strength. The
beauty would have turned the mind inwardly and transformed it into sublime
mind. That would have given the sensation of the Lord that gives rapture.
The same glimpse of beauty kept you in the visible world. The glimpse of
beauty that would have given you the sensation of the Lord becomes a trap to
keep you in the worldly ocean of fire.
But this is not the fault of beauty. Tnis is the fault of man. Wnat should a
man do when his nature has become like t..~at? Whenever a man sees beauty
he wishes to acquire.
How to change this nature? To change this nature one requires company
of Holy· people.
The Holy company teaches you 'detachment from worldly desires' and
'recitation of the Lord's name with love'. The recitation keeps you in the
presence of the Lord who is more beautiful than anything else in the world.
The recitation of the Lord's name concentrates the mind and one gets the
sensation of the presence of the Lord that gives ecstasy. This is not a glimpse
of beauty. This is a magnet oflove. The Lord invites you to sit in His rapturous
lap.
Ah ha! 0 moonless night! We have seen beauty in you. It is early morning.
The sleep said: Go and play in the lap of awaken-ness. It is cold. But sitting on
the roof one sees millions of stars twinkling in the dark blue sky. In moonlight
one sees less stars and those are dim also. But today one can see millions and
are lustrous.
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A soft breeze is blowing from the west. Actually it was moonlight but the
moon hid itself early. :But beauty has sat in the g:nnpse of the twinkling stars.
The breeze from the west has made the sky clear. Everything is facing
eastward. We have also been influenced to see eastward. We got up and sat
on the settee. Our eyes were drawn towards another wonder. It is not the
moon but not less than moon.
One star is shining bright. What is that? Ah hal Ah hal It is Venice. The
Muslims and Ch..ristians have named it out 0: love. But the Hindus have made
it a companio~ with delight. When Venus does not rise then no marriages
take place. AD auspicious occasions are forbidden when Venus does not rise.
Whenever it rises, those are the auspicio~s days.
Today, this auspicious star is pulling us eastwards. I: appeared we are
rising but no we did not rise. We walked eastwards and reached a beautiful
place. It is a scenic spot. It is the bank of river Ganges. Very clean and green
water is softly flowing.
This river has the privilege that the biggest prophet of the world h.as put
his sacred feet here.
On one side of the river bank exists a very big town. Tills town has the
priv'..iege of the birth of the biggest prophet of the world.
See! Early in the morning, one pious :figure wearing a woollen shawl is
seated on a carpet spread on t..i}e marble stairs of the bank of the river. He is
sitting with eyes closed but the doors of his heart are open. One God of love
is seated in l>..is heart. He is in love with someone whom. he calls Princebeloved. He is sitting and enjofng the ecstatic pleasure of love in this cool,
soothing, and peaceful solitude.
Heavens are showering love. The stars are showe~g briJJiance. The
breeze has become melodious and is singing:
Night is sleepy but stars are awake
World is sleepy but saints are awake.
Ah hal Ecstasy! Ecstasy of solitude and cahr.ness of the night! Ecstasy of
the bank of the river! Ecstasy of the sweet breeze! Ecstasy of the ::latural scenic
beauty!
It is giving rapturous sensation of the Lord to the saint.
More brightness came from the east, a golden brightrless.
From the city side one coaple arrived. They placed a packet of cCU"damom
as an offering in front of the meditative, bowed in extreme reverence and sat
down at a little distance in humility. After sometime t:r..e meditative opened his
eyes. The eyes that were full of love-ecstasy charmed the newly arrived couple
and they bowed their head again.
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The meditative blessed the couple and said: Welcome! What brings you
here so early?
The newly arrived replied: 0 Holy man! We respect you as a King and
worship you as a Brahmin a..'1d love you as a Holy man. I have come to your
door as a beggar.
Brahmin: 0 King! You arc also a King. Do not say such humble words.
Newly arrived: 0 respected Pandit Shiv Dutt! You are a Pandit wor1±.y of
worship. You are the most sacred Brahmin. I am a Khatri. I have corr.e as a
beggar, reason being that I have no child. There is no one to take over ~'1e
kingdom. Many families have got children by your blessings. You be benevolent
on me and bless me a son.
Shiv Dutt: 0 King Fateh Chand Maini! Your coming here is most welcome.
But what you have heard that I have blessed sons to families is not true.
Fateh Chand: 0 Holy man! The tree loaded with fruits bends down. The
scale that ca..'Ties the weight bends down. But as you have blessed:;agta Seth
and many others, you bless me also. I desire one son and for that I have
come to request you.
Shiv Dutt: 0 King! 0 my friend! 0 respected gentleman! These miracles,
the Lord himself is dOing. This is aU in His power. What should I say? He
HilTIself has come to earth. These all are his miracles.
Fateh chand: But he does it sitting on you:- tongue.
Shiv Dutt: Himself, he has come in human form. To me, he is blessing his
rapturous glimpse. I tell you the truth. I am not trying to put you off. I am fuJy
convinced that the Guru-soul from the unseen Spiritual sphere that comes to
save the earth when t.~ere is great suffering on earth has come. :: put pJn to
test. Whatever way I tested he responded with love. On the day when I
prayed that I should see him in the form of Ram, then he appeared as Ram.
When I prayed that he should appear in the form of Krishna, then he appeared
in the form of Kris~na. When I wished the form of Bueilia, then he appeared
like that. By himself, he blessed the Lord's name that has gone deep into my
heart. Now I live in the recitation of the Lord's name and a longing for his
glimpse. This is my meditation. This is my worship. See! The sun is tising it:
the east and my 'Bala Pritam'-'Prince-beloved' is standing on t..~e SU:l disc with
a bow and arrow. 0 dear! If you take his refuge, then what to ta:k of son you
shall get eternal happiness.
Saying this, tears started flowing from Pandit's eyes. His body trembled
and he got engrossed in the love-pull of the beloved. He opened his eyes
after a long pause.
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Fateh Chand: a Gracious! Then you take us to him. We both shall fall at
his feet.
Shiv Dutt: This is the way of love. You sit in your house. Have a longing
in your heart t.~at the saviour of the world should come and, give a glimpse.
Remember him with love. Remember him from the core of your heart. Be in
pangs of love. Love should swell in your heart. Then my wondrous Gobind,
my 'Bala Pritam'-'Prince-beloved' will come to your house and will bestow all
your wishes. But be careful don't consider him as a dry skinny, sad and sorry
figure. He is the Master of the Spiritual sphere of the unseen world. He is a
blossom, blossoming like a lotus, has a magical pull in him, he is ecstasy, he is
a swelling sea of happiness. He is embodiment of love, charm, delight, bliss,
happiness. He is a spell binder. He is vivacious. He is heart pleasing. He
elevates your mind with love of the Lord. He is fountain of ecstasy always
exuberant. His glimpse drags you but you do not know how it happens. His
voice is enthralling. He is enchanting. One feels enamoured. He is sea of
rapture. He is lake of exuberance. He is inspiration of the spring season. His
smile is a blossom of rose. He is river of joy. His laugh is blossom of full
garden. He is more handsome than the moon. He is radiance. You will see
but you won't be able to bear his dazzle. But your inner vision- will open.
Then you will see Spirituality in him.
On listening to these words, a longing developed in both husband and
wife. They felt a wavy sensation of wondrousness, a wavy sensation of ecstasy.
Their mind got elevated.
Shiv Dutt: Please! You may go now. People are thronging for a bath. If
they see you here, it will become a talk of the town. No doubt I am a king but
being a Brahmin and a regular visitor my presence does not become hearsay
of the town.
Fateh Chand: You are right. 0 gracious! It appears it is for this love that
you have abandoned idol worship.
Shiv Dutt(with tears in eyes): Lord is neither in wood, nor in stone, nor in
metal. The living God, God who gives life, the true God has come to earth.
N ow my Lord lives in my heart, my mind. It is no: an imaginary figure created
by my own mind. ~he living Lord is now really living in my mind, heart and
body. I have got the sensation of the Lord in my body, 'My Prince-beloved',
'My Prince-beloved'.
Saying this, love-tears flowed from his eyes in torrents. The love-tears
from the saintly eyes, the love drops, fell in the cool water of the Ganges.
King Fateh Chand and his wife departed.
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The sun disc rose high. The sunrays are fa l1;'1g on the water of river
Ganges. What a colomb! wavy sensation are they giving?
Here, on the bar1c of t.~e river people are throngL'1g. It has become
crowded with bathers, the ascetics, the idol wo~s.pippers.
Shiv Dutt Brahmin has no wish to go despite of this rowdy crowd. In tPJs .
din and uproar he is sitting eng:ossed in some love. I:r.. trjs commotion he is in
some yearning.
Suddenly, a sound was heard as if something l:eavy has fallen in the
Ganges and the water swelled as if an earthquake has come in the sea. It has
overllowed so much that even the bar~~ is overflowing with water. All ascetics,
an idol worshippers are running away. They are uttering Gobind, Gobind
from t.'-1eir throats.
Wi:o.fUn moxr..ents the bank became empty. The entire crowd ran away a..'ld
vanished. No sooner than the bank beca..TIle empty the flood stopped.
Soon, the Godly soul from the heavens was seen standing between the
sun-disc and the yea..-ning and thirsty eyes of Shiv Dutt.
The Pandi: fell flat 0.::1 t.~e ground. The handsome Lord's beloved meditative
touched rus forehead somy with his toes and said: Get up.
Was it a touch of feet or the sea of rapture?
Immense sensation of the Lord's name went into the mind, heart and
boay cells of the Pandit. He got up and sat on his knees in great reverence.
He is uttering Prince-beloved, my Prince-beloved. When he sees, he sees two
sur..s one a tifeless sun and another a living sun and his eyes close.
Prince-beloved: Pandit dear! See! All idol worshippers ~an away.
The sun worshippers could not withstand the hard.ship of a little wate:-.
The ascetics left their worship in the middle so that their clothes do not get
wet. The meditative became restless with the sound of water. Tne love for
religion has gone so low. This is the reason why the country is not prospering.
People have become l~feless. Only the rituals remain. Bodies have become
like statues with no life in them. Bodies have become like covers with no soul
in them. Body is there but without remembrance of Lord. Pandit! Renounce.
But what you renounce do not throw it in the river. Give it to some needy
person. Meditate but do not meditate for thoughtlessness. Meditate to meet
the Lord. Do not renounce the world. But let your mind rise above the world
and do goodness to the world. Sing the praises of the Lord but do not renOll..'1.ce
the family. Recite the Lord's name with love but do not leave your wor~ of
earning for the faJ?1ily. The body is perishable. It has to die one day. But do
not become lazy in this thiplcing. Put it in doing service to the people. Spiritual
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strength is that the mind is in the incessant recitation of Name. The bo.dy soul
is immersed in the Supreme soul and is in ecstasy and rapture.
Saying t.his, Prince-beloved jumped into the water. After hL."ll, eight to ten
of his companions jumped. Softly, he is swimming. Handsome body, loving
body, 'Prince--beloved' is swimming softly. The flow of water is taking the
body far. Pandit is standing and looking. He bows his head, has tears in eyes,
then a smile and feeling of rapture.
o fortunate Pandit! You have got a glimpse of the Lord. Feel yourself in
high spirits on the top of the world.
After sometime PrL'1ce-beloved was far off and was not visible to the eyes.

II
Here stands a delightful and captivating palace decorated in different kinds.
One beautiful lady of middle age, serene and comely is sitting and talking to
herself: 0 Prince-beloved of Pandit Shiv Dutt! Please give a glimpse to this
humble lady also. 0 Eradicator of sufferings of the world! Please. give a
glimpse. We are full of vices but for the sake of Shiv Dutt, please do give your
glimpse. You bless him every day. Sometime you bless us also. 0 Prir..cebeloved! Pandit has not given us your address that we may find out and
present ourselves there. We have been told only this path Le. to sit at home
and remember you. We should imbibe love for you in our heart. That is why
we have no option but to put you in this trouble. Please give your glimpse.
The path we have been told is recitation of name. The onus of coming is on
you. Please be gracious 0 Prince-beloved of Pandit Shiv Dutt. Give your
glimpse.
Meanwhile King Fateh Chand Maini came and asked: Darling! Did Princebeloved come?
Queen: 0 m; Master! He is in my heart. He is in my mind. His
remembra-nce gives ecstasy. He has not given a glimpse to these thirsty eyes.
We are not sacred. Weare not High Brahmins. We are poor Khatris. 0
Master! W t are not meditative. We have worshipped idols. We have not done
any service. Pandit Shiv Dutt is a meditative since birth. We are sinners .:md
full of vices. I': is his grace that he has asked us to remember him. It is his
grace that we feel his presence in our heart.
King: Darling~ Today, it came to my mind that -we remember him with' a
desire we are greedy for a son. That is why we remember him. If we remember
him solely for love)s sake, then he might come. Yesterday Pandit Shiv Dutt
said that the mind that has desires is not clean.
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Queen: It is true. What shall we do if we get a son? ~at sb.aJ. he do?
What benefit will we get? If by the blessings of Shiv Dutt we get a glimpse o£
Prince-beloved, what else is left wor-ll desiring?
King: Darling! Weare very fortum.te that we are born in a time when the
Lord himself has come to earte. in human form to allay the suffe:i.ng or
humanity. The Lord is gracious that He has come in body :orm and we can
see Him with these eyes.
Queen: 0 Master! It is true. We are born in a fortunate petiod. The::J.
why should we desire a son? Why not we consider Prince-beloved as the
saviour, father and mother, giver of bliss, Lord of t.~e ~eavens, giver or :lie
eternal? We must remember him in this way.
King: Then what should we do?
Queen: 0 Master! As you say.
King: Desire for a son. Let it go. But it is not going. The desires make a
dent in the mind. .
Queen: 'Detachment fro:r.. worldly des!res in the mind' is the wand to
push them out. King: It is true. Where is King Das!lrath who commi:ted
suicide in separation from son? Where is Ravana who was father to a thousand
sons and grandsons? All perish. The world is perishable.
Queen: But they say, so::J. saves you from heli. One is saved from going to
hell if one has a son. What shall we do? 0 'Desire fo~ son' get away from my
mind. By any means get away from my mind so that my entire mind becomes
a room for Prince- beloved.
King: Why should we bother about he:l now? Prince-beloved shall save
us from hell. Wnen one takes refuge wit..~ the :ion, then why be afraid of the
jackaL
Queen (in happiness): Yes. You are right. It!s true.
King: But 0 darling! Who will look after our treasures?
Queen: When the fear of hell has gone, the::J. let the :ear of treasures also
go. When the Prince-beloved shall save us rrom heE, thea he will look after
our treasures as welL
King: Yes darling! These treas-:J.res are all his grace. He is the Lord. He is
the giver. Queen: When he is the give.::, then he will look after also. "Vhy
should we put our 'I and me' and suffer. We should become his beloveds and
enjoy the ecstasy of his love.
King: That is fine. 0 'Desire of son', 0 'tho~ in 6e heart', go away. Yot:
leave us today. We leave you. It should be 'us and Prince-beloved. Princebeloved of Shiv Dutt shall be our Prince-beloved. No. No. We should belong
to him. He should be the Master and we shouid kiss his feet.
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Queen: 0 'Desire for son', go away. 0 'Desire for a heir', [;j away.
Pandit Shiv Dutt! Please cleanse cur mind so that we remember Princebeloved with love and without desires.
Saying this, eyes of both of them closed but their inner vision is with Shiv
Dutt on the bank of the Ganges. Shiv Dutt looked towards the sun and said:
See the Prince-beloved is standing on the" sun-disc. Both saw. What did they
see? They saw that Prince-beloved is standing on the sun-disc with a bat in his
hand. His companions throw the ball and he hits back. They are playing bat
and ball.
Ah hal It is wondrousness. The mind is feeling the sensation of the presence
of the Lord in the mind, heart, body and soul. Their soul has got a touch of
the Supreme soul.
In their courtyard a knock-knock is going on. The bats are hitting the ball.
The boys are making so much noise but they are not listening. Their eyes do
not open. There is so much noise that one wOlJ.ld wake up even from a deep
slumber but their bodies are motionless. The glimpse of the Prince-beloved
that they had with their inner vision has put them in trance.
Now see! The empty lap becomes full, like dry wood becomes suddenly
green.
See! The grace comes. See they get Super consciousness in their mind.
See! The company of Holy men makes you meet the Lord.
o Queen! See! Your lap becomes full. See! The saviour of the world, the
child of seven years, no, not a child, the Master of heavens has come. But you
are in your trance. He is busy in play. .l\'ow see! The play stops. How the
miraculous enters the room? Eow softly he keeps his feet? How softly he sits
in your lap? How lovingly he puts his hand around your neck and looks with
a loving glance towards your face and says: Mother! Mother! :Mother!
Nobody had earlier listened to anyone addressing the Queen as Mother.
She is still in trance. The word Mother has gone deep into her heart. It has
gone furth~r deep into her soul when she was in trance. She perceived
resonance of Mother, Mother. The Queen who had renounced the desire of
becoming a Mother is listening to someone saying Mother, M<;>ther. Startled!
She opened her eyes.
The word Mother, sweet, soft, giving ecstasy, full of pull, is going in her
ears. Her eyes opened. She saw intently. She sees her lap is full. The Godly
soul that she saw with her inner vision sitting on the sun disc, is sitting in her
lap. His eyes are looking at the Queen's face and his: lips are saying :Mother.
Oh! Queen! You were in longing for decades. You have got a son. Which

o
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son? Whose dust of the feet, the meditative are thirsty :or. See! He is addressing
you Mother! Mother! A six lettered word. What was it?
She is in a hurry to bow her head to his feet but the Godly soul dici not let
her move and again said: Mom!
o Mother! He blesses sons to others but for your pure love is giving
himself to you. He says: You Mother and I son.
Fateh Cha...'1d now felt a ser..sation inside. He had also not noticed the
11aster of heavens entering the room. He saw Prince-beloved sitting in the lap
of the queen and uttering Mot.1}er. He wondered! 0 Who is that who is calling
Mother to my son-less wife?
o Fateh Chand! See intently. He is the sa...'TIe. The b:g that he is. He can
give you a gift as big as he is. The desires keep you away from the Lord. The
desire of son vanished. Lord himself came as a son.
The King opened his eyes fully. Ah hal My wife's lap is full. The Lord of
l~e heavens, the Heavenly soul, Master of radiance, miraculous, with such
love is sitting absorbed in motherly love and the mother is in ecstasy.
Yes King! He is the Prince-beloved.
The King remembered the words of Pandit Shiv Dutt: You remain in his
remembrance. He shall come himself. Truly he has come.
The King got up with the intention of falling at his feet but see how swiftly
'the would be General' of t...~e Army hugged the mother tightly and looking at
her eyes again' said: Mot.~er!
The L'1tensity of love was so :much that it did not let Fateh Chand move a
bit
He went iIito deep tra...'1ce.
Mom sees her husband in a trance and herself she is getting an echo of
Mot.~er ir.. her ears.
So much time passed in this Godly rapture.
In the door, other companions are standing like dumb statues of stone.
Meanwhile, Pandit Shiv Dutt entered and in extreme gladness uttered:
You! 0 Lord, You! 0 Lord, You! 0 Lord, You! 0 Lord.
Prince-beloved got up and joined in the chorus of You! 0 Lord, You! 0
Lord, You! 0 Lord, You! 0 Lord. Everyone got dyed in the love of the Lord.
The house became a place of worship of the Lord. Was it a room or a sphere
0 ..~ di'
VIne S'
pm·tuality?.
When the recitation of the Lord's name finished, then Prince-beloved in a
lOvingly voice said: Mother! We are hungry. Give something to eat.
Queen c~ed her servant to bring some delicious sweets from the market
but the miraculous said: We shall have fried grams and fried round bread.
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See! By chance the cook had finished making both these items just then
and they were hot. The queen went into the kitchen and she herself brought
in a tray.
Prince··beloved gave some to Shiv Dutt, then, to his compall.ions, then to
the king and queen and then he himself ate.
After this, Prince-beloved along with his companions ran to the courtyard
and played for full two hours before returning to his home.

III
Patliputra, in olden times it was Patliputra and now it is named Patna. How
fortunate is Patna? In this Patna, sitting in a beautiful hO'.lse Mother GUjri ji sat
reciting the scripture 'Sukhmani' (Pearls ofPeace) when Maternal uncle Kirpal
Chand came in and placed jewellery, money and sWElets in front of her and
said: Sister! Keep these.
Mother Gujri: From where have you brought these?
Kirpal Chand: The princely child went to King Fateh Chand's house and
charmed them with his miraculous-ness. He addressed. Queen as Mother and
blessed her with the Lord's name. If I am not mistaken he is not an ordinary
child. He is the Lord Himself. We should not see to his playfulness or
miraculous-ness. This comes from him naturally. His Spiritual dazzle is so
much that one cannot bear.
Mother Gujri: That is why 1: never stop him from doing what he likes to
do. When he broke the pitchers with his pellet-swing then I bought new
pitchers. When he pierced the pitchers with his arrows, then I prayed to the
Lord to make the water of the well saline so that nobody shall come to fill
water but I did not say anything to dear child.
Kirpal: Yes. You did well.
[This well exists inside the Gurdwara. Initially, t..lte well water was sweet.
But later it became saline.]
Kirpal: Whose earthen pitchers broke, their bad deeds were washed.
Whose metallic pitchers broke, their vices vanished. Whosoever he loves or
teases, he is fortunate. He will get eternal blossom. Whatever he does, is for
the benefit of others. See, Raja Shiv Dutt. He is a renowned Pandit with a
large follOwing. He has so much devotIon for him that he will not hesitate to
sacrifice his head for him. He has left his idol worship and now he is in
rec~tation of the Lord's name with love as preached by Prince-Guru. He even
thinks that Prince-Guru is the Lord Himself. Jagta Seth, Madho Seth, Ralla
Seth and many others have got sons by his casual blessing. So many people
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have been cured of their maladies. Yesterday, he pushed one leper i..'1to the
Gar..ges. When he came out he ·was hale and hearty. When you look at :bis
miracles then you fee~ he is the Lord Himself. It is wondrous to see his
miraculous-ness. Let us pray for his long life.
Meanwhile a sound like the sound of drums was audible. .?rince-Gt.T.l is
walking in the front with a bow and arrow in hand. 3ehind him a ~un6-ed
companions are wa1kir..g as if in a march past dr.Jl. It looked as if a Comma.'1der
is leading his army for exercises. The moment he enterec., ~e said: Mother!
Bring sweets. My army shall have food here. 1\1other got t:.p and hugged
Prince-Guru, then kissed his forehead, loved him a~d said: Yes dear! Food is
ready. You took so long.
Prince-Guru: Mother! Today, I adopted one more Mother.
Mother: How shall you be son of two Mothers?
Prince-Guru: Like, two eyes have one vision.
Mother: But you are one. How wiJl you play :n the lap of two?
Prince-Guru: As the moon plays in two lakes at the same :ime.
Mother: How shall you give eternal blossom to two .:.Y1others?
Prince-Gun.!: Lord's Name is the son who shal: play in the lap of all
Mothers. Lord's scripture is .the daughter who shall play i~ the lap of all
Mothers. Everyone shall have sons and their sins shall be washed. They will
get e~ernal blossom. The Lord's name will never die nor shall it make any lap
empty. It will ever remain and blossom.
Mother: Something more?
Prince-Guru: The body soul immerses b the Supreme soul as the moon
immerses in water. Now you serve food quickly. We all are hu~gry.
Soon, everybody sat in rows. The servers brought food. The Prince served
food to all hundred companions and felt delighted. Then he said Bye! Bye!
When everyone had left, then Mother and Prince sat togeilier.
Mother: Darling son! I hope none shall cast an evil eye on you. Y 0'.1 !lave
become a talk of the town.
Prince-Guru: Well! At present I am blessL.'1g the peop:e. Whoever is b:essed
starts reciting t.'le Lords' name. Who is above Guru Nanak.? Those wr..om
Guru N anak loves the Lord loves them.
Marner: It is Muslim rule. Nobody should become envious.
Prince-Guru: Muslim rule is rule of tyranny. We shall finish t."lat.
Mother: How shall you do that?
Prince: With sword and with heads.
Mother got startled. She got scared. She felt afraid and became quiet.
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She thought: This is a house of power but carefree. I do not understand
what he has uttered. But whatever he says has to happen. It cannot alter.
Then Mother cha..'1ged the topic and asked: Son darling! Haven't you
blessed the Queen for a son?
Prince-Guru: Both have become meditative without desires. In Guru
N anak's house people who come with desires are blessed the desires but
those who come witho:.lt desires, they are blessed 'r,ecitation of the Lord's
name with love'. They become our own. They are in :Guru-Iove now.
It became evening. The stars twinkled. Prince-Guru jumped up from the
bed and ran fast. Soon he was out of sight.
He went and stood in the house of an ascetic. He blessed the ascetic with
the Lord's name and then went to King Fateh Shah's house.
In this way, the Godly soul in the Prince body blessed everyone and put
them on the path of recitation ofthe Lord's name wifu love.
King and Queen recited the Lord's name incessantly and they got the
sensation of the presence of the Lord in their mind, heart and body cells.
Their body soul immersed in the Supreme soul and they got ecstasy and
rapture. They drank the Name nectar all twenty-four hours.
Prince-Beloved loved them much. Almost every evening he went with his
companions and played there in the courtyard. Sometimes he would go into
their garden and pluck and plant flowers. One fruit :tree 'Carissa carandas'
planted by him exists even now. It gives fruits round the year. Nowhere else
this type of fruit tree gives fruit for twelve mont.1-Is in a year. Prince-Beloved
would play in their house till late evening and eat fried grams and fried round
bread every evening. This food was kept ready for the Prince-Beloved every
day. He would serve the same food to his companions also.
Mter sending off his companions, Prince-Beloved would come and sit
with King and Queen.
At that time Prince-Guru's radiance could be felt. His graciousness could
be felt as if a wavy sensation of the Lord's name is ,coming from him and
entering everyone's body. The Lord's name is entering the mind, heart and
body cells. It appeared as if somebody has put the, Lord's name on their
tongue. Everybody recited :he Lord's name: 0 Lord! 0 Lord!
0 Lord!
o Lord!
V(ahegur~ ~ahegur~ ~ahegur~ ~aheguru

Shiv Dutt often came in this time. Prince-Guru sat for an hour ·or more.
Sometimes he sat in meditation and sometimes he gave a short discoc.rse. In
whatever way, everybody felt ecstasy and rapture. Sometimes his radiance
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was so much that it was difficult to bear but it gave extreme ecstasy. Somec....'lles
he looked towards everybody graciously. His look filled everybody with extreme
ecstasy and rapture. Everybody went into trance.
Sometimes, he recited the scripture and sang divine sor..gs in s:Ich sweet
melody that a flying bird would stop to listen.
In this way everybody got so much dyed ir.. the love of the Lord tha: is
beyond words. It became a Holy congregation.
Everybody recited the Lord's name:
o Lord! 0 Lord! 0 Lord! 0 Lord!
Waheguru! Waheguru! Waheguru! Waheguru!
On the other side, ::\!!other used to feel lonesome in waiting. Then mate:;:lal
uncle or some other relative would come to take him. Then he went home.
In the house the congregation assembled in the evenL."'1g in :"'1.e presence
of the Holy scripture Sri Guru Granth Sahib and recited the scripture 'Rehras'
and sang divine songs (Kirtan). But everybody wai~ed for ?rince-G:Iru 8efore
beginning the recitation. Quite often he used to come late accompanied by
King Fateh Chand and the Queen and also ?andit Sbiv Dutt. Then only the
recitation began and after the assembly food was served. As per the old
practice even now in the Gurdwara the recitation of t.1.e scriptu:-e 'Rehras'
begins late in the evening.
His miraculous-ness was a talk of the town. Almost every ~Ol:se got his
blessings in some way. That is why the assemblies in the mornings as well as
evenings were very large.
He became a beloved in Patna in childhood. Shiv D>..::.t: had deep :ove
and named him Prince-Beloved. In this way, he became known as PrinceBeloved by everyone.
Maybe he joked with people sometimes but there was nor..e who was r..ot
blessed by him. He blessed everyone.
Nawab Rahim Baksh and Karim Baksh two prominent Mus:ims loved
him. Land and gardens donated by them are even :!:lOW a part of the Gcrdwara.
Guru Tegh Bahadur had put them on the path of 'Recitation of the Lord's
name with love' but by the blessing of Prince-Beloved they got c.e sensation
of the Lord in their mind, heart and body. They became 'Idea! Men' and
lived a life in Blossom of mind. .
As the rose blossoms, with recitation of the Lord's name the inner mind
blossoms. Amongst his congregation, Prince-Beloved loved King Faten Chand
and the Queen much. The Queen was like a Mother to bm.
According to Hindu religion it is the son who saves t..'le paren:s fror.1
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going to hell. Here, Prince-Beloved blessed them so much that not ,:lly they
were saved from hell but were saved from the cycle of births and deaths. He
blessed them inner blossom of mind while living. They were intertwined in his
love so much that there was not even one day when they did not have a
glimpse of Prince-Beloved. In case the Prince-Beloved ~ould not come to their
house in the evening, then they did not care for what people will say and
themselves walked down to the Guru's house and have his glimpse in the
assembly there. But this happened a few times only. Otherwise, Prince-Beloved
almost every day went to their house along with his ~ompanions and made
them delighted.
Prince-Beloved loved Shiv Dutt also quite much. lnitially, Shiv Dutt had
some doubts but later his devotion increased day by day and his love became
a bee poised on a lotus. Early morning he waited for his glimpse. Then again
in the evening he would attend the assembly at Kin~ Fateh Chand's. house
where divine songs were sung. Many ascetics spoke t<j) him against changing
his devotion but he satisfied them saying that the Prince-Beloved has come
from the heavens to allay the suffering of the people.
In this way, Prince-Guru spent his childhood in play, drill, marching,
singing of divine songs, blessing the Lord's name an~ showing the true path
of 'recitation of the Lord's name with love' to people at Patna.
N
Now sometimes, his heart wished to meet his loving dad. Sometimes, he
expressed so much pangs of love that would melt hearts who listened.
In view of this, the family sought permission from dad Guru-Tegh Bahadur.
When the permission came, then preparation~ started for going to
~an~ill.
.
It is difficult to imagine the feelings of the conguegation at Patna when
they came to know of his preparation to depart.
Everyone was in emotion, in pangs of love. The thought of separation
was killing. The disciples come with tears in eyes. Sometimes tears flow in
torrents and they pray, sometimes to Mom, sometimes to Mati Das and
sometimes to maternal uncle Kirpal Chand, "Please be gracious, stay on here.
Whatever service is required we are at your service in mind, body, heart and
money."
But every one of them said it is Prince-Guru's wish and command.
When people prayed to Prince-Beloved, then his: outwardly appearance
of a playful child vanished. Immersed in the Lord's love he said, "The Lord is
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always with you. You are now immersed in ~Iis love. You are living in ecstasy.
Bodily separation does not separate souls. My body has not separated me
from my beloved Lord. Yqu are not Sf parated. Your soul is immersed in the
Supreme soul."
Prince-Guru explained to the congregation that it was ~he Lord's will. The
congregation listened but when they reached their homes they felt the
separation. :For many days whenever the congregation assembled everybody
became emotional and prayed to him to stay on. Sometimes ne himself felt a
pang and his eyes filled with tears.
This is true love. This is the congregation's true love. ':'his is the support
of the soul. This is the happiness of the soul. This is salvation. This is the true
love. True love is Godly.
But he has to sit on the Guru-seat. That is the seat of graciousness.
In graciousness he gave such a discourse that everybody went into trance.
But 0 love! You are strong. Your strings are too strong. The devotees
wished for his glimpse. .
In this way, to accomplish the gigantic task for which he has co~e to earth
as per the Lord's command and for which the :ime had come, Prince-Guru at
the age of ten, meditative, ascetic, saviour, nourisher, yogi, prophet decided to
depart from the comfortable living at Patna.
The day came when he had to depart.
At that time King Fateh Chand and Queen cO:.Ild not bear the separation.
'Ihey prayed: How shall we live without YOl.:r glimpse? Pence-Beloved had
tears in his eyes with emotion. But since it was time to leave fr.ey started.
At that moment King and Queen broke down in tears and fell unconscious
on the ground. Prince-Guru wi6 his Spiritual power woke them up and profusely
blessed them with the Lord's name.
But even after being blessed so IT.:.Ich, Queen said: How shall we live
without your bodily glimpse?
Prince-Guru then, gifted a dress and a sword a:ld said: Whenever you
wish for a bodily glimpse, you see me in this dress. Youwill get my glimpse.
!'or my love, you serve fried grams and fried rO'..::c.d bread to my 'Lord's-love
immersed' compa:c.ions. Then it shall be deemed that I am eating and you will
get my glimpse.
Nawab Rahim Baksh prayed for a bodily glimpse. Prince-Beloved said:
Whenever you will recite the prayerJ apu ji, yoa wi:l get my glimpse
Jaato meditative who meditated for long hours prayed :or a glimpse.
Prince-13eloved said: You will get my gHmpse while reciting tr..e scripr.rre.
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Shiv Dutt Brahmin stood speechless with hands folded. In his mind he
prayed.
Prince-Beloved said.: You shall get my glimpse at tlp.e bank of the Ganges.
To J agta Seth he said: Recite the Lord's name witlP. love incessandy. You
will get ecstasy.
Jagta Seth said: I have branches in all towns and njIy Managers are there.
If you permit I shall send letters to provide you all co]jnforts of stay.
Then Prince-Beloved said: I have got a letter f~om the Lord. That is
respected everywhere.
But despite of that he sent instructions to his Managers to be at the service
of Prince-Gur~.
The entire congregation prayed.
Prince-Guru said: Whosoever comes to the morni1Jlg assembly to listen to
the divine songs will get my glimpse.
'
In this way, he blessed everyone and then ~eparted. The entire
congregation accompanied till Danapur. Here one himble lady served rice
and len21 cooked in an earthen cooking pot.
'
Later, she converted her house into a Gurdwara that exists. The earthen
cooking pot is there as a memento.
At Danapur, with great difficulty, Pri..'1.ce-Guru persl,'laded the congregation
to return to Patna. Then he moved ahead.
King Fateh Chand and his Queen converted tbJe room where PrinceBeloved used to sit into a Gurdwara and programmed;singing of di\j,ne songs
in the morning as well as in t.'le evening. A large numbe~ of devotees assembled.
Pandit Shiv Dutt attended the evening assembly withojUt a break.
<

V
Time passed. Situations changed. It is over a decade, almost twelve years
since 'Queen Mother's beloved son, godly son, savio~ son blessed her with
the Lord's mime and she spent time in ecstasy and r<;i.pture of Name. She is
fully immersed in the love of the Lord. Her soul has .Q.ourished by recitation
of N arne. She is extremely devoted. She is in the inqessant recitation of the
Lord's narne with love. She has a glimpse of the q-uru every .day. She is
immersed in Guru-Love.
Yes! Now Prince-beloved has become Guru-beloiVed. Those who are in
extreme love get pangs of love. Love is life. Love is t~e support. The craving
to meet is increasing day by day. Her heart swells with longing. She tries to
control but the heart listens not. Once the hearts meet, then the love goes on
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increasing and increasing. Even death cam:ot stop it. She tied to control the
pangs of love by meditation, by divine singing but :r:ow it crossed limits.
Finally, the King and Queen de?arted towards Anandpur. The
congregation accompanied.
Brahmin Shiv Dutt followed and joined L~em a'.: Danapur and said: a
King Fateh Chand, my well wisher, how you forgot me in my o~d age? Take
me along to the beloved's town. My bones are old, my flesh is old, I have no
strength but my love is young. 0 my friend! You know r.:ly love. Take me
along. At least once I should have the glhnpse of 'Guru with the Plume'. I
should lay my head on his sacred feet. The~ he p~ayed: 0 'Ga!'u with the
. Plume'! Be gracious and let me fall at your feet.
The prayer of Shiv Dutt melted King Fateh Chand's ~eart.
Fateh Chand had no objection of Shv Dutt's coming with them but
considering his old age he did not ask him to come along. Now when he
heard the pangs of Shiv Dutt, then he touched his feet and said: You are the
one who got me the first glimpse of Prince-beloved. !f I get the privilege of
taking you to meet Gu~u-Beloved, then what better way can be to make this
~ife fruitful? You are welcome with love to join :IS. Y O:l shall be my master. I
shall be your servant.
~hen Shiv Dutt accompanied the party. He sat in a palanquin.
See! How much esteem -Shiv Dutt has for Guru-Beloved? He says: 0
sinful body! Why have you given me defeat a'.: this time? I should have gone
o~ foot to meet Guru-Beloved. I am going in disrega:::-d by sitting in the
palanquin.
But the Queen said: 0 godly soul! Do not say like that. Great is this body
that we are going to have a glimpse of Guru-Beloved while it is living. The
Guru says that saints wish to have a body that recites the Lord's name.
All told, t.l-te entire congregation immersed in love is :::novi:r:g on fro:::n
Patna in Bihar to Anandpur in Punjab. The travel is o:r: horses and palarrq~,:s
but love keeps you in high spirits. Old, young and children all are travelling.
Moving slowly they reached Anandpl:r in the first week ofJanuary.
The 'Guru with the Plume' knows that his extren:e devotee and Master of
sixteen Schools of Philosophy, Shiv Dutt is arriving.
See! Everybody's devotion: King and Quee:r: are co:::ning to :::.:1eet the
'Guru with the Plume' in full devotion to him as a disciple. They do not have
ego in their mind that he is our God son. Sr..iv D:ltt is co:::ning in extre~e
humility to fall at his feet and lay down the~e forever.
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Now see the Guru's honourable nature. He travelled this side and came
up to Ropar riding a horse to receive his beloved disqiples.
The labourers are carrying the palanquin in whicf Shiv Uutt is sitting.
The true Guru gestured the labourers to stop the ipalanquin and peeped
inside and with extreme love said: 0 Brahmin! Lo<pk at me! Ah ha! The
miraculous words, the words that would give sensati0If of the Lord, the divine
words swelled Shiv Dutt's heart with extreme delighJt. See! How the 'Guru
with the Plume' is saying: 0 Brahmin! Look at me! Inl extreme gladness Shiv
Dutt came out of the palanquin and bent to fall at the p-uru's feet but t..~e true
Guru embraced and clamped him with love. Shiv D~tt had tears of emotion
but exuberant with love felt ecstasy. With that magneti<j: touch he felt so young.
The true Guru hugged him again and again and love~ him.
See, 0 forgetful, reader, friend the spectacle of G~ru-Iove for his diSciples.
The bones have decayed. The body like the stump! of a tree has rumpled.
The flesh is crumpled. No handsomeness is left. If yo~ see, you may not like
to touch but the true Guru is looking at the handsomefiess of the soul. He is in
ecstasy on seeing the soul filled with t.~e Lord's love. H~ sees the handsomeness
of the inner soul and loves the wit.~ered cover of the ~oul by his embrace.
o Great 'Guru with the Plume J
o Great 'Guru with the Plume J
N ow the Guru made him sit in the palanqUin an<li wished to meet others
in the congregation.
On seeing the Guru from a distance, the King anql Queen got down from
their horse and palanquin and walked down. Thein faces are shining with
delight. Their love in the mind has swelled and the ~eart is overflowing with
love. They bent to fall at his feet but the true Guru kept the tradition and held
them and addressing the Queen said: Mother!
'
It was not just saying Mother. It was showerbg eqstasy and love. Both the
King and Q}leen are in rapture.
The true Guru again said: Mother! Your soul is iIlilmersed in the Supreme
souL
How can this meeting be described, the meeting after a decade of pull
and pangs, the true Guru travelling so much distancei to meet in advance, the
Guru's honourable nature, his extreme love? It became a wondrous scene of
virtuousness. The entire congregation bowed to the Guru. For full one hour
none could feel where the time has gone. 1ben the tr;ue Guru by his Spiritual
power made everybody alert. Then he met everyone ~ndividually, asked their
welfare and blessed everyone. Half a kilometre fu~t!jler, tents were fixed for
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their stay. Food was ready. The true Guru accompanied them up to t.1.eir
place of stay.
Now Shiv Dutt calls him 'True Guru'.
But the Guru said: You used to call me Pence-Beloved wi:"1. so much love
that I cannot forget the relish. Yau are old, ser..ior, my 5rst devotee at Patr..a
and a revered saint. You must call me Prince-Belovec.. I am not ready to
relinquish the relish that I get. Seeing t.~e Guru !:>estowing so Ir..t:.ch love a11d
regard for his devotees, Shiv Dutt is in extreme delight. He said: 0 Fateh
Chand! You live a long life that you have shown me this auspicious day.
Again he said: 0 Lord of the heavens! l\t1y Prince-Beloved! Now I wish to die
at your feet. The 'Guru with the Plume' laughed a...'1C said: As you wish.
Then they went to Anandpur.
The birthday of the true Guru was nearing and devotees were thronging
to celebrate and have a glimpse of the Guru on :he auspicio:.Is day. Everybody
got ecstasy. The true Guru gave gifts to everyone. Tr.e true G'..ITU gave a
compilation of the Holy scripture Sri Guru Granth Sahib signee. by him to
King Fateh Chand and said: This is the tr~e Guru for all c.mes to come. It is
.for the entire community. Y 0:1 take this to Pailla and in f..:t:Ire see me in tbs
Holy scripture. You can ~eet my soul in this Scripture. ReadL~g the Scripture
shall be talking to me. Whatever, it says is my disco'.lI"se. Service to the SCripture
is selvice to me and the congregation. b this way :"~e true Guru blessed
everyone. Again, the days of separation cmr..e. Devotees from fa:- off place
departed. Pandit Shiv Dutt left for his heavenly abode here only. His wish was
fulfilled. This congregation was the ~ast to depart. T~e true Gur'.l came up to
Ropar to see off his god-parents. King Fateh Chand :ed t.~e congregation.
They left in pangs of separation in love. But everyone was immersed in love
of the Lord and in ecstasy. Travelling s:owly they reached Paba.
King Fateh Chand converted his house and made it a Gurdwara ar:.d
started a free kitchen. The Holy scripture Sri Guru Granth Sahib was seated
there as the Guru. He spent the rest of :'lis He in Guru-worship and service to
the people. A gurdwara exists there. It is called 'Mai~i Cong:-egation'. Fateh
Chand's surname was 'Maini'.

o
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5 ..

T

he true Guru and party now left Danapur and kiept travelling halting at
• Aare, Damra and Baxar and reached Chhot~ Mirzapur. The Gurudisciples were spread throughout the country. At even' place devotees came
and welcomed Prince-G'.lru. The Managers ofJagta ~eth were hospitable. At
every place the congregation assembled, sa.l1g divine s~ngs (Kirtan) and recited
the Lord's name. There were many devotees in Mi~'apur. They became so
exuberant to meet him that the love of the congreg tion made Prince-Guru
stay there for t.~ree days. The congregation assetn led everyday and sang
divine songs (Kirtan). Maternal Uncle Kirpal Chand ~upervised the singing of
divine songs (Kirtan) and discourses. Prince-Guru's mtgnificence and radiance
elevated the minds of the devotees. He blessed thel Lord's name that gave
ecstasy to the congregation.
On the fourLl} day the party departed from here, Icrossed the Ganges and
reached Kanshi. Guru 'Iegh Bahadur had put his sacr~d feet at Kanshi. Prince-Guru stayed at the place where Guru Tegh Bahadu~ had stayed earlier.
Guru Nanak Dev had visited Kanshi earlie.:.- andithe Gur.l-disciples were
spread far and wide. Then Bhai Gurdas also stayed here for a long time.
Since then a large congregation had been form~d.
When they came to know that Prince--Guru ha1 come, then everybody
from far and near thronged to have pJs glimpse. Peop~e ca.'ue in large m·nbers
joyfully. Everybody got ecstasy on having his glimJpse and listening to his
discourse. Everybody was served food at night and ~en they slept. Next day,
after the morning assembly they took Prince-Guru t~ visit and put his sacred
feet at various prominent places. It was all joy and h~ppiness all round. Next
day, a group of needy and poor came. Prince-Gun~_ picked up all gifts and
-
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money whatever had been offered to him and distributed it to the needy and
poor. Then Bhai Gurbaksh came with his congregation w!:o brought al:. kicds
of gifts and money and presented it to Prince-Guru.
When the devotees saw that Prince-Guru has distributed all that was 05ered
to b..im, then they brought rr:.ore money and offered it to Prince-G~u.
On seeing people making so much offering of money to ?:ince-GlHU
some learned Brahmins came in the afternoon to have his glimpse.
On seeing his magnificence and radiance in this yo~ng age they were
impressed. But doubt arose in their mind whether he cou~d be a prophet at
this age, as we hear.
.
One learned Brahmin questioned Prince··Guru: Your ancesto::-s and yO:lr
self are Khatris. It is the Brahmin's right to accept charity. Khatri's religious
code is not to accept charity and offering. Why cia you accept this offering?
Material uncle wanted ~o reply but the Godly soul himsel:!: spoke: 0
respected Pandit! The offerings' that are made to idols of Sb.iva, Vish..'1u or
goddesses, those the Brahmins take. Have I kept any idols of worship that I
take offerings made to idols? People give me presents considering me as a
Prince of the Lord. It is out of their love. It is not given under any threat or
greed. Our ancestors utilized the money to help the poor, got wells cons7uc:ed,
got tanks constructed. There is a free kitchen where everybody irrespective of
caste and creed can eat food. So much so that sometimes they finished all the
money by night and did not keep anything even for the next morning. They
developed villages where everybody started earr..ing. Later, my ancestors ke?t
an army and were victorious four times in battles that nobody dared :0 face.
Our accepting the offering is like a tree accepting water. ~he :ree takes plain
water but gives delicious fruits to the worlci. The Gurus blessed prosperity,
religion and salvation. That fulfilled their worldly desires as well. You k..TJ.OW
our ancestors gave their lives for the sake of religion but did not use :"~e
money to save their lives. Instead, they utilized the money iIi constructir..g
wells, tanks and towns like Taran-taara..'1 and Kartarpur where people got
work and made a living.
One Pamilt: What you say is that whatever you have done is to save t!:e
religion but when you mention blessing of prosperity, :::-eligion and salvation.
Out of these, the first two are visible to the taker bt:t salvation comes af:er
death. How can you insist that you give salvation also?
Prince-Guru replied: What is the use of salvation that one wollid. get after
death and is not visible while living? While living in this life itself, when one
gets out of sentiment, desires and ego and imbibes the Lo::-d's name in one's
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self, then the mind is elevated and feels a sensation pf the presence of the
Lord incessantly. One gets salvation while living in thi~ world. Our. "T':lcestors
said: In this world and in the next worl.d too, a tr.ll~ dis9iple of the Lord lives a
life of blossom and beatitude.
:
On_listening to this reply the Pandits bowed their reads down.
One Pandit said: I ask forgiveness. We heard your greatness in this
childhood. So, a doubt crept in our mind. You know, ~ scholar lives in doubt.
His mind is satisfied only after testing. This is the faultlin education.
Prince-Guru: You are all Brahmins and you cons,der yourself worthy of
being worshipped. But all of you worship Ram and Krithna who were Khatris.
We do not believe in t.~e system of caste. Rut you are Ialready in the worship
of Khatris. So, the best thing would be that you considjer the Lord-sent Gurus
as prophets and take their bleSSings. If you remain in the system of caste you
will get away from religion.
:
Then the Brahmins became humble and praisedl Prince-Guru and sai~:
We agree that the Lord has sent you to save the wo~ld from suffering. You
are great!
!
In the entire town of Kanshi it became known I that he is a Lord-Bent
prophet. Every day, the congregation assembled anf there was si.'lging of
divine songs (Kirtan). Prince-Guru stayed here for ten dts. He blessed recitation
of the Lord's name to everyone. From here, he planIlfed to go to Prayag.
[Prayag]
The party crossed the Ganges and after halting at l'4irzapur for some time,
they reached Prayag. Here also he stayed at the p~ace where Guru Tegh
Bahadur had stayed while going to Assam. On healing the news of the arrival
of Prince-Guru, a large number of devotees came to iseek his bleSSings. The
congregation assembled twice, once in the morning at,d again in the evening.
Prince-Guru blessed the congregation and ~ccepte~ the offering that the
devotees made with love. Sometimes, he would gi~e a nice discourse. He
stayed here for five days. Then the party departed for Ayudhya.
[Ayudhya]
After blessing a large number of devotees on the way Prmce-Guru now reached
Ayudhya. He stayed at the place where a Gurdwara txiSts now. Here also he
stayed for two or three days and blessed the Lord's fame to the people. He
went sight-seeing to see some ancient spots like GuptaaIj Ghat etc. He distributed
money to the needy and poor.
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[Guru Nanal< Matta]
He departed from Ayudhya and reached Guru N anak Matta. Guru N anak
had put his sacred feet here and won over t.he Siddhas. Later, the Siddhas
overpowered the Guru-appointee and took control of the place. T!1en the
sixth Guru, Guru Hargobind travelled from PUnjab, reached here and reinstated ti~e Guru-disciple as the HeadJof t..~e Gcrdwa~a. Prince-Guru blessed
t.he Lord's name to everyone and then departed.
[pilibhit· . Dev Nagar]
From Guru N anak Matta he came to Pilibhit. Here lived a very proIr..:nent
personality who was deeply devoted to the Guru. His name was Raja Sharr:sher
Bahadur. He was the son of Raja Bagh Bahadur whom the sixth Guru, GurJ
Hargobind had blessed the Lord's name. He was a deep devotee. He made
Prince-Guru a.."'1d party stay at his house fo~ Eve days wit.~ great respect, love
and affection and was very hospitable all the time. When Prince-Guru departed,
he showed weat adoration for Prince-Gum.
Prince-Guru left Pilibhit and came to Dev Nagar. F:-om his :r.lother, he
heard how Bidhi Chand did service to the sixth Gt;.ru, Guru Hargobind. Here
exists a shrine raised over t.'1e ashes of Bidhi Chand, a deep devotee of the
sixth Guru. The congregation assembled and divine songs (Kirtan) were sung.
He blessed the Lord's name to everyone. Here he blessed Bidhi Chand's heir
Sunder Shah and his disciples who were all Lo:-d-loving. They welcomed him
'" ith great respect and devotion.
[Lucknow]
Then he proceeded to Lucknow. At Lucknow, Bhagat Bhagwan, a saint of the
Udasi sect welcomed him and was very b.ospitable. He ::espectfully made him
stay with him. Prince-Guru gave him a sword as a token gift. This is still with
his heirs even now.
Moving from here, :he pa::ty reached a pilglirn centre na~ed Brahmavart
near Bathoor. This is situated on the bani<. of the river Ganges. He blessed the
meditative with the Lord's name.
[l\.t!:athura]
Travelling from here via Chancausi and Khmja, :':'e reached Mathura. Here,
Brij L~l Chobey was very hospitable to the party. Prince-Guru blessed the
Lord's name to everyone. Moving fur:her, visiting Vindraba~ and ~alting at
some places, holding asse~blies and blessing :.."'-le devotees, the party reached
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Hardwar. They stayed at the Gurdwara of the third G?ru at Kankhrli.for five
days. The congregation assembled every day. He bles~ed the Loni's name to
everyone. Travelling further, he came to Santalsar, ~hagwanpur, Booriye,
Deeplay and finally reached Laklmq,ur that is in Amb~a District. Here lived
Bhai]etha, Cash Collector of the Guru. Dad Guru Te~h Bahadur had sent a
message that Prince-Guru and party should halt here.1 BhaiJetha arranged a
large mansion where Mother and other members of the party stayed and
arranged for all comforts. Everybody felt as if staying fn one's own house.
News spread in the villages around that Prince-G4 is staying at Lak.1maur.
Then all the devotees from all over, thronged to hare his glimpse and do
service for him. and get his blessings. The congreg'l-tion assembled in the
morning and evenipg. There was hustle-bustle dUrin~ the entire day. Prince~
Guru went for horse riding. Prince-Guru made comp~nlions and played games.
'They shot arrows and practiced. It was all merry time playing and laughing.
There was a well near where Prince-Guru stayed ut the water was saline.
The villagers prayed to Mother to get a new well dug p that might give sweet
water. One well already existed but was hidden. ~ObOdY k..'lew about it.
Mother intuitively told the devotees to dig U;p that par .cular place. The place
was dug and the water was syveet. Mother paid man y for the digging. This
well exists and is known as Mother GUjri's well. . ,
Near Lakhnaur lived Shah Bheek who had gone ~o Patna to meet ronceGuru. Now again he came to Lakhnaur to have Pringe-Garu's glimpse.
Shah Bheek came along with his devotees. PrincE-Guru was at that time
playing Bat and ball with other children. Shah Bheek fell at the feet of PrinceGuru and prayed: You appear as a child but I recpgnize you. You are a
prophet of the prophets. Lord has given me the ~sfon of what is going to
happen. Please bless that my dynasty should remainj when the Mughal rule
~~.

i

Prince-Guru replied: Yes, your dynasty shall re1ain for long.
The saint's dynasty is still living. When the saint retpmed, then his devotees
asked him: "Why you bowed to a Hindu saint?
:
Shah Bheek said: He is a Lord-sent prophet. Hel shall try to remove the
friction between Hindus and Muslims and other caste~. He is a beloved of the
Lord. When he came I saw his splendour on earth. Then I went to have his
!
glimpse. Then his devotees felt delighted.
Prince-Guru goes for horse-riding on his Ablak *orse.
One day he went horse-riding to the mound of Bhustali. There, some
Rajput Chiefs who were disciples of Shah Bheek camel They came and greeted
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him. They presented some arrows and a bow to Prince-G:rru. Prince-Guru
blessed them and said: Live long. They lived for quite long.
Then he visited Bhano :Kheri, Sular. Here Gurdwaras exist in
remembrance. One Cash Collector named Ghoga of Nanheri took hi~ to his
yiJlage. There, some villagers talked to Prince-Guru regardi.'lg the bad character
of Ghoga.
Prince-Guru immediately left the place saying: Gb.oga the deceitful. He
did not even drink water offered by him at his house and came to Ambala
and rested. Here at Lakhnaur one day, Prince-Guru was playing with his
friends in the open lands of Lakhnaur when one saint nar.:1ed Arif Din passed
that way. He saw children playing and stood there. 'Then he looked at P~ce
Guru. In 'wondrousness he stood and bowed his head down. Then he took
him aside and conversed with him. Then he came back, sat in his palanqUin
and went away. When they reached their destination, then his followers asked
him: How is it that you bowed to a Hindu child? Ther.. the saint said: I will tell
you the tru.th. When I sit in meditation, sometimes I get a vision of the unseen
world. I see everybody standing outside the Lord's door but he goe~ inside.
He has a deep relation with the Lord. I was dazed to see r..:'m on earth. He has
come to fight tyranny and save people. It is God's wil~. Then the followers
bowed their heads.
At Lakhnaur all t.1}e saints, sadhus, pirs, fakirs, pandits, rich people, middle
class, poor people, all became devoted to him. The congregation assembled
twice, once early in the morni!lg and again in the evening. People listened to
divine songs (Kirtan) and recited the Lord's name and. got peace of mind.
Prince-Guru blessed the Lord's name to everyone.
Now he was told to come to Anandpur. It was a scene of emotion when
he departed. People cou~d not bear the separation. The congregation walked
a long distance accompanying Prince-Guru. Then he rode on his Ablak. ho:-se
and went.
[Ropar]
Having left Lakhnaur Prince-Guru halted at Rano Ma~ra, Nandpur Kalaur,
and reached Ropar. One Muslim priest Mauia Shah lived here. He came to
meet Prince-Guru and with great respect fell at his feet.
Seeing his love, Prince-Gur:: looked towards his face and said: 0 dear!
How come you touched my fee:?
Muslim Priest: I aIr. a devotee of your father Gun.:.
Child prince: How did you beco:::ne his devotee?
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Muslim Priest: When your father Guru Tegh Bahrur was overseeing the
combg' up of the town of Anandpur,_then I pass~d by from there. In
astonishment I asked: Whose houses are COll'.ing up ~ lere?
I was told: These houses are coming up for Gill Tegh Bahadur who is
the ninth incarnation of Guru Nanak.
In much astonishment, I asked: Is one· house not ufficient for the Guru?
For whom are these big mansions coming up? His anfestors had said: Those
who remember that the world is perishable, they do Lot amass riches.
Then one devotee said: These are for the devote s.
I was again astonished that he was a meditative a Bakala and he did not
like to come out of his room. He preferred aloofness and was not willing to
occupy the Guru~seat. With great difficulty the devot es made him agree to
occupy the Guru-seat. His scripture tells renunciation f worldly desires. How
is it that he has become worldly?
.
Then my mind said: Let me have his glimpse. Th n I met him.
Since I was a meditative I could see the Lord's ~ lendour on his faCe. I
greeted him with respect and sat down. He blessed his love on me. it was time
for lunch. He asked me to have lunch. I had. lunch. Then he said: 0 saint!
You rest here. While resting, I dozed off to sleep. In at sleep I reached the
heavens. On seeing a blossoming face, I asked: Yo look very handsome.
May I know how you reached here?
He said: 0 Priest! I was living on earth as a lio . One day, there was
torrential raiD., hail storm and extremely cold breeze lew. I was out hunting
for prey. With great difficulty I reached my hut. My ~u.t was quite big ~'1.d I
had made doors on three sides. When I reached ne my hut, I listened to
voices of men and women coming from inside L~e hu . I imagined that due to
extreme cold some travellers have taken shelter here.
en 0 priest I thought
as if I was a human. I should not go inside otherwis everyone will run out
and die with cold. If I do not go inside then they will e in comfort. Sages say:
To give comfort to others is much better than to look one's own comfort. In
this thought, I went and sat at a little distance. In that extreme col~ my body
became frozen and in that state I died. In lieu of ~ir..g the goodness and
sacrificing myself, I have got comfort, a place in hea .ens.
Then, 0 Prince-Guru, I woke up. I do not know hether it was a dream
or your father related a parable to make me understLd or it was a fortunate
happeni.'1g witbn my mind that cleared my doubts bft I came to understand
that the miraculous Guru is getting temples made for the conh'Tegation. He is
irr...rr.ersed in the love of the Lord only. His mind is n ,t attached to the world.
I

I

I
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But as per Guru Nanak's doctrine he lives in the family but with mind detached.
Service to humanity is his basic idea. Then I got up to go and have his
glimpse. On the way, I saw some children playing with bricks and sand. They
made different types of houses with sand and then razed everything and went
away. When I saw the play I realized that this play was meant for me to see.
There was no attachment in the children. Like the non-attachment of the
children, his constructing the houses is without any attachment. He is spending
t.."'-1e money coming from the devotees for their comfort or for the comfort of
humanity, so that the money is spent usefully. Sadhus, saints, needy may stay
and get comfort. In this way, no doubt was left in me. The~ I went and fell at
his feet. He was very gracious to me. He blessed me the recitation of the
Lord's name. My mind got elevated and I felt the sensation of the presence of
the Lord inside my body and outside in nature. I had kept many fasts and did
other practices but I was away from the Lord. I was in despair. I could not get
happiness. With the blessings of your Dad Guru I got ecstasy a.Tld rapture.
Then I became fearless from my Muslim religious brothers and considered
him as the true Guru. Since then, I recite the Lord's name incessantly. I live in
ecstasy. I do goodness to others. Where necessary, I get inns made.
o Prince-Guru! This is my story and my relation with you. That is how I
have come to kiss your feet.
Prince-Guru was delighted to hear all that. Then he said: When the S:Iper
consciousness is not connected to the Lord then one is empty. If t..~e Super
consciousness is cor.nected to the Lord then one is full. When one is full, b
remembrance of. the Lord's name, then one sees the Lord inside t.he body
and outside in nature and humanity. Then one likes to do goodness to
humanity.
On seeing the deep insight of Prince-Guru and listening to the Spiritual
doctrir..e in sucb short words, he became full of devotion. He fell at Pr~'1ce
Guru's feet again and said: What the Lord does is all goodness. What he
really meant in these words was that the Lord is gracious. Whomsoever he
wishes to give prominence he gives. Age is no bar. He has made you great.
You a:-e great! You are great!
Now Prince-Guru, after blessing the Lord's name to the people, departed
from Rohtak and reached Kiratpur. Even before his arrival, news had spread
that Prince-son of Gure. Tegh Bahadur is arriving.

o
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JP1l"iii1l.ce-Gmul"u9~ Intuitiviness

o ahib Chand ~ooking towards the handsome face): 0
~
1

U

dear Hardita! Your

dear brother Bhai Gurdita left this earthly body. e have to bow to the
Lord's will. How much love and devotion he had for ~e Guru? He remained
sincere and faithful till the end. May Lord bless this s~.c erity and faithfulness
to all!
N and Chand: 0 brother Hardita! What to say? G u is the only support
for humanity. Else is darkness all round. As the Guru is If-paralleled, similarly,
the disciples of the Guru are unique. As the Guru is ~eurageous, similar are
the Guru-blessed diSciples. Who can match the sacrifice J~ Guru Tegh Bahadur?
But the spirit of sacrifice exists in his devotees. Gre~t are his 'Ideal men'!
Great is Bhai Gurdita! Great is Bhai Mati Das who ,ccepted cutting of his
body with a saw but did not change his religion. Gr~at is Bhai Dyala who
accepted putting himself in a boiling cauldron but dip not succumb to the
pressure of changing his religion. Your elder Brother Bfai Gurdita, immersed
in Lord's love, immersed in Guru-love was freed from faptivity the same day
but see the devotion. His love was so profuse that ~e could not bear the
separation. We have heard that when Guru Tegh B adur was beheaded,
then shortly after, Bhai Gurdita left his earthly body. ow did it happen?
Bhai IIardita: The Guru-disciple who cremated .s body and ca..'11e to
Amritsar with his message, narrated that Guru Tegh ahadur had told Bhai
Gurdita that the captives will make you free from cap' 'ty. You live, remain
dyed in the love of the Lord.
.
But he prayed to the Guru: I shall not be able to Wi·thstand the shock of
your separation. I shall follow you at your feet.
l
It happened like that only. When in the aftemoo~ Guru Tegh Bahadur
was beheaded, then the MuslimJail Superintendent fre1d Bhai Gurdita. Then
I
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he came to Majnu-ka-Tilla where Guru Nanak had stayed. There, he said a
prayer and !hen crossed. the Yamuna and reached·the.green land.where Bhai
Budha used to bring Guru Hargobind's horses to graze. Then he recited the
Japu ji, said t.~e prayer and lay down in extreme devotion of the Guru. His
soul that was already immersed in the Lord's soul left the earthly body through
the tenth doer. One disciple who was near cremated the body and brought
the items of Gur..l-ship and the messag~.
Sahib Chand: Wnen one is in love with a beloved, then one should die
before he dies. To live without the belov"ed is worthless.
Sahib Chand: Guru Tegh Bahadur's head, one devotee brought to
Anandpur. B.ut the story of the body is wondrous.
Hardita: It is said that when the executioner Syed Adam beheaded Guru
Tegh Bahadur With his sword, the head that separ'atcd from the body did not
fall en th.e g:-ound. At that time, in the crowd that had thronged to see what
would happe:1, two of Gu..ru devotees, Jaita and "Cda had reached there in
Muslim dress with intention to carry the head away in as best a way as possible.
Sal1ib Chand: Yes, they were those whom the Guru had blessed the
Lord's name and made them Lord's beloveds when the country-men cop..sidered
them oflow·caste.
Hardita: I: so happened that at the time of execution, a dust storm blew
thal was so black as if it were night, an earthquake came and the entire town .
was in awe and fear. In that commotion, BhaiJaita put the sacred head in a
:-,heet and like c:: hlFtdL <.:arried it on his head and left Delhi. The executioners
and the public were all In awe and fear. This happened at the Police Station at
Chandni Chewk. Bhai Uda dressed in Muslim robes remained near in the
hope that Lord shall make some"" ay that he may carry the body also. Mer
sometime when the stonn subsided it was announced that if any devotee of
the Guru wishes to take the body, he may do so. Actually it was a ruse that if
:~omebody comes, then we will arrest him and find out who was that who
carried the head away despite the police standing there. But none of the
Hindus or even the devotees of the Guru came forward. In the evening one
devotee Lubana alias Vanjara who had unloaded many ca,rt-loads of lime at
the Red Fort and was returning with his empty carts, then Bhai Uda told him:
This is the time you can do service to the Guru. Do not lose this chance of a
lifetime. So both decided and proceeded with their line of empty cqrts towards
Chandni Chowk. The irritating smell from the lime made the sentries put
handkerchiefs on their noses and they moved away from their places. Then
both of them moved the carts near to the place of execution. It is mentioned
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that the carts were around one hundred in number.
en they noticed that
the body was lying un-attended, they carried it, covere it with sheE.:t., and put
it on one of tbe carts. They reached their village that w· about three kilometres
from Chandni Chowk. Hurriedly they collected some wood, put the body on
it, said a prayer and lit a fire. The fire engulfed the e tire village.
It became a mystery how the Guru's body had v ·shed.
In the pell-mell, wherever the Policemen doubte ,they started searches
in the houses of Guru-disciples. One whimsical Polic man rode a horse and
went after Lakhi. Whq.t he saw there was that they ha not even parked their
carts but the entire village was on tire and all the vill gers were trying to put
off the fire. Then, the doubt in his mind vanished. B t still he inspected the
carts and was satisfied in his mind that they have not carried away the body.
When the police went away, then Lakhi who was on y showing off that they
are extinguishing the fire started putting more wood at the place where the
body was bUrning. In this way, the devotees, the eat devotees saved the
sacred body from the hands of the tyrants and crem ted the sacred body of
the great Guru who had sacrificed his body for their ake.
Sahib Chand: This is what is called devotion. Thi is love from the core of
the heart. It is foolish for Aurangzeb to treat the LOfd's loving people with
tyranny. Those who are in forgetfulness of the Lord fliey shall die but those
who are immersed in the love of the Lord, they are fearless and already
detached from the body and the worldly gains.
can win over their
fearlessness? When the love rays from the Lord brin radiance in the mind,
then they become drops of diamond that give etem radiance. Who can put
off that radiance? To try to kill the Lord's beloveds is irviting self annihilation.
The kingship creates ego. Who is that who amasse power and keeps the
L
mind in peace, maybe he is some rare fortunate persen.
o brother, there are not many devotees in Delf a.~d those who were
there became afraid and did not speak up. But see thJ~e three J aita, U da, and
Lakhi, how fearlessly they acted. Even if there is onE1 fearless man, one says,
no fear. But here three came out.
!
Nand Chand: But it would have been wondrouJ if more Ideal ~en had
dared and'sacrificed their lives for the sake of the Gf,ru.
Sahib Chand: Wait and see! Guru Tegh Bahapur by his sacrifice has
infused :valour. People have woken up. People wOl up when Guru Nanak
left Sultanpur. People woke up when the prophet 0 peace Guru Arja.Tl Dev
sacrificed his life. People woke up when Guru H gobind brandished his
sword. And now we should have high hopes on the t nder, smart, fast, newly
1
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rising, Godly soul, the Prince-Guru. I feel Guru Tegh Bahadur has i..nfqsed
valour to the people and this Godly soul Prince-Guru will infuse an ocean of
valour.
Meanwhile, Dulich Chand, Cash Collector ofMultan, whom people called
Dulcha, came. He said words of condolence to Bhai Hardita on the sad
demise of his brother Bhai Gurdita who could not withstand his separation
from Guru Tegh Bahadur and left his earthly body. Then he listened to what
was being talked about.
Then Sahib Chand said: We were talking of infusing life into lifelessly
living people. See! Bhai Mati Das was sawn with a saw but he did not utter a
cry. He stuck to his religion till the end. Bhai Dyala was put in hot cauldron
but he did not agree to change his religion. He went to his heavenly abode as
a bride-groom goes for marriage. Great Ehai Dyala! The Guru's sacrifice as
also the sacrifice of these two Ideal Men has infused valour into the people.
But see the love of Bhai Gurdita. Without any suffering or pressure, he left his
earthly body. The devotion that he could not wit..~stand the separation is
unique and has infused love and devotion in the people.
Dulcha: I respect you. Guru Nanak's house is great. Nobody can do what
the Guru does. The service of Ideal Men is unique. But one thing you tell me.
Is the death of Bhai Gurdita not a suicide? Is suicide not forbidden by the
Guru? 0 Bhai Hardita! Don't consider this question of mine as an argument.
I wish to clarify. Otherwise, I always praise him.
Next day, when the divine singing (Kirtan) finished and sacred sweet
served, the PriIlce-Guru was sitting with eyes closed.
Today the congregation was oft.."lOse who came every day. No new group
had come. But the hall was full to capacity.
Suddenly, the Guru opened his eyes and said: Where is Dulcha?
Dulcha came and stood with hands folded.
Prince-Guru: Gentleman! What have you brought for me?
Dulcha: 0 True Guru! Whatever I brought, I put it at your feet the
same day.
Prince-Guru: What have you brought personally?
Dulcha: Whatever small I could give, I gave.
Prince-Guru: Any gifts of love from some loving devotee?
Dulcha: I gave everything to you.
Prince-Guru: Make sure. Any gift you might have forgotten. See! My
hands are un-adorned.
Dulcha: I have already given everything. You are making fun of me like a
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child makes fun. For you it is a fun of yOll..'1gsters but Jar me it is mv.respect.
True Guru: Yes, Dulcha! Your respect and my funi, see the wonuer of the
splendid Guru Tegh Bahadur. Saying this, the true Gbu got up and pulled
down Dulcha's turban.
The uncalled for and blunt reply from Dulcha-had eady caused surprise
amongst the devotees and then it was wonder. Whe the turban fell down,
then a pair of gold bangles embedded with jewels of e size ofPrince-Guru's
wrist also fell down. One devotee picked up the same d placed it in front of
Prince-Guru who had gone back and sat on the thron in tranquillity like the
smile of a rising moon.
Dulcha picked up his fallen turban and put it on frillCe-Guru's feet and
said: I am sorry! Please forgive me. My ego deceived me. I thought, since I
collect money and give, I am great. I thought you are too young. Yesterday
one devotee did tell me. Awake or you will fall down. B ' t I did not understand.
Today I fell down. I am greedy, blind and full of vices but you are all
graciousness, image of Guru Nanak. Pleas,e forgive ill .
At this time Bhai Hardita's soft heart melted and 'th fo~ded hands, he
said: 0 Magnificent! Please forgive him.
The true Guru said: The house of Guru N anak is always a house of
forgiveness. It is wit.~out desires. Give away eve~g. Empty the coffers.
Lord is the support for Guru N anak. But see the love ,f devotees.
Tell Dulcha, he is forgiven but he should narrat the story of sufferi..ng
that I just heard. Let him narrate the story of the devofee who has gifted the
bangles.
Then Dulcha got up and narrated the story ofBhai rr.oopa a rich merchant,
how he was caught as a thief, how the Lord helped ane he was released.
Then Dulcha narrated the message of love that he;l:ad sent.
Dulcha admitted: I became greedy on seeing his ~ts. From what he had
sent, I kept 58 pearls and 26 gold coins at home ana t.1-}e gold bangles, I
decided to keep to myself after corning here and this I arried in my turban. I
considered the Guru as a child. I loved the money. M mind deceived me. I
am guilty but I thank my stars that here only, my guilt h been exposed. Now
my lord! You save me for the future.
True Guru: 0 Dulcha! This wealth entices. This walth entraps. Spend it
usefully on arms. The country is suffering. People are ij despair. Go, you are
forgiven.
o Hardita! Nobody should remember his faultsj Nobody should say
anything to him. I have forgiven him. Wealth is not baq. The greed of wealth
is bad. Yes! Roopa is good. He is a devotee of Guru ranak. 0 great Guru
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Nanak! 0 great Guru NanakJ
For some time the Guru remained absorbed in singing 0 great Guru
Nanak!
The entire congregation got absorbed in singing 0 great Guru N anak!
Then the true Guru got up and like a fragrant breeze of love went home
to meet Mother GUjri ji.
On one side these wonders happened. On the other side, his playfulness,
hunting and arrow shooting was marvellous. He went for hunting. He practiced
use of arms. Then Mother had arranged for his schooling. That also he did
not miss. But his thoughts and casual Spiritual utterances and sometimes his
strong feelings for the Lord sprang forth in speaking to his tutors and they felt
.astonished.
In Patna, the true Guru was very fond of water games. Here he became
even more so. Many times he would go to the river and enjoy the uproar. He
would take his companions, relatives and friends, make two groups and fight
hurling of water at each other, like in the army.
One day, he headed one group and for the second group he asked
Gulab Rill to lead. The fight went on for a long time but then Gulab Rai's
group was routed. In haste, Gulab Rai came out and hurriedly picked up the
Guru's turban thinking as his own, tied round his head and ran. On somebody
telling him the mistake, he took off the Guru's turban.
The Guru laughed and said: Let it be. Don't take it off. Leadership shall
come to you but for a short time. Do not let ego get into your head. Ego
brings downfall.
One day, the Guru heard the wailing of a woman. The soft hearted Guru
went near. She was crying and his son lay in front of her.
His heart melted. He asked: 0 lady! Why are you crying?
She replied: Magnificent Guru! You live forever. See! This my only son,
hale and hearty, he lay down. He neither speaks nor moves, nor breathes.
In the same soft heartedness he said casually: He is breathing, he is
blinking. See, 0 lady! He is alive.
Everybody present there were amazed to see this miraculous-ness.
The devotees realized that he has the same heart and mercy as Guru
Amar Das had. He has the same miraculous-ness.
He gives life to the lifeless.
He gives nourishment to the hungry.
N ow his age was ascendL.'1g. He was entering thirteenth or fourteenth
year.
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His inclination was towards forming an army. Hisfarrows always shot the
target. Besides arrow-shooting he practiced gun shooti g. His gunshots hit the
. target marvellously.
His devotee's love for him was such that they did rhatever pleased him.
The Chief of Kabul sent one Canopy wort..~ two fillions to L~e KL.'1g at
Dellri.
I
But the devotees at Delhi wished that for our Kinglwho is the true King or
the Sphere of soul we should get a still ~etter extremetY beautiful Canopy.
The devotees at Mghanistan got a ~till better C . opy worth about two
and a half to three millions. The Canopy was all em roidered with golden
threads and embedded with diamonds and gems.
Duni Chand, a wealthy merchant of Kabul spent bout two millions. But
other devotees also donated money and decorations. BI ai Dyal Das, the Cash
Collector supervised the making of this Canopy. When e Canopy was spread
and side walls fixed, it was so prominent that the con egation could not bear
the sheen.
In the history of Silills, the year is mentioned as 1~36 (Indian Calendar)
when the Canopy was fixed at Anandpur.
These are a few and rare specimens that have rem . ed in memory in the
sands of time. How the disciples loved the Guru, how ~ey were immersed in
the Lord's love and how 'Ideal Men', men of valor~ and freedom were
coming up even in the rule of the tyrar::t king Aurang.leb.
I

000
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ne young king, early in the morning, was combbg and dressing his hair,
when suddenly his eyes noticed something i~ the coreer of his forehead.
He saw there was a mark near the hair. It seemed the~e were some letters bt::.:
it was not clear what it was. It was not identifiab:e.
The young king thought L~at it rr:ight be the scar of aD. inj'..lry in chilcL~ood
or maybe some pimple has left a scar. But it didn't appear to be a scar. It
seemed something else. In t.~is thinking his curiosity increased a..Tld the desire
to find out the reality also increased. It occurred to his mind that w~e:her it is
the scar of an injury or the scar left by a pimple, mom would definitely k.."10W
what it is and how it happened.
On the thought of this, he finished tying his turban and went to p,is ~om.
His mom was sitting with folded hands and eyes closed in meditation.
The young king waited for some time. W!J.en she opened her eyes, he
bowed down.
His mom embraced him, kissed his forehead and touched his head
lOvingly. The young king then took off the tu.rban from his head and asked:
Mom! What is this mark on my forenead?
Mom looked at the mark. Her eyes closed. She had tears in her eyes.
Seeing this, the young king felt a little un-easiness in his mind.
He thought: I may not have made my mom sad.
Hastily he said: Have I done some disrespect that you have tears in your
eyes?
Mom opened her eyes. Tears were still there, looked towards her son
and with her hand made a gesture of 'No'. She wanted to talk but she was so
much overwhelmed that she could not speak.
.
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Now her darling son again said: Morr..! If you d4n't want to tell, then:
won't ask. But you feel relaxed.
I
Mom remained quiet for some time. Then sl:e i spoke and said: My
darling son! This mark is not an injury or a pimple. 'I1his is the story of your
birth. Yours and mine happiness is hidden in it
I
Listening :0 this, the young king became very ea~er to know about the
i
secret behind this mark.
Hastily he said: Mom! Then you must tell me thel secret.
Mom replied: Darling son! Before you know this ~ecret it is essential that
you have 'love and devotion' for the Lord. Lord will fless you and you will
have devotion. But you also have to prepare yourself. You are young. Your
inclinations are towards merriment. You have sat OJ the throne at a very
young age. I hope you have no outwardly desires in yo r mind at the moment.
This secret requires respect. If your dad had been live today, he himself
would have told you and this utmost sac:::-ed and difficl It task would not have
been upon me to do. But everything happens as the 110rd wishes.
Young king: Mom! Have I ever done anything that might make you sad?
You are my loving mom. You are my darling mom. D-~n't be afraid. I will do
whatever dad wished. I will do whatever will make yot delighted.
Mom: Darling son! Then listen: You have come i!1l our family in our old
age sent by the Lord. A long time has passed when Akbar sent Raja Man
Singh to invade Assam and occupy the state. But he ,id not succeed. Later,
Aurangzeb sent Mir Jumla to invade Assam but he id not succeed either.
Aurangzeb then sent Raja Ram Singh Rajput with 1 t of troops to invade
Assam.
Now my darling 'son, you be full of respect and li~ten to the other side.
Evil and barbarism has increased so much on earth. The Lord almighty
sent a prophet from the heavens to save people fro t...~is evil and to make
people love the ~ord. His name was Guru N anak De .
Saying this she was full of emotion and tears fell rom her eyes and she
bowed down in the remeI:lbrance and respect for Guru Nanak. Dev. The
young king also was in deep respect.
I
Mom: Guru N anak was born in P:.llljab where thpMOhammedans were
very cruel to the Hindus. Guru N anak traveled far ar..d .de and made people
remember the Lord.
I
Young King: Mom! Where is he now?
I
Mom: Well! Mter doing the heavenly work, he lef\!or the heavens but in
his place he appointed Guru Angad Dev. Guru Angad Fev was just like Guru.
l

H
,
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N a..TJ.ak. He gave life to lifelessly living people and when he left for the heavens,
he appointed Guru Amar Das in his place. Similarly, there were eight
incarnations like that. Mter that Guru Tegh Bahadur became the ninL~ gur:.!.
He was the Lord's image. We had heard a lot about ~he goodness ane.
graciousness of the eight Gurus but lucky are these eyes that r..ad a glimpse of
the ninth Guru.
.
Young King (in eagerness): When Mon:, when, when?
Mom: It was when you had not come into this world.
Young King: Mom! Did you go to meet him?
Mom: The Guru himself ~ame to Assam to bless people. Even, Guru
Nanak had come to Assam and traveled there in t.~e state. There is a tenple
in Dhubri in remembrance of his visit. As Guru Nanak came to this earth to
bless people, similarly, Guru Tegh Bahadur came to bless us.
Young King: Did you have a glance of him yO:.lrself, Mom?
Mom: Yes, with these eyes, as I aCl seeing you now. Darling! Now you
remember the first thing we were talking about. Wnen Raja Ram Singh Rajp:.:t
came with his troops to invade Assam, then Guru Tegh Ba.."ladur intervened
and got a compromise made between Raja Ram Singh Rajput and the ::uler of
Assam. Thus the invasion and the consequent blood bat...~ were averted.
Young King: Where was the Guru staying? Was he staying in o~ sta~e?
.:vIom: The Guru was staying in Dhaka. From Dhaka !:Ie went to
Mathurapur and then to Gangamati on the banks of river Brahmap:Itra. B:.:~
for getting the compromise, he crossed the river and got the comprOlr.ise
made between Raja Ram Singh Rajput and the ruler 0: Assam. At Dhubri, he
got a platform constructed at the place whe::e Guru Nanak had put his sacred
feet and deputed his disciples to spread Gcru ~anak's message. Mter this, he
came back this side of the river and started spreading the L01"d's l'\ame and
blessings to the people. We were Guru's disciples sir..ce the time 0: Guru
Nanak but quite much we had forgotten. When. Gur:.l Nanak blessed Noor
Shah who was practicing hypnotism and mesmerism ane. misleadi..'1.g people,
then the fame of Guru Nanak spread far and wide. In Assam, the name 0:
Guru Nanak. was already respected very much. So, when people came to
know that the ninth incarnation of Guru Nanak, Guru Tegh Bahad~ has
come to Assam, then all the people thronged to meet hirr... Whoever wen~ to
the Guru got his wishes fulfilled as also the l . ord's name. We also went and
met him. Wnat a glance it was?
A loving, cool, rapturous sensation went into our body. We felt as if he is
our own. It was a delight and rapture. There was ecstasy in our ~ear~. Our
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body became light like a flower. A charm and blosso~ filled our eyes. We felt
exuberance in our mind and our mind went into highiPirits. Withh1 _'.:.ioments
our tongue _started reciting the Lord'r, name. Autom tically, we felt our ears
are listening the name '0 Lord', '0 Lord'. Sometim s, we felt our tongue is
reciting the name '0 Lord', '0 Lord'.
Young King: -Mom! What is this, "0 Lord?"
i
Mom: This is the name of the Almighty God. The Guru blesses us this
Name. When we saw this miraculous-ness in the Gurh, then your dad fell at
his feet and became a Guru-disciple. The Guru bleJ~ed us with the Lord's
name. We got into the lap of the Lord. We became hif disciples. One day on
seeing your dad sad, the Guru asked him: a King! }'Vhy do you look sad?
Your dad said: a true Guru! I have become quite Old and I do not have a
son. Having a kingdom, sometimes I feel that I am th king of the state. Mter
me, who will look after my kingdom? Who will 1· ok after my subjects?
Previously, this sadness was constant but since I have met you my mind is at
peace. But sometimes, when the thought comes to my ~d, I feel sad. Sometimes
I think, what to me, I have got all comforts. I ShOUldjecite the Lord's name.
The Lord will look after the subjects. Sometimes, I fe 1 you are so gracious, I
may ask you for the boon of a son. At that moment til Guru was playing with
his ring. He had removed his ring from the finger a d was shuttling it from
one hand to another and was listening to your dad. ~iS eyes were in ecstasy
and were showering charm. Your dad again said to ~im: If you are gracious
and bestow a son, it will be a boon from the house of furu N anak. and I shall
be too happy while living and even after death. After ~aying all this, your dad
fell at his feet. With the sallie ring that he had in his hflnd, the Guru touched
your dad's forehead and said: 'Look King! One chifd will come from the
house of Guru N anak. He will have long hair on hif head which will ever
remain. On his head, will be a stamp of this ring, so ~at you are sure that he
has come from the house of Guru Nanak. So! My (lading son, his words
became true. Exactly afte~ one year, you were born fd it was wondrous to
see that there was not only a stamp of the ring but ev~n the word 'One ::"ord'
was embossed on your head and could be read. So! ~au have come to this
,:orld sent by Guru N anak who came to bless peop~e and this stamp is his
:I
sIgnature.
The young king felt it a wondrous happening. A ~ear came to his eyes.
He heaved a sigh and said: Mom! Can I meet th, Guru?
Now, Mom heaved a long sigh and had tears in her eyes, was overwhelmed
and could not speak. After a few moments, she spo~e: Darling! He blessed
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everybody and saw the torture that Acrangzeb was CO:IlTJtting on everybody
and took pity on people.
Aurangzeb felt jealous that there was so much love a...'1d respect for the
Guru in the entire country. Later, when Aurangzeb started co~vertingEinC:..:s
to Islam by force, then the Guru sent a message to him, saf....'1g :hat t.l1e people
should be free to choose their own religion. Also, Aurangzeb received ~ews
that those Hindus who are followers of Guru Nanak and Gur.l Tegh Bahadur
do not agree conversion to Islam and they also tell others not to do so. It was
also suggested to him that if Guru Tegh Bahadllf accepts Is:am, then t..'-le
entire country would become Moham..'1ledan in ~o time. Then Aura.r..gzeb
called the Guru to Delhi and tried to persuade him to accept Islam but wb.en
he found that the Guru is adamant and will not 'agree, then he ordered cutting
off the Guru's head.
Young King (with tears in his eyes): Is it? Is it? :Mom! Is it?
Both became quiet and were in tears.
Mter sometime, Mom said: Be was not in the cycle of birt..~s a...'1d deaths.
He came for doing goodness to ot..~er people. He gave the life spark and
recitation of the Lord's name to everybody. He made t..he Lord living in
everybody's heart. The cycle of births and deaths is for people like us. For
him, it was a sacrifice.
Young King: I am very unlucky.
Mom: A disciple of Guru Nanak is never unluc1<.y. You are a Gllrudisciple. Then how can you be unlucky?
Young King: How?
Mom: In his place, the tenth Gur:.I is now on the Gu:::u's t..lu-one.
The young king became very happy and said: ~t is wondrous that his son
is on his throne now.
Mom: He is the tenth incarnation spreading the Lord's name and blessing
people. In the Guru's house, whoever sits on the Guru's throne, it is, as i:
GurtI N anak is sitting on the t...'-lrone, only the body is changed.
Young King: ~om! Where is the sacred place where he is living?
Mom: It is in Puejab state on the banks of river Satluj near Himalaya
mounts near Shivalik hillocks, city of Anandpur.
Young King: It is far but it is not far. I shall endeavor to meet him and fall
at his feet. Like you have been blessed with the Lord's name, I shall also be
blessed with the Lord's name. Mom! Dad must have been very peaceful when
he left for his heavenly abode.
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Mom: Some people said that his end was so peac~ful that even big saints
do not have such a blissful end. It was all due to
Lord's narl!. ·that the
Guru blessed.
Young King: Mom! If I go to Punjab, will you core with me?
Mom: What better thing can I imagine that my I darling son gets me a
glimpse of the life·giving Guru in this old age?
I
The yes from Mom gave the young king so muc~ happiness and to hide
his happiness, he just said 'Alright', bowed his head tf Mom and went away.
Mom got up. With folded hands she said a prayel She recited the names
of the ten Gurus. Then she remembered the ninth gmjU~ and prayed: It is your
benevolence that you gave a son. It is your grace that you gave us the Lord's
name. Again it is your grace that you have given a h ly love sensation to my
son. I am lucky that as I desired and by your grace y child has got a love
sensation for you. 0 Lord! It is all your benevolenfe. While praying, she
remembered her loving husband and his last deSir,: See! Make my son a
disciple of Guru N anak. It should not happen that he p'ets into bad company.
I am going. Son is a child of seven years only. Now itliS your duty to put him
on the true Guru's path.
i
When she remembered all this, then she was in tef1ars and said::My loving
husband! Your son has becoII!e a lover of the Guru. he duty that you gave
me, the Guru has helped me do it today.
!

thr

II
I
The young king's mind in merriments got a heart pier1ing from his Mom. The
euphoria and inclinations towards merriments decr~~sed. The young mind
that is generally carefree got a diversion. His mL.'1d get a direction to move.
There was a center towards which the mind got attracfed. r!.'he center was not
visible but the idea got into his heart. The idea gave fl direction to his mind.
The direction was towards north. His mind was filled rth fervor and jay. His
mind was now all towards, how to be ready to go, h9'w :0 reach and how he
should meet the Guru.
I
His mind said: Although I am myself a king si~ng on the throne, but
there, where the king is of the Spiritual kingdom aIfd the Kingdom of the
heaven, the worldly kings are no match. The Guru g~ve his life and did not
even whisper. The Guru did not bow down to Emperor.turangzeb but preferred
to sacrifice. For him it is no difference whether some90dy is a king and there
is no hatred for a poor person.
;
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He got so much love and :espect for t.~e G:.rru tha: sometimes, he had
tears in his eyes, pondering whether and when the Guru will look at h:...'1l wit..~
love and when the Guru wil: bless hirr. as he had blessed his dad.
He thought: What preparation should I do that the GurL: might bless me
when I meet him? What should I do? At the door of the Guru, kings like me
are in waiting as my subjects wait for me. There, those are blessed whorr.. the
Guru bestows his grace upon. I do not know what is the requirement? These
are the thoughts that crossed his mind. This is not inferiority complex. This is
not depression. This is the love spark that his l\t!om has pierced in his heart
intentionally.
Yes, there was a..'1other YIother, Mainawanti who pierced renunciation in
r..is son's heart and King Gopichand abandoned his throne and becac1e a
recluse and begged for food in streets. Mainawanti died in sadness a..'1d the
queens jumped from the palace and committed sctcide. ~he kingdor.J. was los:
and the subjects were distressed.
The dream of Mainawanti that through yoga the body will escape death
and live forever did not materialize. What rerr..ained were the hard yoga
practices that Gopichand did while living in a cave b:.lt still the body could not
live for long.
But here the "Mom has deep understanding. She is talented. She has not
pierced her son's heart with dry empty rituals and mistaken beliefs but slle has
pierced his heart with cool and sweet love spark of the Guru which has tamed
his mind towards the omnipresent living Guru. The Guru's life spark v011 give
him life from lifelessness. She has given diversion to his mind so that he does
not get into bad company and lose his ldngdom in merriments. She has made
his son shoot two arrows. One towards the enemies of his kingdom a..'1d the
other that will kill the darkness of the soul and the soul will become crystal.
':his arrow will make her son a dutiful son. He will be blessed and ther.. he will
bless others. He will shoot two arrows at one time. He will not beg but will sit
on his dad's throne and simultaneously remain in the :ove of the :"ord. She
has given a direction to her son's mind and is blessing him and is praying for
him. My son! Do both things now. Rule your kingdom and love the Lord.
Mom has pierced an arrow in her son's heart that is a 'Guru-love' a..'TOW that
has given happiness. The 'Guru-love' arrow has giver.. sweetness and not
grief. It has not taken him bto mistaken beliefs, sadness or depression. It has
not taken him away from his duty or looking after his subjects.
Mom has shot the 'Guru-love' arrow b-:lt not witho'..lt any direction. It has
a direction. The son has got freedom but from worldly desi~es or.ly. His eyes
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are now attached to the Guru. His mind is now deta¢hed but from worldly
desires only.
I
His eyes are now longing for the Guru's glimpsel. It is not dejection or
I
sadness or inferiority complex or aloneness. Mom's lmfng words have tumed
his mind but not without any direction. The 'love anrow' has given delight.
The young king has become lovelorn. The love is for tp.e living Guru. He has
love and eagerness now for the glimpse of the GunjI. all Lhe time. He has
eagerness to meet and hope to be blessed and is in e~uberance to make the
Guru happy.
'
This is the love and this is the happiness, On the IGuru path is love and
happiness together. The Guru is lovable. This gives th~ sweetness. One wants
to love the Guru. This giving of love makes you feel d~lighted. It is Q,sacrifice
to the Guru.
!
.
This Mom is a wise Mom. She has not shot an arro~ of 'renunciation and
sadness' but she has shot an arrow of 'Guru-love and ~appiness'. She has put
her son in the magnetic pull of Guru N anak.
'
What is the young king doing now? He is searchin; for gift.s for the Guru.
Assam is a house of elephants. He has found anJ elephant which is jet
black but whose forehead is ivory-white like Lhe eleph~nt's teeth. It has white
lines gobg down from his forehead up to his legs. I~ appears as if it is the
Kailash mount. The forehead is a lake and there are fOF rivers coming down
its legs. It is a unique elephant. Another of this type 11jJ.ay not be found. The
young khlg has eagerness that the Guru who is the king- of my heart will now
ride on this elephant and I will consider it his grace to ];ne. He is eager to see
the glimpse.
:
His own age is of desires. But he has not desired that "I should ride the
elephant and my subjects may see and say, 'how big ~s our king' and t..'rJ.en I
feel happy that I am a great king".
:
.
~ ot having this eagerness and not having t..l].is d1sire has gone into his
heart without giving any pain. This is not sadness or renurciation or depression.
This is freedom from desires like the founciatio1[1s of a building over
which is building the eagerness to see how lucky I sh~ll be to see the Guru
riding the elephant and I shall be in ecstasy.
The elephant is being decorated in this eagerness. the saddle, the frontal,
the back covering and the sides of the saddle are beint: decorated with silks,
pearls, beads and brocades and golden embroidery. AI 0, trainers are training
the elephant. The elephant can now carry a torch and can illuminate. If you
shuot an. arrov\, he would go and pick up and bring it b~ck to you. If you give
I
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a whisk, then he will brandish the whisk at the person standing ~ front. Tb.en
the young king came to know that the beloved Gu.ru is fond of a~s. He is
happy to receive arms.
Accordingly, he got a gun made which had five different ~odes in it. It
could be a sword or a pistol or a dagger. Similarly, he got one sandalwood
table. On pressing a button, a chessboard and two dolls would come out on
both sides to play.
Simil~ly, he got a costly flower vase made. He selected five very swift
horses.
He got lots of guns and other arms made. Be go~ silks a:ld pea.:-l c~ai~s
from Dhaka.
The first thing he did was to make arrangement so t..~at in !:is absence the
work of his kingdom should not suffer. He fixed the respons!.8i!ity of the
kingdom to his ministers. His ministers were all experienced and old. Guru
Tegh Bal1adur had blessed them. All of them were than~l to t..1.e ~ord that
the young king is treading on his dad's path as per the wishes of his dad. ~t is
very good for the subjects that he has become religious minded.
The young king consulted his Mom and decided to ta..1<.e ~Js Prime Minister
along.
He was satisfied that his other ministers would :JJ.anage his ki:lgdo:n well
and people will have no problem of any kind in his abse~ce.
The young king spent a lot of time in getting the presents ready and
making all arrangements.
His love for the Guru increased day by day. He was the king and he was
young and with the blessings of his saintly Mom his love for the Guru knew
no bOl:I1ds.
Sometimes, he would feel exuberant to meet the Guru.
The saintly Mom also told him another secret tha~ he had not k.'lown
before.
She had the Holy Scripture 'Guru Granth Sahib' in the palace that she
used to read without anybody's knowledge. The saintly Motr..er explained it
all to her son and he started reading the scripture. ':'hat increased his love for
the Guru very much.
Mother also told ~im that Guru Nanak wished that everybody sh02d do
all the worldly chores but the mind should remain detached from worldly
desires.
One day the young king came to his mother with tears in his eyes and
said: The scripture says that there should be no ego. Whatever I have got
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made was all my desire and pandit says it is ego. If th~ Guru does not accept
all these gifts thinking that these are all from ego then what shall I do ? You say
that in the Guru's durbar, the kings and poor men are treated as equal. He
had tears in his eyes that he tried to hold but could npt.
Mother saw the tears in his eyes and said: Listeljl! When your dad was
alive, then all the time we had holy company. The G~ru had deputed five of
his selected disciples to stay with us and they gave us ¢.eir holy company and
went only after truly putting us on the true path and ~hen we got the rapture
of the Lord's name in us.
Whatever we have been told and we understand that whatever wish is
there in your mind is a pious wish. It is not for you. Y~u are doing all for the
pleasure of the Guru and out of your love for the Gun~. Any desire that is not
for one's self but for the Guru or for the Lord is grac~. This grace has come
from the Lord.
'
This is the eagerness Ol:t of love. There is no iselfish motive in love
though outwardly it may look selfish. Actually love iis a sacrifice. My son!
Pandits have book knowledge only. They are not in th~ incessant recitation of
the Lord's name. They have no love for the Lord. TheiJr mind becomes clever
after reading some books and gaining some knowled~e but they have ego in
them which does not let them have a sensation of the I~ord's name. The ego is
a veil between the mind and the Lord.
:
They understand but they have no feeling or sepsation of the Lord in
them.
'
They know but the Lord's name is not in their heaI1t. They give discourses
but are themselves without the love and sensation of the Lord. It is like a
scientist telling the qualities of salt from the books. But ,nless somebody tastes
the salt or if the salt is put on a wound, only then a pe~son has a taste, feeling
and sensation of salt.
Without actual tasting, it is dry knowledge only. Similar is the case with
pandits.
'
What the pandit calls selfishness, is actually a situ~tion when the mind is
in the forgetfulness of the Lord or when there is ho awakening of the
remembrance of the Lord or when one is not in love With the Guru or when
there is no love sensation in the person. Then there might be selfishness and
the pandit may be right. But where there is a drizzle of l;ove, where the Lord is
in your heart, where there is a pull to have a glance, w~ere the things that you
like, you do not wish them for yourself but feel happy ~ presenting to the one
whom you love, then it is all sacrifice. The enthusiasm ~n serving the beloved
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is not ego. It is not darkness. It is a messenger from the heavens. It will guide
us and take us to the Lord's palace.
This is 'Love enthusiasm'. My son! This is somet..~ing :"~at peop~e did not
understand properly and the kings relinquished their kingdoms and the family
men left their families. The good people went into forests. The lights in the~r
houses were extinguished and the people suffered. IV!y son! Understar..d one
more thing. The doctor had said one day that when o~e is healthy one's mind
is also healthy. One Guru-disciple had a~so said tha: when one's mind is
neither above human inclinations nor below human inclinations, then it has
normal emotional feelings. If it goes below human incli~ations, then it is evil.
Ar..d when it goes above normal inclinations, t..,.en it is virtuo'..:s. ~e~ it is
immersed in the I..ord's name, then it is on a higher level.
So! Having normal inclinations is not bad. It is better t..,.an evH. It is OI'ly
next to virtuous inclinations. People with normal inclinations reach the Lord
much easier than those with evil inclinations. For the saint it is easy to p~ompt
people with normal inclinations towards the Lord. 'The saint has to cia much
more effort to prompt the people with evil inclinations. So! We should pray to
the Guru that he should make us rise above these three cha~acteris:ics and
immerse us in the Lord's n~'11e. But till then we should never go below the
normal inclinations. We should never have evil inc~inations. JV:::y son! The
pandits do not understand these things. They have not experienced any such
thing. They talk what they have read. When they wiil have the sensation of
the Lord in their mind, then they will be able to tell something better. The
more we are without desires when we love the G~u, the more we will be
nearer him. Your mind is full of love for t..he true Gam and you wish to meet
him because of your love for him and you wish to please him. In my view you
have no desires for yourself. This is another sign of your being above :lormal
human inclinations. We should not get into what the panciits say. We should
go on the path of love and the principle of love. Wnen ODr m~nd feels happy
in the love of the Guru and the love is for love's sake only, tr..en tu.e it that we
are surely treading on the right path. If there is any desire or deception, t.hen
this is a fault in us and we should try to remove it. :9on't go after what 6e
pandits say. They have book knowledge only. They do not have any ~ove
sensation in them. Like, sometimes cripple talk about valian:. 'r'h.ey are
themselves not valiant. They themselves have never been in fighting.
Young King: Mom! I do have a desire. Sometimes I am just in love with
the Guru but sometimes}: have a feeling of fear from death. Then I wish that
I should meet the Guru quickly and please him so that he b~esses me out of
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the cycle of births and d~aths. This is my desire for m~felf. Mom what you say
is right but the pan~it is al.s~ right. Ml', l~ve is out of a desire as s~ch. This
should not be the nght spmt. Mom! 1 his seems to be a fault. Ir; ~~ere any
I
remedy for this?
Saying this, the young king had tears in his eyes rd was overwhelmed.
Mom: This desire in itself is a non-desire. This dfsire is an unselfish act.
To wish for emancipation from worldly desires is al real non-desire. It is a
desire but it is a non-desire. Weare the Lord's ch~dren and our soul is a
particle of the Supreme souL To get it out of the wo~ldly entanglements and
be immersed in the Lord's name is not a selfish dfsire. Do not have any
misgiving. This is an awakening from darkness. Thi~ is an awakening from
slumber. This is an awakening of the mind from the torldly intoxication that
comes only by the grace of the Lord.
Young King: lViom! In that case my love and enthusiasm is all right.
Mom: It is all Lord's grace. When the Lord is begevolent he prompts you
to love the true Guru.

III
They had many such discussions. Mter some days i the young king started
towarda Punjab. The travel was to be like this: The Iyoung king Rattan Rai
deputed the official work to his ministers. The minis~er for finance and other
ministers stayed back. He took along the Prime lViinis~er and some respectable
people. Mom and some maids came along. Some of tpe troops went along for
providing security.
A palanquin for Mom, horses for self and arranpement for the gifts that
he had got for the Guru were made. They left AssaIJil.
I
The young king has so much enthusiasm in himi that he is going to meet
the Guru.
There is a pull of love, throb in the heart, e~gemess to wait for the
blessed day when his forehead would touch the G$ru's feet. His ears were
waiting for the day when the Guru's words of nectar Eould enter his ears. His
eyes were longing for the day when the glimpse oflthe true and handsome
Guru would enter his eyes and make them cool.
I
In this way, the young king had an aim and his niind was set on the same.
In this kind of an aim love springs up. He had an ~ttraction, was exuberant
and in love.
Sometimes, they are saying prayers and thalp.king the Guru for his
benevolence.
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At night before sleeping, Mom ~arrates some good things of th.e Guru or
some good story of some Guru-disciple. The young king's mind, like a swan,
eats the pearls of 'Guru-love'. When Mom does not na..rrate a good story
about the Guru, then he doesn't get good sleep. He gets up early in the
morning. He recites the Lord's name and reads the Gur:.I's scripture.
He tries to find out in advance if there is a G:.Iru-disciple living in the
village o~ the town that he has to cross. Tries to !TIeet them and listens from
them, some story about the Guru. Wherever such a place as a Guru temple
comes, everybody offers sacred sweet and listens :0 t:!ie divine music and then
they move forward.
Like this, travelling almost every day they reached Patna. They visited the
place where the Guru was born and stayed in his childhood. They bowed
there with reverence and touched t..~eir forehead to the sacred ground. Many
people from Patna welcomed them and were delighted to see the young
king's love for the Guru.
The young king Rattan Rai listened to all the tales and happenings of the
time when the Gun::. was in Patna. He met with love all the people who were
blessed by the Guru when the Guru was in Patna. He was so much delighted
to hear how the Guru blessed everybody t..hat he stayed in Patna for more
than ten days. He visited the beaches where the Guru used to play and have
bath there. He saw the metallic pitchers in which the Guru had pierced holes
wi6 his arrows while playing.
While leaving, he donated a lot of money for making a Gurdwara in
bricks and mortar whe~e the Guru was born.
In this way, after visiting all Gurdwaras that came on the way, they reached
the other side of the river Yamuna where the begL.'1ning of t...~e Punjab province
starts. Moving ahead they reached t..~e river Satluj and then Anandpu:r was
close by. They selected a place with trees that gave good shade. They put '.lp
tents there and rested.
Now the Guru got the in:ormation that :he Gu:::u's disciple, t..he young
king of Assam has come. The Guru was also in young age. The Lord's love
spark that was in the Guru like a flame in his entire body cells was giviIlg a
wondrous heavenly handsomeness on his race that attracted the disciples like
a magnet and the Guru was always in gracious:less for !:is disciples.
On listening to the young king's arrival, t..~e Guru deputed persons and
ordered: The young king is a guest. He sho:.:.ld be provided. proper place to
stay and all groceries, water, wheat, grass and :odder ror the horses, and all
comforts be provided. Everything shollid be done :or his hospitality. He shQ:lid
feel at home.
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The Guru's maternal uncle Kirpal Chand personallr supervised th~ young
king's stay and all comforts were provided to the king ard he explail1t.-d all the
traditional practices being followed at the Guru's pala«e.
The young king's entire cavalcade was delighted tf see the love from the
Guru's men. Everybody rested at night.
'
In the morning, the young king made a request tp Uncle Kirpal Chand
for the Guru's meeting.
Uncle Kirpal Chand went to the Guru and told hifn about the ~equest.
Ibe true Guru said: They are welcome to com~ to the durbar in the
afternoon.
Listening to this, the young king's happiness knew no bounds. His heart
was delighted that today he will have a glimpse of the true Guru. The golden
time had come for which he was yearning for so longf The golden tL.-rne had
come for which he was suffering pangs of longing. Th~t he will meet the true
Guru and meet him today was like receiving a gift qf treasure. Only those
who love the Guru from the bottom of their hearts ~an feel t..~is happiness.
I
They only can value such a message whose hearts arq pierced in love.
Mom felt, "My son's one wish will be fulfilled todfay. But my two wishes
will be fulfilled today. For my son, he will be in raptur~ to meet the Guru and
for me my wish to meet the Guru again in this age
be fulfilled and the
second that my son has become a bee on the 'Guru Iotas' by the grace of the
Guru."
Moms are happier to see the happiness of their dfuldren than their own.
Mom is seeing how exuberant is her son for the glim~se of the Guru?
The elephants are being decorated. The horses <iITe being bridled. The
young king himself inspects off and on whether the d€koration is being done
properly. By afternoon the elephant was in full decorClJ'tion. The elephant was
wearing golden laced bridles, on his forehead was *d velvet, golden lace
embedded with pearls, gold carvings on his teeth, si~ver anklets on his feet
and was standing and swaying.
~
Alongside were t.~e five horses with golden bridlesi and other decorations.
They were in full bloom and even a fly could not sit o~ them. Similarly, all the
gifts were ready to be presented to the Guru.
At this moment, Mom called her son inside anc\ said: My darling son!
Your gifts are marvelous and very expensive. You n::Ijust be very happy that
the Lord has given you so much that you are able to Ibring all these gifts for
the Guru. But darling! This is the time to be watchful. The ego is very tricky. It
comes at times when you least expect it to come. ~at the pandit had told

'fill
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you, you "have to be watchful about it, now. Don't think :hat you have brought
all these gifts. This will be ego if you tlliilk like that. Remain in prayer t.'1at it is
the Lord's grace that he has given us the privilege of having a glimpse of the
Guru. Be in prayer L.1.at our humble gif~ be accepted by the Gam. The gifts
are of the Guru. We also belong to the Guru.
When the owner of a gal"den comes to the garden and the gardener
presents him with flowers that actually belong to the owner only, even then
tee owner feels happy to receive those flowers. Similarly, we have to be
hmr..ble and in prayer.
It is for the Guru to be gracious. The Guru is more gracious when are
dobg everything in love for him. So! Keep up tnis love and respect. Don't let
ego drop in.
The young king listened to his mom attentively and was in tears of love
for the Guru. He said to his mom: Let ~s pray.
Mother, immediately got up and prayed: 0 Lord of the heavens! Our
eyes look outwardly and we cannot see you. We humble creatures have not
lea..'ilt to look inwardly. You had given glimpse of yourself to outwardly looking
people like us. We could see you in L.1.e true Gu~u in whose he~t you were.
You, yourself came to this ear~, lived like us and b~essed us with your divine
10ve. Since then we have been longing to have your glimpse again and again.
By your grace, you have given us a.'1 opportunity that these longing, pining,
yearning eyes may once again see you in the Guru's g:irr.pse. Please bestow
your grace that we see 'You only'. Weare humble and full of mistakes. Be
benevolent and bless us your rapture and ecstasy. When we see you, we
should not forget you again. Your blessir.g and grace may be incessant. Please
open my son's inl1.er eyes and bless that he never forgets you again. You have
made us your own. Please keep as your own. We have no strengt...1.. Give us
your grace. Bless us always.
Mom kept on praying like this with tears of humility in her eyes. Her eyes
were closed and her face was heavenly ivory-white and bright immersed in
love.
:t was time to move. The young king bowed to her mom, but mom
quickly lifted his head and said: Now your forehead has to touch the Guru's
feet. Do not let it touch anybody else's.
The young king was in deep love for his Ir..om. He was fee:ing thankful
that: Whatever I am going to get is due to the goodness of my Ir..om ar..d I
should touch her feet. Generally, moms stop their children from holy company
but my mom is great who has put me on the Lord's path ane. given ITlt> proper
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advice and saved me from going into. bad company. In t..~is way, mom and
son were readying themselves to move.
'
Meanwhile, the message came that the Guru is si:tipg on the throne in his
durbar.
i
The young king along with his courtiers walked a.rj:Ld reached the durbar
that is very difficult to find even for yogis and meditative.
They reached the entrance, and bowed there. Th~ young king could not
restrain his love. With lips shut and with eyes filled wi~ tears of love, with lots
of faith and love he entered the durbar. They c~ossed tq.e gateway and bowed
again. From a distance, he got a glimpse of the G~ru. His eyes saw t}J.e
handsomeness that he had never seen befor-e. Like a ~ghtning flash, his love
crossed barriers. He walked fast and fell at the Guruls feet. How could he
imagine what the touch of the Guru's feet was? T~e mofilent his head touched
the Guru's feet, he felt a sensation like an electric cUrrent in his entire body.
His entire body tremb~ed. He felt a magical sensa1ion. His entire vision
changed. He was in rapture and ecstasy. His inner ~elf became fresh and
clean. He felt himself i~ high spirits. He felt rapture i and felt a new life in
himself. He felt his body so light as if it is not ther-e.: His inner self was all
rapture and in ecstasy. For some time he could not fe~l where ne is, whether
. he is there or not. When he felt he is there, it was i all ecstasy. When. h,e
became fully conscious, he felt as light as a flower, in jcomfort, in ecstasy, in
rapture that he had never experienced before and ne\fer imagined. He felt a
magnetic pull and did not want to leave the Guru's feet. His mind was not
ready to leave this pull. Time went by unknowingly. ;
Now the young king felt the Gu~u's sacred han;d caressing his head,
sending waves of divine sensation and jay and a di~ne voice said: Get up
King, you are blessed. You are blessed in both the seqable as we:l as the :mseen world. You are Guru Nanak's child. You are bless:ed. Rattan Rail :'ord is
with you.
'
Listening to the Guru's words the young king whq did not want to leave
the Guru's feet got up. For a few minutes he was in thi~ rapture. He looked at
the Guru's face and his eyes closed. His eyes opened! and closed like this a
number of times. Mter some time, he became alert. Th~ Guru then asked him
about his welfare. The young king responded and replied with respect. Then
his minister narrated how the young king's father be~ame a disciple of t..h.e
Guru and prayed to him for a son.
In the meantime, all the gifts that the young king had got made with love
and enthusiasm were brought in. All muslins, brocad~s, silks, jewelry, arms,
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tables, expensive bowls and all other items were displayed and presentee. to
the Guru.
The minister narrated with how much love and enthusiasm, the young
king got all these gifts prepared.
The Guru listened to eve!) thing very attentively. It took more 6an an
hour and a half to explain everything to the Guru. ':'he specialties of the
horses and the elephant were exp:ained to the Gunl. The special table and
the five-in-one gun were presented to the Guru.
Then t.~e topic came, how the young king's motl:er had brought up the
young king and made him a follower of Sikh religion. How Mom, afte!" the
death of her husband king was looking after the kingdom a..'1d was deeply
immersed in Guru-love and'how she !:lade her son kind, graceful and good
for his subjects and developed love for the Guru.
When the Guru listened, he asked about the young king's mom.
He was told: Since we had not asked for permission from your side, so
she is waiting anxiously in the guesthouse.
The Guru at once sent for her and she came. The eyes that had already
got a glimpse of Guru Tegh Bahadur again saw the same divbe face in
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh. She went into such deep ecstasy where the
soul becomes crystal. It was rapturous beyond words. In this ecstasy her head
touched the Guru's feet. She, who was already in rapture, now went into deep
ecstasy. When her forehead touched the Guru's feet, the Guru felt the ecstasy
in her mind and soul and said: Lady! You are blessed..You are blessed ~
. both the seeable as well as the un-seen world. Again, he blessed her and said:
Lady! You will not come into the cycle of births and deaths. You will always
remain imme:::-sed in the Lord's love.
How wondrous it is, to see how the Guru had blessed even the kings a11C
queens a..'1d given them the life spark and they got life from lifelessness.
After the mom was blessed, the young king said: 0 true Guru! Please also
bless me. lhiunbly say so.
The Guru then blessed and said:
Live in high spirits and in incessant remembrance of the Lord.
N
Mer having met the Guru about whom he had initially heard a lot and then
he had the lO:::lging to meet, the young king went to the guesthouse.
In what rapture the young king IS now? He doesn't speak much. His eyes
have a subtle charm in them. The:::-e is a shine on his forehead. There is
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coolness in the body. He feels as if his body cells were yarlier closed and now
they have opened up.
The mind, it appears has got up from a slumber. !He has a sensation of
awaken-ness in him. In this awakening there is sweetnessi, freshness and ecstasy.
He feels he has just woken up. The body weight seen}s to have gone down.
He is feeling as light as a flower. The entire body's feelipg has come as above.
Mom understands that the Guru has be3towed a ~fe spark to the young
king and the touch of the same has ushered a new aw~ening in him and he
has joined the fraternity of blessed people. Herself having this type of awakening
in her, she understands the son's awakening better.
Mom did not speak much to her SOll. She did rot narrate any Guru
praises. She wanted that the young king should have dijnner and he should go
to sleep. He should not enter into any gossip or think of any worrisome issues.
He should have dinner and go to sleep and again in ~e morning go to meet
the Guru.
In this time, he should remain un-disturbed and riot talk or do anything
that may disturb his mind. She sat down near his bed and recited Sohila a.."'1d
Anand and then went to sleep.
She got up in the morning. Besides Japji, today sh~ recited Sukhmani in a
rhythmic tune. It was so well recited and rapturous as ff it was a divine music
from the heavens. When she finished the recitation, the young king got up
and the first word that came out -of the mom's dar~l:ing son was '0 Lord'
'W aheguru'. It was in such a loving voice, that mom f~lt ecstatic.
Mom was immensely delighted to see her own-planted love-seed grow
into a flower. She was happy that her son has got rea~ inner happiness. Now
he won't care for the un-real worldly merriments. Now his mind will not be
wandering aimlessly after worldly pleasures.
I
The mind is such that it goes after one thing, enjo)'1s it and then discards it
and again starts running after another thing. Again, ervoy it and then discard
it and again start running after a new thing. In this "Yay, his entire life goes
away. At the end only tiredness remains.
Mom is now sure that her son will not be lost in this world like a 'string
cut' kite.
He has now got a center and an aim. She was al~ in thankfulness to the
Lord for all this.
1be young king now got ready, wore his arms an~ decorations and went
to meet the Guru along with his Minister and courtierf'.
The Guru was sitting immersed in the love of the Lord and it appeared as
if the Lord himself has come to earth.
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The yOU"'lg king came and sat at a little dista..Tlce after bowing dow:} in
respect.
The musicians were singing Ramkali raga. The music was very sweet and
cool.
The musician playing tabla was playing it so softly tha: it appeared as if it
was a sitar. It did not sound like a tabla. The musicians were sensitive to the
Guru sitting in rapture. They were playing the music very harmor..ious:y and
very softly. They did not wanno utter any words that may give more sound
nor wanted to play the music loudly. The sweet music was, as if tr.e t..:nes were
dancing on the silent waves of water ana through the ears was taking you to
the Lord's palace.
Till such time that the Guru did not open his eyes, the mu.sicians p!ayed
the music softly and that elevated the mbds.
The music was falling softly on the ears like the snow :alling Ii...1(e cotton
soft balls.
.
The rays of the sun came. The Guru opened his eyes. 1;'he musiciar.s
started playing Bilawal raga in a soft swee~ tune. ~verybody ir.. the holy
congregation opened their eyes. In the e:ltire durbar, it was alreaey a feeling
of rapture and now it became a wondrous ecstasy. Slowly, the music stopped.
It became daytime. Today's durbar was in the open big lawn. Mter the
recitation of the scripture and prayer, sacred sweet was distributed.
Now, the Guru met the young king. The young ~ng's presents were now
exhibited in the presence of the Guru. One by one, all the items were opened
and explained to the Guru. The young king showed the :ive-in-one g.m to the
Guru and explained the use of it.' The chess table was shown. By pressing a
button, the chessboard came up and by pressing another button, players
came up and sat. Another item was shown that became a throne or.. p:::-essing a
button. Similarly, the feats of the horses were displayed and :"'len other arr.:lS
and fighting eqUipment was shown.
In the end, the elephant held a torc~ in his tr:mk and waved. Then the
elephant brought back the arrows shot at a distance. Tr..e elephant then waved
a whisk.
The Guru was pleased and he caressed the elephant. :'he e:ephant then
picked up the Guru's shoes and put the shoes in front of :u~.
The Guru was pleased to see all the feats that the elephant did ane he
named the elephant Prasadi. He ordered L~at the e~ephant be kept in the
elephant yard and an exclusive persor. be appobted to look a:ter this elephant
and the man should learn to look afte:::- the elephant from the young kir..g's
men.
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The Guru then sat down. All the gifts were taken care of and it became
quiet. The Guru sat immersed in the Lord's name fOli quite some 'i:.':e. Then
he opened his eyes and said: King Rattan Rai! You hewe come to this earth by
the blessing of my dad Guru. You are a Guru-discilPle. My dad called you
from Guru Na:nak's palace and blessed you to your dad king. Now you are
blessed again.
Saying this, the Guru blessed the young king with love and said: '0 Lord'
'Waheguru '.
The moment the Guru said' 0 Lord' 'Waheguru', then there was a sensation
of '0 Lord' 'Waheguru' in the entire body cells of the ,young king. The name
'0 Lord' 'Waheguru' settled in his mind. The young ~ng got immersed in the
Lord's name. The young king knew the Lord's naine. Everybody sees an
'arrow in the hand or in the quiver but one in a million can feel the arrow
being shot by a powerful hand and having pierced the heart.
The young king already had the sensation of the Lord's name in his body
on the first night itself when his mom had put him to sleep in the cradle of the
Lord's name. But today the Lord's name went deep into his soul. It is not that
the Lord's name has just got into his heart only but the young king feels that
his tongue and his body cells have become founta~ns of the Lord's name.
When he looks towards the sky, the earth, the tre~s, he can visualize the
miracles of the waves of the Lord's name. He visualiJ!:es, everything has got a
tongue and is reciting the Lord's name. He is in ecstasy. This is the arrow shot
from the bow of the true Guru. The Guru has pierced the heart of the young
king with the Lord's name. He has been blessed i~lT).ensely.
The young king now stayed at Anandpur. He !lad come to Ana.."J.dpur,
'the town of rapture' but now the rapture has gone into his body in t..~e Lord's
name. There is anot.3.er type of strength in his mipd and body. He is in
delightful high spirits. These are the results of having met the true Guru and
being blessed by him.
It is said that the young king had come to A."J.andpur on the occasion of
Deepavali and stayed here for five months.
Early morning, he listened to Asa-di-var, have breakfast and some rest
and then go to t..~e Guru's palace with his mother tb meet the Guru. They
talked to Mother GUjri ji, the Guru's mot..~er.
When the Guru went for hunting, he used to tahe the young king along.
Many times, the elephant's feats were displayed in t.~e forests. The Guru and
the young king were both of young age and both sides were abundant in
gallantry and arms. For five months, it was a delight. Many times, they went to
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the river Satluj for swimming and other water sports, sometimes walking and
hunting and sometimes riding on Prasadi elephant.
But one thing was unique that despite the Guru treating t..he young king as
a friend and equal to him, the young king's love and respect for the Gllru
increased.
.
=t is generally seen that when a person gets an equal treatment and ~"berty,
the respect for the person giving liberty becomes less and one tries to take
undue advantage of the privileges and liberties extended to him but there are
a few only in whom the respect and love increases when they are given love
and liberty. The love they get increases the respect in them for the giver. In a
selfish person, the love produces self-interest because of :he greed in him b:It
a pious person thinks otherwise. lIe thinks: See! I am getting so ~uch love
and respect that I really do not deserve. He thinks L.1.is way and his respect
and love for the person increases.
This is the reason that the givers give that much as they get the love. They
do not love overwhelmingly unless they are sure that the person is worthy of
it

A worthy person will respect the love he gets while an t:n-worthy person
will not appreciate it and instead wollid be spoilee. by the same.
Mom! Whenever she saw the Guru giving so much love to her son and
treating him with liberty like a friend was pensive and a:ways prayed to the
Lord saying: 0 Lord, we are not used to getting so muc~ love fron: you. Give
m that much love for which we are worthy. Please do not give us so much
love for which we are not worthy. But the true G:.:ru knows t.'-le worthiness of
both the mom and the son and has given then so much love because he
knows they are worthy. Both of them accepted the love of t:b.e G:IfU with
respect.
N ow the time came to go back. Many times, the dates for departure were
axed but when the time to depart came, the young king got so much pull that
he would postpone the date. Many times, the young ki.'1g got ready to go but
the Guru with his loving words would say, "Why not stay for another ten
days?" and made the young king stay on. Sometimes, of his own love and
sometimes of the guru's love, the young king stayed on bu~ after full five
months the departure was :S.nally fixed.
It was not a renunciation or yoga practice frat t.~e yoc.ng king would cut
himself away from his kingdom like a kite with its cord cut flying astray and
suffer in hard yoga practices and penances.
The young king is on the path of ~ove, 0::1 the path of 'love of the Lora',
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on the path of 'remembrance of the Lord' with(:>Ut any slacky~ss and
forgetfulness.
For a person on the path of love, it does not matter whether it is
renunciation or family living, whether it is a house or an open land, whether it
is a kingdom or a hut in a forest, whether it is excessive wealth or begging. It
all pertains to the body and one has to accept whatever is in one's destiny. All
other things are not important. The important thing is 'love of the Lord',
remembrance of the Lord, 'the direction of the mind towards the Lord', the
creator and savior and incessant remembrance of th~ Lord.
1I'llite L'1rlOSt impolt"tall1l.t tJ'milIlg is 'd;({)l r.emanltll in Hrls tOU1l.cIm. When
the touch is not there, then we are like a pond or dirty water not connected to
the fountain of fresh water. We have to be always at his feet. Away from the
1.. ord is our soul's death.
The Guru has said: Those who are at the feet of the Lord are saved from
the cycle of births and deaths. The mind is in its own sphere when it is not in
the incessant love of the Lord. Sufferings are the resuJt or so to say, sufferings
engulf the mind because the mind has only a litHe sqength of its own. When
the mind is immersed in the Lord's love, then it gets :the strength of the Lord
in itself. When the Lord's strength is there, then the sufferings vanish.
() man! Why should you forget the Almighty "'1ho has all the strength?
When you are in his remembrance all the time, then his strength will remove
all your sufferings because he is the savior. He looks after those who fall at his
feet. He is all comfort and sufferings cannot come n~ar him. Like, if you go
near a fire, you get the warmth and the feeling of cold goes away. Again, he is
all benevolence. Everything is in his hands. Whatever you ask for, he gives.
Again, when you are in the company of the Lord, then you get the fruits of
the company. A good company gives good fruits. Your mind wHl get the
Lord's strength. 0 my mind! You remain in the remembrance of the Lord
always.
The young king has got the blessing of incessa;nt remembrance of the
Lord. His mind is now immersed in the Lord's love and he has the strength of
the Lord in him.
Whether he rules a kingdom or he begs from door to door has no
importance for him. If he leaves the throne and sta,rts begging, it will be a
wonder but it is of no consequence to him. He has got the sacred and important
thing, that is, 'the incessant remembrance of the Lord'. This was the most
important thing. This was the most important need. This was the ultimate aim
of human birth. Now that he has got the ultimate. aim, the only thing that
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remains is to look after the body. Why should b.e not live when the Lord cas
given him everything?
He is now living:
1. In the constant remembrance of the Lord.
2. In high spirits.
3. To do good..Tless.
The young king has got the Lord's :la..'TIe ir.. his ~eart. He is living in the
incessant remembrance of the Lord. The connection of man with. the Lord, he
has found.
Guru Nanak has said, "Name is everything."
So! One thing is over. Now since the Lord's :lame is incessant, the mind
remains in high spirits. This is fa.!" one's self. So! Second 6.ing is over. Now,
t.1}e mind is in the incessant remembrance of 6e Lord and is in high spirits.
Wnen he lOOKS towards others, he wishes good for everyone. This is the third
thing.
Man has only three connections: 1. With the Almighty. 2. Self. 3. People.
There is no fourth.
1. Connection with Lord, i: is t..~at tr..e Lord is wi6 you always.
2. Connection with self, it is that self remaillS in ~igh spirits.
3. Connection with people, it is that he wishes good for everyone.
A person who wishes good for everyone will also do goodness' to others.
He will cia goodness, but he will do it in the name of the Lord according to the
will of the Lord. The aim of life is thl:S fulfilled.
So! Why should a ki:lg pierce his ears and beg frorr.. door to door? Why
should he not rule 6e kingdom with an u~-selfish and awakened mind so that
his subjects are benefited?
It is difficult but one has to do aE. t.~ree things. The first two are being
done by the Lord's name, the third he has to do by sitting on the thror..e. The
young king has to go back to his kingdom. Tbis is :he wish of the Guru.
This is Guru disciple-ship:
"One has to remain in this world,
As a lotus remains in mud".
At last, the day of departi~g came. Mom ar..d son first wer..t to the Guru's
palace and paid respect to the Gurc's wife. '".::'hen they fell at the Gll.fU'S feet
wit.~ tears of love in 6eir eyes. Now after the presentatio~ of horses and
elephant, they are presenting their inne~ self to the Guru. The sa~ine tears are
love tears that are coming out by themselves and are bei:J.g presented to the
Guru.
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In this way, they took leave from the true Guru at the Guru's palace.
Again, before leaving they came to the Guru's durbar with the same love and
devotion. The Guru embraced the young king again and again. The Guru's
uncle brought some presents.
The Guru gifted fuose to the young king with his blessings. The Guru
gave him one book of the Lord's hymns.
Against all norms and practices, the Guru walked with the young king for
some distance to bid him farewell. On this, the young king touched the Guru's
feet and said: You have already blessed me so m~ch. Now you please stay.
back. The young king could not speak. He was fun' of tears. He fell at the
Guru's feet. His love tears fell on the Guru's feet. The Gqru blessed him
again and again. The Guru bestowed on him t..'le Lord's name, the Lord's
sensation and diSciple-ship. The Guru blessed him again.
In this way, with folded hands, Mom, son, and all courtiers bowed to the
Guru and departed. The young king separated from the Guru with pangs of
love.
Mom and son are now traveling. Mom is sitting in a palanquin and singing
the hymns of Guru Ram Das with deep love. She is singir..g and feeling the
sensation. A soft voice is audible. Her eyes are full of tears. The young king is
now walking along. He is listening to the hymns and getting the sensation and
feeling the ecstasy.

*

*

*

*

The Guru's words to the young king are repeated once again:
"Live in high spirits and in the
incessant remembrance of the Lord".

*

*

*

*

Let us be in remembrance. Let us recite:
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord
~ahegur~ ~ahegur~ ~ahegur~ M1aheguru
starting with at least five minutes a day.
~~

~~

~~

~~

Guru Nanak has said: "Name is everything".

Note: The quarrels of King Bhim Chand, Guru's advice to the kings to
save the country, their pointless argumentation and excuses joined with some
external pressure were the incidences that happened after King Rattan Rai
left. That created a thought whether to stay on at Anandpur. At this time King
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Fateh Shah grabbed some 1~'1d belonging to the King ofNah~"'1. The KL'1g of
Naha."1. was in despair on that account. Across Yamuna in DeJ:,..radun, Ram. Rai
had become well known but his succumbing to his Cash Collectors was causing
anxiety. SOIr..e meditative in that area who were devoted to the Guru were
longing dmt he visits them. All these happenings prompted the Gur:.r to go to
N a.~an. But before going to Nahan, there is story of his blessings to ~s devotees.
LTl Kiratpur lived one meditative named Bmlhan Shah. Guru Xanak b:essed
him, then Guru Hargobind, the sixth Guru blessed him. Now t.~e tenth Gcru
meets him.

o
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8 ..
:Wy MItRk [BlU1.dlb.zUill §rOl~Iht]
['Guru with the Plume'··Guru Nanak]

T

'me keeps on passing. It went on passing. Over half a century passed.
" Guru N anak, the sixth Guru-incarnation, Swordsman has now come in
his tenth incarnation. He crossed near Kiratpur and spread the Lord's name
in the mountainous va~leys where the ninth Guru had put his sacred feet and
made it a beautiful town.
The prophet soul incessantly immersed in the Supreme soul was the same
in all ten incarnations. The splendor, magnificence arld overflowing inner
blossom, garland of beads in hand, sword on the waist and now the Plume
adorned his head. Lord's name, zealousness and high spirits joined together
as Spiritual awakening. Lord's mime for t...l-te congregations, bravery and valor
to save the religion, but to remain steadfast in good moral character, it became
necessary to keep up high spirits without ego.
[At Anandpur]
When the preparations for going to Nahan were on, then one day early in t.lJ.e
morning when the tenth Guru Nanak sat on the bank of river Satluj, it was
quiet and he was alone. His eyes, the eyes with the Lord's splendour closed.
He saw inwardly and visualized the period of one hundred a...'1d fifty years or
one hundred seventy years that had passed. An impulse of honorable nature
came to his mind. In the forests he visualized and recognized one old aged
meditative who had once done penance and kept fasts but was in despair and
suffering.
Yes, I blessed him the, Lord's name when he was in despair. I took him
out of mistaken beliefs, hard penances, fasts and elevated his scattered mind,
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blessed him the incessant recitation of the Lord's name. His soul immersed in
the Sup~eme soul. He got ecstasy and rapture.
And had said: I shall drink milk in my sLxth incarnation.
Then in the sixth incarnation I saw the saintly soul that I had nu~tured,
drank milk, had said: I shall drink again, 0 dear! Once again. That ::>eloved.
saint's soul has flourished to full blossom. His body has become too old. But
the soul is in full bloom and ready for the Lord's Palace. I blessed him in my
first incarnatiOll and nurtured him in rr..y sixth incarnation. He has remained
steadfast in his inner blossom of mind. !..et me now presen: his flourished soul
in full blossom to my saviour Lord. : should honour my natural repute.
The beloved true Guru who never forgot 'and always honoured l:is words
thought of his dear devotee-saint and started from there towards w~ere the
saint uved.
Today, when Budhan Shah opened his eyes from meditation a..'lG saw
towards the sky, then in elation of love he uttered.: It is all wondrousness.
What an ecstasy? What a rapture? 0 Lord! 0 Lord! 0 Lord! This rapt'..lre ~s
the Lord. This rapture is Guru who took me out of despair ar..d put me in
rapture, who took me out of tears and put me in ecstasy, who took :TIe out 0:
anxiety and put me in rapture, who took me out of i...'ltellect a::J.d wisdom and
put me in sublime consciousness.

,

This is the Lord.
o Lord! You are great!
-, 0 Lord! You are great.'

You have blessed the rapture. That is your Ka::J.e. 0 G:lm Na..~a1<.! You
are great! It is your graciousness that you blessed me the Lord's narr..e. When
the mind drinks the nectar that is above t.1}e pleasares of ear:"~, ther.. you name
the nectar as rapture. This rapture is your 1'\arne 0 Lord! 0 Guru, the giver
of Name nectar.
Having got the :N'ame nectar blessed by you, ~ wish to rr..eet you. You
came for the sake of somebody. You come! You have blessed raptl..::'e. Now
you come and bless the rapture of your glimpse. You come througll my eyes
and sit on the throne of my heart. I love to wash your feet with tears from ~y
eyes. I shall put my heart on your feet. Come before these eyes c:ose forever.
o beloved! You are my life. I have got every comfort and all is given by
you. Now I wish to see you with these eyes and put my forehead at your feet.
You have immersed my Super consciousness in you.r so~. Now my body
should fall at your feet. My heart has again become like a child. I do not WaLt
salvation. Today, I do not even bother about rapture. ':'his c~aving mind
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wishes for your glimpse. Come and put your sacred feet that can be cla...'llped
by my bony hands. I s.!J.all put them on my eyes, on my chest. T~'1.2· -craving
heart wishes the cOQlness of your hr.ndsome feet. This craving forehead is
longing for the touch of your sacred feet. As I have a human body, you also
come in human body and give your glimpse. 0 formless and limitless! I am a
human and I have human ser..sation. I say with my human love. For my sake
please come in human form. 0 my Lord! Come as human. 0 Guru ~ anak!
o Guru Hargobind, the Swords-man! I wish you come as 'Guru with the
plume'. Come, give me refuge at your feet and make me your own. I !lave no
intellect in this old age. I forego the comforts of heaven, the ecstasy of salvation.
I wish the comfort of you:- feet. I wish charity of your glimpse. 0 Lord! Come
in human form. A long time has passed. The river brought fresh water in
many seasons, many times. Many spring seasons came and vanished. Like an
old Banyan tree with hand raised in longing, I am waiting. Come from formless
to human form and give a glimpse. I should stay where you stay. You live in
human form. I should serve you. You keep me with you. I am in human
form. What shall I do with heavenly comforts? Please come and give me
refuge at your feet.
In this way, in extreme devotion and love Budhan Shah was in longing
and craving when suddenly there was a flash of light. The saint felt a lightning
in the early morning hours. The dazzle was such tliat he could not bear. He
tries to see and smells the breeze and says: Yes! The breeze is giving fragrance
of beloved Guru Nanak. It is giving fragrance from his sacred body. His
splendor can be seen in the sky. From the river is coming his cool fragrance.
He is coming from the heavens. Welcome! Come! I shall fall at your feet.
Meanwhile, he felt a vision of Mardana. Mardana played rebeck and
sang a divine song. The song swelled the love in his mind. The old meditative
heart leapt to have a glimpse. Tears started flowing from his eyes in torrents
like the river Satluj. Soon he got a true glimpse of Guru Nanak. See! How his
head has fallen on his feet and the body is immersed in his love. As the black
bee sucks the flower, he has clamped the Guru's feet. See! How the Guru has
hugged his bony body and is loving him. How he is being loved.
:1ntellectuals have described the Spiritual ecstasy but how can this 'Disciple
& Guru' love be described?
The meditative .even forgot the ecstasy. The pull, the love, the pull of love
has brought the beloved. He fell at his beloved's feet. He does not know
whether he is on the beloved's feet or in his beloved's heart or immersed in
the beloved. He knows nothing.
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This is the string of love. This is the pull of love. This is the sa:.vation
beyond salvation. This is love beyond salvation. Whatever it is, it is extreme
love. ~at only the disciple is in Guru-love, even the Guru is in disciple-love.
The meditative who had all the knowledge of the world did not know :hat
the disciple can immerse himself in Guru-love. In iIr.mersion, :he feeling of
time vanished. So much time has passed but he does not know.
~ ow the miraculous Guru said in his ears:' "My Milk".
Yes! He regained consciousness. He opened his eyes. He had put his
head in the lap of Guru N anak. but when he lifted. it, it was from the lap of
'Guru with the Plume'. The most handsome face of Guru N anak had cha..."'TIled
him. Now the most handsome face of 'Guru with the plume' has cnamled.
o Lord! Your miracles are wondrous, your love is !iTitless, all are your
images, all ages
o Handsome! 0 Beautiful!
You are Great!
New image! New love!
It has made the meditative go into raph:.~ous love. The eyelids became
heavy with nectar and closed again. His head has again gone into the beloved's
lap. The Guru, with both hands clamped his body and he is immersed in
Guru-love again.
What the beloved had uttered, the meditative could not hear.
The beloved is asking for milk but L:1e devotee in Guru-·:ove knows notr.i..."'1g.
The magnet of love is clinging to the beloved. Consciousness has become
unconsciousness. Meditative soul is immersed in Guru-soul.
What a loving, mind elevating glimpse is the Guru-disciple meet?
Guru is immersed in disciple-love. Disciple is immersed in Guru-love.
Mter sometime, the ever awakened Guru again uttered:
"1 am hungry"
o N ourisher of the world! 0 Savior of :he world! 0 Lord of the world.! 0
Merciful!
What miraculous-ness? You say, "I am hu..."'1gry."
Then he said: ":My milk."
':'he meditative heard the words 'My milk' and sta...rtled.. He got up.
:But see! He had put his head in the lap of 'Guru with the P!'..lII1e' but
when he lifted, it was from the lap of Guru N anak.. The beloved is :he same.
The meditative has recognized him. Only the incarnations are ir.. different
forms. He is immersed like the black bee. Like, the black bee is not misled by
colors, blue, red, pink, it recognizes the lotus, maybe in ar..y co~ocr, sirrilarly
he has recognized the beloved.
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In the same love again, the Guru uttered: "My Milk"
The meditative got up. His feet would not move. His eyes do not go far
from the beloved. The eyes see him again and again. Again, he got absorbed
in the glimpse of the 'Guru with the Plume'. Again, he fell into the beloved's
lap. He got immersed in Guru-love and had no consciousness to give milk to
the Guru. The immersion was so deep that cannot be described.
After sometime again the Guru uttered: "My Milk."
The meditative startled and got up, tried to move his feet but saw the
Guru's handsome face. The plume dazzled and immersed in love, again he
fell in the Guru's lap.
o 'Beloved with the Plume'. The disciple cannot separate himself even
one step. Now you immerse him in your lap forever. The disciple cannot bear
the radiance of your face. For your natural repute, do not give him separation.
But now his consciousness woke up. The utteral.1.ce of the Guru woke him
up. Budhan Shah now got up but he saw the goat standing near. See the
Lord's miracles. A cup is also lying near. In rapture, he milked, the goat.
Nobody knows whether he milked or the milk got milked by itself. The
meditative only saw that the cup is full. It is full up to the brim and is overflowing.
See the hands of the disciple holding the cup and the Guru's 'more
beautiful than a rose lips' that are touching the cup. This is the glimpse of
Guru-disciple love. In this rapturous love the Guru and disciple are immersed.
All around Kiratpur, one can see this rapturous love of 'Guru and disciple'.
It is a loving glimpse of "My Milk."
Who can put it in words with ink? Who can picture it? It is being written in
the heavens. It is being pictured in the heavens.

o devotee! Live long in this Guru-love,
you who have been joined with the beloved Guru with this Guru-love.
Live ever swinging in this Guru-love. Live ever swaying in this Guru-love.
Flourish in this Guru-love. Live ever flourishing in this Guru-love
Live ever giving fragrance of this Guru-love.
Live ever blossoming in this Guru-love
Wondrous is the picture of "My milk. "
o Saint-devotee! For the sake of beloved Guru's head
o Saint-devotee! For the sake of beloved Guru's feet
~For the sake of the Godly soul
.
For the sake of this loving glimpse
Give to us also: A small drop of this nectar,
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one sip, one particle, one splash, particle of aparticle
to us poor, to us orphans, to us beggars at your door.
****
****
****
****
Mter blessing Budhan Shah the Guru trave~ed towards the valley 0: Sirmaur
and moving s~owly and blessing many people he ente~ed the territory of L.1.e
King of Kahan.
Here he stayed in llis valley of Si.ITIaur. He got constructed one teI:lporary
fort, a Gurdwara and some houses to stay. The Gurc.wara exists out the fort is
not there. The spot is scenic but it has not been given proper attention. The
Guru was delighted to stay here.
Specimens of how he blessed .t..~e world can be gauged by the stories that
follow.

o
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1

11he true Gur.!, the 'Guru with the Plume' came to Nahan city. He went for
sight- seeing in the mounts and reached the bank of !iver Yamuna. He
liked this place and stopped at a scenic spot. He got constructed some houses.
The place became known as Paonta (meaning the Guru putting sacred feet).
When he first came to this beautiful open land then he had noticed an
enclosure on one side. He went and stayed in the hut tha: belonged to a
humble lady. He did not go to the place where tents were fixed. He went
straight to the hut of this humble lady. This was right on the bank of river
Yamuna.
'
'The enclosure was full of flowers that blossomed. In the centre was the
hut. On one side eXisted a cow-shed.
This lady Kishna and her husband becalne devotees of Guru Harkrishan
a long time back. Sadhaura was their hometown. But later they moved to this
place and meditated here. Gopallived up to hundred years and died. Kishna
was ninety. She was a meditative and had a deep craving to have a glimpse of
the Guru. The true Guru accompanied by :Nand Chand visited her when he
felt a pull of love from her. She presented flowers and their fragrance to the
Guru. Later, the Guru made it a very beautiful garden.

o
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:f7'ing Medni Prakash of NCL."'-J.an was sitting in his drawing 1"oom when his
.L~rime ~nister IIarji came and their conversation started.
King: Harji! Have you brought any fresh news?
Minister: Your Excellency! Tlle news is not encouraging. Ki.'1g Fateh Sha.~'s
daughter has got engaged to King Bhim Chand's son.
King: Is it done? That was expected. (Looking towards the sky CL.'1d heaving
a Sigh) Previously the craze was for a son and now it is fear of the kingdom
and the palaces.
HaIji: Even I am worried quite much. King Fateh Shah is already screaIrJng
on the head and now he has become stronger.
King: Then any suggestion.
Minister: I cannot think of anything that is humaniy possible. If the Lord
helps, then it is different.
King: So far as the idols of gods are concerned, they are of no !le:p. We
have already worshipped these ror a son but with no Sl:ccess. ~t appea1"s t.'1ere
is no God in the idols. Some say it is superstition or a reistaken belie: oxy.
Rest is help of some saint. For that one is .3udhu Shah at Multan. A'1other is
Ram Rai at Dehradun, who has impressed Emperor Aw:angzeb with his
miracles. But he is a friend of King Fateh Shah who respects him ml:cr.. So!
All help is out of reach for us.
There seems to be only one way now. That is to reake more recruitment
L'1 the army and when the time comes we should die fighting in the ba:tle. We
have to die one day. At least, this way we may get a place in heavens.
Minister: It is always good to 1"emain in readir..ess to figb.t and at this
particular time it has become most essential to remain b preparecbess. Also it
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is the duty of brave people to fight for righteousness and die while fighting.
But we should not remain in worry and disappointment. We should also do
something more.
King: What more?
Minister: In our kingdom within our borders one very aged Brahmin is
meditating. Why not seek his help? In my view he is a saint and possesses
Super natural powers. He lives in the deep forest. He is in meditation day and
night. He is away from everyone. He has a disciple who looks after him. He
lives on milk. He has kept a couple of C0WS that graze in the forest and give
milk to the Brahmin. I am sure his blessings will be fruitful and great help to
us. However, we must increase the armed forces. You ask the queen mother
to give the keys of the treasure that our old kings have accumulated for
difficult times. This is just the difficult time when the need is urgent.
King: Well! You are right. But woman, more so old woman might not
agree. But I shall try. Mter all she is a mom, she may agree. Yes, yes. Minister,
when do we go to meet the Brahmin?
Minister: Your Excellency! You talk to queen mother and I will talk to our
Defense Minister for recruitment of more defense personnel and bUying of
more arms.
Then we can leave early tomorrow morning. We shall go for hanting and
then take out time to meet the Brahmin. It is not proper for people to know
where we are going.
King: How far is that?
Minister: About ten kilometers from the city towards north east on the
banks of the river Yamuna is a village named Kalsi. It is on a little height.
About one kilometer before that, on our side of the bank of the river at the
confluence of rivers Tonsa and Yamuna is a nice plain. There in the forest is
his hut on a big plot surrounded by big trees.
King: O.K. It doesn't seem to be too far.
Mter the conference with the king, the minister came away and met the
Defense Minister and discussed regarding expansion of the army.
Also, the king made the queen mother agree on giving the keys of the old
treasure to spend for expansion of the armed forces.
II
Next day, King Medni Prakash went for hunting. Along with him were the
Minister and some military. The Minister arranged a resting place about one
kilometer from the hut. In the afternoon, the King and the Minister went on
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their horses for sight seeing. Then slowly :hey reached near the h~t of the
Brahmin. The King waited outside and the Minister tied his horse to a tree
and walked inside the plot.
At that time the Brahmin was sitting in the verandah on a stone on which
grass was spread out. His age was hundred years plus. His body was all
bones. It appeared as if there was no flesh but his face was shining bright. His
back was not straight. It was bent a bit and it looked as if the body had ~o
strength in it. It was too fragile.
The minister went forward and greeted the Brahtilin.
The Brahmin recognized him. He blessed him and said: Co~e! Sit down.
The Minister requested: The KLTJ.g is waiting outside. If you permit, i shall
bring him.
On listening to this, the Brahmin tried to get up and with a tremblL.'1g body
said: Shri Krishna has said, "I am the king amongst people". It is my good
luck that you have come as a King. P~ease do come.
But the Minister made him sit down and said: You please sit down. The
King will himself come. He has not co::ne to meet you as a King. He has come
for your blessings. You are a saint. You are elder.
He.liaid this and went out a..'1d brought the King inside. Both of them
bowed from a dista..'1ce.
The Brahmin who was quite aged but inwardly agile said: Tbanks 0
Lord! My stars are good. Come as a King. You are welcome.
Mter a :ittle talk regarding we~Jare the real subject was discussed.
The Brahmin listened to everything and said: 0 King! I have meditated in
your kingdom and I wish that ~o harm should come to your kingdom. I pray
to the Lord that your kingdom should re::na~n forever. But two kings Fateh
Shah and Bhim Chand are yael' enenies and in sadhus Ram Rai has
Supernatural powers. I am a hu~ble person. I have spent yea:-s in waiting for
a glimpse of the Lord. My mentor had stopped me from usir.g Super natl.:.:-al
powers and I myself have not cared for these. My only desire is to have a
glimpse of the Lord in actual mo" in my inner mind. I may have a glimpse or I
may get immersed in the glimpse. But my wisn has not bee!! fe~filled.
Mter saying all this, the B:-ahmin had tears in his eyes.
Minister: You excuse us. We have encroached :lpon your time :hat you
are spending for the glimpse of the Lord. We are needy pe:-sons. A needy
person thinks more for himself.
Brahmin: Whatever you may say but a King is a protector of his subjects.
It is his foremost duty to protect his kingdom. I have meditated in this kingdom
&
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and I have lived happily here. Your coming is no encroachment on my time.
I pray to the Lord to bestow His grace and I bless you. But I wish ~ . . tell you
more.
Saying this, the face of the old Brahmin dazzled. His loose 1esh became
luminous. He swayed his head and closed his eyes. When he opened his eyes
again, his eyes showered a charm. He had tears in his eyes. He was quiet for
some time.
Then he said: 0 King! This is the Un-enlightened era (Kalyug) in its worst
form. In this period one prophet had to come. The prophet has come but I do
not know and if you meet him then victory is surely yours.
King: How can we find him without a proper address?
Brahmin: 0 King!- I do not know the whereabouts. I was doing idol
worship in my early age. Then I met a sadhu. He put me on worship of the
idol of Shri Krishna. I spent most of my life in that worship. My ~onging was
that whatever idol I worshipped should meet me in human form but I did not
succeed. Now a few days back I saw one angel figure. He said: Why are you
wasting time on idol worship? The prophet has already come to earth in
human form. He is preparing for wars. He is a warrior and it appears that he
is worldly but he is really from the Lord, a prophet and protector of the world.
o King! If! see him I shall recognize him. He is young, angel like, magnificent
and sweet but he keeps arms and has a luxurious living like kings. King: What
is his name? Brahmin: I do not know his name. I had a vision only and
everyday I get this vision, I would have run to search for him but my legs
have no strength. This child gives me support of his shoulder or many a time
carries me on his back up to the river and I have my bath. If I had the
strength in me t..1.en I would not have sat calmly even for a day. Now I have
got some hope but I have no strength left in me. Now I have got only a prayer
in my mind that somehow I should have a glimpse before my eyes close
forever and I should get the sensation of ecstasy and rapture that one gets
only from a glimpse or meeting. 0 ~ng! You have the strength and money.
You search for him. If you are able to meet to him, your work will be done
and (after a pause) maybe my stars also shine. Who knows! 1.be Lord has
prompted you that I give you the clue and you search for him and bring him
here. Or you take me in a palanquin and throw me at his sacred feet so that I
may be blessed with the sensation of the Lord. I an:. a beggar for it.
The king was overwhelmed with the Brahmin's love, respect, yearning
and hope, his inability to move and yet in hope of some grace :rom the Lord.
He became keen to ask about some whereabouts.
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Brahmin: Mter eighty years of meditation I have got this vision only.
What else should I tell? He is young, ha~dsome, has eyes like the eyes of a
deer and arms that dangle up to the kn8es. He is tall and s:im. There is dazzle
on his forehead t.l,.at is difficult to bear. He keeps arms. He lives a luxurious
life like a king.
He is a prophet.
On listening to this, the king and the minister looked towards each other
as if they got some hints.
King: Does he stay at Kahlur? Is he an enemy of King Bhim Chand?
Brahmin: Enemy? ~o! He is not an enemy of anyone. He loves everyone.
Enemies consider a prophet as an enemj'.. One's own deeds are enemies.
One has to get the fruits of one's deeds. A prophet 7Yho comes from the Lord
is all love.
King: If a' prophet comes, he should' come in a Brahmin body as yours.
How is it that a prophet is keeping arms?
Brahmin (after heaving a Sigh): Well! Prophet Ram was Khatri and he
kept arms. Prophet Shri Krishna was Khatri and he kept arms. I do not know
why a prophet comes like this? I can tell you more. We Brahmins are in rituals
only. We can recite from t.~e Vedas and do yagnas. The divine knowledge
was always with the Khatris. Prophet Ram had it. We Brahmins took Ravana's
side and became enemies. Probably you have not read Sanskrit. In olden
days the divine knowledge remained hidden. We were in rituals only. Our
ancestor Brahmins heard that the divine knowledge is with Khatris. On the
one hand they rule a kingdom and on the other hand they enjoy salvation.
Then our Brahmins got thirsty to get the divine knowledge from the kings.
You must have heard that Sukdev Brahmin knocked at KingJanak's door to
gain divine knowledge. Again Udalik Brahmin went to Aruni Brahmin but
Aruni told his inability to impart this knowledge.
.
Then Udalik went to King Kakayee. He got divine knowledge from him.
Kakayee also told him that whatever knowledge he had earlier is wrong.
Then Gargebalaki recited twelve articles of divine knowledge to King Ajatshatru,
the king of Kanshi. But the king who was a Khatri told him that he was wrong.
~hen he explained the divine knowledge and told him also: See! I am a
Khatri and I am giving divine knowledge to a Brahmin. This makes sure that
the divine knowledge was with the Khatri king and not with the Brahmin.
Again, King Parvahin J avli who was a Khatri imparted the divine knowledge
to two Brahmins who did not have this knowledge earlier. Before this, Ati
Dhanwan Khatri imparted the divine knowledge to Udarsandilya who was a
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Brahmin. Then Sanat Kumar who was a god of wars imparted divine
knowledge to N arad who was a well-known Brahmin.
When King Parvahin Javli impart,=d divine knowledge to Aruni Brahmin,
then he said: As you have said that the divine knowledge is not in Bra.1}mins,
the same is also mentioned elsewhere. It is certain that the divi..ne knowledge is
absent in Brahmins up to today. Prophet Shri Krishna preached Gita that is
the most respected scripture, in the battlefield to warrior A1ju~a who was
fighting. The author of Mahabharata wrote it in his book. So, 0 King! These
things are all written in religious books from where it is evident that the
Khatris who kept arms imparted the divine knowledge to the Brahmins. It is
not sure whether originally trjs divine knowledge was with the Brahmins or
,the Khatris but from the religious books it is evident that Khatris were the
leaders in this knowledge. The name of this knowledge is generally Upnashid.
The old authors call it Upnashid that means something secret. Because this
knowledge was given only to persons who had a right like one's son or those
disciples on whom you could depend upon to keep the secret. This knowledge
was not imparted to anyone else. 0 King! Do not have any doubts on this
account that when he is a prophet, then why is he keeping arms or living like
a king. Listen more. I am told that this prophet is a prophet of the prophets.
He is stronger and a Guru of all prophets.
The Brahmin mentioned the word Guru casually meaning big or strong
but that gave a good indicatior.. to the King and the Minister that he is called
Guru. They realized that although he does not know much but he is describing
quite well and now he has mentioned the name also correctly as Guru.
Brahmin: 0 respected King! You. can go now and search and if you are
able to meet him, then remember this old aged Brahmin. Get me his glimpse.
May Lord fulfill your wish!
Minister: 0 :ijrahmin! Do prophets have long hair on the head?
Brahmin: Al~ prophets and saints kept long hair. In Vedas the Lord is
mentioned as 'with long hair and handsome beard'. Up to the time of Gautam
Budha all prophets and saints had long hair. The bad habit of cutting the hair
started after that only.
Minister (softly to the king): He has confirmed the long hair also.
Brahmin: When a prophet comes, his companions also come. They also
must be keepLTJ.g long hair. I had a vision.
King: He himself has long hair but his disciples, all are not keeping long

hair.
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Brahmin: If not now, then they will short:y start keeping long hair. That is
my v!<;ion. He ""ill establish righteousness aad then he is not one. He has ten
incarnations and all are with long hair.
The King and the Minister again looked towards each other. The mention
of ten incarnations made them sure.
King: 0 Brahmin! We have inferred. Now we go. We will try to contact. If
we are able to contact him, then we shall tell him our problem and invite him
to our state. Then you can recognize him.
Brahmin: I have been meditating all my life. I have a vision. If I have his
glimpse, then I shall recognize. Can a prophet remain hidden? But the minds
that are dirty with worldly desires have· a veil. They have been waging wars
with prophets, oL~erwise why would Ravana go the wrong way?
King: Is he a prophet like Ram or Krishna?
Brahmin: I don't 1mow but I heard that he is bigger than both. He is Guru
almighty. I have not heard this from people. I heard this in my meditation.
King: Is he stronger than Saint Ram Rai in Supernatural powers?
Brahmin: 0 King! Prophets do not concentrate for Supernatural powers
like the saints. There is sb..ength in their words. Whatever they say happens.
They are born prophets and whatever they sayar wish it happens. If you talk
of Supernatural powers, those they do not like to exhibit. They are happy in
what the Lord does. But whatever they say even casually, that happens. I
kTJ.oW Ram Rai. He came here once and I met him also. He is a sadhu who
has Supernatural powers through concentration of mind. But about whom I
have told you is a Lord-sent prophet. He woa't do miracles for the sake of
miracles for becoming .famous; But whatever the prophet does casually is
more than a miracle. It is the ego that says, "I can do miracles". He doesn't
have ego. He is immersed in the Lord's love. He has the Lord's strength in
him. The other sadhus have ego. They do miracles by concentration of mind.
o King! It is the mind, wherever it concentrates that happens.
Mter this long conversation, they came to the conclusion that if the
Brahmin's vision is true, then the Guru at Anandpur is a prophet. All the clues
are matching.' And even if he is not a prophet, we have found help. He has
arms. He is gallant and brave. The gallantry of his armed men is well known.
If he becomes our bend, then we will become stronger than our enemies.
Then he is on the Guru's seat of which Ram Rai is a follower. He has a
follOwing allover Majha, Malwa, Darp, Nakka, Dhani, Pothohaar, Sindh and
in the south also. If we can bring him in our kingdom, it will be a clever game
to play. This has come to our mind only now a~:er meeting the saint.
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III
Mter reaching Nahan, the King secretly sent one Deputy Minister with lot of
gifts to Anandpur. The Guru's maternal ~ncle Kirpal Chand welcomed the
Deputy Minister with dignity and made him stay in extreme comfort at the
Guru's place.
The Deputy Minister wanted to give the message in secret but the fearless
Guru opened the letter next day in the durbar and the contents of the letter
became known to everybody.
The minister was told to wait for the reply till t.~e next day.
Then the Guru held discussions with uncle Kirpal Chand and Sahib
Chand and other near and dear ones. He consulted Mom also. It was
unanimously agreed that everybody should r.:love to Nahan.
Most people were of the opinion for moving to Nahan for the reason that
an attack by King Bhim Chand was imminent and by moving to Nahan that
danger will be over.
But the Guru was feeling some unseen pull t..l-J.at only he knew. Some
waves of love were attracting him. Some ser..sation of love was giving him
sensation. Hence it was finally decided to move.
The season was- good. The rains were over and at higher leve:s this
season is wonderful. The Guru left for Nahan in the month of September. He
took five hundred armed troops along. Rest or the army was told to stay at
Anandpur.
Mother GUjri ji and the Guru's wife came along as also other relatives,
friends and diSCiples. They first reached Kiratpur where Guru Hargobind cad
stayed. Here, they offered sacred sweet and then they moved on to Ropar.
The Deputy Minister of Nahan had already got the reply and had gone
earlier to tell the good news to the king and arrange welcome for the Guru.
The Guru also reached there qUickly.
The moment it became known that the Guru has arrived, King Medni
Prakash with all his ministers and courtiers came from the city at a distance to
receive the Guru.
When he met the Guru, the King along with his courtiers fell at the feet of
the Guru. He got the Guru's blessings and then he walked along while the
Guru was riding on the horse and welcomed the Guru.
, At the City gate the Brahmin priests and other prominent personalities of
the city were waiting for the arrival of the Guru. When the Guru a...'Tived at t..l,.e
gate, then the Brahmin priest moved lighted lamps in a tray in circular motion
in front of him to welcome him and show respect for him. Everybody gave
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him respect considering that he was on Guru N anak's seat now and. ~e was
made to stay at a nice place where a Gurdwara now stands built.
The news that the Guru has arrived at ~ ahan and the King a..'1d his
courtiers have given so much respect to t.~e Guru spread in the e:l::ire valley
and the neighborhood like an echo in the mountains. The news also :-eached
Ram Rai. Then Ram Rai sent a message to King Fateh Shah of Siri J\'"agar
saying, "The Master of the seat of which I am only a servant has come.
Although I had some differences but the truth is trut.~. The trut.~ is that he has
the Lord's strength like a fountain and I am like a pond fro:n a fountain. Now
I won't use my Supernatural powers against King :Medni Prakash. Moreover I
am your friend. I would suggest that you yourself vacate whatever :erritory of
the King of Nahan you have forcibly occupied. i\ow the Gu:-u has come
whose principle is to protect the people who come to him for he~p. In ar..y
case you will have to vacate that".
King Fateh Shah also heard that the Guru has come to Nahan along wit.~
armed troops. He had also heard about the Guru's follOwing. He also got the
message from Ram Rai. He also knew that his subjects are all followe:-s of
Ram Rai and the people ofTehri and neighboring villages are all followers of
Ram Rai. He realized that when Ram Rai has changed his opinion t..hen there
would be tension in his state and neighboring states as well. So, he vaca:ec. the
territory of King Medni Prakash that he had forcibly occ:lpied.
King Medni Prakash on seeing the miracle of havir..g got back rus territory
and t.'1e fear of losing his kingdom gone was delighted and he became more
devoted to'the Guru. King Fateh Shah also sent a messenger with gifts to the
Guru expressing love and respect for the Guru from his hea:-t. Mter t.~e
messenger went back, then the Guru sent Uncle Kirpal Chane!. to Kir..g Fater..
Shah. Uncle Kirpal Chand explained very nicely the message of the Guru to
the king saying: The Guru does not like the kings to fight amongst fue:nselves.
If you all get together and sit together, it can bring freedom to the country and
the people. You are a few thousand kings and princes who have got a.rTI.ed
battalions. Because of the infighting amongst yourselves and no u~ty, you are
pa)ing taxes to the rulers. There is no reason why yOll should not unite and
be strong and make the country free.
King Fateh Shah appreciated the Guru's advice and agreed will it. The
Guru had already talked to King Medni Prakash in the same way. So, when
king Fateh Shah came to meet the Guru, the Guru asked Uncle Ki:-pal Chand
to mediate. Through uncle Kirpal Chand's mediation there was recondiation
between King Fateh Sbah and King ~edni Prakash and they becarr..e friends.
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Both of them felt stronger and started respecting the Guru more. King Medni
Prakash now wanted the Guru to stay at Nahan permanently and with this
idea in view, -while going out for hunting, he showed many suitable places to
the Guru for settling. One day the Guru selected a place that was near the
bank of t.~e river Yamuna. The place was a scenic beauty.
It was decided to build a house for the Guru and a few houses for the
disciples and a small fort for security purposes.
King Medni Prakash fixed masons and laborers and the building work
started.
Now the Guru settled here with all his armed men and the discip:es. ~he
Guru named this place Paonta. The foundation was laid in the month of
November. A Gurdwara stands there even now. Besides the scenic beauty,
this place was very strategically situated. The road to Dehradun and other
places is just near.
When the building work started, the news reached allover and people
started coming to meet the Guru in large numbers. The singing of the divine
hymns and discourses in the holy cong:-egation started. The warriors started
exercises and practice. The poets arranged singing of poetry. It was all
happiness in the forest.
In a vast area people started p'..ltting up tents, huts, shops etc.
The Guru was putting people on the true path of 'recitation of the Lord's
name with love'.
~he Guru with his companions went for swimmbg in the river Yamuna
and played water games and other sports. Then r..unting in the forest, the
fighting exercises and blessing the devotees was a wondrous delight. In the
life of the tenth Guru, this period was the most e~~ilarating. It was here at the
bank of the river Yamuna that the tenth Gu~u wrote most of the poetry. It was
here that he recruited selected warriors. It was here that a store was constructed
for keeping ammunition. The Guru came here in September and in November
it looked as if Anandpur is here and that the Guru has always been living
here only. The fort was being built very fast and it was expected that it would
be completed by December and the shifting could be done on the Guru's
birthday.
Many sadhus came to meet the Guru' and he blessed .everyone with the
Lord's name that gave life to the lifelessly living people.
One day, when beloved Guru got up in t.J,.e morning, he appeared a little
restless. It was December and it had become extremely cold. Although so far
t.here had been no snow on the mountains and it wasn't freeZing cold but still
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it was colder than before. Today, he got up late and ~eached the curbar late.
He was saying: I am feeling very cold. My bones ill"e trembling. Sometimes he
said: I have become too old. The Guru-disciples could not '..lr..derstand what
the reason was but they were waiting for something to be known. The Guru
got up from the durbar and sent for the Minister. Wnen the Minister came,
the beloved Guru said: Please tell King to come wiLli. me for hunting for five
or six days and take a palanquin and laborers along.

IV
The Yamuna starts from the hills. Its source is called Yamnotri. But it moves in
different directions and finally reaches the "0oon valley. The place where it
emerges in the Doon valley is around ten kilometers from Mussoorie. From
the north comes another river named Tons. Here is the con..t}ue:lce of both
the rivers. The Tons finishes here and becomes a part of fre river Yamuna.
The Yamuna flows from here touching the small b.ills and after to~ching
Paonta reaches the plains at Faizabad.
.
At a distance of one kilometer before the confluence of Tons and Ya.'ll~a,
on the bank of the river- Yamuna, is a village mimed Kalsi. T~s place of
confluence is very beautiful. When the two rivers that come from. the high
hills with sparkling waters meet, it is a wondrous Sight. Now a bridge has bee:1constructed hete. The road to Chakrata hills goes from here. Sahara-"'1p:rr is
35 kilometers and Chakrata is 16 kilometers-from this place. A very long time
back King Ashoka built a wooden bridge here. The Budhist monks had their
huts and monasteries here. At that time there was good populatior.. living
here. From here only the road went touching the feet of the hills that reached
Shabaz Garhi near Boti Marda..'1. This was t.~e highway because since the
width of the river is less in the hills, it was easy for the king's troops to Cr"oss
the river. That is why the troops mostly went from heye only. Here a sign of
the Budhist King Ashoka still stands. Near the bridge on the upper road is a
stone pillar that has the inscription of the commands of King Ashoka. The
archeological department has constructed a tomb here with iror.. gates that
generally remain locked. A similar but smaller pillar of Kbg Ashoka :s also
lying at Shahb.az Garhi. The huts and monasteries and other ?laces where the
Budhists meditated are all gone. At that time these places were i.~portant
places to stay on the highway. But the nat'..lral scenic beauty of the place is still
there.
This solitude, freedom, fresh air, clean water, leafy vegeta~les and the
scenic beauty made the saint stay here. It has been mentioned already t.~at t:r..e
King and the Mirister came to meet him CL."'1d seek his blessings.
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This saint spent his time in his hut in the natural beautiful sWTo.undings
and meditated on the Lord. His food was the milk that the cows gave and he
always waited for something. He thoqght of-the Lord and considered recitation
the path.
He was away from worldly desires and had almost renounced the world.
He understood all ascetic practices well. His desire was for a glimpse. Sometilnes
he said: I do love the Lord but I do not get His love. Then he felt a vacuum in
himself and felt disappointed. He could not {eel "1he ecstasy or rapture in
himself. He did not get a glimpse nor he felt immer~ed in the Lord's love.
Now, sometimes he got some vision, some divine feeling tnat he had
explained to the King and the Minister.
The need of the King that was there out of.the fem: 'of his kingdom going
away had already been met. In their mind the longing of the saint to meet the
Guru was all forgotten. Yes. Man forgets. When there is need then the
remembrance of man is sharp but when the need its over the" remembrance
becomes blunt.
The King does not remember what he had promised to the saint. The
King has forgotten the message of the saint for the Guru.
" The King had found the prophet Guru. His political motive was fulfilled.
He had found the Guru strong with armed lIlen and with lot of follOwing. He
"believed firmly that the Guru is a prophet. He 190ks strong and with vigor but
in his heart he is soft and generous. He is broadminded. If somebody loves
him, he responds with his love sensation. He is taking out people from mistaken
beliefs and putting the~ on the true path of 'recitation of the Lord's name
with love'. He is a support for the downh'odden ,md gives life to lifelessly
living people. He is a Lord-sent prophet and has come to bless the people
with the Lord's name. But the King had felt and forgotten all this. He was in
need of help of a strong hand and that he had got.
The truth is that the world requires strengL.~ of the body or the mind.
When the people get it they are happy.
Only those eyes that have no worldly desires or those who are lovelorn
for the Lord or anyone whom the Lord blesses wish to have 'Vision of the
soul'. The eyes that can see the Lord are different.
So, the King and the Minister did not have the selfless attraction to
remember the saint and do goodness to him. Since their need was over they
forgot him.
But alas! For the person who has touched hundred years, who has spent
his entire life in ascetic practices in the lonely deep forest on the bank of the
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river, who has renounced all worldly desires and sentimental relationships
and who has got an inklir..g of somefring, who has had a comforting drearr., in
how much pangs would he be now?
It is true that people entangled in worldly desires make fun of renlL.'lciation
aad also there is ..'10 need for renunciation in the G~ru's path of 'Fa:nily living
and renunciation of mind only' but if people l~ving a family life and entangled
in worldly desires, sentimental relationships and ego try to live in renunciation,
then tt~ey would know how difficult it is to renounce the world and live a life
:ike that.
.
The King had forgotten, the Minister had forgotten hut the saint who
lived the last days of his life in intense desire to meet, his longing and craving
can only be imagined. The saint thought: Is it that the King has forgotten?
Maybe his need is fulfIlled and he has forgottea or the search he made was
fruitless or the King is still in search? God knows what happened. The saint is
sitting far from the city in the forest. Who should come aad give him any
information? He has a helper who milks the cows and looks after him. Some
time he goes to the forest or he ~s busy L'1 some other job.
Sometimes he though:: 0 Lord! I am old ~ow. My senses have become
weak. My brain has become weak. What I frought a ~sion was just a fallacy.
I am unnecessarily at the end of my lifetime bank.:ng on a false notion. But
then his inner voice said: No. It cannot be a fallacy. I: is a vision of some
divine figure for whom I do not have the strength :0 see. 0 Lord! I am sure
you are not joking. 0 Lord! Be benevolent to your old and aged servant.
Give me your love. Give me your support, so that I may die reassured and in
tranquility. He would heave a sigh and tears wodd fall from his eyes.
On seeing him crying, his helper would as~: Respected saint! Have I
done anything that you have not liked and you aYe cryi.'"lg?
..
He would reply: No child. This is some divine yearning. Like in young
age a person becomes mad in love, I have become mad in some divine love
in this old age. You don't have to worry. Sometimes the old saint would
startle: Ah! there he comes. But that would be some sound of a falling stone or
some noise of an animal. Sometimes, he would 1isten the voice he had heard
while meditating. Sometimes he could see the dream in the day. Sometimes it
was disappointment again. Sometimes he would get an intense desire to meet,
then he would forget every..hing and be afraid of death and say: Oh! Will I
die without having a glimpse? Like t.1.is, his mind would settle down and he
would feel some weakness in him that would make him weary.
One day, in sadness the smnt told his helper: 0 child, I do not trust my
body now. My time is over. A.'lY time I may die. Whe~ I die, you put my body
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in the river Yamuna. You take the cows to your village. Whenever VOl:
come
'"
to know that a prophet has come, you fall at his feet. and give my Illessage to
him: "One yearning sadhu who lived on the bank of lhe river Yamuna longing
to have your glimpse has died. His legs and feet did not move and he could
not go to search you, He didn't have the money to get you searched. He
didn't have people to search you. He got your vision and he could hear a
divine voice. He was writhing, wriggling, craving, yearning and vehemently
wishing to meet you but could not reach you. In extreme love, waiting,
expectation and hope he has died. You bless him eternal peace".
The child listened, felt sad and cried but he was so obedient that he
would try to cram each and every word everyday and t."lJ.en ask the saint to
listen so that not a word missed in his memory.
Sometimes the child would become sad a.l1d say: 0 saint! What shall I do?
Then the saint would say: You search for him. I am not lucky but maybe
you are lucky and when you will give him my message, maybe he is gracious
to you.
The child would ask: Please let me kIlOW his address. I shall go right now
and bring him even if he is sleeping. I shall carry him while sleeping on the
cot along with the cot.
The saint would say: Don't say like this. He is ciivi~e. He is the :i:..ord's
image.
The child would say: Then why doesn't he come on his own?
The saint would say: Oh! My deeds! Oh! My luck!
One day, the child asked for some indication.
Then the saint said: He is tall, slim, very strong, very young, keeps arms,
keeps full hair on his head, has a nice curly beard growing, has a grandeur
and a dominating personality. He is full oflove and full of ecstasy.
The child said: How can I check so many things?
Then the saint said: When he dangles his arms, his hands come up to_ the
knees.
The child was happy to know this indication. He got up and dangled his
arms to see whether his hands reach the knee or not.
Then he tried with the
,.
saint's arms whether they reached the knees or not.
Then he asked: Has no one else- such long arnlS that reach the knees?
The saint said: No one else.
The child said: If! tell him to dangle his arms, will he do it for my asking?
The saint laughed at his innocence and said: You remain near. Remember.
Do not ask him to dangle his arms. Whenever by chance he dangles his arms,
~

\
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you can be sure that he is the one. Then you fa~l at his feet and ask him
forgiveness and give him my message.
The child sai~: Any name?
The saint said: I do not. know his name but people call him a prophet, a
Guru.
The child thought for a moment and then said: O.K. Guru, Guru, Guru,
Garu, Guru.
Again the child said: Well! If you send me just now, I shall go down and
enquire. Maybe we get some clue, and you are able to have his glimpse. But if
I go, then who will give you a' bath? Wno will give you milk? Who will take
:he cows fo:- grazing and brhg them back? Nothing comes to my mind. Yes! If
I had a brother, then I -could leave him with you and myself go to search the
Guru.
But even now in the aftereoon, I can go for one hour to nearby places
and enquire. I shall also try to find out if any person is willing to stay with you
for a week or ten days,then I can go down searching.
The saint said: 0 Child Chanda! Who would stay with an old and weak
,person? Anyone will not get anyt.1-::.ing from here. So, why would anyone do
service here? You do one thing only. You go to nearby places, say a kilometer
or two a..Tld whomsoever you meet, you ask: Has any prophet come? If there
is any clue t..~en you come ar..d tell.
The child who was quite worried was now a bit satisfied. He had got two
important indications, one to er..quire and second to be able to recognize from
the arms.

V
Now the child Chando fixed his chores in a different way. ill t..l1e p.lOming he
made the saint have his bath. Then he would put the dais in L1}e sun and make
the saint sit on it with a blanket on. Then he milked the cows, had a bath
himself, gave milk to the saint and himself d:ank milk. He stopped going to
the forest for grazing the cows. Now he chained the cows in the courtyard. He
had some already cut grass that he would give ~o :he cows. Then he would go
to the forest, cut more grass, bring it and give to the cows again. Then he
would go up to the villages. He would see everybody's arms whether they
reach the knees or not. Sometimes, he would go to the villages down side.
Then he would ask some people: Has any pmphet come? Having been
disappointed from the villages, he wO:lld. go a few kilometers on t.~e road this
side of the b,ank of river Yamuna or t.~e other side of L~e bar.k. His purpose
was the same. He would see the arms. When he had a dO'..lbt, then he would
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stand and wait for the person to dangle his arms to make sure whether they
reach the k..qees or not. At this time the boy who was already quite simple
would look crazy. Previously he was spending his time in the forest but now
people in the villages were astonished to see this crazy boy asking strange
questions. For the sake of his master and for the fulfillment of the saint's wish,
Chanda spent a few days roaming like this but he could not get any clue.
The saint had now become weak. The cold made him tremble. The
blankets and quilts were there but a weak person feels colder.
Mter all, a day came wl:en the saint could not get up in the morning for
his bath. He kept lying down and said: 0 child Chando! See, my time has
come, my hands and feet have become cold. 0 dear child, you must do my
work after I am gone.
Chanda came near and touched his hands and feet. They were really
cold. Seeing them cold, a sensation of coldness went through his body. Sadness
and disappointment surrounded his mind. About two years back, Chanda's
mother had died. Her hands and feet had also become cold. He visualized
the event of the last breath of his mom and the separation forever. His rr..other
lived in Kalsi village and used to earn her living by grinding wheat. She was
quite old and a weakling. Whatever! She was Chanda's love (loving Mom).
Chanda's world finished with two persons, one his mother and one this saint.
Today, the day came when he will be separated from his only companion.
He came out. He felt dizzy. He had tears in his eyes that he wiped with his
clenched fists. Then he lit a fire and brought the stove inside and wrapped
one or two more blankets on the saint. He went out, climbed on the mound to
see. Perhaps he may come just now. Then he came inside and felt the hands
and feet and went out again to see. Like this it became noon and now the saint
could neither speak nor move his hands or feet.
Now when Chanda saw that the saint's hands and feet have become cold
up to the elbows and knees, then he screamed wildly. The saint was startled
and he opened his eyes and in a feeble voice said: Ah! He has come. Chanda
heard 'Ah! He has come' but the saint's eyes closed. Chanda's ears again
heard 'Ah! He has come'.
Chanda was startled and he came out. Again he heard 'Ah! He has
come'. Again a voice came out of his throat 'Ah! He has come' and the echo
of the same was heard as tll.e voice reflected from the stones 'Ah! He has
come'.
N ow Chanda ran fast from the west bank of Yamuna towards the west
into the forest and looked this side and fr.at side but exceptthe sound of water
dashing on the stones, there was no other sound. In frenzy, he looked on all
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sides and again started running. At a little distance, he could see some people
talking. He rr..oved ahead and saw horses tied to trees on a ?lain. Somebody
was giving drinking water to the horses and further some people were cooking
food. Two persons were sitting on a shee: spread on grass and playing chess.
He had never seen such faces. He saw a shine on the face of one of them and
doubted maybe he is the Guru. So he started gazing t.1}e arms again alld again
but the person was sitting and playing. He was instructee. by the sa:"''1t not to
ask anyone to dangle his arms.
In the meantime one gunmaIl came and said to Chando: Get away. Do
not stand here. It was a new thing for Chando. He had never heard that
somebody could ask anyone to get away. He we~: a: a little distance but his
eyes were fixed on the person. His eyes were so much fLxec!. that they did not
blink even. Now the game finished and the man stood up and his arelS went
down but they reached only up to his thigh.
Poor Chando! He felt as if all his wealth or the world is gone.
N ow in extreme disappointment he rerr..embered: The saint ffi:ISt have
died like my mother. I don't know, he might have asked fo: light as my
mother had asked. If I had been near, I woc.~d have ~it a candle or a fire. Why
:i came away?
He was baffled and he screamed: A1:! He has come. Then he moved
ahead a little distance from where the persons were playing.
At this time some persons were coming from sout.."'1west riding on horses.
Four persons were riding behind and one in the front.
Chando was ready to go bac~. He was thinking of the last heavy b:eath of
the saint like his mother's but his eyes were looking anead.
The persons riding on horses ca..'11e near and near. Chando's steps sHver-ed.
He looked at the first rider and both his hands clapped. He r-a!l and
automatically from his throat came a musica:. note 'Ah! He has come'. But
again in a moment he saw darkness in his eyes and he shivered. He started
thinking: How do I know who he is? I have not chec~ed his arms. Maybe he
will also say 'get away'. I may get away myself. He stepped a li:1e aside and
started gazing.
.In the meantime the first ride: reached, went a little ahead and got down
from the horse. The persons who were al~eady there put a cus~ion on the
sheet already spread ane. he sat dowr... Chando had followed and now he
stood gazing at the arms. Now he s:artec estimating. Sometimes he saw the
arms of the first rider from shou~der to har..ds ar..d then he saw his own arms
from shoulder to hands and tried to estimate the leng-ll. So~etimes he jumped
with pleasure. Sometimes he had a rroW::l 0:::1 his forehead in disappoL'1tment.
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Then he got a little away so that nobody may say 'get away'. Sometimes, he
got worried and wanted to go back thinking: The master might be hayi..ng a
last breath and he might ask for light. I may light a candle. But again he felt a
pull and came back and stood the:::e in waiting.
He thought in his mind: Oh! When will he get up? I have instructions not
to ask him to get up and dangle his arms.
He (first rider) got up and started washing his hands. Chando's impatience
has made him a statue. His eyes are gazing the arms. His mouth is open and
becoming round. His hands have come up near his cheeks. He has raised his
heels a little. His eyes are not blinking. His entire body is leaning. His breath
has slowed down as if he is not breathing at aE.
(On the other side) He (first rider) has washed his hands. He has washed
his face. A towel has come. He has wiped his face. He has not dangled his
arms so far.
Chando, in impatience, is still standing like a statue.
Ah! The hands dangled. Ah! Gracious Lord. The hands really reached
the knees.
Chando screamed: Ah! He has come. He jumped and clapped his hands.
Chanda had now forgotten what the saint had said and in what condition
he might be. He was thrilled. He had no fear, no complex, didn't bother of
anybody saying 'get away'. He went forward. He is in love and elation. On his
face is innocence.
He stepped forward, bent his knees, held his (first rider's) right hand
tightly and touched it to the knees, then pulled it slightly and touched to. the
knees again and said: It is O.K. Yes! It is O.K. Then he raised his neck and in
a yearning voice said: Aren't you? Aren't you? You do not speak. Yes I have
recognized.
Aren't you? Aren't you the All, All, All, All, Aren't you All, All? (With
closed eyes and hands pressed again) Aren't you 'The Almighty'? ~hen he
looked up and again said: Aren't you the Guru Almighty? Yes! You are the
Guru Almighty. Yes! You please tell. Won't you?
The godly soul with whom this liberty is being taken, to whom love is
being offered in extreme innocence, is standing, head slightly bent with r..ands
let loose in Chando's hands. He has a love and charm in his eyes. His face is
blossoming like a rose. His lips are giving a little smile. His forehead shows
that he is enjoying the sensation of the innocent love of Chando.
Chando: Please do tell. You are the Almighty Guru. Ah! I have forgotten.
You please tell. Yoc telL I have recognized. (Jumping in happiness) Yes! You
are the one.
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Now suddenly Chanda's face became pale. He saw darkness b ,bs eyes
and with folded hands and a sad and feeble voice, he said: Please take the
message, message from the saint of Kalsi. He knew you. He was yeaming to
have your glimpse. (With tears in his eyes) He must have died by now. My
mother died in this time.
He gave your description: Somebody whose arms dar:gle :Ip :0 the knees,
tall, slim, with newly grown curly beard, with full hair on the head and nar:1e
Almighty Guru.
He had said: You search for him and give my n:essage. Please take the
message. For a moment he closed his eyes and reme:nbered :"1.e message
word by word.
Now the persons playing chess and ::he other persons also came near.
Chanda lifted both his hands, closed his fist ane. rested his chin on his
hands, looked towards the Guru's face and said.: 'Or:e yeaming sadhu who
lived on t.l1.e bank of the river Yamuna and was longing to have your glin:pse,
has died. His legs and feet did not move a~d he could not go to search. He
didn't have the money to get you searched. He didn't have men to search
you. Yes! He got your vision. He could hear a divine voice. He was writhing,
wriggling, craving, yearning and vehemently wish.i~g to meet you but could
not reach you. In extreme love, wait, expectation and hope, he has died. You
bless him eternal happiness'.
The benevolent Guru's eyes closed.. He held both ha...~ds of Chanda tight
in his own hands. His face became tranquil and cool. ~here was a lit'-le frown
on his forehead. A sensation went into Chanda's body.
After a few moments his eyes opened, his divir:e lips opened: 0 Child!
Are you sure the saint has died?
Chanda: What else? Do you think he is alive?
Guru: Are you sure?
Chanda: Yes, my mother died in this time.
Guru: Are you sure?
Chanda freed his hands 'and went and. stood in the sun. Then he saw the
shade on the ground as if b.e is taking measurements. Then he ca.."TIe r:ear and
said: See! It is afterpoon. It is more than two hours now. My mom took only
one hour to die when her hands and feet became cold. That ti:ne bas passed
since long. Oh! The saint has died. Alrig'P..t, I go now. :: have to put 6.e body
in the river Yamuna. It was his order and r:ow you ::'ave got the message.
Please tell, are you the one? Please do tell.
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Guru: 0 innoc~nt child! The saint has not died. (Looking back side) 0
King, Let's go. There is a debt on you. Let's go. Forget the lunc!J. -Newill
have milk today.
.
And they set out. The king was ready. The horses were ready. They
jumped on to the horses. The Guru indicated to a person to take Chanda on
his horse and with Chanda guiding the way they moved fast.

VI
Riding in the forest they reached near the hut. Cnando got down from the
horse and opened the gate of the courtyard. In the hut was a wooden settee
on which was spread a panther skin. The saint was lying on it. Chanda had
put blankets over him. The sunrays were coming inside although due to the
cold season they were not so warm. The Guru went ahead and removed the
blanket. He touched the wrist and ankles. They were cold. There was no sign
of breath movement. His face was pale.
Chanda came forward, closed his eyes and said: Oh! He has died, like
my mother (weeping). I could not kindle a candle for him. "You must have
asked for light. But I have given your message." Then he started crying and
he put his clenched fists on his eyes.
On seeing this simple, innocent, artless, guileless love, the benevolent
Guru had tears in his eyes. But there was a frown on his forehead and his
hand was on the saint's chest that was still warm. Seeing this warmth, he
immediately jumped on to t.~e settee and sitting on the head side started
rubbing his palate. Meanwhile the others arrived. Chanda was quite amazed.
With elbows touching his breast and clenched fists under his chin, he stood
watchi.'1g.
Person coming from outside: Oh! Has he died? He was a noble soul.
Guru: No king. His breath has not stopped as yet. Sit on the feet side and
hold one foot and rub.
Guru again: Sahib Chand, you three, one of you hold the other foot and
two of you hold the wrists and rub them slowly with hot flannel.
When this first aid was given then after sometime the saint opened his
eyes and closed.
Chanda: Like this my mom opened her eyes once and then never opened
again.
Mter sometime again the eyes opened and closed and a third time again
the eyes opened and he said: Ah! He has come.
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Those who were rubbing the hands, feet and ankles said t..1rat the feet and
ankles have become warm but the hands are still cold.
The Guru now took out the pillow of grass from under the saint's head
and putting his thigh under the head, he put the head in his lap.
Now again the eyes opened and a voice said; 0 Child, Chando! Has
a.'1ybody come? Ah! What is this love sensation coming to my head? Ah!
What is this love sensation going into my body? Ahl What are these love
waves going into my arteries? Ah! What are these love-waves coming to my
chest and flowing down to my body. Ah! What is this going on?
He looked t~wards the people who were rubbbg his feet and hands and
said: Who are you all? What are you doing? Whe.::e is Chando?
Chando: I have fO'..l!1d. 'Ah! He has come' (clapping his hand).
But the ears of the saint could not listen. After a long time the saint
breathed properly and he looked up.
The Guru now bent and kissed his forehead.
"0 gracious Guru! I am all sacrifice to yoa. 0 Lord of the heavens! Who
can kiss a person lying on the ground awaiting imminent death? When even
mom and dad will hate to kiss, it is only your infinite love that swells. It is only
your love that kisses the souls and kisses the foreheads." Love swelled in the
dying saint who had almost slept forever. The saint who spent his entire life in
ascetic practices away from the world in renunciation got the love sensation.
His love swelled.
He held the left hand of the beloved angel with both his hands that had
become warm now and kissed it and pressed it to his eyes. Then he pressed it
to his forehead. Then he put it on his chest and with the maximum strength
that he had in his hands pressed it to h~s chest.
o Saint! Now im::::nersed in divine love yoa are orJy a skeleton now. Why
are you pressing such soft hands with your hard hands? But no! The Guru is
enjoying the love spark that he has given to the excnguishing candle and lit it.
He gives the love sensation. Then enjoys getting it back and then gives
more of it.
o Gracious Guru! You are great
o Friend of the downtrodden! You are great
o Savior Guru! You are great
o Solace of the people in distress! You are great
o Life giving Guru! You are great
o Divine Angel! You are great
You are living in the heart of those wt.o love you. P!ease always live like
that.
I
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The saint is delighted. He is fully conscious now. He has sam" .strength
also. He has got ecstasy that he could not get from the ascetic practices and
the knowledge that he got and gave all his life. 1be one hand that dangles up
to the knees is touching the saint's forehead and loving the saint and the other
hand is on the saint's chest being loved by the saint. The love waves are going
into his soul.
What a wonderful scene of love! What a wonderful scene of discipleship!
Everybody is enjoying the love but nobody is so much delighted as Chanda
is. His happiness has no boends. Ah hal Both the hands that dang:e up to the
knees are on the head and chest of the saint and are caressing him. He has
seen also and he is alive again.
A couple of times Chanda's mind became impatient that 'I should kiss the
hands' but then he thought these hands are giving life to my master- and !
should not be in that hurry. But in holding himself back ~e feels a love
sensation in his body that is giving him a shiver.
N ow the saint uttered the words: 'Thanks 0 Lord! Then he looked upwards
but could not bear the dazzle of the glimpse and his eyes closed.
But again he utte~ed: Thanks 0 Lord! Thanks 0 Lord! Thanks 0 Lord!
Then the beloved Guru said: You are blessed. You are blessed. You are
blessed. Say,
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord.

Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru.
The five disciples who had come with the Gur..: were overwhelmed and
could not stop themselves from singing:

Gracious! My Lordyou are gracious!
You give life to everyone!
The saint feels the sensation of the Lord's name in his body cells. He is in
ecstasy. He is in exuberance. He is delighted. He is elated. His mind says: Ah!
He has really come. He is not just a prophet. He is the prophet of prophets. It
was not a fallacy. It was a true vision. 0 beggar, you are lucky.
o my Lord! A sudden conscious realization came to him: Oh! A prophet
has come to my hut and I have not even paid my respects to him. He made an
effort to get up but the beloved Guru stopped him, held him, embraced him
and said: Wait, till you feel strong enough. You rest. You are in ecstasy.
Remain in rapture.
The Lord's name has entered his body, his mind, his heart, his body cells
and he is in ecstasy and rapture_. He is not unconscious but in deep ecstasy.
After some time he became conscious. He feels that he was immersed in
some deep love that he did not even know what it was. Now he realizes: It was
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eternal happiness that always remains and I have come out of it. That is the
Lord's love. I wish to remahl imme:-sed ir.. the Lord's love and not come
out of it.
At this time the divine Guru recited the divine lines:

If even for a moment one is immersed in the Lord's love
One will not come in the cycle of births and deaths.
On listening to this, the saint fell at the Gur~'s feet. Tbe Guru lifted Pis
head. The beloved Guru rubbed his hand with love on the saint's head and
said: 0 saint! Get up. Get immersed in the Lord's love and remain in rapture.
o Lord! It is your grace.
At this time, the king's men also arrived. The Chef had a box in w!lich he
k.ept a mixture of amber, saffron and musk.
The King suggested: We may give a pinch of that to the saint. It will give
strengt.h.
The beloved Guru, the gracious Guru, the life-givir..g Guru said: He has
regaLTled consciousness. The worst is over and he is stable now. T!lere is no
need to give anything that is strong. Give him milk. He is in loving comfort.
When Chanda heard the word milk, be was gladdened beyond
imagination. For a long time he was looking at the divine hands with the
thinking that as soon as t.~e ha.."'1ds are free I will kiss them. But the voice 'milk
for the saint' elevated his mind and he jumped on to his feet. Within moments
he milked the black cow and b:-ought ~ilk. He put it in a bowl and offered it.
1'he embodiment of love himself took the milk from Chanda and put it to the
saint's lips and said: 0 beloved of t..~e Lord! Have milk.
The saint who was over hundred years old drank the milk from young
but more loving than even Mom's hands. One, one Sip was a Sip of nectar.
One, one sip was a Sip of rapture that went down the th:-oat slowly lik.e a lifegiving Sip. The slightly warm and fresh milk mi~ked by Chanda and offered
by godly hands gave strengt.."'-1 to the sain~'s body. A:ter having milk and after
sometime the saint sat up. Tnanks 0 ::""ord! Thanks 0 Lord! Thanks 0 Lord!
His neck bowed down wiLh prayers, :ove and attraction. He is in ecstasy and
rapture. The King got a pillow :or the saint to back rest.
The Gur-w. now got up from the settee. He looked towards Chanda and
said: 0 Child! Give us milk :0 drink. Weare '.:...~e guests of the sair..t. He is
weak. You be hospitab:e to us i~ his place. 0 Child! Bring milk.
Chanda was waiting for something e:se. His eyes were fixed on tile divine
hands. He listened to the orders and was happy also and he thought: I will
bring milk. But the eyes that were waiting for the hands did not budge. He
r
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jumped and held the Guru's right hand like a wild animal. He held it in both
his hands and kissed it. Chanda's knees are resting on the ground. He has
raised his neck and is looking at the Guru's face. Wi:h love, longing and a
million praises, like a mad person he kisses the hand again and again. Then
he looks up again at the Guru's face with the same love, long..ng and all
praise.
The benevolent Guru is also looking at him. Char..do does not VJlOW what
is in him and what is his wish. But the Guru understands what the soul of this
child is. asking for in 'his silence and the Guru is giving in the same silent
language. Like a mad person he again kIsses the hand that dangles up to the
knees and then looks up at the eyes and in extreltLe love does not leave the
hand.
Have a glimpse of the protector of the meek. Have a glimpse of the
embodiment of love. See! How he is blessing a poor, permiless, meek, son of
a milkman, simpleton, half mad but in extreme love poor boy.
Whatever silent love the Guru gave, Chanda received all in his heart. It
went into his soul. He got a sensation in his mind, in his heart and in his body
cells. He got ecstasy. His eyes closed, his head became tranquil and he uttered
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru. His hands
remained glued to the godly hands. He is reciting: 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord,
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru.
The King, the minister, the :!:lve "disciples of the Guru who had come
along are seeing the miracle.
Chanda is reciting:
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord,
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru.
Now Chanda became quiet. Again his lips moved and he uttered
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord,
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru.
Now the Guru rubbed his hand on his head, liLfted him and hugged him
and said: 0 :My Chanda Rai! You are blessed.
Everybody stood in respect and recited:
o Lord! You are the savior
o Lord.' You are the savior
N ow Chanda Rai opened his eyes and stood with folded hands in respect.
The Guru said: 0 Child! Bring milk.
Chanda picked up a pan and swinging in ecstasy, in elation, with tears of
love in his eyes and in rapture he went to his darling cow. He mil~ed three
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cows. He brought the filled milk pan and put it in frod of the Guru. The
Guru offered milk to the King, to the Minister, to the five disciples, hirr..self
had and he offered it to Chando also. He offered a little to the sain: agair...
By now the sun went down. The saint was getti.'1g well. :t became evening.
At night the King stayed in his tent but the beloved Guru stayed in the hut
with the saint and Chando Rai. In the morning they had their ba0. in the low
level Yamuna, visited the monument of King Ashoka, saw the ole. ruins of
Budhist monasteries and then decided to return.
The Guru said to the saint: We shall take you along. A new towr.. Pao:l:a
has come up. We shall keep you there.
Saint: 0 gracious Guru! Your command gives me happiness. B:lt at yOC"
place I won't be able to do any service. :: shall be a bill"den.
Guru.: Day a.fter tomorrow is my BiYthday. ':'he congregation will ce~e~rate.
They will give me gifts. I have to give them a return gift. Tha: return gift will
be you. You won't be a burden. You will be a gift. You will die in front of my
eyes. My hands will do your last rites. You have met ~,.e Lord. You won't be
separated now.
The saint fell at the Guru's feet ar..d said than~s from the bot:om of bs
heart and body cells. He was made to sit in the palanquir... They said goodbye
to the hut and left for Paonta.
Chanda, now the Guru's Cha.'1do Rai is waiting for orders.
The Guru said smilingly: Chanco! You stay here, drink IrJ~k a:ld be
merry.
Chando's eyes went down. Tears started flowing from his eyes. He stood
with hands folded. His head bowed. He did not k..~ow how to express his
wish.
But the Guru understood his silence and said: 0 son Chando! Say what
you wish.
Chanda felt a sudder.. wave. He wer..t and he:d the Gt:ru's hand ar..e like
a small child in innocence he said: Yot::. go. I will :ollow with my cows. I will
take the cows for grazing there. Morning and evening I s.!::all milk :he cows for
you and the saint and I shall keep looking at these hands. ~Ie kissee the hand
again and said: Yes! I shall keep looking a: these hands. 0 yes!
The Guru laughed and said: O.K. We will drink the rr..ilk of your cows.
The Guru deputed two men to acco~pany Chanco with the cows.
In this way the saint of Kalsi probably t..~e last sair..t of Kalsi departed from
the hut.
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The Guru desired to reach Paonta on his birthday. People had thronged
to have a glimpse of the Guru. Mother was also waiting but because of the
saint they stayed one night on the way and reached the next day. The Guru's
birthday had passed and the congregation was in disappointment. ':'hat was
also the day fixed for the house warming ceremony of the new house. Every
program was upset. But then like the rising of the sun the Guru arrived. The
birthday was celebrated on that day.
He said to the congregation. The Lord who has created the days took us
for his job. Birthday is when there is a birthday gift. ':'he Lord gave us the gift
day before yesterday and today we have brought it here. So! Birt..lJ.day is today
when for the Lord, for t.lJ.e nine Gurus, for the congregation, I could join a
yearning soul to the Lord's feet and bring it today.
The congregation and family was all praise for the Guru's high idealistic
view.
The house warming ceremony of the newly constructed house was also
celebrated with fervor on the same day.
**
**
**
**
**
The Guru's command to the saint is repeated once again:
Say, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord.
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru

o
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fter blessing the Saint of Kalsi when the Guru reached Paonta and the
birthday celebrations were over, then his magnificence, valor ar..d power
of blessing became k..Tlown allover in both the mountain states far and wide.
People started adoring him.
The Guru had come to stay at Paonta recently.
Nearby in a thick forest a dreadful lion had made his place of rest. The
lion was very fearsome. He was a Man-eater. It is said that this lion was write
in color and very tall in stature. Suddenly he would pounce upon animals and
men as if he has just risen from the ground. The traders of :his region and tr..e
people living in villages were in great distress. People prayed LU the .idngs to
eliminate this lion.
Once when King Fateh Shah, the king of Srinagar stayed with the G:a-u,
then the people prayed to the Guru to allay their fear of this lion.
Next day the Guru accompanied by King Medni Prakash of Nahan, KL.'1g
Fateh Shah of Srinagar, Nand Chand ar..d a few soldiers reached the 'place of
rest of the liar.. as told by the informer.
The lion was lying down at his place of rest. One would tre:nble on
seeing th:s terrifying lion even from a distance.
The true Guru challenged King Fateh Shah to corr..e forward but he
declined saying: You only can kill him. :Many people have tried to kill him 8'.1:
they got killed. He is oldJaidarth. He kills but himself he does not get killed.
King Medni Prakash said: 0 Guru dear! Wny do you want to go ahead
and fight this shameless animal? The improv:sed lofts are there or we P-lay
. shoot him with guns from all sides while sitting on elephants.
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But the true Guru said: No. Let us fight. Saying this, he got dowr from his
horse, took one alloy steel shield and a fine edged sword and alone moved
forward and challenged the lion.
The lion roared like a thunder, took a turn and jumped to pounce but the
alert Guru turned a little and stopped him on his shield and swiftly cut his
stomach with his sword. The mighty lion fell dead on the ground.
This utmost courageous feat of the Guru made the kings and others feel
wondrous and applauded the Guru profusely.
On the one hand this bravery and on the second hand the blessings to
saint of Kalsi, the news spread far and wide.
About five kilometers from Paonta was a village nroned Sadhaura.
Initially it was Sadhawar. Many Sadhus lived here. The Buddhists had
constructed temples and lived here.
Here lived a saint, descendant of a saintly famity. He was a landlord and
a well revered saint with a large number of followers. This saint knew that
Guru N anak, a prophet has come to earth. He had also heard the sacrifice of
Guru Tegh Bahadur. He knew that now a young Guru, a Godly soul of
nineteen years is on the seat of Guru N anak. Now he got news about the
Guru everyday since the Guru was staying so near at Paonta. He heard that
by the Guru's efforts of reconciliation, the war between YJ.ng Fateh Shah and
King Medni Prakash has been averted. Then he heard that the Guru is keeping
an army and is now strengthening it. He heard how the Guru had singlehandedly killed a lVla...'1-eater lion. Again he heard how the saint of Kalsi
imbibed love of the Lord and got ecstasy by the blessings of the Guru.
In this way, the saint whose name was Budhu Shah felt wondrous. What
he heard was not a tell-tale of the town but they were his own devoted disciples
who narrated to him these happenings. So, he was sure that whatever he
heard was true and to doubt anything was meaningless. Although his following
was quite large still he had no ego. He was pious and kind. He had done
some .penances and possessed some Supernatural powers. He liked to do
goodness to his followers. l\1any saints and sadhus used to come and meet
him and he used the meetings to gain more knowledge about God. He believed
that the body soul gives strength to the mind that controls the five senses of
the body. But the mind looks outwardly and is trapped in. the seen world. He
wondered how the body soul could meet the Supreme soul i.e. immersion in
the love of the Lord. Unless this knotty problem is solved, one cannot reach
the Lord. He was in search of some Godly soul who could solve this problem
that he thought was a knotty problem. For this reason his bent of mind was
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not strictly Muslim. He had a separate kitchen for Hindu ascejcs. Mar..y r.Jndu
ascetics used to come and stay at his place. He used to listen to Hindu ascetics
who told him that the body soul is God. But he was not satisfied and was sure
that there should be a way to resolve L1.is ~'1otty problem.
In search of someone who would solve this knotty pwblem, r:ow he
thought of meeting the Guru. He thought: Who knows, the Guru might solve
my predicament. In this thinking, Budhu Shah left Sadhaura and reached
Paonta. When he entered the Guru's hall of audience, what he saw was Royal
grandeur. On one side soldiers were standing and one side btellectuals were
sitting and the hall was packed with devotees. He went ahead. When he saw
the Guru, he felt a pull but seeing t.l1e Royal grandeur he hesitated a little.
When he reached the high seat and was abO"~t to bow down, ego entered his
mind in the form of 'I am a big saint'. He refrained from bowing down and
raised his hand for a shake-hand. The Guru shook ha..'1d with him softly and
asked him to sit down close by.
Budhu Shah took a breathe: ar:d ther.. said: What is the way to meet the
Lord? Guru: Like the night meets the day.
Budhu Sha..l]. in his ~d contemplated. Wner.. :he nignt rr..eets the day, the
night does not remain. Then how they met?
The Guru understood his doubt and said: Yes saint. What you nave
understood is O.K.
Budhu Shah: How?
Gum: As you have understood.
Bud..1m Shah had followers SittLllg nex: to him. He hesitated to say 'I have
iIot understood' but there was no way out. Ire had to say: When the day
comes. Night dies.
Guru: When you meet the Lord. Ego dies. The :::"'ord corr..es. Ego vanishes.
Budhu Shah: Then how is it a meeting.
Guru: Ego is the veil. Ego is a self created veil. Tb.e desires have created
this yei!. Budhu Shah: Then do we not have a soul. Are we j:lS~ earthly
elements without a soul?
Guru: Besides the soul we have ego in the form of 'I and Me'. That goes
after desires and passions of the body and our mind forgets L1.e Lord a..'1d
remains in 'I and Me' enticed by desires. Ther. the desires, passions, even
kindness and religious rituals that we do are all with ego. Even t.'-le love is with
ego. Ego becomes the Lord. Budhu Shah: Then what is the remedy?
Guru: The Lord.
Budhu Shah: How to meet?
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Guru: Like when the sun comes darkness goes away.
Budhu Shah: How does the Lord come?
Guru: Discard the ego.
Budhu Shah: I have done lots of penances and fasts but it never goes.
Guru: The ego increases because they were done in ego.
Budhu Shah: To call God is not in my hand.
Guru: Is discarding ego in your hands?
Budhu Shah: It is but it doesn't go. It is a chain.
Guru: However much can be discarded, one should discard. Then one
should seek Holy company.
Budhu Shah: I have come to Holy company.
Guru: But with !:he cloak of ego.
o Budhu Shah: No.
Guru: Yes. Be sure. You are accompanied by followers. You have fear
that nobody should say that our saint has bowed to someone. Your coming to
Holy company is with ego.
By this time the saint was in a deep thought.
He said: Yes! You are right. I have the ego in me. How this ego that is a
veil between me and the Lord can go? How can the mind become crystal to
feel the Lord?
Guru: The ego can go if we go by the Lord's command.
Budhu Shah: The Lord's command is with t!:le Lmd. How do I know
what he wishes to command?
Guru: Lord's command is written in Man's nature, in Man's mind, in
Man's soul.
Budhu Shah: How is that? I do not understand.
Guru: You are making others understand but yourself yOll do not
understand. See! Whoever accepts your command you bless him. Isn't it?
Budhu Shah: Yes.
Guru: Then blessing will come if we go by the Lord's command. If it is
not written in the mind, then how have we learnt? A child, young, old, everyone
blesses if you go by his command. Then if we go by the Lord's command,
then the blessing is not far.
Budhu Shah: Yes! The command was in me but I did not understand. I
searched the Quran, Bible, Vedas but I did not realize that the command is
written in me. But one thing I would like to know is that I bless when someone
goes by my command. I give food to my ego. But why does the Lord has
desire to bless when his command is accepted?
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Guru: He has no desires. He is without desires. His command is r..ot out
of any greed. He is without greed. He is the Truth. Ilis cOIr..I:land is T::l1:"~.
When you do something with a desire in mind, the~ you go against. £is
command because command is Truth. ~he more you go away frorr.. fire the
more cold you will feel. The more veils you put around the candle, tr..e more
in darkness shall you ~each. When you want to I:lee: ':Lruth the~ leave ali
desires, greed or whatever is not Trut.~. The more yOll go near :"'~e corr.u.'TIar.d
you will find that ego is vanishing and Truth is near. Meeting the Lord is near.
Budhu Shah: By Truth do you mean speaking the truth?
Guru: Yes! But ':'ruth is further and further.
Budhu Shah: Truth after truth, then 6e real Truth, the Lord. Then you
put me on the path.
Guru: Are you speaking the truth? Then you Pl:t a scarf around your
neck and dance.
On listening to this, he really got up to dance but soon he realized that the
Guru has pointed out his folly. He is the true Guru. He saw radiar.ce on the
Guru's face. His doubts vanished. He fell at t.~e Guru's feet. Tbe Guru held
his right hand in both his hands and clamped it fast. It appeared to Budhu
Shah that some dirt is going out of my mind. He felt light. His mL'l.d beca..'TIe
crystal. He felt he had something in his mind t.~at had made it dirty. With tbs
crystal mind he got up and saw at his followers who were standing. He thought
they are my followers. But he felt that dir: is coming on the mind. He h.:...'T..ed
his mind to the thought that this fo~owing is not mine. All is Lord's. I am
separate and crystal. His ego of 'I and rr..e' vanished. His mind said: All is
Lord's.
The Guru then spoke: My grandeur, don't think it is mine. Poet is singing
poetry in the Lord's command. This swordsmanship is in the Lord's command.
':'his spirituality is in Lord's command. :0reither the kingdom is mine, nor the
spirituality is mine, nor salvation to the sain: of Kalsi is from me nor the killi.'1g
of lion Single-handedly is mine, nor the play in Y amu~a, nor the music at the
bank of the river, nor the sight-seeing or hunting is mine. Nothing is rr.ine. All
is Lord's command. It is all Lord's co~mand.
~he despair of the world should go and tn:th sho~ld prevail. Peop:e are
suffering under the rule of tyranny. The command is to make therr.. live L'l
comfort. Whatever is visible is perishable. Your mind is elevated now. Keep
this elevation. The path is 'recitation of t.~e Lo~d's name wit..~ love.' See, the
Lord who is the ':'ruth. He is omnipresent he!"e, t..~ere, everywhere. Remain in
er..deavor of recitation of Xame. ~his is 6e bodily worship. See Lord in
..;
. d'~~ ego I.e.
. 'I ane' ~e. , Say:
'
D on 't~ entlce
nature, everywnere.
your ffiln
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o Lord! 0 Lord! 0 Lord!
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru
Budhu Shah: 0 Lord! 0 Lord! Waheguru, Waheguru
N ow the Guru blessed Budhu Shah by putting his sacred hand on Budhu
Shah's head and made him sit down close by.
Now Budhu Shah realized that there is nothing like insentience in the ~
body. The wealth, money and followers are all superficial. He is in renunciation
of mind. But the renunciations are not despair or aloneness. His mind is
elevated. He feels the sensation of the presence of the Lord in the body and
outside in nature. His mind is enlightened. The detachment is of the mind
from worldly desires and pleasures. His mind is now attached to the Lo:-d in
remembrance of His name. He is in ecstasy. His mind is in blossom.
When the girl gets married her attachment to the parents' home is
automatically gone.
Budhu Shah is now engrossed in love of the Lord like a married girl. His
attachments to worldly desires are automatically gone.
Previously he was living lifelessly in forgetfulness of the Lord. ~ ow he
has got the Lord's love-spark that has enlightened his mind. He is living
immersed in the Lord's love in each moment incessantly. 0 Great Guru with
the Plume! How you bless tlle Lord's love-spark that burns the ego, the veil
between us and the Lord. How you remove the veil a..'1d join the separated
wit.~ the Lord. You are great!
o Great Guru with the Plume!
o Great Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh!

o
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N

ext day, the Guru called a meeting of his trusted lieutenants. This meeting
was held on thE; outskirts of Paonta at a secluded place on the east side.
Selected dignitaries sat and deliberated.
The first point was why the kings want to attack? The real ca'J.se seemed
to be that Aurangzeb wanted to kill the Guru. His plan was to make the kings
fight with the Guru.
Then they discussed how to combat with the oncoming attack from t.lJ.e
ki."'1gs so that we win and the loss should be t.lJ.e least.
The first item was selecting the battlefield. Battlefield is the arena whe~e
fighting takes place.
In this deliberation Daya Ram Brahmin who was one of the valiant of the
Guru suggested: Magnificent Guru! We should not make Paonta as the
battleground so that there is no loss for the inhabitants or for liS.
Then maternal Uncle Kirpal Chand suggested that Bhangani that is about
4 kilometers from here close to Chuharpur village across Yamuna should be
the battlefield. There stands the wide road from where t..~ey have to come and
cross the river and make an assault on Paonta. We should stop them there.
There is a large raised plain near the bank of river Yamuna. We should not
let L1.em climb the raised plain. We should occupy it illl..-rr..ediately a.'1d 6ey
should stay in the lower plain. We should make a slope there and shoo:
bullets and arrows from the top and then fight there only. We should make
arrangement for getting reinforcements and ammunition there only. We should
keep the slope strong.
The Guru endors~d the suggestion of maternal uncle. The othe~
commanders also liked it. lbis technique was adopted.
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Then allocation of contingents and scrutiny of ammunition was discussed.
At this point Dewan Nand Chand told that one devotee had brought one
hundred horses. Bhim chand tried to prevent them from coming here but we
reached on time a..'1d have brought them here.
The Guru was much pleased to hear this and said that we may buy all
these. Tomorrow, we shall allot them to our valiant.
Then they discussed the enemy strength and their equipment. Everyone
estimated, "It will be much more than ours, nevertheless we should have no
dOllbt that victory will surely be ours because of our valor and skill in battle
maneuvers as also support and faith in the Supreme Lord." It was not in the
form of pride wherein the mind and strengt.~ becomes indifferent and ~oses
the aim.
Mter the deliberations they got up and came to the bank where boats
were waiting. They sat in boats and reached Paonta.
When they entered the fort that had been constructed with bricks and
mud, then another informer came and said that Fateh Shah is prepared to
fight earnestly. This news gave a better idea of the enemy strength. He also
informed that along with the soldiers, village hooligans are coming who will
increase the numbers.
Hooligans are villagers who follow the soldiers so that at the time of loot
they get a share.
The Guru viewed that this type of unskilled crowd is often the cause of
defeat. At the time of loot they will come forward to loot but if the soldiers
lose ground then they will be the first to run back.
Then the Guru asked: Who a~e the commanders who have offered to
come forward?
The informer told that there are many but prominent ones are Fateh
Shah, Hati Chand, Ghazi Chand, Kulu Pat, Ram SinghJammu, Sahib Chand
Madhukar,Jaswaria, Dhadwaria and Kirpal Katochia. Besides these, Bhupal
of GuIer, some kings of Kot Lehar, etc. will also joiln.

II
Accordingly, one small group went across the river to keep watch and send
news of the enemy side. Some contingents went to Bhangani to see the place
and put up tents and make arrangements for storing gmceries and horses'
stables and storage of ammunition and weapons.
It has already been mentioned that the Guru had employed 500 Pathans
as sepoys. On Budhu Shah's recommendation the Guru trusted them. :From
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the book ja..'1g Nama' it appears that the ruler Aurangzeb instigated t..1.e hill
kir.gs to mour..t an attack on the Guru. Himself, he did not act but provoked
the kings. That is why they all got together.
From the book jang Nama' it also seems that Aurangzeb intentionally
chucked out five hundred Pathans so that they get employment from the
Guru and deceive when the time comes.
Further investigation is required but it became true that when the news of
attack from the kings reached Paonta then these Pathans left their jobs and
went and sided with the kings.
In the History of Sikhs is mentioned that the kings gave lot of temptation
to the Pat:r..ans and they joined the kings. In Suraj Prakash it is mentioned that
out of the five commanders, one Kale Khan remained faithfcl but Buta Shah
writes that all deceived.
King Fateh Shah promised the Pathans who joined his ranks that besides
salary and perks if they won, then the loot will be entirely their's. The Pathans
knew all the whereabo'J.ts of the Guru's treasure and they felt happy that they
would loot the Guru's treasure and then sit at home with a lot of money. In
this way they deceived and joined the hill kings.
See, O:le side these five hundred Pathans went away. Second side, Mahant
Kirpal who was a meditative lived with the Guru. He was the Head of the
Udasi sect and had about five hundred disciples who lived with him. In those
days some Udasi sadhus also practiced fighting and possessed arms. The
na..l11e 'Akhara' meaning arena is derived from these sects. These five hundred
young sadhus were rabust and skilled fighters. But when they saw that five
hundred Pathans haye left and joined the enemy side and the rest here are
those whom the Guru has trained to fight, they are new and much less, on the
other side the enemy armies are very large, they thought that the Guru is
surely going to lose, the enemy side is already quite strong and now anot..1ler
five hundred have joined them, then these sadhus also slipped away in the
night.
In the morning when the news reached the Guru that the U dasis have
also left in the night, then the Guru asked: All have gone or anyo:le remair..s?
Then somebody said: The disciples have all slipped away but the Mahant
is sitting. Th~n the Guru smiled and said: Wonderful! The roots remain.
When life is saved everything is saved. If the Ma..~ant had also gone then the
connection with the Guru would have broken. Now it remains. Why bother
about such disciples who have usurped their Mahant and gone away. Disciples
will come afresh. Go and call Kirpal.
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When the Mahant came, he bowed and sat down.
The Guru asked: Mahant dear! 'Where are your disciples?
The Mahant replied: Guru and disciples, all are your servants, good or
bad, you are the support. You are the image of the Lord and powerful. It is a
great fortune to have met you. The suffering of births and deaths has gone.
Brahma, Sanak, Shesh Nag could not find your limit. Ascetics and saints like
N arad sing your praises. They worship your lotus feet. That is their ascetic
practice. We are very fortunate. We can see you with these eyes. Vedas and
scriptures say that He is beyond Intellect but we see Bin in your ha.lldsomeness.
o Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh! Whoever meets you how can he leave
you? Even the gods have longing for your lotus feet. Your servants have done
wrong. Please forgive them.
The Guru smiled and said: Where the root is green everything is green.
It is worth thinking how much demoralizing and despondency would be
L~e effect on the rest of the army when five hundred valiant defect. Not only
defect instead join the enemy camp. Then another five hundred soldiers walk
away. How much heart-break and discouragement it would cause. The defection
of one thousand soldiers at the last moment when the battle is imminent is not
a small thing but the Guru's own unbending mind is in high spirits. He has
imbibed high spirits in his soldiers. None is in despair. Everyone is more than
ready. Everybody is preparing for the battle with fervor. Everybody has full
faith that they will win. The true Guru's devotee-soldiers have firm faith that
they are going to fight for righteousness. To fight for righteousness is the
biggest strength of the mind. So everybcdy is in high spirits with a strong
mind.
We have mentioned earlier that on the eve of the marriage of the da:lghter
of the King of Garhwal and the son of the King of Bilaspur the hill kings had
decided to invade Paonta where the Guru lived and now they started from
Srinagar the capital of Garhwal to mount an attack.
In the book Bachitar Natak the Guru has said that King Fateh Shah of
Garhwal mounted an attack on us without any reason or provocation from
our side.
Tnis side the Guru never wanted to fight but to remain a coward, enfeebled
or to run away or bow down to the enemy in case of a battle forced on the
Guru was against the Gur'..l'S ideal of bravery.
Ideal of bravery means: To fight with a brave heart; with exultation to
fight, stand to fight and not fall back when a battle is forced on someone.
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So here now, all preparations were underway. We have earlier mentioned
that the Guru had decided, "The battle be fought ':Lt Bhangani. Our contingents
should be posted from where they have to cross the river Yamuna".
Flowing through the hills when the river Yamuna enters the plains, then
towards the east Le. from where the sun rises in tile valley called DePJadun
and on the west where the sun sets is the valley of Sirr.1aur. The Guru lived at
Paonta that is in the Sirmaur valley. Bhangani village is si~ated about te:J.
kilometers from Paonta upstream Yamuna. When we cross the Yamuna at
Bhangani we come to Cnuharpur village. Here is a landbg place for boats.
Landing place means: Here one can cross the river on boats.
The hill kings planned to cross the Yamuna from here a.'ld then attack
Paon:a. But the Guru decided to occupy this place a..'1d engage the enemy
here only so that they are not able to reach Paonta and no destruction would
happen.
The Guru had decided to fight t.l1e enemy from here near the bank of the
river. Near the bank of 6e river there was a long plain fie~d. Adjacent to fr.:is
was another mgh plain. The Guru's soldiers made a slope :""'-1ere so t.~at soldiers
could come and go and military eqUipment could easily be :ransported. The
idea was that the Guru's soldiers shollid occupy the hig~er plain and when
the enemy troops cross t..~e river and COI:J.e on to :he :ower plain, then the
Guru's soldiers should shoot guns and arrows from the high plai~. When it
comes to hand to hand fight, then the Guru's soidiers shou~ci go down, fight
and come back and then go down again to fignt. The Guru got t.~e slope
made and put guards there.
It has been mentioned earlier that five hundred U dasi soldiers who were
staying with the Guru got scared of the hill kings CL.'ld slipped away L'1 the pjght
only. The five hundred Pathans that Saint Bl.:dhu Sha..~ had recoIP~rnended,
they also ran away and joined the hLl C~iefs.
The Guru went on with the prepara:ions and was not the least nervo'..ls.
But he thought it proper to inform Sair..t 3udhu Shah about the defec:ion of
Pathans. So, he wrote a letter to the saint, "The five hundred Pathans t...~at you
had recommended have deceived and joined. the h~ kings."
Mter sending the letter, he got ready to go to B~angaPj. He left some
soldiers at the small fort at Paonta CL.'ld ordered that t.~ey have to guard it in
earnestness.
':'hen he got information that the initial arrangements :hat were reqrued
at Bhangani are all done.
The Guru's paternal aunt's five sons were brave. T~ey were the
Commanders in the Guru's army. AI: five were brave warriors and were
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expert in all types of fighting skills. All five were much devoted to the Guru.
Amongst the five, eldest was Sango Shah. He was all rounder in shooting,
swordsmanship, horse riding and was a known valiant, second was]eet Mal,
third was Gulab Rai, fourth Ganga Ram and fifth was Mahri Chand. They
were in exuberance and their contingents were in high spirits. They were
almost ready to go to Bhangani when the news came that King Fateh Shah's
army in heading nearer.
Mter taking blessings from the Guru, at once they marched towards
Bhangani with their armed contingents.·The moment they reached, they
entrenched themselves in the entire area. The Guru also now rode on his
horse accompanied by his armed contingent.
Poet Santokh Singh writes as under: The shouting of slogans was so loud
that the entire hill echoed. Great, brave and handsome valiant loaded with
armaments rode their horses. Their hearts were in exuberance. They looked
forward to fighting. They accompanied the Guru with the tapping of heels of
the horses. The dust rose from the ground so much that the sun hid itself and
it became dark. The horses leapt and jumped "vith smartness. The valiant
moved forward riding horses and shouted slogans of killing very loudly. They
shouted, "Hill soldiers killed. They are killed". The army moved swiftly as the
breeze moves Swiftly. As the torrential rain wate:::- flows like a flood, similarly
the army soldiers moved fast but in marching style and in rows.
Mter reaching Bhangani the Guru inspected ti"'1e entire site, made plans
and put his Commanders and soldiers at strategic places.
Poet Senapati in his book 'Gur Shobha' writes:. The Guru himself came to
Bhangani riding on his horse to join in the battle. The sound of drums was
very loud. The small drums being sounded in front of the soldiers looked
beautiful. The Guru came to the battleground at Bhangani, inspected the
entire army and deployed the Commanders with their contillgent at all strategic
places. Then fighting tunes were played that prompted to fight. The music
infused the mind of army men so much that their faces became red.

III
From the opposite side the enemy troops came. Their army was large. Their
valiants were selected ones. King Fateh Shah of Garhwal was the Commander.
He was a rich king, a clever person and his soldiers were in large numbers.
He was in the good books of Aurangzeb. King Bhim Chand in-law made him
the leading King for the battle. King Bhim Chand himself also was considered
a master of fighting skills. Then King Hari Chand who was considered a
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master of archery had some Lieutenants who were good fighters. Most
importantly the five hundred Pathan strong fighters who had the classified
information of the Guru's army were with them they were full of greed to loot
the Guru's treasury.
Their army crossed the river and reached this side and stood in rows
ready to attack.
From this side the Guru critically observed the enemy. Bhai Daya R.ar:I
was also with the Guru in this observation. It was like this:
Hari Chand Handuria was i:q. the front row. On his left side were the
Pathans who had deceived. On his right side were Commanders of other
kings. Fateh Shah was at the extreme back and was holding more ar-ny :0
send re-enforcements and was the overall Commander.
The Guru had scrutinized the enemy alld was now standing a..'1d deliberating
when Nand Chand came and informed that one army is coming fast from our
back side. Initially, he was wary but then their messenger reached and informed
that Saint Budhu Shah with his sons and seven hundred of his disciple soldiers
is coming to join you.
On hearing this, the Guru was pleased and he sent an order to Commander
Sango Shah that he should :fix up this contingent with his own contingent and
he should convey thanks to Saint Budhu Shah.
The news of the arrival of Budhu Shah's army spread in the Guru's army.
With this news everybody got doubly exhilarated. Sango Shah in consultation
with the Guru had already chalked out the strategy of the battle and had
pitched the battle flag.
~ ow it was discussed whether we should attack or wait and see whether
they attack or first talk.
Soon they mounted an attack.
Sango Shah and his contingent were in readiness. His soldiers raL'1ed
arrows on the oncoming enemy. At this time a strong breeze blew that was
going towards the oncoming enemy with force. Thus the smoke from guns
and cannons was making them blind. Most of their aims missed. But the aims
of the Guru's soldiers struck well. But nonchalant they went on advancing in
the t..'Unking that with their large numbers they will penetr~te into the G~'L:.'S
army but they reached near a place where the Guru's gunners were sitting ir..
hiding. The Guru's soldiers rained bullets fro~ their guns. Three to four
hundred soldiers lay dead there. With so much loss oEife the enemy hesitated
and stopped. They were about to move forward again when the G~'s soldiers
again gunned down more than five hundred enemy soldiers. Seeing their loss
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Hari Chand withdrew his soldiers back and went to the left side. Fateh Shah
asked him: 0 Hari Chand! From where has the Guru got these skilled army
men? Their guns are creating havoc. The Pathans have defected from there
and joined here.
Hari Chand said: These Pathans have all the classified information of the
Guru's side. Let us put them ahead.
Fateh Shah called Bheekan Shah and said: You know all secrets of the
Guru's army. Go ahead and have a hand-to-hand fight. The loot of the G:.L.ru's
- treasury is all yours. We won't ask a share. You take all and enjoy. With that
temptation he brought the Pathans in the front and the contingent of Pathans
attacked Sango Shah's contingent with great force.
Sango Shah was a gallant Commander. His contingent welcomed the
Pathans with gunshots. The gunshots rained. The swiftness with which they
thought that they would win the Guru's soldiers, they could not. Now it was
hand-to-hand fight from both sides.
Seeing this, the Guru sent ~and'Chand and Daya Ram as reinforcement
to Sango Shah. They rained arrows so sharply that whoever was targeted did
not survive.
At this site now the fighting became fierce. Lal Chand boatman was standing
close to the Guru. He was a stout wresder and a strong man. He took permission
from the Guru and went at the site where Sango Shah was fighting the enemy.
His rain of arrows shot from his bow killed many. Both sides hailed his
archery.
It is written: On seeing the valor of Lal Chand boatman one Lal Chand
sweet-meat seller picked up weapons and reached there. The Pathans knew
that the first one is a boatman but the second one is a sweet-meat seller. How
has he got the courage to fight?
Now Mahri Chand advanced and got caught amidst the enemy soldiers.
With his valor and in exuberance he killed many Pathans. Now his horse was
injured and he himself was in danger but Sango Shah saw that his brother is
caught amidst the enemy. SWiftly he reached with his soldiers and came back
with the same swiftness and brought Mahri Chand out. The Pathans were
amazed to see how he could slip out alive from their ring. This was considered
a first step towards victory of the Guru.

IV
Fierce fighting went on in the middle sector. Both sides were fighting LTJ. frenzy.
Little downwards there was lot of pressure from the enemy side but Budhu
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Shah's soldiers did not let them move forward. The ai~ was to Keep the
enemy here and not go where fierce fighting was going on. This dOw:lsicie
plain was very long and the deployment of enemy soldiers was also large.
Budhu Shah's soldiers kept them engaged. The enemy tried to ao.va."'1ce b~t
when they saw that Budhu Shah's soldiers are fighting valiar..tly and r..ot letting
them advance, the enemy mounted a fierce attack. Initially all four sons of
Budhu Shah pushed them back in defensiveness but now that the att..ack was
fierce, they fought back so bravely that hundreds of enemy.soldiers in the
front layers lay flat on the ground. Seeing their companions dying the others
shuddered with fear.
The Guru himself was keeping a watch on all blockades. Riding his
handsome horse he moved sometimes in the down side plain, some~es in
the upper plain, some times this and that side. He cneckeo. all. He saw t.~e
bravado of Budhu Shah and his sons and the Guru devotees shouted praises
for Budhu Shah, his sons and his disciple-soldiers. When Bl.;.d...1m Shah was
victorious on the front line of t..~e enemy, then the enemy stood and w:.t..1.drew
backwards. At this time Budhu Shah wit.~ his second continge:lt mounted an
attack on them. The effect of the attack was that the soldiers !:loved back ar..d
then ran away. This'would have affected the ot.~er soldiers that 'we have lost
and we should run away'.
King Gopal Guleria noticed this and hurriedly he tried that somehow I
must stop this. He himself came with his contir..ge:lt and occupied t.1.e space
vacated by the runaways and engaged the forces of Budhu Shah. Guleria's
expertise in shooting arrows and the bravery of his soldiers matched the
bravery of Budhu Shah's soldiers. They reached so near that hand to hand
fighting started that was with swords. The saint's soldiers fought back with
extreme courage. Both sides fought bravely. None withdrew backwards.
Observing the extreme fight the Guru sent maternal uncle along with his
contingent to reinforce Budhu Shah's contingent. Maternal uncle and his
soldiers shot arrows from the top and Budhu Shah's soldiers fought with
swords. Gopal's army withdrew backwards.
Budhu Shah's soldiers then again started shooting arrows. The withdrawal
by Gopal's anny was diplomacy but it helped Budhu Shah's soldiers. Now
maternal uncle's soldiers a.Tld Budhu Shah's soldiers shot arrows with speed.
Seeing his soldiers losing courage Gopal aimed an arrow at Maternal Dr-cle.
It came straight but struck maternal uncle's horse. Gopal wished to go back
after shooting. But :Maternal Uncle shouted: 0 Bravado! If you have aimed,
then wait for the return aim. He shot an arrow at speed. Gopal was a skilled
fighter. He was moving his horse this way and that way. In this way he saved
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himself but the arrow shot at the ears of the horse and the horse fell down
dead. Gopal also fell down but hurriedly got back into his contingent and
stood there.
In this battle one son of Budhu Shah was killed. Since the enemy had
stepped back from here, the current fighting had stopped in this area. Maternal
uncle went forward and brought the dead body of Budhu Shah's son.
In this way after winning over Gopal's contingent and making them go
back Maternal Uncle came to the place where the Guru was commanding and
told him about winning over Guleria and Gopal and bringing the dead body
of Budhu Shah's son.

V
Fateh Shah was overall In-charge of the enemy troops. He was looking after
the placement of troops. When he saw that their own soldiers are not able to
mov~ forward rather they are withdrawing backward, he s~nt a message :0
Pathan chieftains: Why don't you fight in the battle Seld with all your might?
Why are you trying to save yourself? Where a~e your arrows and bullets?
Now is the time to attack. Why don't you come forward when we have. offered
you the entire loot? Loot the Guru's treasures and keep them all.
Listening to this Byat Khan and Kijabat Khan came forward with their
contingents and started shooting arrows. Poet Santo.kh Singh writes:
This way or that way riding their horses they killed whoever came near
them. They shouted at the top of their voice: Kill. Kill. They shot bul!.ets like
rain. The heads of soldiers broke like pitchers and felL The arms of the
soldiers flew like spatulas. This they did to the Guru disciples. From the
Guru's side also arrows shot in torrents and many Pathans lay dead. Hyat
Khan challenged and howled, played tricks and attacked.
Seeing this, U dasi saint Kirpal flared in anger' and asked the Guru: Hyat
Khan is creating terror. Bis arrows are awesome to our soldiers. If you permit,
should I give a lesson to this traitor?
The Guru smiled and said: You do not have weapons. How will you kill
him?
Then the saint said: I have this club on my shoulder. I have kept this
weapon all my life. I will kill Hyat Khan with one hit of this club. With your
blessings I won't be the least afraid. If he tries to run away I will break his
head in one hit.
The Guru smiled and said: As you please. Go and kill Byat Khan. As
Bheem Sen's knobbed club is well known in the wor~d, similarly, the world
will know your club and praise you.
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On listening to this the saint hit his heels to his horse and like a breeze
went and stood near Byat Khan and challenged: If you are a warrior come
and fight with me. Don't show your back. Come in the fore and let us have a
hand-to-hand fight.
Hyat Khan who was going backwards turned this side.
Poet writes: Byat Khan turned this side like if you press the snake's tail,
then in rage he turns back. Enraged Byat Khan pulled his sword out of the
sheath and came in the forefront. Now both the warriors stood opposite each
ocl1er.
.
Seeing cl1is wonder everybody stopped t."lJeir arrows and swords and were
amazed and watched who is he, who has come wicl1 a club to fight IIya~ :.(han.
Meanwhile, Byat played a trick and with the speed of an eagle hastened his
horse and reached cl1e saint and waved his sword and attacked the saint like
an electric current but the saint held his club as a shield and the sword hit his
club and broke into two pieces. Hyat Khan now tried to save himself. The
saint however was too swift for him. So swift that it was a thunder. Wicl1 both
feet L.~ the stirrups he }-it the horse with his heels and swiftly reached where
Khan was standing. Wicl1 both hands he held the club, stood up in the stir::.-ups,
bent a little and hit the club with full force aiming at Hyat's head. It hit the
head with so much force that Khan's head split and he fell down.
The Guru himself has mentioned this: Kirpal enraged, held the club and
hit it so hard on t.~e egoistic and tyrant Khan that his head split as if Krishna
broke the pitcher. The splash of the marrow from his head came out like the
splash of yogurt or butter and spread.
VI
The battle was so fierce that it became difficult to judge who would win. Both
sides were fighting with full strength when Hyat Khan fell down to the hit 0:
the lJ dasi SaL.~t's club. The falling down of Byat Khan tired out the rest of the
Pathans. Meaning the morale of the Pathans went down.
It was likely that the Pathans might have run away but Bheeka..'1 Khan
saved the situation and came to the contingent where the Pathans were feeli..'1g
tired out and shouted loudly in a challenging tone: 0 Patha..'1s! Bravados! Be
brave. Let us now attack with more force. If you runaway now, people will say
the Pathans are cowards. See, you have lost from the Sadhus, saints and low
caste Hindus. The world will say phew! Fie on you! Then, you see we have to
loot the Guru's treasures after winning. All of you will go home carrying
millions. Come lions, come forward and marry victory.
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Hearing his prompt, his contingent started fighting again. N~i::'~at Khan
also joined them. Fateh Shah also noticed that the morale of Pathans is going
down. He sent his troops to join the Pathans and boost their morale. Hari
Chand Handooria shot arrows with great stamina. He was a master of archery
in his times. His arrows killed many soldiers of the Guru, so much so that
there was turmoil in the Guru's camp. Sahib Chand and his contingent were
fighting with full force but their efforts were not bearing fruit. The Guru
noticed and sent Nand Chand with his contingent as reir.forcement. Daya
Ram also took his contingent to hold back Nijabat Khan's soldiers. They and
their contingents shot sharp arrows and the enemy soldiers fell down in large
numbers.
When Nand Chand and Daya Ram came forward then the soldier's morale
boosted and everybody fought in exuberance. Nand Chand now went forward
and pierced his spear into a Pathan's body and he'fell down. Second time his
spear hit the horse and his spear got stuck. Now Nand Chand took out his
sword and in a rage killed many Pathans. In this fighting his sword broke into
two pieces. Now he took out a small spear from his belt and killed another
Pathan. The enemy soldiers were amazed to see his tenacity. The enemy shot
arrows and attacked but from this side Daya Ram reached with his soldiers.
The Guru sent maternal uncle Kirpal also. Maternal uncle mounted a forceful
attack on the enemy line. The enemy shot arrows at him but none could kill.
Even after being wounded he kept on fighting. He killed many Pathans and
many were injured.
In this way, this side the Guru's soldiers came to a winning position and
the enemy who was advancing went back.
Now what Hari Chand did? He deployed Bheekan Khan here and he
himself after moving back a little went and hurriedly attacked Sango Shah's
contingent.
The Guru has himself written in Bachitar N atak as we have mentioned
earlier.
Watching all this Fateh Shah crossed the river and reached this side and
stood behind his army who were fighting. He observed the fighting. He
prompted the runaway soldiers to fight back and over-saw the entire operations.
With his reinforcements the pressure on Sango Shah increased. The enemy
pressure increased towards Budhu Shah's contingent also. Budhu Shah's one
more son was killed. But the saint was not nervous.. He did not loose courage
and went on fighting with a strong mind.
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VII
Some happenings i:l this battle were such that the Pathans and Kings were
amazed. Those who had never fought in a war, they showed immense bravery.
The effect of the Guru's high spirits an.d ent.lJ.usiasm was so much L~at Daya
Ram Brahmin became a valia::lt. Well! He got training and became an expert
in the use of weaponry. One "Gdasi saint got up and killed one promine::lt
Pathan with his club. One sweet-meat seller named Lal Cha.'1d saw the figr..ting
and jumped into the battle arena. He accosted one Amir Khan Pathar.. a.'1d
killed him in a hand-to-ha..'1d fight. Then he kept Ha...ri Chand and Najabat
Khan engaged in fighting at one place. Later he went to where Sango Shah
was fighting. He judged that if Sango Shah's contingent was overpowered
then we would surely lose. Sangho Shah was fighticg fierce-fully and killing
the enemy. Seeing this Hari Chand hurriedly reached this side. Madhukar
Shah Chandel also reached this side. Hari Chand shot arrows with great
strength. Whoever was hit fell down. ThenJeet Mal saw Han Chand addressing
and came this side and fought face to face wiLlI arrows and swords. Now on a
hint from Fateh Shah, Nijabat Khan also reached this side and accosted Sango
Shah.J eet Mal aimed an arrow at Hari Chand but he moved his horse tactfully
and was saved. Then again both aimed at each other but both tl:e arrows hit
the horses. Both fell down but were up again. Again they aimed at each ot±.er.
Hari Chand's arrow hit the target andJeet Mal fell dead butJeet Mal's arrow
did hit Hari Chand, he swooned and his soldiers carried him back. The
Guru's soldiers also brought back L1.e dead body ofJeet Mal.
The Guru praised his bravery and blessed him. On the other side when
they carried the unconscious Han Cha.lld back, then Fateh Shah became very
sad. More soldiers came and surrounded him. Bhim Cba.l1d was also nearby
when Ram Singh, the canon-scooter of the Guru shot a canon. That injured
many in that crowd and the rest fled in fear. Fateh Chand also went bac~,
crossed L1.e river, rode a horse and left the battlefield. Seeing him fleeing,
even Mudhukar Shah Dadhwalia andJaswalia also left the battlefield along
wiL1. their contingents.
VIE
These hill kings fled like cowards but Hari Chand who had become
unconscious, regained consciousness but he did not flee. Along with him was
Gazi Chand Chandel who thought it better to die while fighting. ~he PaL~ans
also did not flee. They stood stubbornly.
Now, all of them jointly attacked. From the Guru's side, DayaRam, Na.Tld
Chand, Gulab Rai, Ganga Ram and other valiant fought courageously. In this
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way the fighting became fierce-full. Ghazi Chand Chandel, in rage, kept on
advancing. He had a long spear in hand that pierced and killed me J'.' soldiers
and advanced and accosted Sango Sr_ah but could not compete with him and
fell to the ground in pieces. l\tleaning he fought to his last, fua~ is the duty of a
soldier.
Mter Ghazi Chand's death Najabat Khan was more enraged. He swiftly
advanced with his Pathan soldiers and accosted Sango Shah who was the
Commander of the Guru's army. At one time ::."Jajabat Khan and Sango Shah
practiced weaponry together in the Guru's army and they knew each other
well. They fought with each other so bravely that the soldiers shouted bravo!
Bravo! Later Najabat's sword made a killing cut and Sango Shah was badly
injured but in enthusiasm he waved his sword with valor and Najabat was
killed. But Sango Shah also fell down a heroic death.
The valor that Sango Shah displayed today in far sightedness, steadfastness
and stubbornness in not retreating was the fruit of his gallantry. The Guru
was so pleased on his bravery that he awarded him the honor of 'King of the
Battle'.
Mter the heroic death of the 'King of the Batee' t."'-le Guru now took the
reins of command in his own hands. He advanced with his bow and arrows.
Mter Sango Shah's killing the morale of enemy soldiers had increased and
after N ajabat Khan's killing their rage had also increased. Now they advanced
with rage but were still at a distance from the river c::.-ossing. The Guru now
shot an arrow from the height that hit one Pathan and he fell dead. Second
arrow he shot at Bheeka..TJ. Khan. It hurt ~~an and pierced his horse. His
horse fell dead and J(han rem back. The Guru's third arrow also kiaed one
more enemy.
In the meantime, Harl Chand who had become unconsc:ous, as we have
mentioned earlier, regained consciousness, then he observed that 'we are
losing'. Fateh Shah has deserted. Bheem Chand who was the root ca:Ise of
this battle is not coming fon-vard. Other kings are "withdrawing, two or t.1rree
Pathan chiefs have been killed and N ajabat Khan has also deserted. Then he
outburst for bravery and advanced accompanied by his soldiers. He showereci
arrows so fast that whoever was hit fell dead. He shot two··two arrows in one
go. Whoever they hit, soldier or hOr<1/C', t!~~y fell dead. Again, both sides
fought a pitched battle. Killing and advancing, Hari Chand reached a spot
from where he could aim at the Guru. So he aimed an arrow that hit the
Guru's horse. Second one again came and touched the Guru's ear and missed.
Now he shot a third arrow aiming at the Guru. This struck the Guru's belt.
However it did give a little prick but could not pierce or wound. Harl Chand
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today felt sad on his archery skill that he shot thrice at the GlL.'ll bat r..ot ever..
one made a mark but appreciated the Guru's tactical defensive s~ tha: saved
him.
Guru writes: When the third arrow hit me, then my wrat..~ awakened.
To tolerate the attack of the enemy three times is the heigh: of tolerance
in a valiant. Now the Guru also rained arrows on the enemy. Tile Guru's
soldiers advanced and shot arrows so swiftly as if rained. The G'..:..'ll now
aimed an arrow that hit Harl Chand and he fell dead. Seeing Ha.'i Cb.a."'1d
dead, his soldiers and the rest of the Pathans and other hill soldiers ali took to
their heels. The king of Kot Lahar was also killed.
The enemy soldiers now fled. Everyone is running, some on boats, some
are swLTIlllling, some are throwing wooden logs and with their support crossing
the river. All Pathans, Rajputs, soldiers, ruffians vanished from sight.
The Guru's soldiers wanted to go after them and kill more of ±em bat
the Guru ordered not to go after the fleeing soldiers or kill more of them.
N ow the priority work was to cremate the heroically died Commanders
and soldiers like Sango Shah,]eet Mal and others.
Cremation means: The dead body ShOlLd not remain uncared for but put
in fire and burnt.
Burying Budhu Shah's sons, burying is the way of Muslims. They dig a
deep grave and bury L.~e dead body in it.
Prayers for the other soldiers who died fighting were to be ~eld.
As per the orders of Guru and his biessings all formalities were carriec.
out in the best possible way.
After perforrrJng all the rites, the Guru accompanied by his vic~orious
regiments, Saint Budhu Shah and his soldiers came to ?aonta.
They brought all the wounded soldiers and their treatment started.

IX
At Paonta, that day everybody rested. Next day the devotees asseIr..bled. The
Guru explained to the audience his high id.eal, the attitude 0: the ene:::ny and
his courage of not bowing to the kings with folded ha.'1ds and. heads down. .:Ie
elucidated the ideals of not threatening and not bending to threats or rear. Ee
elucidated that the kings attacked us for no fault of ours. So we did. not ber:c..
We were not afraid. We did not accept defeat. We fought. This is to be brave.
We are peace loving but brave also. We have shown that both shoU:d. go
together.
Then he said: Your inner mind should remain attached to the Lord. That
keeps your character strong and keeps you in high spirits.
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Then prayers were held and he blessed those who had died fighting
bravely. It is written that first there was singing of divine songs, and then
recitation of the scripture and lastly sacred sweet was served. Then the Guru
blessed and gave robe of honor to those valiarit who had fought and come
victorious. The Guru gave money to all the soldiers. He blessed his aunt's
three sons and those who fought bravely and were alive. Two of the dead
were honored with the title of 'King of the Battle'.
The Guru's eldest son was born at Paonta. He was four months old. In
today's assembly his name was announced as Ajit Singh meaning 'always a
.
,
W1l1ller.
In the afternoon the Gu~'u was getting ready after having a bath when
Budhu Shah came and asked for leave. The Guru blessed gladness of soul to
Budhu Shah. His companions and disciples were given five thousand rupees
for sweets. The Guru was combing his hair when Budhu Shah asked for the
comb. Then the Guru gave him the comb. Along wIth it he gave one turban
as a robe of honor, one dress and one 'Guru writing'.
The Guru blessed all the valiant and soldiers. Then" he blessed Udasi
saint Kirpal. He got one turban of saffron color and gifted it to Kirpal. The
saint tied it on his head round his cap. The Guru gave a shield to Daya Ram.
The valiant were in exuberance and wanted to att.ack Fateh Shah but the
Guru stopped the soldiers.

o
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(;(;Isn't it astonishing? The heart is insid~ the body and in the core of heart
was hidden a love-spark. It was made safer by putting curtains over curtain.
It was kept hidden far from envious eyes. But the inimical and the detective
eyes are too sharp. How their evil-eye peeped in and noticed the invaluable
~ove-spark. It is again astonishing that they have made tunnels to extinguish it
and have put cannons in readiness. How the shots are coming? Shall t..llls lovespark in my heart extinguish? Shall my mind that had become enlightened
with this love-spark be filled with darkness of lonliness? Ah! 0 Benevolent!
Giver of the love-spark! Please be merciful and save me from these detective
enemies. If this love-spark of mine is lost, then it shall be a death-knell for me.
o Lord! Save me! It is strange! I was sure that this love-spark inside me is out
of sight of my enemies. But the enemies have shot arrows of maliciousness
into my ears in the guise of sweet and compassionate love that have pierced
my heart deep. They have shot bombs of slander and insinuations in the
guise of sweet talk for my gain. Yes! Agony! My mind is full of smoke,
suppressed resentment. I have pain. I do not know whether my love-spark
exists there in my mind or has vanished. I peep inside but I cannot see
anything but confusion and battle" One tall, beautiful, serene but thoughtful
natured lady is thus talking to herself.
She pinched her forehead and said: Oomph! Oomph! She looked up
-sometime and sometirr..es down. Then she became quiet and thoughtful and
said to her mind: 0 vicious friends! 0 well wishers of my body and enemies
of my life! You are not my friencs. As a lady with all the comforts without life
in it is a stinking dead body, similarly, without a love-spark life is like a dead
and dry river bed or <:t dead tumble. You want to extingtdsh the love-spark or
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say life-spark of my life. Your words of love are poison. Your sympathy is not
to rid my agony but to put me in agony. You are not soothers of pain but
ruthless givers of pain. Possibly, I stand duped of my treasure hidden in my
deep inside under million of curtains by misunderstand your love. Oh Me!
Oh my mind! This kingdom and this magnificence, is it not temporary? How
many kings owned this kingdom? They have all gone under the earth. If the
heads of all the previous kings were to be put in a row, then the line might
cover the entire earth and still more would be left. In what count do you
stand? If Llle kingdom goes then what do I lose? If one becomes a beggar,
then what? The heart without a love-spark is dead heart. Is it kingdom to keep
a dead heart in the body all twenty-four hours? Yes, if one has to sit on a palm
leave mat with a heart having a love-spark in it, then it is no less than a
kingdom of heavens. W":.'1er.. the heart is a king, then you own a kingdom. If
the heart is a beggar, then the kingdom of body is the ink or disgrace. 0 dear
moon of faith! Tum your reins, tum your direction. Come to my heart, send .
your waves of love, send your rays of love and let the love shine. 0 faith! You
only can rid me of my 'suppressed resentment. 0 dweller of heaven, 0 light
of heaven, 0 light of the Lord's sphere. Wno else's support can I look for in
this wander? You give support and save me. With your support I can take my
feet out of this marsh. 0 faith! When you were shinning in me, then r was in
ecstasy. Without you I am in distress. I am in despair without you as the
partridge is in despair without moonlight. 0 moon C!lf faith! If you have hidden
yourself, then do not let the hope of regaining go away. In the hope of
regaining you, tr..is time of distress shall pass.
Ah ha! What a nice tune? How loving is it? It is late evening. It is getting
dark. The sun has gone. The moon and stars have not risen as yet. It is
cloudy. There is darkness in my mind also. 0 ill-speaking, 0 Back-biting. 0
Maliciousness. You have ruined my hustling busthng house. 0 Moon! Rise
and give light. (Tned to hear)
o Mind! If you shun love of the kingdom, then the moon of faith shall
not come under the clouds. The threats of losing :he kingdom are coming as
shadow over my faith.
(Tried to hear) How sweet is the song from 1he Scripture? It is giving
coolness. It is so comforting. 0 mind! Listen attentively:
If the Lord gives kingdom, then what is my greatness?
If He gives begging, then what do I lose?
o mind! Recite the Lord's name that shall give salvation.
The queen got up and went to the place from where the voice came. At
the other end of the garden, one old lady sat immersed in love of the Lord.
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She had recited a verse from the Holy Scripture. The queen recognized her
and in emotion with tear·filled eyes fell at her feet.
The old lady opened her eyes, lifted the queen's head, embrac~d her and
rubbed her hand on the queen's back. Was it a hand or magic? Within
moments the queen's mind elevated. It got out of fear and mistaken beliefs.
She regained her love-spark. She got full sensation of the presence of the
Lord in her mind, heart and body. Her mind blossomed. She got ecstasy. The
divine sensation went into her body cells. She got immersed in the love of the
Lord. She is still in the love-embrace of the saint lady and her mind is in
rapture. She is unmoved. She is enjoying the ecstasy in the lap of the saint
lady.
Time passed in this love-embrace. The stars twinkled. The moon rose
high. The moonlight spread like a white sheet. It is cold. It is extremely cold
but the cool moonlight is ecstatic and is giving more comfort to the elevated
mind. The body is at ease in the cool moonlight. The mind is in blossom. The
moon of love has risen in her mind that is giving moonlight of love. The saint
lady realized the intensity of cold and made the queen stand up. The queen
got up. She has sheen on her face that is shedding coolness and sacredness to
one who looks at her. She has all ecstatic feeling that indicates that the queen
is immersed in the love of the Lord.
The saint lady walked holding the queen's head on her chest. The saint
lady understands that the queen is in ecstasy. So she walked supporting the
queen's head on her chest through the garden and took her to t.~e palace
from the garden door and entered the queen's room. Two maids were already
waiting and the candles were lit on the candle stand.
The saint lady made the queen sit on the sofa and gave extra cushions to
relax. The queen is in trance. The saint lady now sent a message to Prince--son
to come.
Prince son was worried and had already visited the garden several times
but did not like to disturb the queen who was in tears of emotion. The Princeson whose face blossomed like a rose saw the closed eyes of Mother a!ld felt
somewhat restless but the saint lady spoke: 0 Dear! There is no cause to
vyorry, the queen is fine.
The Time-keepers remain alert in .their job. They kept on striking the
gong and reducing the night time. It was past mid-night when the queen
opened her eyes. She heaved a Sigh. She saw her Prince-son and saint lady
sitting close by.
Seeing the sad face of her Prince-son she said: Darling sop! Mother was
in despair today but this godly lady has saved me. My :rr.Jnd is in blossom
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now. At this time the saint lady said: It is late night. Better, everybody goes to
sleep.
Queen: My mother who gave me birth left me in the worldly OLean of fire
without oars and without light. But 0 saint lady! You have taken me out from
that ocean. a :saint lady! I was in deep despair today. I cried. Maybe I cried in
weakness. But to cry for love's sake washes the dirt of the mind. Isn't it so?
Isn't it a medicine to cleanse the mind?
Saint Lady: One who has got a love-spark of the Lord in the mind, then
the Lord saves the person from drowning with his own hands. Lord is the
saviour.
Queen: It was not in my control. I do not know how the secret of my
Guru-love leaked out? For the last few days the neighbouring hill kings were
sending messages of threat that if you side with the 'Guru with the plume',
then we shall seize your kingdom. Today the Minister said so much malicious
words against the savio~r Guru so that my connection with the beloved Guru
should break. He said such words so that I should dislike the benevolent
Guru. I do not know why my ears did not bum. Even my maids and servants
did back-biting against the benevolent Guru. I had a sword with me. Me
coward! I had no valour that I should have pierced my body with my sword
and gone to the Lord's palace with pure ears. I have no goodness in me. I do
have a small kingdom but the ego of having a kingdom is big. It is your grace
that you blessed me with Guru-love. Today my enemies pushed me to despair.
I was in great distress. I felt I was alone. My own self became a demon to eat
me. It did come to my mind that the maximum suffering for my faith in the
true Guru for my Guru-love can be loss of kingdom. Let it go. When faith,
love and support are present then comforts or sufferings do not make any
difference. But the aloneness did not go. Your sweet scripture and your loving
embrace pulled me out of hell. 0 Saint-lady, why did I listen to the malicious
talk? Why did I not stand like a rock? Why did I not tell them that their talk is
all nonsense?
Saint Lady: Daughter! Guru love is grace and is precious. It is difficult to
keep up this treasure. This world is a sphere of anxiety and fear. When we get
into love of the Lord'then we get a sensation of the presence of the Lord.
Then only the fear and anxieties vanish.
Queen: 0 Saint-lady, you are more than a 1vIother to me. Tell me, how
this fear and anxiety goes. I gave so much in chaIity and I kept fasts. I cried in
repentance and tried Illy best to push out this fear and anxiety from my mind
but to no avail. You have got some magic that it goes away.
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Saint-lady: 0 dear! Our true Guru nas explained this very nicely. Tbis is
the dirt of the mind. It goes with the ::"'ord's name.
Queen: How do I get the Lord's n'lme? How do I get the Guru's grace?
Saint Lady: 0 dear! The Holy Scripture that you recite with love takes
you towards love of the Lord. The Holy Scripture is :u!! of praises of the Lord
and it imbibes Lord's name LTl the body. It prompts you towards love of Lord.
o dear! The scripture prompts you to recite the Lord's name. By recitation of
the Lord's name by the tongue or siiently the mind becomes elevated and
feels a wavy sensation of the presence of the Lord. That gives ecstasy. Recitation
of the scripture, singing the praises of t...~e Lord and recitation of the Lord's
name with love, all combined is the true path to meet the Lord. It is Guru's
grace that has prompted you towards love of !he or.:l...'lipresent Lord. You are
already in love of the Holy Scripture. The beloved Gu:u is expected to put
his sacred feet in your kingdom shorL.y.
Queen: It is your goodness. I had no Spi..'itual knowled.ge. But.1: can say it
with certainty that the Scripture does give ecstasy. It cools the mind. Today I
forgot. I should have recited the SCripture. If =had recited the Script'.rre, then
surely I would have felt cool.
Saint Lady: It happens. One forgets. See! At the end it was t...'le Scripture
that you listened to and felt coolness.
Queen: It is true. I was saved by listening to 6e Holy Scri?ture. Y O'..l are
a true saint. I should worship you.
Saint Lady: I cannot listen to my praise. I can liste:l only to beloved
Guru's praise. I was nobody, none cared for me. It ~s ~he G'..l:::u's grace that I
am honoured.
Queen: Saint-lady! I am sorry, when I am in tha..'1k:fclness, then unknOwingly
I speak like that.
Saint Lady: It is up to the Lord to bless salvation. Lord :s the creator 0:
the universe. Lord is the noudsher. Lord is 6e saviour.
Queen: The Lord is formless, limitless and ir..describable. ::low does lIe
bless salvation?
Saint Lady: Like, to create the world He does not req'..li:::e any assista~ce
similarly He does not require any suggestion or assistance ::1 g:ving
nourishment. Similarly, He is not dependent on anybody's suggescon for
giving salvation. He Himself crea~es, nourishes and blesses salvation.
Queen: When we come to know of His love, Eis goodness, His beir..g a
nourisher and His being a saviour, then we get attracted to Him and wis~ to
know how to meet Him? He is the unseen Infinite and we are ll..'1able to peep
into the unseen.
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Saint Lady: To get an attraction for Him is His bless. As a saviour the
Lord b l e s s e s . '
Queen: What you say is true? Bm 0 dear! The thirst to have His glimpse
makes me restless. I wish to meet Him. One day you had said: "When one
has thirst for meeting the Lord, then one should not remain in-active". Then
some questions come to my mind:
1. The Lord is the Supreme lover. He is without fear or en~ity. He is the
Supreme soul. He loves everyone. Due to His love, He is the nourisher and
saviour. Who should tell us all His love, His goodness, His mercy, His bless
and His praises? How do we come to know of the Lord's attributes? ~f you
had not told me the Lord's attributes, then how couJld I become thirsty to meet
Him?
2. When one is thirsty, then one becomes eager to meet Him. One wishes
to fly to meet Him. You say, it is all His grace.
Saint Lady: The saviour has put His command in our soul. By virtue of
that command everything happens by itself but we do not understand His will.
We have turned our mind away from the Lord and got enticed in worldly
desires. That is why the saviour sends his beloved prophet in human form.
He is in human form but his virtue and nature is above humans. He is an
image of the Lord. He is Guru Nanak Dev.
Guru Nanak Dev came to this earth and told us all goodness, virtue,
mercy and most of all love of the Lord. On listening to all that a wish came in
our mind that we should get rid ofvices, perceive the visible world as perishable,
love the Lord and meet Him. To enable us to fulfill our wish b.e wrote the
scripture and preached singing the praises of the Lord with music. Then the
beloved Guru gave us Name of the Lord. 0 Queen! This is the path that the
saviour has told us to tread on.
In this way He has given us the knowledge of His being a saviour.
Queen: 0 Saint Lady! You excuse me. I do not have any doubt in my
mind. I have a longing to meet Him. I say whatever comes in the mind. You
do not mind it. You blessed me. I read the Holy Scripture, recited the Lord's
name and listened to divine songs (Kirtan). I have got devotion. You say that
the Guru has given us the message of love of 1he Lord and t.~e path of
recitation of Name. I get pangs to have a glimpse of the true Guru. Sometimes
I feel restless. The desire to have a glimpse of the true Guru whom the Lord
has sent to join the separated with the Lord and who makes us feel the
presence of the Lord swell in the mind like a tidal wave. But 0 Saint Lady!
Only with your benevolence we can get the blessings of the true Guru.
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Saint Lady: The true Guru is the saviour. He is the saviour of all mankind
whether in human form or in the unsef'n form we should not consider hL'11
bound in time and space. The true Guru is always living. To feel that he is the
saviour and to get salvation, the path is: "Guru is always absolutely close to us.
We have to remember him in every moment. ':'he practical way ofremembrance
is recitation of Kame by the tongue."
Queen: Please elucidate to make me understand better.
Saint Lady: Do not think that the true Guru is not there or far off. Rid this
thinking. Think that he is there, here, close to us. One who has a feeling that
the Guru is here close to me, then he has the support of the G:.rru. This
support gives fearlessness in the mind. You have not met the Guru. You have
not fallen at his feet so far. Yet, do you not feel that the true Guru is yours and
you are of the true Guru?
Queen: I shall get lost and die if this fee~:ng goes away from ~y mind? I
:ove the true Guru. The true Guru loves me. I am at his feet.
o Saint Lady: Pray! 0 true Guru! I am yours. I am at your fee:.
o Son! Pray! 0 true Guru! Weare yours. Bad or good, we are Yo'X:"s.
Wandering in forgetfulness, we are yours. 0 beloved! We are yolU"s.
Saying this Queen's eyes filled with tears and she went into trance. After a
gap of time her eyes opened and she said: 0 Saint Lady! When do we get a
glimpse of the true Guru?
Saint Lady: 0 daughter! Wnen you feel tha: 6e true Guru is close to you,
then this is meeting him. This longing becomes a bridge between us and the
true Guru. Showers of blessings from the true Guru come through this
connection.
Queen: 0 dear Saint Lady! You have elucidated so well t.~en you say
yot: are nobody. But I have great love and regard :or you.
Saint Lady: Well, :: am only a disciple of the true Guru. I have fallen at
his feet. I speak out that he is creating a holy con~egation, not.\ing more than
that. Those who are immersed in G'..lru-love are saints and t..'reir company is
fruitful but I am not even a saint nor am I worthy. The Lord has appointed
the Guru as saviour of the world. Sinlliarly, the Guru has appointed the Holy
Granth Sahib and the congregation. The Kame that the Lord gave to the
Guru, he has put it in the Holy SCripture. You know the fift.R Gun.!. bowed
down to the Holy Scripture saying that this is the "Science 0: the soul." The
tenth Guru respected it and gave it to the holy congregation to adopt it as the
Guru and preach it further as the "Science of the souL" The true Guru
preaches recitation of the Lord's name and asks those who have imbibed the
Lord's name in their hearts to preach further. The Guru-soul is immersed in
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the Supreme-soul. The Guru is the image of the Lord. The Guru loves
everybody. For those who are engrossed in Guru-love, he says "They are
mine, they are my image."
Queen: Beloved Guru is great! Miraculous Gw:u is great!
Saint Lady: 0 darling! The Lord is the saviour. The Guru being one with
the Lord is also the saviour. The Guru is allaying the suffering of the people.
The 'Ideal Men' who are immersed in love of the Lord are preaching the
Lord's name further as per the wish of the Guru.
Queen: 0 dear! Today my sinful ears heard tJae back-biting of the true
Guru who is so great, so high, merciful, blissful, whose remembrance I nurture
in my heart and I enjoy your piOUS and saintly company. I was deeply distressed.
But thanks to the Lord that you whose cO,mpany is life-giving and holy saved
me.
Saint Lady: 0 dear! This back-biting has given great suffering in the
world. It has ruined the minds of faith and devotion. It has created estrangement
between true friends. It has created estrangement between a loving husband
and a loving wife~ 'Ihat is why the Guru said that back-biting is a big vice and
we should refrain from it. We should never listen to back-biting. But if it
comes insistently, then we should keep our mind strong like a rock. If one
feels distress, then we should recite the scripture and pray to lord.
Queen: What you say is true. Excuse me if I ma.y ask? When do we get a
glimpse of the beloved Guru?
Saint Lady: Time is nea:-. Beloved Guru shall visit us soon.
Queen: I adore your words. You are great!
Saint Lady: Tell me! Is your mind out of fear now?
Queen: I was really afraid that after knowing that I have become a Gurudevotee, the neighbouring kings might grab my kingdom. This fear has gone
away by listening to the scripture that you recited to me: It is the Lord's will if
He gives kingdom. It is His grace. If He gives begging it is His will. I should
remain happy in any circumstances. When the Guru has given us the biggest
treasure Le. rapture of Name, then we should live in that rapture. Then we
are happy to get a kingdom and we do not go into despair in begging. Former
is the Lord's grace and second is the Lord's will. Again when we have faith
that fue Guru is always close to us and he is our strength, then what is there to
be afraid of? We have to remain at his feet and remember him. He is a pillar
of support for us. He shall take care of our fears and anxieties.
Saint Lady: When one is steadfast in recitation of N arne and has the
Guru's support then the mind remains in blossom without fears. Those who
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have got the support and strength of the Lord, why should their mind fear
those who are living in fears and anxieties? A person. who is fearless, his
fearless-ness has an effect on the other person. The mounds of vices of the
person living in fear tremble on being influenced by the fire of sacredness of
the fearless person.
Queen: You are right. You have spoken the truth.
Saint Lady: I have repeated whatever I heard from the Guru.
Prince: 0 Grand lady! When shall we get a glimpse of the true Guru?
Saint Lady: The true Guru has departed from Paonta. On the prayer of
King MedniPrakash he is staying in the forest area of Nahan state. I am sure
he will reach this side soor...
Pri.nce: 0 Grand Lady! Are you sure that he will come this 'side? In case
of any doubt may we send a messenger to pray to him? Saint Lady: There is no need to send a message nor anyone has ever told
him regarding your love for him. But it is his natural repute to reach where
there is love. As such it'is iI:1possible t..\at he may go on some other roate and
r..ot respond to your love and give his glimpse.
Queen: 0 respected lady! What yO:I say is true. But our love is no match.
It is your graciousness that we do pin our hope that he will come here and
bless us. To send a message is disrespectful. Who are we without any
virtllousness in us that we dare to invite the Magnificent Guru. But 0 Lady! It
is ceI*..a:ir.. that if the Guru blesses us and makes us his own then we shall get
eternal b~ossom of mir..d.
Saint l.ady: Surely, he will come and bless a life-spark. I have full
confidence.
:11

The bank of the river Yamuna where the true Guru laid t.~e foundation of the
city of Paonta and where now exists a beautiful small but tall Gurdwara is a
wondrous natural scenic spot. The beauty of the flowing water of the river
a.."ld the delightful, nattrral scenery are captivating to the mind. In fact by
seeing such places one can imagine how much appreciative was the true Guru
and how much fondness he ha.d ~or.natural scenery. How much wondrous
was his selection of beautifuJ. scenic spots?
When the Guru devotees won the battle of Bhangani and came to Paonta,
'then the devotees were eager to invade King Fateh Shah's kingdom but the
Guru stopped them to attack King Fateh Shah. They did agree not to attack
but when the Guru noticed their enthusiasm in their hearts, then he thought
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that they might not be able to control their enthusiasm. So instead of suppressing
their enthusiasm it would be better to divert their minds towards constr..lction
and rehabilitation of the city of Anandpur and fortiiy it.
Accordingly, preparations to depart were made. Importantly, the travel
arrangement for the wounded was necessary. Stock of medicines was to be
procured and doctors were to accompany them. When all a..rrangements were
complete, then the convoy departed.
The first halt was at Laharpur. ~Iere the beloved Guru stayed for ten to
twelve days. He went out for sight-seeing and hunting. Here was the game
sanctuary of King Sikander Lodhi. He used to come and stay here and go for
hunting.
One Mughul official Mukhlas Khan had constructed a fort here and
named it Mukhlasgarh. Later Banda Bahadur occupied this fort and named it
Lohgarh. He stayed here for a long time and fought the army of the rulers a
nUr.:lber of times.
A Gurdwara stands where the true Guru stayed and is named Tota Sahib.
About one kilometre from this place is a village name Tota: The inhabita..'1.ts
of this village who were called Ranghars stole loaded camels of the Guru's
convoy and were subsequendy caught.
The Guru said: This village is Tota (meaning: Loss). Even now people
call it T ota. It is also written that on the prayer of King Medni Prakash the true
Guru halted and stayed at Laharpur for ten or twelve days. Budhu Sha...~ came
from Sadhaura and the Guru blessed him immensely. The congregation
assembled in the morning and evening and sang divine songs (Kirtan). Many
devotes came to meet the be:oved Guru. He blessed everyone with the Lord's
name.
When the true Guru decided to stay here for a few days, then he asked
maternal Uncle Kirpal Chand to take the wounded and the rest of the convoy
and soldiers and proceed to Anandpur.
The true Guru retained some valiant and the chum beaters here and sent
the rest of the convoy to Anandpur.
On the thirteenth day, when the assembly session concluded, the Guru
looked towards the heavens, then towards the north and south. It appeared as
if he is reading somefr..ing in the unseen cosmic book. Then with tear filled
eyes he sat in. meditation for some time. Then he said: Let:Is depart tomorrow
morning. When the foot'runner asked about the route, then he ordered: We
shall go up to Tabra in the kingdom of Ramgarhia. The first halt shall be
Tabra. Next halt shall be where it is the Lord's will..
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The miraculous true Guru who was always exuberant with Spiritual
radiance is moving, riding a beautiful horse accompanied by a few valiar..:.
Rest of the anny and paraphernalia followed.
On the way he saw one Brahmin gazing at the sun and bowing to it.
The Guru laughed fu'1d said: The Lord has created everything fo:- the
benefit of man. The sun and light, air and water, earth and sky all are created
for comfort of man. He created man superior to all else on eart.'-l and all e:se
for his comfort. But se"e he has forgotten his superiority. His superiority was h
the service and love of the 1..ord. He has forgotten the Lord and trapped
himself in worldly desires. He tries to acquire whatever beautiful dungs ir.. the
world he can. He has further gone into mistaken belief t.~at the beautifci
things over which he has no control are the creators. The result is that from
those things that would have given him comfort, he is afraid of t:.~em and fears
them. Under t.'leir awe-inspiring influence he wavers and bows to them. Tee
supeiior that he was, he has become a slave.
Then Alam Singh said: 0 saviour, please ebcidate.
Then the Guru said: Man is the master of his body organs. He is tile
master of his mind and senses. But he has become a slave to his OWl: boey
senses. He is afraid of everyt.~ing that is more powerful a...'1d is gyeedy to
acquire everything that gives pleasure. In this way he has become powerless.
If he had recognized the Lord and remained devoted to him, then he would
have got the support of the Lord and would have felt s:.lperior to everything
on eart.'l. I have taken your mind out of these mistaken beliefs and rr..ade you
valiant, not for grabbing by use of force but for ma.1<ing you God-fearbg and
to live an awakened life, a life in the remembrance of the Lord, a ~e of inner
blossom of mind. Even as one individual, you are an 'Ideal ma..'1' and thus ca.';.
lead a million. If the lifelessly living people tread on this Lord's path, they will
also become 'Ideal men'. One who has got the sensation of the presence of
the Lord in his mind, heart a...'1d body and his body soul is immersed. in love in
the Supreme soul, whose Super consciousness is awakened and lives in high
spirits, he is my 'Ideal man' and can lead a million. As an 'Ideal mar..', you are
the master of your mind, you are the master of your body ser..ses, you are the
master of your body organs. You are the master of your body. L'1 t.lUs way
you are dominant on space, air, water, sun and heat etc. but if you get entrapped
in worldly desires, then you will lose your strength. Rerr..ain steadfast h
remembrance of the Lord and live in high spirits.
See! That man is trembling in fear of the SlL.'1 and is bowing down to it
and rubbing his nose on the ground. But in reality the sun is under :'''le
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command of the Lord. When we are immersed in the love of the J .qrd, then
we are at His refuge under His protection. Why should we be afraid of the
sun?
When the body soul is immersed in the Supreme soul, then we are the
masters of the world. The Brahmin should have told the sun: 0 Master of
light! The light, warmth and healing rays that you have, give me some so that
my body remains strong and serves me better. People are afraid of air. But air
is good for health. People are afraid of water and offer it to deities. But water
is nourishment. Similarly, light and the sunrays are £or the comfort of mankind.
If man recognizes the will of the Lord, then he is the master. One who
recognizes the Lord's will is adept in making others understand the Lord's
will. He can benefit most froni the created world. But the dominating spirit
cannot come in your Super consciousness unless your soul is immersed in the
Supreme sunl. Without being dyed in the love of the Lord if we think ourselves
higher than others, then it is the ego in us. When our soul immerses in the
Supreme soul and we get Super consciousness, then the mind is elevated.
That is the real high spirits.
In this way the true Guru elevated the. minds of his disciples and asked
them to remain in high spirits.
Now they reached Tabra. Nobody expected a reception here. B:lt the
true Guru had already told his soldiers that the Lore. will do all arrangement
for us. We need not worry.
The King had already got information that the true Guru is arriving. He
had ordered his subordinates to make all arrangements for the Guru's stay.
Tents were already fIxed, food was ready and all comforts were provided.
The King himself came, bowed down and presented a sword, fIve hundred
rupees, one horse and many blankets. The Guru gifted a dagger to the king
and said: Till such time that you keep this with respect, your kingdom shall
remain. The Guru blessed the Lord's name to the King. His mind was elevated.
He got the sensation of the presence of the Lord in his mind, heart and body.
He got inner blossom of mind.
Bhai Gian Singh writes: The heirs of the king have still got the dagger and
they keep it with great regard. In the afternoon the Guru got up to depart.
Then he departed.

III
One day all sat in the King's audience hall. The saint lady and the prince
talked about faith and devotion. Then the queen felt a godly sensation. She
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felt a longing, a craving and a pull to have a glimpse of the true Guru. Then,
she prayed in her mind: 0 True Guru! Please come and give us your glimpse.
The Queen's mind was still absorbed An the prayer wit..~ eyes closed when
Durga maid came running: 0 Great Queen! Some dust is visible at a distance.
Maybe some king has invaded with his anny.
Rajeshwari maid came panting: Minister is standing at the door outside.
He says: We had advised you not to befriend Guru Gobind Singh. Now
King of Ramgarh, King ofJ aswar and King of Kahlur or maybe some more
of those who are inimical to the Guru seem to be heading towards us. Please
order whether we should accept their subjugation or shall we fight back? I: is
a sudden offensive. We are not in preparedness. However, we bow our heads
to you and await your orders. I have given instructions to the Defence Minister
to order troops to get ready.
The queen went into deep thought.
Kutrol Bai (Came running): Army General, Prime Minister, Defence
Minister, all are present in the waiting room. Some troops are ready. One
contingent has gone forward. Everyone is waiting for your orders.
Queen: Kutrol Bai! Are you sure it is the enemy?
All: Hear the sound of drums.
QueeJ;1: What sound is this?
Kutrol Bai: This is the signal of the enemy's first victory that they have
crossed inside our border.
Saint Lady: Wait a bit. (Listened attentively and paused). This is the drum
beat of my beloved tr.le Guru t.~at sigrjfies he is on travel. The melody that it
is giving indicates that we are in a friendly state.
Queen: I do not understand these tunes but my mind is not feeling afraid,
instead I have a feeling of happiness. If you are sure, then I shall order troops
to wait. I should not do some wrong in haste.
)J" ow the beating of drums stepped and the trumpets started blowing a
melodious tune. It was in a unique raga. The saint lady recognized the raga
and said: 0 dear queen! Be not afraid. This is not from any enemy. Nobody
in the country knows how to play this tune except our beloved benevolent
Guru. Rid the fear and ride in delight. This tune indicates: "Magnificent Guru
Gobind Singh has arrived."
What was in the words "Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh has arrived."?
The words were waves of magic. The queen went into trance. The handsome
and suave elder Prince as also the younger Prince became exubera.Tlt.
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lViore and more maids came from outside but stood stunned on coming
inside. The Queen is oveIjoyed and in heavenly exuberance. H •.. mind is
cool and in ecstasy. She is in humble devotion. She feels a sacred sphere
around. Everything made her engrossed in love of the Guru. She remained
absorbed for a few moments and then said: 0 Saint Lady! I cannot control
my Guru-love inside. The true Guru is ours and we belong to the true Guru.
Here goes my fear of family traditions and public opinion. What is pride of a
kingdom or tradition or public opinion in comparison to the blessings of
so~eone who has himself come as a saviour sent by the Lord, who himself
reaches to bless the sinners.
Let the people laugh. Even if you are angry, even then I am moving
towards the road in obeisance from where the beloved of the Lord is coming.
I am leaving the veils behind and going to lie down on the dust that has
become sacred by the beloved's sacred feet. Come! 0 Saint-lady, make me
dust of the sacred feet of the beloved or make me satiated with clamping the
feet of the image of the Lord.
Saying this, the Queen's face became serene and showed luster.
Accompanied by her sons, she came and stood outside the verandah. The
Saint-lady held her left hand and went along with her. On her right hand was
the PJ1nce encircled by her right arm and the maids swarmed behind. Her
subo~dinate~were waiting· outside. In a sweet and serene tone, softly she said:
Prirn~ Minister, Defense Minister, Home Minister and all of you, follow me
along with the army. The redeemer of sins and the savior of sinners, the
powerful warrior has come.
He has won us without shooting an arrow. His refuge gives eternal salvation.
Was it an order or a flash of lightning of the Queen's splendor? Although
they did not understand the meanings of the words but like chessmen they
wer.t as directed.
The Guru's contingent was at a little distance. The Queen moved forward
and reached the road on which the savior Guru was coming. She tries to gaze
but her heart. swells, her mind is elevated, her longing and craving wells up to
the !lead. She sees a curly.dazzle that does not let her see properly. She gazes,
the!! looks down: Oh! Me! Without goodness! Am I really going to have a
glimpse of the Lord of sacredness?
Again she raises her head and looks up. Now the redeemer of sinners
reached very close. The throbs of the craving hearts slowed down the hoof
beats of the ·green horse. The elegant horse that was used to leaping fast is
moving softly and slowly.
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The Queen powerlessly and magically pulled, reached near the horse.
Her muscular swan like neck for which the enti~e kingdom. bowed, bowed
down.
See! How the Head of the kingdom whose intellectual wisdom was sought
by the entire ministry of the kingdom has bowed down. See, the intellectual,
respectful Head with the crown is clamped to the sacred feet of the Gcr:.l from
the heavens. In the stirrups are'the loving and lotus like feet and on lle sacred
feet is lying the love-filled head. Yes! The moment she heard 6e drum ~eats
of the Guru's drums, she forgot whether she was a Quee:l or an ordinary
human. She forgot all protocols. With eyes filled wi:h :ears of love, like a
breeze, she moved her delicate, soft feet a.."ld dashed to touch the Gu...'1..:'S
sacred feet. The moment she touched the sacred feet ller mine. elevated a..'1d
she got the sensation of the presence of the Lord in her mind, heart ar..d body
cells. She got ecstasy.
On the other side the elder Prince's head is touching the G:rru's lotl:s like
feet.
The saint lady Sabhran Kaur is standing wth ~ead bowed as if ::l
meditation. Her eyes are closed but love-tears are falling :rom the closed eyes
like drops of rain. ~ ext to her stood the younger prince head bowed waiting a
chance to touch the Guru's feet.
Seeing so much love the true Guru was so mt:ch overwhehned that his
eyes filled with tears of love and benevolence. See! The lips of faith and
df;votion move and pray: Me! Your servant, please get down a.."ld put yo~
sacred hand on my head.
The true Guru now got down from his horse. The Quee~, the elder
Prince, the younger Prince again bowed down. Al~ the suborcS'1ates of the
queen bowed down.
The Guru lifted the heads of a:l three and started walking slowly. It
became sunset. The sun hid itself in the west.
The Guru's soldiers were provided a nice place to stay. All comforts were
provided. Soon the congregation assembled and sang divine sor..gs. The Guru
changed his dress and then came to join the singbg of divine songs.
The Queen and her courtiers also sat wiLh t.he congregation. The sir..ging
of divine songs was so enthralling that even a flying bird would stop to listen.
Now the cooks of t.he palace came and said: Dinner is ready. Tl:e~ the t-ue
Gu..'U and everyone ate a sumptuous dinner.
Then the queen requested: 0 Savior! Please make my hands frdtful.
These hands have worn gold but not done any service. If you put your sac:.-ed
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feet in the palace and have lu~ch there tomorrow, then these hands that have
not done any service shall cook food a.TJ.d serve. Please be benevolent and
accept my prayer. Magnificent Guru agreed to come to the palace and have
lunch.
At night the Guru rested. The valiant also relaxed. But the Prince and the
Queen went and started redecoration of the audience hall to welcome the
true Guru. The courtiers also got busy in decorating the path and other
arrangements for tomorrow.
The Queen herself supervised the decoration of the audience hall. A
sandalwood settee was placed in the center. A silken carpet was laid on it for
the true Guru. Sheets were spread in the entire haTI for the congregation to sit.
Saint-lady Subhran Kaur came and prayed to the true Guru that in the morn!ng
the congregation may assemble in the audience hall and the musicians should
sing divine songs there only. She told the true Guru that the Queen herself
has supervised the decoration of the audience hall. Then she told the Guru
about the service of the Queen, the elder Prince, the younger Prince and the
courtiers that they were doing with love and respect.
The true Guru appreciated their love and service and ordered that the
musicians should go to the audience hall with their musical instruments and
sing the divine songs (Kirtan) there. Others were also asked to assemble there
in the morning.
Early morning the musician's sang the divine songs (Kirtan). For nearly
three hours the congregation listened to t.~e divine hymns (Kirtan). Everyone
felt as if he had a dip in a nectar-filled Spiritual lake. When the singing
finished, then the Saint-lady gave a dress as present to the true Guru. The true
Guru accepted the gift of love and wore it on the top of his shirt. The day
ascended. The true Guru got up. First he went round the fort. He talked to the
elder Prince with love. 'Then he talked to the ministers and other prominent
persons who had come to pay respects to him.
In this way it became noon. Nobody knew where the Queen was? The
true Guru had just asked about her when with eyes red she came out of the
kitchen and asked the true Guru: Shall I serve lunch?
On seeing her love and humility, the true Guru said: The scale that bends
carries the weight. Then he got up and went to the dining hall.
The true Guru and the congregation ate lunch with as much delight as the
love with which it was prepared. Now the Guru got up to depart. The Queen
wished that the true Guru may stay for some days and bless her subjects. But
she knew that he has to bless many people and has to reach quickly. So she
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obeyed the Guru's orders. She offered one bundle of gold coins at the Guru's
feet and asked both the princes to fall at the true Guru's feet and prayed:
.
Please bless my sons. We are your se1Vants.
The true Guru said: Your son is a saint king. He shall be a king as also a
saint. You are his mother, his guide, his support. The benevolent Gurl: again
said: He should keep unshorn hair on his head. Then he blessed the younger
prince.
The Qlleen appeared a bit hesitant to unshorn hair. She felt afraid of the
hill kings and the Muslim rulers.
Then the true Guru said: Do not fear anybody. Their rule is going to end
shortly.
Then the Queen readily agreed. The Guru was pleased and he gifted
one sword and a shield. He also gave one book of SCripture. She accepted
t.1}at with bot.~ hands ar..d head bowed.
Next mo:::r..ent t.1}e Guru departed. The queen accompanied the true Guru
up to the outside of the fort.
When the Guru finally departed again he blessed: Your rule shall remaL."'l
for long. Remember the Lord. You shall get salvation.
Mer blessing the Queen, the true Guru like of shower of cloud depa.'i:ed
to shower his blessings at another place.

000
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A

fter bidding farewell to the Queen of Raipur the Guru came to Manak
Tabra where he had· camped. A Gurdwara exists here. He departed
from here and next halted at Toda Village. In the evening, it was time to
attend the assembly where divine songs were sung.
The Guru while going to the assembly saw one meditative sitting in
meditation under a tree, the Guru came near and stood there, looking at him.
In a few moments the meditative opened his eyes. He felt as if Sri Krishna is
standing. He thought that his meditation has fructified. Sri Krisr..na has come.
Impatiently, he got up and clamped the Guru's feet.
The Guru pulled his bow from his shoulder and moved its tip on the
saint's back. As he moved the tip the meditative felt cool. Even after years of
meditation he had not felt this ecstasy that he got from this touch. After a few
moments the Guru put his bow back on his shoulder, bent a little and with his
right hand lifted him by the shoulder, made him stand and asked: 0 dear
meditative! What do you seek?
Meditative: 0 Lord! I do not l<..IlOW what do I seek? Distressed in the
family, I became a recluse. Then, I practiced Hath yoga. One saint said that
by Hath yoga one becomes god Shiva. I never got any happiness. 'Iben, I
consulted other saints but they also suggested meditation. But up to this day
neither I became god Shiva nor did I meet the Lord. Today, 0 I..ord you
have come. My meditation has borne fruit. Your touch has given some
miraculous ecstasy. 0 Lord you are great! 0 Lord you are great!
Guru: 0 meditative! I am a servant of the Supreme Lord. But I am
h~mersed in His love. His love is there in my touch. His name is His form that
gives ecstasy. That is why you got a sensation of His presence in my touch.
~.
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Your meditation has not fructified. In your meditation it is your true longing
for the Lord in your heart that has borne fruit. Yes! Meditation is not bad if
the aim is correct. If the aim is not correct, if t.'lere is no 10ngL'1g to meet the
Lord, if there is no love for the Supreme Lord, if the love does not result in
remembrance, if the remembrance does not give pangs, then what is the use
of meditation? Whatever meditation you do, it shall only give discomfort and
pain to the body. If you do not get company of an enlightened saint ht::.t meet
an intellectual, then you might go to Benares and learn the Vedas and
Philosophy and become knowledgeable. Even then, you shall remain away
from the Lord because you did not have the aim to meet the Lord. The !rind
remained in the superficial knowledge of the scripture. The inclination of the
mind towards religion did not become love. The love did not become
remembrance. The remembrance did not give pangs. Then t..~e real aim that
was to meet the Lord remained set aside. So! Whatever knowledge you gained
kept you in forgetfulness of the Lord. If one gets the company of somebody
who believes in good deeds, then he will tell you that the prime good deed is
charity. Then one keeps on giving charities and loses money but does not
reach the Lord. The mind was not in remembrance of the Lord. The charity
was not given in the name of the Lord. There was no pang of love ror the
Lord. The arrow was not aimed to meet the Lord. After giving charity one lost
all and from giver became a beggar. 0 dear meditative! One who has the aim
to meet the Lord, who has imbibed love of the Lord, remembrance of the
Lord, he has met the Lord. One who has not loved the Lord, his meditation
has gone waste.
Listening to these words, the meditative mind awakened as if from slumber.
The mind t..~at had got concentration from meditation understood the correct
aim and path to meet the Lord. The glimpse of the true Guru created a wavy
sensation of the presence of the Lord in his body. The gli...'TIpse again ~d
again gave ecstasy. His body soul got immersed in the Supreme soul. He got
so engrossed that he could not speak even.
The gracious Guru bestowed love on him by moving His hand on his
head. Head bent, he stood on his knees.
It was evening. In solitude, tranquillity prevailed. It was tirr:e of meeting
of day and night in the form of evening. It was time when wish and grace
came face to face.
It was time for meeting of meditative and the bestowal of grace. :It was
time for meeting of 'desire to know' and the 'giver of knowledge'. It was time
for meeting of a spread lap and filling it with Name of the Lord. It was time
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for meeting of 'the lover' and beloved. It was time for the meeti'h; oof body
soul and Supreme soul. It was time for meeting of disciple-soul and the Gurusoul.
The meditative is immersed in G~u-soul that is always immersed in the
Supreme soul.
In the assembly the divine singing (Kirtan) finished. Everybody was anxious
why the true GUru has not reached. They prayed everything should be all
right.
Here, like a tidal wave having crossed sandy dunes, the Guru-sea is leaping
forward to receive the disciple-river arriving after enduring hardships,
obstructions, hindrances, bumps, thuds and falls. His wrist is resting on the
shoulders of the meditative and giving him coolness, making his mind crystal
and giving him sensation of the presence of the Lord in mind, heart and
body.
In a sudden glimpse the meditative is swaying in love of the Lord.
The pious meditative is reciprocating in love and tCe Guru is enjoying the
love coming from him.
Please! Great! Magnificent! Guru Gobind Singh! Bless that this glimpse of
bestowal of love ever remains in the heart of your devotees.

Great! Jv1agnificent Guru Gobind Singh!
Great.' Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh.'
The night passed as it passes since millions of years when man was not
born on earth and since when he was born.
It was before daybreal( that the musicians finished singing of divine songs.
The moment the singing finished, the beating of drum indicated departure.
The message of the drum became highlighted. It said: 0 Unmindful! You
have to depart. Where you spent the night was not a permanent place of
residence. It was a temporary stay. 0 Passengers! Saints of the Lord! Get up.
We have to move.
Yes! 0 dear! Those who realized the world as perishable, they only
remembered the Lord. Those who considered this temporary stay as perma....'1ent
remained in the forgetfulness of the Lord.
When the beating of the drum stopped, the party started the journey. The
Camel riders were in the front then other members of t.lJ.e party followed and
on the handsome graceful horse rode Magnificent Beloved Guru Gobind
Singh.
One hand is carrying a sword. The other hand is distributing the Lord's
name.
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On one shoulder hangs the bow and on the other shoulder hangs the
invisible bag of graciousness to allay the suffering of the people.
Moving slowly they reached Nada before noon. Here lunch was akeady
fixed. Devotees had already assembled with gifts to have his glimpse. Prominent
persons of the village waited to receive the Saint-soldier Guru who had won
victory over the combined army of the rulers of hill states. ':::'hey desired
friendship with him.
When the true Guru arrived everybody welcomed him with gifts. The
Guru met everyone with love and blessed them the Lord's na.TIle. Food was
served. Everybody ate the Guru's blessed food. Rich and poor all were served
food.
The giver of nourishment to the world himself ate lunch. Then he rested
for a little while. Before evening they departed.
The next halt was at Dhakoli. Here, they stayed for the night. The Guru's
tent was fixed about half a kilometre north or the village. Here also, the
devotees assembled in large numbers. Many more people ca.l1le to have his
gli..'TIpse. The arra."'1gement for stay, food and other comforts and fodder for
the horses was very nice. Early in the morning the musicians sang divine
songs (Kirtan). Sacred sweet was served when the singing finished. Then the
congregation of Dha.~oli made a prayer that there is shortage of water here.
Magnificent Guru listened to them and said: 0 ciear! Guru Nanak's house
is a house of benevolence. He gives milk, curd, butter, what to say of water?
Saying this, he got :Ip and started walking as if strolling. ':the congregation
followed. At one place he stopped and pierced the ground with the spear that
was in his hand; Water flowed out from there. The congregation felt wondrous.
A cool a.l1d sweet voice of 0 Great Guru! 0 Great Guru came out of
every heart. Then, Magnificent Guru gave some money for constructing a
proper well.
In the afternoon they departed.
Moving some dista.."'1ce they arrived at N abha. Magnificent Guru and
party were passing through the open lands when a congregation of Kambo
disciples met singing divine songs (Kirtan) with cymbals and drums. They
prayed to the Guru and made rum stay there for the night. They served
dinner with so much love and devotion. The Guru appreciated their love and
blessed them the Lord's name.
He said to them: Do not worship stone idols or other created things (like
sun or moon). Remember the Lord incessantly.
Then, one ascetic who had studied the Hindu scriptures spoke: In Gita, it
is written: Take refuge of Lord Krishna. Shall we worship hL'Il as a prophet?
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The Guru smiled and said: 0 dear! Fall at the feet of the Supreme Lord.
The Supreme Lord is above everybody. He is above birth and de lth. He is
above gods. He is the Supreme God He is the Supreme Master of all. He is
faultless. Guru Nanak has ordered worship of the Supreme Lord.
Ascetic: Magnificent Guru! Then how shall we remember Him who is
without form? Guru: 0 Dear! The world is enticed by ego and desires and is
in the forgetfulness of the Lord. First you awake your mind from that sleep.
Family man is in desires for his wife, son and wealth. Ascetic is in desire for
fame that he has more followers. Everybody, whether he is a family man or
ritualistic or a recluse or a Pandit is in desires and passions under some
pretext or some excuse. When the mind is thinking of passions and other
worldly desires, then what remembrance of Lord can he do? His mind is
engrossed in whate.rer he is dOing. How shall he remember the unseen Lord.
So, 0 dear! First awaken your mind from this sleep of sentiment and desires.
This will go ifyou keep Holy Company. Then you will know what is perishable
and what is imperishable. Then you will realize that these worldly desires are
the veil between us and the Lord.
Ascetic: Then should we practice the rituals of Pandits. Is this the path?
GLru: No dear! These rituals that the Pandit prescribes trap you in
superstitions. They do not take you to the palace of the Lord. If you wish
salvation then you do the Spiritual work.
Ascetic: 0 respected Guru! What is that Spiritual work?
Guru: Recitation of the Lord's name incessantly. This is Spiritual work.
This is the prime work. This is the prime worship. This is recitation but this is
the prime remembrance. 0 dear! The remembrance of the faultless is recitation
of His name. I do not remember any ot..1-].er worship.
I remember His name in my mind
Says, Nanak
But the stipulation is that side by side refrain yourself from vices. First
tum yourself away from big sins. Then control your mind from bodily passions
and vices. The mind is controlled by reasoning and good thoughts and strictness.
The recitation of the Lord's name washes the dirt of vices on the mind. Also it
turns the inclinations of the mind away from indulging furth~r in vices. Then it
turns the mind towards the Lord. In this way, with this sacred work one's mind
becomes crystal. To remain in vices is being un-religiOUS. Un-religious is
indulging in vices. Vices are the dirt. Religiousness is crystal consciousness.
The dirt of vices is washed by Spiritual work. What is that spiritual work?
Recitation of '6THJE LORD'§ NAME".
Ascetic: Then shall we get knowledg:e or meet the Lord?
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Guru: Do not go into un-necessary argumentation and pettifogging and
do not put people in that. You cleanse your mind with recitation of the Lord's
name. Then you preach. You tell the people not to indulge in sins. Do ~ot
indulge in anything that is uno-religious. Awaken your mind from the sleep of
worldly desires. Remain in the incessant remembrance of the Lord. Remember
that he sees you all the time. Remember that He is the savoir Lord, father,
mother and loving Lord. Recite His name with affection towards him. L'TIbibe
His name deep in your heart. What shall happen then ? Your Irind will become
crystal. You will not indulge in vices. When you won't indulge in vices, then
the fears, anxieties, sufferings and illnesses will go. Along with other sufferings
the biggest suffering that is the cycle of births and deaths will also vanish. You
shall get out of the cycle of births and deaths. When the fear is gone then you
will get dyed in the love of the Lord. That will give you ecstasy and raptcre. 0
dear! If you are interested in your salvation, t...1len this is the pat.~. If you wish
to do goodness to the world, then this is the way. This path is not counting of
mangoes. This is relishing the luscious mangoes. This covers everything like
knowledge, devotion, yoga, meditation, worship.
To get the sensation of the Lord in your mind, heart and body, the path is
to refrain from vices, awaken-ness from the :ntoxication of desires and incessant
recitation and remembrance of the Lord's name. Recite the name with love
incessa.!ltly.
Mer the discourse, the benevolent Gu..ru like a comforting breeze :eft t.1..is
place and blessed many people on the way, halting somewhere, moving ahead,
spent the afternoon at Ghanola where he had stayed earlier while going to
Paonta.
By evening, he reached Korla near Ropar. Here, the Pathan Cpieftains
were very hospitable to him. They did not let hinl depart. They made hiIn stay
in their village and served him with extreme love. When the Guru left, he
gifted them one spear and shield.
Moving from here, he reached Kiratpur. Many people as also his reiatives
came to receive him. Both grandsons of Guru Hargobind, Gulab Sbgh and
Sham Singh came to welcome the true Guru. The true Guru went to the
house of Guru IIargobir..d accompanied by the congregation. He sat in
meditation in remembrance of his grand-father. Having met him i.'l. meditation,
he got up in devotion, said prayers and then sacred sweet was served. ':'he
entire congregation felt ecstatic.
The night he stayed at Kiratpur. All family members and the congregation
rejoiced. Early next morning, the true Guru decided to depart. He rode on
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Prasadi elephant. The valiant rode on horses, some in front and some in rear.
The true Guru travelled slowly and reached Anandpur.
When we read the line Anandpur colonized anew then we get an
impression that 6e Guru colonized this town now. But it is not so. The ni.nth
Guru himself colonized this town. The tenth Guru went to Paonta leaving it as
a flourishing town. The Guru has used the word colonized that means that
after he left the town, the hustle-bustle waned, many people left but still some
habitation was there, the villagers around bought wholesale merchandise from
here. The Guru had also left some of his men here. But now he came and
made it a hustling-bustling town again. He got constructed new buildings such
as fort etc and colonized it anew.
The city hustled-bustled with devotees even before he reached kandpur,
first were the people who had settled earlier and were left back, secondly,
Maternal Uncle had reached with a big caravan. Thirdly, people from the
nearby villages came to welcome and have a glimpse of the Guru. Fourthly,
devotees coming from different places came to know t.~at the Guru has gone
to Anandpur. They also dashed to Anandpur.
There was so much gaiety and enthusiasm for the reception of the Guru
at Anandpur. Water was sprinkled on the roads Ll1 the town and leading to t...~e
town so that no dust should rise when the true Guru arrived. Thousands of
men and women lined up the road in the town and outside the town. At many
places devotees stood with baskets of rose petals to showe~ on the true Guru.
As he moved forward he responded to the greetings and devotion and blessed
everyone.
Then he got down from the elephant and walked down to the shrine of
his dear father-Guru. With eyes closed he remembered his father~Guru and
his unique sacrifice.
Then he walked four times round the shrine, said prayers and sacred
sweet was served. Then he went to his old palace, the entire family ate food
together and rested. In the afternoon he got ready and came to the audience

hall.
He sat in the audience hall till evening. He blessed everyone and ~filled
their wishes. He allayed their sufferings. He blessed the Lord's name to
everyone. When he left everybody bowed till he crossed the gate. Then the
mine of benevolence Guru went to his palace and relaxed.
When the devotees came to know that the Guru has left the distant hilly
land and has now come to Anandpur, then they flocked to Anar..dpur. Devotees
kept coming and up to Deepavli their number beca..rne uncountable. The
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congregation for the ::i)eepavli celebration was uncountable. The oEering that
came was uncountable.
The Guru started spending the money with the aim that he had b bis
mind Le. to imbibe the love of the Lord and to make their minds strong so that
people are able to break the shackles of slavery and stand on their own feet.
:From amongst the devotees who had come to Anandpur, he started
recruiting selected young men for the army and trained them in the use of
weapons. Thus he paved the way for bringing IIp a handsome, befitt::ng and
strong army. There would be none who would defect at the last mOI:le~t or
were not true to one's salt. Not true to one's salt means not tr..::.e :0 one's
employer. Such persons would not deceive and join the enemy as it happened
atPaonta.
Equipment was needed for the army. Factories were set up to ma.'1ufacture
arms and ammunition, swords, guns, bullets, small cannons, big cannons,
pincers, ot.~er implements and all such things were to be manufactured here.
In case of war, forts, armories, cannon sites on battlements were required.
Sites were selected and construction work started. The Guru engaged skilled
workers for all these jobs.
It became necessary to have a market place in the town where so much
activity had to happen so that everything would be available easily. Site fo~ a
market place was selected and construction work started.
In t.~s way the hustle-bustle increased enormously and the population
kept on growing tremendously. The Guru bought horses frorr.. distant places
in large numbers. Leather factories came up for manufacturing the ha.rr..ess
and saddles for the horses. Along with this he invited learned men and writers.
Whenever a fair was held, books of scripture were written and distributed
in thousands to the congregation who came to the fair.
Pandits and highly educated teachers where appointed to impart edacation
to the diSciples. Not only Pandits, even Persian teachers were appointed.
Tailors, dyers, painters, iron -smiths, carpenters were employed for va...r:ious
jobs.
The Guru wished that along with spirituality the people s1:ould be brave
and strong. Both the ideals were pursued with great fervor at kandpur.
The army that came up now was strong and powerful. Stories of heroic
deeds of past heroes were narrated to them to imbibe bravery in therr... These
stories were mostly in poetry and were called vaars. The musicians sang these
vaars and filled the minds of the soldiers with valor. Then the soldiers were
given lessons on intelligence and diplomacy. They were educated to understand.
things properly so that they would not be deceived. Anything that is thought
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out from different angles is justified and one comes to a certain conclusion is
called diplomacy. The Guru advocated diplomacy with honesty. Meaning:
One should save one's self from a difficult situation with cleverness but in no
way leave truth. One should not resort to hypocrisy, lies or deception of any
kind. In this way the soldiers were told to be steadfast on the religious path
and shy away from sinful acts at all times. For this purpose discourses were
given and they were told to recite the scripture and understand the meanings
and then more importantly go on the path :hat the scripture tells us. The
devotees were made to understand the real aim of this human life ar..d the
reason why the Lord has sent us to this world.
A Guru-disciple should always do goodness to others. He should not be
proud. If he has to die for the sake of religion or respect, he should not
hesitate. He should not deceive anyone nor make anyone suffer.
The scriptuTe tells us that the Lord's name is everyt.~ing. Recitation of
Name makes you meet the Lord. The Guru said the same what Guru Nanak
had said:

Recite the Lord's name with love
Give charity
Keep the body and mind clean
J:mbibe the I..ord's name in the mind and do not let lies and deception
come near.
These make the mind dirty. When the mind is clean, then one gets ecstasy
while reading the Holy Scripture. One relishes the recitation of Name. One is
enthused to go goodness to others.
Now with this Name, charity and cleanliness the Guru added bravery that
was initially enthused by his grand-father Guru Hargobind.
Guru Hargobind said: Forgiveness is first bravery. Charity is second
bravery.
If needed give your life for t..l}e sake of religion. This is the third bravery.
But the fundamental is recitation of the Lord's name.
The soldiers imbibed this ideal and the spirit of sacrifice in them. They
were always in high spirits with mind attuned to the Lord. The result was that
devotees came to Anandpur from far off places 'carrying their own arms and
money and offered their services and were ready to sacrifice their lives. The
victory in the battle of Bhangani made them more courageous and the fear of
tyrant soldiers was gone.
In this way, the Guru was successful in his eforts. The devotees who
came to have his glimpse carried swords when they came. They came with
courage and fought when any hindrance came on their way.
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Where the town is new and open land is not enough, then the :ocal needs
like fodder for the horses have to be met locally. However, arms a:ld
ammunition was mostly coming from outside.
The soldiers went for hunting in the nearby forests, made mock fights,
target shooting and other drills and engaged themselves in other exercises but
when it came to buying fodder, most of the shopkeepers would take money
and sell but some refused to sell even when money was offered. The soldiers
had no option but to use arms to buy things and pay. Then the shop-keepers
would go and make complaint to the rulers. The news of the Guru raising a
large army also reached the rulers.
The Minister of King Bhim Chand was a pious man and he always thought
that the King should have good relations with the Guru. He understood the
Guru's ideal that the Guru wished notrJng for himself. His ideal is only to
make the subjects free from the rule of tyranny of the invaders. He wished
that the rulers should befriend the Guru and have good relatior.s with him.
He understood the greed of grabbing of the rulers. Personally, he was
sure that if the Guru succeeds it shall be for the good of all of us. He understood
that although there are many kings jn India but their short-sightedness,
selfishness and jealousy is the root cause of slavery for the people. That is the
reason why they do not have a united strength. When the complaints against
the Guru's men reached the King's ears, then he explained to the King: We
have already seen the Guru's strength when we lost in the battle at Bha..'1ga....-u.
Now the Guru has come to his own town and living in high spLrits. To create
and raise an army is not his purpose. He is a prophet of the Lord. But he is
moved by the suffering of the people due to their weakness of :mir.d. He is
infusing valour in them so that if need be people should sacrifice their lives
for the honour of the country. He is neither our enemy nor jealous of our
kingdom. This is certain. Then, why should we be hostile seeing his growing
strength? We should see his strength useful for us. We snould be diplomatic.
Not to befriend him so much that the Muslim rulers may doubt. But we should
have no friction with him. Having lost in the battle at Bhangani we :eel the
situation requires a solution. We can fight again or make a lasting and good
friendship. 'Ibis friendship can come to our rescue in difficult times. Aurangzeb
is busy fighting in the south. Sometimes we are unable to pay t..1.e taxes. We
may be in difficulty sometimes. Then, this friendship shall be a source of help.
All told, the King agreed to t.~c suggestion of the minister to foster frie:ldship
with the Guru and in that line of action sent his Minister with lots of gifts to the
Guru. On reaching Anandpur the Minister was accorded a welcome with
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respect and a meeting was fixed. In the meeting he explained to the Guru that
even for small skirmishes, the king is incited with slcmder and a bi~(;d feeling
is created in his mind. The King himself wants friendship.
Then he was told the true facts from the Guru's side by maternal uncle
and Guru himself.
The Minister was already aware of the true facts but even then he was
told that the Guru has no animosity with anyone. It was from the King's side
that threats came and we went and settled at Paonta. But it was the kings who
provoked. The kings took along large armies under the guise of marriage and
then threatened to pass through Nahan state. Then your king incited King
Fateh Shah who had become our friend and overstepped social norms with
our men who were invited to attend the marriage and our men were able to
return safely with great difficulty. Then while returning, all kings got together
and attacked us. In self-defence the Guru's soldiers had to fight back and you
lost the battle and accepted defeat. Even after victory we never overstepped
social norms. Weare staying in our own acquired territory and not giving
suffering to anyone. The devotees come here in large numbers and by keeping
the army the town has flourished and your subjects are becoming prosperous
and your income has increased. What is unjust that your king feels pain and
agony?
Then the Minister said: The King wishes to come and meet you.
Tht Guru listened to the Minister and said: The King is welcome with
pleasure.
The Minister departed and after a few days the King accompanied by two
hundred soldiers came to Anandpur. Proper hospitality was provided to him.
Next day the King came to the Guru's hall of audience to have his glimpse.
The Guru being on a Spiritual seat there was no cause to feel
embarrassment in bending low. In the Guru's hall of audience everyone
including kings, ministers, rich, poor, people in high jobs, merchants, all came
and it was never considered low.
The King also came with gifts and met with respect. He was accompanied
by his Minister and Army General and courtiers and from th.e Guru's side
uncle Kirpal Chand, Nand Chand and other prominent persons brought
him in.
In the audience hall the King presented gifts and bowed. The Guru
welcomed him with respect and asked his welfare. Then more topics came up.
The. Guru explained to him that our men do not ask for anything more than
grass and fodder and that also on payment.
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King Bhim Chand was greatly impressed by the Guru's graceful talk. The
King also said that t.~e disciples who come to have your glimpse \0":: be
looked after well while passing through his territory.
This indicated that the disciples while passbg through the territory of
King Bhim Chand were treated unfairly. Since the disCiples were now brave
and armed, some conflicts might have happened. These must have been told
to the King b a malicious way to poison the ears of the KL'1g.
N ow it was made clear to the King that the unfair t:::-eatment Ir..eted to the
disciples is from your men.
Then the King agreed that he shall look into it. In this way tee K:...'1g
extended his hand of friendship which t..1}e Guru reciprocated and he departed.
The Guru got busy in his work that was to afay the sufferiIlg of humanity.
The Lord·- seekers and meditative as well as diSciples came almost every day
from far and distant places to have his glimpse ar..d bleSSings. The divine
singing (Kirtan) went on hI the morning and evening. The Guru gave discourses
and with grace imbibed the Lord's name in the diSciples' mir..d. People recited
the Lord's name with love and got the sensation 0: the p:-esence of the Lord
in their mind, heart and body. They felt ecstasy in the Lord's name.
Anandpur became a Lord's town. Schools 0: learning came up and
Anandpur became a hub for education. This was a time when Anandpar was
at its peak for enthusiasm, zeal, fervour, happiness, love, joy, activity, and
most importantly Spirituality.
The diSciples came with enthusiasm E-om long distances and every house
resounded with:
o Great Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh!
Saviour of the world!
The Guru got four buildings constructed so that if a war is forced on us
then these shall be used as stores for ammunition and shall be a great advantage
as forts.
The names of these are Anandgarh, Lohgarh, Keshgarh, Fatehgarh.
Anandgarh, however, was the biggest and s2"ongest.
Words of bravery and war and heroic deeds were created b poetry.
Musicians sang these songs and filled the Ir..inds of t..1}e soldiers with valour.
The musicians sang these songs while standing. W!tile in t.~e case of divi..'1e
singing, the musicians sat down and sang.
Translators were called in to translate literature from Sa..'1skrit to Hi.~di so
that people could understand.
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Thne passed. The hill Kings did not pay taxes to Aurangzeb. Then Alaf
..i>.. Khan came with troops to fight and recover dues.
The brief account of this battle is as follows:
During the rule of Aurangzeb, deliberations are going on inJammu State
Government Office.
Mian Khan: See Brother! The battles in the south have put our Majesty
the King in great entanglement. The battles are going on since years. The
treasuries are becoming empty but the battles do not tend to end.
Here taxes are not coming. Kings are not paying taxes. What shall we do
so that Majesty's order for recovery of taxes is obeyed and no blood is
spilled?
Alaf Khan: Sir! The almond does not come O'..lt till you break it and the
oil does not come out without squeezing the sesame plant. These idol
worshippers, stupid hill kings will not shell out anything without using force.
They are imagining that His Majesty is entangled in the south and in his
absence there shall be anarchy but to my mind it appears that His Majesty's
kingdom has strengt.hened.
Mian Khan: Time will tell whether the strength is going up or coming
down. It might be better if His Majesty had outwardly kept up with the kings
of southern states and encouraged their internal differences and their disunion. Along with it he should have strengthened his power that is already on
the peak instead of spending on battles. But well, tP.Js is for His Majesty to
think about or their respected ministers. For us the order is to collect taxes
from Hill kings and send. ~ ow you tell how do we go about it? If we fight with
the kings, then we shall have to incur heavy expenses and the collection will
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come down. Besides, many lives will be lost. We should adopt a method by
which we succeed without a fight.
Alai Khan: See intently! We tried O:lr best to negotiate amicably, we sent
a counsel, we sent letters of compassion, we tried to iClpress them with the
King's authority but no one sent even a penny. Everybody said: Weare
passing through times of scarcity. Weare unable to collect taxes Eom the
farmers. Then how shall we pay? Give us exeJX.ption or waive a portion of
taxes and accept in installments. These are lame excuses. They will not agree
to pay unless we use force.
Mian Khan: You do like this: Some concessio:l, some diplomacy and
some authoritative talk, combine all three and sort it out. For the time being I
shall stay here atJammu. I shall do some collection he.::e. You go and move
from Kangra to Bilaspur and try to collect the maximum. Take some soldiers.
Try to split the kings, make someone as friend to add to your strength. Once
they are split, they will become weak. ':'hey will relent seeing your authoritative
position.
Alaf Khan: All the kings have become like iron pillars. I shall have to
fight. Alright! I shall go.
Mian Khan: What you say is correct but the unity of the kings of t."lls
country is not too deep. Could the Pathans or Mughals put t.~eir feet in thei.::
country if they had lived in unity? They are ~ost selfish. They do not see
what is beneficial to the country as a whole, their vision moves within the
circle of 'I and me' and see only what happens today and do not see beyond
that.
Alaf Khan: There are enough educated people amongst them. They have
wisdom, they have wealth. Kings are in hundreds but what you have said is
right. The selfishness blunts their wisdom.
Mian Khan: Take it in humour. If they were in love of one God, then
they would have been broad-minded. By believing in O:le idol, they have
become narrow-minded. Then they have hl.~ndreds of different idols. They
do not have one idol for everyone to worship. Their vision does not have one
single target. Everyone has his own idol. That is why the.::e is i..'lfighting amongst
them self that makes them weak.
Alai Khan: Yes! It is like that but the basis is selfishness. But excuse Cle. I
tell you, a new monster is coming up in them. They are Sikh believers.
Alai Khan: Yes, you are right. They are holy people but now they have
picked up the sword. Their unity and will to sacrifice is beyond lirr.it b:.lt I
hope when His Majesty returns from south (May God make hilll victOr::.Ol:S
soon!) he will finish t.hem. He will catch them as he caught the Satnamias.
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l"ote: [This is the name of a sect. Aurangzeb got them assassinated.]
But there is one problem. They are spread from south to Balakh--Bukhara
and they are in millions. How many could be killed. Maybe if some are
tortured brutally, others my get subdued.
AlafKhan: I have seen one or two happenings where they were involved.
That is why I feel afraid of them.
Mian Khan: Well! At this time there is no conflict with them. Diplomacy is
that the Hill kings and these should not Le allowed to unite. We shall try to
finish this growing seedling through them only. We shall not have to do
anything ourselves. When the enemy's own hands can break his forehead,
then why should we put our hands on the trigger of the gun? At present His
Majesty's ploy is like that.
Now you get ready, take some selected soldie::.-s and go fast as an arrow
and catch Katochia. There you catch a couple of Chiefs and make them
friends and move forward. Show this king that your threat is serious, then
quickly become soft and give him concessions. Then he will forget his brothers
and become your friend.
Alaf Khan: You have said it right.
II
The Minister comes to the King's palace in the middle of the night. Minister:
o Guard! Is His Excellency asleep or still awake?
Guard (with both hands folded): Sir! His Excellency is asleep.
Minister: Wake him up.
Guard (Hesitatingly): I shall be punished.
Minister: Don't be afraid. I shall stand by you. It is very urgent.
With heavy steps the guard went inside the palace, came back after sometime
and said: His Excellency has awakened. You please come to the drawing
room. He has ordered that you wait there.
The Minister went inside and sat down. After sometime His Excellency
came.
King: Mr. Minister! What calamity has fallen at this hour of the night?
Minister (Bowed his head): Your Excellency! Forgive me sir! I would not
have disturbed you at this hour but the sudden problem has prompted me
and it cannot wait till morning.
King: You tell.
Minister: Same problem of paying taxes. One detective has arrived with
the news that Mian Khan himself has camped atJarnmu. He will collect taxes
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from that district. He has sent Alaf Khan this side to collect taxes from here.
King: The distance between Jammu and Kangra is so much. He cannot
fly and reach. Minister: Lord forbid, tomorrow by sunrise or by noon he shall
. he shooting guns outside our border. This is the strategy that he has adopted.
He is arriving secretly so that we do not get time for consultations and
preparation and he attacks suddenly.
King (nervously): Is the detective true?
Chief Minister: I have verified. He is true.
King: Call the Defence Minister.
Minister: I have brought him along. He is waiting outside. If Your
Excellency wishes to discuss anything particular with me, then we may discuss
or I shall call him.
King: Call him and what about Finance Minister?
Minister: I sent a messenger'before I started from my house. He should
be here by now. I shall call him too.
The Chief Minister went out and ordered the maid: Go outside and call
the Defence Minister and Finance Minister. They should come to the drawing
room.
The maid bowed and went. Soon both the :Ministers came to the drawing
room.
King: Well Minister! How this trouble has arisen suddenly?
Defence Minister: Your Excellency! Detectives were employed since you
had sent a reply to Jammu. Today one messenger has arrived saying that
Mian Khan and Alaf Khan have kept their plans secret. Even senior officers
were told that the army is going towards Vidharba. Suddenly Alaf Khan
moved in this direction. The soldiers do not know whether they have to
march to Pathankot or Kangra. But the detective took great risks and somehow
has been able to get the secret that Kangra is the first destination and probably
they should reach by tomorrow morning.
King: But now time is short. We were not expecting. We thought that
Mian Khan's lieutenant has taken bribe. He will manage that we are not
attacked. The arrangement was that if there was any chance of an attack, then
he will inform us. But he took his bribe money and deceived also.
Minister: There is no sanctity of the oath of a Muslim for a Rajput.
Minister (heaving a Sigh): May the Lord save us!
King: What is the plan now?
Defence Minister: You give orders. I shall see that the soldiers occupy
strategic positions. Before sunrise all army contingents will take strategic
positions. One contingent should go forward and stop them.
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Here, we send messages to all kings to come with their armies.
I shall go forward and try to negotiate peace with Alaf Khan. A few days
shall pass in talks. In this way we shall get time fo!" all kings to get together.
When Alaf Khan sees that all kings have got together and their armies are in
readiness, then he will agree to the terms that we dictate. Taxes shall be paid
in installments. Some concession he will give and a peaceful agreement will
be made. If he doesn't agree and we have to fight, t]:len we shall surely defeat
him. Our area is hilly, it is our kingdom. He is a foreigner. Aurangzeb is
entangled in the south. He will not like a large scale fighting. He will like to
finish with threats. If his Commander starts fighting on a large scale, he will
not appreciate. Alaf Khan must have understood this.
Chief Minister: You have said right. It is worth deliberating.
YIinister: But we sho'..l1d see farSightedly. Say, we settle with A. Khan.
Then B. Khan will come. Then C. Khan will come. There is no end to these
Khans. Then he is a Super King. We are small hill kings. For how long shall
we fight and sustain. In the end we shall lose. Then we shall beg to them, offer
them princely girls sitting in palanquins and give them surcharges. Why should
we not think of something tangible in the first instance only?
King: It is alright that bravery is our duty but we can be diplomatic also.
Minister: The Minister's suggestion is worth considering but a lot of intellect
and patience is required to negotiate. We must keep in mind that we should
not fight. Keep up threats only. We should pay the minimum agreed amount
Minister: Yes, we should not prompt a battle but if it comes on us then we
should not sit with bangles on like cowards. Weare so many kings with
armies. Then the unity means a lot.
King: But we should not take unity as granted. Kalllur King is envious of
us. We do not know what game he plays.
Minister: That is why we should gain time, a few days say about ten days.
If Kahlur King does not join then we may agree to Alaf Khan's demand. At
least once we must know whether we can unite or not.
Minister: His Excellency is inimical· to King Bllim chand. Why not take
revenge at this time.
King: This seems better.
Minister: Time is passing. We should start preparations. It should not
happen that AlafKhan brings his army right into the city like kitten follOwing
the cat. For the time being let us do the follOwing three things: Our preparations
and to stop him. Then send emissary to negotiate and gain time somehow.
Next to call the kings.
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King: This is all right. But plan something in a way t.~at the snake and
enemy fight and we remain spectators. If both die, it is all right. If one dies, it
is all right. Alaf Khan and Kahlur king should fight. Whoever dies let him die.
At least we are saved.
Minister: Yes sir Your Excellency.
Minister: What you said might be right. It is good diplomacy but it requires
deep thought.
King: What do you think?
Minister: AlafKhan is an enemy and Bhim Char..d is also an enemy. The
first one is an enemy of ages. The second one is a.."l estranged brother. To
seek a way to kill an estranged brother through an enemy of ages is against
religion and it is no diplomacy.
J\tlinister: Sir Your Excellency! At. this time we are deliberating on the
sudden problem. You·are the Master, we are your servants. But we are servants
who are ready to sacrifice. Wnere your sweat drops, our blood will drop. So
please excuse me. It is my duty to speak the truth. With Bhim Chand our
enmity is in the com~unity. It is better if it is settled in the community. After all
we are brothers. AlafKhan is an enemy of our community. To kill a..'1 estranged
brother through him is no valour. Far sightedness is that we forget all differences
amongst ourselves. We should become united. We should get the maximum
concession from Alaf Khan. We need not fight. Let us first take Alaf Khan
down our head then we can decide how to deal with each other. This is the
diplomacy to unite that Guru Gobind Singh who has picked up a sword is
teaching that we should be united. See! Weare kings and he is a saint. Is it a
dream that he says "I shall finish this tyrannical rule"? We who have kingdoms
should also think the same way.
Minister: Shall he blow off the forts by puffing?
Minister: Even I am astonished. I am not able to understand. But see! He
has set a goal and is doing so well.
Minister: Setting a goal is alright but one requires armaments.
Minister: Well! He is acqUiring the best armaments. He is not doing any
rituals that are supposed to have a magical effect. See! In the battle at Bhangani
King Fateh Shah tried his best and the kings who went b the bridegrooms
party King Bhim Chand and others tried their best. They even pulled out five
hundred Pathans from the Guru's army and employed them in their own
army. Even then the sabt whom who call a Puff Master defeated them. His
diplomacy was excellent. The skill·of his soldiers was exceHent. His com..'11and
of the army was excellent. His strategy to deploy the soldiers was very well
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planned. His soldiers fought with the idea of do or die. See! He won and all
the kings were put to shame. One cannot count the tombs built for t}~ :.princely
wives who burnt themselves after thelr husbands were killed in the battle.
King: He has some Supernatural powers. Then if he wins, he wins laurels.
If he loses, he loses nothing. For a saint what does he lose? His water container
and long tong musical player that he shall possess always. We are kings. How
can we risk losing our kingdom? For us it is a great risk.
Minister: Sir! Your Excellency! You have said it truly. This is just what we
talked that the kingdom should ever remain. Ifyou permit I shall say something.
Guru Gobind Singh is not a saint who carries a water bowl and a long tong
musical player. Once I went to see him in disguise. He is a great personality.
Minister: At this moment we are in jeopardy. Let us come to a final
conclusion.
Minister: We should make immediate preparation then negotiate with
Alaf Khan. Give him a place to stay at some distance. Next is, whether a battle
or peace? For that we should invite King Bijharwal and if King Kehlur joins,
then we can make friendship with the Guru also.
King: But this is an opportunity to degrade King Bhim chand. His pride
should come down. We should not lose this opportunity. Everybody should
give importance to this point.
In this way, everybody went. The program of a conference remained
pending.
The Defence Minister started preparation and gave command to deploy
the army at strategic positions.
The Chief Minister and Home Minister again sat for deliberations.

III '
At a distance of a few kilometers from Kangra Alaf Khan has camped and
Minister of Katoch arrived in the camp.
Alaf Khan: Dear Minister! Welcome, how do you do?
Minister (Katochia): It is your benevolence.
Alaf Khan: Come! Sit down. I am sure the king is &e.
Minister: Lord is great.
Alaf Khan: Thanks to the Lord.
Minister: I am sure you are fine. Your family is fine. All is well.
Alaf Khan: Thanks to the Lord. All is well.
Minister: Have you received the groceries and fodder for horses and are
you satisfied with our hospitality or do you have any problem on that account?
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Alai Khan: Your men are very good. Everything is fine. Dear minister,
now let us discuss the main issue. Yestl rday your message came that yO:I do
not want to fight and that you want to settle amicably. You must have taken a
final decision in this regard. His majesty's wish is that we should keep up oar
cordial relations.
Minister: It is so good of His Majesty. We thought the same. Accordingly,
we have welcomed you as a friend. You also recip~ocate our friendship. Then
we. can finalize. We have to give tax. We do not say "No" bu: these a:-e days
of famine. You give some concessions and agree to a smaller amO:lut. You
should be happy and we should be happy.
Alai Khan: I do not ask for more than what is due from you.
Minister: We expect some concessions.
Alai Khan: This is a bit difficult. His Majesty may not agree. How can I
change the agreement?
Minister: To be compassionate considering the time does not mean
breaking the agreement and then you have all the power.
Alai Khan: I have to collect taxes from all hill kingdoms. If I start givL.'1g
concessions then what shall I take back and what face shall ~ show to my
Masters.
Minister: With us you become friendly and compassionate, with others be
strict. If they refuse put a penalty on t..l,.em and take double.
Alai Khan: Dear Minister! Well! You come fo~ard with a concrete
suggestion then I can make some concessions. Suppose I agree to YOl:r
suggestion, then what help will you give me?
Minister: We shall help you. We shall help you in many ways.
Alaf Khan (After thinking): In what ways?
Minister: For example you give us 50% off. Then you move forward. :r:
you need our help, then we shall fight along with you.
Alai Khan: Well done! I am so happy but I want some more help.
. Minister: What type of help?
Alai Khan: You suggest a plan wherein my work is do~e q'-.lickly. Then
there will be visible benefit of your friendship.
Minister: Yes! We shall tell you that secret also. Yes, something more I
wish to tell y.ou, King Dyal Chand Bijharwal is also with us. Both of us shall be
to your aid. You will take 50% from both of us.
Alai Khan: That is very good.
Minister: Then do you agree?
Alai K..l,.an: Yes, I agree.
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Minister: Sayan oath.
Alaf Khan: In the name of God I agree that I shall accept 50% taxes from
both kingdoms and waive the rest 50%. In lieu of that both the hi!'. ~'""''';'lgS shall
help me in collection of tax from Oth:5 hill kings and tell some secret and join
me in the battle in case I have to wage any.
Minister: I promise that I shall tell"an easy way to collect taxes and both
our kings shall be at your call whenever you need them.
The Minister said good bye and left. Mter sometime he came with bags
of money and papers to be signed by both sides.
At that time Alaf Khan said: What about the secret plan?
Minister: Come to a secluded spot. Both went inside the tent.
Alaf Khan: Please speak.
Minister: The most prominent king is King Bhim Chand of Kahlur. You
ask from him only. If he gives in full, then it is wonderful. No other king will
throw spanner in the wheel. Everyone will pay. If he is says "No," then
declare a war. Our al1JlY, your army and Bhijarwal's army jointly shall surely
win. Then he will be forced to pay. Once he pays then all others will be afraid
and bow down to you. You won't have to fight any more.
Alaf Khan: That's wonderful. Dear Minister! You are a well wisher of His
Majesty from the core of your heart. I am really grateful to you.
Both of them walked out of the tent and came out. The paper work,
receipt etc was completed and Signed.
After the negotiations were completed, the Minister felt delighted that he
completed the job without giving a drop of blood and saved his kingdom. He
came away.
Mter he left Alaf Khan talked to his subordinates: Have you seen the
meanness of these Indians. This is the secret of their sufferings and our·
victory. Everybody is concerned about his own self. To meet one's selfish
ends, one brother is ready to kill his second brother. God is benevolent on us
God believers. He is angry on these idol worshipers. The visible form of his
anger is this selfishness in them and estrangement in their kinship. (Looking
towards the sky) 0 God! It is your benevolence to us.
One subordinate: 0 God! You are great. Thanks! The difficult task has
become easy. The devil may put them on more wrong patI::..
IV
King Bhim Chand sat in his palace Court Room at 3ilaspur attending to
official work when a messenger came: Your Majesty! Long live the King! An
emissary of AlafKhan has come and seeks an appointment with your honour.
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King (looking towards his lV...inister): You go and talk to him in the outside
drawing room and then tell me what does he want?
The Minister went and the King outwardly remained busy in the work but
inwardly he was in great thought. He finished the work quickly and asked
everyone to go. Meanwhile the MirJster came in.
King: Come in Minister, what is the message?
Minister: Shame to our Hindus. Kings of Katoch and Bhijarwal have
conspired with Alaf Khan. They have betrayed on the agreement reached by
all of us. They have accompanied Alaf Khan with their ~es and are at
N adaun. It seems they have suggested to Alaf Khan that first attack King of
Kahlur. Mter defeating him all others will bow down. I understand t.iTIs f~om
their way of talking. His message is that we should pay taxes of the last three
years and bring money to Nadaun b peace and amicably otherwise I shall
devastate and loot your kingdom and extract the money ana. tal<e.
Bhim Chand: Hell to King of Katoch. Even if we were to agree :0 give,
now I shalllilot budge, I shall not pay now. We shall fight an.d I wP1 pierce
King of Katoch's stomach with my spear. Then only my mind shall be at
peace. 0 lVilllister! Send emissaries to all kings. Let us see who is with us?
Minister: Sir! Your Majesty! I shall send emissaries just now. But..
?
King (Impatiently): But what? I am not going to bow down to AlafKhan.
Alaf Khan does not know my arrow shooting. I a...'ll going to take revenge
fr8m King of Katoch. I know Aurangzeb is entang:ed in the south. He ca..'1not
rage a big fight with "Us. He is only fooling us with his tricks.
Minister: Sir! Your Majesty! It is true. Your anger is justified but before
sending a reply to Alaf Khan we must reckon our home side. We should hold
him for a few days. In that time we will get replies from the other kings a..."'1d
shall get time
.
King (Impatiently): Of what? Say qUickly. Why are you hesitating?
Minister: I beg your forgiveness. If we can get t..1.e Guru's help, :he:! our
victory is certain. But only if you like it and on the other side 6e Guru also
agrees. I meant this only when I said we should get sometime.
King (In thought): Help from the Guru
Guru's help
Asking for
his help
?
Minister: Why? It is nothing that we should feel bad. Our enmity is gone.
We have made an agreement of peace. Now our relations are cordial. If ir..
times of trouble we do not asl< help from friends, then who else we should
call? To ask for help from a friend in times of difficulty is no slur. Although
earlier our relations with him were bitter but he has no er..mity in his heart.
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King: Yes, all right. His army has great valour and yes, now we have
friendship. He is true to his word. He wishes good for the subjects. But wll he
agree? Will he himself come wit.~ us?
Minister: That you leave to me. You send me to him. His ideal is that our
differences should go, the tyranny should go as well as interference in religion
should go. Indians should rule India. The sufferings of the people should go.
lf you remember, this was the message that he had sent to everyone.
King: That is all right. You go secretly and return quickly. Keep detectives
around the emissary of Alaf Khan so that ne should not lmow our secrets. We
" shall reply to him when you come back. Y-au request Honoured Guru on my
behalf. He is a saint. Bowing to a saint and then in need is nothing wrong.
Minister: You have said right. So I have your permission to go?
King: Yes! You go but secretly. Send the Defence Minister. He should
come and meet immediately. We should start preparations for a battle.
Minister: If you permit I shall take Parma and ¥!J.ng Prithvi Chand along.
That will impress Honoured Guru.
King (In thought): But be careful. It should be secret.
The Minister bade good bye, said very well and departed.

V
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is sitting in his personal drawing room ,when
Diwan came and said: A message from Bilaspur has come that Minister Parma
Nand is coming to meet Y0-:l. The detective has also come to know that Parma
priest and King Prithvi Chand are also accompanying him. In fact the news
has leaked from Parma priest's house and reached us.
Guru: Anything about the purpose.
Diwan: Yes! True Gcru! The agreement that the hill kings had made that
we shall not give taxes to Mian Khan or his emissary and that on seeing our
unity he will either not demand or agree to reduce, that agreement has been
broken. The king of Kangra and lang of Bijharwal have given some money to
Alaf Khan and allured him. :hey have joined him as his helpers and have
camped at Nadaun and challenged King Bhim Cha.."ld. Either you payor we
fight. The ploy is that if he bows down, then all others will also bow down and
if he fights, then after winning him, others will be afraid and will bow down.
With two kings joining Alaf Khan they have more strength now as compared
to King :Shim Chand. It appears Bhim Chand has got the message. He has
more of anger in him and he is an excellent arrow shooter. His wish is to fight
and the two are coming to seek your 'help. We may deliberate what to do
before they arrive.
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The Guru was quiet for some time then he spoke: Katoch and Bhijharwal
have done something that is irreligious. They have broken the unity. They
have joined the tyrants. They have become handles of axes to kill their brothers.
This nature is really too bad. This is degradation, a sorry state. We must
reform and set right this nature of the Kings and the subjects by discourse or
by force. We have suggested unity several times but to no effect. Now is the
time to show them the real ideal. Somehow this habit of selfishness should go.
People should learn to unite for the common gain and loss of the community
and sacrifice their own comforts for the good of everyone. The success of
Alaf Khan is the success of the game they play when they notice the extreme
selfishness in Indians. It is right to stop this game with a crushing blow. Mter
once losing the battle Bhim Chand has made an agreement of peace with us.
He bows to us and is friendly in all ways. He has sincerely fulfilled the
agreement of peace with us. Thus it is our duty to help a friend. Morality is
that those who had ~utually agreed on friendship should help each other if a
battle occurs. Then Bhim chand has sent his emissaries requesti11g for help. It
is irreligious not to help when somebody asks for it. From all angles it seems
proper to help him. If we win, then the Hill kings and their armies will become
more courageous. They will feel a superiority complex that we can win the
Muslims. The spell of awe of Muslims shall vanish. You tell, wb.at are your
views?
Diwan: You are the image of the Lord. Wno is born to guide you? You
have an honourable nature. Whatever words you spoke are worth writing ::"''1
gold. They are perfect. They combine morality, diplomacy, ethics ace your
honourable nature.
Magnificent Guru: This concerns everyone. Better to delibera:e. Discuss
amongst our own people. When the emissaries come, be hospitable to them.
Present them in the audience hall. Then we shall listen to them. Till such time,
have some secret parleys with our own people. If there is anything else t.~at
requires a decision, then tell me.
VI
The trtle GurtI's assembly is full of heavenly splendour. Magnificent G:a-u is
sitting on the throne in Royal grandeur when the emissaries of :King Bhirr..
Chand presented ther.:lselves. All three touched the Guru's feet, bowed their
heads down and sat down.
Magnificent Guru: I am sure the KL."1g is fine. Say, how have you come?
Then the Minister stood up and with hands folded said: 0 Magnificer..:
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Guru! The kings have rebelled. The agreement that was made amongst the
hill kings to unite and say "No" to the tax demar::.d of the rulers has been
thrown to the dust by Kirpal Chand of Katoch. He has conspired with Alaf
Khan. They have also made Dyal Chand an accomplice. All three have
brought their armies and have camped at N adaun. ·With great speed they are
erecting a wooden fort. They have sent a notice to our F.Jng, your great friend
and servant, that we should pay the taxes in full otherwise they shall attack
and recover the money. Our king does not wish to bend to their demand. He
is ready to fight. King Prithvi Chand, King Kesari Chand, King Su...ld1dev,
King Ram Singh Jasrotia, all will bring their armies a..'1d join us in the fight.
Our one prayer is that you bestow your bless that victory be ours. Second
prayer is that you send your army to help us. Third, our mouth is small and
demand is big but the beggar is not ashamed to beg. I hesitate to say but
excuse me for making a prayer. Weare in difficulty. If you p~t your sacred
feet and arrows from your sacred hand are shot on the enemy, it will be the
biggest benevolence.
The 'Guru with the Plume' smiled then he became serious. His eyes
closed, then opened and he looked around towards his close disciples, then
he looked towards the emissaries and said: Victory is certain. Our army will
join. I will come with my soldiers and fight in the battle. But you tell the king
that at no stage he should falter. He should remain firm. Take a firm stand
and stick to your guns. If the battle becomes fierce, it will make the enemy
lose.
The Minister was delighted to hear the thunderi.llg words. He bowed his
Head to t.~e true Guru's feet. I go with faith in your honourable nature. Guru
Nanak's heavenly house is saviour of the world and refuge for the refuge-less.
You are great. Great is your Guru-ship. Great is your disciple-ship. 0
Magnificent Guru! When can you arrive, after all some preparation is required?
Guru: We shall depart tomorrow. You go and reach with your army. We
are follOwing.
.
On listening to this, the emissaries said: You are great! You are great and
depa..rted.

VII
'The river Beas is flowing and giving delight to the eyes. It is piercing the
mounts and passing through the hilly scenic area of N adaun.
Alaf Khan's and Kirpal's armies have camped on a high mount. They
have erected a wooden fort so that any bullet or arrow coming would get
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stuck in the wooden wall and not harm them. They would shoot arrows and
guns from the top that would kill the coming soldiers. They have stored
enough food to eat. One Muslim Commander and two Kings have occupied
this temporary fort. King Bhim Chand's army is coming from below. He has a
few Kings accompanying him. They are in high spirits because they know that
the 'Guru with the Plume' is joining them along with his soldiers.
King Bhim Chand's strategy was to suddenly attack and overpower the
enemy but King Kirpal Chand's army returned the fire and made them
withdraw backwards. Second time again Bhim Chand's soldiers mounted an
attack but Al<:u Khan prompted Kirpal and Dyal to fight and repulse the attack
coming from down side.
At this time Bhim Chand got disappointed. Then he remembered the
Guru and sent a message to come to their help. The Guru was already
prepared. He immediately rode on his horse and accompa..'1ied by his valiant
jumped into the ongoing batde.
With the Guru's exceptional planning and deployment of his soldiers and
gun shooting, the enemy troops became nervous and ran for safety into their
wooden fort. Then Alaf Khan, Kirpal and Dyal with their soldiers came out
collectively and attacked Bhim Chand's side. Fierce fighting went on. Sometimes
Alaf Khan's side seemed to be winning and sometimes Bhim Chand's side
seemed winning. Again Alaf Khan's troops combined with Kirpal and Dyal
made a fierce attack and Bhim Chand's side seemed to lose.
Now Bhim Chand himself came and prayed to the Guru: Weare unable
to hold back the enemy troops. I can only hope on you at this moment.
When the Guru heard Bhim Chand's prayer, then he picked up his bow
and put it on his shoulder, picked up a gun, swiftly moved his horse a.."'-lead
and challenged King Dyal: I am going to shoot you. Bewcrre! He said th:s b:lt
he did not shoot the gun.
One writer has written t..~at the Guru challenged Dyal and told hL'TI: I
offer you the first shot lest you may think that the Guru unexpectedly shot me.
Dyal aimed a shot at the Guru but missed. Then the Guru again said: Beware!
Then he aimed his gun at King Dyal that freed Dyal's soul from the p;ison of
the body.
Mer Dyal was killed the Guru put away his gun and shot arrows from his
bow. He shot four a..-rrows with his right hand and three arrows with the left
hand. This rare skill of arrow shooting only the GllrC. had. It is not k.'1.own
who were the persons who were killed but obviously these were se~ected
Commanders because after the seventh arrow it become evident that t..1}e
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enemy soldiers are running away. To save them they hid themselves in the
wooden fort that they had built. At night they deliberated that it is 1.lle to the
presence of the Guru's army that Bhim Chand is in a winning position and we
are losing. It is not worthwhile to fight the Guru's army and get ourselves
killed. So they decided that to continue to fight is not worthwhile. We should
go back to Kangra and try to dis-unite these kings, In the middle of the night
they left for Kangra. They left some drum-beater in the temporary wooden
fort to show off that their army is still here.

VIn
Daya Ram: Magnificent Guru! We have visited the fort. Not a soul is there.
Alaf Khan and King Kirpalleft at night accompanied by their soldiers. They
had left one or two drum-beaters. They left early in the morning. By the grace
of the Lord our victory is complete.
Magnificent Guru: Yes! It is Lord's grace. Is there any information where
Kirpal and Alaf Khan have gone?
Daya Ram: There is no exact information. It appears they have gone
back about ten kilometres. They have left their wounded comp·anions as also
some groceries.
Magnificent Guru: How are our wounded soldiers?
Daya Ram: As per your orders, at night only they were searched with lit
lamps and their wounds dressed. Amongst these some of them have died but
most of them are in good state and shall be saved.
Magnificent Guru: It was the duty of the enemy troops to save their
wounded. They have tried to save their own lives only. Now you send a few
soldiers to bring all the wounded and provide them aid as provided to our
own soldiers.
Daya Ram: In the darkness of the night we brought some enemy soldiers
along with our own and at least four we identified also. As per your benevolent
nature, they are being treated like our own. I shall send some soldiers again.
Most of the wounded are inside the wooden fort. When they were wounded
they ran up to the fort but later could not run with their companions.
Magnificent Guru: Waste no time. The sooner they are provided medical
care, the better. You send one group that side and you yourself look after the
soldiers here. r shall also come.
After sometime Daya Ram came again and said: Magnificent Guru! I
have sent a group of soldiers that side. What are your orders for the dead
who have sacrificed their life?
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Magnificent Gun~: Make a pyre on the bank of river Beas and light a fire.
Put the ashes in the river Beas. Regarding the dead bodies belonging to the
FJll kingdoms, collect them at one pI. tce and hlform them. Ask the Kings
about the Hindu's dead bodies belonging to the enemy troops.
Tell the kings to cremate the body of King Dyal. Deliver his body to the
Kings with respect. Dig a big grave and bury the Moharr:~edar..s and make a
tomb on it.
Daya Ram: Yes sir.
Mter sometime Magnificent Guru got up dressed up and reached the
place where the wounded were being treated. He spoke compassionately to
everyone. Then he visited the enemy so~diers and said: Wher: you become
alright you will be allowed to go. We have r..o personal enmity wi:h you. Then
he came near the pyre of his disciples. He :it the fire himself and blessed
them: "You will get eternal blossom".
Then he selected a place on t.l].e bank of tr..e river Beas and camped there.
Many Kings came to meet him. The Kings whose kingdoms were nearby
L'1vited him to their kLTlgdoms and were hospitable to him. They fel~ happy to
serve him.

IX
Mter a week, one day Daya Ram came to the G:.rrll and brought the news.
Daya Ram: Magnificent Guru! One detective has come back from Kang:a
and another who moves about in three hill towns says, "Bhim Chand has
hoodwinked."
:Y!agnificent Guru: How?
Daya Ram: Kirpal Katoch has realized that Bhim Chand's vic~ory in the
battle at Nadaun is because of you and if they fight again, ther.. again they wi~
lose. So they have now adopted conspiratorial diplomacy with King BhL.'11
Chand. They have suggested that Bhim Chand should pay 50% tax and ask
the rest to pay full or whomsoever Bhim Chand :recommends, t..~ey may also
pay less. In this way they shall make AlafKhan agreeable. But all this conspiracy
is going on secretly so that this does not lea~ out ~o you, otheJ0Vise you might
feel annoyed that we fought and were victorious then we bowed to Alai Khan
and paid taxes. Maybe next time you might not come to t.lJ.eir rescue'.
Magnificent Gunl: Well! Let it be! They have no valour in them. They
are shrewd. They care only for money. They are not bothered about religion
or self respect. They are not bothered about the suffering of t.~e people. T~e
country is suffering. Their brothers are suffering. ':'heir cry or suffering has
reached the heavens. The temples are being demolished. The hoaour of
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women has gone to dust. Selfishness, only selfishness prevails. They thir..k
only of their own gain. Well! They have hoodwinked us. The/ Lave not
consulted us as friends while negotiatillg. It is against ethics to negotiate without
consulting friends who have helped. Tell our soldiers to get ready to move.
When they are ready then beat the marching drums. But before that, make
sure of the news that you have told.
Daya Ram: Magnificent Guru! The papers are shortly corning.
Meanwhile one disciple came and gave something in his hand. That was
the letter that was being sent from King Bhim Chand to King of Katoch
saying, "I am prepared to pay taxes on some conditions."
On seeing the papers and the King's seal, the true Guru said: Those who
have become dead, they can become alive with a new life. (Looking towards
the heavens) 0 Lord! Send a new life for our dead people.
When the beating of drums announced that Magnificent Guru is going
accompanied by his valiant, then the kings understood tI-Iat the Guru is leaving.
Then Bhim Chand sent Parma to find out.
The Minister came and said: Magnificent Guru! You have Clecided to
depart so qUickly. It would have been nice if you had stayed more and all
kings would have gone together.
Magnificent Guru: The King does not need us anymore. Whatever help
he needed, he has already got. So! It is better that we go.
Minister: If any fault has occurred, please forgive. You are benevolent. If
there is any cause of discomfort, then please tell us. All the kings are at your
service.
Magnificent Guru: Dear Parma Nand, Diplomacy does not mean lies. If
diplomacy and lies were the same, then what was the idea of putting the word·
diplomacy in the dictionary? If you consider diplomacy as broadmindedness
on the basis of truth, then you tell how there is discrimination in those who
fought together as friends and considered victory and loss together.
Minister: No Sir!
Magnificent Guru: Then! Whatever agreement is going on with the enemy
is it with everybody's consultation or in secret. We considered it a religious
duty to fight the oppressor Alaf Khan, killer of brother Kirpal and help our
friend Bhim Chand. How has 3him Chand agreed to be friends with the
oppressors?
Minister: You please forgive us.
Magnificent Guru: I have no personal anger with anyone. We came for
the victory of King Bhim Chand and that is accomplished. We wanted t..~at the
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kings should have lire in them. They should see to the sufering of the people.
They should unite and do somet..~ing. But if this is not their aim, then except
feeling sorry nothing more can be done. Our work is to imbibe religiousness
in t..~e people, tell them to do good deeds, teach them honour a..'1d allay t..~eir
suffering. I have come for this work and I shall go for this work. I have no
enmity in my mind. I am sad that the people are not fortunate as yet. All right,
the Lord will make some .plan. He will send some life-giving seed that will
transrorm the people and allay their suffering. He will Himself allay their
suffering for which he has sent me.
The Minister entreated humbly, went away and told the king. Immediately
King Bhim Chand came with some gifts. He bowed down and said: Your help
has saved my honour, otherwise I would have lost my honour and my wealth.
You treat me as your servant.
Guru: Guru Nanak's house is house of benevoler..ce. Whatever intention
one has in mind, he gives according to that. It is widlOut en.'11ity towards
anyone. Rest I pray to the Lord that besides looking afte:- yO'.lf wealth and
kingship you look after the suffering of the people also.
[Alsoon]
Then the Guru departed. On the way he hunted and moved on. Moving
further Magnificent Guru passed through a village named Alsoon. The villagers
appeared to be high-handed. When they ca..'TIped outside the village, then
Daya Nand sent some men to buy groceries. The disciples who went to buy
returned saying that the villagers have refused to se!l their stock of groceries
to us. They say they will not sell at any cost. Besides t..~at, they talk arrogandy.
Daya Ram thought that people who do not wish to sell their groceries to a
moving army even on payment are not ethical. It shall be correct to take
groceries and pay even if force has to be used. Accordingly, one co~tingent
attacked the village. The Head of the village collected his selected soldiers
and came to fight. The fighters of Alsoon lost and ran for their lives. The
Guru's soldiers bought the groceries and :odder etc and paid for it. At ~ght
they camped at Alsoon. Next morning they departed. After this the Guru's
troops did not face any problem. In fact the Guru-disciples and other people
brought groceries and other items themselves.
From the above mentioned battle it becomes clear how m'.lch keen the
Guru was to allay the suffering of the people, to give life to the lifelessly living
people and to give freedom of religion. The Guru who had no need to
endanger his own life, stood in front of the gu~shots of King Dyal Chand. He
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understood the need of the h01.:r and always tried to infuse valour in the
people even if he had to face hardships. His battles were not just for fighting.
He wished to rid the people from the slavery and tyranny of the foreign
rulers. This could not be done till the people became brave..For that reason
he was infusing valour in the minds of the people.
One side he blessed the Lord's Na.!ne and preached them to love the
Lord and recite His name and remember Him always. Second side he h'1fused
valour in their minds.
This was a new miraculous touch. No diplomacy, no prosperity can benefit
the world without good character. The 'Guru with the Plume's life is unique in
this ideal.

o
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\\ A Then Dilawar's son narrated to his father that Khanzac.a has lost in the
W'W battle with the Guru, then grinding his teeth he looked this side ar..d
that said. Then Dilawar's one lieutenant whom he had employed in the army
felt enraged and said: If you give me army I will loot Anandpur a..'1d also
recover taxes from the hill kings. If-they don't give t...~en I shall bring their
heads pierced in spears.
Dilawar: Well said! I give you a contingent of two thousand soldiers.
Hussain: Oh! This is more than enough. Wit.~ this much army I shall
show you my worth.
Dilawar: You are brave but the Guru also is a valiant. It is not a joke to
win him. Alaf Khan has seen his valour. He fought the battle at N adaun and
lost. My suggestion is that I should send him along with you. He being
acquainted will be helpful to you. What do you say A:af Khan?
Alaf Khan: Whatever you order. I am at your se~ce.
Hussain: That is wonderful.
Dilawar: Should I send any more chief?
Hussain: No. That is sufficient.
Alaf Khan: The stronger we become the better. Firstly, the Guru is a
powerful valiant. In the battle at Nadaun, the arrows shot by his left hand
were so accurate that many of our valiant were hit and fell down dead.
Secondly, 0 Khan! He has Supernatural power also.
Hussain: Supernatural power is no match to the sword.
Alaf Khan: But he has Supernatural power as also the sword. His sword
matches the sword and his Supernatural power augments.
Dilawar: Alaf Khan! Don't lose heart even before leaving.
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Alaf Khan: I did not mea..'1 to lose heart. You had asked whether mare
troops are required. So what I mean is that the maximum army that we can
take, we should take. The enemy is strong. When we go we should not come
back after losing. Well! There is nothing to be afraid of. The coffin of sailors
is in waters always and the soldier's coffin is i...'1 L~e blood always. When we
have decided to fight, then it is do or die. Why fear?
Dilawar went into thought. After sometime he spoke: Whatever Alaf Khan
has said is true. If we go for deer hunting, we should go prepared for lion
hunting. I am sending letter to Chandan Singh, King of Noorpuria, Shamsher
Khan and Krita Ram. They should join you. Firstly, the strength will increase.
Secondly, they shall be a support for suggestion. Thirdly, the Hindu prominent
persons will be helpful in taking advantage of the disunity of the Hindu Kings.
Hussain: That is very good. Your orders are welcome.
Alaf Khan: That is good. The king of Kangra hills (katochia) is a friend of
mine. If you permit, I shall write to him to come and meet and should try to
bring Bhim Chand along. It should not happen that Bhim Chand joins the
Guru's camp. He is friendly with the Guru because the Guru helped:bim in
the battle at N adaun. But when Bhim Chand made an agreement with us
stealthily without the Guru's knowledge then the Guru did not like that. Bhim
Chand is outwardly maintaining friendly relations with the Guru. But when
Katochia tells him that this battle is with the Guru, then his self-interest will
surely make him join us. With this authoritative position all kings big and
small will bend down. No wonder! Even t.~e Guru may not like to fight.
Dilawar: Oh Wonderful! Alaf Khan! You are a perfect diplomat.
Everybody is afraid of your diplomacy. Hussain will take your advice.
Hussain: I shall do whatever you suggest but I believe more in the power
of the sword. One gets quick results by being a tyrant.
Dilawar: Yes, Love gets lot of things done. Hilt the wand gets everything
done. However, hypocrisy cuts even the stones.
Hussain: You are right. Alaf Khan will be my adviser. We want to succeed
whatever way.
Dilawar: 0 Typist! Write letters to all whom I named that they should
meet Hussain and Alaf khan. Regarding Katoch and Bhim Chand, Alaf Khan
himself shall take care.
II
Hussain accompanied by the army and the Chiefs started off. He was a
barbarian. rThe moment he entered the hilly terrain he started looting whichever·
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village came on the way. Either they paid taxes or he looted and killed. "When
they reached Dadhwal, there the king fought but since he was alone he lost
and paid taxes to save his life. On receipt of Alaf Khan's letter ar..d :he news
of his three day's atrocities, Kirpal of Katoch also came with some soldiers.
Now their strength increased.
Now AlafKhan who had already planned to pull Bhim Chand to his side
manipulated. Inspite of the fact that Bhim Chand had made a promise to the
Guru that both sides will help each other's armies when needed and the Guru
had already helped and saved Bhim Chand from losing the battle at N adaun
but now Bhim Chand deceived and instead of siding with the Guru he joined
the other camp Le. Hussain, Alaf Khan & other kings who wanted to mount
an attack on the Guru. This was the character of the Hindu brave warriors.
Not only they refJsed help, instead they joined the foreign enemy and became
enemies of their own people and ready to kill them.
"When so many armies got together, then all the hill kings became afraid,
came forward and paid taxes. Those who had alTears to pay also came and
paid.

III
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh, the great swordsman is sitting in a secret
meeting With his arr;ny commanders and deliberations are going on.
At this time respected mother, some prominent Cash Collectors and his
three nephews anived.
On listening that Hussain is planning to mount an attack, mother said: He
is coming with a large army. Bhim Chand has also joined him. You have not
done any preparations. If you are able to do, even then our army is not large.
It is difficult to match his strengtb. It might be better if we send some promL.'1ent
Cash Collector who should settle a compromise formula so that battle is
averted and Anandpur remains unharmed.
True Guru: Dear Mother! There IS no need to feel uneasy. I am not
doing this work on my own. Whose work it is, he is rJmself setting it right. The
timeless Lord is himself protecting and he will not let Hussain reach here.
Hussain will die on the way. He will not reach here. The .Cash Collectors feel
nervous. They are right. They do not understa.r1d·lhe intricacies of battles.
They think of their own and my comfort. They do not realize that I have not
come to this earth to live in comfort. I have come to allay the suffering of the
world. I have come to take discomfort on myself and give comfort to the
world.
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Nand Chand: Your words are true and shall ever remain true. But the
tradition of the world is to do some pondering before it is too lat~ .. Mughal
rule is like a rising sun. It might be better if there is no conflict.
On listening to this the true Guru (in a thunderillg voice) said: I shall
Nand
finish their rule. They are tyrants. They give suffering to the people.
Chand! Listen with ears open. Get ready for a battle. If they reach here kill
them with cannons. Send a detective to get latest news. On listening to the
thundering but serious words, mother was satisfied. She knew that whatever
the true Guru utters that always becomes true. She became sure in her heart
that Hussain will be killed on the way. He will not reach Anandpur.
Nand Chand was satisfied that true Guru has ordered that troops be
ready for a battle if it comes on us. At least he will not kill us in unpreparedness.
But in his mind he worried: What will happen in the battle? However, he was
enthusiastic to speed up preparation for the battle. The Guru's three nephews
who were commanders were ready for a battle. They understood that whatever
the Guru utters is always true but whenever he utters in a thundering tone
those words are true like a missile that never misses the target. But the Cash
Collectors went in dejection. Their objective was that life should go on without
any interruption or discomfort.
One detective named Chattar Singh was sent to keep track of enemy
movement and inform on day to day basis. In the history of Khalsa is written
that this Chattar Singh ""'vas a master of Persian, hilly and Pathani languages.
In this way preparations were made to meet any challenges at Anandpur.
After the Cash Collectors left the Guru deliberated on all aspects with his
commanders and took decisions.
p..iter a few days Chattar Singh informed that Hussain's all:ny at present is
out to put their foot on GuIer. If GuIer accepts his subjugation, then they shall
attack Ana..'1dpur otherv\'lse first they will mount an attack on GuIer. It is
secretive news that GuIer is preparing to fight but also he may compromise if
some concessions are given to him. Bhim Chand and Katochia are the
intermediaries. GuIer is also hoping on help from you. He might shortly send
a messenger to you.

a

N
Hussain is sitting under a big tent. His lieutenants have also come and are
discussing about Guler. "Nleanwhile a reply to Hussain's letter was received. It
said that King Gopal of Guler does not wish to fight. He is ready to pay taxes.
If you agree he shall come.
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Hussain thought it was good luck. So he said: Alright.
King gopal of GuIer had very friendly re~ations with one King Ra:n SiI:gh.
King Ram Singh was a superb valiant.
Both of them came to meet Husscin and brought some money also as
taxes. Mer exchanging greetings, King of GuIer kept the money in front of
Hussain.
Hussain: Respected King! The tax that you have to pay is quite much.
This money is too lit'"Je.
King: What you say is alright. But times were bad. There was famine.
Collections did not come. You accept this money. I have come in hurrU:ity.
Hussain: It was like what you say bt:t how can I accept less than what is
due.
Katochia: The arrears from your kingdom is ten thousand r:l?ees.
Ram Singh: Long live the Emperor! ::1 you cannot waive off t.~en yO:l
make it in i..'1stallrnents. King will send the money in sho...t durations.
. Katochia: This is not acceptable.
Hussain: Who can bring armies every day? Since lle Emperor has gone
to south you people have not paid taxes. Now you :nust pay in IlL.'1lp su..rn.
King of Guler: What should I do if I am not ab!e to pay a lump sum?
Katoch: These are lame excuses. King of GuIer has plenty of money in
his treasury. (Looking towards Hussain) King,of GuIer has lot of 1:loney. The
moment you reach GuIer, taxes will come automatically.
Hussain: King Gopal! Either you pay in lump sum or we mount an at'"..ack.
Why should we waste time in arguments? I want to reach Anandpur as soon
as possible.
King Ram Singh and King Gopal gestured to each ot.~er. On the ot.~e...
side Hussain and King of :K.atoch whispered something in each other's ears.
Meanwhile King Gopal asked his men to pick up the bundles of money
and said to Hussain: You give me two day's time. I shall bring lump SllJ:r... If
you cannot make any concession or make installments, t.~en I lose ~ arguments
and agree to your terms.
King ofKatoch: Respected King! At this time diplomacy is in paying lump
sum and joining us. Then you come with us and join the battle at Anandpur.
Why should you fight in your kingdom? See the ki~1L.'lg at your neighborhood.
Hussain: King of Guler! You are great. You are wise. You have accepted
my terms. I am very happy with you.
King of GuIer thanked everyone, picked up his bundles of money and
accompanied by his friend King Ram Singh went to his kingdoP-l.
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Later Hussain, came to know that Killg Gopal has entered h;8 kingdom
and he will not come to pay a lump SUfi.
With his shrewdness he has returned safely to his kingdom with his money.
He is ready to fight if I insist.
Hussain was by nature fast and impatient. Without any far-sightedness,
hurriedly he departed and encircled GuIer and stopped all entry and exit
points. For full two days GuIer re~ained encircled. The army pressed King
Gopal of GuIer to let them go and fight out. The king had already sent his
messengers to Magnificent Guru for help. This side he had sent messengers
to the enemy. He was waiting replies from both sides.
First reply came from Hussain: Pay lump sum ten thousand rupees then
only I can compromise.
In the history of Khalsa is mentioned that Magnificent Guru sent three
hundred soldiers and four Chiefs under t.~e command of Bhai Sangtia for
help. Then all friend Kings of King Gopal of Guler also came and brought
their armies.
Hussain was full of ego and pride but Bhim Chand and Kirpal were
clever. They realized that the Guru's army has arrived and some more King
friends of Gopal have also brought their armies. Now it is not easy to kill King
Gopal.
They thought of playing some fraud on King Gopal so that the need for
fighting does not arise. Under that plan they went and met Sangtia Singh and
told him: King Gopal wants to fight unnecessarily. You make him understa..'1d
and bring him where we are staying. We shall also make him cnderstand. In
this way there will be a compromise.
Sangtia Singh knew that these kings know the art of deceiving well. He
asked both the kings to assure on oath the safety of King Gaped then only he
agreed to mediate.
The Guru had ordered Sangtia Singh that we should help King Gopal at
all times.
So, in the thinking that it is good for King Gopal if a compromise solution
is worked out, he agreed to mediate.
King Gopal said: My safety is your responsibility.
Sangtia Singh agreed that if no compromise is reached then I shall be
responsible to bring you back safely and by the grace of the Guru we shall be
victorious in the battle.
When King Gopal accompanied by Sangtia Singh reached Bhim Chand
and Kirpal's place of stay then they conversed for a long time. Bhim Chand
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and Kirpal both threatened him that Hussain is a tyrant. It will be your benefit
to pay ten thousand rupees and make peace.
King Gopal replied: If I have to pay ten thousand rupees now, then I
would have paid on the first day. I will pay only what I offered otherwise I
shall fight and die. When Bhim Chand and Kirpal got a blunt reply from King
Gopal, then they realized that he is not agreeable and with his newly arrived
armies he can fight back tenaciously, thea they gestured between themselves
either to imprison King Gopal or kill him if he is stu.bborn.
But King Gopal observed their gestures and whispered to Sangtia Singh:
You had brought me with a promise of safety and here their intention seems
to be vicious.
Then ?angtia Singh was marvelously swift. Before the other kings could
act, Sangtia Singh and his soldiers escorted Ki~g Gopal out and went away
leaving the other kings astonished and in disappointment.
Magnificent Guru has himself corroborated this: Hussain had no option
now except to wage a battle. He lost the time of compromise and the plan to
imprison or kill King Gopal went haywire.
The battle began. From the other side also the drum beaters started playing
heroic tunes. From both sides the armies came face to face.
One side was Hussain, Bhim Chand and Kirpal Chand and on the other
side King Gopal, Ram Singh, Sangtia Singh and some more.
The battle became fierce. B.oth sides fought bravely. At one point Hussain
himself fought in the front. King of J aiswal brought his army to counter his
attack. He fought so aggressively that Hussain was terrified. Most of his soldiers
fell dead. Hussain was killed. When Hussain was killed L~en Katochia fought
bravely but many soldiers of Hussain's army ran away. Katochia and his army
fought so aggressively that everybody was amazed. However he could not
come out and sacrificed himself fighting with great valour.
But in this fierce fighting from the other side Himmat Khan and many
other chiefs were killed. King Kirpal was slain. Kimat Khan was also ki~ed. fu
this way when Hussain and King Kirpal were killed, then Bhim Chand along
with his soldiers retreated and slipped away.
On this side the drummers started beating :"'~e victory tunes.
In the History of Khalsa is written that one Guru-valiant Aghri Berar
along with his ten soldiers sacrificed his life in the battle. From King Gopal's.
side, King Prithvi Chand, Rana Ram Chand and Amar C~and were l<illed.
From Hussain's army, Hussain himself, HimatKimat, Sardar Shamsher Khan,
Daler Khan, King Kirpal and Harl Chand we:-e killed. One Eimat :R.ajput
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who created all this distress, he was lying wounded. King Gopal did not wish
to see him' living. He was ki~led by King Gopal. King Gopal now came to
Anandpur on the wings of victory. He presented himself in the Guru's hall of
audience. He gave offerings and fell at the Guru's feet. He thanked the Guru
in extreme humility and said: First your valiants came and I felt encouraged.
Then when my life was in danger, they helped and brought me out, then they
fought in the battle so courageously that cannot be described. Two commanders
and seventeen of your soldiers were killed in the battle. I feel extremely sad
for them. My victory is due to your blessings and your help. Yau imbibed in
me your ideal that one should not lose courage. Unnecessarily we are in
slavery of foreign invaders because of fear of life. We have lost our splendour.
When you give help and we fight with tenacity then victory is certain.
The tru.e Guru blessed hi.'11 immensely. He blessed him and said: Whatever
comes on us whether it is battle or peace, business or service, kingship or
commandership, we should remain steadfast on truth and then be valiant.
Remember the Lord from the core of your heart and be piOUS and truthful.
Then one is not afraid. By remembrance of the Lord one gets true inner
happiness in this world and the next world too.

o
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~ 7..

T

he clouds have spread in the sky. There is a slight drizzle. A cool breeze
is gently blowing. Even otherwise it is extreme winter but this rain and
breeze has made it pinching cold and people are stuck in their homes due to
extreme cold.
At a beautiful place is a beautiful garden that can be described as a
marvel of nature and human skill but at this time we cannot call it blooming
because the plants there are sad and in gIie£ without the flowers.
l\1aybe in some corner there is some bloom but .more or less it is the same
as any other garden anywhere else in the northern states.
In the garden at some places there are water tanks, fountains a..'1d marble
falls but these are not in use because of winter. These are generally activated
in the summer season.
In this garden of fountains, golden domes and marble decorations, in a
comer is a small hut. The outside of the hut is mud plastered but there are
creeping plants on the walls and it appears that a mastermind has grown these
plants. In this wintry season it looks as if it is spring. It is noon but since the
sun is hiding in the clouds it appears as if it is just morning time. The doors of
this hut are closed. What is inside? We do not know. But outside t.1.e hut is
standing a very composed figure, tall and slim, whose forehead is shining with
divine beauty and on her face has graciousness and she is knocking the door
with the butt of her sword.
How strange! A mud hut, a home of poor people (like the nest of a
sparrow) and knocking is a lady who is full of splendour and more than a
queen.
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Within moments the door opened and this queen went in. The door
closed and the bone piercing cold breeze could not go in.
Inside, like the nest of a weaverbird, the hut is so clean that not a drop of
dirt is visible anywhere. The walls are plastered in white and the flooring is
good.
Sheets are spread on the floor and on one side is a carpet. On another
side fire is burning.
On a chair near the fire sat an intelligent, sweet and simple woman, who
had got up and had opened the door.
She now made her respected guest sit on the chair and she herself sat on
the sheet on the ground.
She bowed her head to the respected guest and said: AmrniJi, my mother,
how good you are? You have taken trouble in this rain and cold. Why did
you not send for me? I am your servant. I would have come.
Ammi ji: Mohina! I had told you, "1 will come".
Mohina: Then what? I am your servant. I was at your service.
Ammi ji: All are my children. 1 do not consider anybody as a servartt. I
myself ask for the Lord's service from the Lord.
Mohina: My loving Ammi ji! Food is ready, milk is hot. I have some
honey also. Say what will you have?
Arnmi ji: I had my food before leaving home. But I am hungry for
something that has brought me here.
Mohina said: Yes! She got up and brought her sitar that was hanging on a
peg and sat down to play music. She sang one divine song (Kirtan) in Sarang
rag, and one in Malaar rag. The hut became a heavenly place.
Ammi ji, in respect for the di.vL'1e song (Kirtan) got up from the chair and
sat on the ground with eyes closed. She got immersed in the divine music
(Kirtan).
Mohina now sang another divine song (Kirtan). The divine songsl were
so rapturous that so much time went by unknowingly. It became afternoon.
Ammi ji now wanted to leave but Mohina immediately brought some dry
fruits and hot tea. Amwi ji did not say no to the loving offer.
She said: 'Lord is great' and had some dry fruits and tea.
When Ammi ji was leaving lVIohina had tears in her eyes. She felt somewhat
giddy and slowly sat down and then lay down on the ground in a semiconscious state. Ammi ji picked her up, blessed her and said: Mohina! Why
are you worried? I have taken your worry on me. Evelything will be all right.
Blessing her again, Ammi ji left.
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II
It was quite some time since Ammi ji had left. The day decli..TJ.ed. There was
nq -sun but whatever light was coming through the clouds started becoming
dim. Moruna came out and plucked some rapeseed and put on the fire to
cook.
After sometime there was a knock at the door. Mohina had just finished
Rehraas and was in prayer. When her prayer fmished she opened the door. :t
was her loving husband who had gone to his hometown sir..ce a few days
back. She bowed her head. He blessed her. He washed his ha:lc.s a.'1C face
and both of them sat near the fire.
Sohina: Well! Did you meet Ammi ji in my absence?
Mohilla: Yes! Twice, about eight days back I went to meet her and today
she came. She wenttjust a few minutes ago.
Sohina: We are lucky! How good Ammi ji is? She showers her ~less on
poor people like us.
Mohilla: Not only she has put her sacred feet in our hut, she also gives so
much respect to poor people like us. When I say I am your serva..'1t, she ge:s
angry saying you are not my servant. I have made you my cr£d. When I call
her 'mother' then she feels happy. If ~ praise her, then she doesn't like.
Sohina: Yes! It is true. She bestows her love on us. But Mohina! Y 0:1 tell,
'Is there any solution to our predicament in sight'?
Mohina: No! Ammiji says, "The Guru has said, No".
Sohina: Well! We have to accept his wisl:es. But I hope you are not
nervous.
Mohilla: I am not tizzy but the pull of separation and love is always there.
Sohina: Same here. This pull of separation and love does not leave me. If
it were not the work entrusted to me by AI:lmi J. then I would have come back
from half way.
Mohina: We have to accept whatever the Guru wishes. Our benefit is in
that only.
a Lo:-d! Give us the strength that we accept what the Guru wishes but our
longing and love for the Guru should become double-fold. We should ca..'"ry
the long..ng and love for the Guru in our heart for as much t:iJ:r..e as possi~le.
And if it goes beyond our strength to carry out and our body :alls down with
its weight, then it will be the best thing for us. We cannot have a better er..d
than this.
Sabina: We should do whatever our Master orders. Whether the master
scolds us or insults us, we should still like him. Our love for him should go on
ever increasing.
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Mohina: Yes! His glimpse is a gift, a grace. Ammi ji says that our efforts
and practices are lifeless because we are lifeless. How can a cripple reach a
mountain? He cannot reach. Only the Lord's benevolence can take him tl:ere
in a moment.
,.
Glimpse is a grace. That is with the Guru. It is not in our hands. We are
like beggars. We should remain in prayer, we should remain in hope and we
should remain in longing. Giving is in the hands of the gracious Guru. We
can only live in hope as beggars. A beggaY should not be in a hurry. He
should not be in despair. He should not be in pride. He should not assert a
right. He should not have ego. He should not think that he must get but he
should not lose faith. He should hope that sometime or the other the grace
will come, remain in hope, keep on expecting. This is what Amrni ji said. 0
dear! We have already seen what we have got in our ego and pride. Now we
should go by .ArnIP...iji's advice. We should remain as servants and do away
With snobbery. We should be thankful that we have got Ammi ji's love. See!
Today it was so cold and raining even then she kept her promise and came to
our hut. We are her servants. She herself came to our hut and blessed us.
Mohina said all this with tears in her eyes and Sohina listened to all that
with tears in his eyes. Both of them closed their eyes and got immersed in the
recitation of the Lord's name.
Ah hal What a wondrous scene? What a wonderful combination of husband
and wife? What love in the house? Both have holy company of each other.
What is the effect of Guru Nanak's blessings?
Guru N anak said: There is holiness in the house and holiness outside
when the
Guru gives the recitation of the Lord's name in the heart.
It is true. The life spark from Guru N anak gives life from lifeless-ness. It
turns the mind. It reverses t."'le mind and gives sublimity to the mind.
The real science is in the life spark of Guru"Nanak. It removes the dirt of
the mind. It removes the poison from the mind and fills it with nectar of the
Lord's name. It produces eternal gold. There is no death after that.
Both Df them were sitting in the rapturous meditation of the Lord's name.
The fire kept on burning and finally got extinguished by itself. 1be rapeseed
boiled and boiled and became cold. The earthen lamp that was giving light
got extinguished but their inner self was so much i:rrn:r..ersed in the :ove of the
Lord that they were not aware of what was going on in the world outside.
Their eyes opened only when there was a knock at the door. Their lovelorn
eyes opened and they got up. Mohina opened the door.
.
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One servant had come who said lovingly: I have come from the Guru's
house. I have disturbed you in the morning's golden time of prayer. Ammi ji
has sent me. She has said that she dic2 not get any flowers at night for the
Guru's garland. Now time is short. If possible give flowers for one gar~and.
Give quickly so that it is not late. She forgot to send a message at night.
Who can understand what happiness the message gave? Treading on the
path of love, Mohina and Sohina got up. They went to the garden. where they
had saved plants and flowers for the winter season. The clouds are moving in
the sky. The moon is behind the clouds but it is giving some light through the
clouds. In this moonlight they are plucking marigolds. They are plucking
flowers but their mind is in thankfulness. Anum ji is so good that she has
remembered us for this job. At her door the entire world is in waiting. She
makes us do service out of love for us. A.."llllli ji you are noble.
Then they talk to the flowers: a Bowers! You are lucky. You are goir.g to
become a garland of the Guru. You are going to have a touch of the Guru.
In this way they sent the marigolds in a beautiful basket to A.'llmi ji.
It was morning. It was no time to sleep. They had their bath and sat in t.'-le
recitation of the Lord's name.

III
Who are Mohina and Sohina? Why in this humility? Why are they L'l so
much love?
Who is Ammi ji with so much love?
Sabina ji belongs to a rich family of Raipar. His wife is Mohina. They
were both proficient in music and poetry. They were both incli..'led towards
spiritualism. One sadhu had initiated them into idol worship and meditation.
Although, they were quite rich and had enough money but when they became
lovers of idol worship, then they themselves used to go to the well, have baLl].
and bring fresh water from the well for the bath of the idols, string the flowers
into garlands, do all rituals and worshipped the idols. Both of them were good
at music. Sohina was expert in violin and Mohina in sitar. They used to sing
hymns in front of the idols for long hours.
One day -both of them were bringing fresh water from the well when a
piOUS looking and turbaned gentleman' came running. He had suffered a
grievous injury, was crying for water and was restless. He fell near their feet
and cried, "Water Water".
They both startled but their mind said: It is pure and fresh water for the
idols. How can we make it impure when it is meant for the bath of the idols?
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The gentleman was gasping for breath but they acted per their own mind
and just walked past without paying any heed to him. The last WPI 1s of the
dying man that went into their ears were, "You have no love, no compassion
and no kind-heartedness even to give two drops of water. He will not give you
a glimpse".
Even after listening to these words they kept on walking. They reached
home, gave bath to the idols and meditated but today they had throbs in their
hearts and their mind did not settle in meditation. They thought they should
go and give water to the gentleman so that no curse may come but when they
reached the spot the man had already died. His body was lying and it appeared
to them as if his lips are moving and saying: "He will not give you a glimpse".
They both were stunned. The fear that they had come to allay became manifold.
In the meantime a few people reached there and recognized the dead
man. It became known that he is a revered saint and a disciple of Guru
Gobind Singh, the tenth guru. He used to keep a sword. Today there was
some looting in his neighborhood and he fought the robbers valiantly to save
innocent people. The innocent people were saved but he had to give his life
in the process. People were searching for him and now they found him here.
"He will not give you a glimpse", the words echoed in their ears. Tears
flowed from their eyes. They cursed themselves but what could they do now?
They lost the time when the Guru's son was crying "Water Water". One drop
of water given at that time would have pleased the Guru but now even a full
well of water cannot help. Now it is just crying over spilt milk.
The queen of Raipur carne to know that one beloved disciple of the Guru
whom she was longing to meet, has sacrificed his life saving some people and
she oecame sad.
Further, when she came to know that the people whom he saved were
coining.to meet the Guru, then she became sadder.
She said: 0 gracious Guru! It is sad that I could not do anything for your
diSciple. He gave l>..is life in my kingdom. We could not give him any medicine.
'N e could not do any service for him.
Sne was thus crying when her holy friend came and said: Please don't be
sad. The man who died was a saint and immersed in the Lord's love. He had
the life spark of the Lord in him. When such a person dies even the Lord
feels the distress. Now you don't feel sad. You do whatever is possible. Kow
make arrangement for the cremation of his body with respect.
The queen the!} arranged for the cremation of the saint's body and got a
tomb made at the site.
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Mohina and Sohina are now in a strange sit'.lation. 'They worship the
idols but in their heart is pain and distress. When they sit for meditation with
folded hands, the same words echo in their ears, "He will not give you a
glimpse". They get startled and open their eyes. Even whe~ they play music
these words come to their mind. In fact, in everything they do these words do
not leave t."l-J.eir mind. They tried many rituals such as giving alms etc. but these
words refused to go out of their minds.
Shortly after, the blessed day arrived when t.he Guru visited Raipar. Tl:e
Guru blessed the queen, all courtiers and many more people. Mohi...'1a and
Sohina also heard that the revered Guru of the saintly man who had given his
life in saving people and to whom they had not given a :ew drops of wa~er has
come to Raipur. They had also heard that he is a real prophet. The sacrifice
of the saint had also dented their mind and now they had a lor..ging to meet
the Guru. But whenever they went to have a glimpse of 6e Guru they did not
succeed.
At last when the Guru was to leave, they went h~f a kilometer ahead me
stood on the road from where the Guru had to pass. The cavalcade of t..~e
Guru passed but the Guru took a different route through the fields and went
away.
Now disappointment made them sure that the words of the saint have to
be true. They became very sad. The disappointment and sad.Tless LTlcreased
br.JUndlessly and the longing to have a glimpse of the Guru increased.
Their mind said: The saL'1t's asking for water and our not giving was
known only to him and us and not a soul knew about it. The Guru did r..ot
give us a glimpse although everybody else in Raipur had a glimpse of him
and was blessed by him. But we who are so religious and proficient in music
have been kept out. The obvious reason is that the words of the saint have to
be true and the Guru has respected the words of his disciple.
They were now sure that the Lord who is all intuitiveness has come to this
earth or the Lord has sent the Guru from the heavens. Slow:y, this belief
became very strong and their longing to meet t..~e Guru increased. In every
house everybody talked about the goodness of the Guru, his Supematcral
powers, his kindness and his blessing 'recitation of the :"'ord's name' to
everybody. This made them absolutely sure that t.~e Guru is a prophet from
the heavens. On t.~e one hand their love for the Gur.l increased. Or.. the
other hand they were ashamed of the sin of being unkind in not giving water
to the saint. By and by their love for the Guru increased so much that they :elt
they had no charm left in life as it is. The mind wants to go to the Guru. Why
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not go to Anandpur where the Guru lived and do some service for the Guru
and meet him. They thought it is not easy to get this life again.
It also came to their mind: The saint had said, "He won't give you a
glimpse".
Already we have seen. He met everybody when he came to Raipur but
we were left out. Now if we go there, he will not go against the saint's words.
Then they decided that they should go and stay there as servants and not
show that they are rich and do some service for the Guru. But then the mind
said that when we are rich and pose ourselves as poor then our mind will not
do service like poor persons. The richness will remain in our mind and it
won't let us be humble. If we do some service with humility, only then it is a
true repentance and atonement.
They finally took a decisio~ and distributed their money for some good
cause, for constructing wells, gave some to t.."'-le poor people and themselves
started for Anandpur in very simple clothes..

N
Mohi..'1a and Sohina were well educated and an accomplished couple. There
was great respect for intellectuals in t.~e Guru's Hall of audience. But Mohina
and Sohina do not wish for respect. They wish to love the Guru and serve
him.
They have not left their riches and become poor to get respect here.
They want to love and serve. They are not bothered about being loved and
respected. They were sure that they could love only when they have humility
in them. So, service became their aim. They decided that if they can get the
job of a gardener or helper in the Guru's garden they should be happy.
Gardening was something they knew very well. What about food? They decided
that they would make baskets in their spare time, sell and earn some money
that should be enough for thei::- food. They did not want to ask the Guru for
wages nor wished to take money from the Guru for the service they wanted to
do.
When they reached Anandpur, they went to the Guru's garden and met
the Head-gardener and requested for a job. The Head-gardener put them on
probation for a week and then appointed them. They were given a hut in the
garden to stay and the garden work was distributed. They started working
with love and enthusiasm. When there was somebody working with love and
enthusiasm the beauty of the garden was bound to increase.
One day the Guru while walking in the garden came near a bed of
flowers. He called Kesra Singh (Head-gardener) and said: Well done!
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Kesra Singh, then told the Guru: I have not planted this. A new gardener
is now working here and for this the credit goes to him. For his food he earns
by selling baskets and rest of his time, he is doing service here. It seems he has
deep love for you.
When the Gu..'U heard all this, he closed his eyes for a moment, then
opened and said, "He will not give you a glimpse." Then he went away.
Kesra Singh told Mohina and Sohina what had transpired. They listened
to him and understood that this only is the intuitive Guru.
They thought: All right! If not a glimpse, at least we have got service.
They were just talking when Kesra Singh came again and said: It is the
Guru's command that you do not try to have a glimpse of him. You can work,
do service, come and go but do not try to have a glimpse of him at any time.
If this is acceptable to you, then you may continue to work otherwise you can
take a job somewhere else. You can decide whatever suits you.
Both of them listened, then with folded hands said: In service, there can
be no prudery. We are happy in his orders. It is his pleascre. We are happy
in pJs pleasme. Orders are his. We are the servants. We have to accept his
orders. And then he is the Lord himself. But 0 friend! One thing is not in our
hands. The longing that we have in our hearts to have a glimpse of him
cannot go. This is not in our hands.
On listening to this, Kesra Singh had tears in his eyes. '¥he Guru's orders
and their love for the Guru and the intensity of the love, Kesra Singh saw and
was filled with emotion. Then he went away without saying anything.
For Mor.Jna and Sohina a new life started. What a strange life?
They can do service but not a glimpse of the Guru. They have sacrifced
and given away all their riches. They have sacrificed all their know~edge and
have got service but without a glimpse. They are thankful even fay this.
This is t.'-le narrative of Mohina and Sohina.
O:rr respectedJeeto ji (wife of Guru Gobind Singh) whom people lovingly
called Ammi ji, was so much enthused.in the recitation of the Lord's name
that many people called her a saint. She used to get up very early in the
morning and recited the Lord's name. When the Guru became ready to go
out, then she used to garland him and then sit in meditation in the love of the
Guru till sunrise.
Kesra Singh used to bring flowers to her for the garland. One day
when Kesra Singh brought the flowers, AmIni ji told him: Kesra Singh! The
Guru was much pleased to see the flowers yesterday. The flowers were
very good.
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Kesra Singh replied: These are not my plantings. One poor man is doing
all this service but he is stopped from having a glimpse or the Guru.
Ammi ji: Why?
Kesra Singh: These are the orders of the Guru.
Ammi ji: Then why you bring the flowers that he has planted with his
hands?
Kesra Singh: Ammi ji! The Guru has allowed him to do service but a
glimpse is disallowed.
Ammi ji: Then the Guru does love them but he is trying to rectify some
mistake of theirs.
She asked Kesra Singh to go. But at night when the Guru came to the
palace, then AmIni ji asked the Guru about Mohilla and Sohina.
The Guru said: One disciple who had a life spark of the Lord in his heart
has said: "The Guru will not give you a glimpse". If the Guru had said, then it
could be condoned but when a true disciple has said, then it cannot be
condoned. This is the Lord's wish. I love Mohina and Sohina but the words
of the saint have to be true.
This can be condoned only when t..heir Super consciousness becomes
alive and they get above the feeling of life and death or if the saint was living
he could have pardoned them.
AmIni ji: If I meet Mohilla and help her in making her Super consciousness
strong, then what do you say about it?
Guru: There can be no better goodness and kindness than this. I am
delighted and my Lord who has sent me to this world is also delighted. Guru
Nanak said, "I wish to touch the dust of the fect of the person who recites the
Lord's name and makes others recite the Lord's name." The Lord loves most,
"Giving a life-spark to someone." Giving life to a lifelessly living person is
something that the Lord loves most. When the Lord's life-spark is there in the
body, only then it is real life.
Guru N anak says:

Those are living who are living in the
Recitation of the Lord's name
Those are living who have the Lord living
in their heart. None others are living.
Only those who are thus living are living. Otherwise the whole world is in
lifelessness. 1be aving souls are L~e branches of the tree that is the Lord.
Their Super-consciousness is tied to the Lord's feet and what they say and do
is in resonance with the Lord's command and it has the same strength as that
of the Lord. That is why the words of the saint have to be true.
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Ammi ji: You are the saviour and the redeemer of sinners. We were all
lifeless. You have blessed us and awakened us up from a slumber. What to
talk of our mistakes, we are a picture of mistakes. I do not wish that you
should go against your saint's words. I only wish that you give your bless and
strength that I help this couple to rise up to your door.
Guru: Lord is with you. You solve the predicament of this couple.

V
In the scriptures, treading on the religious path is said to be as treading on the
sharp edge of a sword. This does not mean the cutting edge but it indicates
the thin-ness of the edge. Walking on such a thin edge is difficult. One may
fall this side or that side. Some people on this path become so aloof that their
nature becomes sulky and lost. Some people become depressed. On the
other side, people who forget the Lord become selfish. Due to the selfishness
they become a cause of pain to the world and for themselves they dig their
own grave. And there are some who are beneficent to others. But their mind
is scattered and they get lost with the people to whom they are beneficent. In
reality they do not love others. They love their own ego that nurtures on the
praise by the people. To save one's self from both these mistakes, the Guru
has said: I.Jord is one. Weare children of the one Lord. He is our savio:rr.
It means t.h.e Lord is our father, we are his children and others a.:-e O'..IT
brothers. When we thus love the world, we do not love for our ego but for the
love of the Lord and his comma.Tld. Whatever goodness and kindness we do,
we offer it to the Lord and in this way we do not get caught LTl our ego. We
are doing goodness to people not by the force of ego but like a fountain
automatically. This life is a continuous process. The spiritual life is also a
continuous process. The spiritual living is like a foun~ain and automatically LTl
exubera."'1ce, cool, peaceful and in kindness and goodness for others. Mohina
and Sohina had not traversed on this living path. They were absorbed in
empty rituals. They did not have t.h.e life-spark in them. The empty ri:uals had
made them ha.:-d hearted. That is why their mind did not bother to allay the
suffering of a Lord's child. Now at the Guru's door they are begging for
mercy.
VI
Ammi ji was always immersed in the love of the Lord. Her soul was one with
the Lord. The recitation of the Lord's name was incessant in her and she was
always kind and doing goodness to others. That was her life. That is why
everybody loved her.
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Her love for Mohina was an example. When she came to kno.w about
Mohina, then sometimes she used to call Mohina, sometimes she he:..'self went
to her hut and bless her, gave her holy touch and made her Super consciousness
strong.
Slowly, with blessings of Ammi ji, the Lord's name went into Mohina's
heart and she got rapture and ecstasy of the Lord's name. In the sa..Tl1e way it
happened With her husband Sohina. They now recited the Lord's name in
every breath.
Mohina and Sohina who thought them self to be a cursed couple, who
did not find peace even after giving away all their riches in charity, who could
not get peace from the ascetic rituals, came to the holy Guru with humility and
have got life from Hfelessness. Both of them now have concentration of mind.
They have a slight rapture all the time. They are in the recitation of the Lord's
name with devotion.
Their longing to have a glimpse of the Guru has increased than before
but they are not in despair. They are living in hope.
Time passed by. Their inner self became strong. They could feel the
body and soul as separate. They felt that life and death are two banks of a
river. The Lord is everywhere. It is for the Lord to place someone this side of
the river and someone on the other side. Death is not sorrowful or painful. It
is not a permanent separation. They felt that those who are immersed in the
Lord's name are never separated from the Lord or from the people loved by
the Lord. They are never separated from the Guru or his holy Sah'1ts. Their
fear of death vanished and life became sweet in the love of the Guru and the
Lord. Without the Lord's love, it was combustion in the body but with re~itation
of the Lord's name life has become rapturous.
The Lord had not created man to suffer. It is we who have forgotten the
Lord and have started loving the worldly people who are bound to die and
make us sorrowful.
In this way, the suffering started.
MobJna and Sohina are now living in t.,.e recitation of the Lord's name
and in ecstasy. Their soul is woken up now. Wherever they see, they see all
wonder.
Previously they thought that the Lord gives punishment but now they feel
that the Lord always loves. Their woken up soul sees the Lord as father,
mother, brother, friend, all love, gracious, blissful, merciful, fountain of love,
saviour, giver of nourishment to all, redeemer of sinners lli'1d bestowal of
forgiveness.
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Where knowledge and wisdom cannot take you
One life-spark can take you there
They are happy but still they have pang of love for the glimpse of the
Guru in their heart. Since it was disallowed, they feel it is the Lord's will.
One day, one roaming sadhu came in the Guru's garden. He roamed
around the garden and then ca..lTIe and stood at Mohina's door and said: A
sadhu has come. Give· something. Mohina went inside and brought some
wheat flour to give. But he refused and said: My name is Roda and I want
something else.
Mohina: 0 Sadhu! You say what you want but we are poor people and
we are ourselves beggars and not givers. Here, everything belongs to the
Guru.
Roda: These flowers, these jasmines, these chrysanthemums, these
marigolds, I have an eye on them. You give me.
Mohina listened and felt numbness. Her heart throbbed. She felt the
earth and sky moving. She sat down where she was standing.
Roda sawall this and went away.
After sometime Sohina came and found Mohina lying ll.11.conscious. He
sprinkled water on her face and she regained consciousness. Sohina asked
her as to what was the matter. She narrated all what had happened.
She said: These flowers, you have specially planted for Ammi ji. Ammi ji
plans to present a garland to the Guru on his birthday. With great effort :hese
pl:mts have borne flowers. Today, one sadhu came and wanted these flowers.
If I do not give, then already we are not allowed to have a glimpse of t."'"Ie
Guru for not giving water to the saint. Now ifl do not give these flowers to the
sadhu, then where do I stand and if I give away these flowers, then what face
shall we show to Ammi ji, who has given us life from lifelessness? Even this
small service for her will go haywire. In this double mindedness and quandary
I thought I was dead but now I see t."'"Iat this predicament is Llrere and you are
my partner in it.
Listening to all this, even Sohina went into depression.
Being an expert in horticulture, he had grown four jasmine plants L.~ glass
cases. They were now full of flowers. Similarly he had grown chrysanthemums
with a cloth covering on the top. He had planted marigolds also and they
were blOOming.
Both were in a predicament and they could not think of a solution. They
felt that this sadhu is not like the saint but still they thought that it might not be
good to refuse this sadhu. He is also a Lord's child. They could not sleep the
whole night.
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Next morning, Roda again came and asked for tljle flowers.
Sohina prayed to the Lord for strength and the~ said: 0 Sadhu! This is
the Guru's garden and we are servants only. We cannrot give anything on our
own. If you are very keen, you may talk to Kesra SiIjlgh who is In-charge of
the garden. He may be able to help you as per the Gjuru's advice.
Roda still insisted.
Sohina again told him: 0 sadhu! You can have arryJllng that we own but
all this belongs to the Guru and it is not in our powe~ to give it away.
Roda became furious and cursed: You will be uprooted. Then he went
away.
Mohina and Sohina thought: This time the sadh~ has not cursed us. He
has blessed us. We do not want roots in this world. Urrooting is welcome.
Their fear was gone and they got into the recitatiop of the Lord's na..me as
;
usual.
For the men of the Lord when they get dep resse sometimes, the Lord's
hymns are the support. So they sang the Lord's hymns and their mind revived
its high spirits.
At night they went to sleep. In the morning they ~ot up and as usual got
busy in the recitation of the Lord's name.
It was at sunrise, when they came out in the garcif'n.
they
see? The glas es are broken. There is
Oh! What.. : did
not one jasmine flower. The cloth covering is t rn. There is not one
chrysanthemum. Oh! Where are the marigolds? The}f are all gone.
Oh! Mohina and Sohina! They felt ashamed. Hmf shall we face Ammi ji
who has bestowed us with a life-spark? We could notlguard the flowers. Oh!
Sleep! You are the culprit. Their heart broke down. T~ey saw AmrniJi's face.
Then a sudden wave and they fell and lay down lfm-conscious in the bed
of flowers with the plants that were now without flow1rs.

'
1

,

i

VII
It is the Hall of audience of Magnificent Guru Gobird Singh. The Guru is
sitting on his throne. The place is full wiLl} the holy conregation. Intellectuals,
saints and disciples from places far and wide have come and are sitting. When
I
the music stopped the disciples started presenting ~ to the Guru.
Amongst these, a strange looking sadhu came ¢d brought a beautiful
basket full of beautiful blooming flowers and put it o~ the throne in front of
the Guru. Previously he used to move around bare h~aded but today he had
a long cap on his head.
'
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The true Guru asked: 0 sadhu! Who are you?
Sadhu: My name is Roda pam.
Guru: Roda sham.
Sadhu: No sir! Roda pam.
Guru: If you are not sham then why haven't you brought any costly
thing?
Sadhu: I have no money. I live in poverty. My hands are empty.
Guru: Then you could have come empty handed. The empty hands of a
sadhu are also good.
Sadhu: It is against custom to come to the Guru with empty hands.
Guru: What has custom to do with poverty?
Sadhu: It is the wish of the sadhu.
Guru: It is not a wish. It is sham.
The Guru now asked a disciple to remove the cap of the sadhu. When
tbe cap fell, then a number of gold coins fell on the ground. Everybody
laughed and Roda's face turned pale.
Guru: 0 Roda! Are you a lover of the Lord or a lover of gold? Tell me!
Why have you plucked these blooming flowers from the plants?
Roda kept quiet.
Guru: "Flowers that were tied with hearts" whom did you ask before
plucking t..~ese ?
Roda's head went down and kept quiet.
Guru: Oh! There is no fragrance in the flowers. Oh! ~here is a sensat::.on
of anxiety in them. Oh! There is no beauty in the flowers. Oh! There is a
voice of sadness in them. Life-less! They are praying. Oh ±lowers! What are
you praying?
Saying this, his eyes closed. The eyes opened after a few minutes. On his
ever glowing forehead was a frown.
He said: 0 Roda! Flowers are not plucked. Two hearts have broken. Two
loving children from the Lord's lap have fallen from the lap.
The Guru is thinking of the two children of the Lord falling unconscious.
Guru: 0 Roda! You have interfered in the Lord's love of his childrer...
You have plucked the branch of a tree that is the Lord. The tree is feeling the
sensation.
Oh! How does a mother respond to children when they faE from her lap?
He went on saying something. He had tears in his eyes. The love::- of his
disciples who always said: ':My disciples are my life' became restless. 3is love,
like a tidal wave swelled. He got up, walked and started running. Everybody
followed.
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An enlightened person thought that something ~laS happened that is
connected to these flowers. He carried the basket of flqwers and followed the
Guru.
I
See! How the Guru who is the lover of his disciplrs and has come from
the heavens to bless the world, has left the throne to ~y the suffering of the
sufferers and is running. See! The prophet of love and ; e saviour has entered
the garden. Some intuitiveness, some unseen pull of love is taking him to
somewhere. He reached the end comer of the garde . 0 saviour Guru! 0
merciful Guru! Here two bodies are lying on the grpund in this uprooted
garden gasping for breath.
. I
Ammi ji had just arrived and was looking at the fwo souls that she had
prepared for the Lord's garden, lying desolated wh~n the Guru who was
more restless t..~an a mother also reached.
I
I
He said: My love! My love! And put both the head~ in his lap. He caressed
their heads, wiped their eyes and placed his hand on $eir forehead and said,
"I bless you my loving children. I bless you".
!
What a wondrous scene? For whose glimpse they ,ere waiting for another
generation, their thankfulness and acceptance of th will of the Guru has
borne fruit. Whose glimpse was stopped by a curse of a saint is giving his
glimpse himself.
Mohina and· Sohina please wake up! Corpe int~ consciousness! Open
your eyes! The glimpse for which you have been 1, nging has come. The
glimpse has come to have your glimpse. Oh! Childre of the Guru! See! "He
will not give you a glimpse", from this the "not" has vFished.
But who should get up?
.
o Lord! Your ways are strange! When the glimp~e has come, the hearts
I
that want to have the glimpse are not present.
Strange are the ways of love!
,
Ammi ji is holding Mohina's hand and saying: My[ child! Open your eyes.
Have a glimpse.
:
In the centre is this divine glimpse. Around lis swarming the holy
congregation. Everybody is looking at the splendid Grru's love. Kesra Singh
has brought water.
The Guru himself put water in their mouth, sBrinkled water on their
forehead and face and said: My loving children! 0P9n your eyes.
Slowly they opened their eyes. A glimpse! A gOdl~glimPSe went into their
eyes but when, when the eyes have no strength in em, when there is no
streng-ill in the body to get up? The eyes could not bear the dazzle of the
I

i
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glimpse and closed again but they took inside their body the rapture of the
glimpse of the Guru.
A few moments later their eyes opened again and .then closed. This
happened several times. Slowly the strength came. The consciousness came.
Then .Annni ji said: Children! The glimpse of the Guru has come.
N ow t..~ey understood the happiness in these words but their mLTJd was
not prepared for this happiness. They felt the ecstasy but had no strength to
move.
The Guru now with his inner strength supported their mind CL.'1.d their
body got some strength. They got up and fell at the Guru's feet. But the Guru
again lifted their heads and touched their heads with love. When the Cur..!
moved his hand on their backs, they got up and sat down.
Amr.:li ji with love said: You have been blessed.
Their eyes are not satisfied seeing the Guru again and agab. They are
drinking the love nectar. Their eyes close and open and have a glimpse of the
Gun.l again and again. This devotion and love of the 'Guru and disciple' went
on for some time.
Whoever saw this love got enlightenment.
Now Mohina and Sohina realized that the Guru is sitting on the ground
and this is disrespect to him.
.
With tears in their eyes -they said: It is disrespect from us that you are
sitting on the ground. Please be merciful.
N ow the Guru took both of them and went inside their hut and sat down.
A.rluni ji also went inside. Rest of the people sat outside ILke a congregation.
What respect they could give to the Guru who has come to th.eir hut?
They took out the sitar and sang a divine song (Kirtan).
The basket full of flowers, Amrni ji handed over to them to prepare the
flowers as per the original program. They prepared the flowers and gave
them to Anmriji.
Ammi ji offered some to the Guru herself and asked Mohba and SohLl1a
to offer some to the Guru themselves.
The Guru praised Mohilla and Sohina in the durbar that was fcll to
capacity.
He said to them: I am very happy on your service. You ask for anytbi:tg.
I shall give.
Sohina replied: 0 Gu.ru! Roda has been put under lock. Please forgive
him. We are all doing mistakes. Only your grace and t..~e Lord's name L1.at
you give us is the remedy for all our mistakes.
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The Guru called Roda and he was forgiven. The ~uru told him to recite
the Lord's name and live in the recitation of the Lord'~ name.
Roda became a Guru-disciple and his heart got injunersed in the love of
the Lord.
When everybody came to know how rich Mohin~ and Sohina were and
how they distributed all their wealth and became garfeners and served the
Guru with so much humility, everybody started respectiing them with love. But
they preferred to serve the G:.lru with their love and hFility.

The Guru's words are repeated once again:
Those are living who are living in the
'Recitation ofthe Lord's name'

Let us recite:
o Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord
Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru

starting with at least five minutes a day.

o
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1TTm(OHlli ~II]. ~drlUll~J?@w<errf'r..r.I-;a<eT.igTretdelU~~l
(Thoughtful)

On seeing the world in suffering Prince Siddharth became thoughtful. He
renounced his kingdom and meditated. Then he spent his li:e preaching good
deeds and good character.
On seeing the world in suffering Guru Nanak Dev became thoughLlUl.
The reason why Sidharth became pensive was the suffering of the world
that was due to vices. Now with that suffering was added the suffering of
governmental oppression and religious intolerance and tyranny.
People were irreligious and un-educated. The religious gat.~erings had
become vicious gatherings. Pathan tyrants ruled ana the Mughal invaders
were eager to gain a foot-hold.
Guru N anak became more thoughtful and after renouncing his sons, wife
and family he started his travels to allay the suffering of the people. He spread
the Lord's name and preached "Living in the family with mind detached from
worldly desires and attached to the Lord."
Ah! Today again, the great soul became thoughtful on seeing the tyranny
on people. The tenth incarnation of Guru Nanak, MagIlificent Guru Gobind
Singh saw besides illiteracy and government oppression now another suffering
of religious intolerance. We might not call it oppression but the rulers used
force to spread their own religion.
In this predicament the Godly soul Guru became thoughtful. How to
allay the suffering of the people? They should he religious and live in freedom.
They should not remain in slavery, oppression and tyranny.
The tenth Guru, Godly soul became thoughtful. He left the hustlingbustling Anandpur, the forts, wife, sons, comforts, servants, disciples and fnends
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and went and sat in a mount cave. He kept sittina there day and night.
Elephants, horses, palanquins, stood in waiting. P~aces, house. ,torts are
cheerless. The devotees came and went back disappoiJ:Jlted. He is no~ attracted
to anythLllg of the seen world. No sentiment is attractin~ him. All baggage and
equipment is lying but he sits in solitude in though~ess: How to allay the
suffering of the people?
News spread all around that he has become a rec~use meditative.
But Ah! The Master of intellectuals who has cornel to allay the suffering of
the world is thoughtful.
:
He is a prophet. He is immersed in the love of th~ Lord. Why should he
be thoughtful? The thoughtful in search for a reme8.y for the pain of the
world is sad in this thought. This is his thoughtfulness,l
Eleven months passed like this. His eyes closed. IjIe listened to a voice:
My son is thou
:
To establish religiousness on earth I send thou 1
To put people on the true religious path is on tho~
To stop people from vices is for thou.
:
He thought: Yes! I got this blessing from the LorcJ. It was His command.
But how should I implement? The atrocities are beyofd words.
o Lord! Dear Lord! Give your support that the wfrld becomes a place of
comfort. The 'Guru with the Plume' again went int9 deep thought, deeper
than before.
'
In this deep thought another voice came:
"Ideal Man"
,
It resounded thrice. Then from some subtle elrments a figure started
emerging.
:
Now a figure appeared with full grown uncut hair fd beard and a turban
on the head. Yes! It was a real living soul.
"Full grown uncut hair and beard and a turbani on the head"
Lustrous face, handsome. features, good stature,Jfull grown hair on the
head, impressive turban, shining forehead, eyes full o~ glitter and love, cheeks
rosy like apples with sweetness, lips maroon and swe~t like jujube fruit, cute
beard, chest wide and stout, body muscular, long arm~, waist tight like a lion's,
legs agile but weight bearing, valour in heart witt.~OI t brutality, enthusiasm
WIthout anger, authoritative personality but mind i with justice, Love but
mind detached, philanthropic with mind detached, amily living with mind
detached, detachment from world but attached to ord, saintliness but no
mdness, sword in hand but as a shield, pen in hand fo~ justice and forgiveness,
dressed in shirts and shorts along with underwear, power in muscular arms
I
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but radiance of Lord's name in consciousness, heart soft, delicate, full of love
and ecstasy but brain full of intellect and insight, in self confidence and freedom
from wants.
The writing on the forehead is in inaccessible words:
"High spirits"
After thoughtfulness of eleven months and eleven days the 'Guru wit.1.
the Plume' asked: Who are you?
The figure said: I a..'TI 'Ideal Man'.
For the world it is "High spirits", in the eyes of the world 'C~azy' bu: the
Master of intellect left the forests and came to Anandpur.
II
~Powerful]

The thoughtful that he was, is now Powerful. When he became sure that the
remedy for the situation is to create "Ideal.Man", then the need was :0 select
good people to go ahead. So he started the process of selection first from
amongst the religious people.
First test- V aishnav Brahmins
Moral character is the primary merit in humans. The rise and fa:: of
nations depends on moral character. Moral character is the foundation of
religion. Moral character is the basis of success in the world.
The Guru wished to put together moral character, ethics and valour. So,
he decided to test the moral standard of people of religion.
Since centuries in India the Brahmins were accepted as the suprerr..e ar:d
idealist religious preachers. There was a time when they were Ideal and
capable of preaching but now their moral standard had gone down. T~e true
Guru started the selection process from these people.
He invited the Brahmins for a grand feast. Be announced: ':'wo types 0:
food shall be served. One side shall be non-vegetarian. On another side shall
be vegeta.rian. Those who sit in t.~e row of no~-vegetarians, they shall be
gifted one gold coin and t.'1ose who sit in the vegetarian row shall be gifted
one silver coin.
When the Brahmins arrived, then almost all of t..1}em sat in the raw for
non-vegetarians.
But those who sat i:c. the row for vegetarians were gifted five gold coins in
addition to the one silver coin annotL'1ced earlier. Everybody wondered w1:y
it was so? Nobody understood what was the reason behind? One IIlJghtL'TIagine
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that the Guru wished to know who the meat-eaters . are Ibnd who ar~ ~~"~ose who
do "not eat meat?
'
No. The true Guru wanted to see how many ar~ those who are true to
their faith? Brahmins according to their faith are ve$etarians. Their faith is
not to kill.
.
The true Guru noted that there are a few only I who are true to their
accepted faith.
!
So, a few who were true to their faith, he ~sked ~em to stay. The others
were asked to go. But he noted that these Bralnnins w~o are true to their faith
have no valour in them.
I
I

Second test-Worshippers of goddess ofistrength
The second group consisted of Brahmins who wors~pped the goddess of
strength. These Brahmins offered meat or animals to ~e goddess. The Head
Brah.lnin Kesho Das claL.-ned that the goddess comes in Ihuman form on certain
I
days to bless people.
I
And they collected money from those who wished for blessings of goddess
when she comes in human form.
'
The true Guru wanted to test their integrity. Whfn the true Guru went
there, these Bra.lnnins slipped away.
I
The Guru found that no goddess ever appears in ~uman form and it is all
a stunt to make money. The Guru did not invite thesf Brahmins in the next
feasting. Then these Brahmins raised the issue why thfY were not invited.
The Guru t..~en told them that they were not true t9 their religion and they
were hypocrites and not true Brahmins. They had no ~pirit of sacrifice. They
never thought of the uplift of people.
!
Third Test - Hath yogis and reclu~es
The Guru found that those who practiced Hath yoga pad no love of Lord in
them. They never thought of uplifting of people.
:
At one stage even gold coins were found hidden fn sealing wax on their
bodies. They were all after money. They did not both¢r about the country or
the welfare of the people.
Fourth Test- Kings.
When the Guru found that the religious preachers haf no character in them
and the ones whose character was good had no valo, in them. Then he had
to test the people with valour. The Kings and Chiefs "fere to be put to-test.
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In fact the Kings and Chiefs had already oeen tested. The Kings a..'1d
Chiefs fought amongst themselves. None had any sprit of sacrifice for the
people or the country. They did not bother about religion. They had already
fought with the Guru and tried to finish his strength a ~umber of times. But
since Prince Muazam came to Punjab and made a pact of friendship with 6e
Guru, then the hill kings also became outwardly friendly wit..~ the Guru.
In one of the meetings, the Guru counselled the kings: The Caste system
and the hatred due to this Caste system has made us disunited. Weare
suffering because of our weakness. I wish that this Caste system should be
abolished. Everybody should believe in ~::me God and be united. The need :s
that there should be brotherly love and spirit of sacrifice for each other. Then
we shall be able to allay the suffering of the people. We should educate the
people to develop good moral character and integrity. This is for the good of
the country. Either we go together for this aim or you may lead if you so
desire. But the kings thought that the Mughal rule is too strong. They could
never be able to win them. They rejected the suggestion of the Guru and said
that it was not practical.

Fifth test - Own preachers of religion.
The true Guru got disappointment from both the earlier religious people and
the earlier brave people.
Having lost hope on these people the next was to test his diSciples.
He looked at prominent people. The prominent people here were the
Cash Collectors. The fourth Guru had appointed these people. They preached
the Lord's name to the people, collected the offerings given by the devotees
and deposited the same in the Guru's treasury. The entire money that came
was spent for the welfare of the people.
In the beginning they were true devotees, Lord-loving and very hor..est.
When the Guru appointed a seat, they sat on the seat and preached the
Lord's name.
But as time passed they became greedy. Then 6e ninth Guru went away
to far off places like Patna and Assam. They got more chance to do whatever
they liked. Again they thought that the tenth Guru is too young. They became
rebellious and adopted bad trait. The old Cash Collectors had died. Some
became old and retired. New ones sat on those seats. They were neither Lord-loving nor devoted nor honest. They became too greedy. What they collected
was a religious offering oflove. They misappropriated and kept for themselves
and did not deposit in the Guru's treasury. Even now some were pious, like
Bhai Feru but very few.
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For the gigantic task that the Guru had to do, t1}e Guru wished to see
from where would help come and from where would ,hindrance come.
It is always essential to gauge the hindrance as ~lso the help whenever
any gigantic task is taken in hand.
I
He also heard stories that the Cash Collectors are ~eceiving people. They
swindled piOUS Guru-disciples and kept the money toremselves. Some Cash
Collectors had become criminals. The purpose of pumr,g to test was to correct
this situation. But it was a very difficult task as the fllsciples were in their
contact. Visibly, there was danger that the flow of man,y coming to the Guru's
treasury might stop.
I
The Cash Collectors were aware of their strength Ia..TId the Guru also was
in need of money for the gigantic task that he had to 1~.
But the lover of truth would not succumb to bad trrts and falsehood. The
Guru kept trut.~ in mind and did not accept falsehoodl at any cost.
See! The country is enslaved. People have no Icourage. The ruler is
authoritative. His power is mighty like the sun at noo~. He is barbarous. The
small rulers in states have become common-place. Trey have no valour in
them. The preachers ofreligion are more in greed. At h9me the Cash Collectors
have become swindlers and they have created a wall petween the Guru and
the devotees. lIow puzzling is the situation?
I
But the Master of Truth stuck to Truth.
One day, he sent an order that a conference will hf held on Baisakhi day
and all Cash Collectors should come with the offerifgs collected and they
should bring devotees along with them.
The devotees arrived even before Baisakhi. Th1 Cash Collectors also
assembled. The offerings were presented to the Gur9.
Then the Guru told the Cash Collectors that the mrney you have brought
is much less and it is reduced every year. Here, a big~.gantic task to allay the
suffering of the people has to be accomplished. What ~s the reason?
Then they said: 0 Guru! The rich disciples have ed. Whatever the poor
I
disciples give we pass on to you.
!
The Guru smiled and said: Neither was any epidrmic that my devotees
died and others lived nor it could happen that only Ifich died and the poor
lived. Money has come from the disciples but stuck upl on the way. Better put
it in the treasury here.
i
The Cash Collectors came away in despair. Then ~ey went to the leadi.. .lg
Cash Collector Cheto and complained: What has hapwened to the Guru? He
talks in an insulting way and bluntly. He thinks we ar~ thieves. Previously, it
I
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was not so that the Guru would give us a warning. We have made him the
Guru. What CCL."'1 he do by himself?
Then Cheto said: Don't be afraid. I shall settle everything. Since he went
to Vaishno Devi Temple his temperament has become like that.
N ext day Cheto, a Master of cunning and cleverness met the Guru when
he was alone and tried to make him understand: 0 lord! You are the Master.
We are your servants. All Cash Collectors are your servants. But the serva..'1ts,
when they serve are respected by. the Master. It is for you to keep 6em
happy. You live here. How can you reach all places? By providence disciples
are spread southward up to Rameshwaram, eastward up to Assam, westward
up to Balkh-Bukhara, northward up to Kashmir and Tibet. Tb.ese Cash
Collectors have to bring the offering. There se~ce is worth appreciating. We
know there is need here and we are fulflliing it. They depend on the mO::J.ey
you give them and are at your service at all times. Be benevolent to t..1}em CL."1d
do not test them.
The Guru smiled and said: Cheto! They say that t..~e rich disciples have
died. You tell, "Was there any epidemic for rich people ir.. particular?" Firstly,
they are stealing. Secondly, they tell lies. Thirdly, they have become criminals.
I am not greedy for money. Money that people offer in delight is spent for the
benefit of the people.. This is people's money. :t is not for my amassi::J.g
wealth. It is my responsibility that I take for the good of people. I spend it
usefully. They extract money from. the disciples by force. This pain corr..es to
me. I have to allay the pain of the people. How CCL."1 I tolerate my Cash
Collectors givir..g pab? If they change their trait it is better, othe:w:i.se I shall to
see how to reform.
Then, Cheto with folded hands said: Cash Collectors are under your
orders. If per chance anyone has bad traits, then we shall ourselves shunt rum
out. You need not bother. Trust them and keep them. Do not trust what the
people say. Jealous people unnecessarily talk ill of Cash Collectors. Till I am
there, you need not bother about them.
Guru: I have to allay the suffering of the world. I can bear pain but I
have to eradicate pain of the world. If you become honest and ask the Cash
Collectors to become honest, then I am with you ot..1}erwise I have to do some
reform. Meanwhile some other topic came up and the Guru got busy.
Time passed. The Guru kept thinking of a remedy.
On the other side the Cash Collectors went and prayed to mother GUjri ji
that they are innocent and you recommend to the Guru that he should continue
with the present system.
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But when she talked to the Guru, then the Guru told her that if they are
honest they are mine. If dishonest, then not mine.
I
One day the true Guru sat in the audience hfl. The musicians had
finished the divine sings (Kirtan). The devotees had given their offerings. He
was talking but suddenly he closed his eyes. Everybo~y became quiet. Mter
sometime he opened his nectar filled eyes and loofed aside. He made a
gesture to a messenger. When he came near, then the IGuru ordered him that
at a certain place one disciple is sitting ll.."'1der a tree, *e has tears in his eyes,
his face is sad, som~times he is quiet but sometimes he :talks to himself. You go
and bring him with love.
:
When the messenger reached the suggested sp01 he found the disciple
sitting just as the Guru had told. His closed eyes had ~ears falling.
The messenger stood softly behind the stump of a ~ee hoping that he will
soon open his eyes then he shall tell him the Guru'sl order. He thought: "I
should not disturb him in his engrossment."
!
Mter a few moments, the disciple talked to his mipd that was audible: 0
Mind! The true Guru's door is open to everyone. Tlh.e true Guru loves his
disciples as his sons. He blesses the Lord's name thatielevates the mind and
man becomes true inside and outside. The true Guru as no greed for wealth
nor does he care for fame. He is bearing so rr..uch dis omfort on himself for
the sake of his disciples. He blesses t.~e Lord's name th t rids people from the
burning worldly ocean of fire. There are many who s they are Gurus but I
did not go to anyone but bowed down here with faith at here truth prevails
and Lord's name is blessed. Here, there is no desire to ke. This is a house of
benevolence. When w~ offer him any wealth, he spejds it for the benefit of
humanity and makes our gift fruitful. Himself he is detaiched from desires and
he is gracious. It is unlikely that the gracious Guru has dlosed the door for me.
(Quiet) Many times, I went. The guard there says: 1you are not allowed.
When I request Cheto (Cash Collector), he puts off ~o eve~ next day. H~
says: Your gifts have been accepted and you are bleiSsed. rhen why am 1
deprived of a glimpse? I cannot imagine that the gu~1d shall tell a lie. The
guards are Gu:::u-disciples. They speak the truth. The believe in service to
the congregation. Cheto is Guru's Cash Collector. a ;Mind! There is some
deficiency in you, some vice in you that the lover of t:n1th is not allowing you
in. I have waited on roads that he passes through b~t I could not get his
glimpse. What should I do now? Should I remaLTl sulki,g in despair? No! No!
I am a Guru-disciple. The Guru is redeemer of sinners.1 I belong to the Guru.
The Guru is intuitive. He knows the inner feelings of his
diSciples. a M..ind!
I
.
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Pray. Well! I have prayed for a long time. The Gu..'U n:ust have read my
mind. He must have listened to my prayer. I am a sinner. That is why he is not
compassionate to me. I am a sinner! ! am a sinner!
(Quiet)O Mind! Do not despair. The Guru does notteach despair. Wnerr
Guru Nanak. was departing from Sultanpur, then he told King Rai Bular, "0
Rai! When your own strength fails, then with both hands folded fa£. at the
Lord's feet." 0 Mind! Remain at the Guru's feet. Keep on saying a prayer,
the Gu...ru shall himself be gracious. Saying this, he folded both his hands and
got engrossed in praye:-.
Mer sometime he got up and looked this side and that side. Now the
Guru-messenger came forward and said: 0 Gu..ru-beloved! The true Guru
has called you. 0 Guru-disciple! Come with me. The Guru's door is the
Lord's door where everybody gets love. The disciples, the sons, the brot.'lers,
all are equal. 0 pious soul! Is there any other door where the devil of ego is
var..quished and one becomes an 'Ideal man'? The Ideal man himself is in
blossom and gives comfort and blossom to the world. Do not curse yourself.
You are treading on the true path. If there is any shortcoming, then the Gur..l
shall forgive.
On listening to the words of compassion from the Guru--messenger, t..~e
disciple's mind blossomed. He said: Great is the Benevolent Guru! Great is
the Benevolent Guru! Now he got up and said: 0 Guru-messenger! Yours
words are "rose flower".
lbis is the Guru's house that the messengers are so compassionate. Had
he been a king's messenger, God knows how he would .have ta!ked. "We~
done to you".
Both walked. When they reached the gate, then the guard standing at tr..e
gate said: Trjs disciple is banned from going inside.
Messenger who accompanied: Whose order is it to stop him?
Guard: I have been instructed by Cheto that he is banned from going
inside. If he comes, then stop him.
Messenger: I went to bring him on the orders of t.1}e N.:aster of Cheto ar..d
have brought him. The guard bowed down and allowed bim Lrl.
The disciple entered the Guru's hall of audience and got a ga::npse of the
beloved Guru. He fell at the beloved Guru's feet and like a partridge sat r..ear
the moon, the beloved Guru. He got ecstasy. He said to his mind: Is be not a
benevolent Guru? See! How he has felt my pain, how he has read my rrind
and how he has called me?
N ow the true Guru said in a wondrous tone: 0 Ideal Man! What have
you brought for me?
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Disciple: You are the giver of nourishment. Wha~ever you give we eat.
What can a disciple give? You are the giver. Wodd is a Ibeggar. Whatever you
have given, some of it I presented.
'
Guru: Presented? When?
Disciple: I gave to Cheto, Cash Collector. He says: f\ll has been presented
to you.
The Guru then enquired from the treasurer.
The treasurer acknowledged the money receivedfc0m him.
1ben the disciple said: I had sent one diamond s dded Bangle set that
one artist brought to my house. That also I gave to Ch to. But it is not entered
in the treasury books.
:
Listening to this, the Guru smiled and sent for Ch~to.
With great hesitation, Cheto came. When he saw tp.e disciple sitting there
he became nervous. On seeing Cheto, the disciple saidl Cheto dear! Whatever
money I sent that has reached the Guru's treasury bft the Bangle set is not
there.
'
Cheto: 0 Mar..! Why are you telling a lie? You mus~ have given to someone
else. Don't fabricate a wrong blame on me.
True Guru: Cheto! I do not need the Bangle set. you have a liking for
it, I shall give it to you. You just show it once. My disdfle will be happy. Then
I shall give it to you.
:
,
Listening to this, Cheto burst with anger.
First, he shouted at the disciple: 0 Guru-lover, yqu tell lies.
Then he said to the Guru: You consider me a ~ef and this low disciple
as true. You consider this stupid person good and
bad. It is I who bring
and deposit money in your treasury. We are respec~d in the country. Yau
have no regard for me. You do not try ta find out tho is right and who is
wrong. I am doing everything for you. You call t?e treasurer and verify
whatever he gave, whether it has reached the treasmt or not?
The Bangle set either he has not given or he gate to someone else. He
has put the blame on me. When .I deposited the mon1Y' what would I do with
the Bangle set? Then the Guru said: Be in your sepses. Should I tell you
whether I can judge truth and lies or not? Whether ~ can tell you what you
are? Should I? Otherwise, speak the truth.
!
Cheto: You are bullying me. What goddess has cJ.'me? For me
?
The Guru ordered: Go to Cheto's house, go to the upper most flat
and break. the lock of the cupboard. There, you
find a set of bangles.
Bring that.
:
I

I

iff
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went. But Cheto became crest-fallen. Vices are such that one
gets in them and then it becomes difficlllt to get out.
The messengers found the bangle set. They ca...'TIe and placed it i.. "'1 front of
the Guru.
The Guru asked his disciple: Is this the one?
Disciple: Yes, this is the one.
The Guru looked towards the disciple with love but towards Cheto in an
angry look and said: You steal and then try to become cunning. ~ ow yOl: te!2
whether my disciple is true or you? Whether my disciple is a non-believer or
you? Whether my disciple is stupid or you? Whether I have not appreciated
your work or you have not understood me a..."'1d my gigantic task for which I
have come to earth?
In this way, the Cash Collectors were dismissed and devotees were told to
come and give offering direct to the Guru.
Sixth Test - Ideal Men
In the gigantic task that the Guru had to do he was testing who would be
helpful and who would be a hindrance. rrhis was the leading Cash Collector.
His hypocrisy was revealed. Then he tested some more.
As a result he came to the conclusion that greed has entered their mind.
The love of money has grown like a fungus on their mind. They have no love
fer the Lord. They cannot be trusted.
Finally, it was the devotees on whom the Guru could depend. He mew
that by the blessings of nine Gurus, the devotees are Lord-loving, they love
the scripture. They have faith and love for the Lord. They have truth is them.
They speak the truth. They love each other, they have spirit of sacrifice but he
wished what the sixth Guru had set an example of 'How to die', that example
should not be only in the soldiers but it should be in everyone. It should be in
the people. But here also he considered it necessary to test the people for
their 'Spirit of sacrifice'.
. For this purpose orders were sent that everyone should assemble at
Anandpur on Baisakhi day (1699 A.D).
The congregation assembled.
One day when the Audience Hall was packed and the Guru sat on the
throne, he stood up, pulled his sword out of the sheath, brandished his sword
and said loudly: 0 My disciples! Come and sacrifice your head. I want your
heads. Come and present yourself to my sword. My beloved congregation! Is
there any extremely faithful- disciple who would give his head ? Yes! There is a
task for which I require sacrifice of a head.
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Saying this he looked intendy at the brandished isword. But there was
commotion in the congregation. 1be disciples looke~t each o~h<::r's face,
went in thought, pondered, wished to offer then hesitat d. VVhen tiley looked
towards the Guru, then they could not see. Such radi ce emitted from his
face.
I
Second time again he said: Any disciple who is det~ched from the love of
the body and wishes to sacrifice his self?
I
Oh! VVho would come forward? People said: Earli~r he was a meditative
in ecstasy. Now he is intoxicated.
;
o World! Is it not it woeful? That to save you, he Eas picked up a sword
and you call him intoxicated. Well! This is your behavipur but the saviour has
to rid you from slavery.
The Powerful again in a challenging tone said: .A4y one?
.
The congregation was quiet and dumb-founded. ~e mind did not work.
It was not right to say no. It was against norms of a diS~ciPle. It was difficult to
say yes. Love of life was extreme. The Cash Collecto s had spread the word
that the goddess has done some magic on him. The congregation thought:
What will he do with heads? The Cash Collectors were right. The goddess has
mesmerized him.
I
Then they thought the Guru is perfect, saviour, iall love, without fault.
The double-mindedness made everybody dumb-founfed.
However, at this time one Khatri disciple from La~ore who was immersed
in Guru-love and had earlier studied Vedas and prac~ced Hath yoga, got up
in the thinking that the body is perishable and the 1~oul does not die. The
Guru of love wants a perishable body. Another goo1 chance may not come
again. Make your life fruitful Break. this earthen po~t the feet of the Guru.
In this eternal wish the disciple came forward to sac . ce his head.
The Powerful pulled the disciple who was ready 0 sacrifice his head, by
the arm and took him inside the tent. Then he c~e out with the blood
stained sword. The congregation saw the blood stain~d sword and were sure
that the disciple has been killed.
:
Now the doubt and fear in the minds of the confegation increased. On
the clouds of doubt more layers of black clouds of mre overshadowed.
Again he came and stood. Again he challenged. rfhis time the challenge
was more forceful. Thrice, again he asked for a hea~.
Oh! Head! There was commotion in the congre ation..Oh! Gone crazy!
Oh! Seat of Guru Nanak and then
head?
But See! One more poor but strong minded gqt up from amongst the
congregation who were muttering 'Crazy'.
i

1
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He prayed: From the day I bowed my head to you, it has become yours.
It is something already given. It is already yours.
The Powerful caught hold of him and took him inside the tent. He made
dus Dharam Das sit next to Daya RarJ. and again came out brandishL"'lg a
blood stained sword. Third time agai!1' he asked ror a head.
By this time some of the Cash Collectors had slowly slipped away and
went to Mother GUjri ji and appealed to her: 0 Mother GUjri ji! The goddess
has done some magic on him. The Guru is not in his senses. You put him
under guard in the house and appoint your grandson on the Guru-seat. Then
only this Guru-ship will go on.
On listening to this Mother GUjri ji sent one devotee to find out correctly
what has happened.
In the town the news spread that something has gone wrong with the
Guru and he is cutting the heads of his disciples.
But the Powerful dedicated to what he was doing went on like t.~at.
Third time again, he came and in a challengL."'lg tone said: One head,
some disciple may offer.
After calling thrice, one disciple named Mohkam, caste Namabansi, resident
of Dwarka got up, came and bowed his head and said: You are the giver of
life. Here is it. He took the embodiment of sacrifice inside the tent and came
out brandishing a blood stained sword and in a challenging tone again said:
One more.
The congregation was awed.
But again one figure stood up and said (cheerfully): I feel fortunate to
offer my head under your sword. He was Sahib Ram, caste Nai, Bidr city.
Powerful took him inside the tent and came out brandishing the blood
stained sword and challenged: Anybody offers?
When the congregation saw four disciples killed, then everybody felt
grieved. Those who were sitting far slipped away. Some remained sitting
dumb-founded. Some did not get up in shyness. Most people rem~ed sitting
but in double mindedness. Sometimes the mL.'1d said: The Guru is saviour, he
is faultless, get up and offer your head. One has to die somehow. This is easy
death in moments. Some thought that the Guru is under some spell of the
goddess. He is not in himself. What is the use of giving sacrifice at this time?
But even then, one disciple named Himat, courageous (Himat means
cot:.rage) who came fromJagan Nath and worked as water carrier got up and
said: You wrote everything on ::ny forehead when you were in the heave.::ls. I
bow my head to you.
He took this disciple also inside.
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III
[Delightful]
The congregation became sure. Even this disciple is gqne.
What happened inside?
"
The true Guru who demanded heads embraced a11I five and hugged them
with extreme love and said: Yours '1 and me' is killedf You are my image. 1
am your image. You are now the Lord's beloveds. ~ecite the Lord's name
incessantly. Remain immersed in the love of the Lord.IAfter blessing them in
this way, he came out.
The Thoughtful, who went inside as Powerful, has ¢ome out as DelightfuL
The blood stained sword is in the sheath.
:
All five safe and living have come out with the Guru like a family of stars
comes with the moon.
The wondrousness in the congregation was out pi limit. The dead are
alive.
Who knows, the Guru has used some Supernaturlli power to make alive
the dead or maybe some other happening that only ~e Guru knows. But the
Cash Collectors are surely wrong when they said i that the goddess has
mesmerized him.. Guru is Guru. He is not influenced. i
Seeing the suspense of the congregation, the true j Guru spoke (in a loud
but sober tone): When Guru Nanak tested the discifles then Guru Angad
Dev saved the honour of disciple-ship. In today's tes~, these five have saved
the honour.
Consider the assembly of these five equal to me. D? not feel ariy difference
between me and them.
'
Now the congregation understood: Oh ho! This 'i'as a test only. Why we
remained deficient?
Then they thanked the Lord that at least five off~red and the honour of
disciple- ship was saved. If these had not come up, rpaybe the Guru would
have dismissed us as he has dismissed the Cash Cop.ectors. How great are
these five disciples who have saved the honour of dis~iple--ship.
Everyone bowed to them in reverence. Somet:i.n}e passed like this: The
Guru sitting with the five beloveds.
)Jaw from the congregation another disciple got pp, hesitated and fell at
the Guru's fe~t and said: Beloved Guru! Forgive fe. I am your disciple
through three generations. I have been blessed the sI]>ark of love from you. 1
was just waiting that my tum will come but it has not cpme. You take this poor
head. Take it even though the time is missed.
:
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Then another disciple got up and said: I am at fault but my love for you is
at the core of my heart. If you dismiss me because I did not come and offer,
then I will die crying. Without you I have no refuge. A third one fell at his feet
and said: 0 true Guru! Five heads were offered with pleasure but you cut my
head as a punishment that I did not come in the first instance. Why I loved my
body more than your command? Now you cut my head. Then one more
came. Again another got up and offered his head. This was the fift..~.
When the Guru saw that many more are crying and repenting in love
why they did not come forward to offer their head then he said: You are all
mine. I am yours. You are not disloyal. The disloyal ran away. Some have
run away two kilometres, some four kilometres. They are running and looking
back lest any horse-rider might be follOwing to catch them. You are my devotees
whose mind wished to sacrifice but in fear you did not get up. You were in
love. You were anxious about my welfare and you did not move. You remained
sitting in front and did not detach the love-cord. You realize it as your fault.
You are here only and now offering your heads. You are true diSciples. You
have not believed the rumours what others have floated that I have been
influenced by the goddess. You stuck to your faith in me. These five who are
sitting with me are 'Ideal Men'. You all are true disciples. The congregation is
great wherein 'Ideal Men' and true disciples have passed the test. This
community is living whose life is these five 'Ideal Men'. I am delighted that
five 'Ideal Men' and you all true disciples have passed the test and I see more
disciples in the making. 0 friends! I do not require lives. I do not wish to kill
you. I wish to infuse real life in you. I have killed the 'ego' in you and brought
a godly figure. I wish to infuse in you 'detachI:lent from love of body' a...'1d
'fearlessness of death' and give you love of the Lord that will elevate your
mind. That is why I asked for heads.
For some more time the true Guru in lustrous glimpse stood like a moon
surrounded by five 'Ideal Men' like twinkling stars. Then the Guru accompanied
by the five 'Ideal Men' left. The congregation went to their respective homes.
[Nectar]
Where disciple-ship was tested yesterday, where the sword asked for heads,
the Cash Collectors trembled, the congregation sat dumbfounded, today a
throne is set. The congregation is sitting composed.
On all four sides soldiers carrying arms are standing. A large quantity of
sacred sweet is stocked on sheets.
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is sitting on the throne in white dress.
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In the front is placed a steel bowl. In the bowl is w'lter and in the water is
kept a double-edged sword.
In the front are standing the five 'Ideal Men' dre~sed in white. Around
their waist are shorts, around neck are shirts, white f11rban on head, waistbands and shoulder-belts where hang the swords. T~ey are standing with
hands folded.
The congregation is in ecstasy. Today, no fear hts crept in their mind.
Everybody is in wondrousness to see what shall be th~ next miraculous-ness
of the Guru today.
Meanwhile, the Guru asked the selected five bel~ved 'Ideal Men' who
had passed the test of the sword: 0 dear! "Waheguru"! ('0 Lord') is t..~e Holy
name that Guru Nanak gave. Chant "Waheguru" ('cj> Lord') with extreme
love and attention towards Him.
All five started chanting.
The Gur:I's own powerful and benevolent hand ricked up the doubleedged sword and rotated it in the water. His sacred lilPs opened and started
recitation of the Holy Scripture in such a melodious ~ne that created waves
of ecstasy. The waves of ecstasy elevated everybody'sl mind. Everybody was
in rapture.
Now came most sacred 'Mother Jeeto ji' immer~ed in the Lord's love
always.
The congregation in great respect made way for fer. Everybody bowed
their heads to greet her. Like the morning sacred breere blows sofdy through
the fragrance loaded flowers in the garden, the godde~s of sacredness moved
her firm and delicate feet forward. The goddess carfe just near the throne
and with a smiling face and blossoming forehead she ppened her smiling lips
and said: 'My share also'. Saying this, from her lapishe added pure white
shining sugar bubbles like shi:lning stars to the bowl ifl which the 'Delightful'
was rotafug the double-edge sword.
She said:
My share 'love'
In peace and courage 'love'
In detachment and exuberance 'love'
My 'love' Your 'love', 'Love of the true Lord'
'Love', courage, peace
On seeing this, the Guru looked up with graci~usness and said: Your
share shall be added first.
'
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The goddess mother, the true mother, prophet of 'love and sacredness'
mother, 'MotherJeetoJi' after adding this share sat near and looked towards
everybody with a loving glance.
Now the Guru has combined Spirituality and courage together.
Mter reading the Scripture he stood up. He asked the five 'Ideal Men'
who had offered their heads yesterday to recite the first stanza of the scripture
Japu ji five times. Then he sprinkled the sacred nectar that was prepared in
the steel bowl on their foreheads five times.
After this he asked them to say in a loud voice:
'Ideal Man' is ofthe Lord
"Waheguru Ji ka Khalsa
Victory is of the Lord
fVaheguru Ji ki Fateh"
Five times they sipped the sacred nectar.
Five times the sacred nectar was sprinkled on their foreheads.
Five times the sacred nectar was sprinkled on their heads.
Every time they said loudly:
'Ideal Man' is of the Lord
"Waheguru Ji ka Khalsa
Victory is of the Lord
WaheguruJi ki Fateh"
In this way he made them drink the sacred nectar.
Then he gave a command:
You have drunk the sacred nectar of the Lord.
You have been blessed the Lord's name.
You recite the Lord's name 'Waheguru' '0 Lord'.
You have understood the Lord in the Scripture.
Your faith in the Lord should ever remain.
You are 'Ideal Men' of the Lord. You are 'Ideal Men'. You belong to the
Lord. Victory is of the Lord always. Thus: Victory is yours always.
Get up early in the morning and recite His name and sing His praises. His
praises are written in the Scripture.
You have to read the Scripture regularly. Don't ever be lazy in reading
the Scripture.
Reading of SCripture and singing of divine songs do not miss it any day.
Name and Scripture shall be your support. ~hen he told the practice of
traditional theological rules. He emphasized to keep hair unshorn.
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This place where the Magnificent Guru created I"Ideal Man" .(Khalsa)
became known as Keshgarh. He said: Do not keep company of unholy people.
Love each other.
'
He gave a command: From today, you are residep.t of Anandpur (Town
of rapture).
'
Father: Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh. Name ... ~ ..Singh. Sngh is brother
of Singh.
Serve the community even if you have to make ct. sacrifice. "Five of you
and the community", I live in you.
'
Seventh Test
'Ideal Men' have been created. This was the ideal tha~ the Guru created from
his Super consciousness that was always tied to the Lqrd's feet. Six tests were
over now one was left that was Guru's self-test.
The Guru was perfect, is perfect and shall alway~ be perfect.
For us the Guru means a preacher only. He is the IGuru-soul immersed in
the Supreme soul. The Guru is without fault.
!
Then who should test him and what is the need to
, test?
But the miraculous looks towards Guru Nanak. I
When the disciple Bhai Lehna became perfect, then he gave the Guruseat to Bhai Lehna and made him Guru Angad.
Giving Guru-seat to a perfect disciple was his ow;n test.
Look! Now the Guru got up from his throne anp came down and said:
You five are my image now. You make the nectar aJid give me.
On listening to this the entire congregation felt wpndrous. For once, they
thought what has happened to the Guru? But then thiey thought these aYe his
miracles that we do not understand.
'
On the other hand the five 'Ideal Men' are ini a quandary. He is the
Master and we the servants. But not complying with ljris orders is insulting the
Master.
Then the Guru said: The Lord has said: I honoljlr my saints. Similarly, I
honour my disciples.
All five thought that he has elevated our mind frqm lifelessness to life. He
has given us a blossoming life. It is our duty to obeyj his orders.
Then the Guru drank the sacred nectar that the fiye 'Ideal Men' prepared.
One disciple in extreme love said:
Jtilah.' Wah! Guru Gobind Singh
Himself the Guru and lIimself the Guru- disciple
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This slogan is remembered by Guru-disciples up to this day even though
centuries have passed.
This wonderful action of the Guru denotes his greatness and self-sacrifice
that he did throughout his life for the community, for the suffering subjects
and for the world. This does not mean that we should become impertinent
and consider ourselves equivalent to the Guru. That would amount to disrespect.
Mter drinking the nectar, the Guru went and again sat on the throne.
The 'Ideal men' remained respectful to him always. The Guru is our real
father. Even today we consider him as Gun:., real fathe!" and true King. The
'Ideal men' always touched their foreheads to his feet and remained in Gurulove and faithfully devoted. It is our duty to remain like that.
This is the greatness of the Guru. The Guru came to this world to allay
the suffering of the people for the good of the world.
When the Guru sat on the throne again, then he announced:
Everybody should drink this sacred nectar and become 'Ideal Man'.
The Guru-disciples in thousands drank the sacred nectar and became
'Ideal Men', 'Men of Integrity and High spirits', 'IvIen with valour'.
The Guru said: The fundamental principle of 'Ideal Men' is remembr~ce
of the Lord and recitation of the Lord's name with love. 'Ideal Man' is he,
who is immersed hl the love of the Lord, has good character, is fearless, in
High spirits, has love for brothers, has spirit of sacrifice, is delighted i.. "'1 giving
comfort to others, is delighted in service to others a.."'1d has love for humanity.

o
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Magmificent Guru Gob:hrn.p1 §irrn.gl}}l
C<OHUlJm§els Hi]l King~

1 .
N

ow the 'Ideal Man' ready, absolutely ready, hafdsome, Guru-blessed,
from the Guru's mind, from the Guru's Super qonsciousness, from the
high unseen spheres adopted a form, a beautiful app~arance, became visible
on earth and could be seen moving and walking on tljle land at Anandpur.
News reached Aurangzeb a.."'1d it became widely knqwn ir:. the entire country
that Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh has created a cOrfu?unity of 'Ideal Men'.
The Hill kings got the news in the first instance. N my they again deliberated.
The Guru has created disorder while staying in our ~tate. What shal: be the
consequences? All the kings assembled at Bilaspur to p.eliberate on this topic.
They discussed: Many times we fought with the quru, many battles were
fought but we gained nothing. Now he has discardedlthe old type of religion
and rituals and increased his armed strength. What isl best for us to do?
The deliberation at this juncture was of a disunit~d nation. Some said: If
our kingdoms are saved, then we agree to what the Guru says that the Muslims
are bent upon barbarism and living as such is worth~ess. If with sOr.J.e effort
they can be vanquished, that would be the best. BI~t they are strong and
united. Who can withstand their might?
.
After some discussions it was decided, "We ~hould ourselves go to
Anandpur and see what the Guru says and does."
It was finally decided that the kings go to Anan~pur. Seven 1<ings were
selected and from amongst them the King of Bilaspur 'fas to be the spokesman.
One motive for them to go was to see the wond~ousness that they heard
every day about the Magnificent Guru's marvels.
I
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Secondly, they were always in fear of their safety from the ruler of Delhi.
Since in their heart they were against the tyrannical rule, they wanted to
see the armed strength that was coming- up to fight tyranny.
They had also planned a show off to tell the ruler that we had gone to get
the secrets.
They reached Anandpur. The true Gur~ welcomed them a..'1d they were
given a nice place to stay. All comforts were provided.
The Kings saw the 'Ideal Men'. They saw their form and figure. They
were impressed with their bold and authoritative personality. They saw lustre
on their faces. Their distinctive features indicated that they can allay t..~e suffering
of the people. They can vanquish tyranny. But in the process of vanquis~g
tyranny they were afraid of their own kingdons. Sometimes, however t1:ey
became bold and delighted. 'l'hey were in this double-mbdedness.
It was now time for the meeting. Carpets were laid. under a well decorated
Canopy for the meeting.
The Kings came and got a glimpse of the beloved Gu~. They bowed
down, asked his welfare and congratulated him. They talked diplomatically
and then came to the point: "0 Magnificent Guru! How your 'Idea~ me:!'
shall vanquish the tyrants ? You being a religious prophet and on the seat of
the prophet of peace Guru Nanak, how your taking to the sword is justified?"
Magnificent Guru: These 'Ideal men' shall fight tyranny and nothing
more. The Muslims are tyrants. The first Gurus have tried. to reform t..'-lem and
II'.ake t.~e Hindus courageous. The .Muslims in their positior.. as rulers have
not stopped tyranny and now they are exceeding limits. The Hindus even
after becoming religious and courageous have not ~nited themselves as a
nation. As such it has become necessary that those who have inbibed
religiousness from the Gurus should be united. T~ese people have won over
death. They live in remembrance of t...~e Lord. They live at the feet of :"~e
Lord. Now the time has come. Either the religion perishes or these 'Ideal
men' save it. "To save was for the kings to do. But now this duty has come
upon the saints to save the country. It was the duty of the kings to save. But
now this has come upon the saints to save the country beca~se you do not
unite and come forward to face risk. More than two 1>Jrd of the country is
ruled by Hindu kings. The kings are lifeless and lacking enthusiasm. They are
disunited. The subjects are dying. They are blind. They do not understand.
The people have neither life in t...~em nor cO:.Irage. Neither the kings get
united nor are they bold. Neither do they have spirit of sacrifice nor are they
virtuous. That is why now the saints have picked up t.~e sword."
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Ajmer Chand: Religio~snesspreaches mercy and p a battle one requires
to kilL How shall religiousness and sword go together ~
Magnificent Guru: That is why the 'Ideal Man' has Icome from the heaven
down to earth. It has come from the sphere of souli and landed on earth
through the edge of the sword. The soul and sword hare mixed in the nectar.
Iron and sweet have dissolved totally and become or.:r These are the 'Ideal
men', 'Men of the Lord'. These 'Ideal men' born by di~solvingiron and sweet
shall allay the suffering of L1}e world.
'
Ajmer Chand: Is this 'Ideal Man' a n~w religion? !
Magnificent Guru: This is not a religion with Ihatred or enmity o~
discrimination. It is without caste, creed, race, dynasty lor clan. All castes and
creeds have been combined. It is an 'Ideal from the feaven' of a man who
has 'real' life in him. This is the total reality of the pfophet of peace Guru
Nanak's created community of 'saint-men' who are p~ace-Ioving. But it shall
vanquish the enemies of peace, if need arises and s~al1 compel them wiLl)
their sword, to live in peace. Inwardly, they are in rem¢mbrance of the Lord.
They shall live in fearlessness. To those who threat~n, they shall threaten
them to remain in peace or make them incapable.jf threatening, so that
people live in fearlessness. With their sword, they willj fight injustice, so that
people can live a religious life without any fear.
'
Ajmer Chand: 0 true Guru! Your ideals are veIJt high. You can infuse
this 'saint and soldier' spirit in your men. You are on ~e seat of Gur:l N anak.
But 0 lord! One Muslim eats one goat in a day. W eat lentils and wheat
flour. How can we fight them? How can the sparrows ~ll falcons?
Magnificent Guru: The sparrows shall kill falcons. !Lentil and wheat flour
'
shall eat trees. The goats shall eat lions.
Ajmer Chand: What you say might be true but 'fYe do not perceive as
such. How shall it happen?
Magnificent Guru: You have seen the personality pf an 'Ideal Man'. Rut
these personalities collectively are a community. You h~ve seen 'Ideal men' in
markets or valleys but they are more than what youl have seen. They ctFe
collectively one community Le. stea.dfast community. '[his community is not
like the community of Muslims that for themselves the~ do not wish to die but
for people of other religions they are united in 100tiIJg their lands, ho~ses,
wealth and brutality. ill this community everyone is brother to each other.
These 'Ideal men' are ready to sacrifice their lives. T~ey have already given
their heads. They have given up attachment to body. 'fhey have detachment
of body pain as they have realized the Lord. They hare no worldly desires.

1
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They have no love for passions or wealth. ~hey are true ascetics. You. may
ask; why the ascetics have collectively joined to form a conur..~TJity? It is :or
the reason that the tyrants are destroying religion and giving sufferIng to the
people. The people burdened with misery are lamenting and wailing.
They are forming a community so that they remove the sl1ffering 0: the
people and become rulers of justice and show to the people how to n:le wi:h
justice. This is the community of these 'Ideal men'. ~heir ancestors loved the
l . .ord since nearly two hundred years and even now live in 'recitation of
Lord's name'. Their souls are immersed In the Supreme soul and they live in
eternal happiness and ecstasy. '".:bey have met the Lord and collective:y fOIT:led
a community. They have high ideal. They have happiness ar..d exuberance of
their inner mind that is tied to the Lord. They are not hungry for the liappiness
that comes from wealth and possessions of the world. T!1eir inner se:f, t.."'l.eir
soul is immersed in the Supreme soul and they have incessa~t sensation or tr..e
Lord in their mind heart and body. They have come toge6er wit...~ a vow to
root out tyranny even if they have to sacrifice their lives. Each one is 'Ic.eal
Man'. Their association is 'Ideal men'. Their organization is formee. by t..~e
union of soul and sword. This organization is 'Ideal men'. ::: am an 'Ideal
man'. Every disciple of mine is 'Ideal man'. A group of five ':::deal ner..' is
equal to 'Guru'. Every disciple of mine has this high ideal in him. Every 'Ideal
mar:' considers that everything that belongs to him belongs to 'Ideal mer..'.
They have come together as mine. They are my sons. 'They have become
brothers. They are a family. :'heir kitchen is one. Their religious preacher is
one. Their desire is one. Their appearance has been made one. Their name
is one 'Singh'. It is one body and all are the limbs. They are not just an
organization, they are 'One body'. Their becoming a community is becoming
'One body'. The limb is not separate from the other limb. 'Iceal man' is never
separate from 'Ideal men'. 0 Kings! This is the brief description of the 'Iei.ecL
man' without whom the suffering of th~ world cannot be v~quis~ed. 'i'his is
the high ideal that shall rid the world from suffering. Once, : ~ad told your
father and yourself that it is yO'Jf duty to allay the suffering of the people. I
had also said that people are dying. A new ideal from the heaven shall come
down to earth then only the suffering .shall go. You get ready to joi..'1. hands.
The fallen communities cannot rise without a new heavenly ideal. Today
again I invite you to come forward, become 'Idea:. men' and ho~d the reins.
Your dynasties will rule for centuries.
Ajmer Chand: 0 Magnificent Guru! Ours is Hindu religion. You have
discarded the Hinduism based on the four-fold division of human life and
society. You have discarded the system of caste and sub-caste. You have
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discarded the system of chastising. Yem have discarded *e practice of a separate
cooking and eating place. You have made one com~on kitchen and eating
place. You have not discriminated against the low ciste and untouchables.
You consider them as equal to upper caste. It is diilifult for us to accept all
this. Then, you are a saint. You ca..~ kill the Muslims
your Supernatural
powers. We are weak kings. We cannot withstand th~power of Muslims.
cestry. You were sent
Magnificent Guru: 0 King! See your Rajput
from heaven to allay the suffering of people. Rememb· r that. At that time you
combined several castes and made one caste Le. Rajput and you saved the
religion of the people. Today, the Muslims are grabb$g your families, wives,
daughters, your wealth and possessions. There is no s¢lf respect and no sense'
of honour in the country. Some kings give their ~aughters to the rulers.
Where is the religion? Where is your high caste? Where is your chastisement?
Where is your purity of kitchen? Temples 1ike Vishvna¢. have been demolished
and mosques constructed thereon. Hindus are being fonverted into Islam by
use of sword. The Pandits have ruri away from KashnUr. Whoever has stayed
back, they have embraced Islam a..l1.d are working as Islaves. In Kandhar and
Sindh, all have embraced Islam. In every house andj in every village people
say the Muslim prayer and keep fasts according to th~ Muslim Calendar. The
Hindu fasts and religion has vanished. When a Mus~m Priest gives a verdict
under Muslim religious law that 'So & so' King's daugpter be married to 'So &
so' Nawab, then the King takes his daughter in a Ipalanquin with dowry.
Where does your religion go at that time? What to talf of religion, no sense of
honour is left. Your sense .of honour and self respe1ct has all gone to dust.
There is no freedom. The kingdoms are Contractor-~hips only. Custom duty
and taxes have been imposed on Pilgrim centres. wpere -is your religion? 0
King! Are the Indians living or are lifeless? Or is it f\las! life! 0 King! The
'Ideal men' that I have created are truly religiOUS. I hav~ adopted the appearance
with full grown ll..l1.cut hair and. beard that is the traditional fonn of man. This
fonn keeps the Spiritual strength protected. rIbis fonn ~ impressive, dominating,
dignified and elegant. No community can live whos¢ body is not strong and
splendid.
King: Let us remain in this caste system. Imbibe icourage in us.
Magnificent Guru: The community that has bee:p. dented with cowardice
and slavery that has developed deep cracks due to ~e caste system and has
. become lifeless cannot be put to life without being porn anew from a pit of
consecrated fire or a lake of nectar. Instead it is almatter to fear that they
might infect and kill the living with their cowardice. I

ivith
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King: It is difficult for the upper castes it is easy for the lower castes to

drink. your sacred nectar.
Magnificent Guru: This caste system has weakened the country. 0 Ki..'1g!
First it was traditional Hinduism based on four fold division of human life ar..d
society. That became ego of caste. Now thousands of castes have destroyed
the unity. Because of your weakness t"I-J.e Muslims are ruling. 0 King! How
can a country become free when the system of upper caste and lower caste
has torn th~ relations between brothers and brothers? 0 King! Y 01.: are several
hundreds who possess territories, properties, wealth, money, arms, elephar..ts,
horses and so"idiers but you are powerless a.'1d weak like slaves. If you become
united and imbibe spirit of sacrifice, then you see whether 1:L~e slavery is
vanquished or not. Rid yourself from t.~e ego of upper caste. :Inite. Then you
see the magnificence of being united. Listen! 0 King, my true words. If you
Rajputs, Khatris and Brahmins do not wish to d..rink the sacred nectar and do
not wish to live a new life by becoming 'One', then other castes will s:.rrely
come forward and downgrade the ego of caste. Time wJl come when you will
realize the ego of caste and creed a great evil and wJI have social relations
with lower castes but centuries shall pass in slavery. Yes! Today is the :ime to
realize and liberate the country.
King: What you say is right but to give up the riV.lals of religion requires
thinking.
Magnificent Guru: What I judge is that yO'.l wiE keep on t..'Unking and
thinking and thinking and time shall pass. I have given you a choice. The
command from the Lord has come. That is unchangeable. The vast err:pire of
Muslims who are rulers, tyrants and murderers and whose fear makes tr..e
Hindu kiags shudder shall fall down like a pack of cards.
King: Their kingdom is swelling like a sea from Istanbul to Brahmaputra.
Won't their rule remain in India?
Magnificent Guru: It shall not remain. And who will vanquish? Those
whom you call low caste those whom you consider untouchable in yollY
presence.
King: That time might come after the death of Aurang-.leb. Let us wait till
then.
Magnificent Guru: Who has seen tomorrow? Now is the time to rise.
Become a limb in this community and take the reins_ in your hands. The wor:d
shall be saved and you shall ever live as courageous. One has to die one day.
One may die. enjoying worldly comforts or one may die after winning laurels
by sacrifice. You can gauge the difference.

as
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Ajmer Chand said: 0 Lord! 0 Magnificent Gunp.! Your advice is very
forceful. We want time for thinking. At this time onty a few ki\l3~ namely
Handoar, Guler,]aiswal, Kathgarh have corne. Now ,,11 of us shall meet and
deliberate, then we shall let you know.
In this way after giving an evasive reply the kings ideparted.
The message of the true Guru reached all the k$gs but they remained
stuck in the marsh of slavery in which the Muslim tyranr,y had pushed them in
dishonour since centuries. They were told that what Ithe Guru had advised
was for their welfare but their rat race for selfish end~, ego of caste and selfinterest did not let them rise. The Hindu subjects anq the Hindu kings who
were stuck in the marsh of slavery, they did not rise. 1hey did not!
After the kings departed, then the true Gun;.l addressed his own
congregation:
'
You have got a sensation of the Lard in your ~.,d, heart and body by
recitation of the Lord's name. Your soul is enlightened You have taken a vow
of sacrifice. You have got a new life. Your mind is aw 'ened from lifelessness.
Your sublime minds are in my lap. I have made you II?-Y sons and one family.
You are a family of 'Ideal men'. I have given sword iIjl your hand and made
you 'One body'. You are 'Chief IJeal Men'. Yau sh~l not do evil with t.~e
sword. You shall root out slavery and tyranny thatl has overpowered the
country. "0 Ideal men, People are lifeless. The kings f:e stuck in self-interest.
If you whose minds are awakened do not rise, then Ithe world shall perish.
There shall be no religion. Freedom will never corne iagain. The suffering of
the people will not go. If you whose minds are now ~wakened rise with the
roar' of a lion, then the vicious rule shall vanish. T(he lifeless people will
become full of life. Time will corne when the people ~ perceive your deeds
and appreciate."
i

o
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rue Guru, Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh created '~deal Men' (Khalsa)
1 in 1756 Indian calendar Le. 1699 A.:0. Peace loving Sikh comm'GIlity is
now brave swordsmen community.
Brave swordsmen need diplomacy. In diplomacy peop~e do not mind
:elling lies, deceiving and hypocrisy as a tool. Their thinking is that they ::lust
succeed jn their plan, they must fulfill their target. They mus: succeed, may be
in whatever way. They will not care for dr:.ty, character, cleverness or :noney.
This was the way of the world.
But the' true Guru did not approve of this type of diploI:lacy whea he
armed the 'Ideal Men' with swords and guns. He showed a new path to the
world. He told his disciples not to abandon goodness, duty, characte~ or good
conduct. Take support of the Lord, the Holy Scripture and Na..~e of the Lord.
Then be courageous and brave.
Magnificent Guru and all incarnations never compromised truth with
underhand machinations. In the last battle at Anandpur the invaders made
false vows and showed meanness but the true Guru remained steadfast on
truth. The invaders won but with lies and viciousness. The true Guru sh.:ck to
his promises and stood on truth. He did bear the loss altho:lgh outwardly ir..
the eyes of the world it was 'Loss' but Magnificent Gum has mentioned it as
'Victory'. He wrote a lette~ to Aura..'1gzeb. He named it 'Sign of Victory'.
According to the world it should have been (Sign of Loss). But from the moral
point the Guru was victorious. From the moral point of view Aura.Tlgzeb and
his accomplices had lost. It was their loss.
At that poLtlt of time one could not perceive how the Emperor of India
has lost but the seeds of his loss had been sown and the moment he passed

T
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away, his empire crumbled like the broken string of Cjl kite. That is how the
Guru named it 'Sign of Victory'.
It meant: 0 King! This letter is 2- sign of your loss land my victory.
For the true Guru, duty, moral character, good coIj1ducts were of primary
importance to his mind. He taught the same principle$ to his brave men. He
had shown to the world that in words and in actions oI).e car.. remain Teligious
in the world. Religiousness, piousness and bravery qan go together. In his
times and even afterwards the Guru disciples demon~trated the truth to the
world. True Guru had molded the Sikh culture in the die of pure moral
character. The 'Ideal :Man' (Khalsa) was created andl the entire community .
was rejuvenated to 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa). Those who we~e tolerant and enduring
tyranny became merciful and eradicators of tyranny. farlier those who were
at service in this way were selected ones and lesser in: numbers. But now the
Guru ordered every disciple to drink t..~e sacred nect~r a.11d keep arms. The
result was that everyone became a swordsman and became skilled in gunshooting and swordsmanship.
Poet Santokh Singh writes: Those who had never EYven dreamt of fighting,
who were afraid even to listen to the name of fighting~ they drank the sacred
nectar and became valiant. They became eager to ke~p arms. They became
so alert that they kept arms on their body day and ni&ht.
Previously, when the disciples came and were harassed on the way, they
endured. But now they resisted any harassment and fop.ght even if they had to
die. They did not fear.
'
Noh village existed on the way to Anandpur. Th~ Ranghars inhabited it.
When a group of Guru-disciples passed from ther~, the Ranghars decided
to loot them. :hey thought: They seem to carrying lo~ of money that they are
taking with them for the Guru.
All of them got together and encircled the grour. Those, in L~e group,
who were armed, were few. They fought back but cou1d not bring them under
control. The Ranghars looted the entire money of thEj Guru-disciples.
The disciples who had become penniless reaclted Anandpur in great
distress. Some were in wour..ded condition.
On listening to their heart-rending experience the trpe Guru i..'1 a challenging
tone said to the valiant: See! This is great injustice mEjted out to my disciples.
We must give punishment to the looters. The 'ldeial Men' (Khalsa) were
already in great enthusiasm and in high spirits. Immeqiiately they got ready to
retaliate. Quietly they mounted an attack on Noh vil1:;tge.
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The Ranghars of the village never expected that they will get the fruit of
their sin so soon. They did not consider the 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa) to be so.
brave. They were caught unawares.
The musicians were beating the drums and 'Ideal Men' were fol~owing. It
appeared that they are going for hunting as they were not too r::any. When
they reached Noh the villagers sawthat some 'Ideal Men' have COr.1e but :"''-ley
just saw them and kept standing unmindful. When the disciples attackec them,
then only they realized that they have come to retaliate. Then they ran to
bring their swords and guns and carne :0 fight. Without talking to the Gurudisciples they started firing. The Guru-disciples became sure that t..1:ey do not
wish to compromise, they want to fight. Now from· this side also the G:rrudisciples shot from their gtL.'1S and fought with swords. This side so~e Gurudisciples fell dead and that side some Ranghars fell dead. Now frOr.1 one side
the Ranghars came forward to fight. On the second side the Gujars of the
village came forward to fight. When some Guru-disciples feJ dead then the
rest of them went into rage to fight. They moved forward so swiftly tlmt the
Ranghars could not even use their guns. They were overpowered a.'ld they
shouted: For the sake of your Guru forgive us.
The valiants did know what was the Guru's order? So they kept on fighting.
The true Guru was waiting at a distance and watching.
Meanwhile Bhai Daya Singh arrived a..'1d advised the Ranghars, "Fall at
the Guru's feet if you wa..'1t forgiveness". So most of the Ranghars and Gutars
threw their weapons and fell at the Guru's reet.
True Guru said: You are forgiven. But live in peace. If you loot any
Guru-c4sciple again then I will not forgive you again.
In this way, the Guru-disciples got all their looted money back. Tnis qcick
punish.'TIent had a salutary effect in the entire area and peop:e started respecting
Guru-disciples (Khalsa). Many criminals who used to harass an1100t Gurudisciples in connivance with officials started fearing.

o
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nee, Guru Nanak set his sacred feet at Kandhar hustling bustling town
of Pathans. He blessed the I.ord seekers stucki in hindrances on the
religious path namely, Yar Wall, Shah Sharaf, Khatri ;md some more. Guru
Nanak left this earthly abode in 1539 A.D. and now it js 1693 A.D.
/
I
In a town named Ghazni that is 300 Kilometres Iapproximately
on the
I
road from Kandhar to Kabul is born a beloved of Gctu N anak.
Yes! The same Ghazni from where Mahmood c~e and looted India
seventeen times devastated and made Lahore a base fo~ alien rule of strangers.
This place is mountainous and its height from sea lfvel is similar to that of
Shimla.
The beloved sou!. that has born today was named :Nand Lal. His father is
Hindu. His name is Chhaju Ram, caste is Khatri. He left his loving hometown
Punjab in search of livelihood and came to Ghazni an~ settled here. He was
Master of Persian language and expert in managerial skqls. He got appointment
as Reader to the Ruler and lived a comfortable life givling comfort to others.
Self being educated, it was natural that he liked to ~ve the best education
to his son. Chhaju Ram got his child Nand Lal admitteq in a very good school
and himself taught him at home so that he becomes p~oficient in learning.
Many children were born to Chhaju Ram but theyl died. His age was fifty
years when Nand Lal was born. His temperament naturally and because of
these shocks was soft. He was religious minded and ha4 a great desire to have
a son. Along with educating him well Chajju Ram als9 endeavoured that his
son should haye a religious bent of mind. At the age of rvelve he had become
proficient in Persian language. Seeing his up-comin$ son so proficient in
I

I
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learning Chhaju Ram was extremely delighted and wanted him to study more
and more.
In the meantime, one ascetic who was Guru of Vaishnav sect of K.hatris
came to Ghazni to collect charities. Ghazni was populated by Pathans. To get
such a chance was rare. Chhaju Ram himself was a Vaishnav. He tho:tgh::: is
fortunate that t.~e ascetic has visited here. This would be the best chance to
baptise the SOll. He should wear the sacred necklace and get the Holy ~ymr..
and become bound in the rituals.
In this thinking he fixed a date and called the ascetic to his house. The
ascetic was pious and simple bat he did not have true spirituality in him. He
had no knowledge of the soul. He could complete the rituals of irjtiation but
he could not satiate the thirst of the soul. Nand Lal was a child with amazing
intellect that his poetry in later age proves. Secondly since lIe had learnt
enough, his mind had the reasoning and trend to explore. ':'he child had. ::.-ead
books on character building and other religious books. How could he be
satisfied by the rituals of an ascetic that he thought was an empty ritual?
In the house all arrangements were made. ':'he ascetic came to perform
the ritual. When the auspicious time came, the ascetic picked up the necklace
for tying around t...1.e child's neck.
Then Nand I_al with respect asked: 0 pious ascetic! Why do you want to
put this necklace round my neck?
Ascetic: 0 child! We will initiate you in Vaishnavism. You will be a Vaishnav
devotee from today onwards. This necklace shall save you from the messengers
of death. This shall be the signet that you are a Vaishnav devotee. The~ I
. shall give you a Holy hymn. You shall read it every day at least once. You
won't remain without a Guru. You will be my disciple a...'1.d I sh~ be you::.Guru.
Nand La!: Excuse me 0 ascetic! By wearing this I shall be tied in bondage.
r shall be your disciple and you shall be my Guru. For the futare, the door
shall be closed for me. I shall not try to seek any Guru. Maybe if I am able to
get someone who may be able to give salvation, then I shall have to break this
bond and that shall not be good. Please do not bind me in this ritual. When I
come of age I shall find my Guru. When I am satisfied, then I shall wear the
signet.
Ascetic: 0 son! This is a tradition in the family. What you have said :s
very intelligently said. :Maybe it is written on your forehead, you shall find a
true Guru. But there is no harm in wearing this now.
Nand Lal: To accept a Guru again and again shall become a play. I am
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inclined towards SCripture that I can recite with my ton~e. It should be praise
of the Lord. My inclination is towards 'recitation of th~ Lord's praise'.
Ascetic: 0 child! Your inclination is great. JVlay thelAlrnighty give you the
SCripture! I do not have what you desire. The Guru iwho has shall himself
give you.
Saying this, the ascetic went away to his residence'i
Father t.hought that the ascetic has got angry on th<t child refusing to wear
the necklace. Then he talked to the son: 0 son! This i~ a family tradition and
it is necessary. If you do not agree then the family ~hall get a bad name.
Moreover the ascetic has got angry.
Then Nand Lal with hands folded said: 0 father! ~ do respect your wish
but the ascetic said that by putting the necklace round roy neck, I shall become
his disciple and he s!lall be my Guru. But I have not perceived him as a Guru.
I shall search for a Guru myself. r.;:,o fix a Guru today s~ems superficial to me.
I do not like to bind myself in this way.
Father felt satisfied on listening to the words of thEj son that were true. So
he kept quiet. He thought what the child has said is cOljrect. I should not press
him further. He might feel despair.
Then the father went to the ascetic for forgivenes~. But the piOUS ascetic
said: Your son already has lot of knowledge of religior. He is a seeker of the
Lord. He is in search of a real saint. He will get peace lof mind when he finds
a real saint. To force such fortunate children is not pr~per. I am not the least
angry. I wish that your family prospers. Ever remain delight.
Chhaju Ram bowed down but because of sentiII1ent of love and fear of
society he talked to his teacher at the school and rus colleagues to persuade
him but Nand Lal did not agree.
He said: I have a longing in me and I wish to search for a true Guru. If I
accept a guru now whom I do not perceive as a guru, ~en I shall be unhappy.
Otherwise I do not wish to disobey my father.
Mter this, the father never talked to him on tliis subject. The matter
ended and Nand Lal got busy in furthering his studie$.

iP

II
Another five years passed. Neither he wore the ne~klace nor married he
remained busy in learnLrlg. At this time his dear Moth~r passed away. He had
to bear the shock. There were only three members i~ the house. One father,
one mother and he himself, now two remained. Anpther two years passed
since mother had died. He was still engrossed ir.. his ~tudies. He got another
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shock. His fat.her passed away. The shock was too severe. He was left alone :n
a foreign cocntry, foreign rule and foreign environment. ?3ut one has to
tolerate whatever happens. He endured this shock also.
When the rituals of the father's death were over, then the relatives a..'1.d
friends suggested that we go to the ruler and request hL.'Tl to give the job tr..at
father was doing to you. You are intelligent and proficient. You w.11 be busy.
They say work is real worship. Accordingly a prayer was ~ade to the ruler.
The ruler was quite happy with Chhaju Ra..'11 and knew that N ar..c. Lal is
intelligent and proficient.
He said: I will give you the job that your father had. You are hlte~gent
but since you have no experie:lce, you do a job at a lower ievel a..'1.d gain
experience.
Nand Lal understood what the ruler said but he became sad. This sadness
increased so much that he decided to leave. He packed up everyt.l-ring and
quietly accompanied a caravan, reached Punjab and travell.ed to Multan. Ee
liked the place and decided to settle here.
He h;'d brought money from Ghazni that was saved by his father. As
such he was not in a hurry to seek employment. Here, he selected a place
near Delhi Gate, purchased land and built a house. Soon this place became a
Colony and became thickly populated. It was named Aghapur. Reason being
that the serva..'1.ts who had co:::ne with him from Ghazni called him Agha.
(Agha is a Persian word, meaning Master)
Nand Lal had a social nature. He was very we11 educated and wealthy.
Soon his contacts became large. His-ancestral relatives respected him. Although
he was without a job but his circle of friends grew and t..hey admired him.
In t...'1is way he got married to a girl from a wealthy Khatri family. 7his
increased his superiority complex and his mind elevated. Already he used to
meet saints and was i.ll search of a true saint. He had not worn the necklace
that the Vaishnav ascetic had suggested. He had not faend a true saint that he
was looking for.
Some time elapsed since he had married. He noticed that :bJs pious wife
gets up very early in the naming, has her bath and sits qUiet ror some time.
Then she recites something in such low voice that one can hear t..~e tune but
cannot understand the words. The intelligent mind that he had, felt that t.here
is something u.'1ique in my wife as compared to other ladies and that is dee to
whatever worship she does in the morning.
Then one day he said to her: 0 fortunate lady! Whatever worship you do
in the early morning and the recitation yoc do later is something very good
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and I like it immensely. It appears you are afraid that ~ might not Ift\.,~ it. That
is why you recite so softly. I am not against worship. Uo not have any fear. In
fact I would love to listen.
In this way, she started reciting the Scripture 10udJy as was her nature in
her parents' house.
,
When Nand La! heard the recita,tion of Scripture, ljris ears filled wit..~ love,
his heart felt coolness and his mind apprec\ated the mbaning of the words.
In this way he came to know that this Sdipture is from Guru Nanak and
my wife is not a Vaishnav. She belongs to a Sikh f<4nllY' She has love for
. Guru N anak deep in her heart.
'
:By listening every day, his love and respect [or thel Scripture swelled and
he thought: Maybe by having a glimpse of the fountain of tJ:..J.s Scripture my
deep wish of finding a true saint is fulfilled. Slowly he got good faith in Guru
'Nanak and recitation of SCripture became a habit.
In the city, everybody talked about his proficiency in Persian. Even the
Chief of Multan heard about him. Judging his intellect, the Chief appobted
him as his reader. For a long time he stayed at Multan <jmd carried on his job,
he got prominence in the department due to his inte1l1ctual proficiency. His
colleagues became jealous on this account. This jealdusy increased day by
day. But this did not affect his job.

III
A day came when he thought this was not to his liking apd he resigned his job
and made him free but he continued to stay at Multan. When he was forty he
got a son who was named Lakhpat Rai. After another tfwo years another son
was born and named Lila Ram.
Upbringing of the children was an interesting re$ponsibility t.~at gave
pleasure. For a few years his mind remained absorbe~ in this task. But the
desire of meeting a true saint that made him refuse wearlng the necklace from
the Vaishnav ascetic was not fulfilled as yet. By recit$.tion of Scripture his
desire to meet Magnificent Gur~ Gobind Singh who wqs on the seat of Guru
Nanak became intense.
One day at the Gurdwara the musician sang the folilowing:
o Farid! See! flow white your hair has gone
Future is near. Too far the past has gone
It meant death is near.
Nand Lal thought: I am already fifty. According to the Hindu scripture, it
is time to renounce the world and in the Gurdwara also: the message is clear.
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How long shall I keep myself entangled in children and wife? I have known
the path but when the Lord's prophet is on earth, then how lLl1fortunate it is
that I remain without his glimpse.
These thoughts went deep and made his mind detached from family. The
desire to meet the Guru became intense. He took leave from his wife for
meeting the Guru. He asked her to stay with children at her parents' house,
made the arrangements a..l1d departed from Multan. Two of his servants from
Ghazni had accompanied him when he came to MUltml. He ordered one o~
them to stay with the family and one servant he took along wiLl,. him.
Moving slowly he reachedLahore. He stayed here for some time, visited
the assembly where divine songs (Kirtan) were sung and then reached Amritsar.
His happiness knew no bounds when he saw the Golden Gurdwara. The
divine songs (Kirtan) and the Spiritual atmosphere elated his mind. ill the
Spiritual atmosphere and the wondrous blossom that is always there at the
Gurdwara his mind felt the sensation of the Lord. Now he became restless to
have a glimpse of the Guru.
He left Amritsar and moving slowly reached Anandpur. Here he rented a
house and stayed. He has' reached good age and gained lot of experience in
life. He has already met many saints but none met his eyes.
The ,Guru whom he is longing to meet is young, maj estic, no renunciation
and no detachment is visible.
It is but natural that a matured mind would iook before he leaps.
On the other hand his mind is detached, in despair, in longing. The
divine songs (Kirtan) have already dented his mind, reading of the divine
scripture has made him understand that the Master of Guru Nanak's seat is
not just a saint or mentor but a prophet. Not just a prophet but a prophet of
the prophets, the Guru-Almighty. He has heard that even in childhood he
showed all signs of a prophet. He is intuitive and saviour.
Considering both these aspects his mind decided: I should not go to meet
him straightaway. I should stay at a place and wait and see whether he himself
calls me or not. If this wish is fulfilled then it shall be sure and certain that the
Guru is the real mentor and intuitive. Then he thought that this migh~ be lack
of faith or say test of the Guru. But his intelligent mind said that t..l,.ere are two
types of materials that bum in fire. One those that bum the moment they
come near or touch the nre like paper or butter. Second are those that take
more time like aluminium or gold. Similarly, seekers are of two types. One
those who get faith by just a glimpse, second search and test alld then get
faith. Considering the times or my searching nature I am the second type.
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Again he thought: Would it not be disregard? Blit my mind if:' Gonfident
and without doubt.
In this thinking he sat at home. He did not tell anyone what was in his
mind.
The longing to meet the true Guru, he hid in his lmind. 1be longing was
deep in his inner mind but his outer mind wished to test. That craving in the
inner mind swayed and in pull of pangs swelled b~t the outer mind in its
decision to test tried to press and stop it. In this tug ~e longing to have the
glimpse of the Guru gave more pangs.
Several days passed, he sat in his house. His olJ.ter mind is stuck in its
determination to test. But the inner mind is impatient ;imd jumps fervently and
in pangs of love waits for a glimpse.
His servant who loves him from the core of his h¢art sees that his Master
does not go out and remains sitting in the house. Hi~ eating and drinking is
reduced. His face has turned pale. Often he heaves lIang sighs and his eyes
that shone with his intellect and reflected his high lu1.owledge on everybody
are often full of tears and many times when he move~ his lips or has a frown
on his forehead, the tearful eyes shed tears and they slip down the cheek and
shine like pearls in the bright beard as if they are loolting for somebody with
a deep longing.
The intellectual's servant who is in his service stnce long and has deep
love for his Master is baffled but he does not dare to ~k. He tries to give him
all the comforts to make him feel at home but he is l).esitant to ask. He is not
sure what is in the mind of the Master and his asking rfright upset him more. A
few more days passed. His servant tried his best to remain quiet but his
distress and eagerness did not let him remain quiet qnd he stood with hands
folded: 0 Master! What is your difficulty? What is Iyour sadness? I cannot
bear your sadness and restlessness. ~ a doubt I am a $ervant but you do tell if
I can do something that may bring comfort to your w~d. If this useless body
cannot give comfort to its Master, then when shall I Be useful? Be benevolent
and order me.
'
Nand Lal who was immersed in love was alread)t in tears. On listening to
the words of love he became more emotional and th~ tears that he was trying
to hold back started flowing in torrents. He tried to sBeak but his lips wavered
and throat stopped.
The beloved servant felt more distressed on se~ing that my Master has
some problem that is distressing him so much. Some~me passed like this. The
servant is baffled in his love. The Master on one sid~ is in the longing of his
lord and on the other side is emotionally feeling the ;distress of t..1}e servant.
I
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After some'time Nand Lal's tears stopped and !1e heaved long sighs. He
felt cool and a bit comfortable. Now his lips opened and he said: 0 Child!
Don't feel sad. I am not distressed. : have son:e longing in mind that is giving
pain and comfort together. You have not to worry. Lord shalllis:en.
This side Nand Lal was in love and ...Dangs.
That side the true Gu..'U felt the pull of love. The love waves reached his
heart and his heart melted. Many times he would look this side and that side
and in wondrous restlessness say all right and then become quiet.
One day he gestured to a diSciple. When he came near then he said: Go
there, one person around fifty years of age lives there. His name is Na..'1d Lal.
Go and tell him that the Guru has called you. Bring him along.
The disciple immediately went straight to that place and reached there.
Nand Lal was sitting on a carpet in the outer room. His eyes were closed
but filled. His forehead showed calmness but signs of longing. His servant
went inside and stood with ha..""1ds folded. Mter a few momen~ he opened his
. eyes.
Then the servant said: One person has come. !Ie says I am the true
Guru's messenger and my message is that Magnificent GlL.'ll has called you
and the order is that I should bring you along.
On hearing the words, 'the true Guru's messenger' that was a sudden
message of wish fulfilled, he stood up but in emotion he almost lost his
consciousness.
The servant finished what he said but no response came. So he repeated
the same.
Now Nand Lal's inner mind said: See! Your wish is going to be fulfilled.
He thanked the Lord in his mind. He coughed softly and as if he had not
heard anything, he asked: What did you say?
When the servant repeated the message a third time, then his tightly
closed eyes opened. He saw around and saw upwards and said: Thar..ks! 0
I.ord! You have showered your grace on me worthless. 'Then he looked
towards the heaven. Then he looked towards the servant and said: .rv.:y dear!
Thank you. I adore your tongue. Tl:anks. For a few moments he swayed his
head immersed in love. His eyes filled with tears of love.
The servant thought: It appears my Master has gone half-mad.
Nand Lal really looked crazy. His inner mind got a jerk by the sudden
message of wish fulfilled for the glimpse of the 'Guru with the Plume' and the
resonance of the same was giving him ecstatic pleasure and his mind imlnersed
in that pleasure. Obviously, it looked like craziness.
\
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The servant in love of his master is emotional. fith a melted heart his
~~~~d

,

Time does not stop. For l:S it appears it is passing. ~t passed. The moments
that transformed the voices into wavy sensations passrd. The inner mind that
was capable to perceive the wavy sensations became ,tranquil.
Then he opened his tearful eyes and said: 0 chil~! Your tongue is great!
Go child, give r~spect to the messenger. I am comin&.
He got up. He felt the body has no weight. It is II}ade of sometbng that is
weightless. He got up and started walking. He had ~ardly walked two steps
when he stopped and said: Empty handeJ? 0 disres~ectful! Empty handed?
Again he came inside, picked up some sweets a..l1d came up to the outer
room, moved two steps and said: 0 disrespectful! See! Your turban is tied
clumsily. Going to Magnificent Guru and with this cl~sily tied turban?
Again he came inside, tied the turban properly, "'fore a shawl, picked up a
gift of sweets and walked.

N
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is sitting in meditatipn in rapture. Musicians
are singing ecstatic divine songs (Kirtan). The combiriation of the longish tune
of the violin and the twang of the rebeck is enthr~ing. The musicia.T1S are
playing the drum so softly that it appears their hanlCls are just touching the
drums like a swan not swimming but just sliding on tater. The musicians are
playing Sarang tune but some:imes they play Barwa m~lody and then exotically
return to Sarang tune. It is giving a wondrous ecs~tic delight. They day is
descending. The waves of t.~e music are giving a Sprtual emotional feeling.
The ears of the listeners are attracted towards the rpusiC and the minds are
elated by the praise of the Lord and are getting senfation of the presence of
the Lord. The true Guru whose soul was always ~mersed in the Supreme
soul was sitting in meditation in th..is Spiritual congreg~tion when the messenger
brought Nand Lal inside.
;
It would not have been proper to inform the tru~ Guru at this time that he
has come. He gestured to him to sit down in fro* of the Guru at a little
distance and he himself also got engrossed in the senfation-giving and ecstatic
divine music.
The true Guru is young in age. He has sharp fEjatures and is handsome.
His face emits radiance and charms you. Beauty spnpgs out and spreads from
his_ face like the rays of light from a lamp. Besides th1 bodily magnificence the
heavenly gracefulness, the beauty and calmness ~t this time is creating a
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magical effect as if peace, beauty and wondrousness have merged into each
other and are sitting in meditation.
Which beauty? Where the Lord of the Spiritual sphere is the beloved,
one is immersed in His beautiful love, the Super consciousness is tied to the
Lord's feet and the sensation of the presence of Lord gives rapture.
Which peacel Where one's mind is detached from the world and attached
to the Lord.
Which WO?drousness? Where the mind sees one aspect of the One Lord
the creator the saviour and nourisher sitting on His throne ?TId the second
aspect as omnipresent here, there, everywhere pervaCing as love and revealing
Himself in His name.
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is sitting in meditation, not in
renOUllcement and thoughtlessness but immersed in the love of the Lord, in
His pull, in His love and has become 'One' with F.J.m. He is li0...."Ylg iT.. this
world with mind detached but attached to the Lord. He has t.'-le power to
make your mind detached from the world and attach to the Lord and give
you salvation here on earth and the next world too.
See! His grace gives you the wavy sensation of the presence of the Lord
in your wind, heart and body. His grace makes you live in that sensation. He
gives you the strength to immerse your body soul in the Supreme sot:! a.."Yld
live in blossom that shall ever remain in iliis world a.."Yld the next world too.
Yes! The mind that was a poetic mind, the mind that was sufferir..g iT..
agony of pangs of love, the mind that had already become crystal so that it
could immerse L."Yl th~ Supreme soul, today got a glimpse. The handsone had
a glimpse of the King of handsomeness. The craving mind t.~at had Pl:t
r.Jndrances of wisdom on itself and those hindrances were re~oved by the
God of love, got a glimpse of the charming King of me heavens, 6e saviour
of the world, the embodiment of graciousness, the Prince of splendour, the
divine angel, the matchless elegant. Yes! He got a glimpse of the Mas:er of
radiance. Even his enlightened eyes could not bear t.~e dazz~e. It was a twinge
but soothing. His mind said (silently): 0 King of graciousness! I cannot bear
your dazzle. I have no strength to bear your splendour. 0 my :ord.! I ca~not
bear your handsomeness. 0 embodiment of brilliance! I CCL.'1not bear your
lustre.
On sepng the radiant face of the Guru that was un-8earable, the amorist
mind was elevated. His eyes closed. His head bent and bowed and :ouched
the ground in reverence. How much time passed in this revererrce? N080dy
knows.
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The delightful and benevolent intuitive mind th?-t was immersed in the
Supreme soul felt a pull. His enchanting nectar filled ~yes opened. His nectar
filled eyes that were showering nectar in torrent~ looked on aU sides.
Whomsoever he looked at got a sensation of the ipresence of the Lord.
Whosoever looked towards the shower of nectar, his eyes got filled with
nectar. All who looked at him, their eyes like a cup go~ filled with nectar up to
iliebrim.
:

May Lord give the same nectar to us.'
We who are reading this book in remembrance
Vie who are listening to even though centuries hqve passed
The God of love is looking for ilie prey towards ,,*hich he has to shoot his
love-arrows deep inside to kill. The target who on ~eeing ilie Godly lustre,
had already said: I cannot bear your dazz~e. The deUcate a..rnorist mind was
already writhing. The amorist mind that already saw 1~)Ve-flarnes coming from
closed eyes iliat alreac!y 'saw nectar being showerep. from closed lips that
already saw lustre on the serene face, he already c1a~oured: Who can bear
ilie dazzle when the eyes open? Who can endure t.lj1e un-bearable? That is
why.he clamoured.
See! Those eyes have opened and are looking aJfol:lld for their target.
Yes! The eyes in search found their prey. That wa.$ the bent head touching
the ground. One ray of love pierced the target. The ~body trembled and the
pull of love-rays made him raise his head. He got th~ incessant recitation of
the Lord's name in his mind, heart and body cells C¢d ecstasy. He was not
able to raise his head but the pull of love made him litt his head. He looked at
the benevolent. He stood up. His feet moved a few ~teps and took him near
the King of the heavens where the .head bent and c~amped the sacred feet.
His forehead that was in strong desire to prostrate, in~ense longing to kiss and
yearning to touch, fell at the loving feet. Yes! The arPorist forehead touched
ilie sacred feet of the fountain of love.
.
As and when Lord created the waves of beauty, 11he need of appreciation
arose there and'then. That is why Lord created appreciation along with it.
Beauty and appreciation were created together. They were died in the same
mould. Beauty has attraction for appreciation and appreciation has search for
beauty. The confluence of both is delight.
At iliis time beauty and appreciation have met. B~th have come together.
Yes! Beauty and appreciation have met. Both have met and become 'One'.
The amorist mind is immersed in ecstasy after finding the beautiful. The
beautiful is immersed in the love and sacrifice of the a1morist. The true Guru is
appreciative of ilie intense love of Nand Lal.
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The handsome and benevolent raised his hand and rubbed it 0:1 Nand
Lal's head and said: Nand Lal! You are blessed.
Nand Lal got up and with respect sat down. He was not in semiconsciousness. He was intoxicated in conscious pure love.
The IT'..ind that is pure and detached from worldly pleasures becomes
crystal. Then it gets a wavy sensatior.. of the presence of the Lord. That
incessant sensation gives ecstasy. Bhai Nand Lal calls it immersed. ~'1 compariso:1
. with others, he says: My religious brothers are always in frill consciousness
from head to foot. They are never intoxicated.
::-.Jand Lal whose mind was in admiration and love and whose head was
touching the handsome Guru's feet lifted his head. His eyes met the Guru's
eyes. He could not bear the dazzle.
He writes: I cannot bear the dazzle from my beloved's eyes. If he gives
one ray of his blessing, then my mind becomes elevated. For me this much is
more than enough. Meaning: In his vision the true Guru's power is unlimited.
That is why he says: For me one ray is sufficient that shar. give the live
sensation of the Lord in my mind. I have no strength to bear more.
The real Lord seekers wish for the Lord's name that gives ecstasy.
By one ray of the Guru's blessings Nand Lal's mind got the sensation of
the presence of the Lord in the mind, heart and body and he got ecstasy.
Nand La! was an intellectual who had good knowledge or the Scripture.
He had knowledge of all religions. He knew Hath yoga practices. He knew
breath control practices. Yes! He got ecstasy by one blessed ray from the eyes
of the true Guru. The name of the Lord t..'-lat went deep into his mind also
created a great dent of the greatness of the prophet Guru in his minc..
The true Guru opened his sweet lips and said: N a.."'"1d La! you a:-e blessed.
Now he got the strength to bear the dazzle from the true Guru's eyes.
N and La! who waited for nearly half a century got blessed. The moment
he got the heavenly touch, the 'cloud of forgetfulness of the Lord' on his mind
in which he was living, even though he was a poet, intellectual, researcher, it"'}
piousness, in charity since fifty years went away and the sun of 'remembrance
of Lord' rose. His mind was awakened from the slumber of 'ego and desires'
of the world. He is now L"'1 the incessant recitation of t..i}e Lord's na..'ne. He
feels fresh and cool. He is enthused and in ecstasy. He feels as if his eyes that
were closed till now have opened. He has got a new knowledge wherein his
mL"'1d is elevated. There was knowledge t..hat was sl>..rouded under a veil. The
veil has gone and it can be seen and felt r..ow.
Guru Na..."'1ak has worked some miracle that the mounds of influences of
ages on the mind have got burnt wi,th one spark from }>.Js eyes. But has 6e
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God of love gone away after burning the influences of ages? No he bas sat as
sublime-love in the mind, heart and body, even in the body cells as Lord is all
love. He is above time and space but he pervades in !the world here, there,
everywhere in the form of love. He reveals Himself in Bis name. Like, to join
paper is gum, to join bricks and stone is lime, similarly the joining material for
the souls is love.
0U! mind when it becomes crystal is the soul. Tlile Lord who is always
living is the Supreme soul. Love is the cement to join Ithe soul with the soul.
There is no other way to join the souls.
'
When, the poet, scholar and devotee came home, after being blessed by
the heavenly fountain of love, then his loving serv911t became extremely
delighted. Today, he saw lustre ali his pale and drooRing face. Then he saw
the blossom of the lustre. He saw a smile on his lips, bl9ssom on his forehead,
glitter in his eyes, agility in his feet and vigour in his aIjms. He felt cool to see
all that. Again he saw intently and realized that he i~ more exuberant than
what he was at Multan.
Seeing t..liis transformation, he was so happy that hE) had tears of happiness
in his eyes. He fell at his feet showing how happy he feels.
It became evening, it is getting dark. It has' becoIPe darker. Darkness is
spreading. Suddenly the stars appeared in the dark sky and one could see the
twinkling of the stars. It appeared as if the heavens ha,ve lighted lamps.
Bhai Nand Lal is sitting on a platform in his outeri room. The servant got
free from work, came and sat near. He is a servant bitt being in service for a
long time, he is a well wisher and compassionate. He pas a loving nature. As
such he feels free to talk to hi~ Master.
Love and freedom stay together.
But freedom and love stay at a distance.
Freedom without love degenerates.
But freedom with love remains in the lap of respect.
Greasy with love and melted with freedom, the selfYant asked: 0 master! I
do not wish to disturb you in your gladness. You are s~tting in meditation. But
seeing you in so much gladness I expect some rewarql from that glacL'1ess.
Nand Lal:
Child! Say, what you wish?
Servant: You came here with jay. Then you liveq here in seclusion. You
sat in seclusion. Then you became so pale is if sick. I did not ask you I feared
that your distress might increase but I was extremely anxious like a wood
lying near a fire smoulders why my master is in grief? Why is he not happy?
Why is he not in comfort? '::oday, that! see you so happy, won't you tell me

°
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what was that made you live in grief and what has happened. today that you
are in exuberance?
Nand Lal: Do you know that I came here in search of a Guru?
Servant: Yes I know. But the Guru was here only.
Nand Lal: He is not just a Guru. He is the Almighty Guru and was
present here. But my own mind became a non-believer. Not a non·believer in
God but I wanted to test. I wanted to test my beloved. I sat with the intention
that if the Guru to whom I wish to sell my head is intuitive then he should
read my mind and call me. If he is not able to read my mind then I will :u.e it
for granted that he is not, intuitive. With this intention I sat at home.
Servant: Then what was the need to become pale in gtief and longing?
Nand Lal: 0 child! Since many years! cherished his pull in my heart. I
came with great fervour and eagerness. Mter coming here when I blocked the
'fervour, then my body lost weight but the pull of love that was deep in the
heart was something that could not go. That pull had gone deep in the heart
after reading the Scripture again and again. It was not a new seedling that
could be plucked in a moment. So, I became double-minded. I would block
the pull but the pull would run to have a glimpse. A civil war in the mind is
enemy of health of the body. In fact the pull hlcreased when blocked. Whe~
it remained blocked then the Irind sulked with grief. Then t.1le heart meditated.
How can one meditate on somebody not met? So ! sat in prayer that you are
intuitive, please give support to this innocent child of yours. Please send a
messenger to call me. In this love-prayer I sulked and sulked. Saying this, his
eyes filled with tears. He heaved a sigh then felt cool and smi~ed.
Again the servant said: 0 Master! Has my asking you dist..:rbed your
mind? Alas!"! should not have asked you.
Nand Lal: No child, I am not disturbed. I just remembered the pangs of
love.
Servant: Well! Are you feeling comfortable now? The Guru, you have
determined as perfect.
Nand Lal: Yes.
Servant: The GUIU that you have found, is he so comforting to you as
you are to me?
Nand Lal ~aughingly): Who am I? I am an insect. In what count am I? He
is the true Guru. He is the prophet. He is prophet of the prophets. Saying tT...:s,
again his eyes filled with tears. In thanks-giving and exuberance love-tears
flowed. Then his eyes closed.
When he opened his eyes the servant again asked.. You have got your
wish fulfilled. Thanks to the Lord.
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N and La!: Yes" The Principal has admitted me in his school after erasing
all my faults. The worldly education takes time. The Spiritual edul..ation also
takes time. But by the Guru has given me 'Lord's narntf that has elevated my
mind. I have got the sensation of the presence of the Lprd in my mind, heart
and body. I am old but I feel as if I am newly baIT.!. to,day. To be born from
the mother's womb must have been distressing, the result of which is crying.
But this new birth has given profuse joy and wondrousne$s. There is detachment
but with exuberance, thanks-giving and heart-pleasing. '[his detachment is not
that one gets from seeing the perishable world and the shocks from ingratitude
of the people that creates a feeling of disitlterestedn~ss and distress in the
mind. It is detachment from worldly wealth but joy in tpe pearls of the Lord's
name that I have found. In t..~is jay there is no artificial iexuberance, it is filled
with thanks to the Lord, ecstasy and prayer. Oh, my education. My whole life
I read. Almost half a century has gone in reading. This !elevation of mind, this
intoxication of 'Lord's name' in full consciousness~ this Name that has
permeated in the body cells and gives incessant sensation of the presence of
the Lord, I had never known before. 0 my accomplished mind, I was ignorant
but I considered myself perfect.
. '

RARE TREASURE
Sensation ofthe Lord Divine
Transformed my mind to shine
Who is the },l/iraculous?
Who gave this bottle of wine
IIow could it be mine?
Without endeavor to seek divine
This is a rare treasure
Secretly rained by Lord divine
See 0 dear! The wealth that the Lord gave me, your share was there in
that. All expenses of food, shelter and other amenitieE; are bought from that
wealth. It is for you and me. Today, I have got true· wec(lth. In this true wealth,
your share should also be there. Come! Tomorrow l shall take you there.
You may also get some wealth of the Lord's name. Yau may also get a drop
of t.~e Name nectar. Our fortunes may remain together.
Servant (with tears in eyes): Yes master! You wish to give the Lord's
name. That also should be through you from your h:ands. The wealth, the
Lord has not given me directly. This wealth ofXame C!lso should be through
you. 0 Lord! That is my prayer. Please bless.
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Bhai Nand Lal was today sitting in extreme devotion. He was drinkL'1g the
N arne nectar. He had found the cup of N arne nectar full to the brin:
overflowing. He was drinking the same and was in rapture.
See! When one lives in the presence of the Lord, then everything becomes
wondrous. When the servant said his prayer, Bhai Nand Lal wen: ir..to deep
emotiO:l. The servant's deep love for the Master gave a wondrous feeling.
His mind said: Don't be proud that you are an intellectual and God has
blessed you. See! When God spreads his love t.'len he does not care whether
the person is intellectual or stupid or rich or poor. This servant is stupid with
no schooling but how much love he has.
Again he said: 0 dear! I appreciate your love and respect for me bt:t t..1.is
is a different path. The Master of keys is the benevolent whom I have fm.L.'ld
today. He has given me wealth but he has not given me command to distribute.
So, I shall get you your reward from there only.
Servant: It is the Lord's grace that you have got it. This is a true wealth
that does not go. It shall remain with you. I am not in a hurry. Whenever I
get, it is all right. For the time being, I am happy that I shall be serving a ma..'1
of God and shall have your glimpse. Me poor, maybe if I get this true wealth
I might not be able to endure. You are proficient. You keep it. I shall see
godliness in your service. When the iron becomes hot it becomes fire. Men of
God must become his image when they immerse in God. I should see you as
an image of the Lord. Yes, you please go to bed.
Nand Lal: You go to sleep. I have to keep awake. I am enjoying some
ecstasy. If I go to sleep it might go away.
VI
Nand Lal has got the sensation of the Lord in his mind, heart and body. He
has got detachment of mind from worldly desires. He has got true Spiritual
life. He is absorbed in this ecstasy and living happily at A:landpur. He has a
glimpse of the true Guru often. In his mind he has the sensation of the Lord.
He sees the Lord in nature ever present.
Time passed and his gladness increased. The early morning divine songs
(Kirtan), the assembly L'1 the evening and the glimpse of the true Guru kept
him swinging in the cradle of joy. His love for the true Guru and reverence
for him increased. Because of his closeness to the true Guru he ll.Tlders:ood
the true Guru. in all aspects. The more he saw him closely, the more wondrous
he felt and the love and respect for the true Guru went deeper and deeper
into his mind. What he had felt in his inner mind, he saw the true Guru as fu-;'
image of the Lord wiLl. his worldly eyes also.
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The true Guru now calls him BhaiJi and bestows his grace on him often.
Nand Lal, in some of his writings, has himself m~ntioned that since the
day I met the true Guru I made it a habit to get up e'IIly in the morning.
In this way time passed immersed in Guru-love. Be spent tL.'Tle engrossed
in the Lord's name. Sometimes when he felt like writing, he wrote poetry.
Bhai Ji became so much engrossed in the love of the true Guru that he
forgot everything else. But the saviour Guru wished otherwise. He was carefree
but always in doing goodness to his disciples. He wished that BhaiJi should
remain in separation. In this worldly living if somebody finds a true disciple
he would not like to separate him but the saviour Guru is always in doing
goodness to his disciples.
One day, the true Guru said: Guru Nanak's path is 'LiY;..ng in the family
with mind detached'. Have you renounced your familY? Go and live a family
life in the worldly ocean offire. Work to earn but mL."'1d 'should remain attached
to the Lord. This exercise is required.
BhaiJi: Separation is death for me. How shall I live separated from you?
Guru: Guru Nanak has told the way, the crane f1ies~thousandsof kilometres
away leaving the chicks in the nest. Who gives them toad? Remembrance in
their mind supports them. Remembrance is life. Remembrance is the support.
Name is life. Remembrance is living. Recitation of Name is meeting. Living in
recitation is no separation.
Bhai ]i, whose mind was attuned to the Guru's mind and whose Super
consciousness was attached to the Guru's Super cons~iousness, in obedience
departed.
The Lord tinkles the chords of attuned souls. He thinks of 6e Lord to
show him where to go. His steps took him to Agra. He is att..med to the Lord
who is the Master of destiny. The Lord took him to Agra and arranged a job
:for him. He got the job of Reader in the court of Prince Muazam.
See, the carefree student life at Ghazni, then sep'IIation of parents. Then
living alone in India that was not his birth place, he felt as if in a foreign land.
Then marriage, job and comforts. Then renunciation and feeling alone then
visiting Amritsar and feeling wondrousness at Go~den Gurdwara. Then
Anandpur and self made imprisonment and pangs of love. Then the Guru
glimpse, blessings and drinking the cup of Name ne€tar, the salvation while
living and the ecstasy ofsalvation while living not knowing whe:re the world is.
It is Bhai Ji and the true Guru and swings of love and sways of Super
consciousness, the crystal consciousness, mingling and immersion of body
soul in the Supreme soul.
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See! How the knowledgeable Guru has separated him from his own self
and sent his loved one to the world of fire for some more goodness.
Yes! When the potter makes an earthen pot then he pats it with his hands
but the pats work when the potter puts the other hand in the pot. The hand
that he puts inside is the support of all pats.
After staying at Anandpur for almost a year, now BhaiJi has separated to
make himself strong in remembrance of the Lord while living in the worldly
ocean of fire. This is a long period. Many years passed here.
In between he used to ta...~e permission from the Guru and visit Ana..Tldpur.
" He also visited his fa..TJ1ily at Multan often. His inner mind flourished more
and more. That can be gauged from his poems.

VII
No particular events of his life at Agra are available except one or ~o. King
Aurangzeb was not satisfied with the translation of some Arabic writing that
his intellectuals did.
Prince Muazam told him: You give me a copy of this Arabic writing.
Maybe I am able to give you proper translation of the sane in a short time.
The Prince had much confidence and esteem on the intellectualness of
his chief Reader.
Nand Lal, with his enlightened mind was able to solve the knots in
Aurangzeb's Arabic writing. When the Prince presented the translation to his
father then he was quite satisfied. He said: Yes. This is the right translation.
But King pondered: Such nice translation and elucidation is beyond the
intellectualness of the Prince.
He asked: Have you solved this riddle yourself or have you taken help
from someone? The Prince did not hide anything and told the truth.
Aurangzeb showed a desire to meet the chief Reader.
Next day Bhai Sahib presented himself in Aurangzeb's court. Here the
solving of the riddle in the. Arabic translation was discussed in detaL..
When Bhai Ji elucidated all aspects of the translation, then Aura..Tlgzeb
was amazed to see his intimate knowledge of Scriptures, his erudition and
matchless intellect.
~ He gave five hundred rupees as reward and then BhaiJi returned.
But the King's appreciation was accompanied by distress.
Mter he came out of the King's court, then Aurangzeb said to Pri..Tlce: He
is a Hindu. I do not like. that. Convert him to Islam.
The Prince bowed his head and came to his residence.
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He called Bhai vTi and said: Your intellectualness has become a devil for
you.
The King wants you to convert to Islam. If you are happy to accept, then
it is all right. The King will be happy and you will get an honourable high job.
If you are not happy in this, then you see what you want to do. I have esteem
for you. I won't force you. Whatever help you requil:e, I shall give. But I am
helpless. I shall not be able to save you.
Nand Lal: You have given me a highly secret advice for which I am
extremely thankful to you. You do me favour that you allow me to go. I shall
make my own arrangements. I have no desire to change my religion. I have
already found. I don't have to search for a religion any more.
The Prince said: As you wish, you may go. I shpll remember you were
very faithful. If I need you, t."'Jen please do meet me. Now do not tell me
anything and solve your problem. If you need my help any more, then inform
me secretly.
In this way, he left the Prince's residence and me: Daroga Gias'J.din.
Since he was in charge of all Darogas he was called Chief Daroga. '.;:'?.is
pe~son was pious and Lord-lOving. He had gained Spiritual k..'1owledge from
Bhai Ji. He was in the incessant recitation of the Lord's name. He was in
ecstasy. His inner mind was in blossom. When Bhai Nand Lal told him about
.his problem, then Daroga became sad.
When he told him: I am leaving shortly and secretly. Then Daroga became
too sad. Separation from BhaiJi was a loss to him. BhaiJi's problem and the
separation made him anxious. The heart that was full of Name now felt the
pangs of separation.
He said: I shall go with you.
Daroga considered BhaiJi as his mentor. So, he wanted Bhai]i's permission
to go with him.
BhaiJi after some thought said: You let me go. Do not resign your job just
now. You can take leave and then meet me later.
After such consultations, one night Nand Lal accompanied by his faithful
and loving servant from Ghazni departed from Agra and proceeded towards
Anandpur. This servant was a holy company and a support and source of
comfort
As per the Lord's will this servant left for his heavenly abode at a place of
halt on the way.
What was the value of a servant in those days when servants were sold
for a few rupees? But Nand Lal, devotee of Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh,
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the prophet of freedom, had made his servant a holy man whom he loved
more than a son. His mind felt sad on the sudden demise of his lovir..g and
holy serva.lJ.t.
For once, he thought: A respectful job is gone. The anger of the King is
in the air, now this servant whom I could ask for a glass of water is also gone.
But BhaiJi's mind does not waver. He Understands that to bargain with
the Lord is not love. Real love is to accept 'whatever the Lord does is good'.
The first step of man to rise from animal instincts to maaly instincts and
then saintly instincts is to change the animal instincts. Tney have to be changed
and not killed.
They have to be changed to saintly instincts. This is educating the IT'Jnd.
To kill the instincts is the way of Hath yoga. The body becomes ill when
you kill the instincts. The instincts can be killed by Hath yoga but n:any times
the mind goes reverse and the body becomes weak. By Hath Yoga if the mind
becomes defiant then the body suffers. If the mind is not defiant and bends
itselfby Hath yoga, then the mind does not remain healthy. It becomes subdued
and stifled.
Then, how to win the mind?
We have to win it by reasoning and counselling, by lecturing, by preaching,
by listening to divine songs (Kirtan) and by reading the Scripture. In this way
watchfulness comes in the mind.
When we do not go the Hath Yoga way to kill the animal instincts but use
reasoning, listening to divine songs (Kirtan), reading the scripture and remaining
in high spirits, then the inner strength that controls the mind becomes watchful.
With thatwatchfu1'1.ess, then we recite the Lord's name. By recitation of Name,
the body and the mind remain healthy. The mind becomes well-educated,
enlightened, remains in self control and remains in blossom.
A disciple is a disciple so that he imbibes the Guru's teachings.
Imbibing the Guru's teachings is to make oneself well-educated and elevate
the mind and make the soul flourish. Then the sufferings, sorrows, separations,
bad experiences are the experiences through which one learns to rise.
Name breaks the shackles of un-restrained and hidden relationship vices.
By recitation of Name, the five fires of the body, namely, sex, anger,
greed, sentiments and pride are extinguished. Then they become a support
for the mind to elevate. All five are transformed and become beneficial for
the mind to rise.
One should not kill the mind. One should only kill the evil bstincts from
the mind. How to kill? These should be turned to saintly instir:.cts.
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Similar are the sufferings. The persons who are in recitation of Name, for
them the sufferings of separation and family grief become stairs for the mind
to rise while treading on the path of Name.
For BhaiJi it was a big ordeal. But he is in detachment. He realizes that
the world is perishable. He is not baffled to say: 0 Lord! I am your disciple.
Why have you taken away my loving servant in my travel?
BhaiJi is now a saint, a Lords' beloved. He is immersed in the love of the
Lord. He understands that the marvel is that the mind ,should rise and accept
suffering and despair as Lord's will. The soul should flourish more and more
and remain in high spirit. The soul should immerse in the Supreme soul. As
the mind was engrossed in worldly desires earlier, now it should remain
engrossed in the incessant recitation of the, Lord's name.
When the min~ is engrossed in incessant recitation of the Lord's name,
then the mind becomes crystal or we say sublime mi."1d Or Super consciousness.
This Super consciousness is like a wire whose one end is tied to the
Lord's feet and the other end to the mind. By induction of the Lord's name
the Super consciousness becomes live. It is not an assumption. It is real. One
feels the sensation. The pull of love in the Super consciousness is its strength.
The one end that is tied to the Lord's feet sends waves of divine music. The
resonance of the same at the other end sends waves of joy in the body.
Then, sufferings, comforts, sorrows, happiness ,and separation act as
exercises. So, the ordeals, difficulties and sufferings make the mind that is in
recitation, strong like the exercise with club makes the arms strong. It is difficult
for everybody but it is true.
The Lord loves everybody. In difficult times He ,Himself gives succour
but the disciple, if he makes a condition that no difficulties should come to
him then orJy he will recite Name, then the mind shall not become strong. It
will rather become weak. It will become strong and rise only if it crosses the
ordeals and considers them as Lord's will and accepts the Lord's will and wins
over the ordeals with the support of the Lord. Tbe more one crosses the
ordeals in this way, the stronger he becomes.
We have to rise from animal instincts to saintly instants, gain experience
and become well-trained. These are the Guru's teachip.gs. The Guru teaches
you to recite the Lord's name so that the dirt on the mind is washed. Then
one feels the ecstasy of Name. One feels the presence of the Lord.
The bodily pleasures become alien and get tran~formed into ecstasy of
Name.
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What are the animal instincts? What are the habits that make yot: go after
these instincts? "Cnderstand them and s<;;e how low a huma.ll has gone?
We have to bring virtuousness in our habits Le. first we have :0 understand
fair play and virtuous conduct. Then we have to imbibe righteousness,
humaneness, goodness and spirit of service in us. Then we have to recite the
Lord's name incessantly and immerse our mind in the love of the Lord.
In this way, we become 'Ideal Men' where all our actions are as a giver.
We should not live in discontentment, meaning we should not live in desires.
We should not desire for beauty, wealth, house, property, fame, promises and
expectation of service from anyone. We have to change our habit of expectation
of anything from anyone. We have to refrain ourselves from desires. We
should remain without desires, generous and in the incessant recitation of the
Lord's name, immersed so much in Lord's love that if overflows as bestowal.
At this stage our habit becomes to allay the suffering of people. The mir..d
remains in the incessant recitation of Name and dyed in the love of the Lord.
This incessant recitation keeps us in high spirits and does not let us stoop
down from remembrance of Name or habits or action and deeds.
When we remain immersed in the love of the Lord, then we live in
blossom, delight and eternal happiness. This blossom neither changes nor
goes while living and after death.
With all this education we can say we are well-educated. It is called Name.
It is called 'Education of Name'. r~'he Guru's teachings give this education.
Bhai Ji's saintly mind did not go in despair and sorrow. He became
emotional in pure love. He buried the body of his servant, prayed to the true
Guru for peace to his soul and prayed for strength: I may be able _to swing the
club that is heavier than before. You give me strength that my Super
consciousness that is keeping me in high spirit might not become weak 0:::bent, rather it should become stronger than before. Also, please bless that my
Super consciousness should remain in flexibility and not become hard like
dry wood like the consciousness of un-educated preachers that is dry, hard
and non-flexible.
When the branch of a tree is connected to the tree, then it is soft and
flexible. But when it is cut off, then it becomes dry wood and inflexible.
Similarly, when the mind is in remembrance, then it is connected to the
Lord and is soft and flexible. But when the mind goes into forgetfulness of the
Lord, then it is cut off and becomes hard and non-flexible like the cut branch
of a tree.
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Three or four days passed like this. In detachment of mind he recited the
name of the Lord more earnestly and felt the Guru close by.
In prayer, reading the Scripture, singing of divine songs (Kirtan), .L·~citation
of Name and accepting the Lord's will, he overcam~ the sorrow and the
Lord's devotee came up in high spirits: 0 Lord! You :are my support. I am
dependent on you. I will look at your door. You are higp., you are the highest.
I had a little support from this servant because of Ihis love. I had a little
support from this faithful servant because of his beinglsympathetic. You are
sympathetic and friend. You can pro~de any number of sympathetic servants
and friends. I have to detach myself from all worldl)1supports and tie my
Super consciousness to your feet. You are my strength. You are my only
support. I am clinging to you by remembrance. I shoulcl remain connected to
you always. This connection should never break.
He was swaying in ecstasy, remembering and talk;ing to the Lord in his
mind when his friend Daroga Giasudin reached.
o Lord! You are my high support. You have sent ~me a companion as a
human support. Bhai Nand Lal thanked the Lord. I thank you and I pray to
you to give your support always. Whatever you shall gj.ve I shall accept but I
should remain in remembrance of you always. Please keep the pull of love
strong.
Now both of them travelled together and reached Anandpur. Bhai ~and
Lal wrote poetry. He wrote some poetry while trav~lling also. :Finally, he
completed a book and named it 'Prayer Book'. WheIi. they settled down at
Anandpur, then they went to meet the Guru. Bhai Nan<;l Lal carried the book.
He met the Guru after a long time. Then, he presented the book to the Guru
and fell at his feet.
'
Bhai Nand Lal was now immersed in the Lord's l$ve. The ::"'ord's name
had gone deep in his heart. It is said that the Spiritual stage of a person can be
gauged only by someone who is himself Spiritual. :0TOW,! since Name had gone
deep in his heart, he realized the greatness of the Gmiu, like only a jeweller
can gauge the value of jewels. He felt ecstasy. His miIjld said: Whatever the
Lord does, is for good. Probably, I never would have l~ft the Prince's job and
come in this ocean of rapture. The Lord showed the w~y. Now, stay here and
like a river meeting the ocean, remain at the feet of th~ Guru.
The true Guru welcomed Bhai Nand Lal with dE1ep love. He lifted his
head with his hands and said: You are blessed! Then h~ picked up the book,
turned some pages and read some poetry. He was glad to read. He said: you
read it out.
I
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Bhai :Nand Lal stood up and read the book. The entire congregation was
dazed.
The erudition was marvellous. The elucidation of the Holy Scripture was
wondrous.
The appreciative Godly soul, the gracious, the loving Guru took the book
in his hands and wrote on the cover page with his own hands:

It is full of Lord's nectar
Its name is 'Soul-awakening Book'
The true Guru named the 'Prayer book' as 'Soul-awakening Book'.
Bhai Nand Lal was humble. This book was full of praises of the Lord.
The entire writing was full of what the Gurus preached and elucidation of
Scripture was too good. Anyone who reads it shall become exuberant to
recite the Lord's name and elevate his mind. The true Guru named it 'Soulawakening Book'. Reading this book and by recitation of Narne one shall get
inner blossom of mind.
Giving an example, it says:
The ideal men of God appear to be worldly but actually they are detached.
Their soul appears to be prisoner in the body but in fact it is attached to
the Lord.
Outwardly it appears they are attached to their sons and wife
Inwardly they are attached to the Lord.
Outwardly it appears they have desires and greed
Inwardly they are in remembrance of the Lord.
They remember the Lord by the tongue and in the heart.
The heart has become tongue and the tongue has become heart.
Salvation lies in recitation ofthe Lord's name.
The Crown of Guru-ship shall shine on the Guru's head.
I bow my head to the true Guru.
Fortunate is the head that is standing at his door.
It has come out of the worldly ocean offire and has got refuge
In the Lord's ocean of cool nectar
Fortunate are those who write the praise of the Lord.
Fortunate are the feet that tread on the path that takes you to the Lord.
Fortunate is the tongue that recites the Lord's name.
Fortunate is the heart that remembers the Lord's name.
After blessing immense showers on Bhai Nand Lal the Guru looked towards
Daroga and said: Mir Sahib! Are you fine?
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Mir Sahib presented a gift to the Guru and fell at his feet.
The Guru blessed him with his hand and asked: Who is your mentor?
Daroga lifted his head that swayed with ecstasy. He did not speak but
made a sign towards Bhai Nand Lal.
Alam Singh who was sitting near the Guru's feet said: Guru is he, who
has no faults. Here is sitting the faultless Guru. Bhai Nand Lal is a disciple, an
'Ideal·disciple'. What are you saying in the presence of the Guru?
Mir did not say anything but the benevolent Guru, who was without
desire for fame, carefree, King of Super consciousness, King of kings said:
Alam Singh! You do not know that Bhai Nand Lal ,has realized me. He is
immersed my love. You do not know, he has been blessed with the power to
bless others. He is a G:lru-beloved. lIe will remember the Lord and make
others remember the Lord. He is great. He will make others remember the
Lord. Bhai Nand Lal has oecome a Guru-beloved. zIis tongue and his pen
will be the rows to cross the worldly ocean of fire.
On listening to these words Bhai Nand Lal trembled. His eyes filled with
tears in emotion. For some time he could not speak. Then he made a prayer:
o Guru! Bless me 'recitation of Name'.
Everybody had tears in their eyes in emotion. Even after getting so much
praise from the Guru, Bhai Nand Lal is so humble.
Magnificent Guru, the perfect, listened to t.~e prayer of his unique devotee,
laughed and said: Nand Lal! You have realized the secret of remaining immune
from ego and you are immersed in the Lords' love. It is recitation and
remembrance that gives freedom from ego. Wher.. the mind becomes pure
and free from ego and desires, then the Lord comes and sits on the throne of
your mind. The snake of ego runs away by recitation.. The radiance from the
Lord comes to the mind by recitation. Then t.."lJe Guru looked towards Giasudin.
He blessed him with the Lord's name. He got ecstasy.
For sometime Daroga stayed at Anandpur. The!)., as suggested by :Bhai
Nand Lal he went to Agr.a.
Bhai Nand Lal continued to stay at A...Tlandpur.
He was immersed in the love of the Lord and Gl,lru·.}ove and the Guru's
glimpse
kept him in ecstasy always.
His family at Multan knew that Bhai N a..'1d Lal has reached Anandpur.
They wrote letters and asked him to corne to Multan. When the Guru ca..TIle to
know, then he asked Bhai Nand Lal to go and meet the family.
Now it became like this, that sometimes Bhai Nand Lal would go to Multan
and look after the family and then when he felt a pull, he would came to
Anandpur. Here, he had constructed a house where he lived.
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Once in the Guru's Hall of audience there was praise of those devotees
who stayed in their own houses and had their own kitchens and served free
food to travellers or needy persons. The Guru's kitchen was free to everybody
but 60se who stayed at Anandpur for long periods also served food free
considering food as the best charity. When the true Guru heard the praise,
then he said: Yes. It is good.
.
The miraculous Guru one day put on the dress of a traveller and went
and asked food at some houses.
It was a bit early. Wherever he went, somebody said: It is too early, come
again. Some said: It is not ready. Somebody said: Come at this particular tiIr..e.
Somebody said: We have to wait for prayers.
He returned without getting food from any house. Then the miraculous
reached Ehai Nand Lal's house. Bhai Nand Lal said: Lentil is ready, w!:leatflour dough is ready you can take. If you sit then I shall make chapattis.
The Guru said: I cannot stay.
Nand Lal brought lentil and wheat-flour dough and refL."1ed butter and.
put it in front of him.
The Guru picked up the items and blessed him and ca..'TIe to his hO:Ise.
When the congregation assembled then the Guru said: Amongst the
householders Bhai Nand Lal's kitchen is worth praisbg. Then he showed the
lentil and wheat~f1our dough and said: One should not say no to a needy
person. Whatever is ready, tell him. If he wishes to take, then give. He made
the people understand that one should treat dIe needy as if you are needy.
One day Bhai Nand Lal brought a sword and belt and fell at the Guru's
feet and said: You have raised an army of saintly men to fight the tyrants. You
make me wear this belt and sword with your own sacred hands. I sha.r Egl:t in
the battle field with the other soldiers.
The Guru smiled. Then, he wore the belt and sword himself and asked
one disciple to bring one pen. Again, the Guru said: 0 Nand Lal (giving the
pen)! Take. This is the sword for you. Whosoever reads your writings, he
shall infuse kindness, religiousness, recitation of N arne and good character ~
himself.
This shows the Guru's greatness. How he kept intellectuals out of battles
and asked them to do sometr..ing that they were best suited to do for the good
of people.
Bhai Nand Lal stayed at Anandpur for quite some time and recited the
Lord's name. When the Guru perceived that he shall leave this earth after
sometime, then he asked Bhai Nand Lal to go and stay at :Multan and preach
Lord's name there and enjoy the ecstasy of Name.
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Separation is never comfort-giving but Bhai Nand Lal who was ever
connected to the Guru a.'1d t.1}e Lord considered it a command of the Lord. In
obeying the command he departed from Anandpur ;md reached Multan.
Under his g'.lidance Multan beca..'TIe a centre for preaching tne Lord's name.
At ~u1ta.Tl he got the news of Guru's leaving ABandpur and then again
leaving the Chamkaur Fort. He felt very sad. Later~e heard the Guru's
victory a: N!:u.1(tsar and his stay at Damdama.
Whe~ the G~ru departed from Damdama mov:ng towards south, then
Aura."'1gzeb passed away. Aurangzeb's yOlmger son Azam wl10 was in t.'le
south ar..~ounced himself as the king defying the Will left by Aurangzeb.
KaaIIl Baksh a.."1othe:: sor.. of Aura.'1.gzeb accepted his kingship.
The elder son McazarJ. was at Kabu~ at t.~at time. lIe annO~.l.IICed~i..T!lse~
as king and started nis journey to India. Azam had a large army Ollt even
Ml:azam was tying to occupy t...1,.e throne. At this time Bhai ::."Jand La! along
~th :g:akim Rai ~et the Guru at Bhaghaur. Bhai Nand I,al who was immersed
ir.. the ~ord's love-from head to foot now met him as. a messenger. The Gun:
was too pleased to meet him. Then r..e heard the message of Bahadur Shah to
help him occupy the throne at Delhi. The Guru listened to :.."J.e message from
Bahadur Shah a.."!d said: We shall he:p hir.:l to occupy the tr.Jone at Delhi. He
should promise to do justice, remain truthful with no ego of Muslim re:igion,
pcnish the tyrant offlcials, handover t..h.e criminals who did crime to us. ::."Jand
Lal told this to the kL'1.g who accepted all conditions.
b the battle between Azam and Ba.1.adur Sha.'I-J., the Gcru's soldiers helped
Banadur Shah. Azam along with his two sons was killed. Bahadur Shah's
victory was announced when he was at Agra. The Guru also came to Ag:-a
and stayed here for a few days. ~and Lal also stayed there for a few days.
F::om here the Guru went to the south.
Bhai Na.Tld Lal passed away either at Agra or after reaching Multan at the
age of seventy-two. He went to t..'le Lorc's ?alace so that he wodd be able to
welcome the 'YIagnificent Guru with t.~e Plume' there when he arrives.

o
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he rage and oppression in the strategy and sword of Aurangzeb left no
other option, for hordes of common people either of fc::ar or greed except
to embrace Islam. The boa:-men, oil-men, weavers and the cattle-rearing tribe
collectively embraced Islam. Quite a large number of washer-men as well as
barbers and tribals became Muslims.
How these people were forced to embrace Muslim religion? A separate
book is required to show that picture.
Here, we shall give the story of one husband and wife of Agriculture
caste from Hoshiarpur who lived here in these days. Ail t...~e friends and
relatives of the husband were forced to embrace Islam and live with :"~e
agriculturist tribes.
Only tf..Js pair was left out.
Feeling alone in the world a.."'1d surrounded by suffering, with a heavy
heart they read the Muslim sacred sentence and embraced Islam. They were
given the job of Gardener in the house of Dr. Abutrab Bahmni at DeThi.
Dr. Abutrab Bahmni was a descendant from the Bahmni caste of Golcanda.
It is said that one Muslim servant of a Brahmin named Gangt: beca.'11e a
king in the south. In remembrance of his :Master he adopted his surname as
Bahmni. Although the kings in the south were Muslims but they became
known as belonging to BahmrJ dynasty. Aurangzeb tried many times to bring
the south under his rule and he fought many wars there. These kings in the
south were five in nUlnber and had separate kingdoms of their own but were
united as brothers.
Aurangzeb tried many tactics to break their unity. One of these was :0
invite one or two members of their families and get secrets of the kingdom
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from them. Everywhere there are people who are not on good t~~s with
other family members and they become betrayers on receiving money.
Dr. Abutrab was one such betrayer who gave all secrets of t.."'le kingdom
to Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb in return conferred upon him the degree of Doctor
and a big chunk of land and a bungalow to live a luxurious life.
So, this Dr. Abutrab, a learned man, soft in nature, carefree towards
religion, in merry living made a big garden in his house near the fort and
enjoyed life.
The Punjabis of agriculture caste after initiation as Muslims were given
the job of Gardeners in his house. They did get a good job and place to live
but embraCing Islam under duress was a pain that pierced their hearts like a
thorn. But the wealmess of the mind that life should remain did not let them
come out from this predicament. The oppression of the ruler had put them in
this situation. Only the strength of the sword, the lustre of the sword could
take them out and that they were not brave enough to use. They trembled.
They spent life in this situation.
They knew gardening well. With their hard work the garden became
flush green and flowers blossomed. Dr. Abutrab was delighted. Because of
their good work he became very charitable to them.
He loved their children and gave rewards and gifts and kept them happy.
The hapless couple considered all these comforts as rods of their prison like a
bird living in a golden cage. They would not eat anything touched by Muslims.
They never attended any function of Mt::.slims nor invited anyone. When
husband and wife sat together they heaved Sighs that our religion has been
wasted.
Sometime later, Aurangzeb required the services ofDr.Abutrab.
This was t..'-le time whe~ the prophet from the heavens, the magnificent
Guru was staying at Anandpur and was busy raising an army, when the
saviour of the world was showering the Lord's name and announcing that the
Narne of the Lord is a bridge on the worldly ocean offire, when the vanquisher
of sin was transforming the sons of India who behaved like women into
Manhood and from Manhood to 'Man with courage o(a lion', when the true
beneficent was removing the ignorance of the people by colleCting learned
men to translate the locked up k..'1owledge into Hindi, when the Lord of the
heavens was sending rays of graciousness to the world.
Aurangzeb was getting news from his fanatics that a JPower is coming up,
the seed of a Kingdom is sprouting that shall give light for vanquishing sin
and for inner happiness Le. happiness of the soul. One sheath is being made
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from which shall come out a double-edged sword, one edge of wHch shall
vanquish sin and the ot.~er edge shall give 'love of the Lord'. It wfl f..'1ish yo~
rule of tyranny and it shall preach 'love of the Lord' and give inner happiness
to the people.
Well! How could Aurangzeb sit unmindful on listening to this news?
Firstly he prompted the hill kings. But then he leant that the xli kings
have already been defeated. Now he got news from his news-agent that rr..ore
preparations are on. Then he decided to send a detective agent secretly. T11:s
job he gave to Dr. Abutrab. He was given special ins:ructions: "Go in Hindu
dress, as a visitor and stay there un-noticed. The::J. write what you see with
your own eyes. You also send your own opinion. Tr..en a:ter mowing your
opinion, whatever order we send, immediately change your ::.-obes, pose as a
messenger, give the message that we shall send and get a reply and send it to
us or you try to persuade him as a third person as per our message."
On receiving the order Dr. Abutrab started preparations to travel. He got
a Si~dhi dress stitched and became ready to depart.
Only one cook and one servant were to accompany him beca~se he had
to stay secretly. lIe considered the Gardener fa.'11ily faithf..Il and since they
belonged to that side, they were asked to go b advance a...'1c. arrange two
houses separate but near. In this way he sent his Gardener and his w.ie in
Hindu dress in advance. They used to cry hav:i~g lost Hindu rel:gion and
were eager to regain it but they thanked the ::"'ord that at least they are able to
wear a Hindu dress.
On reaching Anandpur they rented a house for ther:::lse:ves and started
living as traders. Then they rented anothe::.- house for Dr. Abutrab.
When the Gulaba family reached Anandpur, then the Mus:irr.. awe
disappeared from their mind. The everyday five-ti'me :Muslim cali for praye:in mosques, the disputes of Sharia, the 'penalties or kill or put to sword a nonbeliever' vanished like a dream. The fanfare of horse-driven carriages,
elephants, horses running in markets vanished from their minds. ':'he noise of
the market-place, the secret dancing in gardens, tb.e drinking sessior..s in drawing
rooms, all became a dream of the past. They got a house in a quiet, peace~
and secluded colony where if you go a little away from the city, it was all a
kingdom of happiness and peace. The cool and beautiful river Satluj showered
its beauty to the solitude and flowed in waves of peace.
The scenery of the hills, the mou::J.ts, the valleys and the greenery are
turning the scattered mind into concentration of mind. When Gulaba and his
Wife saw this ecstatic solitude, their mind blossomed like a rose.
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Slowly, they saw the goodness and greatness of 'Magnificent Guru with
the Plume'.
On one side they saw the salaried soldiers of the deceitful King. On the
other they saw the congregation of people loving each other. On one side
they saw the people outwardly smiling and inwardly jealous. On the other
side they saw the spirit of sacrifice of the Guru-disciples and their true love.
Although Gulaba was in service of the detective and he was doing the
work of a detective day and night but despite that the influence of this place
created a different effect on his mind. He was doing the work of his Master
but his mind was being pulled else-where unintentionally.
The sweetness of the divine songs (Kirtan) took them near the audience
hall many times. Sometimes when the divine singing (Kirtan) was arranged on
the bank of the river Satluj, then both of them stood behind trees and listened
to the divine songs (Kirtan). The handsome face of the true Guru that had a
magi~al pull for the disciples influenced them also.
One day the coffin of a disciple of the Guru was being carried accompanied
by a large number of devotees and the soldiers saluted the coffin with gunshots and the musicians played a sad tune to give respect to the deceased. The
musicians also sang divine songs (Kirtan). What they saw now that the Godly
soul, the 'Guru with the Plume', the King of his disciples came near the coffin
riding a horse, got down from his horse, touched the coffin with his sacred
hand and said: Go! Son! Go and live at the Lord's feet. Great is your coming
to earth. You have made your life fruitful.
Gulaba went near the bank of the river and asked one diSciple. Who was
this man who has been accorded so much respect? The disciple said: This
disciple was a worker who earned with honesty for his food. Rest of the time,
he spent in the service of the congregation of the magnificent Guru. He
fulfilled the needs of the disciples coming from far off places. He looked after
the comforts of poor people. If somebody was ill, he wound arrange medicines
for them. Since sometime he became more compassionate for the blind.
Wherever he saw a blind man, he would bring him here and get him food
from the Guru's free kitchen. He made them learn music to sing divine songs
(Kirtan). He taught them tailoring, so much that they could even put a thread
in the needle. Some would do weaving. About four days back he carried a
blind man on his shoulder and was walking back when the soldiers ,of the
King of Bilaspur caught him thinking him as a detective and took him to their
kingdom. He was told to cut rus hair and become an Idol worshipper but he
did not agree to that. Finally, they gave him a cup of poison to drink. He
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recited the I"ord's name and drank the cup ar..d said: Maybe it is the Lord's
will.
The king's men threw the body in the forest. But one disciple came to
know of the happening and picked his body on his shoulder a:3.d brought it
here.
In appreciation of his service to the people, his detachment frOr.:l worldly
desires and love for the Guru, sacrifice to save his religion, the congregation
gave respect to him. The 'Guru with the Plume' who loves his disciples more
than sons has given so much regard to him that you have seen with yoar own
eyes. All kings run their kingdom by giving fear and force but our true Guru
is the true King because he wins the hearts of his disciples with love and truth.
The disciples are ready to sacrifice their heads but he loves them more than
his own sons.
"Why have we embraced Muslim religion for this perishable body? How
much shall we live? How much vicious are we that we have come to the town
of the prophet to deceive him. ~t is a slur on our life, slur on our breath. We
have desecrated the air, water and food. How good it might have been to
invite death and gone to the Lord unblemished like this benevolent pe:-son."
In this repentance the night passed.
It was daybreak. To their astonishment t.~ey saw the 'Guru with the Plume'
standing on the bank of the river on a plain portio:::l of lane.. He was wearing
a light sandal, an under-wear, a short shirt, a short turban. One body :ike a
df.ad body was lying on the ground. The 'Guru with the Plume' himself
rubbed his hand on his head and said something to him and one disciple was
standing close by. Mter a lapse of two minutes, the dead looking body got up
and clamped the Guru's feet.
When Gulaba enquired more, then a disciple told him t.~at the true Guru
sleeps very little. Many times he goes out quite early in the morning. In the
assembly, however, he reaches on time. Today he sat on a platform on the
bank of the river in meditation. He got so engrossed that it became daybreak.
Then he saw one body floating on the waters of 6e river Satluj and two
travellers walking on the bank. The Brahmin said: Possibly he might be a low
caste. I cannot touch him. The other was Muslim. He said: The figure appears
to be a Hindu. Let him die. The more they die the better.
The 'Guru with the Plume' heard and said: He is the creation of my
beloved Lord. The lifeless water in ignorance is going to destroy it. Saying :his
he jumped into the river and brought it out. With some effort he brought it to
life.
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Such glimpses of the 'Guru with the Plume' glimpses of the congregation
of the 'Guru with the Plume' the miraculous-ness of the 'Guru with the Plume'
are filling their mind with a longing that might not be fulfilled because they
realize that Hindu religion is narrow minded. We cannot become Hindu
again. However, they prayed: 0 Lord! We have no goodness in us. You
shower your grace and restore our religion.

II
The fountain of all knowledge, the mind of all virtues, the creator of all arts,
'Magnificent Guru with the Plume' was also fond of gardening. He got gardens
made at Anandpur. One was near the bank of the river. He got dug the bank
of the river and made a beautiful flight of stairs and made beds of flowers and
plants. Plants from all states were planted in this garden.. Grapes and almonds,
apples and pears, viola-odorata flowers and other fragrant plants, hill roses,
many varieties of roses, cardamom and many type of flowers. It was almost a
city of flowers.
Every year roots of saffron were procured from Kashmir and planted
with such adeptness that it flowered at least once in a. year and blossomed.
High grass, reeds and shrubbery was planted on the river bank side of the
garden.Jasmine, daisies, Basil, Lily, Amazon, Amaranthus, dahlias, gul mohars,
begonias, balsam, peppermLTlt, rose-cactus, rose-happy, wanderer, morning
glory, sesame, sea lavender and many more fragrant flowers. It is wondrous
that since the magnificent Guru was busy day and night in spreading the
Lord's name, looking after the devotees and the task of allaying the suffering
of the people that it seemed difficult to take out time. But the 'Guru with the
Plume' took out time to see the garden and appreciate the work of the gardeners.
Because of his graciousness the entire garden bloomed and blossomed all
twelve months cf the year.
Gulaba and his wife in their own flight of mind thought it impossible that
our hands shall ever touch the 'Magnificent Guru with the Plume's feet. It
might not be possible that our hands do some service for the sacred Guru.
Like a plucked hair or a broken tooth or a cut nail, they could not come back
to the same situation that they were in the beginning. Having lost hope they
thought that if we can be of any service to the saviour of the world even by
remaining at a distance that shall be worthwhile.
In this thinking Gulaba's wife made acquaintance with the Guru's
gardener's wife and slowly made way to do some service in the Guru's garden.
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They made flower beds arid planted gold mohurs in such a fashion that when
they blossomed it read:

LORD IS THE ONE SAVIOR OFALL MANKIND
WE SHOULD NOT FORGET HIM
At allother bed when the flowers blossomed they appeared as if a lady ~s
standing. In this way they created a new art in the garden.
One day when the 'Guru with the Plume' came to the garden along witb
his sons, tr..ese flowers blossomed. On seeing this new art of pla~ting l:e
smiled but did not say anything.
On the other hand their devotion increased. LivL'1g in the Guru's land, a
repentant heart did not require lessons. Seeing all the goodness everyday
their mind got influenced enough and their devotion ror t.'-le Magnificent
Guru went on increasing.
The holy company ofBhai Kesra Singh, the senior gardener did wonders.
They learnt Punjabi, read the scripture, did service, imbi"!:>ed humility, remained
away frOal vices and hypocrisy. They imbibed all the good qualities fuat t.'-ley
saw at Ar..andpur.
The winter becane colder and the flowers started withering due to extreme
cold. One day Gulaba and his wife noticed that the gardener is collect:ir..g
flower pots of roses under a shaded area. Wnen they asked the reason, !:her..
they came to know that the 'Guru with the Plume's birthday is near. The
decorations will be on a large scale and flowers shall become scarce. That is
why these flower pots are being collected and placed Lll shade to save t..~em as
much as possible.
Bhai Kesra Singh, senior gardener was not just a Gardener. He was very
fond of service to humanity. Being in charge of the garden he often came
across different type of people and would get good chances for service to
hu...'TIanity.
When Aurangzeb ordered assassination ofPandit Raghoba of Kansb for
the reason that he hesitated to agree to convert the temple into a Mosque,
t.'-len Triambka Bai carried her only son Tilak Nath and in t..~e robes 0: a man
slipped out of Kanshi.
She had got information that she and her children shall be persecuted.
Alas! There was no place in a country of the size of L'1dia for this widow
where she could take refuge and be out of the tyranny of A'..ITangzeb.
She recollected that when Kanshi Nath a good friend orhe:::-1::.usband was
tortured by Aurangzeb men, then he slipped away from Kanshi and took
refuge at the feet of the tenth Gun~, the 'Guru with the Plume'. She thought
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that in this un-bearable times of tyranny, if there was any place for me to go,
then it was to go to the 'Guru with the Plume'. So, after undergoing great
hardships she reached Anandpur. As luck would have it, she came in contact
with Karam Kaur wife of Kesra Singh. On seeing her in a tired state, Karam
Kaur took her to her hut and was hospitable to her.
Triambka Bai as also her son were both ilL Karam Kaur gave her a small
room next to her own hut and arranged a doctor and medicines and she
herself looked after her. She considered all this as service to humanity.
To console her for the losses Karam Kaur recited the scripture. For peace
of mind she made her recite the Lord's name.
Now this lady, wife of a Pandit, became hale and hearty and started doing
some service. She would pluck Chambeli flowers and make garlands that she
sent through Karam Kaur for the 'Guru with the Plume'. Karam Kaur had
allocated one room for the Holy Scripture S:i Guru Granth Sahib. Triambka
Bai soon learnt Punjabi language and read the Holy Scripture in that room.
In course of time Gulaba's wife came to know of the service that Ka:am
Kaur did without telling anyone.
One day Gulaba's wife said to Karam Kaur. Since we have discarded our
religion we are not worthy of staying near you but this lady is Hindu, why
have you not made her drink the sacred nectar and got her initiated by the
Guru?
Then Karam Kaur said: It shall be done. My husband and I are collecting
gifts "to be presented to the Guru on his birthday that is coming near. This
learned lady is writing poetry for the true Guru. She will present it on that
day.
Come with me and she took her along. In another hut she saw two young
babies enjoying in a cradle and two hill maids were looking after their
upbringing. On asking she was told that these two babies were born to a hill
princess. Due to fear of her being killed, she put them in a small boat that
drifted in a swift flow. My husband found them while bathing. We brought
them and are looking after their upbringing. Money all belongs to the 'Guru
with the Plume'. We are only doing service to orphans. The Guru has preached
us to do service to humanity. This shall also be a present on his birthday.
Then she opened a bundle. It contained forty to fifty handbooks of the
SCriptureJapuJi. She told that she and her husband wrote all this in the night
time. The Guru shall distribute these to the disciples wIth his own sacred
hands on his birthday.
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Karam Kaur found that Gulaba couple had developed great love and
respect for the 'Guru with the Plume'. She also loved them and wished that
this couple should also be presented to the Guru on his coming birt..~day.
One day she took Gulaba's wife along and went to a friend's house and
asked: 0 sister! W::'1at present are you going to give to the Gu.ru on his coming
birt~day?

She replied: 0 sister! Who are we worthless to give a present hd by the
Guru's blessings, my hands have become fruitful. These two pairs of shawls, I
have made. :I shall present these if the Guru accepts.
Then they went to another house. There, they were told that one poor
Rajput suffered wOll..'1.ds on his body and it became septic. We served hir.:l. By
the grace 9f the Guru he has became alright. He reads the scripture ar..c.
wishes a glimpse of the Guru. We shall present him to the Guru, that he may
give him refuge.
In another house the lady said: I have not been able to make anything
because I was away to Hoshiarpur. But one thing has happened that my sister
and her husband were always fighting. They have reconciled. K ow lley are
living happily. They will fall at the Guru's feet on rJ~ coming birthday.
In this way Gulaba's wife sawall these happenings of love and service.
So:nebody had made embroidered sheets. Somebody made copies 0:
Scripture. Somebody had stored wheat flour. Somebody made a copy of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib and got its binding done. Somebody had given shelter to
widows, malady stricken and orphans and preached them :0 remember the
Lord. Some had done service to blind, dumb or Crippled. Some had got roads
constructed as a service or donation in the name of the Lord.- Some had got a
well dug.
All told, the devotees in eagerness to celebrate the coming birthday of the
Guru had done some service and were exuberant to come to Anandpur so
that they shall make these as presents in the hall of audience of the true King
and get the blessings of the 'Guru with the Plume' and shall be gratified.
Gulaba couple felt wondrous to see t.1.is service of love for tee Guru.
They wondered what mercy of the Lord has brought us to this land of the
Guru, to this small heaven on earth in the bUrnL.Tlg world of jea1ousy, envy,
greed and pride. When the entire country is burning in ego, here this heavenly
piece of land is sending messages of peace to the entire country. The leading
preachers who have been preaching the Lord's name for a year are coming
to preset their service to the 'Guru with the Plume'. The Gulaba couple when
they see them, they feel delighted and their minds blossom. But when it comes
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to the point that we should also be blessed with the sacred nectar ..nat gives
ecstasy then they feel sad and in despair. They think that we are like a cut
string of t.'le kite that ca.Tlnot be joined.
They were passing time in these thoughts when Dr. Abutrab arrived.
Gulaba made his stay in the house rented for him but their heart shook.
Their mind that was going on the path of goodness suddenly got a jerk.
They thought: For what vicious work have we come here. Shall we eat the
salt of the Guru's betrayer and become partners in this betrayal. It is shameful
to live such life and shameful to do such deeds. But now it is not that mind that
had imbibed cowardice by living in an atmosphere of cowardice. Now the
company of lions had made the mind courageous. The heart that earlier was
enfeebled now thumps that we shall give away our life but we shall not
depress our pent-up feelings. We shall prefer to die than live a sinful life.
On the other side the mind said: We are eating the salt. He is t..~e master.
We cannot deceive him. They became double-minded with no way to go out
of it.
Dr Abutrab asked about the work they have done. They just put him off.
Finally, one day Gulaba took out a sword and kept it in front of Doctor
and said: You are our master. We cannot deceive you. You listen to the truth
and kill us. Saying this he opened his mind truthfully.
The Doctor heard everything and then said: a Gulaba, I am myself not a
Muslim who believes in Sharia. My ancestor was a Hindu. Even after embracing
Islam he remained in the service of Hindus. When he became a king, then he
might have followed the Muslim religion. But since I axn educated, I consider
the religiousness of these Muslim priests as worthless. You may adopt any
religion. You are free to do so from my side. You take care of the Muslim
priests at Delhi yourself. Rest is the work that we have to do. We should :find
out some secrets and write to the King at Delhi.
Gulaba replied: 0 Master! You do what you like, but so far as we are
concerned you dismiss us from you service. We shall surely not take any part
in this sinful work. We shall live our life in recitation of the Lord's name and
make our life fruitful. We wish to do service to the poor and needy. Whether
you allow us to go or you kill, it is up to you. We have eaten your salt. For that
you forgive us. It not, then we shall earn and repay you every penny. If you
wish to kill us, then we are present.
The Doctor kept smiling and Gulaba took leave from him and carne away
with his wife. The Doctor did not bother. Whatever he saw and heard about
the Guru, the Doctor wrote to the King at Delhi.
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Next day the doctor became ill. The illness was so severe t.~at it appeared
he is gobg to die. He writhed in pain, tossed and turned in pain like a rr..ad
person. SometL~es the temperature came down but again went up. It seemed
to be typhoid. Both his servants who had come with him slipped away one by
one. One of his nephews had accompanied him. He also slipped away in the
thinking that this uncle is going to die. I should hurriedly go and take cl:stody
of the property.
When Gulaba and his wife saw this, then they thought: He is a G:.rru
deceiver. Wny should we bother? It is good if he dies. But then Karam Kaur
whom they had told all secrets made them understand: He is your Master and
a creation of the Lord. Whatever good or bad that he is, the Lord shall give
him the fruits of his deeds as per His system. You are not the giver of fruits of
deeds. Why you want to take it in your hands what is in 6e hands of the Lord.
You serve him as a needy and in distress and gain the blessings of the G:u.l.
This was not an ordinary talk. It was a principle that went deep into their
mind. Both husband and wife started looking after the sick ma..'1.. Night and
day they kept awake tum by tum and nursed. Mter about twenty one days,
the temperature came down. There was hardly any hope of his survival but
'Whom the Lord saves, nobody dares to kill.'
On the one hand this unique service and on the other hand run..'1i...'1.g
away of the servants and his nephew made a deep dent on the Doctor's mi..'1.d.
His illness was such t.~at he could see messengers of death at his door. The
luxuries for which he sinned looked worthless. The mire from which the mind
could not get out became lose. His body health restored but the mL'1.d did not
come out of dejection. He feels the devotion of Gulaba and his wife and his
heart feels their selfless service. He has also realized that whatever service
they have done, it is because of this new religion that has gone into tlleir
heart. Then, they consider the 'Guru with the Plume' as a true Guru and.
know that I am a betrayer of the Guru. Instead of ill will they have showered
love on me.

Great is this religion.' Great is the prophet.'
Great is his preaching.' Great are his disciples.'
This is the real true religion that is flOurishing in tr.Js fortunate land.
His mind remained absorbed in these thoughts but he did not ask. Lastly,
one day he asked Gulaba about the Sikh religion. Then Gulaba talked
everything about religion. He narrated to him how the mind is elevated with
recitation of the Lord's name. How much ecstasy the Lord's name gives? He
narrated how the 'Ideal men' here do service in the name of the Lord withOl:t
any ego. He narrated all what he had seen.
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On listening to this the betrayer of the country, who never remembered
God, Dr. Abutrab was dazed. But this daze was like a worm dazed "u smelling
the perfume of rose.
On one side was the deceitful and tyrannical rule of Aurangzeb.
And this side is the fragrant heaven of truth and goodness. Slowly and
slowly the doctor started walking and moving out to see the wondrousness of
the Godly soul, the 'Guru with the Plume' and his beloved diSciples.
The hapless doctor could never imagine that love of the Lord and sword
can go together. Here, one could see with his own eyes:
All the virtues that man can imbibe were present in the 'Guru with the
Plume.'
All the virtues that should be in a prophet were present in the 'Guru with
the plume.'
All the virtues that should be in the Lord relating to love of humanity and
beneficence were present in the 'Guru with the Plume.'
.
Now the crooked and coiled like vermicelli mind started becoming straight
like the snake entering its burrow. The magic of wealth, the spell of comforts
and the illusion of passions fell off his eyes. His mind became appreciative of
beneficence, sacrifice and to endure suffering for another's good. The
conspiracies of sin, the grabbing of kingdoms by deception, the seillshness of
Aurangzeb, the Guru's Spirituality and use of sword to save the religion and
allay the suffering of people went into his mind. Slowly, his sympathy for that
side vanished and instead he imbibed love for the Guru.
One day, the doctor in deep thought went downside of Anandpur and
reached the forest area. There he saw a young but sturdy man lying on the
ground. His one leg had a wound that was infested with insects and he was
unable to move. He had become enfeebled due to hunger. One disciple or
the Guru came and placed some food in front of him. Then he went near and
put some pine oil on his wound and on the entire leg. After some time when
the Guru-disciple was about to leave, then the doctor took him aside and
asked him: Who is this man?
The Guru disciple told his name.
Then the doctor said: He is a known criminal. By your doing service to
him, you are readying him to do more crime.
The Guru-disciple replied: a piOUS man! What you say is right. But to kill
a suffering person or be cruel to a dead person is no courage. Let him be
healthy. He should get some strength. Then we shall challenge hL'TI and kill.
Then it shall be our bravery. Now it is a slur on our honour, courage and
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bravery to give more suffering to a sufferer. Who knows with my service his
heart melts with emotion and he becomes good. It is better to transform a
sinner than to kill him. Because our religion is to vanquish sin and not kill.
This man might be a sinner but we have no right to axe him. To erailica~e
suffering is to have mercy on the fallen enemy. The Guru-disciples ~e not
cowards. They are courageous. They are engrossed hl the love of the Lord.
But in practice they are alert and brave. They do not n'J.rture hatred or ego :n
their hearts. They protect women, child, sick, poor, sufferer or wea.1< whether
he is a friend or foe. The Guru..disciples see the Lord omnipresent, here,
there, everywhere. They respect his creation. They serve the suffering eneoy
like friends. However, in the battle field, they challenge and kill the betraye~s
of t..lJ.e country. They consider this as valour. I have killed two lions with my
own hands. They used to jump on travellers and kill. The Guru-disciples have
no animosity with Muslims. If they stop tyranny and do justice on being
requested to do so, then our purpose is solved. If not, then we have no option.
but to reform them with the sword. We just want to fight tyranr..y.
The Doctor said: You have said well. But you tell, why have you come ir..
the service of the Guru to endure sufferings and face death needlessly after
leaving your house and family and away from your friends and relatives?
The Guru-disciple replied: To make our life fruitful. 'The body has to
die'. This we have realized. The attachment to body has gone. As sc.ch the
desire for passions of 6e body has also gone. In this realization we come to
the conclusion that this perishable body should be put to some goodness.
According to the .Guru's counsel, no better work of the body is visible except
service to humanity. This is making the body fruitful. ':'hen our aim of life i.e.
to meet the Lord has been met when we started living in the incessant recita:io::1
of the Lord's name, in His presence. Our body soul immersed in the Supreme
soul and we got eternal happiness. If you see deeply, then you will find that
the world is in suffering. Everybody is in desires for his own comforts. BeL'1g
uneducated, no one hesitates to give suffering to 06er people for his owr..
comforts. ~his vicious desire is the cause of all suffering of the world. Nex:,
the body becomes ill. Everybody is not a doctor. Even if he were, he cannot
take preventive steps. Whenever he forgets ~o take precaution, illr..ess will
come. In this way many types of sufferings come. Along wit.~ these nobody
has control over death. Nobody can stop it. Nor is there any :L'lle fIxed fo~ it.
Nobody knows when it shall strike the body. When it comes untimely, t..~en it
creates extreme suffering in families, relatives and friends who had the S'.lpport
from the deceased. These sufferings are extreme. Then the body does not
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remain young always. One is young then one becomes old aged. In old age
even without any illness one feels despair. Now you see minutely. The forceful
and rich by their greed and vices are putting the majOlity of people into
suffering. How many hearts sleep at night in sighs? The jails are full of those
who instead of enduring suffering for another's good are 1here because they
gave suffering. They made virtuous women suffer. They made piOUS men
suffer. They made thousands of blossoming hearts lose their blossom. The
illnesses have filled thousands of beds saying alas! Alas! DeaL~ has brought
suffering to miL.ions. Thousands ofwidows are in wailing. Thousands of moiliers
are in wailing. Thousands die of hunger. People love passions that bring
misery and deaili. If you see minutely, it is suffering allover. Now what is
worili considering is that when ilie Guru counselled that the body is perishable
and the attachment of mind to this perishable body is the cause of the cycle of
bir1hs and deailis, ilien we detached the mind from the body but by detachment
of mind neither the body goes nor it wishes to go. However it appears like a
cover on ilie soul. When one is immersed in the love of fue Lord, then one is
in ecstasy like a fish in the sea of ecstasy. That is why the inclination becomes
to allay the suffering of the people. When willi some inconvenience to our
perishable body, some suffering of anyone goes, some tearful eyes stop tears,
some painful heart can be saved, some burning heart can become cool, fuen
we love to do goodness. Our broiliers think that if by our counselor writing
some brothers might get rid of ego and do service to the people, then why
should we not put iliis perishable body in this service? In this thinking, we
have given our mind, heart, body and money to the beloved Guru and the
Lord. We have nothing, we are nothing. All belongs to the Lord. Our soul is
immersed in the Supreme soul in the sea of rapture. Oar mind is dyed in the
love of the beloved Guru. Our body is effortlessly doing service to allay the
suffering of His creation. This is the reason why the true King, Master without
desires, passionless, full of graciousness is raising an army to fight the rule of
tyranny in India. Otherwise he is always doing goodness to t.he entire world.
He has no desires for a kingdom. He does not wish to ~ule. His wish is only to
allay fue suffering of the people. He wants to put in place a kingdom of pious
people. Weare at his feet and we go by his orders as he wishes. We fight, we
die, we fight battles but considering it as a service ar:d beneficence and not for
giving suffering to the world. Our religion is not ego or enmity. Every disciple
of the Guru is more piOUS even than big saints. We are dyed in t.l-].e love of the
Lord and our soul is immersed in the Supreme soul. The Guru has transfonned
our mind. It has become elevated. and sublime. Our soul is awakened by the
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love-spark from the Guru. We remember the Lord bcessantly. 0 Frie~d! Do
consider! For how many days is this life? This human life! Make it fruitf.:l.
Mter talking all this the Guru-disciple went away.
The doctor's heart became pierced. The scholar that he was, the talk. went
deep into his Irind. The betrayal that he did with his family or wit.~ his COUIltry
and with his community in lieu of which he was awarded t..1}is pror.:linence a..'1.d
luxurious living came in front of his eyes. Whatever sufferings he gave to his
country-men, whatevE~r agony he gave to pious families for his vicious pleasures,
whatever miseries he gave to ll..TlOcent people, all came in front of his eyes.
His deceptiveness that brought pain to the world, his ego, force and
enmity that brought misery to many came in front of his eyes like a battle
array.
In forgetfulness of the Lord, his betrayals, his vices, his ego came like
multitude of figures standing before rJm and saying: You are our father. You
have created us. Weare your children.
At this time the doctor's heart bled, the pent up influences 0: sins rushed
out and the puff of repentance went to his head and the eyes like rain. dropped
tears in torrents.
He sees his created sufferings and cries: Shame to my life! What a tree of
thorns am I in this world that in thousands of kilometres my thorns are dropping,
flying and spreading?
.
Have I come to this Supreme fountain of love to put stones in it and stop
the flow of love and peace?
Me! Father of miseries, have I come here to betray the lord of love and
live a life of luxury in its lieu?
o Lord! Alas! I had not born! Or I should have died at birth only! Alas!
My mother should have strangled my throat! Alas! The maids hand should
have moved wrong and I would have died on birth. I did not die when I got
small pox. Even measles did not take my life. In the battle no bullet came near
me. I never died of snake bite. The wine did not kill me. Now the latest
typhoid also did not take me out of this world. Alas! Even death is wary of me.
What is the remedy left now?
Oh death! Who is it except you who can take me out of this world and
make the earth free from a sinner like me?
In this distressed mind his hand went on the handle of the sword. He had
just pulled out the sword out of the sheath that a strong hand clamped his
wrist and said: Enemy of the world! Do not become suicidal. The door of
Lord's grace is not closed for you.
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The eyes that were filled wiLl} tears looked up but could not bear the
dazzle of the divine face and the eyelids dropped. He fell at the feet of the
'Guru with the Plume' and prayer came out of his throat: I am not worthy of
your touch. You keep your sacred hands away from this wretched body. I am
a living demon.
But the Guru did not leave his wrist that he was holding and loved him on
his head with his other hand.
Me and this benevolence! Me and this blessedness! lVIe and this mercy!
Me and this love! Me
"You <lre not. a human being. You are the
image of the I..ord. This kindness, this courage, this benevolence, Alas! Alas!
Alas! On me I am dazed", Saying this he became somewhat semi-conscious.
o Dear reader! See! ':'he beloved 'Guru with the Plume'! How much soft
hearted, humble, alert and watchful is he for whom millions are ready to
sacrifice their heads, at whose feet millions are ready to lay their heads, for
whom Supernatural powers are standing in wait, who is a Guru, a prophet, an
incarnation, a true King, a poet, a learned scholar, a warrior, a Commander,
a leader, leader of true diplomacy, saviour of religion, redeemer of sinners,
desire-less from the world and desire-less even of the abode of gods.
There is the betrayer detective who would fall dead by the slap of a
Gum.-disciple. Here is the tender heart of the Magnificent Guru who has
reached to allay his pair.. of t.~e heart. He does not see the pain of the betrayer
as pain of a stranger.
The Magnificent Guru's prayer "0 Lord, Shower your grace and allay
the suffering of the world" is evident.
Great is the beloved Guru who loves even the sinners and betrayers, that
is why he is said to be the redeemer of sinners.
Bhai Gurdas has said:

Anybody would do goodness in lieu ofgoodness.
But 0 Magnificent! 0 treasure of Grace!
You only would do goodness even to the evil-doers.
By the Guru's grace he became conscious. However, the dark stann in
his mind had vanished. He felt cool. By the touch or the Guru's feet his body
felt coolness. The mind that was loaded with sin one houI' earlier has become
light. A new awakening has come. The world has become different. It is the
same land but its beauty is different. The body is the same but dyed in a
different dye. The mind is the same but the desires are not what they were.
He touched the sacred feet again and again. His eyes filled with tears. He
lifted his head and then put it on the feet again. The benevolent Guru patted
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on his back a.'1d said: 0 tree of sin! Now become a lake of nectar. Recite the
Lo:-d's name so that it should pervade in the mind, heart and body cells and
your body becomes a benevolence of virtue.

III
[Rirthday~

The birthday ofMagnificent Guru Gobind Singh was nearing. The cO:lgregation
increased day by day. Bhai Kesra Singh prayed that this time, for the G:lr:I's
birthday celebration the arra.Tlgement for the assembly should be made ill :he
palatial garden.
The true King who always loved his disciples said: Yes.
Thus, special importance was given to the work of decoration of the
garden.
Both the senior gardener and his wife assisted by Gulaba and his wife
worked night and day for this decoration.
Although the season was cold but the devotees had saved enough £lowes.
Now they planted those at different spots.
In this time in the afternoon, all the gardeners and their wives were busy
in planting. Triambka Eai was singing some praises of the Guru when Dr.
Abutrab entered the garden. He bowed to his servant Gulaba and said: I am
thankful to you. My head bends under your obligation. It is your blessing 1:..1.a:
the most sacred hands have blessed me wit..~ the Lo!"d's name. I ca.~'1ot repay
your gratefulness.
Gulaba and his wife replied in humility but their hearts were pleased
limitlessly. Both of them immersed in thanks to the Lord. The Lord's name
swelled in their heart and in the body cells. Their souls immersed in t.."!}e
Supreme soul. Their hearts became eyes and they saw the handsome face of
the Beloved-Guru in their hearts. Their eyes are closed but in thankfubess
some drops of tears slipped down from the closed eyelids.
Seeing both of them in this trance the Doctor as also the senior gardener
and his wife softly went away. But both of:hem remair.ea sitting in this meditatio:l
of thanks.
Now, the golden bird of the evening had folded its wings of rays and hid
itself behind the earth and the moon of ecstasy in the form of the Scripture
Rehras was spreading its rays oflight in t.lJ.e hall of audience of beloved Guru.
Bhai Gohar Singh recited the Scripture in such deep love that the entire
congregation got ecstasy. When the conclusion ceremony and prayer finished,
then the true Guru said to Brijraj Singh: You serve dinner. I have to go for
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some work. One disciple's Super consciousness is mingling wit.t .:ny Super
consciousness. I have to bless him.
Saying this, he started off towards the river and entered the garden where
the couple sat in meditation. He stood there for a while, saw the couple in a
trance, waited for a moment then went to another side of the garden.
At this time it became late evening. The moon like the half circle edge of
a silver tray was giving dim light and the light from the rising stars was making
it more radiant.
He made a round of the garden. He was glad to see the preparations and
. efforts. of the foursome and then came to the same place. He saw that side but
could not find the couple there. When he moved a little further, then he
heard some voice of Alas! Alas! There was some rustling sound. When he
walked further, then he saw the couple were doing some service to a child.
Actually what had happened was that a hill woman while she took water
from the river, her child jumped from her lap and fell into the river? The
mother's affection for her child made her shout: Help! Help! For the sake of
'Guru with the Plume' Help! Although Gulaba and his wife were in meditation
but the words pierced Gulaba's ears and hit his sublime mind.
Who would stop on hearing the words: For the sake of 'Guru with the
Plume'? Without waiting Gulaba jumped in the river and brought the child
out. Now they had wiped the body a..Tld were wrapping it in a dry sheet to give
the child back to the mother when the true Gmu peeped in. The mother
blessed the couple and went away.
In this time they got a glimpse of the true Guru. Not just a glimpse? The
true King from his lotus face blessed: Great are ~y disciples who see me
everywhere!
Both ran to fall at his feet but they lay prostrate at one metre distance.
The honourable nature of the Guru, how could he bear? He moved
forward, sat on one I-.nee and rubbed his hand on the heads of bot..1. of them
and said: The Lord's name has sat in your mind and made it pure and sacred.
You have realized the soul. Your soul has immersed in the Supreme soul.
When you fall at the Lord's feet then you meet Him.
He loved them on the head, clamped their arm with his sacred hands,
lifted them and said: The false strings have broken. Now strong chains are
connected. Love grips cannot break. The Guru walked ahead. The couple
like a needle attracted to a magnet followed. Bhai Kesra Singh was reciting
SCripture. He had just finished recitation. He was started! Is it true? In the
love-sphere of the sky, the moon, the 'Guru with the Plume' is giving lustre.
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He ran a.."'1d fell at his feet. On hearing the voice, Karam Kaur with wheat·
flour dough sticking on her hands came running and fe~ at t..~e Guru's sacred
feet.
The beloved Guru smiled and said: Won't you show me the gifts? Kesra
Singh's wife bowed her head in modesty and regard a.'1d said: Not.WIg is
ours. Everything is yours! Then the Guru walked ahead and everyone followed.
He stood quiet at the hut of Triambka Bai. 'The figure of ~ove was sing'.ng i.:1
love. She is singing in emotion and tears are flowing from her eyes: 0 saviou:-!
'Guru with the Plume', give me refuge at your fee:.
Everybody quietly listened to her prayer that was full of devotion and
praise of the Lord. The 'Guru with the Plume' who was always immersed in
the love of the Lord becmne emotional and his eyes tI:.:.ed wit.~ tears in listening
to the devotional praise of the Lord.
N ow the benevolent Guru, the refuge for t.~e refc.ge-Iess put his sacred
feet in the hut and blessed the saintly lady with his hand on her nead and said:
pious cow! Get up! Become a lioness and serve the lions.
On listening to the Guru's words of love a.qd feeling his sacred !la.'1d o~
her head, like a bee she clamped the Guru's feet.
The true Guru said: 0 daughter! Your sufferings are vanquished. 'The
seed of suffering sprouts in the field of ego. Spri~kle the drops of nectar on
this field and clear the field of this ego and live in inner blossom of mind. Be
ready! The sacred nectar is ready for you. Consider yourself dead before t.h.e
death comes. Now live in eternal blossom. Your soul is now bunersed i.'l the
Supreme soul, live dyed in this love.
Mter this who knows what miraculous Guru did? He reached t.~e hO:Ises
of many craving disciples. He loved everyone and :met everyone.
Many, many devotees had come from far off distances and many places
but the Guru only knows how he ma.'1aged.
In the morning, every disciple said: Last night the true Gur~ himse~f p~t
his sacred feet in our house. He himself asked our we~fare, loved us a.'1d
blessed us.
'
The day ascended. Which day?
The auspicious birthday, the day on which the 'Gl:.ru with the Plume'
came to this earth as a child at Patna. The day on which t....11e heart of earth
blossomed that the vanquisher of sins has arrived, the Gur...: who rrlade :IS
understand the tyranny and sins, then taught us how to vanquish this :yran..'1y
and sins. Then taught us to recite the Lord's na.."1le and live in His remerr:brance.
He immersed us in the love of the Lord. The virtuous Guru!

o
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Today, the daybreak is differently delightful. The dew drops are giving
fragrance. The breeze blowing softy is giving ecstasy. See! The $1[.:"1 is rising
fast so that it can see the rapture of dIe prophet's birHlday qUickly. How with a
blossomhlg forehead, in delight, in smiles, with a lustrous look in auspiciousness
it has risen? How sweet are the songs of the birds? How much blossom is on
the flowers? How clear is the water of the river? How superb is the bloom of
the Guru's garden in this autumn. How much excel of blossom the flowers
and plants that have come from distances are giving to the blossom of the
spring season?
The sun had hardly peeped when from all the four forts the devotees
fired the canons.
At many places, the bands started playing exq'.lisite music of happiness
and gaiety. The entire valley of Anandpur becarne full of wondrous ecstatic
delight.
All the armed soldiers under their respective Commanders, assembled at
the ground according to the rules of parade as adopted by the Guru.
Bow nicely the Prince-sons of the Guru and the five Ideal Men are
wearing decorations? How nicely decorated are standing the soldiers of t.~e
infanuy and horsemen of the cavalry in battle array on both sides of the road
from the city up to the garden? How Bhai Daya Singh Jriding a green horse is
making all arrangements? How Prince Ajit Singh after watching the entire
decorations is delighted and is pulling the reins of his horse that moves like
the fantail pigeon as if dancing on his ankles, fondling and hopping, bending,
twisting, pliant, turning in coquettish style?
See! In the garden how much delight the artistic planting of flowers by
expert gardene:-s is giving?
How nicely is spread the crimson carpet brought by Sindhi devotees on
the green velvety grass floor? On it is placed a throne with inlaid work don-e
on if and covered with silk and brocade that the cO:lgregation from Kabul had
brought. How unique glitter is it giving? How elegant is the golden umbrella
looking in the hands of the devotee?
At short distances guards are posted and are watchfuL
The decorations done by the devotees, although look worldly but sbce
they are done out of love and devotion they appear heavenly.
The sun has risen higher. The musicians started playing the trumpets of
Kashmir. The moment the music was heard, the disciples started a.rriving. ':'he
congregations from Sindh, Multan, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Assam, Bissar, Ujjain,
Dehradun, Amritsar, Ambala,jaipur, Kabul, Ludhiana, Rohtak and other
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places, nicely dressed and singing divine songs (Kirtan) came one after the
other and sat down.
The musicians from all states opened their musical instruments ane. ~ogether
sat down.
Those who were appointed seats and those who were appointed preachers
and the Cash Collectors all sat down.
And now the 'Guru wit.~ the Plume', Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh
riding a horse came out of the palace. Ah hal How gracefJ! is the blue horse?
How majestically is he sitting? How handsome is his face? How elegant is the
plume decorated on the plain turban? The King of hearts, slim and agile,
authenticator, armed, is sitting on the horse with splendour and sheen that is
unbearable.
On Magnificent Guru's glimpse- again the canons were fi.::-ed.
Mter this the entire army fired gunshots Ll1 salutation. Now the army
bands played a melodious tune 0: welcome.
Slowly Magnificent Guru reached the garden. The entire congregator..
stood up with heads bowed and hands folded.
Magnificent Guru got down from the horse.
The entire congregation sang in chorus:
Welcome the gracious Guru who blesses the love-spark that immerses the
body soul in the Supreme soul and mak~s you meet the -Lord.
Then Magnificent Guru sat on the throne and the congregajon sang
divine songs (Kirtan) in chorus.
Musicians from all states sang divine songs (Kirtan) in extreme:y exotic
melody.
After this everybody presented birthday gifts, some of which we have
already mentioned. At this time:
1. First, the prominent personalities from Bedi, Trehan, Bhal:a and Sodhi
families gave presents. Then the Preachers who were appointed by the ten
Gurus presented themselves.
2. Persons who had suffered agonies and were saved by Guru-disciples and
now were in thankfulness were presented.
3. ~ ext were presented lots of dresses, warm clot.lJ.es, blankets, silken dresses
that the disciples brought with extreme love so that the Guru may distdbute
to the needy with his sacred hands.
4. Lots of hand-book copies of Scripture J apu ji ar..d copies of the Holy
Scripture Sri Guru Gra..?).th Sahib that the devotees had wri~en with their
own hands were presented for distributior.. oy the :r::e G~ru.
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S:"Then a 'list 70f tIle' good ~ork'done'by'devbteeS"~f'thhfr-:l5Wiipl~de of
residence in pursuance of the Guru's ideals wa.S.ptesent~d: ct' ) ,-" ',';;;
6. Then hoiSe~:
dist~t Sfaf~s 'and countriescfol"'MagJ~l:ficeiitGufu'S'
were presented.
, " , ,. ;.. ~ ..'
"~,
7. The ~killed workers from all'states who brought swbras, guns arid different
:types"of arms and an1mlinitibh' were presented.' > .
.:.;,
' }
8. The money saved by the devotees, they offered themselves.
g.' Next were'the orphans that were broughtup by devbt~es.; .
IO.·Many: devotees who brought their sons to joiil the anny were presen~ed..
11. The Preaches of religion narrated the work ddne by 'ihem~' j ,
'
12. After this the poets narrated theIr poems of devotion and presented copies
of the same.
"
,
, When Triambka Bai sang her devotiOI~al songs, then the congregation
said: 0 great Tiiainbka Bal!
',
'
At this time, as per instruction of magnificent Guru B'hcii Mohkain Singh
announced: We are one family, sons of ,the 'Guru with the Plutne' 'and are
sitting in his presence. In this love, we are one. At this time there should he
none who has any sort of ill will or anger against anyone ,else. If so then they
should stand up, come forward and embrace each other 'Wit..~ love. Oi1r heart
is a temple of the Lord. We should not let anger or jealOlisly enter in it.
Everybody listened to Bhai Mohkam Singh's annoullceineht but most of
the disciples who had come for'the Guru glimpse had aIreadysettled issues as
they had a feeling that going for the glimpse of the Guru with any bad feeling
against anyone is not purposeful. But still one or a few more got up and
embraced their brothers and said: Past is forgiven and we are' real brothers.
'The Guru said: Great are my disciples!
Then management side started the'ir work.
1. The disciples who Were to prepare the sacred nectar started"preparation
and distribution. People who wanted to drink the sacred nectar were' so
large in number that it went on for more than bRa and a half hours~
,
2. Meanwhile Magnificent Guru distributed the items brollght by the devotees
to the preachers and the needy. Some of the dresses' were: stitched by
Mother GUjri ji and Mother Sundri ji themselves With theIr
hands'. .
3. Next the hand-books of Scripture were distributed. IIi meseJwas bile hand~
book written by. him self. He 'ordered that Sri GUru:' qrchith Saliib be
placed iii a'. Gurdwara.
'
"
., ,
,4. ' Horses w~re distributed to cavalry soldiets.
.' ,
'5.. Some anhs were distributed. The rest were kept iIi the fort.
.1
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6. The young who drank the sacred nectar and wished to join the army were
given jobs in the army.
7. Some were selected as trainees to become religious preachers.
8. Everybody got the blessing of the Guru.
9. The money was deposited in the treasury.
When all this was over, then the ladies sang divine songs (Kirtan) in
chorus.
After t.1TIs the 'Guru with the Plume' opened the Holy ScriptUre Sri Guru
Granth Sahib on t.~e throne and did the conclusion ceremony of 'Complete
reading' of the Granth Sahib. This 'Complete readiIig' was arranged by Mot..~er
GUjri ji in happiness of the Guru's birthday.
Mer the conclusion ceremony, the scripture JapuJiwas recited then Arti
and Scripture Anand Sahib and then prayer and sacred sweet was served side
by side. The congregation sang divine songs (Kirtan) in chorus.
Then the congregation dispersed. Everybody had lunch and rested.
In the afternoon, devotees thronged at the plain open ground. Tne Hockey
players and Cricket players played their games. The other games like
swordsmen with wooden swords showed their skills, the Arrow shooters showed
their skills. Other players played other games like]avelin throw etc.
After t.}>Js the army made two groups and displayed mock fighti..'1g.
In these programs it became evening. It was time for recitation of the
Scripture Rehras. Then the congregation had dinner and then the fire crackers.
All over Anandpur every house lit candles in celebration of the birthday
of 'Guru with the Plume'.
At night disciples went on with the divine singing of songs (Kirtan) at
different centres near their homes. Next morning was the conclusion ceremor:.y
of the full reading of Sri Guru Granth. Sahib in the large hall of audience.
Dr. Abutrab drank the sacred nectar was named Dusht ~aman Singh.
He became in charge of the horses' stable of the Guru and forgot goi..'1g baCK.
He resigned his job and rest of his life, he spent in recitation of me Lord's
name, meditation, doing goodness to others and service of the Horses' stable
with love. He became too devoted to the Guru. So much so :"~at he expressed
affection and love to the Guru's horses. When a horse came back in the stab:e
c:rlter the Guru's ride, then he would become emotional and with eyes full of
tears say: 0 you are great that you have made your life fruitful in giving a ride
to Magnificent Guru. Thanks to the Lord that the Guru has made me high by
giving me this service to his horses.
Gulaha couple drank the sacred nectar and were named Hira Singh and
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Harwant Kaur and kept on with gardening in the company of Bhai Kesra
Singh.
Triambka Bai took charge of the orphanage. She was named Seoti Kaur.
Her son was named Kanshijeet Singh. He became a valiant and sacrificed his
life in one of the battles.
In this way, the 'Guru with the Plume' lived with his honourable nature
'Whosoever takes refuge is loved'.
The map shows the picture of a two thousand kilometre long river on a
few inches paper. Neither the water is there nor the flow but the viewer with
the artistic lines imagines the water and flow.
In this way, we hope that the people with inner vision shall see the image
of the Magnificent 'Guru with the Plume', the benevolent, in his graciousness
as also the emotions of the devotees on the birthdays.

o
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he congregation from Central Punjab prayed: 0 true Guru with the
Plume! This woman is your extreme devotee. She drank. the sacred nectar
also. She went ahead a little far when we were quenching our thirst at the well.
On seeing her alone, four Mohammadens surrounded her. She took or:.t he:::bangle and threw it away. When one of the dacoits was picking up the ba...'1g1e,
then she attacked him with her sword. He was wounded and he fell GOwn.
The rest became nervous. They tried to take out their ar:c1S b'..lt swL-A;iy s!:e
attacked them with her sword and two more fell down. She inflicted wound on
the fourth one, sat on her chest and was about to pierce his chest when we
reached there. All the four sinners were dead. Hurriedly, we escorted t.~e
women, came off the proper road and reached here. Now some of our
companions misapprehend and say that she is a killer a..'1d has becorr..e
untouchable because she touched the Mohammedans.
The true Guru laughed and said: She has saved her religion and her
honor. She is a brave woman, a daughter of our co:rr.munity. Sl:e nas not
become untouchable. The untouchables shall become sacred by touching her
feet. Her name will rank in the category of valiant and she v0..11 be called
sacred and pure. All of you drink the sacred nectar (Amrit'. AI your fears and
superstitions will go and you will become 'brave-sons'.
Everybody drank the sacred nectar (Amrit' on that very day.
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lfil 'Hoshiar~ur 'town

lived one Guru-di~ciple ~lainedl Devu.· He Was the
JlOardener m charge of the garden of a nch busmessman-. Many helpers of
different castes like Arain, Karnbo, Jaat and others worked under-him whom
h~ taught the' art of gardening with love'. His mind w~ enlightened. 'He waS
immersed in Guru-love and his mirid was always in blossom'. His hands
reniairi'ed busy in planting. His mind remained in the incessant remembrance
of the' Lord. He perceived the 'Guru with the Plume' everywhere. He thought
it was best to give comfort to others befate the' breath goes away and the 'body
goes to dust. He was always eager fat the saine. He was married and his Wife
was just like him.
'
, As the sun, moon, planets and galaxy of stars make the skybright, similarly;
his wife's ,remembrance of the Lord, Gtini~love, husband-love, love of the
congregation and her extreme desire to give comfort to humanity showed an
ecstatic lustre on her forehead. When she recited the scriptUre, it appeared as
if 'she' is a fountain of nectar. When she cooked fbod,.then she wanted to
serve to the needy also. .
This Lord's 'Name-immersed' couple had a daughter who was around
ten or eleven' years old. This daughter of such piOUS parents was treading on
the path that was being automatically set by the piousness and truthfulness of
the parents. She did not know how to tell a Ire. Her mind could never think of
speakiJ?g anything that was not factual. She wo'uld getup early in the morning
when 'the parents got rip, recite- the Holy SCripture and then help her mo.ther
in the household chores.
tlie afternoon when mother went to the· garden to
serve food to her husband, then she went along cmd p~ayed with the 'more
innocent than he'r' f1o~ers. She would sprinkle wateton the -plants with
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showering cans. She got pleasure in hoeing and putting manure in the plants.
She would touch the plants and enjoy the fragrance but she never plucked
any flower with her hand. Being the child of 'philosopher's stone' parents with
a deceit-less simple nature away from bad company, she always had the
company of flowers that gave her delight and made her mind blosso:n. She
would run in the garden, recite some stanza of the Holy Scripture and fondle
the flowers and plants and loved them.
In the garden was grafted a pomelo tree that she loved much. ::n the
spring season it sprouted richly. It appeared as if a white galaxy of s:ars has
been embedded on a green body. This innocent girl was delighted that this
tree will bear so many fruits. On seeing the happiness of the girl, her faller
gave the responsibility of this tree to her and told her that nurturir..g this tree is
on her only. There was one tall tree nearby that stopped sunrays falling on
this tree. Her father cut that tree and made it short so that the sunrays are not
obstructed. The girl spent so much time in sprinkling water, hoeing and putti.'1g
fresh manure around the tree. In that over enthusiasm she forgot that water is
not sprinkled on citrus trees for sometime till the fruits start growing. In
ignorance she watered the plant. Even otherwise, the :J:lowers of citrus trees
keep falling down. The flowers kept falling down and only a few re:rr..air..ed
that could be counted. But if these had become fruits, then the girl's wish
would have been fulfilled. But by the month of March by t..~e benevolence of
storms not one remained. Seeing this when the girl got disappointed, ther..
father explained to her that all flowers do not become fruits. Also hoeing,
watedng and putting new manure was not advisable when new flowers co:rr..e
up. The storms also damage the fruits and they fall. But you keep up your
effort. No wonder your endeavour might bring fruit.
Now the summer season arrived and instead of white flowers, green
flowering plants sprouted. There were all citrus plants in t..-:.us area where the
pomelo tree stood. There were many varieties of citrus fruits as her father haC.
grafted various types of plarits of various varieties like thick ski..'llled c::ror..,
lemon, orar..ge, sweet lime, sweet orange, pomelo, large sour lime, Assamese
orange, etc. One plant grew different types of fruits.
In this bed all' plants bore fruit but the pomelo tree that was under the
care of this girl stood'without fruit. As per the wish of the father, this helpless
girl did nurture the plant but no flower appeared. Now the heat of May and
June came as if with ire and dest-oyed many plants. The dust storms covered
the leaves with thin layers of dust. However it was only middle ofJune when
the blue sky appeared a bit cloudy. Sometimes dark clouds appeared with
thunder and lightning. Sometime it drizzled. Finally, one day there was a
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downpour and everybody looked with apprehension that the clouds might
not vanish but it rained in torrents and it became "water everywhere." For full
two hours it outpoured, then the clouds moved and the rain stol..:ped. The
trees had a wash. It appeared as if the entire vegetation just had a bath. The
bloom in the garden became lustrous. The rainy season's first downpour
came early this year. Even after the first downpour it rained regularly. It
became "It has rained. The Lord has sent. He gives comfort to humans and
aPJrnals". The farmers sowed maize, sorghum, millet, sesame, paddy, rice and
other crops. The seasonal flowers in the beds bloomed. The fruits on the fruit
growing trees grew larger. Not only this, nature favoured and endeavour
fructified, the fruitless pamela sprouted a wp..ite flower-bud. It blossomed and
became a flower. Not one but many more flowers grew. The tree sprouted a
second time. On seehlg the tree sprouted in off season the girl's mind felt
wondrous. She held her scarf in both her hands, her eyes closed, her mind
flew on the wings of prayer to Anandpur and prayed: 0 'Guru with the
Plume',
o Guru! Please make this flower a fruit and ripen it: quickly so that I am
able to bring a gift for you and fall at your feet.
Only those who possess a true heart can understcmd. the feelings of a
heart that has never known a lie and never known fear and doubt. The
engrossment in prayer of such a guileless heart is extremely deep. The girl is
standing. Her offer of love is falling on the 'Guru with the Plume's feet. Her
eyes are shedding tears that are falling on the ground after dropping on the
leaf of a newly grown flower.
.
Mom saw the daughter in prayer! From a distance she prayed: 0 beloved
'Guru with the Plume'! The child is engrossed in prayer. Please bless that she
may ask for your love. She should not ask anything that might be against
Lord's will.
The giJ"1 finished her prayer. She was cool and light as if she had come
out after a dip in the sea of nectar. Mother took the child in her lap, kissed her
forehead and hugged her again and again. She blessed her and said: My
darling daughter! Never forget the Scripture. May your thought, blclination,
utterance and actions go as per the teachings of the Scripture!
The girl who was now dyed in Mother's love said: 0 Mother! I have
prayed today. Tell me. I hope it is not against the teaching of the Scripture. I
do not understand the meanings of Scripture thorougWy. I have prayed to the
'Guru with the Plume' that this new flower may grow and become a pbmelo
and I should gift it to you.
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em?tional With love. of the Gurt;r. l,IiS eyes 'filleq with tears of love. A few
ITlbinchcil later, Bh~"DeVu's·v\iife··tecited the stiipttiie "Bliss" (Anand Sahib) in
"a-soft fuelodipus hine. It became. eve'ning. It w~ time for :.~e evening prayer
j{~hi'as. (Then it b~ta.me··da:rk: The' Guru-devotee but 'poor farrlily went to
tllefr hut. '
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THe raiil continued:' The rainy-seas'orial flower started becoming a £.rcit. The
other flowers fell off in the wind storm bu: this first flower becarr..e a fruit arid
within few days grew up. Months passed. By :.he middle of December its
colour changed from greE;n to 'light yellow. The parrots generally do not gnaw
the 'citrus frititS'but one day on'seeiilg a flock of parrots in the garden the child
giJ;1 beta:n1e apprehensive "a paiTo.t might gnaw my pomelo." She gb:a piece
of: coarse' cloth';~tifcJ;i~d it, inade bag and covered the pomelo With the hag.
,'One day,' the owner of the garden, RaiJaswant Rao while strolling came
to' the: field· where the fruit trees stood. One servant accompanied him. Tnis
gentleman was well educated, wealthy and from a respectable ancestry. But
hite'ne"Ct ancfweaith/instead ofhumility and serVice made 'him eg<;:>istic and f.ill
of pride. This wealthy gentleman belonged to a family of G'.lm-devotees. lIis
father a GurU-devotee fell at the feet of Guru Tegh Bahadur and was blessed
by hirp.. This gentleman did have faith in religion but :10 devotion for the
Holy Scrlpti.ti:e: He was so proud of his wisdom that he thought nobody b t.~e
was wiser than him. The pride Qf his own wisdom made him obsessed
when)Guru Tegh Bahadur offere'd his head to be cut. ':'hen he remarked tr..at
it!
wrong forllie Guru ~o have offered his head.
said: The G:.m.:
ShOl,lld not ha:v~' offered his bead for the sake of truth. He shou:d have
oiiiWdrdly' edioraced Islam and th~n slipped and come away from the captivity
o~ AUf-angzeb. IIeodicl not reli$h the idea of Guru Gobind Singh creating an
·iJtiriy.. He '2dnside~ed 'hypocnsy as' wispom. He co~side~e4,truthful: wisdo~
antlvaloUr'as'stUpidity. 'oti tlie'day when the'Guru'made 'nectar
asked
five men to drink nectar, then immediately twenty thous~(fm6re disciples
drank the nectar.
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That day one group of disciples went away saying: "This Guru is too
young. He does not follow the path of his father-Guru. vVe shall not abide by
what he says. We shall follow the old system." This Jaswant Rao was one
amongst these. Since then he never went to have a glimpse of the Guru.
Neither did any service to the Guru or to humanity. Thus with his back
towards the Guru he had become hard-hearted and his anger had increased.
V\Then his father was living, then the congregations travelling to Anandpur
rested here and were always welcome. The poor and needy were served
food. All that almost stopped now, when the nature gets away from nobleness
then the animal instincts in man rule the mind.
Devu was in the service of this egoistic gentleman. No doubt it was difficult
to serve a gentleman who was without Guru-love but since the Guru did not
approve of his quitting the job, so he carried on. Jaswant Rao knew t.~at Bhai
Devu is a Guru-devotee and wished that he should become like··minded as
himself but who could break a true love-cord. Bhai Devu thought otherwise.
He wished thatJaswant Rao should again imbibe GU..'"'U-Iove and get salvation.
Bhai Devu was very keen to drink the Guru's nectar butJaswant Rao created
some hindrances indirectly. The natural circumstances also did not make way
for that. But every day after recitation of scripture they prayed: 0 Lord! You
bless us with the Spiritual nectar and make us your own. However, Bhai Devu
was always eager to serve the congregation. Previously, the masters of the
house did this service. Now the servant imbibed the spirit of service to the
congregation. Whenever he came to know that some congregation is arriving,
he would carry sacred sweet and go to meet them. Then he made ther.J. stay
there. He constructed a temporary shelter next to his hut for the congregation
to stay. He provided water and firewood. V\Thenever he had some extra
money, then he provided groceries also. V\Thatever freetime he got after the
day's work, he served the congregation. Bhai Devu gave charity to the needy
and poor. He became well known for his service to the congregation, for his
engrossment in the Lord's name and for his Guru-love. All who went to
Anandpur through this city praised Bhai Devu. The 'Guru with the Plume'
heard about Bhai Devu's service to the congregation and his engrossment in
the Lord's name. That endeared him in his heart. The Guru loved the Nameengrossed devotees more than himself. A person who loved the holy
congregation, why would he not be dear to the Guru? The Guru perceived
that my devotee has become a sandal tree. He gives his fragrance to other
trees. My devotee is like a sandal tree that gives its fragrance even to the saw
that cuts it. The devotee is a sandal tree who makes others fragrant and who
does not detest even the sinners.
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One day,]aswant Rao strolled in the garden. When he saw a white fruit
of the size of a water melon, then he came forward this side. On coming near,
he found that it was a cloth bag put on a fully ripe pamela. He ordered. The
helpe:- removed the bag. On seeing the beautiful pamela a..Tld on makL'1g sure
that it was fully ripe, he said, "Pluck it and bring it to the mansion".
At this time the child who. had been nurturing the pome!o saw frOCl a
distance and came running. She clamped the helper with both .her har..ds and
in a heart-rending voice beseeched: "Oh! Do not pluck". What ~agic was
there in Lhese four words from a truthful heart that a trembling sensatiO:l like
an electric current went through the body of the owner and the helper? W:'1e:l
the owner looked up, then pride and ego overtook his mind but the helper
shuddered with fear. The innocent girl again said: 0 Brother! "Do not p~:Ick".
The heart pain of the guileless girl whose labour of love of ma..'1Y months
is going to be wasted is too deep.
Yes! The desire of her heart that she has been nurtu..'ing, the fu:fillment of
her longing that is only a few days away is going to be ruined by merciless
hands. For her the moment of joy is saying good-bye even before coming.
This moment of jay had gone deep into her soul. Non-fulfillment of a deep
desire gives a deep injury.
The plucking of pamela that she had nurtured wit.~ so much deep love
made a deep dent on her mind. She felt darkness in her eyes. Her heart fe~t
desperation. In that desperation her soul picked up all her strength and slL.--ieked:
"Oll! Do not pluck." She held the helpers hand and again said: 0 Broilier!
"Do not pluck." Her shriek made a profound impact on the helper's :nine.
His hands distanced from plucking the pOClelo as if some unseen power has
stopped his hands from cutting somebody's throat. The shriek of the gi~l did
give a blow to the effigy of egoJaswant:Rao but being the Master, withdrawing
his orders and bowing to the wish of the servant's daughter appeared to rJ....'Tl
as downgrading his authority. His mind agreed to the yo::ng but trufr..ful
heart's plea but his ego suppressed the piOUS concept.
Oh! World! How many times have you sinned out of fear of downgrading
your authority! Today if]aswant Rao had remained faithful to the Guru and
the Lord, then he would have been in kindness a..11.d love. His heart would
have said: "Why break the heart of the daughter of a faithful servant for a few
pennies worth of something. Is it stealing? No. It is a child's wish. Let her be
delighted". But the hard-·heart disobeyed his soft heart and he tha..'1dered: "0
girl! Get away. 0 helper, pluck".
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"0 girl! Get away". Probably, it was lightning? "0 helper, pluck". Probably,
it was thunderbolt of god Indra. In a moment, on one side the branch was
plucked and on the second side the girl, with a thud fell nat on the ground.
Jaswat Rao did not expect that the girl will be shocked to that extent but
even then he thought that softness shall downgrade his authority. In this
thinking he ignored the incident and went away.
The helper is following him but his steps are feeling a weight of tons. He
understands that it is oppression of the worst kind and I am instrumental in
this. He understands that he has obeyed the orders of his Master but along
with it he feels that he has harmed his senior who helped him out of poverty.
His eyes are shedding tears. They are falling on the grolL'1d after dropping on
the pamela that is in his hands. His eyes see circling figures and in t.~ese
circles he sees the figure of the merciful girl wit.~ shrieks of "Oh! Do not
pluck".
Oh! This poor man had thought it was a playful wish of the girl but the
girl falling unconscious broke his heart. This sudden incident was agony to his
mind. Near the gate of the garden he met another helper. He took him aside
and narrated the entire happening to him. Then he ran to his Master. When
he reached the Master's house, he kept the pamela in front of his Master and
said: I forego my salary. I leave my job. I am not your servant any more.
Jaswant Rao (hard-heartedly): What has happened?
The helper was talking to his mind silently: It is shame to me t.lJ.at I did not
resign my job when my sinful fingers while breaking the branch broke a living
being from the Lord. I am sorry of the moment when I plucked. I regret my
timidity! I betrayed my mentor. What face shall I show to the Guru-loving
pious man? Even my soul feels ashamed. Me! Disgraced! I cannot face my
senior who took me out of povertY and made me stand on my feet.
Jaswant Rao again said: Go and do your wo:rk, a Helper.
I am a sinner! I am a sL.'1.ner! Saying this and without waiting for a reply,
like a mad person saying, "Oh! Do not pluck! Oh! Do not pluck", ran away
not only from the house but from the outskirts of the town. The entire room
of the owner echoed with the sound of "Oh! Do not pluck! Oh! Do not Pluck"
The helper has gone too far but the echo of "Oh! Do not pluck" is echoing in
the ears of the owner.
On the other side when Bhai Devu got the news, then he had just finished
eating food and was washing his hands. On listening to the news both of them
uttered: a Lord, "Whatever is your will we should accept it as good". Saying
this, in serenity, moral strength and praying to the Lord, they reached the bed
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of plants where the fortunate pamela grew. Truly, the pamela was Irissing.
The promising girl who watered the pla:lt and nurtured it with love fo:- the
sake of L1.e 'Guru with the Plume' is lying flat on the ground almost dead. She
is unconscious. Her breath is so slow, eyes closed, body is cold and pulse
negligible. Father thought she may not survive, so he said: :t is Lord's wi2,
"He gives life. He takes." "We should accept the Lord's will." Ee picked up
the darling in his embrace and took her to their hut.
How could the news ofBhai Devu's 'daughter in danger' re~ain !lldden?
The news was already out and soon one doctor who was a holy corepanion of
Bhai DevIl arrived. He did so~e treatment. The body became wa.."'T:l. ne:pulse also became alright but the eyes did not ope~. In sleep she mun:b:ed in
a shrieking tone: "Qh! Do not pluck! 0 Brother! Do not p:'.:ck!" Was it a
shriek or an unseen k..."'1ife? The congregation that had assembled t:r..ere and
had already heard the happening became impu:sively emotio~al and tears
filled everybody's eyes. Everybody felt the d.eep love that this promising
daughter imbibed in her heart for the true Guru. This s~all ht:t sacred mir:c.
was like a stream that immersed fully in t..'1e river Le. the tr:le Guru. This small
heart was butter than burnt itself as sacrificial fire in the "Fire-pit of allaying
the sufferings of the world". She had put her love in the sacrificial fire of
Guru-love.
The Guru-love in her small heart reqt:i:-es elaboration. But if one car.. feel
the effect of true-love and longing even for a ~oment, then one can unde~stanc
the mea..11ing of true love as one can see the unseen stars t..lrrough the small
lens of a telescope.
The entire night, the girl remained in semi-conscious state. She go: fever
and after every hour or so she shrieked, "Ohi Do not pluck". Fat.'-1er ar..d
mother had great faith in the Lord. They were steadfast in :"1}eir faith. They
left no stone untumed in nursing the girl but when t..~ey heard her heartrending shrieks, then their hearts melted with emotion.
~T

IL

At the time when the helper ran away,jaswant Rao sat alone i::J. the verandah.
The Pamela lay on the shelf in front of hL.~. In his mind, he saw t::.e image of
the girl falling flat on the grol:.nd and lying unconscious as also the pale face
of the helper out of repentance. He de:iberated and tried to prove himself
right. But truly speaking t.~e uneasL"'1ess in the mind of the sinr:er canna: go by
reasoning. The uneasiness in the mind of the sinner never goes completely by
his thinking that what he has done is good. Neither the doubt i:l 6e rr.;nd of
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an atheist ever goes away. God is there. I am just saying the other way. The
reasoning did not take his mind of uneasiness. The servant asked h:"J. to have
food. His wife came and asked him again and again to have food but the
disheartened that he was, said "No" and in that uneasiness dozed off to sleep.
How could the simple wife know what was the matter? She was the daughter
of a Guru-devotee and the parents ma..rried her in a Guru-devotee family.
Nobody could judge that he would become disregardful to the Guru who is
the savior of the world. But this lady did not lose faith and always tried to
make him understand justly. She was devoted to the scripture. After recitation
of scripture every morning, she prayed to the Lord, "0 Lord! Make my
husband a Guru-devotee."
Really speaking, who understands what strength is there in prayer? When
the awakened soul asks from the Lord something silently from the core of
one's heart, then how, when and in what form the wish is fulfilled only the
Lord knows. People keep their mind wandering in fear .md despair. They do
not concentrate the mind with devotion, remembrance and faith. The
materialistic world in their desires and greed to grab makes the mind
materialistic. The materialistic mind is always wandering in desires. It does not
feel the sensation of the presence of the Lord. The worldly gains are perishable
and the worldly pleasures are short lived. The unseen is eternal living. The
pleasures of the unseen are for all times. They do not perish.
Jaswant Rao's wife used to pray with a pure heart at the lotus feet of the
Lord,
"0 redeemer of sinners! Ma..~e my husband a Guru-devotee. Up till today
she could not see any visible sign of her prayer being answered. But she was
not disappointed. She remained steadfast in her prayeJr. Tonight when her
husband slept and she asked for keys from the maid, then the maid narrated
to her all what had happened in the garden. How could the saintly lady
endure the distress? She cried bitterly. Her serenity waned. She cried for
mercy: 0 Lord! Give me peace of mind. Bless that whatever is your will I
should accept it as good. Give me refuge at your feet. :Bless me remembrance
of your Name. 0 Merciful! You are gracious. Bless him your love. Prompt
him towards Guru-love. Prompt him towards holy company. His mind has
been covered with the dirt of ego and worldly desires and is in forgetfulness
of your Name. Please make it free from ego and worldly desires so that it
becomes light and clings to your reet. You honour yow' natural repute. Me!
Nobody! Thankless! In your forgetfulness, I waver! I read, "Accept the Lord's
will" but still I waver. Bless that I imbibe acceptance of your will in my mind.
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o Sea of benevolence! May be ~ have no qualities in me but ~ am yours. Yot:
keep me your own and rid my distress. I know I am not capable e:J.ough to
make a prayer to you. I am not fit enough to be blessed but 0 :Father! Sir..ce I
am yours, I can call for help at your door. That 'I am yours' is the source of
my comfort. That is the remedy of my problems. That is the liberation of Ir..y
sufferings. At your door, I cry for mercy. Support me by hol&..'1g my arm.
Bless my husband. Pull him and take him out of mire. The h-::.e Guru had a~so
prayed to you: 0 Lord! Have mercy. The world is in suffering. Be benevolent,
allay their suffering. 0 Father! Please listen to the prayer of your beloved, the
true Guru. For the sake of the true Guru please pull us out from this suffering
of the world.
She got so much engrossed .in prayer that peace of mind descended on
her and imperceptibly she got faith that the Lord has listened to my prayer
and said "Yes." She felt sleepy. Maybe she slept or went into a trance.
In the middle of the night she heard so:ne voice, Oh! Oh! Oh! She woke
up. There was dim light of the candle. She felt afraid. Again she heard, OC!
Oh! Oh! She got up and saw. It was her husband's voice. Startled, she went
and pressed her husband's feet and said: I hope you are alright.
Husband: I am ir.. great suffering.
Wife: What is the suffering? Your body is alright.
Husband: What should I te~l? I feel ashamed.
Wife: What is the shame in telling me? Half the suffering goes away by
telling.
Husband: Have you yourself heard something.
Wife: From whom?
Husband: Some happening in t..~e garden.
Wife: Yes! I have heard.
Husband: Is that girl dead or alive?
Wife: She is alive but unconscious. Deliriously she utters, "Oh! Do not
pluck."
Husband: This "Oh! Do not pluck" has killed me.
Wife: What has happened?
.
Husband: My mind is overawed. I cannot sleep. If I get sleep, then I
startle and wake up.
Wife: What happens?
Husband: The moment I close my eyes I hear a voice, "Oh~ Do ~ot
pluck". I startle and wake up.
Wife: Did you really force the helper to pluck the Pomelo while the girl
entreated not to pluck?
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Husband: Yes.
Wife: The pomelo is worth a few pennies for which you are n ~r ," suffering
so much.
Husband: The price of pamelo does not matter. It was my prestige. When
I said, "Pluck", then who IS she to order "No"?
Wife: But she is a child. Why you got angry? vVhat does an innocent child
know? It is better to love them.
Husband: Then all the helpers shall teach their children like that and I
say, "All right Child." Then where shall my authority stay.
Wife: If you ask me truly, if all helpers can produce such children, then I
shall say, "Give the entire garden to the children. Like you will be benevolent
to the children, Lord shall be benevolent on you."
Husband: (Startled) "Oh! Do not pluck." Again I hear the voice.
Wife (In continuation of the previous conversation): If all children say,
"Do not pluck", then shall your mind shake like this?
Husband: This is what::: really do not understand.
Wife: And this is really what has to be understood. The girl is simpleminded with a pure heart. She loves the scripture and has great faith and
devotion. It was per her wish that this rainy-seasoned pomelo flower grew.
She had nurtured it with great love. She did not wish that it be plucked.
Husband: This is a child's fancy.
Wife: Does a child's fancy make anyone suffer so much?
Husband: Then why it has influenced me so much. Is she a witch?
Wife: The girl is an angel. Yes Husband! The benevolent Guru whom
you have shown your back, she loves him. This pamela, she had nurtured for
him.
Husband: This age and this devotion!
Wife: Yes! She has holy company of parents. Then a si::nple heart of a
child and her extreme faith that became love. She was connected with the true
Guru with a love-:cord that has power in it. When you snapped the love-cord,
then its power threw both of you down. One owner and one helper
.
The wife kept on talking. The husband dozed off to sleep. When he
started snoring then she became quiet but kept sitting close by. After sometime
the husband rolled over to one side, then again he uttered, "Oh! Do not
pluck."
Jaswant Rao opened l:lls eyes and said: Darling! Are you awake? Yes!
You are sitting. I had a dream.
Wife: What is it?
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Husband: While listening to you, I dozed off. What I saw was t..l1at :he
entire L'1.dia is assembled at one place. Kashmir, Punjab, Hills, East Be~gal,
Rajputana, Sindh, South can be seen all at once. It appears !L~e a garden.
Different states appear as if beds of different types in the garden. Men, women
and children appear as grown up plants and stand as plants. ':'he~ I saw, it
became dark and it t.~undered. From every plant was audible an awesone
voice! "Oh! Do not pluck". Mter a moment the light spread. What I saw was
that near each and every plant, one Mughal Pathan was standing. Someone
cut the plant with an axe, someone cut with a saw, someone pulled it wi:h a
jerk and threw it and someone plucked the leaves a..'1.d made the tree leafless.
Some plucked the branches one by one. Whenever a plant was plucked a
voice came out of it "Oh! Do not pluck". A stream of blood flowed out from
each plant. The guards, helpers, gardeners, owners, jay walkers, all were !Jusy
in plucking. Mercilessly, they plucked. The same voice carr..e from each brar..ch
and leaf, "Oh! Do not pluck". Those who plucked listened to the voic.e b-..:t still
they went on plucking. Then it was dark. F:-om t.lre east, from 6e other side of
the river came rays of light. From each ray oflight came a voice, "Beware! Do
not pluck." Then I saw that the plucking stopped. Some who plucked stopped
plucking and joined the newly corne guards as honest guards. Sone beca..'TIe
plants. Some ran away. Some died. 'J1le voice: "Oh! Do not p!uck" became
dim and dim and finally became inaudible. Then I heard, Yes! I saved! Yes!
o dear! I saved! Now a flash of light appeared and I woke up. Now yO'..l teB.
what was all that?
Wife: In dreams, generally one sees the happenL'1gs of the' day in differe:lt
images and forms. Sometimes the dreams tell some true happerir..gs and
sometimes they reflect some likely to happen even:S. All dreams are not just
untrue or mirages. For something that is evident, it does not make any differe~ce
whether it is dream or no dream. It does not make any difference for a..'1.
evident truth. Your dream is an evident reality. See! Tyrants are ruling the
country. It is also true that nobody is trying to save. !t is also true that the
'Guru with the Plume' is fighting for the sake of the people and religion. 5e is
telling the tyrants to stop tyranny. Our bad company has taught us to argue,
"Why has he adopted a sword?" But 0 dear! The truth is tb.at if he doesn't
pick up the sword, then what good shall corne out? There are thousar..ds of
saints living who have not adopted the sword. What good have they done?
They have renounced the sword considering it piousness. In reality they e.o
not know how to keep religiousness and sword together. Yoc. know the true
Guru is not doing anything for himself. He is undergOing hardships for t.'1e
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sake of allaying the suffering of the people. He is fighting for the sake of those
who are being killed by the merciless hands of tyrants like pomelos. He is
fighting for those who are humans but are being sold like sheep and for those
who are humans but unable to safeguard themselves. For the sake of the
suffering humanity, he has adopted the sword. Otherwise being a sea of
peace, what is his need to fight? 0 dear! If you do not mind, may I say
something? 0 my Maste-! Our duty was that we should have followed our
brothers who obeyed him. We should have offered ourselves for his service
with love and would have been honoured in the army of saviors. But who
knows, I am a sinner. May be for my sake you showed your back to the true
Guru. We did not join the saviour's army and instead became hostile. How
big a blunder is it that we are going against the Guru's ideals? We shall have
to answer in the Lord's court. You be merciful that we are saved when we go
to the Lord's court.
Husband: I have not done anything against the true Guru. I have withdrawn
myself only. Isn't it alright?
Wife: What I feel is that you are not ignoble. The company of those who
are against the Gu~u is bad. That is why for the sake of a few pennies worth or
pamela the girl has suffered so much. 0 dear! I don't blame you. But to be so
narrow- minded is the fault of bad company. If we had remained steadfast in
Guru-love, then we would never mind giving a small t".P.ing as a pamela to the
only child of a faithful and so religious servant in the thought that our authority
will dirr..inish. Even now there is time to put ourselves on t.h.e right track.
Husband: How?
Wife: We should make up wit.~ the principal. Rest will become alright
automatically.
Husband: I am feeling shy even talking to you. How shall I go there?
Wife: This shyness, you had even in childhood. Your mother used to tell.
This shyness is good to some extent. But if company is not good, then it
becomes a cause for suffering. See! This bad company has given bad fruits.
Husband: Speaking truly, I feel ashamed to meet the Guru. When it was
time to offer my services and get praise, I did not offer. Now how can I go in
disgrace?
Wife: See! The bad company has made our shyness as distance. You are
feeling shy from me. I am your wife. You feel shy from the Guru to whom we
have to narrate our piousness, vices and shortcomings like a child and take his
bleSSings. You feel shy from the Guru who has love for us and is out to give
us comforts.
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Husband: Has the Guru no hatred for us?
Wife: Whoever showed his back at that time, whenever he has gone and
asked refuge, the Guru has embraced him. He is not a judge of the court to
give punishment. He is a shower of benevolence. He is redeemer of sins and
bestowal of forgiveness. He is intuitive. He knows our inner feelings.
They kept on talking like dus till morning.

N
On the other side, the girl spent the night in restlessness but early in the
morning, the habit that she had of reciting the scripture helped her out 0:
restlessness.
By force of habit she recited the scripture instead of murmurL.'1g "Oh, ::)0
not pluck":

"By recitation of the Lord's name
One does not remain in the cycle of births and deaths. "
Then after a few moments she recited:
"Whoever recites the Lord's name, he gets salvation."
Then again she recited:
"One indulges in many types of vices but one is not satiated and dies in
suffering. "
Then again a voice came:
"He gives life to the dead. He gives nourishment to the hungry. "
Again she uttered: "He hides the vices of his beloveds. "
Then she recited:
"One who is immersed in the un-deceivable, inaccessible and all pervaeI:ng
Lord
1'he worldly pleasures do not attract him."
Then she uttered,

"One who is immersed in the Supreme soul,
that person I love deeply always,
says Nanak."
Then she uttered: "All sufferings, illnesses, fears and anxieties vanish. "
On listening to these verses in sequence, Bhai Devu spoke: 0 daughter!
Yeu have got salvation in this life and after death.
Now her mother massaged her entire body with almond oil. By and by she
regained consciousness and at dawn her eyes opened. Seeing hersel: b the lap
of her mother she raised her arms and embraced mother softly. She did not
have enough strength. Then she laughed and spoke: 0 Yother! I had s~ch
sound sleep. Where was I? I had deep sleep. Mother kissed her, then eTI:b:-aced
her a.."1d said: Darling! You are strong. :'hen Father kissed her.
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Suddenly she remembered the pamela being plucked. Her face turned
pale. Her body stiffened a little and she uttered: 0 Father! "Oh! Do not
pluck".
It was a delicate moment. Father was sensible. He made her understand.
The father's loving discourse had a healing touch. She had full faith that
whatever" father says is right. That made her mind detached from the sentimental
love of pamela. That saved her from going into depression again.
A few moments later, Jaswant Rao accompanied by his wife came to his
gardener's hut and sat down on the ground. The wife rubbed the girl's head
with love and said: 0 daughter! Get up. The garden is yours. This pamela is
yours. I am yours. My husband is like your father. Be strong.
Jaswant Rao said: 0 daughter! The Guru is bestowal of forgiveness. The
Guru- disciples are bestowal of forgiveness.
The girl's father said: 0 Lord! 0 Master, she i.s your child. You are the
master! You bless her.
Meanwhile, Jaswant Rao's wife took the girl in her lap, placed the tear
soaked pamela in front of her and said: Daughter! Take this pamela that you
loved.
But the serene girl (with folded hands) said: 0 respected lady! It was my
mistake. That is why I could not get up early in t]:le morning and my body
ached. This pamela belongs to the Master. Weare his servants. I thought it
mine when it was not mine and then I thought of presenting it to the true
Guru. The true Guru wouldn't have accepted it. That is why it is good that the
Master got it plucked and took it. If I had understood earlier then I would
have gone to our Master and given the price of this pamela to him. Then the
Guru himself would have guarded it. But even now it is good that I did not
take it to the Guru's Hall of audience. Otherwise, I would have felt ashamed
Lq the congregation. This is Guru's grace. Father said that Guru-disciples
should give charity and not take charity. One should not desire anything of
which one is not the rightful owner.
This was the discourse that father gave to the daughter and saved her
from going into depression and made her understand the concept of rightful
ownership.
The girl said all what she had listened from her father.
This ideal of religiousness made a dent onJaswantRao's mind. The ideal
that one should give charity and not take charity made a deep dent onJaswant
Rao's mind. He also realized how the Guru-disciples consider sUfferings as
good and remain thankful in God's will.
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Jaswant Rao spoke to Bhai Devu: I remained estranged from the Guru.
The fault was mine. My coyness remained as a veil in my mL'ld. W'1at is the
shame in telling the truth? The jerk that this happening has given to my IrJnd
and my wife's advice to me has awakened my true consciousness. Now you
take me back as a member of the holy congregation.
Bhai Devu replied with respect: 0 Master! I am nothing but a beggal' at
your door. I am sinful having no good qualities in me. Your house is a house
of Guru-devotees since many years. The true Guru is benevolent always.
The true Guru is a fountain of forgiveness. It is your goodness and pious~ess
that has brought you to a servant's house for the sake of this serva..'lt gir: out of
generosity. How can I accept your telling that you are devoid of the love of
the congregation? May the Lord bless us! The moment we rerr..ember the
Guru, we become Guru-disciples. It is the Guru's grace that you have im8ioed
Guru-love in you. There are no locks at the Guru's door. In fact The Gurt:'s
doors are always open. There are no guards at the Guru's door who would
stop.

"The door where nobody says, Go away.
How can I leave such a door?"
says Kabir.
Now both of them patted the girl with love and left.
If a big stone falls in a stream running between two mounts, ller. the
water stops flowing further and the stream dries up further side. But some day
the collected water pushes and carries away the stone and the stream gushes
and floods.
The same happened with J aswant Rao. The coyness like the stone wer.t
out ofhis mind, then love swelled towards t.~e Guru and his mind go'.: de'.:achmen'.:
from worldly desires. The desire to fall at the feet of t.~e embodiment of godly
love and ask for forgiveness became strong. Tr..e wish to tread on '.:he footsteps
that the Guru has set an example became strong. So much so that his mind
felt detached from the world and wished to sacrifice.
V
Anandpur, the town of bliss is all bliss today. The audience ha~ is full. Beloved
Guru is sitting blessing the Lord's name to everyone. The congregation frorr..
Gurdaspur reached a little late but before the co~clusion of the program.
When they reached the hal: of audience, the girl walked ahead followed
by J aswant Rao and his wife, the congregation entered next and last of all
entered Bhai Devu and his wife. The girl bowed her head to touch the Guru's
feet and then presented the pomelo that she had nurtured with love, to the
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true Guru. The appreciator of love and humility, the true Guru picked up the
innocent girl in his lap and said: My daughter! The modest girl be:ll rier head.
In the next momentJ aswant Rao took off his go:d embroidered coat and.
put it on the Guru's feet. With the simple clothes that he was wearing, he
clamped the Guru's feet and presented all gold mohurs that he owned to the
Guru. Everybody watched when the couple prayed wit.~ great emotion. "What
a prayer that everyone had tears in emotion. The couple said a prayer from
the scripture:
"0 Lord! I am yours. Keep me whatever way you wish 0 Lord!
How much can I count? 0 Lord! My countless sins 0 Lord!
I am always doing mistakes and countless are my sins 0 Lord!
With your blessings only this horrible ego &' desires can be overcome 0

Lord!
We hide our vices. 0 Lord! You are absolutely close 0 Lord!
Be merciful. Give us salvation from the cycle of births and deaths 0 Lord!
....Says
Nanak
To live in luxuries, then come and offer one's all to the true Guru and fall
at his feet in utter humility was a wondrous panorama. The offeri..ng of total
sacrifice was making everybody shed tears in torrents.
The true Guru blessed everyone.
Jaswant Rao's wife sang a divine song (Kirtan). The congregation also
sang with her in chorus.
What a sacrifice for love's sake? It is total sacrifice. One luxuriously living
gentleman having offered everything is sitting in humility. He has detached
his mind from the worldly desires. Imagine the mind that has rid itself from all
desires and now it is the Guru-love in it or waiting for orders of the true-Guru.
Imagine! He has put all the accumulated wealth of his ancestors in front of the
beloved Guru and his body also. So to say: He has given his body and wealth
to the Guru along with it his head also. 'Fhis is renunciation. This is called
detachment of mind. What belonged to him is dedicated to the true Guru.
N ow there is no feeling of "This is mine" and "This is another's". Now there is
no estrangement. Everything belongs to the Guru. This is the perception. The
branch of the tree does not feel that the rest of the portion is separate from it.
This is Spiritual knowledge. The veil of ego has all vanished. Why should he
hide his wealth? Whom should he give? Whom should he not give? "Guru is
the sea, disciples are rivers". Rivers come down from the mountains and
immerse in the sea. Accordingly,]aswant Rao has come down from the mountain
of pride, crossed the p~ains of ego with endurance, then crossed the mirage of
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sandy dunes or so to say won over the worldly desires and is offering himself
and everything to the sea Le. the beloved Guru. What does the sea Le. the
beloved Guru do with all that? He spends it for the comfort of the wor~d. He
is a 'comfort giving' sea. He is benevolent and charitable. Rivers immerse
themselves into the sea. The sea is instrumental in forming clouds that go up
in the sky so that they shower and give comfort to the world.

o
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\.\ A Then the seventh Guru left for his heavenly abode, then the eighth true
'W '0/ Guru after occupying the seat of Guru-ship shortly left for Delhi and
after sometime left this earthly abode. The ninth Guru stayed in Assam and
neighbouring countries for a long time. The tenth Guru sat on the Guru-seat
and got occupied in gigantic tasks.
The Preachers-cum-Cash Collectors of the Guru erred in their duties.
Really speaking the Preachers-cum-Cash Collectors were ideal men of
high character whom the congregation revered due to their singing of divine
songs (Kirtan), devotion and doing good to others. They were made to sit on
a high seat. They devoted their entire lifetime in service for the Guru. If one
was a celebate then he did not make any property. If he was married and a
family man, then he lived satiated in contentment. The Cash Collectors were
those who had imbibed the Lord's name in their heart. Their character was
very high. They imbibed the Lord's name in others. They were true ideal
men. They collected the offerings from the congregation and deposited the
same in the Guru's treasury. At the time mentioned above many old aged had
died. Some of the Cash Collectors became greedy and showed their back to
the Guru a..l1d harassed the devotees. That is why Magnificent 'Guru with the
Plume' .dismissed the existing Cash Collectors and asked the devotees to send
offerings direct to the Guru's treasury. The offerings that devotees were making
to the Cash Collectors under duress, the Guru turned it to offerings with love
and devotion.
At that time there were still some Cash Collectors who were honest and
devoted. When the Guru called them, many didrrot come.
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Then the Guru ordered, "Catch them and bring them". He blessed those
who were honest and devoted. The story of one such Cash Collector :s given
below:
Bhai Feru was Cash Collector for a region betwee~ the rivers Ravi a..'1d
Satluj. He did not present himself to the Guru on t..1.e first call. Actually, the
orders did not reach him.
On the second order of the Guru he immediately accompanied t.1le devotees
who had come to take him to the Guru. ':2:'he devotees were respectful to him
but he said that you tie my hands and pull me by my beard aTId take me.
The devotees did not dare to do that but himself he pulled his beard and
walked all the way to the Guru. When he reached the hall of audience of t..'-1e
true Guru, there also he stood with beard pulled.
The complaint against him was that he has misappropriated the offerings
since some years. 'The true Guru looked at him. Love swelled in his mind.
Again he looked towards him graCiously. He closed his eyes then ope~ed
after a few moments.
He got up and embraced Bhai Feru and said, "You have been sending
me all the offerings. I received all. Who has caught you and brought you
here? You are not Feru. You are Bhai Feru 'True like your beard'.
Somebody softJy said: 0 true Guru! He has sent nothing.
The True Guru replied: I received it direct.
Then the Guru said: He has been spending the e~tire offerings for the
benefit of the poor. For himself he just ate from the Guru's Kitchen. Once I
told him that the money spent for the poor comes to the Gum.'s treasury. He
acted on that.
Bhai Feru was an extreme devotee, extremely desire-less for self and was
always immersed in Guru-love. He saw the Guru in the congregation. He
wrote poetry also that is not traced entirely.
The 'Guru with the Plume' himseif with his own hands ~ed a turbaIl
round his head and gave him the honour ofBhai Fern 'True like his beard'.
After being thus honoured he stayed in his reg:on and blessed thousand.s
of people with the Lord's name. He remained steadfast in Guru-Love and
service to humanity till the end.
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26.
Viillagelf~

A·.

of Bajroor R.eformed.

cross the Satluj was a village named Bajroor. A small fort also existed in
. this village. This village was inhabited by Ranghars and Guliars who
often looted travellers. This small fort was very advantageous for them.
Whenever any nearby villagers revengefully attacked, they took positions in
the small fort and shooted guns and arrows from the small fort that hit targets
at distances.
Once they looted a group of Guru-disciples. When the congregation
reached Anandpur and Magnificent Guru came to know about it, then he did
not say anything for a couple of days. Then suddenly he ordered to attack the
village. This time no horse-riders were called. Only Infarltry went. It was a test
for the Infantry.
After crossing the river they marched in rows towards Bajroor. The looters
realized that 'Ideal men' (Khalsa) have come to punish 1;l.S. They ran to rooftops and started shooting guns. Some went into the small fort and started
shooting guns from there so that the 'Ideal Men' are not able to come near.
Some villagers stood at the front gate of the village with guns in hand. It
was a clever strategy of the Ranghars but the 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa) were no
less.
On orders of their Commanders, they advanced Swiftly. Some fell down
but without fearing the gunshots they moved forward swiftly and engaged the
Ranghars in hand to hand fight. The Ranghars could not endure the onslaught
and hid themselves in their houses. In this way 1he fight went on for a few
hours.
When the Guru-disciples reached the gate of the small fort, then the
Ranghars thought: We shall be killed. Then they showed a white flag from the
top of the small fort.
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The 'Ideal Man' (Khalsa) also stopped fighting.
Then everyone came out of the small fort and bowed down to the true

Guru.
Magnificent Guru ordered them to demolish the small fort, return the
looted money and vow not to loot again.
He said: H you indulge in looting in future, you will get more punishment.
Ranghars agreed to everything.
. In this way after winning over the looters the 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa) returned
to Anandpur. In this way, by becoming triumphant, the 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa)
were considered authoritative. The congregation could come and go with
ease and comfort and the people living in nearby villages felt at ease and
fearless.
These were the battles that 'Ideal Men' (Khalsa) fought to allay the suffering
,of the people.
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One day a devotee presented a silken dress to beloved 'Guru with the plume'.
Beloved Guru wore the dress and started towards Keshgarh. On the way one
handsome disciple named Nand Singh was plastering a wall with mud. A
flighty drop of mud stained the Guru's silken dress as if it was craving to
.
touch.
N and Singh in his mind thanked the Guru that the Guru has remembered
him. Sweet is his reprimand. Mercy is his benevolence. Both ways he has
bestowed love on me. Even if the Guru remembers 'we sinners and fu:l of
mistakes' once in his sacred mind, our sins are redeemed, our life becomes
fruitful and the Lord's N arne shall settle in our mind.
.
The beloved disciple considered it as Lord's ",Iill and was happy.
Meanwhile the Guru looked back, noticed what had happened and said:
I ordered "One slap. What went wrong that he got so many"?
Then the disciples said: Beloved Guru! You commanded. Whosoever
heard the command he obeyed and carried out your order, bless us that we
should remain obedient to you and always do whatever you order. We should
never disobey.
Then the order is "Give your daughter to him to marry" said the Guru.
"When you say that you are obedient to me, then I would like to test you".
On hearing the order the disciples became quiet. Their faces turned pale
and felt shameful. They were new disciples. It wa.s a unique test. They had
come from far off places. They had heard that the Guru's command is supreme
but they had not seen the splendour in the Guru's command. They had not
tasted the sweetness or sourness of the Guru's command.
Everybody went into thoughts with faces lookling down.
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Meanwhile Ajab Singh a devotee from Kandhar, when he heard the
story about what the Guru had ordered and had really happened and also the
Guru's miraculous-ness, fell at the Guru's feet, clamped his feet and prayed:
o miraculous! 0 redeemer of sinners! I am yours. Whatever I possess is your
gift. H it were mine, I would have said mine but all is yours. All belongs' to
you. My child is your daughter. You marry her. You have written destiny on
the forehead in the heaven. You fulfill it here yourself. Whatever you order
we should obey. My ego should vanish. I should see you everywhere.
On hearing the words of devotion from the disciple, beloved Guru's eyes
filled with tears that were dearer than diamonds. He said: You are blessed.
Your soul shall immerse in the Supreme soul and you will live hl ecstasy.
Your daughter is my daughter. Marriages are made in heaven. We shall
arrange the marriage ceremony today only. Congregation will assemble and
bless the couple.
. '
The same moment beloved Guru returned, entered the hall of audience
and ordered: "Arrange the marriage function immediately.
He said: Ajab Singh's daughter is my daughter.
Ajab Singh said: My daughter has become a blessed daughter and he
escorted b.er to the Guru's hall of audience. The marriage was celebrated and
everyone was delighted.
l\1ore than that everyone was blessed with the recitation of the Lord's
name by beloved 'Guru with the Plume'.
Nand Singh was delighted to marry. Everyone congratulated him.
Everyone praised the Guru and said: Beloved Guru is miraculous.
Beloved Guru blessed Ajab Singh and he got eternal happiness.

o
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Singh Refo:rmed

One side was battles and valour, second side was religious preaching. The
foundation of both was laid on character and virtOllS conduct. The Guru's
ideal men were to imbibe true virtuous conduct and keep away from falsehood,
deception, bad company, tyranny or anything that was not virtuous.
Following is a specimen that depicts the true Guru's strictness on character.
It w~ the month of August and at night nice cool breeze blew. Magnificent
Guru sat on the roof when he hear.d some sort of quarrel from the roof of the
adjoining house. Here lived one Guru-disciple named Lahora Singh. He used
to supervise while the Guru's sons played.
Mala Singh's house was next to his house. Mala S41gh was a trader and a
financier also. Once when Lahora Singh was in need of money, he borrowed
it from Mala Singh. But he did not return the same.
Mala Singh was kind hearted and virtuous. He did not harass Lahora
Singh to return the money.
Sometime passed, Mala Singh suffered losses and was short of money.
Some more time passed. Mala Singh became too short of money even to buy
proper daily food.
. Then he asked Lahora Singh to pay back the money that he owed to him.
But he put him off with witticism.
Tonight Mala Singh went .to his house and demanded the money. But
Lahora Singh, in no mood to return ridiculed, "Guru-disciple takes money
from Guru-disciple and forgets the worry t.o return". Again he said: "Eating,
drinking and laughing is our job, rest the Guru will look after".
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When Mala Singh told him about his urger..tr..ecessity, then Lahora Singh
said, "It is everyone's destiny, it is for you. to bear".
Mala Singh said: Those who tell lies, t."l-J.ey have to reply in the Lord's
court. When the messengers of hell will beat you then you will repent.
On listening to this Lahora Singh said: "When the Guru is gracious,
messengers of death do not ask anything".
The true Guru overheard thei~ conversation. When Lahora Singh quoted
the sac~ed scripture to assert his characterless and sinful behaviour, then the
tru~ Guru, the Master of virhIousness recited a line in a loud voice tha~
Lahora Singh could hear, "Right of others is pig to Muslims and cow to Hindus,

the Guru will redeem only if the sinful repents. "
The first line that Lahora Singh had said, "Guru-disciple ta~es money
from Guru-disciple and forgets."
To counter this, the true Guru recited another line :oudly, "One who

himself eats and does not let others eat and deceives is bannedfrom Guru's house. "
Then the second line that he had said, "Eating, dr..lli<ing, laughing is o::r
job. Rest, the Guru will look after."
To counter this, the true Guru said loudly in an admonishing tone, "The

Guru will bless or punish as per the deeds done. "
On listening to the Guru's words Lahora Singh trembled and in h:lmility
said to Mala Singh: 0 Brot.~er! Please excuse me. I shail ~eturn the money to
you tomorrow. I was just joking with you.
,Next morning, Lahora Singh went ~o Mala Singh's hO'Jse and wi~ folded
hands, returned the borrowed money. Then he got ready ane weI:: to the
Guru's hall of audience. He fell a~ the Guru's feet and prayed: "Without the
Guru's support we are in greed, forgive us and give us refuge. Do r:.o~ 8e
angry on us. Weare attached to :amily and worldly desires. We .c.ave no~
realized the world as perishable."
Then the Guru said, "Stay away f~om sex, ange~, greed and pride.' Stay
away from deception. Remain in piousness in the community."
Then the Guru looked towards the congregation and gave a short
discourse.
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Poet Santokh Singh writes as follows:
Guru-disciples should not borrow money. IT someone takes, then he should
return respectfully. He should not listen to lies nor speak a lie. He should stay
away from hes. Keep holy company and earn honestly. Always be truthful.
One should be without hypocrisy. ill this way he made the disciples detennined
and asked them to recite the Lord's name incessantly.
When the congregation came to know that Lahora Singh refused to return
the money borrowed from Mala Singh and recited a line from the scripture to
assert his viciousness and was admonished by the true Guru, then everybody
realized the greatness of the Guru and said: Great is the true Guru. How
much busy he remains in gigantic tasks. Still even in small personal problems
of his disciples, he corrects the wrongs done.
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Prasan Kaur (in captivity): 0 'Guru with the plume'! We look to your
support.
Nahru: Make your husband agree to leave discipleship of 6e Guru.
Prasan Kaur: You can kill me but don't kill your brother.
Nahru: Don't be stubborn. Leave this discipleship of the Guru.
Saying this N ahru went near the other room where he had kept bs brother
LTl captivity and said: Leave this discipleship. Do not force me to become a
killer.
Brother: 0 dear Brother! What you have understood is not correct. I
cannot leave discipleship of the Guru under threat of being killed. The
discipleship has removed. the veil by which the fear of death has gone.
Discipleship has awakened the mind. Death shall make the soul free. I a:n a
lover of death. I play in the lap of death. The death that you think is in your
hands shall only add to the weight of sins on your soul. It cannot harm us a
wee bit. I do not beg pardon from you for myself and my wife but ~ ask you
not to kill your own conscience.
.N ahru: We are born to the same parents. It is a pity that I am followir..g
the Muslim religion and you become a disciple of the Guru.
Harwant Singh: Ohi Muslim religion! It has ta:i.cen yo~ to kill your brot.~er.
See to your conscience. To force a religion is not written in the Qur~. You
follow any religion you like. Let me follow whatever religion I like.
Nahru: No excuses, say either yes or no.
Harwant Singh: 'Yes', is that we shall remain disciples of the Guru with
unshorn hair till our last breath. 'No' is in losing the faith. Even death shall not
make us lose our faith.
N ahru: Alright.
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Saying alright and biting his lips, N ahru wer..t downstairs. He said to his
mind: What to do? Brother has faith like steel. Sister-in-law is stubborn. If I kill
them, then I get a bad name. If I free them, then I feel insulted. What should
I do?
This prison is not a jail. This is captivity on the 1st floor of their house.
Harwant Singh and N ahru were both sons of a rich landlord who was a
disciple of the Muslim saint of Sarwar. The elder son Nahru was deeply
influenced by the saint of Sarwar but the younger son Harwant became a
disciple of the Guru and now dra..'1k the sacred nectar and was named Harwant
Singh. The other family members did not like their becoming Guru-disciples.
But N ahru was so furious that he planned to kHl them. By some cunnL'1g
pretext he locked the couple in different rooms and started tormenting them.
But in this agony Prasan Kaur and her husband Harwant Singh did not
become nervous and remained firm in their faith.
For the sentimental mother it became a perplexing situation. Her heart
sided with the elder brother who was influenced by the saint of Sarwar but for
the sentimental love for' the younger son she could not end~re his agony. ~f
she sided with elder one, then it was more agony for the younger one and if
she sided with the younger one then the elder son got angry. Mother was in a
no go situation.
The beloveds of the Lord who live in hig!:l spirits are always alert. When
night descended, Brother N ahru got intoxicated with wine and became
unconscious. One maid servant talked t.1-lis to Bhai Harwant Singh. Bhai
Harwant Singh now fearlessly broke the door hinges with his strong hands.
He came out and broke open the lock of the room where his wife was locked
up. Bot."h of them came downstairs.
Here, mother was sitting and crying. She said: Thanks to the Lord! How
have you come out?
Son: Mother! I broke the door and carne out.
Mother: That is why some noise was there. What do you wish to do now?
Son: We are leaving.
. Mother: How will I bear the separation? But you better leave. It is important
to save one's life. Come, I shall open the back doo:". Nahru is intoxicated with
wine. Take some m03ey and some arms.
Son: It is Lord's grace. We have got everyL.lrtng. You, give me my arms.
Wealth, my 'Guru with the Plume' has plenty.
Prasan Kaur: If you permit, shall I take the gifts?
Harwant Singh: Alright. Good.
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Saying this, they carried two shawls, gifts, arms and some money that
mother insisted, "You must take?'. They went to the horse's stable, mounted
on horses and rode away fast after wishing goodbye to mother.
It is full moonlight tonight. The auspicious moonlight that was mac.e bright
by a hundred moons and thousa..'1d suns by way of Sri GUflJ. Nanak Dev
arriving on earth on this night. Yes, it was the auspicious night of the birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak. It is the month of October, rosy season, sweet
season, lovely breeze, sweet and cool breeze, lovely dew drops on vegetation,
nice milky moonlight.
In this moonlight husba..'1d and wife are riding fast galloping their horses.
They rode till past midnight. They reached a village where a Gurdwara existed
and many Guru-disciples lived there. Being already well known to the
congregation, they went to the Gurdwara.
In fact it was already early morning and devotees had s:arted coming.
Some were having a bath and some had already bat.~ed and were ready.
Everyone was glad to meet them. They already knew them. They felt
delighted: They held their horses and welcomed t.1}em. They had already
he<c:'d about their conr..nement and agony. When they saw them free and
amongst them, then their happiness knew no bounds. Everybody embraced
Bhai Harwant tightly with love. Everybody met his wife with ha..'1ds folded and
greeted her with Sat-sri-akal. They made them stay in a side-room, gave them
hot milk to drink and asked them to rest and sleep.
But they who were in Guru-love and living in high spirits did not care for
tiredness. They did not wish to miss the divine singing (Kirtan). They sat a.'1d
listened to the singing of divine songs (Kirtan). Bhai ji had earlier got tuition
from Amrit Rai poet. When he became a Guru-devotee, then he understood.
religion and its fundamental principles very well. In this way, in a short ti.'1le
_only people gave him respect as an intellectual and a preacher. The
congregation here was very keen to listen to his discourses. They req:Iested
him to stay for a few days so that they are benefited by his mind-elevating
discourses.
Bhai ji was an 'Ideal man'. The 'Ideal man' himself remains steadfast in
recitation and remembrance of the Lord's name and then preaches the Lord's
name to others.
Bhai ji stayed there for a couple of days and gave discourses that elevated
the minds of the congregation and they felt ecstasy of the Lord's name.
One day one disciple from amongst the congregation asked: How can all
be united and the union should never break?
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Bhai ji said: To remain united is a bit difficult. Those who preach unity,
who cry for unity, split when there is no unity aIld suffer.
Unity is of two types, one that splits and one that lasts. Both have two
factors responsible for. People with low character get together for some selfinterest and become united. They try to fulfill that purpose. When the purpose
is fulfilled, then they split due to their selfishness. For example thieves get
together and steal. While stealing, they remain together but when it comes to
distribution of stolen goods, t.~en they fight amongst themselves. This unity
arises from selfishness.
Second are those who leave their self-interest and for some philanthropy
unite. They have friendly relations and no self-interest. They fulfill the common
aim with unity. They do not have self-interest. High character and inspiration
for duty is very essential for this type of unity because self-interest does not go
wit..h.out high character and inspiration for duty. To fulfill the aim such people
unite and work together. When the work is completed then they celebrate
together. See, some friends got together: Let us COrlstruct a Gurdwara.
Some donated land, some donated steel, some donated wood, some brought
bricks, some brought lime and some paid for the labour. With a united effort
a common wish was fulfilled. Now if all of them are inspired for duty, then
everybody will feel delighted and they will do move service for the Gurdwara
such as arranging divine singing (Kirtan), teaching of Punjab language, free
kitchen (Langar) etc. and will consider it a privilege to do service.
But in case they are without high character, then the supplier of wood will
boast: If I had not given wood how the building could be constructed?
The supplier of bricks will say: Bricks were donated by me. Steel used is
very lillie like salt in dough.
The supplier oflabour will say: Take your wood, bricks and steel away, if
I had not put labour, then how the building could come up? There is no
dearth of bricks or wood. The forests are full.
In this way first they will boast, then each one of them will say: I shall be
the Manager of the Gurdwara. Everybody will try to push his control. The
result will be disunity.
Then another conflict will arise. Everyone will want to fulfill his need.
The wood supplier will say: Let me keep some extra wood. It is a common
building, what if! use a little space for my wood? The milkman will say: Why
not I keep my cows here at night? The grocer ""rill say: Why not I keep my
bags of grain here? The distiller will say: why not I keep a few jars of wine in
the verandah? The chess players will say: It is common for everyone. Why
not we play chess here in the afternoon?
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In this way the selfish interests will create disunity. Slow:y the Gcrc.wara
will cease to operate.
But if all were of high character and inspired for duty, then everybody
would have been keen to do service. Nobody would have bothered about
becoming a prominent Manager. Whosoever was selected unar..i...T:lOusly as
Manager would have considered it a service to t.~e congregation and as a Q'..:ty
to the congregation. The purpose for which the Gurdwara was constructed
would not be lost.
There is strength in unity when one feels that to give comfort to ot.~ers is
much better than to think of one's own comfort all the time and one wants to
do kindness to others.
Let us scrutinize ourselves. We do not have to make an eEort for unity.
Unity lies in us. The 'Guru with the Plume' has raised our moral character. He
has preached 'service to humanity' and 'fo give comfort to others'. Our centre
point is Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh. Our aim is one i.e. to reach the
Lord. Our duty is one: To go according to what the Guru has taught us.
Our faith is Love of God and love of huma...'lity. Our character is pure. In
this way, we love each other; we are well-wishers of each other. We have no
pride of upper caste. We have no ego of city or village. The Guru has rid us
'of selfishness. Our entire community is one.
In this way he gave discourses for a few days and then departed. Now he
reached another village. Here, by his motivation, a Gurdwara had come up
and congregation assembied. Here stayed one musician who sang Civine
songs (Kirtan) and one Punjabi teacher. By assistance from Bhai Earwant
Singh they helped ten or twelve blind people to learn singing of divi...'1e songs
(Kirtan), playing of harmonium and tabla and giving religious discourses and
recitation of name. Earlier, the blind were in great distress. They begged for
food from door to door and suffered. When the Guru rose as the sun, the
blind also got light. They were put on the path of recitation of the Lord's
name and given training of some vocation wherein they could earn their
livelihood with respect. They were taught music and singing of divine
songs(Kirtan) and the art of giving discourses. In this way, these people who
always suffered became eligible to sit at places of respect.
Many disciples were ready to go to Anandpur. They were waiting for
Bhai ji. One blL.'1d disciple who had completed his training was to accompany
them.
FO:Ir days passed. One rich businessman of t..~e village passed away. This
trader was in his fifties. He married thrice. This third wife was hardly sixteen
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or seventeen years old. The younger brother of the trader wished that somehow
this lady should die so that he is able to grab the property of his h,tSther.
The elder brother died in the afternoon. r.:'hen he called the priest to
advise the newly become widow of seventeen to bum herself on the pyre of
the late husband.
In those times the dreadful custom of burning the wife on the husband's
pyre was considered as a dutiful custom. :Many ladies now do not know the
old customs that were prevalent in those times. The custom was so much
engrained in the mind of ladies that many new widows s<l:t in the pyre with
their dead husbands in their lap and did not feel afraid.
Manliness, bravery a..Tld steadfastness is always praiseworthy but this custom
was a sure suicide in ignorance and mistaken belief. Sometimes the widows
burnt themselves fearing the suffering of loneliness. Many times it happened
that when the pyre was lit, the widow got up and ran away from there but the
relatives out of superstition caught her and forcibly put her on the burning
fire. Even more horrifying traits were heard. A lady who would not agree, the
relatives tied her and threw the wailing lady on the burning pyre forcibly.
Guru N anak was the first prophet who spoke against this horrible and
bad custom. The third Guru issued orders that the custom of burning the
widows should be stopped am.ongst Guru-disciples and efforts be made to
save other Hindu widows from this bad custom of burning as much as possible.
The Guru said:

Virtuous wives are not those who self-immolate themselves
Virtuous are those who have love-pangs for the Lord.
Virtuous are those who are noble pnd contented
Virtuous are those who remember the Lord
and day and night recite IIis name.
The Guru did not stop here on the issue. When Akbar came to meet the
fifth Guru, then the Guru asked the Emperor to waive tax because of famine.
Along with this he also discussed the problem of self-immolation of Hindu
widows. Akbar passed a law that no widow should be forced for self-immolation.
Akbar stopped it altogether but due to the pressure from Hindu priests the
practice was not rooted out fully. However, under 1the British rule this unholy
custom was rooted out fully. Guru-disciples always tried to stop the unholy
practice.
In this village the widow of the trader was prompted by the priests and
she agreed to self-immolate herself on the husband's pyre.
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N ext morning when she accompanied t..'-le dead body of the husband to
the cremation ground, then Bhai ji came to k..TlOW about her pla..'1.
Immediately he rushed to the cremation ground. Many more Guru-disciples
followed.
Bhai Ji talked to the lady politely: 0 lady! Your moral s~ength is weat
and your love for husband is great. You wish to leave this earthly world in the
hope that you shall reach the heaven. Before you leave you listen to my
words also.
Bhai ji was respected as a saint in the entire village. Even the Muslims
respected him. His love, service to humanity, love for L1te Lord and reciting
the scripture had L'llpressed everyone.
Everybody said: 0 lady, do listen to his sacred w01"ds.
The pandit who had seen the L'llpact of the words of Guru-disciples at
many places frowned but people did not bother.
Bhai Ji said: 0 lady! With what faith are you ready ~o self-immolate
yourself? You have not created t.~is body. The Lord has created. You are
going to finish it. Now you consider: If a servant tries to finish something
created by the Master, then shall the Master be happy wit.~ that? You :ry to
equate yourself with the Master and then hope for a place in heaven. If the
Master wished to finish your body, then he cou:d make yoa dead. You are
not sacrificing your body for some good cause. You want to self-immolate
because you lived with your late h:isband or hope to go to heaven.
You think for yourself, how can you get salvation? Neither you have
meditated on the Lord, nor have you cione any service to humanity, you have
not read any scripture, you have not recited the Lorc's name. How can
salvation come by burning the body?
The discourse turned the lady's mind. When people saw that the lacy has
backed out then her relatives felt distress, the pandi: howled. They could not
argue with Bhai ji.
They knew that they could not :orce he~ in the presence of Guru-~scip~es.
They will not allow that. If we go to t.~e ruler, even then the Gur:I-disciples'
words will sta..'1d.
~ow Bhai ji gave a strong discourse unhesita:ingly. Everybody realized
that it is cowardice that pushes you towards self immolation when the~e is
suffering.
Now another big problem arose. According to the pa..'1d.its, if a lady w~o
has once agreed to self-immolate herself a..'1d pu: t..~e saffron line one her
head and if she backs out then a curse falls on her. This was t.~e superstition
of the pandits. The lady who backs ou~ has no place to go.
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Bhai ji sorted out the solution that Guru's refuge is the best coarse for
her. She will be a part of the congregation. She win drink the sa',,:.. ::;.:1. nectar
and get a new awakened life.
Mter the pyre was lit the lady accompanied h~e Guru-disc~ples. One old
lady who was related to her also accompanied her. The Guru-disciples, the
lady and her relative came to the Gurdwara. Both were welcomed and became
Guru-disciples.
The congregatiqn accompanied by Bhai Harwant Singh proceeded towards
Anandpur.
On the way they came to ¥-!10W that on instruction from the ruler of Delhi
some prominent and rich persons have been arrested and are being escorted
to Delhi for forcible conversion to Islam.
Bhai ji sent one detective who managed to r..nd out that there were ten
policemen and seven captives. Bhai ji now kept some good soldiers with him
and asked the rest of the congregation to proceed to Anandpur. The
congregation soon reached near the hills of Anandpur.
Bhai ji with res group of soldiers went after the group of captives at a little
distance behind. On the third day they reached a place in the forest where
there was no habitation. It was a lonely area. They tied up the already tired
sepoys with ropes and freed the captives. The captives were made to sit
behind the Guru-disciples on the horses and they galloped fast.
See the Lord's wonder! Who is sitting behind Bhai Harwant Singh?
He was his brother 1'\ahru Lal. They rode fast <md on the third day they
were able to join the congregation that had reached the hilly area earlier.
Here, when Nahru met her sister-in-law, he felt asha.'11ed. But the pious
lady paid respect to him and said: 0 brother! It is Lord's grace that we have
met again as brothers meet each other.
Nahru: 0 Sister-in-law! I am ashamed. I treated you so badly. It is your
greatness that you are doing goodness to me in spite of my ugly behaviour
towards you. If I were in your position I would have killed you. You are great
that you call a..TJ. enemy like me as brother.
Sister-ill-law: 0 brother! I am not great. Great is tl:e 'Guru with the plume',
the fountain of love. Great is his congregation where flows that love. Let us
forget the past. We do not remember the past. VV'e have forgotten. If the
tongue gets a cut by the teeth, t.hen do we break the tooth? Or if an arm gets
fractured, do we not support it by the neck? You are our relative. For us
nobody ill the world is a stranger, we all are children of one Lord. When we
drink the sacred nectar and our soul is awakened, then we a.TJ.nounce to the
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world: Stop enmities, stop quarrels, stop this upper caste and low caste system,
rid your ego and pride and ·say: One father, we are children of one Lore. a
Lord you are my support. You also come and drink the sacred nectar and
make your mind rise above discrimination and awaken your soul.
Nahru: a sister-in-law! You have saved me from the clutches of messengers
of death. That Muslim priest Wahabuddin who was my best friend, he only
deceived me. I was implicated falsely. Our house Ch'1d property was confiscated
and in captivity we were being sent to Delhi.
Sister-in-law: Mother-in-law and your self were already devotees of L~e
saint of N agaha. You were already half Muslim. Why were you afraid of
embracing Islam?
N ahru: It was the cunningness of the Muslim priest Wahabu that changed
my mind and then mother was absolutely against embracing Islam.
On listening to this story Bhai Harwant Singh accompanied by seven
soldiers started towards Hoshiarpur. On reaching near the town they sent one
detective to find out the whereabouts of the mother and children. The detective
returned and informed Bhai ji that mother has agreed to embrace Islam on
the condition that N ahru should be released from captivity and brought back
home.safely. For the time being, mother and children are in captivity in a
Sheikh's house and some men have gone to bring Nahru back. The family is
at present living in Sheikh's house and a guard is kept there.
On hearing this, the Guru-disciples reached the Sheikh's house in the
early hours of the morning. They posed as sellers of horses. One person
became friendly with the guard and took the guard a little distance away while
talking.
.
Meanwhile Bhai ji entered the mansion, gave the news of Nahru's release
to the family and asked the family to come out. Within moment they n::.ade
them sit on horses and swiftly rode away. The companion who was talking to
the gUard gave some money to the guard and asked him to bring some food.
Soon he rode his horse and slipped away like a drop of water on milk. On the
third day everybody met at an earlier fixed destination.
By the Lord's grace they reached Anandpur, the town of bliss. They fell
at the true Guru's feet. When every happening was narrated to the true Guru,
then the Guru was immensely pleased to see the self respect, self defense and
courage to save others at risk of one's own life. He was too glad to listen to the
story of saving the young widow from self-immolation and bringing away so
many people from the captivity of the Muslims.
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of the river with regret of an unfulfilled desire and eyes filled with tears, bade
good bye to all old remembrances and said: One has to leave everything one
day. Why not leave it today? And why feel sad?
The boat moved and kept on moving. The water in the river was moving
at a slow speed and the boat moved automatically. The girl who rowed the
boat kept the boat in the middle of the stream and it went on and on. It is
extremely cold but she is not bothered. Maybe the propelling of oars sometimes
keeps her body warm. Moving like this, the night passed. Morning ascended.
The sun rose.
The damsel anchored the boat on a corner of the bank. She opened a
box and ate something and then slept in the boat. In the afternoon she
decided to continue her unknown journey and rowed the boat in the middle
of the river. The speechless boat is drifting on the bosom of water. The
damsel is rswing it with her strong hands as fast as she can.
When night descended the moonlight bloomed again. She let the boat
drift in the slow moving waves of water and rowed a little so that the boat
remains in the centre and the 'movement of her arms gives warmth to the
body.
Again, the night passed. It was morning time. The damsel again anchored
the boat near the bank. She collected some wood, lit a fire, took out some
groceries from a bundle, cooked some food, ate and again slept in the boat.
In the afternoon again she started her journey in the river.
One day, the boat touched the bank of the river. Tne scenic spot enchanted
her mind. The boat insistently anchored itself on the bank. She decided not to
travel any further. She picked up a rope, tied the boat to a tree and with
intention to rest at night, she collected wood, lit a fire, cooked some food and
ate. Then she covered herself with a quilt and slept.
II

Let us see what has happened in the mansion from where down below, the
damsel sat in the boat and started her journey?
The owner of the mansion is a learned Pandit, big landlord, rich and
wealthy. He is sitting with his wife who is heaving long sighs.
,She spoke: O! Pandit dear! Your teaching has spoiled everything. Oh!
My loving young daughter born after a great deal of prayers and vows, this
age and this situation! Who knows! Whether she is writhing :in frost or is lying
dead as a stone at the bottom of the river or her body that was nurtured with
butter and cream is eaten up by crocodiles. 0 Child! Why that unfortunate
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morning came when we put you to school. Isn't it strange? Nobody sends girls
to schools. Much before sunrise you used to say: 0 Daughter! Get up. Go to
school. She got so much engrossed in learning that she did not wish to rr..a..'"ry
even though she had reached the age of twenty-one. W ell! You thought you.
will marry her when all the young boys would die. Every day you told her to
study. She learnt to have discussions and arguments with everyone. You
prompted arid she got addicted to discussions and arguments. Now you are
facing the consequences. You taught her and now she was one step further.
She was more intelligent than you or other religious Pandits. Many times, I
told you that our daughter has attained marriageable age. Do not keep her
busy in discussions. Marry her off and send her to the bridegroom's house.
She will have children, become a housewife and forget these discussions. But
you said, she should become a Doctor of literature. Well? Now she has become
a Doctor of literature and jumped into the worldly ocean. I do not know
whether she excels others with her knowledge or becomes a fooo for t.~e
crocodiles in the river. (Heaving a Sigh) Oh! My darli..'1g daugher! Where a:-e
you?
Pandit: a Savitri! Why do you blame me? I made her learn. I did not give
poison to your daughter. Her leaving the house in detachment is not the
influence of my teaching. This is the influence of what she lister..ed from t..1.e
saints and sadhus. One simpleton sadhu said sorr..ething in her ears that made
her mind detached. My lessons are true pearls.
Savitri: But Pandit dear! Who gave her that addiction to hold discussions
with saints and sadhus? You only said that one gets more knowledge through
discussions. So she got addicted to discussions. The fisherman catches fish in
the net every day. But sometimes a crocodile also ge:s ca"8.ght in the net. Then
the fisherman has to face the consequences. Same happened he::e. A saint
came and scintillated your anc,1 daughter's knowledge and went away. The
daughter lost her knowledge and I lost my daughter. Both the harvests got
burnt. You tell me. Where should I go? My heart sinks. It is going down a..'1O
down. Today is the third day.
Pandit: You tell, what more should I do? I sent men to far off distances,
sent detectives, sent boats to follow. Nets were laid, made enquires on ±e
bank of river up to fifty kilometres or more but no clue was four..d. Glliess we
get a clue, how can we know ~e whereabouts? It is beyond our control.
Destiny is mighty! It happened with Rama and Krishna. What are we in
comparison to them?
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Wife: But Mother's heart cannot cool down by talking.
Pandit: Poor father? What should he do? Besides the love in the heart, all
his hopes and wishes have gone down the drain. She was so intelligent and
wise.
The Pandit and his wife were lamenting when Santo maid came running
and said: On the bank of the river, I found one envelope that was tied to the
branch of a Fig tree. When I opened it I found one paper. I do not know
what is written on it but the handwriting seems to be that of respected sister.
Pandit hurriedly took the paper and read. The eyes of the hard-hearted
Pandit that had never cried are shedding tears today.
One cannot imagine with how much detached mind the string of sentimental
love broke, the har.. d wrote and went on the way to the forests. The Pandit
became so emotional that he sang the lines.
Wife: Has our daughter written this letter and left it.
Pandit: Yes darling!
Wife: Then tell something to me expended. Where has she gone and
what has she written?
Pandit: Alright, listen. The first stanza says: 0 friend! Fortunate are those
who in the bloom of cold wintry night under the moonlight filled sky spend
the beautiful and pleasant night sitting immersed in the love· of the Supreme
pious Lord after renouncing the worldly pleasures and rid their mind from
the vices of the world.
Oh! Lord! Our daughter has renounced the family?
Wife: Alas! 1bis learning has led her astray. Has she written anything else
or is this all?
Pandit: Whatever else she has written, you listen: I am going to the forest.
a mind! Rid yourself from worldly desires. Eat the fruit that grows in the
forest and wear the clothes of the leaves of trees and live a life where one
does not hear words of those who are in forgetfulness of the Lord, are greedy
for money and boast of being saints.
Wife: Oh! Daughter is lost! You tried to make her more and more learned.
Oh! My Master! You crammed all Vedas and Upnashids. Many saints became
your students and you earned more money and we got more comforts in the
house. You never dreamt of living in forests and wearing leaves of trees as
clothes. What did you teach her that the daughter's 'soft like cotton wool'
mind caught fire?
Pandit: a Darling! My teaching did not have any spark. This spark was
ignited by that young saint.
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This conversation was going on when they hearC. the tune of a divine
song (Kirtan) that would fill the mind with detachment. ~he effect of the tune
was so deep that everybody became quiet like statues.
When this loving tune stopped, then pa."'1dit, like a tiger thunderec. wit.1.
rage: 0 good lady! He is the same mad person who has plundered our nO:Ise.
o Moti, Ganua,Jeevan! Go catch him and bring him here.
On listening to the order from the Pandit, all three ran and i.."'1 a snort
while brought a tall, handsome and sharp feah::.red yOU!lg man inside.
This pious figure had a small beard that indicated nis age around twe:ltyfive. His forehead was broad and lustrous. His eyes s!l.owed magnificence but
at this time they appeared heavy as if immersed in love of the Lord.
The moment he entered, Pandit's anger subdued. Instead of shouting in
rage he was suppressed.
The handsome pious person's face errJtted radiance t.hough he was wecuing
a course cloth dress and a course cloth turban. He sang:

The Lord has blessed
The Lord has blessed
He was engrossed in the song when he came a."'1d stood there. He stood
carefree engrossed in the song. He was hardly conscious of where he was and
where he is. He stood i!l ecstasy of the song. Some time passed in sGence.
ihe lady now cried, shed tears and said: 0 'Benevolent' Where is rr..y
dl::ar one?
But the saint was still engrossed in the tune of the song. The lady to:::.ched
his feet and repeated the same question.
Then he startled and said: 0 piOUS woman! I do not £.'lOW about your
dear one.· She might be in your house or in your heart.
On listening to this, Pandit picked up some courage and said: 0 sabt, I
am afraid of Pandits but others I consider them as animals. You ~e]
straightforwardly otherwise take it that you are u:lc.er my control and. I can
send your body to hell.
Saint: Pandit dear! I am not a Pandit but ~ have never threatened a.~Yo:le
and I am not afraid of any threat. I have told wit..llOUt any fear whatever is true
that I do not know the whereabouts of your daughter.
Pandit: You know how to light a fire but you cio not know how to eXfulg..tisn
it. Why did you suddenly burst a flame in her that turned l:er mind?
Benevolent Saint: :: do not light a fire. It is the I.ord. who kindles a lovespark in those who are in the dark. It is the Lord who turns the ~ove-spark into
love-flame. He is the saviour Lord. You asked me and she asked rr..e to tell the
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truth. I told the truth. If truth is a flame then well and good, it will bum the
mounds of sins on the mind, when the sins are burnt then the fire wjJl ~xtinguish
automatically.
Pandit: Not like this! These saints are evil spirited. They don't speak out
by scolding. They speak out by using wands. 0 Moti! Set him right with a
wand.
On the order of Pandit, the servant came with a wand in his hand.
The benevolent saint looked towards them, then smiled and said. I am
not a coward sadhu that you have brought a wand. I am brave as a lion. I am
not an animal that will lie down and die. I am at the service of my Master and
the time of my leaving this earthly body has not come as yet. Barbarity and
tyranny has become the rule of the day. That has to be vanquished. I have to
save the true saints on the basis ofjustice. 0 Pandit! What can your servant do
to me with this wand? I am ready to sacrifice my body but that time has not
come as yet. You think over. Do not keep yourself in any mistaken belief. I
am a saint who may like to lose and be happy. But I stand for principles. I
shall save this body that is at the service of my Master. When my Master
orders me to lie down then only you will be able to beat me.
Saying this, his hand went inside his wimple and like a hissing snake came
out a sword that dazzled like t.lJ.under in the hand of the valiant.
Was it a dazzle or a glimpse of death? At once everybody trembled and
moved away ten steps backward. 'Benevolent' smiled and sa~d: Do not be
afraid. This sword in my hand is not meant to kill. This is a shield to guard an
attack so that nobody should create hindrance in Magnificent's work.
Pandit was bewildered. He was wonderstruck whether this saint is mad or
a highly intellectual saint? Whether he is a soldier or a saint?
'Benevolent': O.K. Enough is enough. I go now.
'Benevolent' went away like a lion. Nobody could dare touch him.
One day again in the afternoon 'Benevolent' sat on the bank of the river
in meditation with eyes closed when under instructions from Pandit, Moti
struck his wand like a thud on the back of the saint. The benevolent saint's
eyes opened but today he did not pull his sword out. He just remained sitting.
Four or five of Pandit's men beat him, tied him with a rope and carried him
home.
Pandit now said to the tied captive: 0 soldier of 'Magnificent'! Wnere is
your saviour' now?
'Benevolent': 'Magnificent' has ordered, "Take a beating, a merciless
beating. A rosary of love shall spring up from your blood." In the service of
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my Master I have to undergo merciless bea!ing. In my torture, the rosary of
love and the greatness of 'Magnifice~t' shall be revealed. The un-enlightened
minds will become en-lightened.
The Pandit and his wife shivered with awe but the servants by r...itting
'Benevolent' with wands' had made him like reed fiber. Within moments
'Benevolent' almost crushed became unconscious.
Pandit now suddenly became afraid that t..~is person might be a detective
of the government. The way he spoke with so much courage, it could not be
from anybody else. If it is so, then we are nowhere. We will have to pay ±e
penalty.
Mer serious consultations, it was decided that since he has died his body
should be wrapped in sheets and placed in a small boat and the boat should
be placed in the swift flow of the river. It shall move over fifty kilometres at
night or it might sink. At least it goes away from here. The impatience that the
dead body should move aut of t.."'-le house at the earliest so that no proof is left
made them plan in this way. The moment it became dark, the dead body
wrapped in sheets was put in a ,boat and the boat drifted fast in the current of
water in the river.
Nature's wonders! In the mountains, it had rained incessantly for two
days. Today the river was swolle~ a..'1d the breeze was also blowi~g swiftly
southwards. The boat without a boatman drifted fast like the breeze a~d wer..t
on and on.
o Dear! Magnificent's soldier! "In your beating, the greatness of
Magnificent 'Guru with the Plume' shall be revealed. In YOl.:r tortare, the
greatness of Beloved 'Guru with the Plume' shall be revealed. Oh! How you
listened to this order from so much distance? With what faith you believed it
as true? With how much courage could you. bear it? 0 Benevolent saint!
Sacred is your sword and your hands. Sacred is your lPind ar..d sac.::-ed is yo:rr
intellect who responded to beloved Guru's love for hlL'11anity. Oh Magnificent's
soldier! Your sacred body wounded and blood oozing out lying on grass and
straws in this extreme wintry cold is moving towards the sea where who knows
it might swim on the bosom of the sea till the sea water decays the wood.

III
It is the same river Chenab t..'-lat has fragrance of love in its waters. On the
bosom of the same water the dead body is being carried away by t..~e swift
current.
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The congregation was inspired by listening to the valour and courage
shown by Bhai Harwant Singh and other Guru-disciples who remained in
high spirits against odds and fought tyranny. Then everybody drank the sacred
nectar and became Guru's sons and daughters.

o
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l~(Q)~t D®rdl.IT'
[promila & Magnificent's soldier]
I
1f ike the seasonal blosso~ of the forest goes '..In·noticed without the
JUappreciative eyes, similarly, the long wintry night wet with dew, brCiant
with the twinkling stars and clear sky goes un-noticed without t.~e appreciators
of the cool moonlight.
The night is so cold that one cannot put a bed and sleep outside. If we
sleep inside, then the roof of the room becomes a veil and does not let you
have a glimpse of the sky that is full of moor..'s lustre. But lle :ondness of
seeing the lustre of the bright moonlight that pervades from :he sky to the
earth like the glitter of mercury often attracts the appreciators of natural beauty
and brings them outside.
It is one such fortunate moon-lit night. The water in the river is flow.ng
softly.
On the top is the blue sky. White stars are twinkling a,'ld the moon is
showillg its lustre like silver. In the clear water below one car.. see ~~e reflection
of the entire sky, moon and the twinkling stars. The brillia..ll: moo~ght is
spread from the water below to the sky. How to appreciate it? It appears as a
sphere of white lustre. Sweet and loving breeze is producing waves L,: the
calm water of the river.
A small boat is moving steadily on the waves of water. One g-rl is sitting :''1
the boat with two oar~ in her hands. She is quite tall ane. beautiful. Sometimes
she rows a little, otherwise the boat keeps moving with t..1.e slight push from t.~e
breeze that is blowing. A sad song is audible from the boat. Then it became
quiet. She propell~d the oars. The boat moved fast. The girl who had become
one with the moonlight saw towards the high mansion that stood on the lJa..'l.k
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From this spot furt..~er down is a long stretch of beautiful green farmland
andJhang city. In these farmlands the flute of Ra..'1.jha whistled and enthralled
the listeners.
If we go on the western side of the bank, then we come across a scenic
spot and a village named Chund. In this village the day has ascended. At
some places people are sitting in groups of two or four basking in the sun. In
one of the groups they are talking: One goddess of traditional Hinduism is
born from the river Chenab who sings songs of pangs of separation wit..~ such
devotion that the water of river Chenab stops to listen. In another group they
are talking: Beer has come out of her grave and sings songs of separation in
the farmlands. Who else can be so beautiful and in s.uch pangs of separation.
One :Mohammedan saint said: Hoar has come from the heaver... God has
sent her beloved to the earth. She is in search of her beloved. Beware! Do not
be disrespectful to her. Such humans have Supernatural powers.
Many s'..lch dialogues are often heard in the vicinity. However everybody
is very much impressed has a respectful feeling and a strong wish to listen to
her devotional songs. Many people wish to talk to her but she never talks to
anyone. People go and keep different types of food an.d sweets wherever they
see her but nobody has seen her eating. Despite of that people do go and
place eatables there. The women are crazy to meet her. Whenever she sings
songs they throng around her.
At this time the damsel is sitting on a mound. In her hand she has a violin
and is engrossed in playi:::lg a nice tune. Now she has opened her throat. The
opening of her throat has echoed in the entire forest. It appeared t.~at the
waves from her throat are influencing the waves of water in the river. She
sang a song. Then it was quiet. The visitors sat for some time, then went away.
It was sunset when she opened her eyes. She had remained hungry in the
day. Her eyes saw some sweets, cooked vegetables, bread a.."'1d mi!k. She does
.not wish to eat but hunger is demanding. Her hands moved forward, picked
up some food and hurriedly gulped it down.
After thrusting the meager meals into her stomach she picked u.p her .
violin and stood up. The balance food remained where it was lying. She
walked towards the river bank and said to her mind: 0 mind! I renounced t...~e
house to live in the forest. I have got the forest but I haven't got the peace of
mind or ecstasy that I hoped for in the forest. Why did I get this mad idea
after studying so much? I am myself pure God. Why did I renounce? But Oh
ho! This is wishful thinking. This is like a mirage. If I am God, then why am I
in forgetfulness of Him? I do understand that Lord is there but I do not feel
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ecstasy of His presence. When one is busy in the household chores, then one
can say that these are attachments that do not let you feel the ecstasy. But now
there is no attachment but still there is no feeling of ecstasy. Alas! "W:lere has
that sweet-tongued gone? His words gave a feeling of ecstasy. Even staying
near him one felt cool. What did he say that day? Without love of the Lord all
knowledge is dead knowledge. We had knowledge. But was it a dead
knowledge? Yes, we were really lifeless. We never had that inner blossom of
mind that he had. I prayed to him to give me that ecstasy. He tried to make
me understand but said: Go to my 'Magnificent'. Yes! 0 sweet-tongued friend!
Where is your 'Magnificent'? I had no inkling that the moment he leaves, my
mind will go for renouncement. He said: You are a dead person. Even
prominent saints like Shah Sharaf said: You are a philosopher. This elegant
soldier said: Shah Sharaf has cursed you. Philosophy has scope up to the five
senses of the body. Without a sensation of the Lord in one's mind one only
knows that Lord is there. Alas! Where is that sensation? 0 beloved! You have
played hide and seek with me. Where are those live sensations? You gave
hints of some sensation and hid yourself.
Then she sang one song. She heaved long sighs and again said to her
mind: I am not stupid. I know well that with breath control I can go up to
thoughtlessness. But next moment she felt a pang. She felt a pall. It was this
pang a..'1d this pull that she could never f:L."'1c in books. This r..ever happened
when I had discussions with other saints. Is this the 'life' that the sweettongued
saint said, 'life'?
Oh ho! 0 river! You tell where is 'Benevolent'. Even if ce had told me
who is 'Magnificent' whose soldier he was the~ I could search. How can I
search now? The longing has surrounded my mind. The craving has pierced
my heart. The intense desire to meet has killed me. Neither the scripture tells
a way out or my wisdom. Oh! What has happened to I:1e?
She sang:
"1 am alone in this world.
Destiny has made me lost"
Thus lamenting she reached the bank of the river. There, another small
boat was stuck wheie she had tied her boat to the tree. N eit.1.er was an oar in
the boat nor any man. Astonished she picked up oars from her boat and
stepped into the newly arrived boat. She picked oars in her hand so that tn
{'ase the boat moves, then she may be able to stop it. She saw grass and some
bl.mkE't lying there, in eagerness, she touched the blanket and felc sL.me(h1l1~
·'i": '''Tapped in it. When she opened the 'ATappin!.,", \vhai. ..... clirl...
-,,--',
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see? It was the dead body of the sweet-tongued 'Benevolent'. The entire
body was almost crushed. Blood oozed out at many spots.
The eyes recognized and the moment she recognized, her heart almost
sank: Oh destiny! I have found whom I was longing to meet but in what
condition. It might have been better if I had not found. 0 my body! Now you
also sleep the same way and in the same boat. Dyed in. the love of 'Benevolent'
I shall ask: 0 'Benevolent', Is this the life that you gave hints of? 0 destiny!
Now, to live in this world is fruitless. 0 death! Take me in your lap. 0
Benevolent (shaking his hand), Wily don't you speak now? Speak a word at
least before you go away. If you were ~o go away like this, then first you
should have sent me away like his. (Mter thinking) I have reached my aim of
life. My desire to live has vanished. Death is dearer than life.
Yes! One wins over the fear of death in this way.. 0 Magnificent's soldier!
You did not take me while living. At least now take me along in this distant
travel. I should have a glimpse of your 'IVIagnificent'. I did not meet him while
living maybe after death I will have his glimpse. V\Thy I became so learned?
\\'11)' I renounced the house: Why did I not die after renouncing? 0 beautiful
death! Come and take me! I cannot §~ee this glimpse of beloved 'Benevolent'.
o my eyes! Close and never open again.
The Doctor of Literature thus crying and wailing; in SOlTOW has gone mad.
l\1:any times in frenzy she thinks of jumping into the river and die but the
loving glimpse of the beloved 'Benevolent' is attracting her eyes and does not
let her do so.
In this craziness she tied the boat of 'Benevolent' to her boat. She spread
some grass in her own boat, made a platform and pillow, lifted the body of
'Benevolent' and laid it down on the grass bed. She covered it with whatever
sheets were available and kept the face uncovered. She heated some water
and washed his face, hands and feet. She brought flowers from the forest and
decorated his face.
Night descended. She lit a fire in the boat to keep warm and picked up
her violin and started singing divine songs (Kirtan) and songs of pangs of
devotion.
The river was in flood today. A few boats came from the opposite side of
the bank.
Due to the flood the boats reached late at night. The inhabitants of Chund
went to their homes but those who had to go further camped here. Their most
need was for fire. One person from the caravan saw fire burning and came to
bOlTOW a burning log. When he came near he was over-awed to see a decorated
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dead body lying in the boat and a beautiful and graceful damsel playing the
violin.
In this cool and peaceful co!d wintry night with the twinkJi."'1g stars in tl:e
sky and water below, what am I viewing? He became afraid and thought it
was some water fairy and has come out at this time and is playing her violin.
He went ahead two steps to ask for fire but out of fear stepped back. Agak r..e
picked up courage and went near and asked for a burnL.'1g log. But who
would listen? He thought she is r..ot bothered. He picked up a burningiog and
went back.
He narrated the entire story to his Master. In astonishme:::lt the Master
became eager to see for pjmself. When he reached there, then: he realized
that it was a predestined state of sorrow. He was bewildered :0 see the dead
body. When he saw the violin and the book of scripture, then he realized t.1.at
she is an intellectual. Finally, he went ahead and entered the boat. Then be
put the reverse side of his hand in front of the nose of the dead boay and
after that he put some cotton wool. Then he saw the color of the nails, the
eyes and rubbed his hand on the body.
The damsel now became fully conscious and wondered.
The gentleman now talked to her: 0 Young girl! You seem to be intellectual.
I am a doctor. I feel compassion on your suffering. If you wish I can nlak.e
him alright.
~amsel: Can a dead person become alive?
Doctor: He is not dead. He is alive.
Damsel: Is he alive after dying?
Doctor: He is not dead. He is alive.
Damsel: Is it true?
Doctor: Yes! It is true.
Damsel: Can you make him talk to me?
Doctor: Yes.
Listening to yes, the damsel fell at the doctor's feet. 0 Saviour! Are you
'Magnificent'?
Doctor: I am neither Magnificent nor a saint. I am only a dodo:!:" who can
cure him.
Damsel: I am in distress and without money. If you make him alright,
then I shall do service in your house with a tha.'1kful heart. I do not have
anything else.
Doctor: Your being an intellectual is good enough for n:e. When an
intellectual is in distress, then it is the duty of another intellectual to help. If he
does not then it is shameful.
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Damsel: You are great! Great is yOlIT being born!
Doctor: 0 daughter! What is your relation with him?
Damsel: He is 'Magnificent's soldier.
Doctor: Who is that 'Magnificent'?
Damsel: I do not know.
Doctor: Then how did you say, 'Magnificent'?
Damsel: That also, I do not know.
Doctor: What is his name?
Damsel: 'Magnificent's soldier. This name, he himself told us and our city
people called him sweet--tongued saint. My r\o1other used to call him
'Benevolent'.
Doctor: What is your connection with him?
Damsel: Mine?
Doctor: Yes daughter! Your!
Damsel: He is 'Life-giver' for me but he has not given me life. There is
somebody who is 'Most Dear'. But for me he is unseen 'Most Dear'. He has
the 'Life-giving grace' in him.
The doctor thought that due to extreme shock she is not in her senses.
When he· becomes alright, then we shall know everything. The forehead of
this wounded person is broad like that of a saint. I am sure he will be a gem.
Let me serve. Service gives fruits.
The doctor went and brought his medicine box. He took out one medicine
and said:
o daughter! Keep rubbing this cream on his temples. Then he gave
another cream for rubbing on his armpits at short intervals. Then he gave
four small envelopes containing a powder to be put on the tip of the tongue
every one hour.
The doctor now went to his camp. The damsel who had lost all hopes
regained hope and courage. Can he become alive? It was a small question
that came to her mind again and again. Her own mind said, 'No' but the
Doctor's figure appeared in front of her that said, 'Definitely'. The damsel
kept awake the entire night. According to the instructions of the doctor she
rubbed the medicines and kept the fire burning to keep the body warm.
In the morning the doctor came. He examined the body and said: 0
daughter! My medicines were effective and he is on the way to recovery. If
you give him medicines with attention, then he will surely be alright. But there
is one problem.
I have to go today and you cannot take him along to my town.
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Damsel: 0 doctor! You made me regain my lost hope and now you have
dashed my regained hope. As such my distress has increased. It appears
destiny is against me.
o loving river! I shall now jump in your waters. If I had not known the
whereabouts of 'Benevolent' then I would have lived in hope. Now that I
know that he is no more in this world, I shall go to the heaven and search him
there.
When the doctor heard her mournful words and realized that she was
adamant then his mind said: If I do service then two lives will be saved. If I go
then two lives will be lost.
Then he said: 0 damsel! I shall go to Chund that is nearby and seek a
place to stay. I shall stay here for two days. I am sure the critical period shall
pass by that time.
Damsel: 0 Doctor! It is your greatness that you are helplll~ t. ' .• ,lllst'l in
distress. 1 shall ever pray for your long life.
The doClor nm\ gave medicines and he him~,'li \'\ (,lIi .md stayed at a
Gurd\,\'ara aL ChunG.. At thIS time BhaiJcevna, a PlOW, ;:,oul was Caretaker of
the Gurdwara. vVhen the doctor told him the reawn lor hIS staY then Bhai
Jeevna had tears of compassion in his eyes. He closed his eyes in emotion. In
his closed eyes he saw one saint saying: ThE sufferings of beloveds are felt in the
hearts ~f those who ION.
BhaIJeevna realized: I am being prompted for my duty. These persons
surely are beloveds of Guru Nanak. It is man's duty to allay the suffeling of
the world and here, I feel some fragrance of love. All told Bhai J eevna
accompanied by doctor reached there.
BhaiJeevna (to damsel): I have to request you. In this outside cold the
medicines shall not be as effective as inside. You come with me. There is
good accommodation. Bed and bedding is also available. I shall also do
service.
Damsel: Pious man! You are great! But I am a renounce. I have renounced
my mansions. Togo and stay in mansions again is blemish on me. vVhatever
the Lord wishes let it happen here.
BhaiJeevna (looking at the wounded): 0 daughter! This person is not a
renounce. How have you become a renounce?
Damsel: He is a saint. He is a Yogi. He is a renounce.
BhaiJeevna: This cannot be. Yes! He is higher than yogis and renounces
but he is not a renounce.
Damsel (In wondrousness): Is he a house-holder?
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BhaiJ eevna: You might say with certainty but he is a pious m:v, 'iving in
this world with mind detached like thE lotus lives in mud but is not affected by
it.
Damsel: I do not understand.
BhaiJeevna: 0 daughter! He may be a house··holder or a renounce. He
is unwell at this time. The urgency is to cure him qUickly. He will get better
treatment at the Gurdwara instead of this place. So you consider this also as a
medicine.
Damsel: I left the house and became a renounce. How shall I go back to
houses? But I shall have to do whatever is good for the sweet-tongued
'Benevolent'.
BhaiJeevna: I won't take you to a house. I shall take you to a Gurdwara
where sadhus and saints stay. Gurdwara is not a house.
The damsel said, "Yes" and got up. They put 'Benevolent' on a cot and
carried him. They took other belongings of the damsel and asked the boatmen
to look after the boats.
At the Gurdwara, 'Benevolent' was given proper medical treatment.
Bhai Jeevna was greatly impressed by the intellectualness of the damsel.
When he heard more about her, then he got more regard and love for the
damsel. The face of 'Benevolent' was enough attraction for them but now the
story of the damsel gave more of compassion. So far, nobody knew how the
handsome 'Benevolent' came in this sorrowful condition.
The doctor stayed there for three days. First the body temperature came
to its normal level. Next the breath that was so slow that one could not even
feel beca.rne normal. Then he became conscious. On the third day his eyes
. ;.cned and he saw a damsel sitting close to him. He was too weak and could
nut ~peaK but he realized that somebody is at his service. As such he was not
astonished. He was still q uite Wf·~. He closed his eyes. Again on the fourth
day he opened his eyes. He sa'. tr.e faces sitting and standing around and
closed his eyes. Now he got some 'l;en~h in him. Today, twice he uttered
'~Most Dear' and shed tears from his eyes.
At t.~is time BhaiJeevna was sitting close by. Even Proml1a's eyes filled
with tears and she closed her eyes. Seeing thIS phenomenon the doctor felt
,\londrolls.
JUter sometime when the damsel and both BhaiJeevna and doctor were
having lunch together, (ben the dncmT ·::ould not sm? mmselffrom asking: 0
daughter! \Vhat magIC WaS 1n th~ wlirds "1.\lost Dear' th::l\ the oenevolent had
tears in hIS eves, :" lU rusc' '1<:11..1 tf .,f.., i'll -, (lur ev(''-, a:'l. I",." "is.. ' felt a ~t"nsati()n
in our budv;'
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Damsel: I had narrated to you my short story but this 'Most Dear' (with
tearful eyes) is the magical word that even I do not know. 'Benevolent' who is
lying wounded knows the secret. After my Doctorate of literature, I was very
fond of discussions. Very senior saints came and argued "wit...~ me. But generally
they lost in the discussions and praised me. One day my father brought
'Benevolent' along with him. Since some days he used to sit and meditate on
the bank of the river. My father said: The saint seems to be a renounce. He
seems to be a learned intellectual. To have discussions with him might be
useful. Father sometimes brought him home and we served him lunch. MarlY
times I tried to argue with him but he remained indifferent. One day I said:
Give me some wisdom. Then he said: You have enough wisdom. If the
wisdom vanishes it might be better. I was bewildered. Due to his grandeur I
had a great regard for him. I could not reply. But he laughed and said:
Knowledge gives wisdom to the mind but it remains scattered in desires. It
does not concentrate and elevate. Today was the first day that I got a prick in
the intoxication of my knowledge.
Again when he came next, I said: I desire to argue with you.
He replied: A person who is above the desire of winning or losing ca..'1
argue. One day I said sometrJng. Then he said: Who are you?
I: Who is sitting in front of you?
.
Benevolent: Sitting in front of me is a bag of eart.'l.
I: I am not a bag of earth.
Benevolent: Then, who are you?
I: I am soul, God, Lord.
Benevolent: Do you recognize yourself when you say that?
I: Yes.
Benevolent: Let us scrutinize. Do you desire to gain more knowledge? Do
you desire to have more wealth? Do you desire fame?
I: Yes, I do desire.
Benevolent: That means you are in desires.
I: Yes, I do agree.
Benevolent: If somebody dubs your pride. Then you become angry. You
are in anguish.
_
Hesitatingly, I said: Yes, it does happen like that.
Benevolent: Alright, now let us see the characteristics of God.
I: Without desires, without vices, pure, above angu.ish, above time, all
bliss.
Benevolent: The characteristics of God a..'1d yours do not tally.
(A bit perturbed) I said: It seems what you say is right.
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Benevolent: Lord is inside you, here, there, everywhere but you do not
have the sensation of the Lord in you.
I: Yes! I do not have the sensation.
Benevolent: That meaIlS you are blind.
I: But I can see
Benevolent: But that blindness is different.
I: What is that?
Benevolent: Blind are those who do not have the sensation of the presence
of the Lord in their mind, heart and body.
I (Startled): When you talk of 'sensation of the Lord', then I agree I am
blind.
I was in this thought t.'lat 'Benevolent' closed his eyes and said: 'Most
Dear'. His eyes filled with tears and there was wondrous lustre on his face.
There was some wavy magic in his utterance that gave a sensation in my
body, my eyes closed, filled with tears and I felt a pull.
Mter sometime 'Benevolent' got up to go. I said: 0 'Benevolent' please
stay on. We shall talk more.
He said: You are blind. How can one talk of 'beauty'? And he walked
away.
That was the first day that I listened to the words "You are blind" in my
honour. If I had told my father that this saint has rebuked me then he would
have managed to pick him up and throw him in the river. But I had no
courage to say anyt.hing against the piOUS 'Benevolent'.
Mter this, whatever I did the words echoed in my ears "You are blind"
and my body shivered. Is it true that I am blind? How 'Benevolent' has made
me realize that I know Lord is there but I do not have a sensation of the
presence of the Lord in my mind, heart and body?
Again one day when he came with a blossoming forehead and lustre on
his face and said: Life giving grace! Life··giving grace!
1: I am blind. I have decided to go in fur Yoga of breath conh"ol.
Benevolent: Then whe~e shall you reach?
I: In thoughtlessness. Desires and anxieties will vanish.
Benevolent: Being near does not mean meeting. Meeting the Lord is
when the body soul immerses in the Supreme soul.
I: What is the need for the body soul to immerse in the Supreme soul?
Benevolent: (Eyes closed) 'Most Dear' .
His eyes filled with tears, his face emitted radiance. My eyes filled with
tears. I got a sensation. My eyes closed. When I opened my eyes 'Benevolent'
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had gone and on the wall was written: You are 'Non-believer in God'. ~o1±.e~
day when we met, he said: Breath control will take you into thoughtlessness.
In the Vedas is also written that at the end you s!lould fall at the Lord's feet. I
tell you that your learning is from blind persons. They taught you tl:at
thoughtlessness is the end. They did not tell you that you have to fall at t.1.e
I.ord's feet in the final step. Vedas are also a jungle. If you are learnLrlg frOIl:
somebody who hasn't a sensation of the Lord in himself, t..~en you may get
lost in it.
Quietness prevailed for some time.
To break the silence I said: How a.'l1 I anon-believer?
'Benevolent' laughed and asked: :If you are a believer, ther:. where is the
Lord in whom you believe.
I: He is "All pervading."
'Benevolent': Is the Lord with you or not?
I: When He is all pervading, then He is with me also.
'Benevolent': H He is with you, then where is He?
I: The size of a thumb, He is sitting LTJ. my heart.
'Benevolent': In what way?
I: I have not seen Him. What can.I tell?
'Benevolent': Do you perceive Him. Do you feel .!Iis presence?
I: Yes, I do.
'Benevolent': Are you speaking the truth? Do YOl: feel His presence wher..
you are discussing or discoursing or at other times also?
I: What do you mean by other times?
'Benevolent': You remember Him when you are discussing or discoursing
and then like a bubble of air you forget Him.
I: Yes. You have said right. Only sometimes I ~emember him.
'Benevolent': When you do not have the sensation that He is there, t:::en
the perception t.hat He is there is non-existent. Then how do you say that He
is inside you and you perceive Him? "Lord is tl:ere" IfBis sensation is r..ot in
you incessantly, then how do you say that you are a believer in God. Or..e is
believer when one has the incessant sensation of the presence of tl:e Lord in
his mind, heart and body.
I (bewildered): 0 Benevolent! Your dictionary is uniq:le. Yo:rr e:'ucidatior..
is unique but very impressive.
'Benevolent': You never had the sensation or the preser..ce of the Lord in
your mind. It was not incessant sensation. He has not gone deep ir.. your
heart.
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I: In this way, you have said correcdy that I am a non-believer. I have
gone by whatever I read. You are taking me on a different path. My mind is
perplexed. My heart bleeds. I feel sad. But still I am impressed by your
discourse. You tell what should I do?
When I said this, his face became lustrous, eyes closed and he uttered
'Most Dear'. His eyes filled with tears. Even I shivered, my eyes closed. I was
in trance. Mter a long time my eyes opened but 'Benevolent' had gone up to
the verandah saying: "You are lifeless", "You are lifeless". I was over-awed. I
~m lifeless. First he said blind, then athei:Jt and then lifeless. My mL'1d said: I
should tell my father. But I was afraid and I kept quiet. When I slept at night,
my ears listened to the words "You are lifeless" again and again and I went to
sleep.
For a few days 'Benevolent' was not visible. A week later he met me on
the bank of the river. I saw his blossoming face emitting radiance. He was
. singing a song.
I bowed to him and said: '0 Benevolent'! Am I lifeless? Maybe my body
is lifeless but my body soul is living.
Benevolent: The body soul has been enticed by the body senses CL.'1d has
also become lifeless.
I: ! cannot understand how is that?
Benevolent: Let us scrutinize. Suppose there is a beautiful rose plant in
your father's garden and you bum pearls and put t.~e ash in the plant, then
are you stupid or wise.
I: Stupid
Benevolent: Why?
I: Because I have put a precious item in the ordinary plant.
Benevolent: Well! Which has more value from the two?
I: Pearl has more value.
Benevolent: Can the pearl eat, drink and £loutish?
I: No. It cannot.
'Benevolent': Then who has more value?
I: Pearl has more value because the pearl is more precious.
Benevolent: This is the puzzle. This is the secret. You have no awareness
of how to value. The value has to be calculated from the point of view of life
and lifelessness.
You cannot value it according to the mar-ket price. I ask you, see from the
point of view of life and then tell who is of more value.
1: Rose. Because pearl is lifeless and rose has life. The rose is higher than
pearl.
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Benevolent: ~ a goat eats a rose. Then what shall you say?
I: Now I understand that the goat is of higher state of life than rose. So it
has mo:::e value.
Benevolent: Then, compared to the goat rose is lifeless.
I: Yes.
Benevolent: Similarly hl comparison with man what is the goat.
I: tifeless. But you tell, in whose comparison man is lifeless?
Benevole:lt: In comparison to "One who is living".
I: Arld who is ::hat living?
Benevolent: One whose soul is immersed in the Supreme Soul, the Creator.
He has life in him. He is living, sentient. He knows the value of life a~d
lifelessness.
I: How?
Benevolent: Our body soul Le. our inner self is love and bliss. Bl:: we live
in anxiety and fear in worldly desires a..t'ld ego. Do you understand 6e aspect
of love where our mind or intellect can perceive love?
I: I do not know.
Benevolent: Remembrance.
I: IIowisitrer.nell1brance?
Benevolent: When our mind remembers something, then we feel t.1.at we
love this thing.
I (after a thought): Yes. I agree.
Benevolent: One who has no remembrance has no love. He is sleeping
or lifeless.
I: Yes. It is like that.
Benevolent: Our body soul or say inner self is love. When 0'..1::- love is
dead, then how can we call ourselves living?
I: We say love and we are in remerr:.brance for a few moments w~e~ we
desire somethirlg out of greed, then we are again in the same worldly desires
and ego.
Benevolent: When we remember somethL.'1g it is for t..~e created or creajon.
Remembrance should be for the C:::eator. The Creator is the ::::"'orc.. You may
call him by any name, Braham or Ishwar. When we are not in rememb:::ance,
then we have no devotion towards the Creator. Then are we living or lifeless?
I (startled): Right! We are lifeless. No doubt.
Benevolent: Sheikh Farid has said: Pangs! Pangs! You are great! The
body without pangs is lifeless.
I: Now I understand that I am lifeless. I do not have remembrance of the
Lord. I do not have ecstasy of the remembrance.
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l\!1eanwhile father came. He was in a hurry and we went home. After
lunch I took Benevolent to my study room and said: l)lease make me urrderstand
and put me on the correct path.
Benevolent: You must get a sensation of the Lord in your mind, heart and
body.
I: What shall you call the intellectualness that I have?
Benevolent: I shall say "Knowing."
1: I have gone up to the study of soul.
Benevolent: It is all knowing. Prisoner knows that outside the prison is
freedom. Let him know.
I: Then how do I reach the Lord?
Benevolent: 'Most dear' can make you reach. Saying this, his eyes filled
with tears. Simultaneously, I felt a sensation in my heart and eyes filled with
tears.
I: Why did I not understand this after reading so much?
'Benevolent': You gained knowledge from lifeless Pandits who are
worthless.
I (startled): How is that?
'Benevolent: The Pan,dits who taught you were stupid. They did not know
what is religiousness? In the house where you live, your father says that he is
God but his ~d is drenched in worldly desires. He preaches religiousness
and thoughtlessness but he has no religiousness in himself.
I: How?
Benevolent: The nature of soul or God is 'Giving'. The nature of a worldly
man is 'Taking'. Your father and mother with whom you live all day and night
and in whose company you are living day and night, they are in the habit of
'taking'. They do not know 'giving'. They grab, deceive, bribe the officials,
put their disciples in mistaken beliefs to extort money, they buy stolen goods
at cheap prices. Their mind, heart" and body remains busy in amassing wealth
day in and day out. They tell lies. They grab from the rightful owners. They
are in vices. They do not have good character despite being learned. They
are not only lifeless but worthless. They say there are two boats, one of bad
deeds and one of good deeds. But themselves they keep sitting on the boat of
bad deeds. Then they boast that they are gods. It is the influence of the bad
company that you have not understood religiousness properly.
I realized in my heart that my father gives discourses but when it comes to
taking money he is not above vices. He is drenched in worldly desires. Whatever
I have read has not gone deep into my heart. It has not given me insight.
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Benevolent: You were taught. The pt:.rpose was not to argue and show
that your knowledge is more than others and boast of that knowiecge. The
purpose was to meet the Lord. In reality your learning has become a curse fo~
you.
On listening to this, I felt my eyes have opened today O:L.y. Mter ~ea:ni..'1g
I have become an instrument of argumenta:ion only. The purpose of my
learning was to meet the Lord. But I am really blind, ~~fe~ess and athe~st.
One day again I told him: Tell me the true path.
Benevolent: The path is love. But it is with 'Most Dear'.
Then I asked: Where is 'Most Dear'?
Benevolent: Here!
I: How do I meet hi~?
Benevolent: You can meet him if you reme~oer hi~.
Saying this, his eyes filled with tears and with tear filled eyes he went
away and never came again. I could not find him again but I got detachment
from worldly desires. Eit.her I remembered 'Most Dear' Or" I tried to find
'Benevolent'. My reading of books stopped. I would cry, remain sad, roa.'ll
like crazy persons, keep awake at night and heave long s~ghs. My parents
could not bear my pangs.
They came to know that 'Benevolent' has ignited some spark of love and
some attachment. My father started talking iJ of 'Benevoler-t' a..'1d tr-ed to
make me understand saying, "He was a stupid Pancit. He was holding a
Scripture book upside down in my presence. Whatever he talked was nonsense.
You do not go after stupid persons."
What could I say? Being a daughter, how could I tell my father "You are
in the wrong"? If I had said, then I would have heard more words against
'Benevolent'. It might be better to die. The more :::ny parents tried to UL."'TI my
mind, the more love, respect and adoration Car.::le to my mind fo:- 'Benevolent'.
The longing to meet 'Most Dear' made me restless. Up tin now I do not know
who is 'Most Dear' and where does he stay? 3ut I have remembrance of him
all the time that is incessant in each breath and sometime! get a visiO:l of a
fearless fountain of love, godly soul and spring of g:-aciousness in my mind. 0
respected Doctor! I know only this much of 'Most Dear'. Whatever I told you
and I remembered, I told you in ~y own words. But t.~e words of 'Benevoler:t'
were nectar filled and had a musical effect t.1}at I cannot repeat from my
throat, if there is any fault that is mine. The words of 'Benevolent' were
without fault..
I have already narrated to yot:. how my dad was bent upon rr-:.arrying me
to a stupid, sinful, wealthy man thinking it to be a remedy for ~y detached
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feelings. I had no option left but to renounce the house and go to some forest
to pursue my goal of meeting the Lord. Desirous that I should p,1ofsue my
religious goal and save myself from the sinful company there was no way out
for me but to leave the house and I reached here.
On listening to the narrative of the damsel the doctor who was not a
Brahmin but was taught by a learned Pandit and was intellectual was amazed.
Earlier, he felt he was doing service to an intellectual damsel but now he
came to know that he was doing service to a real saint and a godly soul. He
got more love now. He wished that 'Benevolent' recovers quickly and even he
would benefit from his godly company. He should also know about 'Most
Dear' with whose blessings people have become so godly. He should also
have a glimpse and get blessings.
N
The river j ehlum flows towards the west from Chund. Near the river is a vast
stretch of sandy land. It is said that Sassi died here. ~ear this sandy land is a
village named Maari. The Doctor lives in this village. Seeing the piousness of
'Benevolent' and the damsel the doctor brought 'Benevolent' and the damsel
to his house in Maari village and looked after 'Benevolent' with love and
respect. His service bore fruit. Benevolent recovered from his illness. He
opens his eyes, listens to others but he is not able to talk as yet. He realized
that it is Magnificent's order that he has sent me here and I have to accomplish
the service that he orders. His wish has sent me near this damsel and in my
unconsciousness one pious soul has developed love for 'Most Dear'. When
he got strength to speak, then he asked the damsel who was sitting close by:
Where am I?
Damsel: We are in Maari Village. Million thanks to the Lord! I have seen
you talking today.
Benevolent: How did I reach here a..'1.d how have you reached here from
your mansion that is on the bank of river Chenab?
The damsel narrated her sadness, her detached mind, the ill treatment
from the parents, renouncing the house, the wailing on the bank of the river
after reaching Chund, arrival of the almost dead body, again her despair, the
arrival of doctor, love or Bhai J eevna and the doctor becoming a devotee of
'Most Dear'.
Mter listening to this he said 'Most Dear', shed tears from his eyes and
dozed off to sleep. Mter another couple of days he became fully alright a..'1d
strong.
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On the damsel's enquiry, when 'Benevolent' narrated his getting a beating,
then the damsel became too sad: Oh! It was my stupid decision to renounce
the house that you underwent so much agony and reached here in a terri~le
condition. If I had not left my house, then nobody would have do~Sted you
nor would you have suffered. Oh! Destiny! Me! Blind could not see a..'1y way
out. It is a slur on my being born.
Benevolent: Don't feel sad about it? ~ have not s:Iffered the beating in
bowing down. I do not accept any threat. My saintly life, h:lmility, simple
living, losing, fighting, bearing a threat, comfort or distress is not worldly. I am
not a saint of the world or of the people or on my OWll. I am a servant of
'Most Dear'. The promptness of whatever I do, my stre~gth and power are
not from my mind or my own planning. It is the will of 'Most Dear'. He is the
player. I am only an instrument. Like, a pen is in the har..d of the writer. It
writes whatever the writer wishes. Do not care ror that. I have neither lost to
anyone nor won over anyone. Whatever has happened was his will. It was his
pleasure. It was for some purpose that he knows.
Damsel: You are truly a god.
Benevolent (trembledY: Most Dear! Saying this, his eyes closed, shed tears
and he got engrossed in a prayer.
When his eyes opened the damsel said: Me! Life~ess and blind has again
faulted. Forgive me.
Benevolent: I am not God nor an:: .I benevolent.
My 'Most Dear' himself is benevolent and Lord is the 'Most Dear' of my
'J.\,1ost Dear'.
Damsel: I am educated but stupid. My faults are endless. 0 beloved of
'Most Dear', you forgive me. I had resolved to renounce the hO:Ise but again
. I am living in houses.
Benevolent: It is the will of 'J.V.::ost :L>ear'. What ~s 1J.e difference whether it
is a house or a forest? You have lived near the bank of the river and seen.
The first forest you lived in, were the Upnashids and other books. Y o~ got
lost in that forest. The second rorest you got was the bank of :"~e :iver. There
also you did not get peace of mind. Time went by in wailing. The hatred of
the house and the wish to stay in the forest both are mistaken belie:s. The
entire night is a forest. Everybody in the house is asleep and one is in absobte
solitude. There is no disturbance of any sort for which one wishes to stay ir..
the forest. That forest type night is wasted in sleep tossing and turning. Tee
day is for the house and family. ~t is meant for ear.Jing ho~estly and truthfuEy.
We spoil the day in dishonesty, lies and decep~on. The night that was for our
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meditation and the day that was for the house and family, we are wasting
both. We do not understand the Lord's will. In the forest we try to find
acquainta..'1ces, disciples, to construct a hut or to construct a temple. When we
stay in mansions, then deeply in greed we make our house a hell. At none of
the places do we accept the Lord's will.
At this time the Doctor and his pious wife were also sitting. They were
pleased to listen to what Benevolent spoke. The doctor bowed his head and
said: 0 Benevolent! You are great.
Benevolent: 'Most dear'is benevolent. Greatness is to him. The violin is
not great.
Great is the violin player. The violin gives the t'.lne that the player wishes
and plays.
Great is 'Most dear' who prompted you to treat a forest dweller and to
help a damsel in distress. He is great and great are you who love.
Damsel: 0 Holy soul! The spoiled that I am by k..'1owledge, I still have
doubts. In your separation I remembered you only. Mter meeting you the
only desi:::-e was that you get well. Now I should have been happy in your
service but again doubts arise in the mind. I wish to ask: Does 'Most dear'
forbid renunciation that is the most superior division out of the four divisions
of life according to the Hindu Religion.
lRenunciation]
Benevolent: He does preach renunciation but of another: type. He says renounce
the '1'. Renounce the 'Me'. Renounce the attachment to the body. But not in
the form that you renounce your wealth and stop talking and sit like a stone
idol and then beg for food and become a burden on others or you sit in a
forest and become famous and make a house in t.~e forest and call yourself a
renounce. He preaGhes that you renounce the 'I and me' from your mind but
do not throw it away. Put it on the feet of 'Most dear' all.d accept the wi!: of the
Lord. When you take refuge at t.l-J.e 'Most dear's feet, then he puts yO:.l in the
service of humanity according to the Lord's -will.
Doctor: Please elucidate it in a easier way to understand.
Benevolent: Renouncement means to leave back everything. Earlier, one
renounced the family, house and wealth and went to the forests. Then as a
renounce one moved in the worid to preach others. But now without practicing
the first three schools of Hindu philosophy, the sadhus become renounces.
That is why the purpose of renouncement remains unfulfilled. The wealt.l-J.,
property, wife and sons were not glued to our mind. It was the sentimental
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love or say sentimental attachment or attachment that had entered our :nind.
We should have detached our mind from these attachments. That was the rea:
renouncement. The way to detach the mind is that one shadd pu: the
attachments at the 'Most dear's feet. One's desires, one should P'.lt all the
'Most dear's feet. One should do what he cOIllIr..ands and self should remain
dyed in his love and remembrance. The '1' shows itself in the form of 'mine'.
One should not think that the body and wealth is mine. It belongs to t.~e Lord.
One should make them fruitful as per the wishes of 'Most dear'. 'Most dear' is
immersed in the love of the Lord who is the Supreme soul. We should love
the Lord who is the Supreme soul and see Him here, there, everywhere,
absolutely close to us. We should never forget Him. When there is separation
from wife, son or friends, we should consider them as belonging to 'Most
dear' and that they have gone and ta..1<.en refuge at his feet. We should earn
honestly and give charity and be pious. We should be contented in whatever
Lord gives and happy in sharing. This is the real renouncement.
[Meditation]
The rest of time at night except whatever time is necessary for sleep should be
spent in 'Relaxed yoga'. Relaxed yoga is recitation of the L?rd's name,
engrossment in the love of the Lord or say, body soul immersed in the Supreme
Soul. The mind thinks outwardly all twellty-four hours. Ir.. the same way we
have to give some attachment to the mind that should tum t.~e mind inwardly
all twenty-four hours. This attachment is by way of recitation of the Lord's
name with love, incessant recitation and incessant remembrance. In the day
some time is needed for earning. Rest of the time should be spent in recitation
and remembrance of the Lord's name and good deeds.
Damsel: To remain engrossed in the Lord's name and away from desires
as you said has to be by renunciation and insight or by Hath yoga?
Benevolent: Whatever way but detachment has to be of the mind and it is
not necessary that the body also renounces the house or family life. One has
to give some attachment to the mind. When the mind is attached to the Lord
by way of recitation and remembrance, then automatically it is cietached from
worldly desires. Similarly, when we accept.the Lord's will and are happy in it,
then the Lord's strength comes to us and we get an insight of t..~e Lord's will.
Instead of Hath yoga and deeds, 'Most dear' has said: At present you are
in love with t.h.e visible world. The visible world is perishable. When somethL."'1g
or somebody you love perishes, then there is separation that causes suffering
and distress. So, keep your mind detached from the visible world. Attach your
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mind to somebody who is non-perishable. That non-perishable is the Lord
who is always living. Then there is never any separation and since there is no
separation, loving Him is riddance from suffering. Thus when one is rid of
suffering, then it is happiness always.
The unseen is the savior and all love. We are His children. Our inner self
or soul is all love. We have diverted our seif towards the visible world and the
desires of t..~e visible world. This gives suffering. If we turn our self towards
the Lord, then we shall meet Him. He is perceive-able living, sentient being.
He is all love. He loves us. We have the same love-spark of His love in our
self. When we adopt the way of love i.e. we turn our inborn natural love from
the outwardly seen world towards the Lord by recitation and remembrance,
then we meet Him. He reveals Himself in His N arne by way of a wavy
sensation. Thus we perceive Him and feel Him or say meet Him. Yoga is just
another name of meeting. 'Most dear' teaches us this meeting or we may call
it 'Relaxed yoga'. In this way we remain connected to the Lord all day and
night. When we are thus connected with fum and sitting in the fa.·nily we do
all what 'Most dear' wishes us to do. We do everything attlllled to his wish and
not as per our own ego. 'Most dear' tells us this way of love. He has thus
removed the difference of living in the house or living in the forest. He has
said: Those who consider house and forest as same are truly pious.
Doctor: It is very difficult to turn the mind from worldly attachments like
Wife, son and wealth towards the Lord. Breath control, meditation and
penances, are these not required?
[Holy Congregation]
Benevolent: 'Most dear' says: Sufferings are a medicine. Suffering from which
everyone is afraid are a cure. They detach the mind from the visible world.
Besides this he has created a Holy congregation that attracts the person and
detaches him from the persons who are giving suffering.
Damsel: It is alright. But dear sir! We have not seen 'Most Dear'. How
does his love take us into Holy congregation?
[Love-Remembrance-Devotion]
Benevolen:: First let us understand what is love? As it is, we do not perceive
eternal love, love that is eternal love that is between body, soul and Supreme
soul. We do understand the sentimental love that we bave in the visible world.
Let us try to understand further. Whomsoever we love we have a pull towards
him. By virtue of this pull we wish that the person should not separate from
us. He should not be out of sight. We should see him at all times. When one _
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is in love with somebody then the eyes do not le~ him go out of our sight and
if at any time he goes out or separates then our heart does not forget mm.
Always one has a feeling of pull or pang and the remembrance always remains
in the mind. Meaning one does not forget the beloved even for a moment.
See, now we understand:
1. When we meet our beloved we wish that he should not separate and in
our heart is extreme happiness.
2. When t.'!}ere is separation then the remembra.'1ce of the beloved remair:s
and there is a pull or pang in the mind. From this it becomes clear that
'remembrance' is the form of love.
Now corning to the point: The Holy company tells us that when t.'1e ::'ord
who is unseen and our eyes cannot see Hini, then take it that we are sepa1'ated
from Him. Again from the sentimental worldly love we have ll.."'1derstood t.~at
in separation we get a pull or pang of the beloved. If we perceive Ei..'ll as
separated from us and remember Him and keep this remembrance in every
moment, then we shall get his pull or pang. We have already understood that
this pull is the fonn of love while in separation. Now.it is clear that remembrance
in every moment becomes love or so to say the remembrance hlffiS into love.
Like, seeds from Banyan tree and Banyan tree from seeds. Similarly,
remembrance turns to love and love turns to remembra.'1ce. As the love
increases the beloved will get a pull from us. How is L1.at? Understand ~at
principle. When you remember somebody in every moment, he will also
remember you in every moment. Thus remembering Him in every morr:ent
'Most Dear' will remember yOll in every moment.
Let me repeat: Weare in the remembrance of the Lord all twenty-four
hours. This is the form of love. That means our mind has become full of love
for Him. The mind becomes elevated with love. This is Super conscio'.lsness.
When this remembrance becomes incessant, then our Super consciousness
becomes strong. It will create in us a pull or pang for the beloved. Then 'Most
Dear' will also remember us and get a pull from us. Then he is great, strong
and saviour. He will pull us. We are small and light. We will get pulled
towards Him and meet him. That means we have met him. Yoga is meeting
the Lord. In this way, the Holy company elucidates the principles and helps
you meet the Lord.
Damsel: To get the inces·sant remembrance of the Lord seems a difficult
task.
Benevolent: Like, hundred liters of milk turns into yoghurt with J.lst a
thick peace of yoghurt, similarly, the Holy company turns your mind with one
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spark of love. That love-spark is very precious. Those whom the L:~d has
blessed His love-spark
(His Name), their praise is beyond words. With the love-spark (Lord's
name) all sufferings go and one gets ecstasy. Let us pray to the Lord to give us
Holy company of those who have this love-spark (Lord's Name) in them.
Meaning: Lord's Name is the form oflove.
[Scripture]
Showers of love from the Lord are blessed to the Ho!y people. As is the
compa..'1y, so is the fruit. When you meet Holy company. You also get a lovespark (Lord's Name) in their company. In addition the Holy congregation
sings praises of the Lord. 'Most dear' has not left our un-enlighte::led mind
without support. He has provided us with Holy Scripture that has come from.
the Lord. Reciting the scripture and singing the scripture is the Holy work for
us to do. The scripture is full of praises of the I.ord, love of the Lord, goodness
of the Lord, pangs of love for the Lord and sacredness of the Lord. It is
nectar from the Lord. When you recite the scripture or sing :he scripture with
music it gives ecstasy. You drink the Name nectar that is rapturous. It elevates
the mind. Super consciousness arises. The body soul touches the Supreme
soul and gets immersed in the Supreme soul. One gets inner blossom of
mind. It keeps you connected to the Lord.
[Name]
In the Holy company we recite t.~e scripture that elevates our mind and we get
ecstasy. Then the Holy company tells us that remembrance is something subtle
and our mind is unsteady a..'1d body impermanent. All the time we are lookillg
for the comfor:s of the impermanent body and we have got habituated to the
unsteadiness and impermanence. So we should start the remembrance from
the unsteadiness and impermanence. So the Holy company tells us that put
the name of God say '0 Lord' or 'Waheguru J on your tongue and recite the
Name with attention towards the omnipresent great '0 Lord' 'Waheguru'
whose influence we have already got from reading, reciting and singing of
scripture. This is the 6Message to the Wodd' that 'Most dear' has brought
from the Lord's palace. lIe calls it 'The true greatness and grandeur of :he
Lord'. This is '0 Lord' 'Waheguru'. This is Name. 'Most dear' has said: the
Name '0 Lord' 'Waheguru' that the tongue recites is in the form of words on
the tongue. But beyond the tongue it becomes a feeling of love and gets deep
into the mind and becomes remembrance. This is 'Recitation and remembrance'
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of Name. From recitation it becomes remembrance by itself. Further down it
becomes a silent prayer oflove (Recitation without the movement oftong'.le).
This remembrance becomes incessant and goes deep into the body soul L~at
is called Super consciousness.
This sends waves of pull towards the Lord. The grace of the Lord then
pulls our body soul and the body soul immerses in the Supreme Soul. This is
meeting the Lord. This happens in this life only. Then one lives a life full of
inner blossom of mind in ecstasy.
By recitation and remembrance of His name we turned our mind from
the love of the seen world so to say we detached our mind from worldly
desires. You see, when we detach our mind from the perishable worldly
desires as per the will of 'Most dear' and divert our energies for the comfort
of others whom earlier we thought were strangers, then do we not become
real renounces?
Inwardly we live in tJ:anquillity, in love-remembrance and in blossoming
inner self and outwardly we give comfort to everybody, may be our neighbour
or other mankind who are the creation of the Lord and as such are our
brothers. But all this we do in a relaxed way.
We wish good for all. Our support is Name and mind devoted to 'Most
dear'. Thus we remain immersed in the love of the always living Lord. To do
goodness to others becomes our nature. Ourselves we are away from worldly
desires. Thus we live in peace of mind and inner blossom of milld in this very
life itself and for the rest of the world we are not a cause of suffering to
anyone. Instead we give comfort to others. Our inner mind blossoms in this
world and the next world too. We do not kill the sentiment that we have for
the world. We tum it towards fue.Lord and make it sacred. Our mind becomes
elevated when we accept the Lord's will as good and our ego vanishes. Our
body soul immerses in the Supreme sod and we live in ecstasy and rapture in
the world.
When the above discourse finished, everybody's eyes were closed and
everybody was in ecstasy and rapture that none had felt ear~ier. 'Benevolent'
got immersed in the love of the Lord. The effect of the discourse .of 'Benevolent'
was such that the learned damsel, the learned doctor and the learned doc:or's
wife all three started treading on the path of 'recitation ofName' that 'Benevolent'
elucidated with love. Time passed by. Nobody knows how much time, maybe
a year or more or less.
What all happened in this period? :s Magnificent's sol&er absorbed. in
the pleasure of sentiment and prominence? No. !-Ie has formed a holy
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congregation in the village. About twenty-five persons assemble and sing the
praises or the Lord regularly.
He moved to nearby villages and preached 'recitation of the =~ord~s name
with love'. Nearly three hundred persons have become disciples of 'Most
dear' in this period. They are now in practice of 'recitation of Name' and
their minds are elevated. They have got a love-spark of the Lord in their
hearts. .
However, the service changes, in his dream he sees whom he calls
'1\tlagnificent' or 'Most dear' who tells him: 0 Dear! The place from where
you started is withering. Turn your boat and go where your sacred drops of
blood fell. The sentimental love and sadness has already melted their hearts.
Go and plant the seedlings of the Lord's name in their minds so that their
souls flourish. Let us make the sinners as virtuous. The Lord shall be happy.
'Benevolent' was the name given to him by the people. But he did not feel
glad when somebody called him by this name. He was happy when somebody
called him Magnificent's soldier because his Super consciousness was attuned
to 'Most dear' in obeying his orders.
Today he is standing in the boat at the bank of the river wearing the last
year's blood stained but washed dress, the same turban with a wand in hand.
The blanket and sheet in which he was wrapped is also lying in the boat. Two
boatmen holding ropes are waiting to pull the boat upstream.
Three hundred piOUS souls, three hundred people whose mind '.3enevolent'
had transformed from animal instincts to manly instincts and :f:-orr.. manly to
saintly instincts who are preparing themselves to have a glimpse of 'Most
dear' by 'recitation of Name', they are looking at the loving figure who is
leaving today after blessing them with the Lord's name.
Yes. 'Benevolent' who awakened the souls of people living in the
forgetfulness of the Lord and turned their minds into remembra.r-.ce of the
Lord is departing today. Six hundred eyes are shedding tears of love. 0 river
Chenab! You have become fortunate today. You have become great. In your
lifeless water are falling six hundred tears full of life, more and more and
telling your icy cold water, "Weare coming from L~e fountain of life. You
awaken yourself with our Spiritual warmth."
The boat moved. Three hundred heads bowed down. But the head that is
already sold to 'Most dear' is standing serenely immersed in 'Most dear's
love. It is not sad in separation from three hundred hearts. H~ also bowed his
head in love and regards considering them as congregation of 'Most dear'.
Three hundred and one heads who are swaying in love of 'Most dear' have
bowed down.
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V
The wife of Pandit has lost half her weight in crying and wailir..g for he::beloved daughter. Her face has wrinkled. Her eyes have sbr~·lk". But cer
pangs of separation are not lessened. Today again she is heaving sighs: Ca..'"'::"ied
away by mother's affection I have wailed and spoiled my health but you nad
a strong mind. You have also gone Lrlto gloominess in the past one year. Your
body weight has become half. Happiness and exuberance has run away from
the house. (Looking towards heaven)
o daughter! Why you left us wailing? 0 singL"'1g Nightingale and singing
Cuckoo of the house, if you had to break the love-knots then why you tied
them? 0 darling! My heart has bmnt with pangs. Still you did not get a pu~. It
is certain that this man eater river Chenab has snatched you otherwise my
tears would have fallen on your hea~t and you would have rushed to meet
me. 0 darling Promila! I am sure you are dead.
Pandit dear! Daughter, learned daughter"has gone forever. Can there be
any hope that she might be living as yet? I have no doubt that she is dead.
Have some mercy in your heart. Her soul will not rest in peace. Go to the
temple and say prayers for her so t...~at her soul rests in peace. How long shall
we remain in hope t..~at she is living?
Pandit: Darling! What should I tell? I have searched for her in the entire
Punjab state. I have searched for her at the eastern pilgrim centres. I have
searched forest caves but this sinful mind is still in hope. If you are sure that
she is dead, then I shall go to fue temple and pray that her soul may rest in
peace. Mothers are more close to daughters. Did you see her in a dream?
Mother: No. I have not dreamt but my mind says like that.
Pandit: Well! Whatever is written in destiny has to happen. We car.:.not
change that. I expected our daughter will become famous like Gargi. Alas!
She died like a humble person. Our home has become desolate. If we had
another child, then the mind would have got sOqle support. Parents of one
child are blind. The truth is tllat I am a hypocrite. I read so ma..."'1y scriptures
and gave discourses that this world is perishable and an illusion like a mirage.
But the separation from daughter seems real. She was a dream that is over but
the sinful mind cries and heaves Sighs. Outwardly even now I preach
detachment to keep up my pmminence but it is all stubborn-ness. How stupid
are people! They believe wllen I say that illy mind is above the feeling of
suffering. ~hey don't see to my face that ~y weight has gone down by half.
They don't notice my nature that my happiness has all gone. I am always sad.
They do not notice that our house is full of gloom as if seven hundred sons
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have died. When 1 say, "This world is a dream," they say: "Oh! Pandit is
Master of Spirituality." Oh ho! Like the world is illusion, even my knowledge
~s illusion.
Pandit's Wife: Par..dit dear! We have to die one day. Now death might
come quicker. There is no blossom of mind. How long shall the body live?
Then what will happen? Where shall we go after death? I feel afraid. As it is,
we have servants, people come and meet us. I hope loneliness will not make
us suffer after death.
The thought of death said in innocence made the PanCUt nervous. His
heart almost sank. His mind shrunk with fear. He went into deep thought. He
visualized his vices and sufferings given to people. The amassed wealth and
properties will remain here only when I die. His heart shrunk. 0 truth! You
are without fear and naked. How long can you hide yourself from truth? It
shall come out sometime. The world appeared fearsome to the eyes. He felt
darkness in his mind. He felt 10neli.'1ess. Loneliness! Yes, loneliness seemed
worse than hell. The Pandit became nervous. He saw beastliness in himself.
He remembered 'Benevolent'. A handsome, loving, young man is beaten up
with sticks like reed fiber, dies, is wrapped in sheets, put in a boat and the boat
pushed in the current of water. Murdered! 0 God! 1 am the murderer. Maybe
the murder has not come to light but it is hidden deep in the soul. It pricks.
Today, it has become visible. 1 am a murderer. .
He trembled. His mind became darker. The loneliness became more
painful. The thought of the murder of 'Benevolent' pierced and bore a hole
in his heart like the piercing of arrows with sharp points flattened in triangular
shape (that cannot be pulled out easily) in the form of reproof.
Hell is loneliness and repentance of sins. Pandit is suffering in the worst
hell.
He muttered loudly, "I am a murderer", swooned and fell down. His
heart felt shocked. The shock "I am a murderer" recalled the memory. The
memory opened the book of sins and vices. The most dreadful was the murder
of 'Benevolent'. When one dies, then the mends, relatives, mansions & wealth
do not go with you but the memory of sins by way of reproof is set deep in
your mind. Like the wealth it should remain be:hind but it does not. The sins
and vices originate in the mind, then one sins with the body. Indulging in
them again and again, they become our habit. The memory of t..."'J.ese goes
deep into the mind and influences of the same settle in the subconscious w.ind
or say remain hidden in the subconscious mind. This memory and habits
settle in the subconscious mind. When one feels lonely, one is' afraid and in
distress, then the memory surges and starts eating up the self.
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The world is perishable no doubt but the influences of sins and vices that
have settled deep in the subconscious mind come out and do not leave you
when you are alone or in fear. These are influences but more and more of
these having gone deep into the mind, they have become habits. ~he body is
perishable. Death takes it away but these influences settled on the mind. become
visible to the soul. One did not get rid of these by any.knife. These influe~ces
are the noose in the hands of messengers of death.
The way to cut this noose is as follows:

"My mind is the scale and my tongue the knife.
I am cutting the noose of the messengers of death
centimetre by centimetre, " Says
Nanak.
Meaning: My tongue is reciting the Lord's Name in every moment. The
Lord's Name cuts the noose of the messengers of death in each mpment.
The minds of the couple are full of repentance. There was uproar: Pandit
has gone mad. The house echoed wit..lr the shrieks of the lady of the house.
The maids sent servants to call the doctor. The servants brought 6e doeto:-.
Pandit is getting treatment. Friends, relatives, flatterers and some selfish people
have dropped in to enquire about his health. Pandit regained consciousness.
He had no illness as such. His mind was in grief. The grief of the sLfJ.S and
repentances is giving pain. It is extreme pain like the sting of wasps.
Pandit became alright but the mhlds of husband and wife have hl...'T..eci
with this shock. The pangs for the daughter are mIlch less because tear and
anxiety for 'self has overpowered their mind. Now most of their time passes
in repentance.
A fortnight has passed since they felt this shoc~. Parrdit is sitting close :0
the window. His wife is sitting close by. She is reciting verses from the Gita
which she remembers by heart although she does not understand. tl:e meanings
of the same. Pandit is listening to her recitation.
Pandit: 0 Darling! Waitl See! What is the meaning of this stanza? Listen!
It means: Those who learn my teachings but do not aet accordingly, they are
in mistaken beliefs. Be sure those stupid people will be ~uined. 0 Darling!
See! This is for us only. What is the number of the stanza? See! It is t.h.e 3rd
stanza. Now you recite the 9th stanza. In the 3rd stanza was ruina:io:l for us.
Here is our cure. It says: If a sinful man worships me and does :Got worship
anyone else, then he is always pious because he has a pious intention. He
becomes a man of God qUickly. He gets eternal peace of mind. Have faith
that my devotee will not suffer ruination. 0 darling! If we go for devotional
love, then we might save ourselves, but how to practice? Devotion ends in
knowledge. That I have already got. There is no salvation witho~t knowledge.
.
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Even devotion will take us to knowledge that I already have. But the heartburning is that we have no peace of mind. Weare in fear, anxiety and gloom.
Meanwhile, Moti came and said something hastily!
Pandit (starlted): 0 Moti! What did you say?
Moti: Your honour! A calamity has descended. The boat that we rolled
down last year with the dead body of 'Benevolent' is parked at the bank. of the
river. It is tied to a tree with a rope. The same stained sheets and blanket are
lying in it but the dead body is missing.
The Pandit's face turned pale. He became nervous. Is it really so? Oh no!
You are mistaken.
Mati: Well! I have reassured myself fully.
Pandit: Oh God! We were talking of the future. The ruination has come
in the present. That Majesty's soldier was surely a detective. Weare mad. We
should have thrown the dead body in the river. 1ben no sign would have
remained. We placed it in the boat and rolled it down. Hurry makes curry.
Haste makes waste. Oh ho! That means some clues have been found. The
Police may come at any time. 0 dear! Get ready this is the fruit of vicious
deeds. What shall the knowledge do? This knowledge is sham. No hopes
now. 0 Moti! You suggest some way out.
SayLTlg this Pandit's heart sank and he become somewhat unconscious.
His wife trembled. After a long time he regained consciousness and said: Ifhe
is in Government service then we are nowhere, we are unable to do anything,
neither running away nor hiding nor entreating, if he is not a Government
servant, then we have enough money. If knowledge is no rescue for us or no
god or goddess comes to rescue us, then money will surely help us. The
wealth that we have amassed by hypocrisy will surely ~elp us out. The money
collected through sinful deeds will surely save us from sinful men.
Pandit startled! See, who is knocking?
Moti: There is no knock.
Pandit: Go to the Police Station and try to find out if any complaint is
registered against us. Oh! What is this sound? It is the sound of music.
"Pandits put on white dress and a saffron dot on their foreheads
But their actions are like butchers with kmfe in hand. JJ
Pandit's wife: This is the same voice.
Pandit: Be quiet. Let us hear.
Pandit's yvife: I say, this is the same voice. He has not died. He has coree
with his sword accompanied by Police-men. Now we are caught. We are
nowhere. Let us runaway. Let us take our chest of gold coins along and run.
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Pandit: H he has come and is accompanied by Police-men, t.1}er.. we have
no time and no way to escape. 0 Jeevan! Go and see. Is he the sarr..e
'Benevolent'? The voice is same..
Jeevan came running: Madam! He is 'Benevolent'. He is hale and hearty,
living, singing and swaying. He is walking this side.
Pandit (nervously): Is he alone or accompanied by Police~men?
Jeevan: Sir! He is alone. He has come.
Pandit became numb. Over-awed like a stone statue he stared vacantly.
At t.ills time, 'Benevolent' in most handsomeness, magnificence, irr.Jlle~sed
in Lord's love and high spirits came and stood in front of Pandit. Pandit who
was already pale saw darkness in his eyes and stared towards the ground.
'Benevolent': Dear Pandit! God bless you. Don't he afraid. I have brought
a message from 'Magnificent'. But it is not punishment because my 'Magnificent'
rules the kingdom of love. I am not accompanied by Police-men. I am
accompanied by messengers of love. They will enter your body. They will kill
but not you. They will kill the sins and vices in you and throw them out. 0
Dear ?andit! Streng+.hen your mind.
Saying this, he hugged Pandit a.'1d said:

"Whom Lord saves, nobody can kill
Dead is he who is in forgetfulness ofLord. "
Lord wished to save. me. I was saved. You are ~ His forgetfulness. You
are in lifelessness while living. Now I have orders that I should tell you: You
can also live 'in inner blossom of mind. You can live a sublime life. Get ready!
A live sensation from 'Magnificent' is coming to you.
Pandit stared vacantly. He had no hope. He was still suspicious.
'Benevolent' shook him a little and said: The knowledge that you read in
books is outwardly knowledge. Everybody knows that food goes in the stomach,
is digested and we live on that support. But who understands how it is being
digested and how it is being converted into blood and how the body is getting
the strength? We do not understand our hidden strength. (Quietness
prevailed)The learning gave knowledge to the mind but this mind cannot see
the Lord. These eyes cannot see the Lord. The Lord is beyond the five senses
of the body. Dear Pandit! Mter reading the scriptures you are still in the
forgetfulness of the Lord and in despair. Rise from this worldly sphere. Perceive
the sphere that you have read. You are not even sure whether there is one
God or two or three. Sometimes you say it is all dream or illusion and the end
is thoughtlessness. What is your knowledge?
Hurly-burly of knowing a little Pandit's mind became steady. His mind
said: He seems to be a saint. He is not a Government employee. He listened
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and understood his words but shill he has fear in mind. However 11k morale
boosted a little.
He said: Are you really a saint?
'Benevolent': I do not know what you mean by saintliness. However, I
have not come to take revenge. I have come out of love for you. I am a
messenger of the kingdom of loye. :My 'lVlost dear' is the 'Majesty' of the
government that saves people from burning hell.
Pandit: I had almost murdered you.
Benevolent: That was Lord's will. You are not to be blamed.
Pandit: Is it no blame on me ? You do not consider blame on me.
Benevolent: I tell you truly. I do not consider even a little blame on you
that was the order of my Master. I felt happy to obey. I got more happiness
here because many people have got awaken-ness of soul. I consider you my
dear friend.
The moment 'Benevolent' said these words, then the Pandit who never
bowed to anyone and always made others bow to :P...im, said: You are greatl
You are a real saint whose mind is detached from worldy desires.
'Benevolent' pulled him in his embrace. Ohl Was it an embrace or touch
of electric current to a dead body? He felt a love-sensation and a sensation of
thanks in his mind and body. His mind elevated. He got a sensation of the
presence of the Lord in his mind, heart and body. He felt ecstasy. The Lord's
name settled in his mind. Today, he realized that to gain knowledge is nothing.
To see inwardly and elevation of mind is everything. This is mhld detached
from worldly desires. This is to see the Lord here, there, everywhere. The
Lord reveals Himself in his N arne by way' of a wavy sensation to the mind,
heart and body. This is meeting the Lord. When the mind is attached to the
Lord, then it is automatically detached from the world.
When a girl gets married and attached to her husband, then it is automatic
detachment from the parents' house.
The mind has to be reined and it has to rise. The way is 'recitation of the
Lord's name with love'.
Now with great respect they asked 'Benevolent' to sit down. The Pandit's
wife also felt relieved. The fear of Police or being killed vanished. Now she
remembered her daughter. In pangs of love for the daughter she wished to
ask if 'Benevolent' by any chance knew the whereabouts of her daughter.
When Pandit became quiet, then she spoke: 0 Stream from the fountain of
love! Is there any clue of my darling daughter?
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Saying this she narrated the wailL'1g for the last one year.
'Benevolent' listened to her patiently. Then he closed his eyes and was
quiet for some time. Then slowly he opened his eyes and looked towards
Pandit's wife with a wondrous iove and said: Mother! My own ~ot:.':er! .
." Was it saying the word 'Mother' or a magic? She felt a sensatior.. in her
mind, heart and body. This is sensation of the Lord's Name. The:l one fee~s
the whole world as a house and the Lord living in it. All are His chilc.ren. She
got a feeling of love for 'Benevolent' as if he was her own son bo~ frOIr.. her
womb.
'Benevolent': Mother! I am so hungry.
Mother, in her elevated mind ran to the kitchen and brought and served
food. 'Benevolent' who was without enmity towards anyone, who .even loved
those who were inimical to him, who called himself a son even after getting
beaten to almost death, who is a philosopher's stone t.~at transforms enmity
into love, is eating food with love. Pandit's wife is in emotional love on hearing
the word 'Mother' uttered with so much love. Pandit's heart is feeling a sensation
of the Lord's name and he is feeling cool. Those who were separated from
the Lord like the broken branch 'of a tree have got connected to the fountain
of love and are feeling the ecstasy of the Lord's name. Their inner mind is in
blossom. Everybody in the house who was enveloped wit.~ fear and awe :s
feeling cool and comfortable. The day descended. In the evening Pandit
went out for a walk. 'Benevolent' accompanied him. But the~e was no talk of
daughter. However after dinner when the threesome sat around the fire, then
'Benevolent' narrated the entire story of his self and the daughter. How s~e
stayed in the forest and how his boat got stuck to Promila's boat. Then he
narrated how a holy congregation of people of that region was formed a..-id
the discourses that turned Promila's mind from outwardly knowledge to sensation
of the Lord in the mind, heart and body. Pand:t's mind had a:ready tum.ed
towards love of the Lord. Now he becaIr..e absolutely convinced and got full
faith in the discourses that ':Senevolent' gave. He was already feeling ashamed.
of his poor knowledge of religion. Now he felt the sensation of the presence
of the Lord in his mind, heart and body. His mind became pure ar..d crystal.
'Benevolent' told him to return the money :0 those from whom he had
grabbed by unfair means. Pandit returned the Ir..oney and as~ed forgiveness
from all whom he had given suffering.
Pandit felt ecstasy after returning 6e money and as~g fo:::-g:veness. He
became sure that this is religiousness in the true sense. There is no gain in just
giving discourses unless one has the suppor: of the Lord in t...~e mind. Only
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when one feels the sensation of the Lord's Name in the mind, then qne feels
ecstasy, when· one is in ecstasy then in deeds one spreads love and mercy.
Pandit now understood fully the formation of holy congregation and he
also got a longing to have a glimpse of 'Most dear'.
Benevolent: Time is near when you will have a glimpse of 'Most dear'.
You have got love for him and you remember him. This love and
remembrance takes you to him. You do more of service so that the dirt of the
mind goes away qUickly. Then your eyes will be able to bear the dazzle on
the forehead of 'Most dear'.
Here, Mother and Father got ,spiritua: awakening. Their wish to meet the
daughter who had already got inner blossom of mind increased. 'Pandit and
wife' couple whose gloom had turned into happiness, whose mind was elevated,
who got sensation of the Lord's Name in their mind, heart and body, their
happiness was boundless.
But 'Benevolent' did not wish that daughter should come here. She was
preaching love of the Lord in t.~at region. She was preaching recitation of the
Lord's Name and sLTlging the praises of the Lord. That was the message of
'Most dear' to the world. She was spreading this message in the region.
'
Although Pandit and wife were impatient to meet daughter, however they
had full faith in 'Benevolent'. 'Benevolent' wished 6at Pa.'l.dit's soul should
flourish more and more so that the sentimental worldly love should go away
as the daughter's sentL.""1lental worldly love had already gone. When they meet
they should meet each other as Lord's children immersed in the love of the
Lord. They also thought that whatever the 'Benevolent' does is the best.

Vl
Some more time passed.
See! The panorama! A line of Bullock-carts departed from Phagwara. In
one of the carts are sitting Pandit, his wife and his learned daughter. In the
second are sitting BhaiJeevna, Doctor and family. In the next are sitting ~oti,
J eevan, who had beaten up 'Benev9Ient' and other servants of the house.
They are in love of 'Benevolent'. In the rear carts are those who suffered at
the hands of Pandit and now are in love of the Lord and consicier this as
grace from 'Most dear'. In the first instance they were astonished, then they
got faith and after listening to discourses of 'Benevolent' they became devotees.
In the end were those who lived in nearby areas and attended the holy
congregations of 'Benevolent' and their minds turned towards the Lord and
wished to have a glimpse of 'lVlost dear'.
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Tllis entire congregation is of holy people. They are in recitation of the
Lord's Name "vit..~ love and incessant remembrance of the Lord. ::1 tha:
remembrance they are in love, emotion, devotion, longing, hope ar..e
thankfulness.
Those who relish the five senses of the body, day and night are spending
their time in searching, relishing and keeping up the relish, how are they
higher than animals and other creatures. The animals ren:ain in search in t.~e
five senses and remain absorbed in the relish of the five senses.
If man's extent of desires, effort and acquisition is this much only, then
man is an animal who is just cleverer and more deceitful than others. If a ~ai1
says that he lives a higher life and in comparison the animals are living
lifelessly, then his saying this is an utterance that is meaning-less.
Because if man's desire, eagerness, effor: and domain of acquisition is up
to the five senses as in animals, then is he not like animals in comparison to a
higher life that is achievable only in human life and not in CL.'1y other life. By
saying only, nobody can achieve a higher life. The Lord's nectar, Name
nectar, Spiritual nectar, nectar of the soul or immersion of body soul in the
Supreme soul, ecstasy of the Lord's Kame and rapture of the Lord's Name,
the relish or nectar or ecstasy or rapture can be gainecl only in human life.
But if man after being blessed with this precious huma.."'1 life is devoid of
this sacred and unique Supreme nectar, then he is an a..'1imal, lifeless (living
like a dead person) although he might be a piOUS ir..tellectual or a wealthy
pious person.
Disciples who are eager for this unique rapturous life are going in a
caravan to have a glimpse of 'Most dear'. Yes! See! How glad is everyone,
how much delightful are they? Their faces are emitting lustre and they have
so much love for each other. The entire congregation is moving in happbess
but Magnificent's soldier is not in sight.
One farmer was crushing sugar cane to make brown sugar. He was also a
devotee of 'Most dear'. When he came to know that a congregation is going
in a cara~an, then he felt bad that a group of devotees of 'Most dear' has
passed from here on their way to Anandpur and he did not know about it.
Then riding a horse he went and met 'Benevolent' and told about his inability
to accompany. Then benevolent said to the congregation: You keep travelling.
I will try to help him finish his work and bring him and join you. Saying this
he came back with the farmer and now he is helping him in making brown
sugar from the sugar cane juice.
See! 'Benevolent' who could ium the minds ofleamed intellectuals towards
the love of the Lord and was much respected by everybody and had become
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so eminent is not in ego of eminence. As Magnificent's soldier he is helping
the farmer in making brown sugar from sugar cane. When he realized that
just his help was not sufficient to complete the work, then he called some
more friends who all helped and the work got completed on the third day.
Then he along with the farmer and farmer's family carried a box full of
brown sugar for 'Most dear' and his congregation and rode on horses to
reach Anandpur.
The congregation that was already on the move has reached and
assembled outside Anandpur. They are hesitant to go to the city and are
waiting for 'Benevolent'. It became noon but 'Benevolent' did not reach.
They have reached 'Most dear's city but how could they go without
'Benevolent'? Pandit is standing in the gathering of holy people. He said:
'Benevolent' is not somebody who would forget. There is some wondrousness
that we do not know. There is some goodness.
Meanwhile they saw dust rising from the city side. First they saw a few
valiant. They came and stood on both sides of the congregation. Later a
magnificent figure, God of love came riding a horse. Impatiently, he said: My
soldier! My soldier! Everybody understood that he is 'Most dear' and he has
come.
With g:eat love and regards everybody bowed down. The 'Master of
love' got down from his horse. See! He lifted Promila's head from the ground
and said: My daughter! You are great! It was'nt service to my soldier, you did
service to me. You have loved me. (Patting her head) You are blessed. God
will bless you.
Where is the limit of Promila's happiness and delight? She is unable to
open her eyes. 'Most dear' loved her with his one sacred hand on her shoulder
and one sacred hand on her head. A wavy sensation like an electric current
passed through her body. Her elevated mind went into trance, her body soul
immersed in the Supreme soul. She felt rapture. She trembled. She felt thankful.
Her eyes filled with tears. Me, an atheist, blind and lifeless, am I fit for the
touch of sacred hands of the Life-giver 'Most dear'? I, who was searching
death in the water of river Chenab am being given a new higher life by the
hand of the 'Master of Higher life.'
She tries to open her eyes but the eyelids do not move. She tries to lift her
head but the head does not move. Love is raining on her in torrents. Even
her body cells are reciting the Lord's Name. She forgot who am I and where
amI?
It is a meeting of three, 'Most dear'-devotion-devotee. The meeting is
giving ecstasy. The Lord is raining ecstasy. It is going deep into the body cells
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of the entire congregation. One who thought she was a goddess because she
could lecture about God, at this time is immersed in the love of the Lord.
Somebody should now ask her: ~e .you a goddess? Then who would listen
and who would speak? The intellectual has turned from knowledge and is
immersed in the love of the all knowing Lord and is in rapture.
Who call tell the ecstasy of meeting 'Most dear'?
Saint Kabir is standing in the heaven showering flowers. He says: One
cannot describe the ecstasy of meeting the Lord.
Nobody knows how long she remained in this trance.
'Most dea"r' opened his eyes. Promila's eyes also opened. She looked at
'Most dear' in thankfulness.
Then 'Most dear' said: Your body soul is immersed in the Supreme sorl.
She got sensation of the presence of the Lord in her mind, heart a.'1d
body cells. Pandit and his wife fell at the feet of 'Most dear'. He lifted thei:'
heads with his sacred hands and laughingly said: The culprit is b the fror..t,
the soldier behind. Saying this he embraced both of them and said: T.. P..is is
real life. This is spiritual life. The moment he spoke both went into trance.
They felt as if their sins are falling out and they are becoming clean like the
cotton seeds from the ginning machine. They felt light as a flower as if their
body had no weight. Then the Guru said: You are blessed.
The Doctor and family fell at the true Guru's feet. The true Guru lifted
their heads and said: Come! a Doctor, who dressed the wounds and cured
the unconscious. Come! I welcome you from the core of my heart. Saying tris
he hugged t.~e Doctor and said: You are blessed. Your Doctor-ship will go on
a.'1d on. Then he loved him and blessed him with the Lord's Name. Within a
moment Doctor got the sensation of the presence of the Lord in his rrJnG,
heart and body and felt ecstasy. He had come with this desire. His desire was
fulfilled.
Then he blessed Bhai Jeevna and everybody else in the congregation. It
is a wondrol:s glimpse. It is like a lake full of lotus flowers ar..d one sun lIas
made all of them blossom. It is giving sunshine to every lotus flower. It is
giving warmth to every lotus flower. It is attracting every lotus flower. The sun
is giving lustre to every lotus ·flower. It is making every lotus flower flourish
more and more.
He is the 'Most dear' for whom 'Benevolent' who lived with mind detached,
more detached than ascetics and sadhus and shed tears of love. He is the
'Most dear' who for the sake of his dear ones has left an audience hall full of
devotees, no, who has left the rapture of the Lord's palace and come to this
earthly sphere to join the separated souls with the Supreme soul
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How glad would have Magnificent's soldier felt if he were present to see
love being showered on the congregation. Is it that the soldier has no such
longing? He would consider it a prize to see this wondrous glimpse. But what
should he do~ He considers himself as an obedient servant of 'Most dear'.
For whatever work he stayed back, he thought it was 'Most dear's order. Now
he is coming fast but has not been able to reach on time. He could not see this
glimpse. He is coming in intense desire. He wished and hoped to reach.
'Most dear' now walked back accompanied by everyone.
The intuitive Guru understands that they all are waiting for 'Benevolent'.
He said: Let us go. Our dear soldier is accomplishing another arduous task.
He shall come. like beads in the string of love, everyone followed 'Most
dear' as iron is pulled by magnet. Where did they reach? They reached
where a huge congregation had assembled, where a sea of blossom is swelling,
where the sea of ecstasy is surging with ecstatic waves.
The huge congregation had already heard about the sacrifice and
endeavour of 'Benevolent'. like the partridge has longing to see the moon, all
eyes were longing to have q. glimpse of the soldier and the pious souls who
imbibed love of 'Most dear' in their mind through the discourses of
'Benevolent'.
When 'Most dear' entered the audience hall accompanied by a family of
love, then the ecstasy that the love-filled eyes felt in rr-eeting the devotionfilled eyes can be gauged only when one feels the ecstasy.
The time also came when Magnificent's soldier 'Benevolent' arrived from
river Chenab. When did he arrive? When 'Most dear' stood in blissful peace,
love and ecstasy and the devotees stood in front unmoved immersed in Lord's
love. 'Most dear' gave them nectar of the Lord's Name to drink.
Magnificent's soldier saw from a distance the devotee-river merging in the
Guru-sea. On seeing this wondrousness, the ecstasy filled Magnificent's soldier
got more ecstasy. He did not move forward so that everybody's attention
should remain where it was and none should be disturbed. Unmoved he
stood quietly at a distance.
When blessings were over, then 'Most dear' impatiently looked up and
said: 'My soldier'. The next moment the soldier's head and 'Most dear's feet
were clamped together. 'Most dear' lifted the handsome head, embraced and
grasped soldier so tightly as if soldier's soul immersed in 'Most dear's soul.
See! Mother GUjri ji with graceful eyes is waiting to give love to soldier.
When the true Guru said, Blessed, Blessed, Blesssed thrice and looked towards
.Mother GUjri ji, then she loved dear son (Soldier) who got himself beaten to
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almost death and established the love-kingdom of 'Most dear' in the entire
region. She said: 0 Son! I adore you! I adore you! I adore you! She blessed
him immense love and grace.
After getting blessings from Mother GUjriJi 'Benevolent' again fell at the
true Guru's feet, yes, whom he called 'Most dear' and shed tears of love for
him is now shedding tears of love on the 'Most dear's sacred lotus feet.
Who is this loving handsome image of the Lord, who can shower a love
sensation from his love, who can shower the Lord's sensation, who can shower
waves of ecstasy and once showered never takes back, who is being loved as
'Most dear'?
This is Magnificent "Guru with the Plume" Beloved Guru Gobind Singh,
Saviour of the world, Master of the 'Flower Garden' of 'Ideal men', 'Fountain
of love', 'Ocean of mercy', 'Shower of grace'.
'Fhis is the handsome figure whose soul is to the Supreme soul as the
sunrays are to Sull, like in humans it is love of Father to Son, embodiment of
love and whose soul immersed in the Supreme soul has become 'One'. This
is the figure who gave the life-spark of the Lord to 'Benevolent' and sensation
of the Lord's Narne that gave a higher life to 'Benevolent'. By way of thanks,
Magnificent's soldier spread the Lord's name to' the world. He understood
that to spread the Lord's name was the utmost goodness to the world.
Great Guru Gobind Singh!
Magnificent Guru with the plume!
Great Guru Gobind Singh!
Magnificent Guru with the plume!

o
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Bibi Tiiok. Rai and Ghulu Shah
VI':] "'Ihe 'Luxury Garden' of the King of Sirhind was a wondel in those times.
•. Now: it is lost in ruins. Today, where we see bricks, mounds of broken
stones and ruins, at sometime there stood summer houses with several doors,
marble settees, fountains and lakes, waterfalls, rows of cypress trees, be~utiful
walkways, flowering pla..'1ts, fruit growing trees, fragrance-giving and blooming
trees that gave dense shade and coolness. Nothing that would give comfort,
relish, enjoyment, fun and frolic was missing in this garden.
A garden is a confluence of natural beauty and human created beauty.
This beauty in itself has the effect of ecstasy. But man does not enjoy this
ecstasy. He remains in the relish of worldly pleasures of the five senses of the
body. In this way the natural beauty that would have elevated our mind and
turned our consciousness into Super consciousness keeps our mind enticed in
worldly desires and the mind remains under the control of the five senses of
the body. Even though the garden was used for worldly pleasures but at night
when those who relished worldly pleasures went away to their palaces, then in
the solitude of the garden ecstasy of natural beauty could be felt.
The Senior Gardener of the garden was a person with devotion. This
solitude influenced his mind and he became appreciative of saintly people.
1ben this solitude gave him more happiness. On one side of the garden stood
the Royal Palace and on the other side in a corner was the gardener's house.
Many times the saints who came to stay at his house enjoyed the ecstasy of the
garden at night. The gardener's name was Ghulu Shah. His wife was the
daughter of one devotee of Saint Budhu Shah. She imbibed regards for saints
when she lived in her parental home. In fact her company made Ghulu Shah
a saintly person.
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Once Saint Budhu Shah came to Sirhind but not in the guise of a saint, he
came in the guise of an ordinary person and stayed with Ghulu Shah. Very
early in the morning he went and sat in the garden in meditation and got
immersed in the love of the Lord. Before daybreak he opened his eyes and
sang a divine song (Kirtan). The song had a deep effect on Ghulu Shah's
mind.
He said: 0 Saint! Will you bless me? I am doing service to saints for the
last eight years. I understand that God is there. I also understand that I ar.J. a
soul. But nothing goes deep into my mind. Today, the song that you sang has
gone deep into my heart. How to meet the Lord? I am not Lord. I have to
meet him. I am not an atheist.
Budhu Shah: 0 beloved of the Lord! Lord is one. There cannot be two
Gods. If you say, "I am God," then it becomes two Gods!
(Smilingly) Again he said: Yes you can meet the Lord as yoa do grating
in plants.
Ghulu Shah: For the sake of Lord, please put me on the path.
Budhu Shah: 0 dear! This blessing, you can get at A.Tlandpur where the
image of the Lord is staying at present. The divine song that I read is from
there only. If you wish to gain inner blossom of mind, then go and fall at his
feet. Meet the embodiment of love, the image of the Lord.
Saying this Budhu Shah's eyes filled with tears and he could cot say a..."'1y
more. But this made a deep dent in the minds of Ghulu Shah and his v01e.
They felt a love-sensation in their body and devotion, "We belong to the
image of Lord who stays at Anandpur."
Budhu Shah went away after a couple of days. But Ghulu Shah's Irine.
immersed in the love of the Guru at Anandpur. In the last eight years he did
not see any wondrousness in the plants and trees but now he gets a loving
sensation in the beauty of the garden.
Budhu Shah gave them one divine song written in Persia..."'1. The coup~e
learnt it by heart and they recited it every day. Their longing to have a
glimpse of the Guru at Anandpur increased. But they had problems. They are
in service to the king who has enmity with the Guru. If he comes to know,
then he faces death sentence. If he goes on leave and it becomes known when
he comes back, then extreme punishment is imminent. If he goes and does
not return, then his family faces torture. On the other hand he feels afraid. that
the King named 'Death' may come at anytime, no one knows when. If it
comes before he has a glimpse of the Beloved Guru, then he shall have to
leave with longing and craving in mind.
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They spend their time in this situation. When they see a deYct~e of the
Guru, then they feel a deep sensation like an electric current that he is the
image of the beloved image of the Lord and his head bows down. IT a saint
devotee of the Guru comes, he does service to him and listens to the recitation
ofRoly Scripture. As they listen to the Holy Scripture their minds get elevated.
Mehtab (Ghulu Shah's wife) learnt many songs by heart. She sings these
divine songs early in the morning while sitting in the garden and feels ecstasy.
The longing to meet the Guru made them do service to Guru-devotees.
They love to do it. Their hearts spring in happiness on listening to the name
of a Guru devotee. They do service to him.
In a town where Guru-devotees were made to suffer, a secret and safe
haven has come up.
Ghulu Shah knew that if a Muslim gives suffering to a Guru-devotee in
this town, then there is no hearing or remedy. Ibat is why he tried to help and
do service to Guru-devotees secretly as much as he could.
When a Guru-devotee hctppily departed, then both husband and wife
stood before him with hands folded and prayed: 0 Guru-beloved! "Bless that
these longing eyes get a glimpse of the image of the Lord."
In the garden's east was Ghulu Shah's house and in the west was the
King's palace from where there were many paths to enter the garden. The
rooms of Queen Zena, a beloved of the King were just on the wall of the
garden. The King remained in merriment often till midnight and the mtoxication
of wine made him doze off to sleep. But Queen Zena, sometimes got up early
in the morning and sometimes heard the sweet melody of Mehtab's singing of
divine songs.
Even otherwise Mehtab used to meet the Queen often but now the Queen
became friendly with her, the sufferings of co-wives, her distress of living in
the palace under duress, her separation from parents by force, the King's
cruelty after intoxication of wine and the suffering of people on account of
the King's cruelty ca"Used heartburns to Queen Zena. These sorrows she
shared with Mehtab and she considered Mehtab as a close friend. Many times
Mehtab's holy company cooled the Queen's perturbed mind. Eight months
passed in this friendship. Nights became cold. The month of December came.
Due to extreme cold, the drinking, dancing and singing parties of the King in
the garden became less and finally stopped. Now the fun & frolic, the sensual
pleasures, drinking, singing and merriment parties took place inside the palace.
The gardener and his wife could avail of the vacant garden at night. Late
at night husband & wife sat in the dewy cool garden under the lustre of the
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twinkling stars, wearing blankets covering the head and sang divine songs
(Kirtan) and prayed. See the Lord's wonder. In the garden that was-made for
worldly pleasures of worldly people, holy people are singing divine songs.
The other junior gardeners and helpers went to their respective homes at
night. So! The divine singing in the garden remained a secret. The Gardener
being holy also helped. Then mostly Sufi saints used to come. These Sufi
saints were Muslims. Thus the jnnior gardeners did not notice 6e love of
Guru-devotees in Ghulu Shah's mind. They only talked that Ghulu Shah is
friendly with saints.
By and by Ghulu Shah's love for the true Guru swelled like flood L."l a
river. Now the mind said: Whatever happens. Let it happen. What is life ane!.
what is money? To let the breath go waste without a glimpse in fear of the
King is killing one's self. Let us go now. He took one month's leave and
started preparation to go.
One day early in the morning Queen Zena sent a messenge;: to call
Mehtab. When Zena saw Mehtab, she cried.
Mehtab said: Is everything fine?
Queen Zena: What fine? See there!
Saying this she took Mehtab to the other room. One young damse! was
sitting tied with ropes. Her hands and feet had turned blue. Her face was
almost white. Zena told her story as follows: Yesterday, one Gurl.:-devotee
brought a newly wedded bride in a palanquin to the town. One Muslim priest
seized the palanquin by force with bride sitting in it a.."ld sent it to the King.
The King sent her to my room. When he came at night then he tempted he:
with gold and money but she firmly refused to accept the gold. Then the king
said to her laughingly: Who is your saviour here that you are so adama.."lt. See
Mehtab! First she was quiet then in a heart-rending voice she replied: My'
saviour is close to me.
King: Who is your saviour?
Newly married bride: The 'Guru with Plume', my saviour :s close to me.
On hearing the name 'Guru with the Plume', the king got eIl1'aged. Firs:
she was beaten up by the maids. She was badly smashed but she remembered
her Lord. Next she was given the punishment that you have seen. I beseeched
him but he did not listen. He said: Make her your maid.
a Sister! You tell! What should I do and what should I not do?
On listening to all this Mehtab in emotion got up, went near t.~e platform
and hurriedly opened the knots of the rope and picked up the damsel in her
lap and said: a Queen! Have courage!
Why become so meek?
,
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One should have mercy on suffering humanity. The maximum is that our
life will go. Let it go as a sacrifice. Minions like us die every day. IT I die what
loss will it be? I am taking her away. If the king becomes angry, then I am
ready to die in lieu of her.
Queen Zena: You take her away. I shall manage somehow.
Mehtab now picked up the girl as her own born daughter and carried her
to her hut. She narrated the entire ·story to her husband. Ghulu Shah who was
already in deep love of the Guru was delighted to see the damsel who was
ready to sacrifice herself to keep her honour.
Mehtab massaged her body lightly, Uid some fomentation, made her wear
warm clothes and gave her hot milk to drink. When the damsel whom she
treated her as an apple of her eye slept, then Ghulu Shah searched her house
and met her husband who was extremely perturbed. He narrated the entire
story.
Who can describe the delight of the husband and his family?
Ghulu Shah on seeing the delighted faces of the Guru-devotees felt as if
there was a smile on the Guru's handsome face.
Then it was decided that they should leave t..~is town and go and settle at
Anandpur. The girl's husband should go to a nearby village and arrange for
transportation to Anandpur. Ghulu Shah will escort the damsel up to that
village and then all of them can go further at night. Alter making this plan
Ghulu Shah came home. The damsel woke up in the afternoon. Her motherin-law had arrived wearing a veil. She was over-delighted to meet her daughter-·
in-law. They had meals and the father-in·law, mother-in-law, the daughter-inlaw and Mehtab sat in a covered bullock cart. Ghulu Shah himself drove the
cart and they reached their destination before sunset. .From there the foursome
left for Anandpur.
Ghulu Shah and his wife with scarves tied to their necks and hands folded
said to them: 0 Guru-beloveds! Bless that we get a glimpse of the Guru
before we breathe the last breath.
Queen Zena felt happy in giving comfort to someone. She also felt
comfortable that a new co··wife has not come to stay. But she apprehended:
What shall the King say? Again, if any news leaks out from Mehtab's house,
then Mehtab ~ight be in trouble. So! The moment the king came, she opened
a new bottle of wine, praised it and quickly filled a glass and offered it to the
King. In this way the king got intoxicated, dozed off to sleep and the night
passed. Next day she told the king that the damsel died while tied to the
platform and I managed to dispose the dead body in a stream far off.
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The life of Non-Muslims was of no value in those "times. r;ne king bad no
fear of anybody or of stain on his reputation.
One day a Guru-devotee came to Ghulu Shah and said softly: 0 friend!
Congregation is coming from Delhi and Saharanpur. ;:'hat has to pass from
here. We have heard atrocities happening on Guru-devotees in this town.
Suggest some way that they pass through here peacefully.
Ghulu Shah said: If there are two or "three persons, then ~ can manage
but if they are morc, then they should change route from that vi.Jlage a...'1.d go
without entering this town. Whenever they have to go, you tel: me. l shal:
make arrangements for their transportation. Saying this, the Guru-devo:ee
went away.
Ghulu Shah planned some arrangement that he should send his wife fr.-st
and then he himself should accompany the congregation and see them off.
But the detectives were no less. The king was informed on the same day that
some Guru-devotees from Delhi are going to Anandpur and amongst them is
going Tilok Bai wife of Radha RattanJeweler and singer. She is so profcient
in music and singing that the singers of the country consider her the
embodim~ntof songs.
The king was very fond of music and songs. In the thinkL"'1g that this is t.~e
time :0 abduct her, he sent a large contingent of soldiers. The congregation
had hardly reached the nearby village when the soldiers surrounded them.
Ghulu Shah came to know but what to do? Meanwhile Ql:.ee~ Zena
called Mehtab. vVhen Mehtab went to Zena, then Zena said: See! Sister,
another distress has befallen. The previous one was just forgotten but today
another pious soul is caught. T:Pis Bibi Tilok Bai is an accomplished violiriist
who was married to a well known singer Radha Rattan. Radha Rattar.. died
and this lady was going to Anandpur to spend the rest of her life b holy
company. Today, the king has detained her. The rest of the diSciples have
been pushed out of the town.
Mehtab: Strange! How is that?
Queen: It is not strange. Tilok Bai seems to be very intelligent. When the
entire group was detained, then she came to know that because of her
everybody is in captivity. She sent a secret message that if you free everybody
else, then I shall come on my own and if anyone is put to harm on my
acrOl.l~t then all of us shall sit in peace and shall bear the torture and sacrifice
01
o:ves. The king agreed to free the others of the group. 'They were r..ot
agretaule to go but the Police pushed them out several kilometres ar..c. now
Tilok Bai is here with me. Let us see! What happens at night?
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'Mehtab: Tilok Bai has done a great sacrifice that she has put hers~lf in
trouble and saved the other Gunt-devotees but Sister, what will happen when
it comes to shame to her honour. 'Will she sell her honour to save the disciples?
She will not do that.
Queen: I asked her this question. She said: I will give my life but not
honour. Who is this king? The devil cannot touch my honour. The 'Guru with
the Plume' lives in me. He is always living. Immersed in the love of his feet I
am always living and imperishable. What is thi.s body? If it comes to shame to
my honour, then this body will be put to eternal rest within moments. But I
think the king has detained her for musicJs sake, not for her beauty. She must
be nearing fifty but she is beautiful and her face has sheen. I can't say that the
king, after drinking might become mad but whatever ][ have heard is that the
king has detained her for her singing.
Mehtab: Can I meet her?
Queen: Yes. Why not?
The queen took Mehtab to the drawing room where THok Bai was sitting
looking towards the garden. On entering the room, Mehtab bowed her head
and said: I am not a maid of the palace. I have to ask you for some service. I
am the unfortunate woman whose husband was supposed to arrange the
travel of your group tomorrow through the outskirts of this town. We are born
in a humble house. It was not in our fortune to do that service. Thanks to the
Lord that the congregation has crossed the city safely but now seeing you in
detention is distressing.
On hearing this Tilok Bai feet happy and said: Ah ha! Are you the wife of
Brother Ghulu Shah? It is great that I have met you.
Mehtab: How do you call us 'Brother'? We are not even servants?
Tilok Bai: The service you did for the young newly married damsel has
made you and your husband respectable and in the congregation everybody
calls you 'Brother'. Sister! Don't feel distressed on my account. I am a prisoner.
Either I will live with honour or die with honour. Don't have any apprehension.
I have no fear. Seeing her faith in the 'Guru with the Plume', Mehtab bowed
down and said: You come with me, eat food and then you can come back.
Tilok Bai: I cook my own food. Although amongst Guru·,devotees this
custom is not there but this a habit since long. I thought when I go to Anandpur
then I shall eat from the Guru's kitchen and then leave this custom.
Mehtab: You come with me. I have a separate place. A well is there. Y o~
can cook food yourself.
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Tilok Bai: Sister! This body is now a guest for a few hours. What is the
need to feed it?
Mehtab: Not to feed the body, only to give me the privilege of service to
you. My heart will be delighted.
Tilok Bai: It is your greatness. I am not worthy to give privijege.
Mehtab: Sister! Fragrance of love of the Guru is coming from you. :For
the sake of his feet' accept my request.
Listening to the words 'For the sake of his feet' she was moved with
emotion. Her eyes filled with tears. She said: 0 darling Sister! If it is possib~e
that I am free to go up to your house, then I shall Game. (Looking towards the
queen) You need not worry I shall come back myself oy evening.
Taking leave from the queen, both of them came to Mehtab's house
through a secret path. She narrated the entire story to Ghulu Shah. He was
delighted to see a sister with so much faith. Mehtab provided groceries in the
other room, Tilok Bai cooked food for herself, prayed to the Lord and ate
food.
Meanwhile, two of Guru-devotees came to Ghulu Shah's house in disguise
to ask Ghulu Shah to enquire about Tilok Bai.
See the !"ord's wonder1 They ate food cooked by Tuok Bai. They felt
delighted but when they heard the story, they beca..'11e depressed that Tilok
Bai is still in detention. Then everybody prayed to the Lord: 0 Lord! You
save her. !t was ti.!l1e for recitation of scripture Rehras. See! A dreadful night is
approaching near but the Guru-devotee unmindful of fear is reciting the
I~ord's name. The Guru-devotee has faith that remembrance of Lord is
everlastL."'1g and it shall remain till the last breath.
Night descended. Preparations were on for merriment, singing and drinkir..g
in the drawing room on the first floor. The King came and asked Queen
Zena: Where is the singer?
Queen: She has gone to the garden. She wiJl come back shortly.
King: I don't think but I hope she doesn't slip away by bribing some
gardener.
Queen: You need not worry about that. She can slip away but she won't
do that.
Ki.llg: How do you say so?
Queen: I say, because she has promised that after my prayer l will come
back.
King: How can you trust a prisoner?
Queen: Prisoner or free, the promise of a Guru-devotee is trustworthy. I
have seen myself, t..~e Guru-devotees do not tell lies.
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King: Let us see.
Queen: You will see.
King: I hope the golden bird will not flyaway. You are saying, 'You will
see'.
Queen: I am sitting here as surety. Yes! But do not treat her badly. One
should always show respect to the talented.
King: No harshness. I want to listen to music only.
Queen: You consider the top singers as menials. You hardly show respect
to them.
King: Don't bother. Everything is fair for the King.
Zena: Your pa.rties of drinking, singing and dancing are secret but sometimes
secrets leak out. You know Aurangzeb is enemy of singing and danCing.
King: Do not worry. No news can reach him.
Meanwhile the garden door opened and fearless like a lion with a lustrous
face Tilok Bai entered in magnificence.
Queen looked at the king and said: See, the promise of the Guru-devotee.
On seeing her respectful old age beauty and fearlessness the King's pride
came down. Then he asked her to sit down and talked to her with respect.
The fearless lady looked towards the king as a doctor looks at a patient.
Meanwhile, a messenger. Callle and said: Your Majesty! The singers are
ready, the musicians are playing their instruments, and you are awaited in the
hall.
The king got up and walked into the big hall. Two maids took Tilok Bai
inside the hall.
The musicians played music and sang songs. Then the drinking session
started. Tilok Eai was now ordered to sing.
She replied: I carmot sing.
Question: Why Not?
Answer: Because singing is not my profession. I sing to flourish my souL
Courtier: You are not singing for money's sake. It is only to please the
king.
THok Bai: I need not please anyone.
Courtier: This is impertinence.
Tilok Bai: This is :q.ot impertinence. It is truth.
Courtier: You will have to sing.
THok Bai: Singing and coercion. This is unheard before.
King: Any special reason.
THok Bai: Yes! My husband's last wish and order was: Do not play
instruments or sing for anybody except the Guru-Lord and do not sing any
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song except divine songs. That is why I canno: sing here. I CaUl"lot sing for
everybody, I shall stick to my vow, my principles, my late husband's orders np
to my last breath.
King: Maybe I am the Guru-Lord;
Tilok Bai: No. You are not. You are the savio'J for your subjects, father
and mother to your subjects" It is your duty to protect and stop coe~cion.
One courtier (in intoxication of wine): Wna: you say is alright. But t.1.e
subject's duty is to obey the orders of the king. You are talented.. The king has
ordered. He wants to listen to your singing. To refuse is :rr.pertinence. The
king has shown patience because of your talent, othe~se 'No' to the orde~s
of the king is death punishment.
Tilok Bai: But you tell me whether the government is for the welfare of
the subjects or for giving suffering to the subjects?
Another courtier: Don't talk rudely. If the nightingale speaks rudely, then
the owner of the garden has a knife and a cage.
Tilok Bai: The nightingale is always ready to die. In this way the lady
remained in self honour. She replied to every question fearlessly.
The intoxication of wine increased. The rage also increased. Tl:e king
became highly agitated. He ordered: Throw this devil out of 1±.e garden.
Within moments the order was carried out.
One courtier (drunk) threw the violin out of the window. From the second
window three others lifted Tilok Bai and threw her out.
What was there down below? In the darkness under the window were
standing two Guru-devotees along with Mehtab a..'1d Ghulu Shal:, all four
holding a thick sheet from four corners. They had already planned and told
Tilok Bai that if it comes to near torture, then you jump down from :he
window. We will catch you before falling on the ground ar..d hide yo~ before
any sentry arrives. Tilok Bai's own thinking was that in case of ~ear torture
she shall kill herself with her dagger. But she had somewhat agreed with
Ghulu Shah's advice. ~ow something dropped in the sheet. To tl:eir
astonishment it was the violin.
On the second window side was a loud thump. When they saw that side,
then they realized it was Tilok Bai whom the courtiers had lifted a..'ld thrown.
This side Ghulu Shah had spread soft grass in anticipation that she might
jump this side. Hurriedly they lifted her, hid her in the backside room a..'ld
made her lie down.
Tilok Bai was unconscious. There"" as no fracture of bones but her body
got badly bruised and some thorns pierced and some parts of her body had
turned blue.
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They took out the thorns and applied ointment, sprinkled wc.t~~ on her
face but she did not gain consciousness in this way. Ghulu Shah noticed
damage to a bone in the head.
At that time Mehtab waited near the palace to check if any sentry was
watching. But since nobody came down and it became all quiet, then she
came to her own house. Ghulu Shah who was up till now looking after Tilok
Bai decided to go and fetch a doctor. By the time he brought the doctor Tuok
Bai got fever. The doctor applied ointment on her head and bandaged the
head. He gave some medicine to be taken orally. She has high fever. Tilok
Bai is not unconscious now. She talks irritatingly. One Guru-Devotee went to
inform the congregation that Tilok Bai's honour is saved. Her life is saved.
The other remained in service to her.
On the other side everybody had drunk excessively and dozed off to
sleep. In the morning Zena, on some pretext made the king leave early.
When she got the news that Tilok Bai has reached her congregation, then she
informed the king that she managed to throwaway the dead body far so that
the servants who work in the garden should not come to know about it.
In Lhe afternoon Zena called Mehtab and told her not to worry. She said:
I have closed the doors of search for Tilok Bai.
Tilok Bai is being looked after without any worry. rThe treatment is going
on but she has not regained proper consciousness. At one time the doctor
said that she miSh: :1n t C'urvive but one day fortunately her temperature came
down. Her head injury also became alright. 0he regained full consdousness
and slowly got strength and became alright. When she became strong (.'-:-:'l:'h
then they decided to depart. Tilok Bai and the two Gmll~devotees dressed as
Pathans. Ghulu Shah and Mehtab dressed like servants. They travelled in
comfort but after they had travelled a long distance, they reached a village
that was looted by dacoits in the night time. Some wounded and bruised were
writhing in pain without food and water. Those of the village who ran away
on seeing the dacoits had not returned to their village till then.
On seeing the suffering of the villagers they stopped their bullock carts
and got busy in treatment to the wounded and bn.:ised villagers. The Gurudevotees, Mehtab and Ghulu Shah applied ointment and bandaged the
wounded and bruised. The bullock cart owner also helped. They gave wn:~~
to the wounded to drink. The ladies cooked food. They milked some cows
and buffaloes and boiled the milk. They served hot milk. They bestowed love
that gave strength to the minds of the village people.
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II
At Anandpur today, it is the birthday of the true Guru. The sun emitted rays.
All round preparations are going on. It seems delight is born today and
happiness is swelling with happiness. The devotees have thronged and are
waiting: Now the beloved Guru will arrive. Now the Prince··sons will shody
come. Now the 'Guru with the Plume' will give a discourse. But the sun :-ose,
it became noon, then afternoon but the beloved Guru did not con:e r..or the
Prince-sons arrived.
Everybody is astonished: He did not attend the morning assembly. He is
not at the bank of river Satluj. He is not in any of the forts. ill this wait of
congregation one Guru-disciple came rD....'1ning and said: The true Garu met
me while going downside acco~panied by four Prince-sons and five 'Ideal
men' and ten to fifteen soldiers. They made their horses gallop at break-neck
speed. I have been instructed to tell you that birthday shall be celebrated on
day-after-tomorrow and not today. On listening to the message t.~e congregation
thought that the miraculous Guru himself knows where to sc.ower his love.
Either somebody is in pangs of love or somewhere some devotees are in
distress. He being a saviour, being a support for his devotees, who says, "I am
nothing without my disciples" has gone to allay some sufferings. Maybe he is
attracted to some pull from some devotees.
The Guru is galloping the horse at break-neck speed. The horses are
bathing in sweat. He is moving like the sea moving upstrea..'11 several kilometres
from the confluence where the river meets the sea. He said to his be:oved
sons and devotees: See, the delight in the forest. Food is being cooked.
Congregation is eating. How much ecstasy is there? The Lord has showe:-ed
rapture. Birthday is being celebrated. This birthday celebration has made the
usual birthday celebration wait for two days. Saying this, the beloved Gur.l
and party reached the looted village in the afternoon.
By now all the wounded and bruised had already been bandaged. All
were lying and resting on beds. They had eaten whateve~ they wished.
Ghulu Shah, Mehtab, Tilok Bai and some more devotees who did service
to the wounded were standing and praying: 0 beloved Gu..'U! Y 0:1 bless. You
eat this food and then we shall have food blessed by you. Everyone was so
much engrossed in the prayer that even the tapping of t.~e horses' feet did not
disturb. The miraculous Guru who loved his diSciples got down fron: his
horse and stood there. The beloved Prince-sons, the five 'Ideal n:en' a..'1d
other disciples who had accompanied also stood behind.
When the prayer finished and recitation of t.~e words "Welfare :0 all as
pe~ your will" finished and everyone bowed down, t.11en they heard a voice.
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"I am so hungry. Bring food quickly". On seeing the beloved true Guru
actually amidst them, everyone's mind swelled with love like a tidal wave. Like
a calf meets the cow, everyone clamped the beloved Guru's feet. They got so
much happiness and love in meeting the Guru that they went into trance. The
beloved Guru patted them on their heads and said: You have not treated the
wounded, you have comforted me. 0 moon faced Mehtab! 0 my loving
Ghulu Shah! You have not done service to Tilok Bai. It was service to the
three worlds. You did not free the damsel from captivity. You freed me from
captivity. Today whatever service you did I feel that comfort. You have
celebrated my birthday. You have done service to me.
In showering love on everybody the beloved Guru's own eyes filled with
nectar. For a long time he stood holding the dear diSciples with his hands.
Then he opened his eyes, smiled and said: "My beloved disciple is he who is
immersed in the love of the Lord and wishes good for all".
Then the Guru visited the wounded. He wished them early recovery.
Then he said to his Prince-sons: These disciples who ha~e done so much
service are my sons. They are your brothers. I am of the Lord. My family is of
the Lord.
The magnificent Guru and everyone ate food. Today, Tuok Bai ate food
from the common kitchen that we call Guru's kitchen. She bade good-bye to
the habit of 'Separate cooking'.
The Guru sent his soldiers to call back those who had left the village in
fear. He ordered some soldiers to stay here as security guards.
Everyone returned to their homes and life became normal in the village.
The Guru gave some money to the needy. At night the congregation assembled
and sang divine songs (Kirtan). Tilok Bai opened her violin to sing divine
songs for the Beloved Guru 'King or the spiritual sphere.' She sang a divine
song in superb melody. They spent the night, sometime i...'1 singing divine
songs (Kirtan) and sometime in sleep.
In the morning they departed for Anandpur. The birthday celebration at
Anandpur was fixed for the next day.

o
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G

rand-pa: 0 Child! Your steps are so slow. Even my feet stumble, my
breath has become heavy. Is it a mountainous climb?
Girl: 0 Grand-pa! It is not a mountainous climb but otherwise there is a
slight ascent. It is late evening. When I could see properly, then I evaded the
stones and mounds. Now it has become dark and the feet stumble sometimes.
Grand-pa: Has the moon not come up?
Girl: No! Grandpa! No stars even. It seems a bit cloudy.
Grand-pa: 0 child! See and gaze. Maybe some light is visible. Maybe
some hut or well is near.
Girl: Here is a narrow stream. It seems water is flowing through stones.
Across that some light is visible. That might be a candle or fire burning. The~e
is no light anywhere this nearer side.
Grand-pa (felt a puff of wintry wind): From where has this cold wind
come? I am already dead tired and exhausted and on the top of it this stream
is making me afraici. Me! Blind and you are a child. These hilly streams make
the feet of lions slip. Who knows both of us might get carried away by the
stream and our hopes and desires that are only a couple of days away might
get postponed to another lifetime?
Girl: 0 Grand-pa! Even hunger is biting and killing. There is no fried
flour in the knap sack. May be some bread is left but that also dried.
Grand-pa: It is really unfortunate that an innocent girl t.."'Jat you are is put
to distress on account of my sins. If I had perceived the right when my eyesight was intact, then I would not have run after inner eyes today. 3ut 0
destiny! I did not perceive the right when my eye-sight was intact. I did not
realize properly even after seeing and finding. I did not pay heed to good
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advice. Those who became devotees, they got salvation. They have crossed
the worldly ocean of fire and I am scared even to cross a stream today. Eyes
are a boon but if they see properly. They are a boon if the eyes also perceive
the right. Those who have eyes are running like blind persons and those who
are blind are searching for eyes. Eyes without a proper perception are equivalent
to blindness.
Girl: 0 grandpa! Don't talk like that. Let us move on straight.
Grandpa: 0 Child! If a voice goes into my ears saying, "Forgiven", then I
shall forget all my distress. I have put "an innocent girl" in distress. The sins I
did but I have put their weight on your l:ead.
Girl: Grandpa! Don't talk like that. I feel bad. You are my only support
and then you talk sadly. Please do not remember and remind me any distress.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! How far is the stream?
Girl: Grand-pal Now it is just near.
Grand-pa: Is the water running fast? Is it possible to measure the depth?
Does it appear to be too deep?
Girl: At the moment. I cannot say anything.
Grandpa: 0 Child! See! My walking stick has fallen. Wait! Pick it up and
give me.
Girl (Found the stick and while giving): 0 grand-pal Take this. Oh! My
God!
Grand-pa: 0 Child! What happened?
Girl: 0 grand-pal When I bent down to pick the stick, then I got pain in
my back. The back has stiffened by walking so much.
Grand-pa: Yes! It is so long since we started and then it is so cold. The
body had to stiffen. What shall we do?
Girl: The narrow path has taken a curve. One can hear the rustling of
water. The path goes towards dle stream. It is quite dark.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! Let's go on walking. We should not lose heart. Let
the fate decide if we have to lose. Remain in the look out if any hut of some
saint is visible where we can stay for fue night otherwise let us keep on
moving.
Girl: Alright Grand-pa.
Grandpa: Yes! Where we are going to beg forgiveness, to rid our darkness
of ilie mind by his gracious light, we may pray to him. We may beseech his
bleSSings. But 0 Child! I did not learn to pray. I remained entangled in
worldly desires. When the worldly gains were so much, then who would pray?
Girl: Respected Uncle used to say: Let the dead past buryits dead. Save
the present time.
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Grand-pa: That is true. 0 Child! You only can save the present. I can
only put my hand on your shoulder and follow you.
Girl: 0 Grandpa! We are moving but our mind is wandering. As uncle
said: IT we turn the mind towards the true Guru and recite "0 Lord, 0 Lord"
"Waheguru, Waheguru," then the true Guru will surely come to our rescue.
Grand-pa: 0 Yes, child just wait.
Girl: 0 Grand-pa! Why?
Grand-pa: 0 Child! I stepped into low ground. I have sprained my ar..kle.
Girl: Yes! Rest for a while. I will press your legs. 0 Guru! Please help
(P.resses the leg).
Grand-pa: That is sufficient. 0 darling Child! Let us move.
Girl: We have reached the stream. I wonder what would be the depth of
the water in the stream.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! Look this side, that side. See, if there is abridge?
Girl: 0 Grandpa! I cannot see in this darkness. Water is visib~e but there
is no bridge on this narrow path.
Grand-pa: The sound of water is imperceptible. That means water is deep
and flowing fast.
Girl: The Lord knows.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! What shall we du now?
Girl: Guru shall come to our rescue. Guru shall show us the way. 0 trUe
Guru! Make us cross this stream. 0 true Guru! Come and help us out. Saying
this, the girl got engrossed in deep prayer.
Girl (opened her eyes): 0 Grand-pa! The heaven has thrown light. 7here
is a flash of lightning. See! There is somet:1liB.g like a bridge on the stream. 0
grand-pa! Come! Let us see.
Grand-pa: Let us go.
Girl (having reached): 0 grandpa! Here the water is less. One big tree
seems to have fallen. It is like a bridge on the strea..'U. We can cross the s:ream
walking on it.
Grand-pa: Is there any visibility?
Girl: Yes! This flash of lightning is helpful but really speakL.'1g it is a
difficult task. Come! Maybe the Guru has made a bridge for us. The Guru
will also help us in crossing over. Oh Lord! 0 Grand-pa! Here! Here! This:s
the stub. Put your foot on it.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! This is very difficult.
Girl: "Difficult or easy", leave it to the Guru. He will accomplish. Suppert
yourself with your hand on my shoulder and move.
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Grand·pa: a beloved Guru, please help us. You gave salvation t,).Ajamal.
Help us also.
Girl: Yes! Like this, walk step by step slowly.
Grand-pa: a Guru! Please make us cross this bridge.
Girl: a Grand-pa! Wait, I am gone! Sit down. Dh! This flash oflightning,
I feel dizzy. My eyes cannot bear the dazzle. In dizziness I was about to fall.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! Better sit down. To walk in standing posture is more
risky. While sitting hold the tree "vith your hand and move slowly like a duck.
I will follow you like that.
Girl (sat down and walked): \es! This way is better. We shall be able to
go.
Grand-pa: a Guru! Please give us your support.
. Girl (on reaching the end): 111anks 0 Lord! We have crossed the stream.

II
Having crossed the stream the girl saw some fire burning at a place. They
went there straight. A fire. was burning. On the furL~er side a few Pathans
were sitting and eating something. Both of them sat near the fire to warm up.
One Pat.~an (came near): "Who are you"? Old man!
Old man (with little fear in mind): We are strangers and very tired. C::tl1
we warm up a little? We are poor.
Pathan (stared at the girl but in a soft voice) said: Yes, Old man! You may
warm up. You are a sadhu. Have something to eat.
Old man: We have got food to eat.
Pathan: Alright. Have food.
Then he went away.
Old man: God bless you!
They felt relieved and relaxed after warming up. They took o~t fried
bread that was cooked in the morning, warmed it and ate. Then they lay
down near the fire. Extremely tired that they were, they immediately dozed
off and slept.
Next morning when they turned over the sun had already risen. Hurriedly
hey got up, picked up their knapsack and started walking.
Pathan (in a threatening tone): Old man, beware! Do not move.
Old man: Gentleman! Why?
Pathan: Listen with ears open. You are under my captivity. Do not move
one step further.
Old man: Gentleman! What harm have we done to you?
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Pathan: Shut up.
.(To peasant who had just come with his ox to plough the land) 0 Peasant!
Take this old man as a gift. He will be a caretaker for you. If you have thirty
rupees, then you take this girl also.
Peasant: Have you bought these slaves? Tall<. softly. The kingdom of the
Guru is nearby. If somebody listens that slaves are being sold, they will punis!:l
you.
Pathan: Who can punish?
Saying this he started ·off downwards. He had hardly gone a little distance
when he met a Rajput strolling accompanied by his soldiers.
Pathan: 0 Captain! Will you buy a slave girl? Just ror for:y rupees?
Captain: Wait. I will ask my Chieftain.
Pathan: Tell me quickly.
Captain (came back after asking): How much have you paid :or her?
Pathan: I have paid twenty. I want profit of twenty.
Captain: Here is forty rupees.
The Captain paid the money and took the girl to his Chieftain.
Chieftain: Yes! She is healthy looking.
Captain: Yes Master! She will be a good slave for yo:rr n.ewly married
wife.

III
Next morning when the peasant came early in the moming at the weI. and
round the old man crying, then he asked: 0 Old man! Why are yO:l wailing?
If it is written in your fate to become a slave, then one cannot help. Your :ears
have not stopped since twenty-four hours.
Old man: I am crying for the child who has been made a slave fO:-cibly. If
she had died in front of my eyes, then the suffering would not have beer. so
much. :Now pain is killing like the ranlding of a broken thorn in a wO'JIld.
Peasant: Old man! How did you get into captivity?
Old man: I and my grand-daughter were going to Anandpur to have a
glimpse of the Guru. On seeing a fire lit, we came here to warm up. k 6e
morning when we started they held us in captivity.
Peasant (listening to the name Anandpur, he felt awe): ':::'hat mea..'1S, you
have been trapped inadvertently. (After a thought) Are you a Gur..::.-disciple?
Old man: I am father of a Guru-devotee and I was going to get blessings
from the Guru. (Heaving a Sigh) 0 Guru with the plume! If you are a true
Guru, then you save the daughter of your beloved disciple Ram Singh wid:
honour and give her refugee at yocr feet. I do not mind dying or sl:ffering
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. but for the child, I pray to you to save her. 0 saviour of Hindu religion! 0
true Guru! There is no one except: you who can save the sufferers. 0 beloved
Guru! Please help! You are the pillar of support. Again he cried with loud
wails.
Peasant: Old man! Do you belong to a rich family?
Old man: I am a merchant fromJalandhar. I was a millionaire. My family
members died in a calamity. I had five sons, young and stout like lions. The
youngest Ram Singh became a Guru-disciple. When the sons died, then my
relatives in connivance with Municipal Officers grabbed my land and property.
In wailing, I lost my eyesight. Then my mind said: Let me go to Ram Singh's
Guru. He will give peace of mind. So I started accompanied by my only
grand-daughter, this girl. Destiny was against me. I travelled with my granddaughter and lost her. I became a slave. (Looking towards the sky) 0 Guru at
Anandpur! Have mercy on the sufferers.
Peasant: Old man! Do not curse me. I am a family man with children.
From my side, you are free. You may go to Anandpur. I am telling truly. You
may go now or you may go tomorrow. I have no grudge.
The peasant was afraid of Guru-devotees. Saying this he went away to
meet his son who was coming from a distance. Soon he was out of sight.
The old man said louclly: God bless you! God bless you!
But how could he go without someone to guide?
N
Mter a few moments, to the utter amazement of the old man his granddaughter arrived and embraced l:tim. 0 grand-pal 0 Grand-pa! I have come.
Grand-pa (in thankfulness, in happiness, in amazement and hugging he~):
o daughter! 0 daughter! Thanks to the Lord! I hope nobody is watching.
How haye you managed to come?
Girl: I slipped out stealthily and came running. Do not worry. Nobody is
watching. It is somewhat dark.
Grand-pa: If the peasant is not there and nobody is watching, then let us
start walking lest somebody comes. Both of them walked and talked.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! Lion child! Guru-disciple child! Great is Guru!
Omnipresent Guru! He has heard my wailing. He has made the separated
together. Great is the Guru!
Girl: Father said that Guru always helps in times of distress.
Grand-pa: 0 Child! How you got emancipation? Was somebody merciful
to you like the peasant was merciful?
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Girl: No! Grand-pal The Pathan sold me to a Rajput for forty rupees. He
was a rich man newly married. He made me maid for his wife. I was ordered
to massage t.~e bride. I massaged but my wailing did not stop. She becarr..e
angry and asked me to get out. It was midnight. I ca~e dowr.. the stairs into
the verandah. The guard was fast asleep. The door of the verandah was
locked from inside. I noticed a gap on the top of the door. I climbed t:r..e door
and slipped out. Then slowly I rested my feet on a projection and jt:.mped
down. 'l'hen I hid myself behind the side-wall for a few moments and fir..ally
ran to this place.
She embraced Grand-pa again: 0 Grand-pa!
Now they are walking but they missed the path. ~he sun rose. They
reached the place where the Pathans were standing. They stared at 80th of
them. The girl was stunned like a goat seeing a lion. The; had not even talked
that two horse-riders reached :!:ast on their horses. They were from the group
who had bought the girl as a slave and came searchir..g for her. Oh! Now the
child girl and the feeble old man who is blind and poor are trapped in a
double net.

V
Dust rose from a distance. Everybody had hardly looked that side t..'.:at a
sound was heard 'Thuk'. What did they see? An arrow has struck the sturr..p
of a tree lying at a distance. 1\ow the sound of tapping of heels of horses
became audible. They were still dazed that another arrow came and struck
the Pathan's horse that was tied to a tree and made a noise 'Thuk'. They just
looked up when a challenging voice said: Beware! And soon t.1}e Pathans were
surrounded by about twenty or twenty five Guru-soldiers. Collectively t..~ey
said: "Lord is the Saviour".
Girl: He has come! 0 Grand-pa! He has come! (Clapping her hands)See!
Grand-pa! Beloved Guru has come!
The sudden arrival of the Sl:ll. of hope b this extreme despair and terrifying
situation had a magical effect on the old man's mind. He went into trance. He
forgot all his distress. In his inner mind the in£.uence of his blindness was
erased. Some feeling surged to have a glimpse of the beloved Guru. He
opened his eyes. His eyeSight was fully restored. The eyes that had gone b!:nd
by excessive wailing filled with love-tears in emotion and thanks.
In full sunlight his eyes opened and they had a real glimpse of the beloved
Guru for whom his thirsty mind and thirsty soul was craving.
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He got a glimpse of the 'Guru with the p1l1me', the liberator of captives.
He got a real glimpse of the 'Guru with the pll.lY'.e' that liberated him from the
clutches of 'TIeSsl~::J.gers of d2ath.
Old man and grand-daughter both were saved and they also got irnme"1se
blessings of the 'Guru wit.~ the plume'.

o ]jllagnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!
o Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!

o
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ar..y intellectuals aIld poets got due respect in the Guru's hall of audience.
>-Fifty two names are prominent. From amongst these we:-e in:el:ectuals
who translated the scriptures and wrote poetry.
Some intellectuals imbibed the Lord's name in their hearts and stayed
here or as per the orders of the Guru went out to preach and serve humanity.
Some enjoyed the ecstasy of the Lord's name and lived a blissful life.
One BhaiJai Singh was one of these. He was a versatile poet and ca.me to
the Guru to show him his skill in poetry. He was enthralled to see the Guru's
splendour. The Guru blessed him with the Lord's name and he was filled with
ecstasy. He got immersed in Guru-love and his soul mingled with the Gurusoul. He felt rapturous.
One day a disciple said to the Guru: Bhai Jai Singh spends most of the
time in meditation. Please order him that he should join us in the batHes.
The true Guru said: His soul has to flourish in devotional love of the
Lord.
Next day beloved Guru called him and said: BhaiJai Singh! You go to
your hometown, live with your family and meditate there.
He listened to the beloved Guru's command, diffcult command and
command to separate from the Guru. He obeyed the command of separation
and reached home. The longing and craving that he endured for two or three
years that only he knew or the Guru knew.
The Guru called him and his desire for beloved Guru's glimpse was
fulfilled. The poetry full of longing that he wrote in separation has been lost in
the sands of time. We have found two of his poems:
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1. 0 True Guru! Why don't you call me?
I cry like a bird separated from its flock.
If I am a sinner, 0 true Guru you are a redeemer of sins.
Please do listen to my wailing.
o dear! Give me your glimpse.
2. 0 Magnificent! I cannot live without your glimpse.
Besides you, whom can I tell
the piercing of the thorn of craving and the pain of separation?
Day and night I remember you and I cannot sit in peace.
Please listen to the prayer ofJai Singh.
I am sailing in the river of your love.

o
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Then one is tired, one wants to rest. When one gets fed up, then one
wants to get rid of L~ose from whom the person was fed up. When one
feels bored, then one is not conscious of rest or riddance. One feels baffled
inside and out. But if one gets out of all situations that created the tiredness or
fed up feeling or boredom and one is left alone, Lh.en one becomes crazy arrd
turns to uncivil-ness.
Aloneness is bad. It should not come to anyone. Aloneness is more
frightening than anything else. LonelL."'1.ess is the mother of sadness and grallcmother of despair. Oh! Is aloneness bad? Aloneness:s solitude. Tne inte~ectuals
of fine arts, Philosophers and Lord-lovers have praised solitude.
Why do you say aloneness or solitude is bad? Because aloneness is not
solitude, mar.. seeks solitude but aloneness comes to him. So~itude is the place
of peace of the soul. Aloneness is a prisor~ in isolation.
In solitude tiredness, fed up feeling and boredom vanish. In 10neli..'1.ess
one becomes crazy and mad. Solitude gives b~ossorr.. to the mind and brings
youth. Loneliness erodes life and brings old age. In solitude the mind is in
perfect balance. In loneliness the mind is depressed.
Yes, in solitude there is no praise that increases ego and ~o eiticism t..1.a:
causes depression. The scales of the mind do not move up or down. The
scale remains in balance. One assesses his own persorrality correctly, neither
more nor less.
In solitude the attention is not drawn or influenced by Outside a~d
superficial pulls. The mind concentrates and sees inwardly. Sometimes, in this
inward hop the mind is elevated and feels the sensation of the presence of the
Lord.

'W '0/
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In solitude one perceives the deceptions of the mind and they y;qnish. In
solitude t.h.e mind is elevated and on2 gets a sensation of the presence of the
Lord inside the body and outside in nature. In solitude the mind concentrates
and one finds the path and the door of the Lord's palace. In solitude the body
soul immerses in the Supreme soul.
If a man wants to give something to the world, then he should love
solitude. He will get something that shall make him a giver.
In loneliness the supports of the mind appear to have become stra.Tlgers
and run away far. That is why one is in sadness, fear and craziness. If you go
and leave a person in a secluded island and ask him after six months, "How
did you spend your time?" Then he shall be able to tell the extreme fright.
You are sitting in a temple in meditation with eyes closed where the
. crowd is hustling bustling. When you open your eyes you do not see a single
----.·--~-pets6ii-llrdre..·i:enfpk.~¥vu--cuH ..-:ffil-.~g!.r..e t...~e~l()nf>ness ynu will feel CU19 _i~
effect. Just think that you went for hunting in a forest and got lost there. No
loving one is with you. No known or unknown person is visible. No stranger is
visible. Not even a living creature is visible. You can imagine how your heart
shall break down. One who has lost himself once in a forest he only knows
the suffering of aloneness or a person in prison in a secluded place only
knows its suffering.
If one sees as a matter of fact, then man is alone. He comes alone and
alone he goes. But he never perceives this aloneness. If he perceives, then he
becomes afraid. However, living in his world, if he has to live alone, he is in
agony.
If man thinks properly, then he realizes that although he is living and
enjoying in this world but he is alone. But since he is surrounded by people
around he does not realize this aloneness. Like one hundred eggs are lying
close to each other but each egg is closed in its shell. Although, they are lying
together but they are separate 'one', 'one' alone. One hundred cages are
lying together but the birds in the cage are sitting 'one', 'one'. Ther.e are one
hundred islands in the sea close to each other but t.1}eir limit is separate 'one',
'one'. In the same way howsoever much a human is near human but everyone
is 'one', 'one', 'alone', 'alone'.
Everyone's body is 'one', 'one', everyone's mind is his own.
Son is writhing in pain. Mother is sitting near, doing fomentation and
giving parsley powder and is emotional but she cannot reach where the son
feels the pain. She gnashes: I wish I had the power to take the pain out. But
despite the so dear Mother sitting close by, the son is bearing the pain alone.
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There is another aloneness in which men are living in delight. Everyone
is an individual and he is struggling with the world. Everyone is looking to his
own gain. He considers the other persan as stranger and he is not bothered
about the gain of the other person. For his own gain, for his own profit ne
does not feel pai,n for the other person nor does he care for the ot..her person's
loss.
In this way also everyone is alone and his aloneness lives inside. 'l'his
aloneness is not outside. This aloneness is inside. One's own gain a..'1d 6e
endeavour or struggle for the gain and t..;'e happiness arising from this
endeavour does not let you perceive this aloneness.
There is another aloneness that can be felt even in crowds. If you take a
person on a plane and leave him 5000 kilometres away in a crowded city
where he does not understand the language of the people living there, in that
crowded place he shall feel the aloneness in the crowd. He will feel happy if
he meets even one person who knows his language. Then he shall feel the
riddance from loneliness.
There is another type of aloneness. When crowds are around, friends
and acquaintances are near, some sympathizers are near but one dear one
who was a support of your mind has passed away, yes, in this world of
aloneness where outside is distance, inside is distance love or sympathy is an
element if it is present, becomes a bridge over the distance of aloneness, on
the support of this bridge man forgets the aloneness but if this bridge breaks
or there is separation of a beloved then aloneness comes ever.. when people
are around you it gives pain of aloneness.

II
One lady hails from Pothohar. Her beloved husband has died in prime youth.
TIlls lady herself is young with a muscular body, pretty, accomplished and
graceful. Her name is Sughar Bai but her friends out of love call her Sugmo.
Her parents were wealthy. She is the only daughter. They both passed away
and left all their wealth to her. Her husband also had lot of money. Since no
child was born to her, she inherited all the money and property that her
husband left.
The wealth that has come from both sides is kissing her feet but she is
alone, neither husband nor father-in-law, nor mot.~er-in-Iaw, nor dad, nor
mom.
This lady is sitting in this world alone. She has servants and maids, near
and far relatives, plenty of flatterers and servile but in her mind and heart she
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feels she is alone. Her aloneness is the separation from those who loved her
and in her heart she has lost the support of the mind that was her hu;band, so
she feels alone.
It is midnight, hot season, a bed is laid on the roof-top. This lady is lying
down. She is lying down but is awake and is talking to the stars: 0 stars of the
limitless sky! I see you all are 'one', 'one', alone. Like me, none is connected
to the other. I do not know how much distant you are from one another but
yet you are twinkling and shining. Wny am I sad? I have got jewels like you.
Why my joy has gone? I have got servants and maids. Flatterers are many.
Then why I feel alone? With so many people around why tr.Js loneliness is
bothering me?
Then she talked to her mind: 0 Sughro! Father had taught you that this
world is perishable. You had read it. One comes alone and goes alone. In
between if one becomes alone by the Lord's will, then let it be. But these
thoughts were educative but now in practice these thoughts are no help. The
pain is in the heart and it does not go. 0 Father! 0 Father! Come and see! In
how much agony is your pampered daughter? Death, cruel death, the knife
for separation, Mother separated, Father separated, my husband also fell
prey but Oh ho! Death is benevolent also. When you died I was sad, why
have you gone but today I see that death was benevolent to you. If death had
not taken you in her lap, then you would have been in agony to see my
agony. If she had taken me also in her lap at that time, then I would not have
seen this agony of mine. Death is benevolent but her benevolence depends
upon her will. She shall not take you in her lap on asking. On her own will,
she showers benevolence. I prayed a lot to her to take me in her lap along
with my husband but in resoluteness she di~ not listen to a word. This one
night of agony does not pass. How shall the morning be? How shall the day
pass? How shall life pass? I cannot go to sleep. When shall I sleep forever?
Then she thought of her husband. 0 dear! Won't you come again?

III
[Endeavour to rid the aloneness]
Sometimes like a crazy person she was perplexed and emotionally perturbed.
However, she was an educated lady and had some natural strengt.h of mind.
Whenever she felt crazy she tried to find some way out to rid this aloneness.
Forty days passed i...'1. wailing and sorrow. One night while looking at the
stars, it c'ame to her mind: My husband is gone and cannot come back now.
Nobody has ever come back. Can I not tum the situation for something
better?
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Her intellectual mind said: I can pass time in a better way by remembrance
of the good days when my husband was living. The mind was happy when ~e
was living. It is the mind that is feeling the separation when I remember the
good old days then I grumble in separation. Why not live in remembrance of
l~e good days? Those moments, those hours, those days that went by in
happiness when he was living, can't I live in remembrance or those good
days?
She found a way out of aloneness. She said to herself: 0 aloneness that
yoe. have entered my mind, you get out and I shall :ill my :nina with
remembrance of good days that I spent with my husband.
In this endeavour she spent some time in good mood and sometime got
emotionally perturbed. To get rid of this emotional perturb, she tho:Ight of
another idea. She got a statue 0: her husband sculptured and placed it 0.::1 the
bed. She started worship of the statue like idol worship. Wneneve:::- she felt
perturbed she would stand in front of the stah:e and say: You are here. I a.'1J.
in remembrance of your love always. Then she closed her eyes, sat down and
remembered the good old days.·In this way she rid herself from the fear and
.::1ervousness of aloneness.

IV
[Idol Worship, Busband to Sri Ram]
Time also heals the wounds of separation of a 'beloved. Sages say that it takes
at least one year to heal such wounds. But more d.epends 0.::1 the intensity of
love that creates the wound.
Sughro's intellectual mind had already fo~d one remedy from within
but it did not give that deep satisfaction that one gets in holy company in
remembrance of the Lord. For this reason she had to take support of a.Tl idol.
With this support she felt somewhat relieved from the emotional perturb. The
manalSement of property and wealth also took quite some time. These also
helped her in getting out of the emotional stress. But she devised another way
also. She got constructed a few huts where sadhus could stay. She made a
garden around and made arrangements for food and ot..~er amenities for the
sadhus.
When a lady has lot of wealth and becomes a widow, then the relatives
and known people in greed desire that somehow we may get that money.
N early a year passed like this and her mind remained engrossed in
managing her property. ~ow, she regained some happiness and sometimes
she was in delightful mood. Then some near relatives thought t..~at although it
is not customary to marry a widow and also it is considered humiliating by the
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high caste Khatris but why bother about custom if one can acquire a lot of
wealth by marrying the lady. So offers of marriage started coming from many
sources but these did not influence Sughro. Sughro possessed a strong
intellectual mind and could perceive the underlying greed in the proposals.
She had a sharp intellect to judge everything in its right perspective.
Having read lot of scriptures she had developed some intuitiveness also.
So was able to judge that these people are after money only and by
marrying they wish to become co-owners. Being a Hindu and born in a Hindu
Khatri family, to remarry was against her principles, what the people shall say
was also in mind. But more so her love for her husband kept her mind in an
inward pulL As such she turned down any proposal for marriage and won
over. Every time winnL'1g over made her mir..d strong but along with it her
detachment from world increased.
In respect of her wealth she did not trust anyone except one old servant
and she became more vigilant in keeping her money safe.
From this worldly detachment her mind bent towards holy company where
she saw that the soul shall flourish and the money shall be utilized fruitfully.
The servants looked after the huts that she got constructed but now she
started checking herself. Here she got an opportunity to meet intellectual
sadhus and other piOUS people and she gained more knowledge about the
Lord that was her thirst. She got blessing from sadhus when she served them
food with her own hands or some praised her for he:- benevolence and that
gave support to her mind.
Time passed on. One day one recluse sadhu came to stay. He was quite
knowledge-able and intellectuaL When he came to know the lady, then he
stayed here for a long period and gave discourses. When the sadhu came to
. know that this lady worships the idol of her husband, then he said: a pious
lady! The Idol worship that you do in front of your husband's idol is not
good. It is not good to remember a person who is dead. Generally, the
custom is that one does not remember a deceased person. When we cremate
the body, then we detach ourselves from him. He went from where he came.
All persons who die are not saints. To worship a person who is not a saint is
not desirable. But it is good in a way that you have got into the habit of Idol
worship. Now if you keep the Idol of Ram in lieu of the idol ofyollr husband,
then you shall get salvation when your husband's-idol worship becomes Ramidol worship. Then you shall be out of the cycle of births and deaths.
In his way this sadhu persuaded Sughro and she replaced the husband's
idol with Ram idol.
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Now she got automatically detached from her husband-idol and got devoted
to Ram-idol and whatever rituals the sadhu suggested she did but her mind
still vacillated. Finally, one day from the conversation with the sadhu she
perceived that he has plans to sbow himself as Ram and suggest his Ow:1
worship. Then she made enquiries secretly and came to know that this sadhu
has not developed his own good character. He is after her beauty and rr..oney
only. After making sure, she asked the sadhu to depart.
Her mind was again in turbulence that as in the world nobody is your
friend, similarly, these sadhus have renounced their homes but t..,.ey are st:1l IT:
greed for money.

V
[Idol-worship from Ram to Sri Krishna]
This jerk did not make Sughro dejected. Her mind said: One has to die one
day. This wealth shall not go along. Do something positive that one gets out of
the cycle of births and deaths. Neither one should remain in the cycle of bw_"'ls
and deaths nor should have sentimental attachment with husband, father,
wealth etc. nor should remain in agony on account of separatior...
I must find some sadhu who is enlightened, who is detached frorr.. worldly
desires a.l1d has met 6e Lord. .
So she did not stop m'eeting the sadhus... Whenever she heard tha~ a
. sadhu has come, she took her friends and went to meet. She gave offering
and if she liked him then she invited him to stay in tJ.:1e hut for some time.
Every sadhu told her that without a Guru you cannot get salvation. So she
tried to search for a Guru that should be to her mind's satisfaction.
Now the news spread far and wide that this lady is in search of a Garu.
Those who are without desires, they do not go to anyone until the Lo:-d
wishes so'. Bat for those who are in desires, then lle desires do not ~et men sit
in peace.
A Vaishnav sadhu from Vindraban heard about Sugbro and ca..'1le ~o
Pothohar. He brought along his group and other paraphernalia for d:-ama
depicting the life of Sri Krishna. They were good' in the art of singbg ar..d
dancing. They stayed at a town where the habitants were mostly P...ind'...:s and
the town was big. Sughro's village was near this town. Praise of t:b.eir performance
and their art and devotion reached Sughro's ears. This praise did not corr..e
by itself. Somebody was put on the job to sing their praises to Sug.hro. Sugr..:-o,
since she already had experience, she watchfully made enquiries. Wner.. s!1e
was satisfied that they are not fake sadhus, then she called them to he:- ~"age.
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Here the sadhus perfo~ed the entire drama depicting the life of Sri Krishna.
The name of the Chief sadhu was Krishan Kumar. He danced so well and his
singing was superb that made Sughro go in trance sometimes. The singing of
religious songs made a dent on heX" mind. It gave more concentration of mind
that she was looking for. Her devotion to Krishan Kumar went on increasing.
Sughro had one servant named Chokha. Her father-L.'1-law had brought
him up from childhood and he was fifty now. He had true love for this house.
Mter the demise of men in the family he proved to be a true and faithful
servant to Sughro. He was always watchful of Sughro's meeting the sadhus L'1.
pursuit of her inclination towards religiousness. Many times, his enquiries
served as a light house to Sughro.. He came to believe that this sadhu has no
greed but still he remained watchful.
One day Sughro asked the sadhu to initiate her as his devotee.
The sadhu said: First you remove this idol of Ram from your house. In
future you agree not to meet Ram devotees. Then I can initiate you as my
devotee.
When the lady asked the reason for that, then he said that spiritual guide
should be one -and not two. If you have a choice of two, then you select
whoever you feel is more prominent. Ram was not perfect whereas Sri Krishna
was a perfect prophet. You select Sri Krishna.
Sughro agreed to the advice of the sadhu and stopped worship of the idol
of Ram.
One day Chokha came and said: a my mistress! Here also is greed. One
lady who comes from a particular village has given her ornaments of high
value to this sadhu secretly. Other family members have come to know. There
is quarrel in the house. They shall come to you shortly asking for your help to
settle the dispute. Shortly after they came and met Sughro requesting her to
resolve the issue.
Then Sughro told Krishan Kumar:- You are detached from t.~e world.
You are immersed in love of Sri Krishna. Why do you need her money when
the family people are not happy to give? Why don't you throw the money
back in their lap?
But Krishan Kumar did not agree. He put her off by telling her that it
shall become a curse for the women if I return.
Sughro did not ask for initiation. She sighed in relief. Maybe this aloneness
is a blessing that the Lord has given me. a mind! The meditative are searching
for solitude. You have got it and you want to shirk. She heaved lot of sighs
and became dis-interested in the sadhu.
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But with each experience her mind became more watchful. However, by
meeting many sadhus and remaining in worship she got concentration of
mind.
VI
The next who won her confideJ?,ce was also a devotee of Sri Krishca. But he
was not a worshipper. He recited the Geeta and gave discourses elucidating
the writing of Geeta. He was a Pandit and he left his home in poverty as a
recluse sadhu. He got enough money for his discourses. One day, on hear..r.g
about the benevolence of Sughro he also came.
Sughro listened to his discourses. Her mind became eageI' to gain more
knowledge. This sadhu heard about her previous practice and t.hen saie.:
There is no salvation without intuitiveness. The knowledge that Sri Krishna
has given in Geeta is the best. She liked this advice of the Pandit. Then she
gave him some money. Since he got money, he stayed on for more time.
When the Pandit preached that one should live in love ofSri Krishna and
should not have worldly desires, then Sughro wished to see whethey t.he
Pandit himself was without desires.
When the Pandit saw that Sughro was now devoted to :bL'I1, then reassuyed
he asked for money. Then Sughro became more watchful.
One day when the Pandit demanded money, :hen Sughro saie. :0 1' i m: :::
wanted to get something from you that I do not have and I thought you have
got. You have asked me for something that you do not have a.."'ld I have got. I
have already given you some and I am ready to give you more but yO:.l r..ave
not given me what I expected from you.
The sadhu said: You practice what I have recited from me Geeta. Wner.
you become entitled then I shall give you intuitiver..ess.
Sughro replied: I give money to every sadhu. I do not ask or see whe:her
he is entitled Or' deserving. Sometimes if I am not carrying a.."1y mO:1ey then 1:
give some wheat-flour but I never ask wr.ether he deserves it. Can you not
give me even a drop of the intuitiveness that yo:! have got?
When she put this question, then the sadhu talked non-sensibly.
Sughro thought that he has spent time. He has to run his k.i:chen. If nobody
gives him money how shall he run his kitchen? So, she gave money to :"~e
Pandit and bade him farewell respectfully. She heaved a sigb a..'1d said: 0
Lord! How is it that you have given me so much wealth for which fa..'1li:.y mer.,
sadhus and others solicit me, some in straightforward-ness a:ld some b
hypocrisy? Does this wealth really give some inner happiness? Why r..ave you
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not given me such wealth that I would not solicit them and they should not
solicit me? 0 Lord! I am sure there shall be someone soliciting you only and
he shall not desire me or my wealth.

VII
[}'or the sake of God]
Time passed on. Some sadhus came and stayed in the huts and went away.
Many came with the idea of making her a devotee of theirs but went away in
despair. It is written: Whosoever came said: It shall be a privilege to me if she
becomes my devotee. My prestige shall become high.
Many sadhus came but Sughro did not become a follower of anyone.
One day somebody came and said: One man of God has come to stay in
the nearby village. He is intuitive and has Supernatural powers.
On hearing this praise, Sughro accompanied by her friends and Chokha
went to meet him. His disciples were sitting in front of a tent. Chokha went
and told them the purpose of their visit.
First they got angry a.'1d said: Our master is a Man of God. He does not
like to meet people. But when they realized that these people are very keen
then they said: We have a small boy. Our master listens to him. We shall call
him. He shall take you to ocr master.
They called t...'le boy. Chokha gave him one gold coin. The boy asked
everybody to follow him. A little further another tent was pitched that had
eight to ten doors. When the boy entered one door, then the master shouted:
I just pampered you a little but you have become so daring. You bring in
anybody at any time. Do you think God is a toy that I shall make it and give it
to anyone? If one requires a son, then I might bless. From where shall I bring
God? One meets God after death. The dead meet God. You go away. Get
out.
Sughro and her companions heard all this conversation and wondered
how the master has guessed that we are Lord-seekers? Meanwhile everyone
entered and bowed. First he picked up a wand to hit. Then he trembled and
said: Ah hal This lady has a line of fortune on her forehead. TPis is the line of
God. Yes! She will meet God. Surely she will meet God.
Sughro offered five gold coins. The master threw the coins out and said:
You cannot meet God by spending money. You have to give your head to
meet God. If you wish to meet God, then wash your hands off this world.
Throwaway all your money. Give it away in the name of the Lord to saints.
Read the story of Ibrahim. He renounced his kingdom. Then he met God.
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Give away your wealth and come in a patched blanket. Then I shaI make
you meet God. Yqu wish wealth should remaill.luxuriesshouldremain.Ca...1
you meet God while lying down on silken mattresses? Fort'..::::e is swaying o~
your head. The wealth is a curtain between you and God. I am r.:lercifcl to
you. You remove the curtain of wealth. God shall then present Himsel: before
you. Give your wealth to saints. Now you may go. Saying :..1Us, the saint kept
the wand doWn and sat down in a squatting posture with eyes closed. Sughro
bowed down and came away.
She has become half-crazy. She thinks that the saint is intuitive, withOl::.t
greed, his words are strong and true. Wealth and God are two swords. How
can they be put in one sheath? Then should I give away all wealth. ~at shall
::: do with it if it is a curtain? LTJ. this thinki:::g she reached home. Cho£.'-la was
also impressed much today. But his mind is sad. He is drawing a picture in his
mind, "What shall happen if my mistress gives away all her wealth and starts
living as a penniless woman begging for food?" ':::'his picture of ~is mistress
looked dreadful to him. On the other side he noticed that his mistress was
ready to give her wealth away.
Mter some thought he talked to his mistress: 0 :my mistress! You are sad.
I feel you have got faith in the priest whom you met a few days back. I an: I:ot
against your getting inner ha?pir.ess but if you give away all your wealth and
this priest comes out a hypocrite, then you will become penniless and the
world shall make fu...'1. If you permit, then I shall stay near for te~ days and
find out whether the saint's intuitiveness is real 0:- :::ot.
Sughro was a mature lady. She already had lot of bad experiences. She
said: You may go. But be cautious. He might be a true saint and you might get
a curse while in the testing process. They say these Musc.m priests a:-e like
snakes. That day he was nice and he blessed us.
Chokha said: You need not worry. Even I was impressed. I shall be
cautious. On the tenth day Chokha returned but wi:h a sad face and said: 0
mistress! Lord has saved us. ':'here is not even a litcie si~ of any devotion,
meditation or religiousness. The previous sadhas who came were greedy and
that annoyed us. But here is height of Swindling. Nobody can meet the Muslim
priest directly. Everybody first meets his discip~es. They do no: talk to you till
you give them money. Mter receivi...'1g the mO:ley, t.'-len they send you i::side.
Unsuspectingly, they first find out from the visitor :he wish for which he has
come. Further, where the Muslim saint sits, there are many doors. Every doo~
is marked for a wish. like wish for a son, wish :or wealth, W~'1I'...ir..g of court
case, riddance from illness, Lord-seeker, etc. ':'hen from whichever gate the
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visitor entered, the Muslim priest starts shouting for the same wish. He will say
"Oh, have I got sons here that you have come for sons?" In this; way the
visitor is impressed of his intuitiveness. Then he gets angry with the boy and
then blesses the visitor. The boy takes more money from the visitor. The
Muslim priest shows that he is not interested in money. They stay at one place
for some time and then go to another distant place. Here they have come only
to extra~t money from you. I have got all this information by staying near and
spending money. I have checked all this with great difficulty. For God's sake,
please save yourself and check.
Sughro was perplexed. She was shocked. She could not believe that what
Chokha has checked is correct. Then in the next ten days she herself went in
disguise. But finally she came to believe that what Chokha had found was
right.

VIII
[Effect of the above mentioned experience]
After this experience a unique chimge occurred in Sughro's mind. She thought:
What is the need for me to run after sadhus? I run after sadhus and then feel
sad. If it is written on my forehead, then the Lord of the clouds and rain shall
Himself shower His bless. What for should I go and beg from these sadhus? I
should be strong and not let any fake person come near me. I am humble to
them. I should be strict to tnem. Why not leave this religiousness? Forget
about it.
Again the mind said: No. God is definitely there. The path to meet God is
there. I must find the path. I must not lose hope or feel disheartened.
One day, she realized in her mind that Khemi, a newly appointed maid
amongst all maids sings the praises of one saint quite often. Maybe she is a
messenger of Slime saint and is trying to influence me. So, according to her
new thinking that she had adopted, she called Khemi and said to her: You
know it is very difficult to find a true saint in this world. That is why there is
un-enlightenment all round. The Muslims are converting Hindus to Islam.
According to the scriptw.-e only a great saint can give salvation to the world.
Khemi said: What you say is true. But there is no dearth of good saints.
Sughro said: That is why I welcome them. But now I have a test for them
in my mind. Whoever comes and says, "I am your Guru. I have come to bless
you", then only, I shall be satisfied that he is really int'..litive. But please do not
tell this secret to anyone.
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A few days after this conversation when Sughro was sitting in the Ol::e~
room and her friends were sitting with her, t..~en one tall and handsome sacL.'-lu
suddenly came.
He carried a wand in his hand, a turban on t...~e head wi:h full becc:-e.. The
moment he came in with his glamorous eyes, he said: Sughro! Get up and
greet me. I am your Guru. I have come to give you salva:io~. Today God has
sent a message to me, "Go and give salvation to my daughter."
Sughro smiled and looked at him for a moment. Then she made him sit
on the chair with respect and herself she sat on the sheet spread on t.~e
ground. She served him some fruits and eatables and asked him to stay in the
hut and she herself came inside. At night she kept awake and kept a watch on
Khemi. It was mid..."'light. Then Khemi got up fro.. T I her bed and s:ipped out.
Sughro followed her. She had already alerted the watchman. Accompanied
by the watchman, she followed Khemi but kept a distance. Khe:::ni walked into
the garden and entered the hut where the sadhu was staying. Sughro went
and sat in the next hut. The hut had some invisib:e holes in the wall and she
could hsten to the conversation coming from the Sadhu's hut. So, she listened
to what both of them talked.
The meaning was that Khemi had disclosed the secret talk of her mistress
to the sadhu and he pretended to be intuitive.
1\'ext morning when Sughro accompanied by her friends ca~e Ol:t of the
house and went to the garden, then the Sadhu again started talking in the
same language as instructed by Khemi.
Sughro laughed and said: Yes, you are truly intuitive. But so a...'11 I intuitive.
Last night at midnight Khemi came to your hut ane. talked like this. You
tell whether I am intuitive or not.
Listening to this the sadhu's face turned pale.
Sughro clapped and a:l her friends shouted in unison: Hail the hypocrite!
The sadhu went away and Khemi had slipped away even berore he went.
IX
JIath Yoga]
In this way of humour she does not fall into a trap. In every such experie:lce
when she wins, she enjoys the pleasure of winning and keeps herself in
blossom. Once a practitioner of Hath yoga came and stayed. He was expert
in all practices of Hath yoga. He su.ggested: If you learn and practice Hat.~
yoga, then 'you shall remain healthy and you shall feel light. But the lady told
him, "I wish to meet the Lord who is the Creator. If you have anything to
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suggest in this context, then tell me."
The Yogi replied: 0 pious lady! I have told you whatever knowledge I
had. What you want is RaJ) ,Jga. I am myself in search of a Raj yogi who can
teach me Raj yoga. I have faith that after Hath yoga, one should go for Raj
yoga that gives ecstasy and salvation. I a.."'ll trying to search. If I am able to find
one, then I shall come and tell you. I appreciate your devotion and holy
company. It is praiseworthy.
The lady asked: Do you need any money?
He said: It is winter and I need a shawl and a few coins for my food for
one or two days. I do not carry more than that. I consider it greed even to ask
for this much.
..
Sughro was pleased to hear his simple and true words. She said to her
mind: See! The world is not empty of pious people. There are people who
speak the truth and are without greed. He has spoken the truth and did not
boast of his knowledge. He has asked for his need in straight words and not
asked for more. J:'hen the Yogi said: It is Kalyug (Un-enlightened era) and
there is no religiousness. If you learn t...~is Hath yoga you shall live long and it
helps in controlling the body senses. I have no desire to become a Guru. I am
myself a learner.
The lady said: I appreciate the truth that you have spoken but I do not
wish to prolong my life or undergo hard practices. With whom I had to enjoy
the comfort of life is not living. I am alone. I do not want to prolong my life. It
is good if it is not prolonged. But if you can teach me some light breath
control I do not mind to learn.
On listening to this he taught her to move the breath in rhyt.l,.m.
Mter he went away, another sadhu came and stayed. He was also a Hath
yogi. Sughro did not wish to learn Hath yoga. The sadhu left.
X

[Vedant]
One day a sadhu came. His narne was Vishwanand. He said: Sughro! Hail
Shiva! Sughro reciprocated the greeting and with respect ask.ed him to sit
down.
He said: Listen daughter! '.:'hese are not the times for Hath yoga. It is time
for knowledge. Q-od is 'All pervading'. God and I are not two. It is all Him.
Shiva! Shiva! I sRent the hot season at Daultala. There is a beautiful lake there
with trees all round. There I heard your praise and your search to meet the
Lord. I also heard that you are adamant for your wish. See! Daughter! The
~
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world is in search of a true sadhu. But a true sadhu is in search of a tn:e
seeker. He wishes that the knowledge that he has gained be given fuliher so
that othel"s may benefit. That is how I have come. You understand the prime
doctrine of Vedant. Then your mind shall be at peace as go:d sedes c.own
when it becomes pure. You know Sanskrit. You read the doctrine of Vec.a.."'1t.
Then you will get pleasure of mind. K ow you can give me some fr::its to eat.
Then I shall go. I have not come here for money's sake. I just wanted to tell
you whatever lu,owledge has given me pleasure of mind. You may also gain
the knowledge and live in pleasure of mind. My name is Vishwac.and but I
call myself Merry Nand. Shiva! Shiva! Saying this, he clapped and lal:ghed.
Shiva! Shiva! Then he became quiet.
The lady now called two persons. One was the Pandit whom she had
employed. He used to recite verses from Yoga Vashisht and she lis:ened.
Another was a Muslim priest who used to recite Maclana Room's writ:...."1gs and
she listened.
Vishwanand was pleased to meet the Pandit. 3e said to the Pandit: 0
Pandit! Mter Yoga Vashist you recite Vedanta doctrine. Then she will have
knowledge t.~at all is Shiva and she is Shiva.
Pandit said, "These scriptures are not available here. I shall send someone
to Kanshi a..,d get these scriptures. '::.'hen I shall recite to her." After some
COllversation Vishwanand went away.
Sughro was thirsty to fill the vacuum in her mind. She already had enough
knowledge from the books and for more she listened to the recitation fro:n
the Pa.."'1dit. She did not ask him to stay for more time. However ~ ~er own
mind she thought: See! Although this Sadhu was not intuitive b'..l: he said what
he had read and he had no greed in him. There are people in t.1}e world who
have no greed. Then he has come on his own. He has not stayed. 0 mind!
These are signs of some fortunate happening. Somebody shall come like this.
If the Lord wishes he shall call me.

XI
[Shakti Worship]
Discourses, recitations, congregations, service to sadhus who came, went on.
After sometime one sadhu came. He said: C Sughro! You are learning Veda..,t.
Vedant will teach you that you are yourself God ane really speaking you are
not. The Lord is Supreme, limitless, un-describable, saviour and creato:: of t.'1e
creation. You have not immersed yourself in !lim. You have got your own
strength. It is this strength that runs the world. Many people consider :his
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strength as everything. Many say that Shiva is Shakti and Shakti is Shiva but I
believe that Shakti is of the Shiva. So Shakti is there wherever you are. So you
better worship the goddess of Shakti. In this way you shall become a goddess
of Shakti. Then you will me ~t Shiva. Shakti will take you to Shiva.
Sughro asked: What is the practice?
He said: You get an idol of Shakti. Construct a temple for the idol of
Shakti. Then I shall tell all the practice and performance of worship.
Sughro listened to his lectures for a few days but she did not feel inclined
towards Shakti--idol worship. Although the sadhu related his own theories but
Sughro had already experienced idol--worship.
She told him that if the strength of the Lord and s:rength of Shakti are two
separate powers, then there shall be two powers which is not lOgical. I wish to
meet the Supreme Lord who is 'All powerful'. That is why: am more inclined
to worship the Lord. In this way she asked him to go. She was not sure
whether he was a preacher of t.~is doctrine or had just come in greed for
money. Since she had no knowledge of this type of worship, she had doubts
in her mind whether the doctrine was true.

XII
[Out of Religiousness]
Now, Sughro became clever. She came to know of different doctri.nes. She
gained knowledge of the Hindu scripture. But none of these impressed her.
She became sagacious. Her intellectual power l....'1creased. Her character became
strong. But a thirst remained in her mind. She wanted something that should
~ot be just gaining knowledge in the mind. It should be something that should
transform the mind.
In this time one sadhu ca~e. He listened to the experiences of the lady
and her thirst. He laughed and said: Why are you wasting your beautiful
body and precious life in unnecessary superstitions? Why are you wasting
your money on these sadhus? Live in merriment. Enjoy in merriment and
spend your time hl merriment. Do not waste your time on something that is
beyond the five senses of the body. Live in what is visible. Spend your life in
what is visible. There is nothing beyond the five senses of the body. Eat, clrilli<.'
and be merry.
Initially, Sughro agreed with what he said. Later she realized that what he
said was not from any knowledgeable source or for t..~e betterment of society.
He is greedy for money but he wants to hide his greed. He is just like others.
He has greed, envy, jealousy as in other people.
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N ow she came to realize that in the name of religion or otherwise people
are laying all sorts of traps to befool and make money. Neither the religio~ is
at fault nor the true preachers or Scriptu.res faulty. The world is such or the
desires of man are such that through religion or outside of religion, wherever
man gets a chance, he is out for his selfish gains. When we see the rulers using
force and tyranny then we blame the rulers but the fault is of t."'-1e seI::sh
people. In the name of religion when the selfish people do some~g for
their selfish gain, then the fault is or the selfish people but we say: Get 0:::: of
religiousness. In society the selfish people are the prominent people. In
educational institutions the selfish people are ahead. This train of seillsh people
does not let you sit in comfort. There should be some path, some way, that
selfishness declines in the world and the selfish become satiated and merciful.
In these thoughts her mind said: Now put on t.~e robe of selfshness and
search for a true saint in this way. like, when I took th.e religious path, t..~en I
carne across selfish people only. ~ow if I tread on the se~tlsh pat..~, maybe I
come across somebody who is truly religious, without desires, wi:b.out
selfishness. For quite some time these thoughts swayed in her mind. Fir..al1y,
she made up her mind but did not tell anyone. She became quiet. She did not
talk to anyone for some days. Either she remained lying down or sa: ir- a
squatting position with eyes closed. Almost forty days passed like this. The
servants and maids became nervous. What has happened to our mistress?

XIII
[Self is AllJ
When sometime passed in these thoughts and in this solitucie, then or..e day
she gave some order to Chokha and talked to some maids. She did ~ot :ell
them what was in her mind but gave same arders far same readir..ess.
One fine morning, a thrane was laid in the garden. Sugp..ra dressed up ir.a gold embroidered dress came and sat on t..~e thrane. One maid swayed the
whisk above her head. The rest thronged and sat around her. Ir.. fro~t sat t..'le
sadhus and needy who ate food here every day and were give~ c:athes ta
wear. For a few moments it was quiet. Then Sughro said in a loud tone.
Listen, every"!Jady with ears apen! I am not Sughro.
I am Sughar Bai.
In water and on earth, I am!
Up and down, I am!
Nourisher, I am!
Saviour I am!
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Here and there, ] am!
Salvation is in chanting my name!
Everybody chanted: Sughar Bai! Sughar Bai!
Again she said: ill water Sughar Bai!
On earth Sughar Bail
Yesterday Sughar Bai!
Today Sughar Bail
Tomorrow Sughar Bai!
Only one Sughar Bail
None shall give refuge without Sughar Bai!
As Sughar Bai sang, in the same tune everybody repeated.
Then she said: Sughar Bai is a holy name. This shall be L.1.e saviour.
Say, Hail Sughar Bai!
Listen! Only those who chant my name shall get food from my kitchen.
Only t..'lose who chant my name shall get dresses from my house. One who
chants my name will get salvation. Heavens are my thrones. Earth, sky and
stars all belong to me. I am all in all. Those who do not have faith in me can
go. My relatives and friends, servants and maids, sadhus, priests, needy and
poor, chant my name wit.'l the beat of drums. Whoever is in suffering, I shall
give comfort to him. Those who do not have faith in my name can go.
Then her friends sang her praises in a melodious tune. They put saffron
dot on her forehead. They put garlands of flowers round her neck. Sweets
were distributed. Then she came to the courtyard amidst shouts of Hail Sughar
Bai and sat on a Sandalwood chair. Everybody sat in rows around her. Sughar
Bai was served food in a silver platter. She started eating. Then food was
served to others.
When this drama finished then she sat in a palanquin and four labourers
carried the palanquin and she went to her house, locked the door from inside
and rested.
Soon this became a talk of the town. News spread in the village, in the
near village and distance villages like a blaze and at every comer people
criticized and condemned. The inflow of sadhus, saints and the greedy stopped.
Everybody said: She has gone mad. Some said: Her wealth has made her
pride touch the sky. Wealth and pride go together. It became a gOSSip in the
village.
Sughar Bai made Chokha responsible for all household management.
Herself she would come out sometimes only. She felt happy to listen to the
chanting of her name by.the sadhus and others who enjoyed free food here.
Sometime passed like this.
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In this world there is dearth of people with a pure mind CL.'1d wit..~out
desires who would love to give comfort to others.
Here, if a wealthy person starts a new practice, then ma..'ly stupid and
selfish people come to flatter.
Same happened here. Some Lord-seekers started cOITing. Some ca.."'lle for
religious guidance, some for fulfilment of desires and some in self-interest.
The selfish thought that they shall become her agents and earn money from
the simple-minded Lord-seekers who come to her. The selfish are more
interested in their gain rather than the gain of t.~e L01"d-seekers. Those who
do not love the'Lord, there precept and desire is 'your need and my gain'
otherwise in this selfish world, the basis in social dealings is 'your r..eed CL.'1d
my opportunity of gain'.
By enacting this drama, Sughar Bai, who was in reality searching for a
true saint, got rid of the selfish sadhus from whom she had got fed up. However
she did not tell anyone her purpose. Now it happer-ed that t.~e Lord-seekers
started coming to her for religious guidance.
Initially, she was in a fix. Later, she got a chance to analyze the minds of
the ~ord- seekers and got new experiences. She sat on her seat in pious fraud
and satisfied the seekers who came to her.
Many people got faith in her. Not only ordinary people but even ~earned
scholars, prominent and rich people became her devotees. Ma~y emerged
who went to big homes to spread b.er praise, They got money from tl:ose
whom they prompted to become devotees of Sughar Bai. There was no sbor.age
of money in Sughar Bai's house but now money sta~ted ~owing in from this
side also. She gave away lot of money to the needy and poor.
Within two or three years her follOwing became large and everybody
touched her feet and worshipped her.
Sughar Bai's heart-pain, only she knew. She did not share he1" secret to
anyone. But in the eyes ~f the people s~e beca.."'lle a godly saint. People
chanted her name CL.'ld the number of her devotees became large.
In ali this show Chokha remained faithful to her out be realized that
Sughar Bai is not happy in this situation. She nas so:ne purpose in mind and
this outward show is only a cover. But he could not perceive what the purpose
was Sometimes he was diffident, sometimes in thoughts, so:rr..etimes ne wished
for happiness of his mistress, sometimes out of love and respect he counselled
her but he remained faithful.
In this new experiment when she preached her own self-made ascetic
discipline or she won in spiritual discussions, :hen outwardly she laughed but
deep in her mind she cIied: "What the sadhus say is t..~at God is one. Rest is all
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illusion. In this illusion the kingdom of illusion reins. They are all in the
illusion that I am God. I know what I am but they do not knuw what I am.
This is illusion.
Some more time passed like this. One midnight she cried and p::.-ayed.
Again she felt her aloneness in this world and prayed. Then a marvel happened
in her mind. She said: 0 mind! :Falsehood becomes truth. Artificial takes the
form of real. When we repeat falsehood again and again then one's self starts
feeling it is true. Be watchful. The praise from people, the worship from
people and the respect frOIr-. people has influenced you. When you sit in
solitude, then you know what you are and for what purpose you have gone
into this false practice. But when you sit where you are revered, the devotees
worship you with lighted lamps moved in circular motion and accompanying
hymns of praise, when people fall at your feet and extol you, then the mind
becomes inflated. It rises and gives exhilaration as well as delight. Then
sometimes you feel that you are really the same what these people are uttering.
You truly perceive that you are very high. You ravish the same.
The pleasure of getting praise is sweeter than any other pleasure. The
mind that is inflated with this pleasure can overstep social norms or do some
wrongs.
Today, I realize why the world is engrossed in fame and praise. The
kings, the ministers, the rich, the wage-earners, labourers, travellers, the
secretaries of associations, students, teachers, preachers, spiritual leaders whether
they believe in God or not, the merchants and traders all are engrossed in
fame and praise, once you get addicted to this pleasure then one cannot leave
it.
Rare are those who can discriminate that this pleasure is illusory.
Rare are those who realize that this pleasure of fame inflates the mind
with ego
That keeps the self away from the Lord in forgetfulness of the Lord. It is
a sort of illusion that scatters the mind.
o Sughro! No! Mistaken-Sughro! To reform one's self is a difficult task.
So far my
desperate endeavours did not entrap me. But how 'should I swim this
ocean of fame and flattery? One sage said that wealth is a veil between man
and Lord. Today I realize that veneration is also a veil between the mind and
the soul (inner self). Oh! But who is happy without veneration? This reverence
in a way appears to be food for the soul. This is also a necessity. Oh! What is
it? Is it Spiritual or worldly? Actually the ego that we have in our mind war..ts
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that it should not get a beating, it should give pleas:lre. One gets pleas:rre
when one gets veneration. Or is it that the soul ge'i:s trapped in wor:cUy des:':es
and when it gets reverence then it perceives its real self. I ca.'1~ot understand if
it is so. Better leave these knotty questions.
.
Now come to the point. It is most definite that you are not wbat people
think of you and for which they revere you. It is certain that t.."'le reverence
you get is in mis-belief and you are getting trapped i..'1 this pleasure. T~is will
become a marsh for you. Save yourself from this marsh. T~is is what the
intellectual mind has discriminated and it is true. Be sure that it is trt:.e. Now
when people show veneration to you, think "How stupid are these" and do
not let your mind get inflated with the praise. You K.."'10W that you are not what
you are showing yourself.
Let time pass in this way. When the Lord is gracious, He wll caU you and
bless.
1\;ow when she sat in front of the Lord,·s cekers ane. her disciples, her m.illd
remained in watchfulness, "I must not get trapped in the marsh of praise from
these people and start thinking that this is the best world and the best pleasure.
Who has seen the unseen Lord? 0 mind! ::f my'wish to meet the Lord remai...'1S
unfulfilled, at least my craving should remain, my long:.ng should remain a."'1d
my thirst should not die. Yes! Yes! 0 Lord".
Ha! Always you are unseen.
Ha! You are self unseen.
Remain unseen, remain unseen.
In any way remain unseen.
But tellyour beloved
Do not remain unseen.
Byyour remaining unseen
light of the world goes un-sheen.
The world rotates un-sheen
Ha! You! Self unseen.
!XV
[Invitation]
At Anandpur, Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is sitting on the throne in t./-te
audience hall. Congregation and disciples, devotees and Lord-seekers cOr.J.e,
fall at his feet and get his blessings. They reel ecstasy. One congregation came
from Pothohar. The prayer-oman offered prayers for :hem. L'1e true G'...:nl me:
each one with love, heard their prayers and blessed them. He solved. their
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problems. He resolved their hindrances in religious pursuit.
When this was over, then the true Guru asked about their town. The
rulers being Muslims, he wanted to know how the people managed with the
Muslim rulers.
When the cong:egation related all that, then the true Guru said: Tell
some new story about your town.
Then the Head of the congregation said: Magnificent Guru! A new farce!
One widow who was very pious and respectful to saints and even now has
high character, something has happened to her brain or something else, she
has asked people to chant her name and worship her. It was Harnaksh who
asked people to chant his name and now this lady has followed the foot-steps.
People are stupid. They have started worshipping her. The needy people
who eat food from her kitchen praise her much. She has kept men, women,
sadhus whom she gives salaries. They adopt different means to attract people.
As such even intellectuals have been entrapped by her. Already she had
enough wealth and now more is coming to her. Where there is more, then
hypocrisy also comes.
The true Guru. smiled and said: I hope no disciple of mine has been
trapped.
The Head said: Beloved Guru, none. Those who have gold (Lord's name),
you are the saviour for them. Your devotees laugh at her farce.
Then the true Guru laughed and said: Do not worry.
Saying this, the true Guru closed his eyes. He opened his eyes after
sometime and asked for a pen and paper and wrote the following message
with his handsome hands:
o Young lady.' 0 Bogus Drama-player

Inside longing to meet the Lord
Outside Bogus drama ofSpiritual preacher
Do not fool the world.
You-are welcome.' You shall get your goal.
Do not wait for a moment.
Time is running out.
Present )loursr.~f and get the bless
The true Guru gave this message to a messenger and instructed him to
get the address from the Head of the congregation and celiver it to the lady in
her town and bring a reply.
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xv
[Yes! Present]
Sughar Bai is sitting on the roof-top and singing iTI a melodious tune:
o husband why have you gone alone?
You neither took me along nor shot me with an arrow.
Then she became quiet. Again she sang the same song. Again she became
quiet. Sughar Bai talks to her mind. She rem~mbers the good old days. She
remembered the sweet love.
She sang, then cried, then heaved a sigh and said whatever has passed
has gone. When the mind is detached from the perishable wor:d a..'ld attached
to the Lord, then to lament is sin. What should I do? Let me go and live in a
forest. I am afraid I might sink in the marsh of praise and reach the sixth
lower layer of hell. Why? Why? No! No! Be strong. Carry on as itis. He is the
Lord of heavens. He is omnipresent. Surely, there is a path to meet Him. He
will meet me. He is radiance. He will give his glimpse.
The night passed. It was day-break. It was her birthday anniversary and
everybody was eagerly waiting for her to come out. Her audience hall was
full. Her disciples and the needy whoever ate free food from her kitchen were
present.
Sughar Eai came in her palanquin and went and sat on her throne.
Everybody fell at her feet. Then the disciples moved a platter of lighted lamps
in circular motion in front of her. The disciples showered flowers and put
garlands of flowers round her neck. Then everybody sang:
Hail Sughar Bai!
All is Sughar Bai!
Else all is die!
All is Sughar Bai!
Then the presents came. She received the presents and bestowed boons.
She was delighted. She was enjoying the pleasure of the praise that she got.
Her inner mind however said to her: Beware! This pleasure is out-worldly.
This is a cool and beautiful river. Don't get drowned in it. But it was pleasing
to the heart.
At this time one messenger entered. He was tall, sharp featured, handsome,
turbaned, with unshorn hair, full beard and dominating personality. Everybody
was dazed to see his fearless domineering personality. The messenger fearlessly
walked forward, stepped ahead of everyone and gave the message in a sealed
envelope in Sughar Eai's hands and loudly like a thunder, said:
'Ideal men' belong to the Lord.
Victory is of the Lord.
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Everybody's heart trembled in fea!" when they listened to the loud voice.
In fear, everybody looked and said: Who is he?
Nobody knew but one person s~ft1y said: He is a messenger or the Guru
at Anandpur. See, his ways, his high spirits. It is so pleasing.
Another said: See! How fearless is he? How has he gone near our goddess?
N either he has touched her reet nor bowed down.
People talked in different ways in astonishment.
On the other side when Sughar Bai took the envelope in her hand and
touched it, then she felt a sensation. When she opened the letter she felt a
sensation in her· entire body cells. When she tried to read the letter, then she
felt an optical illusion, ring-like visualizations appeared in her eyes and she
saw words in curved and zigzag shapes in different picture forms,
Sughar Bai tried to read the letter but she could not see the letters in
proper form. The more she tried to concentrate her eyes on the words the
more curly they appeared as if floating in air. The wise lady closed her eyes.
Her mind said: Are you afraid? Are you trembling? Do you not realize
whose message is that? Without understanding properly, why are you diffident?
The messenge!" is not a Policeman. He is somebody with handsome appearance.
The person who has brought this letter has a lustre and shine on his forehead.
Relax and read it with respect.
In her closed eyes she touched the letter to her eyes then she felt cool in
her heart. She said to her mind: 0 mind! The letter is from somebody powerful.
It has power in it. Be respectful. Pray to tee Lord.
In this way she became tranquil and read the letter. The eyes absorbed
the letters. The mind absorbed the meanings. A sensation went in the entire
heart, mind and body cells. Who has written? It is not signed. But it is a
command.
.
With great difficulty she controlled herself and spoke to the gathering: I
wish to be alone. You all have food and then go to your respective homes.
Saying this, she got up and went to her home. One maid whom she
gestured went along with her and quietly took the messenger inside.
At home she asked the messenger: Who is the l\1aster of the heavens
whose message you have brought?
He replied: It is from Magnlficent Guru Gobind Singh who is staying at
Anandpur." Sughar Bai had heard the name. She had heard that he is a
swords-man who is a saint and keeps a sword. Sword and religiousness, she
thought were two opposite cultures and this was sufficient to keep her mind
away from this side.
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Today, when she saw the influence of the letter, the influence in the touch
of the letter, in the meaning of the letter, it was something that nobody collie.
perceive. VVhen she regarded this as a measure of testing, £:len she realized
that the godly soul was sitting in the world in human form and t.1}e b:ind that I
aln could not understand.
Now her heart said: How has he read the secret that was i..:.'1 my rnir..d?
How has he jl.:dged that I am playing a 'Bogus dr-ama' when aii tl:e near
people know that I had gone mad and enacted this drama and the outside
people consider me a real goddess? How has he judged that I possess good
character and I am pious although my action is hypocrisy? I have :10 ill will
against the Lord. I do not say there is no God. I have only made a curtaL'l of
hypocrisy. I have ndt seen him. I have not met him. Only a lette~ in two lines
has come. But I feel as if he is known to me since sever-a! births. My heart now
is in longing to meet. I should just get up and go and fall at his feet.
Her body was static but the longing to meet swelled in her mind ane.
made her impatient. Then she ordered her Chief maid Chandro to be hospitable
to the messenge~, ask the devotees to go to their respective homes and herself
she locked her door and became alone. She did ~ot come out for fall one day
and night. All the maids have become anxious, Chokha is worried. They ask
the newly cdme messenger. What message have you brought?
But he has no knowledge of what is written in the let:er. He only had
orders to delive.r- the letter and that he told.
'
Next morning the door opened. As in winter the low, blue and clear
waters of the Ganga flow softly, Sughar Eai with a trcmquil and lustrous :ace
came out.
Everyone waiting outside said: Thanks to the Lord! Smiling she came and
sat down in the centre. She said: Call Chokha. After a few Ir..oments C~oma
arrived.
o Chokha brother! You have remained faithful throug~out. The Guru at
Anandpl.:r shall bless you. Now you do like this. You write the papers of 6.is
property and possession in your name and I shall sign the s~e. For me, keep
two donkey loads, one of gold coins and another of rupees. Rest yot: give it
away to the needy in the mune of the Master of Anandpur. These maids have
served me well. First you give a lot of money to Chandro :hen you give to a::
other maids. Secondly, announce that I was not a goddess to be worshipped.
That was my bogus drama. Under this pretext I was searching for a saviour.
That I have found now. Wnosoever wishes salvation may go to r.Jm. 0 Chokha
brother, 0 Chokha father, 0 Chokha mother-, 0 Chokha you are everydling.
Now fulfil my last wish.
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The words of Sughar Bai created a flash and a thunder. Everyone was
stunned. Chokha remained in tbls shock for some time and then E'1jd: 0 my
mistress! Many times I took the liberty of stopping you from hurrying and you
gave me honour and agreed. Now also you keep my honour. You do what
you wish but think it over for some time. You wait for at least fifteen days. Do
not take a decision in hurry.
Sughar Bai: Yes! You have love for me. You are faithful. You think good
of me. But I have given proper thought and now there is no time to tarry.
Time is running out in moments. But it is precious. Hours and days are too
long. There can be no wait even for a moment.
You comply with what I have said otherwise I shall leave everything and
move out. Now the maids fell at her feet and prayed. But nothing could
influence her.
When everyone in emotion made her emotional, then she sang a song
that showed that she was in pangs of love to fall at the feet of the true Guru.
On listening to this emotional song, everybody became quiet. Chandra
maid fell at her feet and begged her to stay on.
Iben Sughar Bm said: I have been called by the heaven. You do not say
anything to me.
Everybody knew Sughar Bell's nature. They said and prayed to her and
felt lost.
As per the instructions, Chokha got the papers signed in his name. In his
mind he was not greedy. He saw farSightedness that whatever she is giving I
shall keep it as safe custody Jf hy any chance she comes back lost, then I shall
return her all and stay as her servant as I am now.
Accordingly, he kept two donkey loads of money for her and the rest he
gave away as per the lady's order to the maids, other servants and to the.
needy.
(~)n one point she agreed that Chokha and two maids shall go along to
Anandpur.

XVI
[Satiated King]
Sughar Bai had allotted some money to be distributed to those people of the
to~ who were not so rich. In that process when Chokha distributed the
money in the town saying that our wealthy lady of the town is emotional, then
he went to a tailor and offered him money.
The tailor with hands folded said: Lord may give you long life! But I do
not desire wealth. I earn a few rupees everyday and that is sufficient for my
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expenses. I save something from that earning. I do not wish to have

more.
Chokha tried to persuade him but he did not accept any.
When Sughar Bai heard about this person, then she was astonished that
anyone can be without greed or desire. She herself walked to his house.
The tailor was stitching clothes and his eyes showed that he was immersed
in the love of the Lord. When he opened his eyes and saw the bestowal of
wealth of the town, then he said: 0 respected lady! It is so nice of you that you
have put your sacred feet in my house. Why did you not send for me? I
would have come myself.
Sughar Bai: I have come to have your glimpse. I did not know that a king
of satiation lives in my town and I am not aware. You tell me from where
have you got this blessing?
He said: 0 Mother! r am a disciple of Guru :Nanak. I am the son of
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh, the King ofkings. He has blessed me Kingdom
of the mind. My Guru is the Master of the world. Kings stand at his door. Rest
is the need of the body. Whatever I need, I get from my work. In fact I get
more than that. On listening to the name of Beloved Guru, Sughar Bai bowed
down to his feet. Great is the true Guru, .Magnificent Guru. 0 Plince! It is my
misfortune that you are residing in my town and this poor woman did not
know that a son of my Master lives here only. See! Today, he has called me
and I heard about you also and I have got your glimpse.
The tailor said:
It is the Lord's will. Nothing can match.
Some do not get his bless while awake
Some he awakes and blesses.
Mother! You are great whom Magnificent Guru has called to bless. From
my side also tell him that I bow my head. Bless! Bless! Bless!.
Sughar Bai, her maids and Chokha were astonished that an 'Ideal Man',
a satiated man, immersed in the love 'of the Lord lives in our town in humility
and with mind detached. Nobody has noticed t..~a: he is a devotee or t.he true
Guru and is a saint. He works to earn and lives in ecstasy wit!:out show off.
Yes! He lives in solitude.
Great is the Guru! Great are his disciples!

xvn
[Glimpse]
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh was sitting near the bank. of :he river Satiuj
when Sughar Bai while traveling towards Anandpur reached that spot. T:~e
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moment she glanced she felt ecstasy and in semi-unconsciousness fell at the
true Guru's feet.
Sughar Bai's head is damped to the true Guru's feet. Her mind is immersed
in Name and in semi-consciousness. The saviour Guru rubbed her head with
his sacred hands. The true Guru's eyes are closed his face is radiant and is
showering grace. The true Guru's grace elevated Sughar Bai's mind and she
felt the sensation of the presence of the Lord in the body and outside in
nature. The touch of the sacred hands rid the dirt of her mind. He showered
his bless for quite some time. Then he lifted her head. She raised her head
opened her eyes but they did not open. The nectar filled eyes, she tried to
open. She opened a little and glanced but felt a sensation of the Lord's name
and her eyes closed again. Quite some time passed. Then the Guru patted
her back and said: Be alert. The veil has vanished. Now Sughar Bai looked at
the Guru with eyes open.
The true Guru smiled and said: People meditate and in guilelessness seek
the Lord. You sought in guile.
Hesitatingly, she said: Magnificent Guru! In whatever way you meet.
Endeavour has to be to meet you.

XVIII
[Spiritual - Intellectual]
Sughar Bai now settled at Anandpur. Her story became known to every
Guru-disciple. Outwardly in guile, inwardly she was longing and craving to
meet the Lord. Her pangs of the Lord's love influenced the true Guru and he
himself called her and blessed her. Her story went round all over Anandpur.
One day Bhai Nand Lal went to her house to meet her. She had also
heard his name and praise. She welcomed him with respect. He asked about
her welfare and the past.
After this conversation he said: How do you feel now?
She laughed and said: Now I have the same feeling as the river has when
it meets the sea. I am cool, exuberant and in ecstasy. I am thankful for his
graciousness. I say thanks that he has blessed his love. But I am impatient to
immerse my soul in the Supreme soul. I had read in the scripture that the
Lord is omnipresent, here, there, everywhere, inside the body and outside in
nature. I wished that this feeling should go deep in my heart. It should become
incessant. This wish of mine has been fulfilled. The touch of Magnificent
Guru's letter induced waves of sensation of the presence of the Lord that I
never felt earlier. His glimpse put me in trance. When I touched his feet, then
(
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a wavy sensation of the presence of t.~e Lord went through my entire body
into my mind, heart and body cells and he blessed his love. He is fountain of
love. I am in ecstasy. I became unconsciOl':S but it was Sc.per consciousness,
like one having normal eyes becomes blind on gazmg towards t.~e i~lmense
dazzle of the sun. On the first day when I touc.!J.ed his feet, beloved GUll.:.
himself separated me from his feet like a mot-her separates the child from b.er
nipples so that the child may not over-drink and feel uncomfor:able. 'When I
got separated from his feet and my longing eyes looked at him, the:l in divine
sensation I felt that I am nothing. It is all 'He'. The veil of 'I and me' Le. ego
that is between us and the Lord vanished, I became free. I co:i.d. see that I
have a body and a soul also. I am soul. 0 Brother! ~ do not k..'10W w.!J.at it is.
But this is what happened to me.
Bhai Nand Lal asked: How do you feel now?
The Lady replied: I feel light like a flower. :;: do r..ot fee! a.'1y weight of
mine. I feel cool and in ecstasy. My mind is elevated. I feel everybody as the
Lord's children but I do not have ego. I feel detached also but it is d.etach~ent
in the mind only. It is not that I should renounce the world or separate myself
from the world. Like when a lost person is found, then he is separate for
himself but in his own house. Then I feel something like recitation is going on
in my mind, like 0 :Lord! 0 Lord! Waheguru, Waheguru is going on automatically
and drops of nectar are simmering out 0: it and. giving rapture.
Bhai Nand Lal's eyes closed, then opened and he said: When somebody
asked the fifth Guru that the Lord who is the saviollr -and powerful and has
given his love..spark and created the soul and body, :hen He is above :he five
senses of the body and is indescribable, how can we see him and describe
him?
Then he said that you can perceive the soul through the Gu..ru who is the
image of the Lord. Recite His name wi6 :ove. 1-Ie w!~l not only give you the
feeling of the soul but make you sit in his lap.
Sughar Bai: You have said truly. The Guru is a like a Philosopher's stone.
You said, Guru who is the image of the :Lord.
Bhai Nand Lal: Yes sister! Guru Nanak Dev, image 0: :"he Lord. Txs
tenth incarnation is the same Guru N anak Dev, image of the Lord.
Sughar Bai (smiled): Well! Now the Lord has revealed. t-he secret. :Ie has
named Himself Guru Gobind Singh.
On listening to this, Bhai Nand Lal smiled. He guessed this lady must be a
poet also. Then he said: 0 sister! Do you know how the G'.l::u makes yol.: see
the soul and feel the sensation of the Lo::d? Just listening in the ears, seeing
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with the eyes and listening in the mind is not insight. Insight is to have the
sensation of the presence of the Lord in the mind, heart and body all twentyfour. hours. The real knowledge 'Knowledge of the I.ord' is to feel the sensation
ofRis presence. The Guru gives that in the form of Name. All sufferings and
discomforts whether of the mind or body vanish with N arne. Whom the Guru
loves, He blesses Narne. Then one recites N arne that gives you t.~e sensation
of the presence of the Lord in your mind all twenty-four hours.
Sughar Bai: I arn already in rapture. I have found Him and I have the
feeling of His presence in my body cells.
Bhai Nand Lal: It is good. But the nature of the mind is such that it roams
in several thoughts. Even if it becomes tranquil on one point for some time
but again it goes into roaming. The recitation of Name acts like reins and
controls this habit of rocuning and turns it back to tranquillity at one point.
That is why the endeavour of recitation of N arne is required. It is required
both for 'getting the sensation of the presence of Lord' and afterwards 'for
protecting it'.
.
Sughar Bai: 0 Brother, the Lord, His name. Well! Wherefrom do you get
that?
Bhai Nand Lal: We sing the praises of the Lord in Holy congregation.
That cleanses the mind. ~he N arne settles in the cleansed mind. With recitation
of Name, the forgetfulness of the :Lord goes and remembrance comes in. The
mind is elevated. It becomes sublime mind. The mind that is now attached to
the world and worldly desires tunlS towards the Lord Le. becomes attached to
the Lord. It gets incessant sensa1ion of the presence of the Lord, the inner
mind blossoms. One lives in that blossom. Then the feeling of estrangement
goes. Then the vision becomes broad and one sees the Lord pervading in the
entire universe. The feeling of 'I and you' that is the cause of suffering to self
and 'your giving suffering to others' goes. We feel the Lord close to us always.
He is not at a distance from us.
Sughar Bai: Then! Is the love that we imbibe for the Lord not necessary?
Bhai Nand Lal: That is very necessary. With love only we can meet the
Lord.

I say the truth, listen everybody!
Whoever loves the Lord, m.eets lIim.

Guru Nanak

And what is love? The fifth Guru has said: 0 dear! L.ove is a commodity
called 'Na...'lle'.
Meaning: Narne is dle form of love. It is Name that detaches the mind
from 'desires and sentiments'. With Narne, the mind is transformed into sublime
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mind and it blossoms in the bcessant remembrance of L'-?e Lord and one feels
the Lord pervading in the entire universe, the earth and the s~y. But even
having reached this stage of mind, the fifth Guru has said: Recite 6e K arne by
the tongue always and enjoy the true relish and ecstasy. One shall imrr..e:se
one's soul in the Supreme soul while living in this world.
Sughar Bai: I adore you! You are so intellectual. But the flash of his
glimpse has broken the shackles of my mind. It has burnt the vices of the
mind and made it crystal. My soul is im.."llersed in the Supr-eme sou:. I saw him
as the Lord.
Besides Bhai Nand Lal another pious gentleman who was sit:ing there
spoke: Sister!'
Beloved Guru has stopped us from saying so. He says, "I arn the Lord's
servant. Whosoever calls me Lord will go to hell."
The lady startled, then smiled and said: I shall not say. Wl:atever I ~ave
perceived I shall keep to myself.
Gentleman: Even that is not right. He says, "Perceive I:le as the Lord's
servant." Yes! He says, "Perceive."
.Sughar Rai: Well! But yesterday one devotee recited: "Lord and Lord's
beloveds, both are 'One'. There is no difference." These also are his words.
Even if he says he is the servant, he is imrr..ersed in Him.
The Gentleman was perplexed. Bhai Nand Lal ~aug:::ed.
Then Sughar Bai said: Yes! The true G'.TLl is miractLous. Ie say something
in humour r hope you won't get angry.
Bhai Nand Lal: Whatever you say, you say with love. Why shoc..:.c we get
angry?
We shall be pleased. You say.
Sughar Bai: I say it with loving ind~gence that the true Guru whom I
have found after so much longing and craving and after so much suffer~'1g
and perceived him as the Lord. If I call him what I have perceived, then is it a
dear bargain? Before I had his glimpse, I was livi..'1g in hell. M~er havir..g r.is
glimpse I got riddance from hell. I met the Lord. Now if I say some:hing that
I am sure about and I get punishment of hell, then what is t.~e r..arm? A
person who once lived in hell and again goes to hell, then where is t.~e harm?
First he went in ignorance and now ill the lap of the Lord. Won't it be a
fortunate hell where you go in the lap of the Lord?
On listening to these words, the Gentleman felt dazed to see ner
intellectualness. Even Bhai Nand Lal trembled seeing her devotion.
The lady spoke in humour but the words were fragrant with deep devotion
in them.
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Bhai Nand Lal pondered on the meanings of the words that this intelligent
and full of faith lady had uttered.
The lady clapped and again said: See! When he brandished a sword and
asked for heads then some did come and offer but they were not put to the
sword. They were given nectar and eternal happiness. In this way this is also a
sword. Whosoever shall offer their heads, it will outwardly appear that they
are going to hell but they will go to the Lord's palace. Don't be angry. I have
not said in disrespect. Only the person who has remained t..~irsty in hot sands
and faced death in search of water and t.1-:l.en found it on the high palm trees
Jr.llOWS the value of water. :he boatman cannot know the value of water.
Saying this she had tears in her eyes. In the same tune again she spoke:
Yes! Name
anyone who has found the secret of this warrior, swordsman,
Commander of army, poet, saint effid prophet. Man? Alright, maybe man. He
is servant of the Lord. Well! Show any servant of the Lord equivalent to him.
The world sees but does not realize. Weare proud that we are his devotees.
But we are not able to assess his value. Brother! Come on! Assess his value.
You will yourself say, "He cannot be valued." You will say, "He is above
assessment of value. He is invaluable. He is priceless." If me beggar has said
that he is a priceless jewel then I said it truly.
(Looking towards the sky) 0 Hell! If by saying that he is a priceless jewel,
I have called you, then 0 brother, you come. You come hundred times.
Earlier, I was alone. Your stings pained me. Now I am not alone. He is with
me. I will keep him clamped to my heart. He shall be with me. Yes, surely.
Then I will see how your stings poison me? 0 hell, I am not alone. Aloneness
is hell! Hell stings those who are alone. I will see! When I come to you with
the priceless in my heart, then whether you become heaven or I become a
dweller of hell. 0 Hell! You will become fortunate that for my sins if my
priceless jewel puts his sacred feet in you, then your ever burning fire will
cool down. Come, that you get salvation. 0 fearful! Now I am not alone.
Beware of me!
On listening to these words of the love-immersed lady that she spoke
powerlessly Bhai Nand Lal's soft heart filled his eyes with tears. Others also
had tears in their eyes.

Great is the priceless jewel.
Great is he who has recognized him
Bhai Nand Lal thought deeply and then said: 0 Sister! You are 'SpiritualIntellectual'. The Guru's words are always true. You read the Scripture, you
did service to saints but you could not meet the Lord. When the Lord bestowed
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His grace, then you became a true 'Spiritual-Intellectual'. Your spirituality and
hltellectualness is superb. Great is the benevolent! He creates persons like
you!
The lady did not listen to these words with attention. She was in trance.
Her soul mingled with the Guru-soul.
Bhai Nand La! saw a lustre appea.ring on her face and softly got up. He
told Chander maid to tell her later that he had to go to meet Be~oved Gur:!, so
he left.
!XX
When one is dyed in the Lord's love, then one's mind is in solitude even
while sitting ill crowds. One is in solitude when the mind is imreersed in the
Lord. Magnificent Guru Gobind Sillgh, the image of the Lord whose r.:rind
was always immersed in the Supreme soul is sitting today hl nature's solitt.:de.
The sun is setting in the west.
The clouds in the west appear as if golden canopies are spread aL. along.
Their golden sheen is giving a golden glimmer to the eyes. The ~ord lovers
are feelL.'1g the presence of the Lord in their hearts and their IIlin.ds are full of
blossom. Benevolent are enthused. The generous are in enthusiasm on seeing
t.'le gracious sun. The misers are trembling that the sun might not become
bankrupt by shelling out so much gold.
:Magnificent Guru is sitting with eyes closed. Golden rays are touching his
eyelids with their golden lustre. Inwardly his soul is fully immersed in the
Supreme soul. He is sitting in meditation in sweet bliss dyed in the Lord's
name. Nearby the river is flawing. ':'he slanting rays appear to be dancir..g on
the waves of water. The waves are sparkling on the bosom of t.~e water. Fran:
t."he north-west from the icy mount, :rom across the river blew a sweet and soft
breeze. A few armed soldiers stood guard at a little distance.
At this time arrived Bhai Nand Lal accompanied by a few Guru-devotees.
On seeL"'1g Magnificent Guru in meditation, they sat and waited at a d:stance.
They felt the wondrous sensation on seeing the golden clouds L'1 the west,
Bhai Nand Lal's poetic mind elevated on seeing the godly glimpse ofMagni:5.cent
Guru.
The sun that was moving down under the eyelids of the sky and ea..-th hid
itself.
But the sacred eyelids of beloved Guru opened a..'1d the poet's eyelids
bent down along with his companion devotees and all fell down at the beloved
Guru's feet.
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Magnificent Guru looked towards them and said: Sit near.
On listening to the Guru, all sat near. The conversation st.arted about
some poetry. Then they talked about Sughar Eai.
Ehai Nand Lal said: She seems to be immersed in the Lord's love and
seems very intellectual. I went to meet her and conversed with her.
Then Bhai Nand Lal narrated all what she had talked.
Magnificent Guru laughed and said: See the whirlpools of life. Inside is
confluence of knowledge, devotional love, poetry, good character and
outwardly the show is different.
Nand Lal: Magnificent Gunl! Is it not so courageous? This young age
and this beauty! With so much wealth of hers to live a life with good character
uninfluenced by numerous people to praise and see~ers of her beauty and
wealth, then to gain so much spiritual knowledge and be able to judge the rea:!
and unreal spiritual guides. It is wonderful.
Magnificent Guru: The Lord is the saviour.
Meanwhile Sughar Eai along with her maid Chander and servant Chokha
came. She fell at the true Guru's feet. Magnificent Guru rubbed his hand on
her head and with his thumb rubbed the spot of the tenth door. As if in a
trance the lady felt rapture and blossom of inner mind. Then Beloved Guru
lifted her head with his hand.
She sat down with respect and her lips uttered: You are all! You are all!
You are great!
The true Guru recited a stanza of the Holy Scripture that meant:

Why go and search in forests
The Lord is omnipresent, unseen, close to you!
Mter reciting the stanza, he was quiet and he closed his eyes.
The lady listened to each word with deep attention. The Guru's words
went inside her as if she was drinking nectar. She got immersed in Guru-love.
When the true Guru opened his eyes, then in graciousness in a forceful
tone, he said: Sughro! You have got insight. You have got love of the Lord.
You have got the sensation of the omnipresent Lord. He pervades in the
entire universe and he pervades inside you. You have got His sensation.
Remain immersed in the love of the omnipresent Lord. Keep your Super
consciousness J:ied to His feet. Do ][lot go into forgetfulness of the Lord. Remain
in His remembrance always in devotion. This is love. The practice for this is
'recitation of Name'. Name is love. When the recitation of )Jame becomes
incessant, then insight and devotion both are present. Knowledge becomes
fruitful when the sensation of the Lord always remains in the mind, heart,
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body and soul. With recitation o£Name this remains automatically. F:.rrt:b.er on
there are two options. One is to stay in a secluded place and conce:ltrate the
mind and keep the body in a static position. But even there the mbd we.
wander. You shall have to stop it. You will try to stop it by being stubbo~
even if it is little. You shall have to move to eat and drink even if it is ~ttle. So
some movement or "task you shall have to do. 0 Scghro! ! do no~ like this type
of living. The Lord is the Creator. The wor~d is His crea:ion. He is all in all.
He cO:ltrols the creation. He looks after His creation as a saviour, father and
mother although he remai:lS unseen and unattached. o~ :leed is t:r..at inwardly
our soul should remain immersed in the Supreme soul. This shall be our
detachment from the world. Outwardly we shodd do some work in the l.ord's
created world. We should do some work but with mir..d detached. Whatever
we do, we should consider it as His cOlll..'1lar..d. When we do some wo~k as a
command of the Lord, then we remain de~ached from wor!d~y desires.
Sughar Bai listened attentively but at this time anothe~ discip:e ir..~errupted
and said: Then won't the person who has got salvation get back to the sphere
of deeds?
~agnificent Guru replied: One is worldly wo~k and ano:her is Spirit..:al
work. One should do Spiritual work. Our teach:ng is that while your soU: is
immersed in the Supreme soul, then do some work. Do Spiritcal wor~. Any
work done in the forgetfulness of the Lord is or no use. Work done while t.~e
mind is immersed in the love of L.~e Lord is fruitful.

When we are immersed in the Lord
Then we see humanity as Lord's children
In the name of Lord we do service to humanity
Service to humanity becomes our work
Sughar Bai: With your bleSSings, I have pe~ceivec. t.'le fragrance that is in
the flower. Keeping one's self in this fragrance one should do service to
humanity. This is what you suggest. But! Beloved Gurd This is the ~ob of
courageous people. Wher.. one is immersed in the Lord's love and in rap~e,
then one wishes solitude. Even if i~ is service to humar..ity it will distcrb ~e
IP..ind, maybe less or maybe more. How shall the mind remain imme~sed in
the love of the Lord that is called immersion of body soul in the Supreme
soul? How shall the love-cord remain tied to the Lord's feet?
Magnificent Guru: This is the art. This is the skill. This is the courage.
This is victory. 0 Lady! Do not have any apprehension. Y o~ have already
reached a stage where your body soul is immersed in the Supreme soul. You
have got inner sensation of the presence of the Lord in your mind, he~ and
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body. Now you perceive Him outside in nature also. Not just in the mind but
in a practical way, in service to humanity. The world is in suffering, . .:'Vho is so
mighty to remove all suffering but V\ hatever much we can do, we should do.
This service to humanity is religious work. Do some work that may give
comfort to others, do some work that is sacred. Forgetfulness of Lord should
not come again. Keep vices away. Do some work without any desire for gain,
be a giver in earnestness. Keep desires away. Don't do anything that is irreligious.
Do some work as devotion to the Lord, do it in the name of the Lord.
The lady listened. The true Guru's words went deep into her mind. She
had already passed through several experiences in the last twelve or fifteen
years. What she listened to, she had already experienced. She could understand
it well. The in- experienced can only think in a superficial way. But she
understood well what the
Guru emphasized.
When the Guru was quiet, then with folded hands she said: ~ either the
bodily pleasures remain for long nor t..~e time gives a long rope. The pleasures
of the intellectual mind, like knowledge of Vedas and other religious books
are also bound in time. VVhen the Spiritual rapture came L"len time feared that
it has no jurisdictior.. any more. Bet the body lives in time. Time passes in
moments. You have put a saddle on moments so that time may not disturb the
moments of remembrance. One moment broke the cord of moments and
dipped the body sad in the Supreme soul. Beloved Gu!"u! Am I right?
1be true Guru laughed and loudly said:

"One moment of dip in the Supreme soul
Takes you out of the cycle of births and deaths"
Lady: What you have said is that while remembering the Lord in every
moment, one moment comes that breaks the cord of moments and dips you in
the Supreme soul. Even that is a moment but since it has gone above the cord
of time, it becomes infinite. 1 nat: moment that is infinite has given infiniteness
to the present moments. Now we are living in the incessant or so to say infinite
remembrance of the Lord. Weare connected to the Lord. While living in this
remembrance we have to put the body to some useful work. We have not to
go into seclusion but do some service to humanity with detachment of mind.
Saying this, the lady became quiet.
But in a thundering voice, IVlagnificent Guru said:

"1 am honoured due to these people
Otherwise there are millions poor like me. "
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The lady trembled, one or million? But the true Guru is a~ways tn:e. ::-Ie
speaks the tru.th. And my faith is true. It was his image that I saw as 'Or..e'.
How can this be one and million also?
At this time again she felt a flash in her mind. She became exuberant. She
looked at Magnificent Guru's feet. 7hen she looked on sides. Some Ir..ore
disciples had gathered. Again she looked towards Beloved Guru's feet a..'1d
said: Yes! My Lord! You are million, millions and millions. You are 'One'
moon in the sky. Millions of pitchers full of water are lying on earth. You are
in every pitcher. Yes! I can see your image :.n rnffiions. 3ut 0 Benevolent!
You are 'One' in the heaven. You are only 'One'. You are in all your diSciples.
You are in millions. All are like you.
But 0 Magnificent-Benevolent! You are 'One'.
You are 'One'
ol'lIagnificent-Benevolent! You are 'One'.

000
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Ifn the early morning, golden time one can see the stars twinkling in the sky.
][LIn the east Venus is showing its luster, soft breeze is blowing. From a well
that has two Persian wheels two bullocks yoked to beams are lifting water
from the well. The sound of zoon
zoon
is audible. Yes! It is not zoon .
zoon
but you
you
.
On one of the bullock driver's seat one young boy of twelve was sitting
but has fallen into sweet sleep. On the second seat one young, stout, medium
stature male is sitting. He pats the back of the oxen sometimes that indicates
that somebody is there to drive the oxen. But the tongue, the loving tongue is
\ reciting Holy Scripture. Suddenly he started singing as ifhis song is accompanied
by the music of the well. The song stopped and again continued his recitation
in lovely rhythm as he recited earlier. This rhythm also is giving concentration
to the mind and in combination with the sound of the well is pleasing to the
heart. It attracted the mind and gave ecstasy. The piOUS man is reciting the
Scripture. The well is running.
The metallic pots are bringing water and giving to the big char..neL The
big cha.."1l1el gives it to the aqueduct. The aqueduct is throwing water into the
pit from where it goes into a small channel that takes it into the fields.
This nice looking water chromel passes through a grove of berry trees. A
platform is constructed in this grove. In summer months, because of the cool
shade the owners of the well sit, have meals, lie down and sleep. But since a
few days t.~e Muslim priest comes, sits and recites his early morning prayer
here. Here water is available for a wash. He does not go away after his prayer
but remains sitting.
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Does he read some Scripture? No. His ears are charmed by the sweet
recitation of the combination of the tune of the run.'1ing well and Holy Scripture.
In that ecstasy he remains sitting. Sometimes he understands the lines of the
scripture, sometimes in the rhythm and sometimes in the ecstasy of the
concentrated mi..TJ.d, he remains sitting. Since a long time, he comes everyday
and many times he wishes to ask this pious man as to what Scripture is it and
if possible study the Scripture that gives coolness and ecstasy. But some
hesitation, some hindrance is such that does not let him ask. .
Today, the 'Ideal man' recited the Scripture and after sometime concluded
his recitation. The 'Ideal man' got up from his seat and said a praye:-: 0 Lord!
Bless that I recite your Name always. He said it five or six times.
The he quoted the Guru having said: Recite the Scripture in the early
morning and then recite the Lord's name while sitting and standing. Recite the
Lord's name "0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord" "Waheguru. Wa..~eguru,
Wahegurn, Wa...'J.eguru".
Then he said: The Guru loves the 'Ideal man' who recites the Lord's
name in each breath.
Today tee Muslim Priest could not control his eagerness and decided to
ask.
.
On the other side when Bagga Singh opened his eyes he saw that the sun
rose quite high a..,d his uncle came and said: 0 Bagga Singh! You go home I
shall manage the well here. 0 Baggal Brave man! Yeu go home.
Bagga SL."1gh bade good bye to his uncle and started walking along the
water channel.
When he passed through the grove, then the Muslim priest stood up and
said: 0 Brother Bagga Singh! Youngman! Ca..TJ. you wait a bit?
Bagga Singh: Yes priest! Good morning. Lord is great.
M~s1im priest (smiling): Lord is great! Where are you gOing?
Bagga Singh: 0 Priest! I am going home.
Muslim Priest: If you wait a little, then we may talk.
Bagga Singh: Yes Uncle! Why not? Me! I sit here.
Saying :his, Bagga Singh squatted on the platform and the Muslim Priest
sat nearby.
Musilln priest: 0 Brother! What is this Scripture that you read every day
at this time?
Bagga Singh: You are elder to me as an Uncle. Don't call me brother.
You call me as your son. I am just like your child.
Muslim Priest: You are very regardful. Bu: 0 Handsome! This Scripture
that you read makes me treat you as an elder. One gets ecstasy while listening.
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N ow my mind leaps to ask you and it doesn't stop in asking: 0 Brother! What
Scripture is this?
Bagga Singh: This is the Holy Scripture of Beloved Guru AIjun Dev. Its
name is "Pearls of Peace" "Sukhmani".
Muslim Priest: Is it? I was aL'Ilost sure it must be a sacred text of Guru
N anak. His sacred nam.e is mentioned therein.
Bagga Singh: Yes! It is Guru N anak's Holy SCripture but of the :fifth Guru
Nanak, Guru A1jan Dev.
Muslim Priest: Now I understand. 0 Handsome! How have you
remembered it so well? One side water flows from the well and side by side
nectar from the heaven flows from your throat. You are fortunate. How do
you get so much rapture? (Looked around) I come and read my prayer early
in the morning. I do read and bend and bow but ~ do not get any ecstasy.
Bagga Singh: Me! Stupid! Un-educated! How do I know? You are educated.
You know more. I know only of Scripture and N arne or I know my 'Be~evolent'
who is sea of nectar, sweeter than sugar and honey.
Muslim Priest (in astonishment): How do you feel the Lord sweeter than
sugar and honey. How did the Guru feel? How do you feel?
Bagga Singh: Then do you not feel ecstasy while saying prayers?
Muslim Priest (again looked around): Should I tell you the naked truth?
But you do not defame me in the presence of others. You are a man of God.
So, I tell you that the truth is that I do not feel any ecstasy.
Bagga Singh: Then you read this Scripture that I read and try.
Muslim Priest: What is the name of this Scripture and from where do I get
it?
Bagga Singh: "Pearls of Peace" "Sukhmani Sahib". Pearls i.e. Jewels and
diamonds, jewels and diamonds of comforts and pleasures, No! No! Unde, it
means: Peace to the mind. You ca.'1 remember one couplet or you car..
remember even one stanza every day. You are an educated person. If you
cram eight stanzas every day, then you will remember all of it in twenty-four
days.
As far as I remember I cra,rtlllled a couplet every day.
Muslim Priest: Is there. any Handbook of this sCripture?
Bagga Singh: Yes! VVhy not? It is written in the Holy Grant.~ Sahib and
many people copy it from there. But this is for educated people. Me! Uneducated! I crammed it two lines a day. Now I remember it well. How sweet is
it? I wish I could clamp it to my heart. :But how can I do that? I get lost in the
ecstasy of this "Pearls of Peace". Uncle! I tell you truly.
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Musli.11l priest: Then you get me a written Handbook.
Bagga Singh: Alright Uncle! I shall tell the Head of the Gurdwara today.
II
All of a sudden Mehar Din arrived.
Mehar Din: 0 dear Priest, greetings to you.
Priest: Greetings to you also. How is it that you have come so early?
Mehar Din: I just passed by while returning from ginning. But how is it
that you are here?
Priest: Well! Since a few days I come here at the well for the Morning
Prayer. THs platform in this grove is nice and it is a quiet place for prayers.
Mehar Din: Then what are the mosques meant for?
Priest: Many good people go there to preach and pray. One less shaL not
make any difference.
Mehar Din: If the priests change their ways, then what about other brother
Muslims? Since you have to punish others, nobody can punish you.
Priest: How does this question of punishment arise? Is it written somewhere
that one should not say prayers at home? Or one should not say prayers in
solitude? Is it written that you must pray in the mosque? Is praying in solitude
banned?
Mehar Din: What you say might be true. But you should not say Cotton
prayers.
Priest: What is Cotton prayer?
Mehar Din: Once upon a time there lived a youthful ptiest. He stopped
praying at the mosque. People asked him: 0 Priest! Have you stopped saf.....'1g
prayers?
He'replied: These days Cotton flowers are blOOming. I go there to say my
prayers. One feels nice.
Well! MY!Iyar priest! I came to know about it, when one day the priest
was getting a b$ting with sticks from the cotton-plucking women. The women
beat him so much that he was almost half-dead.
Priest: What for?
Mehar Din: His saying prayer in the cotton flowers was an excuse. After
saying prayers he used to help the women in plucking cotton flowers. He also
gossiped with the women. How could the women know what was in his mL.'1d?
They t.1}ought: He is helpful to us and he talks sweetly while other priests
hardly talk or they tal..~ in an angry tone. He plucked the cotton flowers and
gossiped with the women and while plucking he would put some cotton balls
in the inside pockets of his long shirt. He collected a good quantity that was
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sufficient to make twa quilts. One day by chance the priest's wife '"id to her
friends: God is gracious. He has sen~ us cotton for two quilts. It will be more
than sufficient for us for this winter,. One amongst the women had a sharp
mind. In her mind she thought:: From where has God sent her so much
cotton. If I do not mistake, maybe our cotton is being stolen.
Next day, she talked to her friends and made all her group watchfuL
That day when the priest was about to leave, then they accosted him: 0
Priest! We have heard that you say Cotton prayer.
Priest: What is that Cotton prayer?
Women: One goes to the Cotton flowering garden, then plucks the flowers
and gossips with women and then the prayer produces cotton.
The priest became nervous. He tried to slip away but one clever woman
caught him by the arm and searched his inside pocket and said: Seel Your
praye~ has produced cotton balls. Then everybody caught him. He had hidden
cotton balls in his shirt, in his under-wear and in his pant pockets. They beat
him with sticks. Then they brought him to the village and defamed him in the
village.
o Priest! This is 'Cotton prayer'.
Muslim Priest: I imagined that you have respect for me in your mind.
Man does make mistakes. But to think that he is respected by o:hers is the
biggest mistake.
Mehar Din: 0 Priest! Are you angry? I just said it jokingly.
Muslim Priest: Yes! Jokes ""ith prayer! ] okes with the path towards the
Lord! Well! I am a 'Cotton prayer'. I do not mind. But you fear the Lord to
whom we pray.
Mehar Din: 0 Priest! Then do you want to know the truth? You make
excuse of saying prayer here because the grove is nice but you listen to the
utterance of a Non-believer. Then you tell him, "Do not defame me but dur
prayer has no sweetness, no ecstasy and your utterance has ecstasy in it." Now
you reply to me.
'
Muslim priest: "Well! It is a deficiency in me. I do not say that prayer is
bad. What I said was and I am ready to say in front of everybody that I do not
feel the ecstasy while praying that the Guru-disciple gets while reading his
Scripture. It is my deficiency. Is it a sin to admit one's deficiency? To tell the
truth and to steal in the Name of God is it the same?
On listening to the words uttered in an angry tone Mehar Din winced.
He felt ashamed and then said: Goodness does not flourish in this world.
I told you for your own good. Already your reputation is that when you sit on
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your seat, then you treat Muslims and Hindus alike. You do not side with
Muslims. Muslims are not happy about it. Then you know His Majes:y is very
strict. He feels happy if you side with Mllslims when it is between Musli.LJ} and
Hindu. You are already defamed on this account. On the top of it yO:I say
more things. Beware of a verdict against you.
Muslim Priest: Priest's job is to do justice according to law. It has no
consideration of the culprit belonging to any religion or caste.
Mehar Din: See! Hindus are in majority. Muslims are in minority. If you
do not side with Muslims and keep them on upper hand then how shall t...~e
King rule? The writ of the victorious rule!, runs on giving fear and threat. That
is the root. You are trying to cut the root.
Muslim Priest: It is justice that makes the subjects to love the King, the
suboydinates love the King the people love the rulers. The love of the subjects
for the King is the fum foundation of the kingdom of the King. I am making
that foundation strong. You and your flatterers make it hollow. You tell! Has
God said anywhere t.hat He is happy with injustice?
Mehar Din: 0 Priest! I said for your good. I have said what is going on in
the present times. You go by the circumstances. Don't go out of times. You
shall suffer if you go out of times. (Laughingly)Justice is done between humans
and humans. Those who say God are humans. The idol worshippers are all
animals. They are worth killing. If you wish to do justice, then stop killing
aI'imals also. Stop eating meat. Punish the butchers who kill goats. What is
justice when it comes to man and animals? Justice is to keep upper hand of
men and not animals. 0 Muslim! Have you listened? Now you reply. (SayL'1g
this and laughir..g, hurriedly he started towards the village).
M:Islim Priest: Nothing of this sort is written in t.~e law book.

III
It is the beautiful a:.'1d blossoming town of Anandpur. Bagga Singh is talking to
a Guru-devotee.
Bagga Singh: Guru-blessed dear devotee! I have to request you for
somet.tling.
Alam Singh: Bagga Singh! Say.
Bagga Singh: The Muslim Priest of our village has come with me. You
rr..ight have heard his name. He is Priest Salaar Din.
. Alam Singh: I have heard the name but I have not met him.
Bagga Singh: He is the one who is very pious. He does proper justice.
Nobody dare deceive anyone. But the Muslims harbour ill will against him.
They say why does he not side with Muslims?
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He says: It is Priest's folly if he sides with anyone.
o dear! He listened to the recitation of the Holy Scriptun: '-Pearls of
Peace" "Sukhmani" uttered from my mouth. It has dented his mind so much
that since that day he is after me, "Take me to your Guru." You kr..ow that I
am stupid. How can I preach anyone? But 0 Dear! Even his other colleague
priests stopped him. His family members stopped him. But he insisted and has
brought me along and reached the Guru's town.
N ow you tell, 0 dear! Where do I stand? I am nobody. Magnificent Guru
is so high and me, full of sins. 0 dear! You are near to the Guru. You take
our Muslim Priest along to meet 1\1agnificent Guru. Or you remove his doubts
yourself and put him in recitation of Scripture or Name. At the moment he
only listens and feels cool. Then his mind wavers. In fact he is educated. He
should imbibe it quickly. He is wavering and goes in despair. You infuse him
with something that he gets ecstasy in Name.
Alam Singh: 0 Child! Your talk is sweet. Your mind was pure. You got
ecstasy quickly. The educated people doubt much. They do not get peace of
mind qUickly. Their minds dO:lbt much and are scattered in thought. Alright
Child! Bring him in the audience hall tomorrow. Mter the assembly you
request Beloved Guru. You make a request. He listens with love. If you have
any hesitation then I shall request him. It is quite possible he might himself
call you. He is intuitive.

IV
It is the hall of audience of the King from the heavens. The divine songs
(Kirtan) are over. The disciples are going. The Muslim priest Salaar Din is
waiting at a little distance. He wishes to meet.
True Guru: 0 Priest! Come forward. Alam Singh dear! Bring your friend
and where is Bagga Singh from whose recitation of "Sukhmani" flows nectar?
Alam Singh: Magnificent Gur.!! Both are present.
All three came forward and bowed their heads.
True Guru: Bagga Singh! See, the nectar in "Pearls ofPeace" "Sukhmani".
"Pearls ofpeace" gives nectar of the Lord's name. This Scripture is "Pearls
ofpeace"'. It gives tranquility to the mind. It gives inner happiness. It is the
Godly heart of Guru AIjan Dev. It gives sensation of the Lord in tbe mind
and is pure nectar. It says: Drink my nectar. Bagga Singh! Drink the Name
nectar.
Bagga Singh clamped the Guru's feet fast and said: It is the grace and
love of your sacred feet that the donkey that I am has become deer with
musk. Give me the love of your cool and soft feet. Let them sit in my heart.
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Let them stick to my heart and I should clamp your feet again a..'1d again and
not separate from your feet.
At this time when the Muslim Priest saw Bagga Singh's face, he heaved a
sigh and said to his mind: Alas! I shoulc.. not have acquired lmowledge. Alas!
My mother should have kept me away from knowledge, this wisdom and the
subsequent doubt created by wisdom has eaten me up.
True Guru: 0 Priest! Ignorance or stupidity is not the remedy. Remedy is
faith. Faith gives light to the stupid. It gives satisfaction to the ignorant. Whatever
are the deficiencies in ignorance and stupidity, faith overcomes them.
Muslim Priest (Startled): Ah ha! Wonderful! You are great! You said it
wonderfully.
True Guru: Say, Alam Singh! Whether knowledge gives peace or it gives
despair.
Alam Singh: If one loves your feet then it gives peace otherwise it is a fort
of pride and ego. That goes into the head and makes it a hard log of wood.
Yes! Knowledge is a thorn that pricks one's self and pricks others but
when you bless your love, then knowledge becomes a light house. 0
Ber..evolent! Without a shower of love from you everything else is a ritual of
mistaken belief.
True Guru: 0 Priest! Do you give justice equally or side with your Muslim
brothers.
Ragga Singh: Magnificent Guru! You know everything. Whatever you
say is out of love.
True Guru: 0 Bagga Dear! You tell.
Bagga Singh: I will tell you what I have neard or what I have seen. But 0
my own handsome sweet beloved! You know everything intuitively.
Guru (eyes closed): Great is the congregation.
Bagga Singh (putting the Guru's feet in his lap and loving them): This
priest is very pious. He treats Hindus and Muslims alike and does proper
justice. He is most honest. He does not accept any bribe, not even a penny.
The other Muslim priests are angry with him: Why does he not side with
Muslims? You tell why should he do that?
Guru (smilingly): It is wonderful. 0 Priest! This is the Priest's faith. This is
the Priest's duty.
Mus~ priest: I am a sinner. I have ego that I do justice. I wish good for
this un-pierced pearl, pearl not pierced by the drill of knowledge, Bagga
Singh. He has made me eager to taste ecstasy. I came here to beg you for
ecs4tSy. But 0 Benevolent! See, the stupidity of knowledge. See, the ego of
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knowledge of my mind. While sitting in your hall of audience my un-enlightened
mind goes into doubts. It is the un-enlightened mind that doubts. Isn't it SO?
Having reached the ocean of enlightenment, I have gone in doubts. This
is the fault of wisdom.
Guru: 0 Priest! Don't go into despair. Clear your doubts. One has sleep
only when a pierced thorn is taken out. One gets faith only when doubts are
cleared.
Muslim Priest: I saw you bestowing boons. I thought: When the Lord has
written everybody's fortune on man's forehead, then how is it that you are
bestowing boons? If evelybody has to bear the fruits of previous deeds, then
how ca~ you change that? Then why are you doing all this?
On listening to the Priest's words the Guru smiled and said: a Priest!
Don't say you are un-enlightened and thus doubt. You listen attentively and
understand the mystery. Your doubt shall stand clarified.
Saying this he ordered for a paper and ink. He took out the stamp from
his finger and showed it to the priest. See! Priest! This is a stamp. There are
words in it. But how are they?
Mus~ priest: They are upside down.
Guru: Then the Guru immersed the stamp in ink and pressed it on paper
and asked: 0 Priest! Are these the same words or else?
Muslim priest:]ust the same but now they are upside.
Guru: When the King's stanlp is in your hand then is it any useful?
Muslim priest: No! vVhen it is put on paper, then it is valued as the King's
order.
True Guru: Destiny is written on the forehead. But for some good deeds
done or by the Lord's wish when the forehead bends and beloved Lord's
benignity adds to it then the upside down becomes upside.
The Muslim. priest was more than satisfied. He praised the Guru a.."'1.d with
hands folded fell at his feet.
Beloved Guru: a Bagga Singh. Is it right?
Bagga Singh: Yes. It is absolutely right. Priest is satisfied. You are the
Lord who wrote my destiny. you
you
You
.
You wrote the inscribed words there. You are the one who is putting the
stamp and making the upside-dowrl to upside. What are we worthless and
what are our deeds?
What good or what bad. If they are good they are a handful. If they are
bad even then they are handful. Mter all we are countable and small. Your
grace is unlimited. Your river of grace flows river or sea of grace all our sins
bad or worst are washed.
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(Looking towards Alam Singh) 0 Holy Saint! Have my deeds bestowed
me t..~e recitation of the "Pearls ofPeace" "Sukhmani" and the ecstasy in that
"Pearls ofPeace" "Sukhmani"? Is it any fruit of my deeds? It is what you call
sensation of Name in the mind, heart and body that gives ecstasy and rapture,
is it something that has grown itself like. seeds of basil become flowers? No!
No! It cannot be like that. My deeds are driving the bullocks, bathing t.1}e
oxen, to become animal with animals. I tell the truth but when I sit on the
bullock driver's seat I sway in ecstasy while reciting "Pearls of Peace"
"Sukhmani. " The kings might be feeling such pleasure when they sit on the
throne, I cannot say as I have not seen. But this ecstasy I feel everyday and
sometimes every moment. It is sweeter than a ball of sugar.
(Looking towards the 'Guru with the plume') Magnificent Guru! Wo:c't
you tell? You are the Master of stamps. For once you tell that you are the
miraculous there and here. There' also you had put stamps. Here also you
have made the upside-down as upside. Yes! I now remember. You are
omnipresent, here, there, everywhere.
Yes "Pearls of Peace" says: Clamp His sacred feet in your heart.
o thy sacred feet! Pierce my heart and get in there. What are my deeds?
What are the priest's deeds? Oh! This Name should permeatei:c the mind,
.heart and body cells and this connection should never break. This connection
of Name should remain tied with a hard knot. 0 my Lord! Your sacred feet
are unique. There is no parallel. Your feet are full of nectar. Saying t.lTIs, his
eyes closed and while clamping the Guru's feet he got immersed and became
quiet.
Muslim priest: 0 Benevolent! 0 Master of heavens! I wish the simplicity
like that of Bagga Singh and the stamp of Name and ecstasy of Name.
Magnificent Guru: It is better that the knowledgeable and wandering
mind should be fully satisfied. If you still have any doubts, then it is better to
clear.
Guru to Bhai Alam Singh: Bhai Alam Singh! You narrate to him 6e story
of the king that happened at the time of Beloved Guru A1jan Dev who tolerated
the torture of sitting on hot iron plate in meditation and remained Ull.."'TIoved.
Ala."':). Singh: Priest dear! Our fifth Guru, Guru A1jan Dev whose present
incarnation is sitting here (gesturing towards the beloved Guru) from w!lose
heart came out the stream of nectar, cooler than the cool waters of Himalayas
and clearer than the clear waters of Himalayas, t..~e "Pearls of Peace" ( the
Scripture "Sukhmani"), forever sending waves of love to the loving hearts,
from whose Soul-nectar this stream of nectar flowed for all times to come.
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He W;:LS also asked to reply to the same question.
Once, the King of J.\![andi state came to have a glimpse of the fifth Guru,
Guru AIjan Dev. He was accompanied by his courtiers and servants. The
King got a nice place to stay. Then he met the Guru.
One day the Guru recited:
"Whatever the Lord has written on your forehead
ofriend, it shall not change"
The King heard these words. He had already paid respects to the Guru
and was sitting down. When he heard these words, he started thinking in his

mind.
If what is written all the forehead cannot be changed, then what is the
benefit of seeking refuge of the Guru?
He thought: Whether he should ask the Guru?
Then he thought: It might be a disrespect to ask.
But he could not hold his curio·sity to know and in a feeble voice he said:
If what is written on the forehead has to happen as a must, then how is it
beneficial to become your disciple for which purpose I have come?
The Guru was in rapture and did not wish to talk in length but this mtich
he said: 'What is written is not erased but something good happens. Goodness
prevails. It happens also but sufferings go away also. By the grace of the Guru
one gets comfort and pleasure.
..The King could not understand properly and said: How can both things
happen?
Guru: If you stay for a few days, you will corne to know. But you will
understand only when something comes across. It will come across only when
you become a disciple of Guru N anak.
On listening to the Guru, the King was satisfied. He realized that although
he did not understand properly but the Guru must be correct.
In this thinking, he fell at the Guru's feet. The Guru asked him to recite
the Lord's name and he became a disciple of the Guru.
Then he took permission from the Guru and went to the place where he
was staying.
In the evening he came again and listened to the divine music (Kirtan).
He felt delighted. But the misgiving persisted.in his mL."'1d. How can the writing
on the forehead and grace go together?
At night he ate food from tbe kitchen and went to sleep. In the middle of
the night, the King in a dream saw that he ruled for a long time, had a big
family, and then he died. Then he was born in another place in a family of
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sweepers and had children and t..~ere also he died. He woke up from s~eep
and felt greatly astonished.
He said to himself: Shall it happen as I have seen in my dream? Oh! My
deeds! Shall you put me in this state? Why have I been doing bac. deeds? 0
Guru! You only can tell what is all this? In this thinking he again went to sleep.
N ext day, the King was to go for hunting. The King along with his men
went for hunting. The Guru also went along. Although the king was :nerrHy
riding the horse and looking for a prey but still the thoug1:t of the bad dream
came to his mind often.
He said in his mind: Dreams are dreams, why bo~her? But still he
remembered the same. The King went fast followi..ng a deer and got separated
from others. He got tired, got down from the horse and sat down under a tree
to relax. Near was a village and houses whcrre sweeper families lived. One
boy of around ten stood and kept on looking at tt.e king.
He ran back to his mother saying: See! Fat..~er is alive. He is sitting wea."'i.'1g
fine clothes. He has a horse also.
The mother came and recognized that he was her husband. She started
howling: "Come home. How have you become so rich?"
Soon the enq.re family gathered round him and said: Come home.
The king also saw that it was the same family that he !:ad seen in his
dream and that they were born to him.
Now, the gathering was keen to take him home. The king was asto~snec.
in seeing the actual of what he had seen in his dream. Be tried to make :hem
understand and even tried to frighten them but t..~at had no effect on the
sweeper family. By now the Guru and L~e king's men a..rri.ved. The sweeper
families had great regard for the Guru.
They asked the Guru to decide and said: See! Our family is starving
whereas he is enjoying life elsewhere.
The Guru said: Tell me. When did your family member die? Did you not
bury him?
They said: Yes, it is only four days since he died and was buried.
The Guru then said: Let us dig the place of burial. If the body of your
family member is not there, then we shall talk. In case you find the body t±.ere
intact, then it means you are mistaken and you are un-necessarily troubling
the king just because of his resemblance to your man. Everybody agreed to
the suggestion of the Guru. They went and dug out L1.e grave. The body of
their fa...'11ily member was lying intact. They were sorry and asked fO:-giveness
and went to their village.
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The King and the Guru now returned and reached home by c \~~~g.
Next day, the king met the Guru when the Guru was alone.
He said: My beloved Guru! Please tell me what was my dream? How the
dream became a reality and the reality became momentarily and the suffering
was over?
The Guru said: 0 King! This is the reply to your yesterday's question. As
per your deeds, you would have been born in a sweeper's family. 'From kings
to beggars, and from beggars to kings is often said'. That life of yours is now
over in a dream. The suffering you felt in the dream was astonishment. But
the real suffering, you could actually feel and that also finished in moments.
The suffering that was written on your forehead had to come. The written
happened. But what was going to be a lifetime suffering, finished in momer..ts,
some in sleep and some while awake and so it is over. In this way the Lord's
and the Guru's mercy bums the evil deeds.
'
The Guru said to the king: The deeds we do are after we are born. So,
they have a beginning. Anything that has a beginning has an end also.
Something that has no beginning has no end. Your thinking is that deeds are
eternal, absolute and everlasting. That is not correct. Man is born and then his
deeds start and he keeps on dOing. But as
deeds started after birth, they
can somehow end also, because it is something that has an end. The deeds
cannot be computed by deeds because nobody can do all good deeds.
The first birth was by the Lord's command. The Lord's command only,
can erase our bad deeds. How? By being truly religious, by singing the Lord's
hymns the dirt of the bad deeds is washed. When we remember the Lord our
mind gets the touch.
If anything touches the Sandal tree, it gets the fragrance of sandal. Similarly,
by remembering the Lord and reciting His name, we get His touch. We get
the sacredness of the Lord. The sacredness from the Lord washes our sins
and bad deeds.
This is how the Lord who is all sacredness as well as the ~edeemer of
sinners gives His touch and bestows His grace. This is how the Lord's grace
changes what is already WJitten on the forehead.
o Priest! There is another story also on the same subject.
On the outskirts of a village was a garden with a hut in it. Guru N anak
selected this place to stay. Mardana was delighted. The village was thickly
populated as if it was a small town. A rich Khatri lived in the village who was
quite religious minded. He liked to meet the saints who came to the village,
and was always eager to be of service to them. He came to know that somebody

the
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has come to stay in the garden. Love springs from hirr: whose singL'lg of the
Lord's hYmns is such that the river would stop to listen.
When he heard all this, he came to meet the Guru.
Mardana sang the Lord's hYmns (Kirtan). The Guru sat in meditation of
the Lord's name. A light breeze was there. He came and sat down. The
moment he sat down, his eyes got charmed. His eyes closed by the charm. He
. got an inner feeling of rapture in his mind. Time went by un-knowingly. Only
when he opened his eyes, he realized that a long time had elapsed. He
realized that it was divine music that was above time. The knowledge of time
was forgotten in the rapture of the divine music. He had never ustened to
such divine music earlier that would stop the feeling of the passing of time. He
had not met anybody before who would attract your mind as if by magic and
one would not like to leave.
Mter some time, the K...~atri who felt charmed by the Guru went home for
his worldly chores. The Khatri, whose name was J eevan, started coming off
and on.
He got pleasure and rapture in the divine music (Kirtan) and as t.~e days
passed he got ~ore and more attracted to the Guru. He used to come and
bring food for the Guru and felt a great delight.
Soon he got deeply attracted to the Guru. Now he decided to come every
day without fail. And in case he was not able to come for any reason, then he
would not eat food or drink water on that day. Every day Jeevan came to
rr~eet the Guru, sometimes in the morning and sometimes in the evening. He
brought food for the Guru as also he looked after other comforts for the
Guru.
On the way was a grocer's shop. The grocer saw thatJeevan goes this
side everyday without missing a single day..Why not ask him as to where does
he go? So, one day he called him and said: BrotherJ eevan! Previous:y you
used to pass from this road quite rarely when you had to go out of the village
but now you go every day. What attraction have you got which takes you
every day without missing a single day?
J eevan replied: Outside the village, in the garden with the hut has come
an enlightened Guru. He is a divine soul. I go to meet him and listen to his
hymns. To meet him is rapturous. So I have a penchant to go every day.
The grocer said: If meeting him is so rapturous, then you take me also to
meet him.
Jeevan said: Why not? You are most welcome any time.
So, one day the grocer also came along.
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The road going outside the village had a bifurcation. One was l~ading to
the garden with the hut and the other was leading to another village nearby.
On this road at a little distance before entering the village, were some houses
where some prostitutes were living.
When both these men reached the point of bifurcation, they saw one
prostitute walking this side. She was beautiful and the grocer got attracted to
her beauty. He wanted to follow the woman but out of formality and shyness
he kept on walking onwards withJ eevan. They reached the garden where the
Guru stayed, and met the Guru. The grocer was delighted to meet the Guru
but the evil desire that had gone into his mind did not let him have peace of

mind.
Jeevan listened to the divine hymns (Kirtan) and felt the rapture but the
grocer due to the evil desire in his mind did not feel very happy. He felt some
pleasure but he remained in two minds. Both of them listened to the divine
songs for an hour and then retunled.
N ow it came to happen that the grocer got into the habit of going to the
prostitute. In the evening both used to come together from the village but at
the bif1lrcationJ eevan took the road going to the Guru while the grocer took
the road going to the prostitute's house.
Jeevan tried his best to persuade the grocer, saying: You had come with
me to meet the Guru and instead you have started going to the prostitute.
That is not good. Be strong. Be religious and stop this. But all his advice went
on deaf ears and had no effect on the grocer's vacillated mi.Tld.
J eevan developed so much attraction for the Guru that sometimes he
used to get food from his house and stay with the Guru overnight and then go
back home after the morning prayers. The Lord's name was giving rapture to
his mind. One day, on the wayJeevan and the grocer again had a discussion.
J eevan was praising the religious path while the grocer praised the shortlived worldly pleasures.
Finally, the grocer said to J eevan: Look here. Yonder is a .Fig tree. You
are going to the Guru and I ani going for my enjoyment. Whoever comes
back first should wait under the Fig tree. Here, we shall sit and decide as to
what you have gained and what I have gained. Then we shall decide who has
profited and who has lost.
J eevan said: If you say, we can do that. But I have no doubt that there can
be any loss in my path. In this path is all gain. I have· also no doubt that the
path you have chosen is bad. It is always a losing path. It is loss of health, loss
of respect, loss of mind.
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The grocer said: )J ever mind what you say but let us meet orr return. It
will be ody a while lost in waiting.
On taking this decision, both of them left. J eevan 1"eaclled the G:rru's
place.
Mardana sang the divine hymns. His ears listened to :he divine music
(Kirtan). His mind got elevated. He got rapture and he sat down in medita::ion.
On the other hand, when the grocer reached the P1"ostitute's house, the
house was locked. The woman whom he had to meet was away to another
village on some errand. He felt dishea..rtened, roarr:ed hither and thit..~er and
finally came back and reached the Fig tree where he was to meet his friend
Jeevan. He sat down waiting for Jeevan. The waiti~g became long as ~e ~ad
returned very early. He started pondering. Sometimes while pondering one
digs the earth. He started digging the earth. While digging he found one gold
coin. The grocer's greedy mind became very happy ane!. in the hope of
finding more gold coins, he took out a knife from his pocket and started
digging the earth more and more. Soon his knife touched ar: earthen pot.
This kept him busy. Time passed by unknowingly. He took out the ea...'i:...1.en
pot and when he opened the lid then he found pieces of coa!. in the earthen
pot. He searched up to the bottom of the pot but it had pieces of coal only up
to the bottom.
By now,]eevan reached the Fig tree but he was limping. He was wear~'1g
his shoes properly on one foot and on the other foot he had worn the shoe
after turning it down at the heel and was rubbing his shoe to the ground and
limping.
SeeL.'1g him like this, the grocer said: Why don't you put on your shoe
properly on your second foot? You must be feeling uncomfortable walking
like this.
Jeevan replied: 0 friend! When I came out of the Guru's hut, before I
could reach my shoes, a thorn pierced my foot. I tried to pw.: out the thorn
but a piece of the same is stuck in my foot. That is why I have Pl:t a ba...~c.age
on my foot and I am walking without putti...'1g on the shoe properly.
Grocer: Alright. Then you better sit down and relax a bit. Then we s~all
talk. and after that we shall go home.
When he sat down, then they started talking. The grocer said: Listerr,
today I have found a gold coin and you have got a thorn pierced in your foot.
We must ask. Because you go for religious pursuit and I go for evil doing.
J eevan replied: Whatever has happened, forget it. In any case re:J.gious
pursuit is better and evil doing is always bad.
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Grocer: No! Brother! Either you give a plausible reasoning or we go to
the Guru and ask him the reason.
So, both of them went to the Guru and touched his feet.
The Guru smiled and Mardana, on seeing the smile on the Guru's face
became attentive.
Meanwhile the grocer (with folded hands) told the entire story regarding
his evil doing to the Guru and asked him as to how it had happened that the
fruit of his evil doing was a gold coin while the fruit of jeevan's religious
pursuit was a thorn pierced.
The Guru said: It might be better if you forget everything and don't talk
about it.
Grocer again said:-Well! As you wish but we are stupid people, we do not
understand things properly. Please let us know the secret why the fruit of evil
doing is a gold coin?
The Guru touched the head of the grocer, blessed him and said: Listen!
The fruit of your evil doing is not one gold coin. The storm of your evil doing
has shaken your tree of gold coins. All have beec. blown away. Only one
remains.
The earthen pot of coal pieces was a pot of gold coins. You had donated
one coin to a saint. That became hundred coins. Your evil doing went on
reducing the gold coins to coal pieces. You see! Your evil-doing has burnt the
fruits of your kind deeds. Only one coin remains that has brought you here.
This one coin tells you that your evil deeds have made you lose hundreds
of gold coins like this one. Instead of multiplying they have got burnt. The
gold coins have become pieces of coal.
j eevan's good deeds and religious pursuit, his service to the saints, his
listening to the Lord's hymns and reciting the Lord's name have burnt his sins.
His bad deeds in his past life were so much that he deserved crucifixion. But
as he started reciting the Lord's name and listened to divine hymns and did
service to saints, the penalty of his bad deeds stcuted reducing, so much so
that his penalty was reduced from crucifixion to the piercing of a thorn which
gave the pain of a needle prick and saved him from a very big suffering.
The second thing to ponder is that the more you have gone after evil
deeds your sensuousness has increased. For Jeevan, the more he has recited
the Lord's name and listened to the divine hymns his inclinations have become
good and virtuous and his aptitude for service to humanity, kindness and
meeting.saintly people has increased.
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As such, for the future he is moving on the path of good deeds correctly.
What the Guru said went deep into the grocer's heart. The touch that the
Gu.."U· had given to his head was a burniIlg flame that burnt the mounds of
sins. When his sins thus got burnt, the load of sins on his mind vanished. He
fell at the Guru's feet and said: Please be,gracious. Put me on the correct path.
Teach me to do good deeds and stop me from doing evil deeds. Your strength
can only do that. I have no strength in me.
The Guru was gracious. He asked Mardana to play the music. And he
himself sang the divine hymns. Guru Nanak's divine song and the divine
hymns were heart piercing for bothJeevan and the grocer. The grocer's mind
became like a crystal.
The Guru said: We are humans to do deeds. Our intellectual mind tells
us that whatever deeds we do are of two types, good deeds alld evil deeds.
Whatever we do, our inclination goes that way. Inclinations become habits.
These habits, then make us do good or evil deeds. The relish in the evil deeds
is a trap Ll1 which we get trapped like a bird. The habits in our mind give us
the inclination to do evil deeds. From outside the relish pulls us. In this way
man is trapped. The mind goes on becoming dirtier and dirtier. The mind
becomes dead to true happiness and gets absorbed in the short-lived momentary
pleasures. The mind becomes powerless and cannot rise again towards true
happiness. Because when a man is absorbed in sensual pleasures he cannot
remember the Lord and in the forgetfulness of t.l'}e Lord if he has a.TJ.y previously
acc.umulated good deeds, they cannot help, the evil deeds that he does now
burn the previously accumulated good deeds. A~ such for a person trapped in
the relish of evil deeds or having a dirty mind the re.medial measure of doing
good deeds only is not sufficient. The evil deeds burn the freshly done good
deeds.
There is only one way of cleansing the dirty mind. The Guru has to
sprinkle the Lord's name on the dirty mind. The spr.nkling of fue Lord's
name on the mind gets the mind into remembrance of the Lord. Remembra.TJ.ce
of the Lord is meeting the Lord. The evil deeds and the relish of sensuousness
had created a veil of forgetfulness of the Lord. '!\Then that veil is broken by
remembrance, then the forgetfulness does not remain. Now the strength of
the Lord, His goodness, His love, His graciousness, will all come to us. That
will take out all sLTl that is in our mind. Our dirty and dead mind will wake up.
It will get the sensation of the Lord's name and will become s'.lblime.
After listening to the divine song and hymns, the Lord's name got deep.
into the heart of the grocer. All his bad habits and sins were washed away. His
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bad habits changed. His mind came on the true path.
He fell at the Guru's feet and said: "0 Lord, 0 Lord." "Waheguru,
Waheguru". Please save me. I have sinned enough. The Guru lovingly rubbed
his hand on the grocer's back and said:
"Say, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord." "Waheguru, "Waheguru", "Waheguru".
It was not just telling him to say '0 Lord'. He made the Lord enter his
body.
Both of them got the Lord's name in their mind and heart. l:'he Lord's
name went in their entire body cells like a fountain. Doth became true disciples
of the Guru.
Men do the deeds but when the Lord's name gets into the body, all bad
deeds are washed out. The love of the Lord's name is a path higher than
deeds.
The N arne first washes the inclinations and the dirt of the mind. The soul
becomes crystal. The same Name becomes nectar and gives rapture to the
mind and soul.
'By reciting the Lord's name, the dirt of the mind goes. The Kame nectar
goes into the heart'.
'
This story also tells that it is in this human body that we do deeds. -when
man was first born as human then there were no deeds done by him at that
time due to which he got this human body. 0 Priest! Deeds are not all in all.
They a~e not infinite. Deeds are not without a beh..tnning or endless. Deeds
started after the soul adopted the human body. So! Deeds have a beginning.
Something that has a beginning has an end also. In this way deeds are bound
by time and space. Something that is bound by tiIr..e and space can increase or
decrease also.
Otherwise you tell 0 Priest! When man was first born, what were the
deeds that sent him into this human body? "What deeds had the soul done?
Deeds started only after he got this human body.
Priest: What you say is alright but if no deeds were done in the first
instance and it is Lord's will, then
.
Alam Singh: The true Guru has already indicated that whatever the Lord
does is His will. However since the true Guru's soul is immersed in the Supreme
soul, he is the image of the Lord. He can tum anything that is upside-down
and make it upside.
Priest: 0 dear! How?
Alam Singh: Once Guru N anak visited Delhi cUld stayed on the outskirts
of the town. He heard some people crying.
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Then he asked Mardana to go and fmd out why the people were crying?
Mardana went and brought the news: a Benevolent Guru, the elephantkeepers who were hospitable to us, their elephant died and aE the £a::n.i:y
members are crying.
Then the Guru who had come to allay the suffering of the people, hirr.self
went and asked: Listen! Why are you crying?
Elephant-keeper: 0 Lord's saint! Our elephant has died.
Guru: Then what? The elephant belongs to the king. He has no shortage
of money. If one dies, he can buy ten more. Why do you cry?
Elephant-keeper: We are crying because, firstly the king may be angry
that his death is due to our negligence. Then this was our source of earning.
Today we will be out ofjob. Then when another elepha..'1t comes, we ca."'1I1ot
be sure whether we will be retained or somebody else will be given the job.
Our earning is very difficult. Everybody does not keep an elephant. Only L'le
kings keep elephants. It is very difficult to get a job from a king.
Saying this, he wept bitterly. The elephant-keeper was narrating his st0ry
and the family members were crying and wailing.
The Guru's soft heart melted. He said: 0 Women! 0 ChildYen! Be quiet
and listen to me: If the elephant becomes alive, then you won't cry?
They became quiet and said: Then we will laugh. We'shall be happy. 3ut
o saint! The dead never become alive again.
Then the Guru said: 'It is the Lord who gives life.
It is the Lord who takes life. J
The elephant-keeper and his family members and other elephant keepers
were all looking towards the Guru. Poor people have more faith. Faith can
He is a saint. ::Ie is a powert'i.
work wonders. They are waitLTlg
saint.
Mter a while the Guru opened his merciful eyes t...~at had tears in the:::::J..
Then in compassion, he said: Go and rub your hands on the elephant's
face and say "0 Lord "Waheguru in his ears.
The elephant-keeper obeyed the order of the Guru and went and rubbed
his hands on the face of the elephant and in his ears said, "0 Lord JJ
"Waheguru JJ.
The Guru, the beloved of the Lord looked towards the elephant and the
miraculous Lord did the miracle. With the life-giving power and sensation of
t.~e Lord's name, the elephant stretched his body, opened his small eyes and
in a trembling motion stood up with his giant body. It swayed his ears like a
fan, moved his trunk up and down, opened his tru..'1...1( and locked towards the
JJ
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life-giving Guru with his small eyes.
Yes! 0 elephant! You were the sustenance for the humans. S" _you have
been made to stand.
"The elephant has become alive." The news spread like wild fire. King
Ibrahim Lodhi had already been informed that his favorite elephant· had
died. The Veterinary Doctor had also communicated to the king the reason
for his death, when suddenly the news reached the king that an extra-ordinary
saint, a Lord's holy man has made him alive. Then he sent messengers to
make sure that the news was true. The Veteri.nary Doctor checked and informed
the king: 'It is true that the elephant has become alive'.
In great amazement the king who was a cause of suffering for Hindus and
saints, himself came and saw the elephant alive and made su,re that he had
really died. Then ~e came to the Guru, greeted him and said: 0 saint! Have
you made this elephant alive?
Then the Guru said: 0 King of men! The Lord gives life and He takes
life. The saints pray and the Lord has mercy.
King: 0 Lord's saint! I do not understand.
Then the Guru said: It is Lord's own discretion to give life ar..d take life.
Noboiy else has the power. A saint has prayer. Sometimes for a good cause,
a saint does pray and the Lord listens. If he wishes he bestows mercy.
The saint has prayer only. Mercy is in His hands.
. Then the king astonishingly said: If you pray again, will he die? Let him
die.
Then the Guru smiled. Then his eyes became solemn and there was a
frown on his forehead. He looked towards the heavens and said:
It is lIe, who gives life and takes.
It is no one else except lIim.
The moment he uttered these words, the elephant staggered and fell flat
on the ground. He heaved long sighs, closed his eyes and within moments
was a dead body.
On seeing this, the king and his courtiers were dazed. For sometime
everybody was quiet.
/
Then the King said: Now you make him alive again.
Then the Guru said: 0 King of men, he cannot become alive again. This
was not a sport. It was a saint's prayer and the ~ord's mercy. This requires
respect.
Then the King asked: What is the reason?
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Then the Guru said: Listen 0 King! Iron is iron. It is not &e. If you put it
in fire, it becomes red hot. One cannot hold it in the ha..~ds ever.. for a fractior..
of a moment without burning the hand but one can hold a bu..rning fire :or a
fraFtion of a moment without burning the hand.
Similarly, saints are immersed in the Lord's love, they can cha:lge what
the Lord has done but the Lord will not change what they have dO:le.
It means that a saint is a beloved of the Lord but being in the ir..cessa..l1t
remembnince of the Lord, he is immersed in the Lord and becomes like t.~e
Lord as the iron immersed in fire becomes like fire. Then he is able to do
something that he wishes while immersed in the Lord.
Then the Muslim saint Nizam who had come with the King, unde:-stood
and said to the king: This saint is a big saint. What ~e has said is right. The
Lord for the love of his saint does what the saint wishes but for the same love
he does not change what the saint does.
The King who was hard-hearted became soft now and said: 0 Saint! You
accept something from me.
Then the Guru said: I desire the Lord. I am hungry for the ~rd. I want
Him only. All other desires are gone. I desire the love of the Lord and
nothing else.
The King then realized that he is a real big saint. Then he greeted him
and went away.
This story also elucidates that the Lord listens to the Guru's prayer and is
gracious to burn the deeds however much they may be.
Bagga Singh: Priest Dear! Many times we farmers wish that the accounts
written by the landlords may somehow get destroyed. Sometimes the houses
of landlords are burnt so that the account books get burnt. Do you not wish to
burn these doubts and mis~aken beliefs? W ell! You are a Priest. Forget these
doubts and mistaken beliefs. Pray to the Guru for blessing of the Lord's
name, ecstasy and rapture.
Muslim Priest: Ah ha! Bagga Singh. You are tr~y great.
(Looking towards the Guru):- Beloved "Guru! I am in mistaken beliefs. The
mind goes after mistaken beliefs. Even after finding the refuge I get lost. I
have no refuge, neither in heaven, nor on earth, nor in water, nor b air. Give
me refuge at your feet. Give refuge to the refuge-less.
Beloved Guru: Have no doubts. As several kilograms of wood can be burnt

with one spark, similarly, the Lord's grace can redeem the bad deeds however much
they are.
Bagga Singh: I adore the Guru! Priest dear! Have you heard, "Several
kilograms of wood can be burnt with one spark of fire, what are we and oar
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deeds? Our days of life are countable. Our deeds are countablf;. But the
Lord's grace is unlimited.
Respected Priest! The unlimited grace drowns the countable. Fall at the
Guru's feet. Your sins shall be burnt whether they are little or too many. By
the grace of the Guru the crucifixion becomes thorn. By the grace of the
Guru's sacred hand the upside-down becomes upside. Those who take refuge
,at the Lord's feet, they get out of the cycle of births and deaths. Priest dear!
Refuge! Refuge! Refuge!
The Muslim Priest Salaar Din's mind got full faith, got fully satisfied, his
mind became re-·assured. His mind was elevated. He perceived the Guru as
immersed'in the Supreme soul, he saw lustre on the Guru's face. He fell at the
Guru's feet. Bagga Singh who was holding the Guru's feet in his lap put the
Guru's feet in the Priest's lap. The Muslim Priest pressed the Guru's feet to his
chest. He felt a sensation ofthe Lord's name in his mind, heart and body cells.
His body cells recited "0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord" "Wa.."'leguru, W aheguiu,
Wa..'J.eguru".
He got ecstasy. He felt as if he was a body of nectar. He used to feel cool
to see Bagga Singh in ecstasy. Today he has himself become a body of nectar.
Today he understood that the Lord's name is Lord's love. Lord's love is
nectar of the Soul.
.
Lord's love is engrossment in the Supreme soul. Everything else is out of
the 'Sphere of love'. When one gets the Lord's love, then all other thoughts e
are mistaken beliefs that remain outside this sphere of love
...
The Priest clamped the Guru's feet fast and went on drinking the Name
nectar. His cup of mind and heart became full of Name nectar up:o the brim.
He became fortunate.
The Gracious sacred hand is rubbing his head with love and'his tongue is
reciting "0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 LQrd" "Waheguru, TlVaheguru, Waheguru". His
mind is immersed in Lord's love.
Let us pray that this sacred hand shall ever remain on the heads, fortunate
heads 9f those whom He has bestowed His grace. Those who haven't got,
then this sacred hand should bestow grace on the world, on us and give us the
sensation of the presence of the Lord in our mind, heart and body and fill our
hearts with nectar that ever remains and gives inner blossom to the mind.
Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!
Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!
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Magnificent Guru Gobind sat in the audie::J.ce hall when a disciple prayed.
Disciple: 0 true Guru! Saviour of the world! I have a prayer.
Beloved Guru: 0 disciple, say what you wish to say.
Disciple: The rosy month of November is over. Month of December has
come. It is getting colder day by day. If you order, we may get some blankets
and quilts.
Beloved Guru (looking towards the treasurer): Yes, go ahead.
Treasurer: Magnificent Guru! Your orders are welcome but money is
required for this purpose. Guru's house is like a flowing river which is ever
flawing. Your practice is money comes and goes: It is not 1L1<e lakes wbere
water remains stored and static. Here it flows like rivers, always fresh, always
sweet. But it .flows when it comes from the peaks. If you command, it will
come and the problem will be solved.
.
Beloved· Guru: The Lord' gives and gives, the takers get tired. They eat
for decades and decades.
II
Guard: Magnificent Guru! I want to ma..1<.e a prayer.
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh (with a gracious look): Say.
Guard: One devotee wishes to offer two thousand rupees Le. ten percent
of his profits.

The devotee came forward and kept two bags each containing one thousand
rupees and fell at the true Guru's feet.
Guru: Say if you have any more desire.
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Disciple: Weare always in desires. We are always beggars. You are
always a giver. Your giving is abundant. I beg for your grace that my mind
becomes satiated.
Guru: Your eyes show desires but your tongue asks for desireless-ness.
Disciple (bent his head down): You are right, 0 Magnificent! I am full of
sins.
. Guru: Are you my devotee?
Disciple: ~ ow, I am your devotee.
Guru: Earlier, whom were you devoted to?
Disciple: Previously I was devoted to ;he saint of Nigaha.
Guru: Then how have you reached here.
Disciple: To offer you one tenth of my profit.
Guru: One tenth should go to whomsoever you were devoted to.
Disciple: Magnificent Guru! It is with your grace that my desire has been
fulfilled.
Guru: If a cow damages a field and somebody drives it away, then the
crop still belongs to the owner of the field and not to somebody who has
driven the cow away.
Disciple: Magnificent Guru Land is yours. Field is yours. Crop is yours.
Cow is yours. You are the trader. You are the savior. Magnificent Guru! I
belong to Multan. I am a trader. I was a devotee of the saint of Nagaha.
Although I am a Hindu but I worshipped the saint of N agaha. 0 Magnificent
Guru! I adore you! I went to foreign lands to sell my goods. Goods worth
sixty thousand rupees got stuck up unsold. I tried my best to sell but could
not. I prayed to the saint of Nagaha but nothir..g happened. Then I enquired
from people: Is there any real saint in these days. Then I was told that real
saint is Guru N anak and you are occupying the auspicious seat at present.
Although it was for my selfish need but my mind confessed faith in you as my
Guru and I prayed to you. You listened to my prayer and bestowed grace.
The goods were sold.
Then I calculated one tenth of my profit 6at I have put at your feet.
Please accept this humble offering. I am your disciple now and now you bless
me that I become more devoted to you.
Guru: The saint of N agaha was blessed by Guru N anak. He was devoted
to Guru Nanak. His followers however have adopted Muslim ways of religion.
They are treading on their own path. They are not treading on the path of
'Love of the Lord' that Guru N anak had preached. Instead they are going on
their own Muslim style. They are putting people on the wrong path in
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forgetfulness of the Lord. They have become partners with the Muslim rulers.
The Musli.q} rulers have become tyrants. The people are suffering. :!: have to
allay the suffering of the world.
Disciple: Magnificent Guru! 0 true benevolent Guru! I have altogether
left that door and come to the door of Guru Nanak. I have already become
yours. Give me refuge. Bless me with the Lord's name and make me 'Ideal
man'.
Guru: To become 'Ideal man' is difficult. You shall have to keep hair
unshorn, drink the sacred nectar and you have to remain steadfast on Lord's
name. It is a bit difficult, you better think over.
Disciple: My thinking is valueless. You have to bless me with the Lord's
name. Unshorn hair is your blessing. It shall be your grace to give me a
sword. Whatever you will give, maybe fan, broom, pitcher, bow and arrows, I
am your servant. Whatever you bless, you give me the strength to serve you.
I have no strength of my own.
Guru: Once you become an 'Ideal man', then it is not proper to lower
your prestige. 0 dear, to remain detached is very difficult. It is love that can
make you detached from wealth. To be detached from wealth is a sign of
love. It is easy to give away wealth but to remain steadfast in faith of the Lord
is not that easy. Faith in the lord is in the mind. When time comes then one
detaches one's self from wealth. But to detach one's mind from desires and
attach to the Lord is a bit difficult. To remain steadfastly attached to the Lord
is a bit difficult.
Disciple (tears filled eyes): It is true but attachment to Lord is your Grace.
Guru: Attachment to Lord is a fragrance that rids the mind frore the
illness of ego. Forgetfulness of Lord gives had smell.
The disciples mind was filled with ecstasy that showered from ±.e G:rru's
look. His eyes closed and he clamped the Guru's feet. His falling at tb.e
Guru's feet indicated that the moth does not speak but are ready to sacrifice
themselves on the light.

III
The sacred-nectar is ready and full. Five 'Ideal men' are standing. On one
side is st~ding the trader-disciple in white dress. He is reciting Waheguru,
Waheguru, 0 Lord, 0 Lord.
Bnai Daya Singh asks him: You are going to drink the sacred nectar
giving away life. Do you accept?
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Disciple: Yes, with pleasure.
Daya Singh: It is living like dead in the worldly ocean of fire and living a
new life attached to the Lord and in ecstasy.
Disciple: It is the Guru's grace. Name nectar ils death from the worldly
passions and life in the Spiritual town. You have to live in this world with
mind attached to the Lord.
Disciple: It is the Guru's grace.
Daya Singh: Guru is the giver of the Lord's name. Guru is the giver of
nectar. You have to live and feel the Gu~u as the support. You have to live
with mind detached from the world and attached to the Guru and the Lord.
You will get a new life by drinking this sacred nectar. You will become the
true Gu~'s son. Your soul will awake. You will become an 'Ideal man'. Your
mind should ever remain in the incessant recitation of the Lord's name. Your
Super consciousness should remain tied to the Lord's feet. Rest is acceptance
of Lord's will.
Disciple: It is the Guru's grace.
Daya Singh: This human life is an arena. The mind has to rise. O:le has
to remain in endeavour of the Lord's name and cross the worldly ocean of
fire. At this time people are in suffering. It is time to be courageous and allay
the suffering of the people even if one has to give one's life. This the Guru's
preaching. Are you ready to sacrifice?
Disciple: All is Guru's grace.
He drank the sacred nectar and became an 'Ideal man'.The trader became
an 'Ideal man'. He.was named as Doola Singh of Multan. The disciple of the
saint of N agaha became an 'Ideal man'. He kept the sword. The mind wore
the garland of the remembrance of the Lord's name. The body wore the
sword that was to be a shield.
Then what became his occupation? He preached the Lord's name. He
often came to meet the Guru and brought congregation from his hometown.
He brought offerings from himself and from his companions. He brought
disciples in thousands.
Ponder: In this story that was seen and written by Bhai Ram Kaur, one
can see how high was the Guru's moral character? When the trader is the
devotee of the saint of N agaha and he has sought the Guru's help at one
particular time, then the Guru does not consider that he is the rightful taker of
the one tenth offering.
Even though money was required for making qcilts at that time, still he
was indifferent to accept the money. When the trader said that he does not
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have faith in the saint of Nagaha and I am yours now, even then he wanted to
make sure that he is really serious to become a GUlu··devotee.
That is why he was asked: Are you ready to sacrifice yourself for the sake
of allaying the suffering of the people?
When the disciple agreed on everything, then only the Guru was satisfied
that he is offering out of love and not for any monetary gain.
Then he accepted the offering and distributed it for making blankets ar.d
quilts for the devotees.

o
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~(; Zalam

Singh! Rid me of this pitiless thirst" The 'l\1agnificent Guru with the
plume' Guru Gobind Singh was sitting on his throne in his Hall of audience.
The congregation was present. Some conversation was on. Beloved G:lfU
become quiet looked this side and that side and caned the disciple but he was
not near. On hearing the call from Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh, another
handsome young disciple, self conscious of his full blown youth, wearing a
nice and clean dress who was sitting amongst the congregation stood up and
wiLh hands folded said: Beloved Guru! If you permit I shall bring water.
Zalam Singh doesn't seem to be present here.
The true Guru from distance gestured to him, "Alright."
The young man went and after a few moments brought a glass of cold
water and presented it to the Guru. The true Guru picked up the glass. Then
he looked towards the young man and noticed his neat and dean dress. Then
he looked towards his hands that appeared delicate. His fingers were thin and
soft but tender as if kept reserved.
Beloved Guru: 0 Disciple! Tell me what work you do? Your hands are
very delicate a.."'1d soft.
Young disciple (hands folded): Beloved Guru! These hands are folded
for you only and these hands have brought water for you only. I keep my
body reserved.
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh: Is it so
?
Saying this, it appeared as if he is about to throw the water on the ground.
Young Disciple: Beloved Guru! My hands have always remained pure.
Even now first I washed my hands, then I washed the glass, then I brought
fresh clean water. Please do not apprehend. It is clean~ Please drink.
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Beloved Guru overturned the glass. The water lay on the ground.
The young man was bewildered. Sometimes he looked at the laid water
and sometimes at the true Guru. He could not understand what lapse has
happened.
Meanwhile, Beloved Guru spoke:
dear! It has been touched by a
service-less disciple. It was not fit to drink.
On listening to these words, the young ma..'1 became afraid. On top of that
he felt ashamed that other people sitting in this congregation shall consider
me sinful. How shall I come to this congregation?
Then (hesitatingly) he spoke: Beloved Guru! I am son of a Guru-devotee.
I am your disciple since many years. We humans make mistakes you are
bestowal of forgiveness, redeemer of sinners. Please be gr~cious. Forgive my
lapse and put me on the right path.
Beloved Guru: Listen dear! Right, you are son of a Guru·devotee. You
adopted discipleship and became a Guru-disciple. But if you do not practice
the discipleship, then it is like a miser's wealth. The prac:ice of discip:eship
makes the mind, body and this human life fruitful. Discipleship is to learn t.lre
teachings of the Guru and become well educated and well trained in those
teachings and put them to practice. Disciple-ship is to improve one's seI: and
become fragrant like sandalwood and then spread the fragrar..ce. :Discipleship is knowledge, devotion, remembrance of the :"ord in every moment and
incessant recitation of the Lord's name. One has to rereain in endeavour and
steadfast. Disciple-ship is not to be in-active or inert. A statue lying on the
bank of Ganges is not diSciple-ship. Disciple-·ship is to remain in endeavour
and attached tc the Lord. To win over 'desires and ego' is the inerbess of
discipleship. Disciple--ship is to keep Llre mind in the remembra..'1.ce of :he
Lord, in the incessant re<;itation of the Lord's Name and do goodness to 6e
world.
a dear! The first step of disciple-ship is service. See! Everybody is doing
service at the Gurdwara. By doing service for others the body becomes clean,
the mind is washed. 1be dirt of ego on the mind goes away. When the Name
pervades in the body, then one feels the presence of the Lord in the body
incessantly. When the Name enters the breath, then remembrance of the
Lord in the mind becomes effortless and incessant. Even then the disciple
should remain hl service to the congregation and to humanity. The service
also becomes effortless. One is always in doing goodness to others. If you had
also washed your mind by doing service, recited the Lord's name, recited the
scripture and understood its meaning and lived in the incessant remembrance
of the Lord, then you would have felt that the Lord, the saviour is oninipresent,

a
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here, there, everywhere. Thus your mind would have elevated and felt the
presence of the Lord in the mind. Then effortlessly you wouk1 he doing
service and goodness to people. Your inner happiness and ecstasy would
have changed your nature into doing goodness to others. But 0 dear! The
cleanliness that you adopted for your body pierced a feeling of ego in your
mind that 'I am Super-clean'. In this way the mind got the dirt of ego on it. If
you had remained Super-clean while doing service to others, then this ego
could not make your mind dirty. Instead you would have got an ego-less
clean mind. Then the body and mind both would have been clean.
On listening to this the young man appeared sad.
Again the true Guru said: 0 dear! I know your character is not vicious.
But to keep the hands idle for the sake of ego of cleanliness is remaining inert.
To keep the hands idle is to kill them. Like the hands of a dead person
although they are not doing any evil but are inert. See! Nobody touches those
hands considering them unholy. Idle hands! Yes, hands without service,
goodness, kindness and piousness are unholy as they are like the hands of a
dead person.
The Guru was quiet for a while, then again he spoke: 0 dear! First step is
to do service at the Guru's door. That washes the dirt of the previous deeds
then the mind is cleaned. Then by recitation of the Lord's name and singing
his praises the mind is elevated and one feels the presence of the Lord in the
mind, heart and body. Further when recitation becomes incessant then one
feels the sensation of the presence of the Lord in the body and outside in
nature, here, there, everywhere. Then service becomes one's nature. Then
whatever goodness he has imbibed in his mind tunIS into actions. The Guru's
teaching is that all senses of the body should become pure a..'1d sacred by
doing good deeds and the mind should become pure and sacred by recitation
of Name and the Holy Scripture.
The young disciple bowed his head and asked forgiveness. He started
doing service to the congregation. He gave money as charity, and would
spend money for the comfort of the congregation and saints and for the
needy. With his hands he served the Guru and the congregation. He spent
time in recitation of the I~ord's name and listened to the divine songs and
praises of the Lord. The true Guru was delighted to see him doing service
and in remembrance of Name. The Guru blessed him profusely. He got
ecstasy and rapture.
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I
\\ A ]'hosoever gets some power becomes strong. Then he does not use his
'W 'W strength for doing goodness, he becomes a tyrant. He fulfills his desires
and intentions with force. He leaves the path ofjustice and duty, kindness and
doing goodness others, truth and reality. He becomes determined ~o act
according to his own mind. In this way when he oversteps social norms, then
people say: Might is Right.
Whosoever was a tyrant in the world, r..e passed away. Whosoever were
the victims of the tyrants, they also passed away. The ill fame of tyrants
however remained as a remembrance to the world. The world reads or listens
to this ill fame in myths, in history or in poetry. Everyone who reads feels bad
on the atrocities of the tyrants and feels merciful and sympathetic towards the
victims. But it is a sorry state of affairs that from those who have heard or read
if they become powerful, then they also become tyrants and give suffering to
others. People learnt this lesson but nobody acted on it.. The tyranny of the
tyrants went on. The powerful saw that the earlier tyrants passed away and left
their ill fame. In spite of that the tyranny of the oppressor did not stop and the
world did not get any comfort. Many times the tyrants tried to show off to the
world that they were going to do some goodness for the world but in actual all
actions of theirs were to feed their own ego.
Guru Gobind Singh picked up the sword to rid t..'lls tyranny and barbarism
of the tyrants.
At the time when the magnificent Guru was living at A..'1.a..'1.dpur and infusing
valour in t.~e enfeebled people, one chief of the Pathans of Frontier province
killed his brother and the entire family and grabbed his e~tire property and
wealth but one young son of the killed Pathan somehow managed to escape.
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However, he came to know that a search is going on and he will be put to
sword if found. In the thinking that life is precious this victim ~f atrocity came
. away to India. Travelling was hazardous, distressing, desolate and perilous
but he bore the brunt and walked through the unsafe borders and entered
India. He passed through the north of Punjab and reached Lahore. Here he
looked up for some livelihood but he did not succeed. Feeling distressed he
reached Sultanpur and then arrived at Jullundu:r. Whatever money he had
brought had finished and he was not able to earn money. He walked further.
N ow he had to travel on foot and many times he had to go without food.
Since he belonged to a family of good status he did not beg. Whenever he
was offered food he ate or he earned something by doing some labour and
bought food and ate.
FromJullundur he travelled towards Hoshiarpur. He prayed to Lord for
support. He thought it is better to become a seeker of the Lord. I have already
seen the world. It is an ocean of deception and oppressio~. Hoping on destiny
he took a road towards North-west. Wavering and enduring fasts, he went on
travelling.
It is written that seven days passed but he did not get any food to eat.
Hunger made him so distressed that he decided to eat whatever he got on the
way. Soon he found a pup. He clamped the pup under his armpit and starting
looking for some fire to roast and eat at a place where no one shall notice. At
least this pitiless tyranny's hunger shall be appeased. His mind said: This is
forbidden meat. The stomach said: It is permissible. His mind said: I am the
son of a chieftain. How can I eat this forbidden meant. But again he thought:
I should forget the ego of being the son of a chleftain. The hunger of the
stomach can go by eating whatever is available.. In this thinking he went
towards a place where he could see some smoke rising from a fire.
On reaching there he saw that fire was burning and some people were
running the well. Some were packing up their paraphernalia. Some had gone
and some were getting ready to move. He realized that a caravan has stayed
here for the night and now planning to move ahead.. Those who are in charge
and those who have to move first are ready and tile rest shall follow.
II
When this Pathan child saw intently then he realized that one group is going
and another group is coming from somewhere. Those who are arriving are
singing in a melodious tune and some are reciting something and settling
down here. They are holding clubs like blind people and are walking happily.
Somebody is holding a flag in his hand. Some have cymbals in their hands.
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Some young men have not cared for their tiredness. They are pressing the
legs of older people.
Seeing all this, he realized that these are not traders but appea1" to be men
of God.
Then he asked one person: a holy man! What is your sect and where are
you gOing?
The person replied: 0 Khan! Weare Guru-disciples and we are goir:g to
have a glimpse of our Guru.
Pathan Boy: you are Guru-disciples. Are of disciples of Guru Nanak?
Guru-disciple: Yes. Guru ~ anak-disciples. We are going to meet our Guru.
Pathan: But Guru Nanak has left this earthly world.
Guru-disciple: The Guru.soul adopted another body. He is liv..ng in this
earthly world. We are going for his glimpse.
Pathan: Where does he stay?
Guru-disciple: Across this river, a few kilometres away is Ananadpur. He
stays there. He has been sent by the Lord and is an image of the Lord. His
sacred name is Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh!
Pathan: Have you ever put him to test? Saints a::J.d prophets have
.Supernatural powers.
Guru-disciple: He is Almighty Guru sent by the Lord. He is intuitive. He
has come to allay the suffering of the people. He is the refuge for the refugeless. Supernatural powers are at his feet.
Pathan: Is he Hindu?
Guru-disciple: He is neither Hindu nor Muslim. He is of the Lord.
Pathan: What you say is true. Holy men are above the caste system. But
he is not a Muslim as I am. If I seek his refuge, probably he won't give me
refuge.
Guru-disciple: In his eyes high caste or low caste, I:Iindu or Muslim, rich
or poor, hatred or envy has no meaning. He is a torchbearer for everyone
like the Sull. There is fragrance of love. There is no stench of hatred. But he is
not a weak saint. He is powerful. The sword adorns his hands. His sword
guards the poor. It warns the tyrants to stop tyranny.
On hearing 'Sword' the Pathan's heart became buoyant. Well! Can a
swordsman be a saint also? Then he thought: Yes, even prophet Mohammad
kept a sword. It is Lord's command. There is so much tyranny now. Maybe
Lord has given the sword to a prophet so that he is strong enough to protect
the victims of tyranny.
The:!J. he asked: If I wish to have his glimpse, will you take me along?
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The Guru-disciple said: Yes. We shall take you along with pleasure.
Pathan: I am a poor boy.
Guru-disciple: Your features, appearance and form is like princes but
your clothes are like poor. In his audience hall, the rich and poor are equal.
He gives refuge to the poor but even rich people take his refuge. You come
and see for yourself.
On hearing this, his mind said that this is a very good holy company. If I
am able to meet a man of God, it will be my good luck and my suffering will
go. So he put the pup down from his armpit, washed his hands and joined the
people who were doing service.
The Guru-disciple noticed that this boy has no strength in his hands, no
strength in his arms, his face is pale and eyes show a feeling of hunger.
Possibly he is very hungry.
Then the Guru-disciple said: a dear! We cooked our food and have just
finished eating but we have got extra food. You better have food first then
we shall go.
The Pathan boy said: It is so good of you.
When food was brought, then one Guru-disciple who was practitioner of
Ayurvedic system of medicine noticed that this Pathan boy seems to be from a
rich family but it appears he has remained without food for many days. So he
asked: 0 dear Pathan! If you ate food yesterday then you have good food
today. But say truly. If you are hungry for many days then this food will not
suit your stomach. It might cause pain. Then we shall give you some light
food initially so that it doesn't give pain to your stomach.
The Pathan boy's face sweated with modesty but he picked up courage
and said: Lord bless you! I have not eaten food for many days. Even now I
feel ashamed. I have no right to eat food here.
The Ayurvedic practitioner said: 0 creation of Lord, all food grows by
the grace of the Lord. Food is His. Earth is His. Water is I-lis. Man only
endeavours to plough and put the seeds and water the pla.."'1ts. Lord has given
strength to our body to work. Everything belongs to the Lord. We all are His
children. We have a right on each other as brothers.
On listening to these words, the Pathan boy's eyes filled with tears. He
said: 0 Lord! In this world my uncle killed his real brother, my father along
with other family members and made me an orphan begging from door to
door. Here I find people who are treating a stranger and of another faith as
brother. They are treating a poor and naIve boy as their own. Their mentor
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must be powerful and a prophet. He must be a prophet of the prophets who is
teaching all love.
Meanwhile one Guru-disciple brought some fruit. Then, movi.'1g a few
kilometres ahead t.1}e village people brought milk and sacred. sweet fo~ L.1.e
congregation. The Guru-disciple then asked him to drink milk. In this way he
was given light food like lentil and rice for two more meals and then 1:e ate
proper food to his full. In this way the Pathan prince who was dying of hunger
reached Anandpur, the town of bliss.

III
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh, the Almighty Guru of the universe is sitting
on the throne. The congregation is swarming around.
Today the durbar is decorated on a mound in an open plain area. A
canopy is fixed under which divine assembly has gathered.
He is sitting in tranquillity, eyes closed and in meditation. From the closed
eyes, it appears the Guru-soul is immersed in the Lord's soul and shower..ng
tranquility, grace and Name-nectar. Sweet aura is shining around the handsome
face. The eyes of Guru-devotees are feeling cool and tranquil from his glimpse.
Everybody has gone into trance and is sitting, unmoved, in tranquillity on
seeing his meditative aura.
Despite a large assembly it is so quiet that no sound is auciible. So Ir..uch
so that even the ears do not hear the sound of breath coming in and going
out. The breath movement is so soft and imperceptible.
After a long time the Magnificent Guru's eyes opened slighly from t..1is
love-hnmersion like a lotus. Slowly his love-filled eyes looked towards something.
Then his eyes glanced softly from his love-laden eyebrows, he took a long
breath and his gracious look went all round. Everyone's eyes were filled with
the sacred-nectar shower from his eyes as the part.'idge gets !ntoxicated from
the rain drops.
After some q.me he gestured. One disciple came near. The new:y arrived
congregation offered their gifts. The congregation whom the Pathan had
accompanied came forward. He asked their welfare from everyone and blessed
them and fulfilled their wishes.
When this congregation sat down, then the true Guru called one guard.
and said: See, that young boy standing crest-fallen near the canopy. His name
is Karim. You bring him. The guard went and said to the Pathan boy who was
standing near the door in modesty: Karim Khan! It is Guru's grace. The true
Guru has called you.
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On seeing the cherish of the true Guru, Karim Khan with hands folded
and head bent followed the guard and came and fell at the Guru's feet. The
true Guru patted him with his arrow and said: 0 child of the LGru! Get up
and narrate your story.
With bot..h hands folded, he narrated thus: 0 Master! I am son of a
Pathan chief. My uncle has kiJled my father and grabbed his entire wealth and
property. He wanted to kill me also but I have come away stealthi~y. I am in
great agony and forlorn. I have lost everything in this world. I do not know of
the unseen world. Like a broken leaf of a free I was staying in this world. I
had no place to stay on earth or in heaven, in the east or west, north or south.
Puffs of air were making me fly in whatever direction they wished. In this
insecurity I starved. For six or seven days I did not get food to eat. Death
stared at me. I had no option left but to eat forbidden food. In this quandary,
suddenly I saw an assembly of your faith. By their goodness, my life was
saved. My faith was saved. By their benevolence I got to know of this door
that has brought me to this heaven on earth from the devil's hell on earth. By
their benevolence I have got your magnificent glimpse. This is my story. I am
at your feet and I pray for refuge.
Magnificent Guru looked around. The congregation in the audience hall
was waiting to see what blessing this boy gets.
The true Guru looked towards the child and called the guard and said:
Take this boy. Let him have a nice bath with soap and give him a new dress
and bring him back. The guard took him along.' .

N
Now, in the audience hall another joyous flower blossomed.
One landlord who lived in a village near Anandpur arrived. When he
bowed to the true Guru and sat down, at that time Bhai Darbara Singh in
charge of the Guru's kitchen came and said: Magnificent Guru! Food is ready.
Magnificent Guru said: Serve food to the congregation. I have already
eaten. I do not wish to eat more. Then Darbara Singh and other Gurudisciples wondered and looked towards the true Guru in the thinking that the
true Guru did not eat anything. How he has said, 'I have already eaten."
Then Magnificent Guru said: 0 dear! I have eaten millet chapattis, grape
seed vegetable, sweet yogurt and fresh butter. I am full. I don't need more.
Again, Darbara Singh looked with wonder. Then Magnificent Guru made
a gesture towards the disciple who had newly arrived and said: That disciple
who is sitting there gave me millet chappatis, grape seed vegetable, yogurt and
butter to eat.
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Then the congregation looked towards that disciple and someone asked
him: 0 dear! YOu. are fortunate! But when did you offer food to the tru.e Guru
to eat?
The disciple got up, stood with hands folded and said: 0 dear Gurudisciples! I made a mistake but my benevolent and gracious Guru has redeemed
my mistake and fulfilled my small wish. I shall tell the story: By t.~e Gurd's
grace my millet crop bloomed. It came to my mind that as we are blessed l:ly
the true Guru, my millet crop may also be blessed by the true Guru. Me,
stupid thought that if the true Guru eats even a small chappati, my entire crop
shall be blessed. In this thillking after grinding the millet into millet flour, my
wife cooked a few chappatis and cooked rapeseed vegetable. I carried the
chappatis with butter, yogurt, rapeseed vegetable and butter and started towards
Anandpur with a wish that even if the true Guru eats one bite I shall be
blessed. Every seed has life in it. When I reached the bank of river, t.~ere five
Guru-devotees were sitting. They had their bath early in the morning, recited
the scripture and were now meditating on Name. Since they were Gurudevotees, I thought I must greet them. I said: 'Victory is of the Lord'. They
reciprocated, "Truth is the Lord" and asked me: 0 Guru-beloved where are
you. gOing? Then I said: 0 dear 'Ideal men'. I am taking some food for the
true Guru. Maybe he takes a bite from this. Then one of them who was in
meditation said in a meditative mood: "Where there are five Guru-devotees,
the Guru is present there." Come! Bring the food; the Guru shall eat here
only. These disciples are hungry. Make them satiated. Your food shall reach
the true Guru. The Guru has said: Guru is delighted if a Gurtl-disciple eats.
So, 0 dear Guru-disciples, I also thought that even the Guru has said: See me
in my congregation. I should not disobey the Guru-devotees. This food I
should offer them to eat. Tomorrow, I can take for the Guru. Then, they
prayed and recited 'Waheguru, Waheguru' '0 ::"'ord, 0 Lord' and ate 6e
food. When they finished eating, again they prayed, "0 true Guru! Please
fulfill his wish. Whatever he offered please accept."
After that they got into meditation.
I thought since I am so near I should not go without the true Guru's
glimpse today. So I came for the Guru's glimpse. Here, I have realized that
whatever the Guru-devotees said has become true. Magnificent Guru has
accepted the f o o d . "
Then the true Guru who was always tender to his diSciples and frie~d of
the poor spoke: 0 Guru-disciple! '".lhat food I only ate. : was hungry at that
time. You gave me to eat on time. The food that you gave to my disciples, for
that I am delighted. Whosoever fulfills the needs or my disciples makes me
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delighted. Whosoever does service to a Guru-disciple or a saint, who gets up
early in morning, bathes and with a pure mind, away from enmity am:l jealousy
chants the Lord's name, that service I'eaches me. It:is service to me whosoever
talks ill of them or gives them suffering, he gives suffering t-o me. Their
distress will not go. So! 0 Disciple! Your food cooked with love .and affection
and offered to my Name-immersed disciples has reached me. I am satiated.
On seeing the Guru's love for his disciples the entire congregation's eyes
filled with love-tears. The di-sciple who had served food clamped the Guru's
feet and shed tears of love. The true Guru blessed him immensely.
The disciple now realized that when the Gunl bestows his blessings for
such a small offering as millet chappatis and rapeseed vegetables still I do not
consider my wealth and property as belonging to the Guru. Do I not hide the
wealth and property bestowed by him? Does this not amount to stealing? I am
a thief who thinks that everything is mine although everything belongs to the
Guru and the Lord. In this .thinking his mind felt detached and he saw everything
belonging to the Lord. Jihen he realized that I.have to do service to the Guru
and the Lord and eat' ~ood. Everything belongs to the Guru and the Lord. I
should not consider it as mine. I have to love the Guru's feet and the Lord's
feet. In this way love o~ the Lord became foremost to him and his mind got
detachment from wealt1i and property. ,With the blessings of Name by the true
Guru, he started recit~tion of the Lord's name with love and went home
chanting the Lord's nq.me. At home he remained steadfast in recitation of
Name and high spirits.: Sometimes he got food cooked with love and brought
for the true Guru. The true Guru ate with love and felt delighted.
V
The Guard brought Kari-m Khan to the audience hall. The true Guru bestowed
so much care on Karim Khan. He was given a horse to ride. He made him the
chief of ten horse-riders. He was given a house to Hve. He fixed a salary, gave
clothes suitable for chiefs and a)so some ornaments. Whenever he called him
he addressed him, "0 Child" he was always ready to obey the Guru's orders.
Whatever the Guru ordered he complied with immediately. Then the true
Guru, the image ofthe Lord arranged his marriage in a Pathan farnily. Karim
Khan used to get ~p early in the morning, bathe, dr~ss up and then attend the
assembly. Whatever the Guru ordered, he complied with love. He said that
the Magnificent C;uru's order is for me an order of the holy Quran.
Time passed by. His attending the morning assembly everyday and listening
to the divine songs (Kirtan) influenced his mind.
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One day when the Guru was alone, he fell at the true Guru's feet. a...'1d
with both hands folded prayed to the tree Guru: M:agnificent Guru! You have
made me, who was cursed by the world, a chief and I am living a life of a
prince again. Even my body cells feel your greatness and sing your thankfulness.
But 0 Benevolent! You have got something else that you bless to your disciples
and they get salvation. Although I am not worthy but as you blessed me
stupid earlier, you be benevolent and bless me with what the disciples call
'Name'. I should also recite the same and I get salvation.
On listening to this the true Guru smiled and said: 0 child, the endeavour
of Name is difficult. First is grace and then endeavour. If one gets the grace
and then does no endeavour, then it is fault. You make up your mind tha~ you
will surely endeavour.
Karim Khan: Magnificent Guru! What strengt..'-l do I have to endeavour?
If you will bless me Name, then you will also give me the strength to recite the
Name. I am the same who was not able to earn even a penny. I am living iike
princess now. It is your benevolence. It is none of my endeavocr. Now if you
make me a Guru-disciple that wip also be benevolence from you. Please be
benevolent.
The true Guru blessed him with the Lord's name and he got into recitation
of the Lord's name. He used to get up early in the morning sit and recite the
Lord's name, then attend the morning singing of divine songs (Kirtan). b the
day he would do whatever the true Guru ordered.
He recited the Lord's name while sitting, standing, walking and doing
other chores. By and by his mind elevated. He felt sublime consciousness.
Sometimes he talked like philosophers. He imbibed respect ror Guru-devotees
and talked to them to gain more knowledge of Spirituality. Whenever he got a
chance he talked to the Guru regardi.'1g devotional meditation.
One day when the Guru was sitting alone, he came and fell at t.~e true
Guru's feet, then sat up and said: :Magnificent Guru! If you per.nit ~ wish to
ask something? You forgive me for t..1Us impertinence.
The true Guru smiled and said: Say 0 Child.
Then with hands folded he asked: Magnificent Guru! Whatever you ea:,
that creates love of the Lord in your mind and body. Like whatever the g:ass
or green leaves the musk dear eats that produces musk in his body. Si.m.L.arly
when a donkey eats the same grass & leaves that creates an inclination to lie
down on earth. 0 image of the Lord! Please tell which is t..~at 'Spiritual stage'
when the five senses of the body do not have an upper hand on the person
who recites the Lord's name, the fever of greed does not touch, the fear 0:
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deat.h. vanishes and one drinks tne Name nectar that is rapturous. It is
impertinence to put questions to you but you are ever gracious, so I take the
liberty of asking you. My fear of death should go. I should not have sentimental
love for the worldly comforts that you have bestowed on me. I should have
constant remembrance of the imperishable Lord who is always living.
The true Guru quietly listened to· his words that were quite elaborate.
When he stopped, even then the Guru remained quiet. After some time he
spoke: 0 Child! Listen. On the tenth day from today you are going to die.
Saying this, the true Guru went to his palace and Karim Khan went to his
home.
In extreme agony he thought. I have seen so much suffering of the world
and again I have got all comforts. The Guru has given me every comfort of
life. Then the true Guru has blessed me with the Lord's name. The wealth
and relations will remain in the world but Name will go along. When these
shall not gowith me, then I should detach my mL.'1d from these and attach it to
the Lord and the Lord's name. r.lhe little time that I have, I should spend on
the true Name of the Lord. I should remember the Lord incessantly. The
scripture says: "discard everything. Chant the l..ord's name only." Now I should
detach my mind from everything and chant the Lord's name incessantly. In
this thinking he started chanting the Lord's name incessantly. Day and night
he recited the Lord's name. Desires do not come to his mind. When they
come !Ie shunts them out. Why I go for desires when there is hardly any time
left to live in this world? Then he prayed to the Lord: 0 Lord! You are L~e
imperishable Lord. Give me your glimpse. Please meet me. Let me touch
your feet. Give me refuge. Whatever is your will but you do make me your
own. In this way when he fell at the Lord's feet then his body soul got a touch
of the Supreme soul. On the tenth day he felt something slippL'1g out and
going out of his body.
Then his mind said: What will perish? :he body will perish. I am not the
God. I am a particle of the Supreme soul. The Lord is imperishable. His
particle is also imperishable. The body soul (the particle) has now imrr..ersed
in the Supreme soul. All fears have gone. All desires have vanished. I am
now the particle of the Supreme soul. I am not perishable. The separation of
body from sow appeared a suffering. That suffering has gone. The ego that
was in my mind was the root cause of all sufferings. When the ego is gone,
then forgetfulness o£ Lord is gone. !t is ·all remembra..'1ce of the Lord, the
God, Waheguru. When the ego has gone, then the'!' has gone. I a.l:l really
dead. The'!' that I thought was life, that is dead. But the'!' (my body soul)
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that is imperishable is not dead. The scripture says "1 did not die. My ego
died." The true Guru's words have become true. The .true Guru has given n:e
eternal life. 0 'Guru with the plume', these are your miracles. 0 my Mas:er
with unshorn hair! Wondrous are your ways. 0 prophets of the prophets,
up...ique are your ways. Your words are nectar filled. Ah hal "You are goi..'1g to
die on the tenth day." Your grace is unlimited.
o mind! Maybe the body has to die. Benevolent Guru might have
intuitively known. Alright! Let the body die. What is the fear now? But: must
have a glimpse of the benevolent saviour before my eyes close forever. Let
me go and fall at his feet and tell him: Benevolent Guru! You have kil:ed my
death from which everybody fears. You have not given me death. You have
killed my death. Now if the body has to die, it should die at your feet. If the
body has to live then 1 should live like a branch connected to the tree, I
should live connected to you. 1 should live in this Super consciousness tied to
the Lord's feet which you have bestowed me now. I should not go into ego
again.
In this thinking, in a happy mood and in gratitude he went and fell at the
benevolent Guru's feet. Magnificent Guru also noticed that his face is bright,
his forehead is shining, and then he smiled and said: 0 child! Tell, are you
living or dead?
Karim Khan: Magnificent Guru! I am dead but by your grace I have got
a new awakened life. Me stupid! How could I know that your one word will
give me a new awakened life? With the fear of deat.."'l I concentrated on the
one Lord's name. That concentration on the Lord's name killed the perishable
ego and forgetfulness of-the Lord. You blessed me wit.~ sublime co~sciousness
that is eternal. You are great. Your word was true but you did a miracle. Your
miraculous-ness has given me salvation.
True Guru: First you tell whether the passions and vices or the ego and
desire that you mentioned influenced your mind or not?
Karim Khan: No. They did not influence n:y mind.
True Gu..'U: Were you getting good healthy food?
Karim Khan: Benevolent Guru: I did not even think of what I ate.
True G~ru: Why?
Karim Khan: With the fear of death I was engrossed in recitatior.. of tile
Lord's name.
True Guru: What fear did you have?
Karim Kha.!1: It was the fear of death that was knocking at my cioor. I
should recite the Lord's name as much as possible.
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Magnificent Guru: Now you have understood that the food that the Lord's
beloveds eat does not influence the mind towards passions or vices. The
Lord's beloved knows that he has to die one day. His eagerness and desires
influence him towards love of the .Lord and singing the praises of the I..ord.
Those whose mind is not connected to the Lord, who are in the forgetfulness
of the Lord in ego, they indulge in bodily passions and lose their strength of
the body and mind. ':'hose who are connected with the Lord and by the grace
of the Lord have realized that the body is perishable, whether it lives or dies is
immaterial, they have got sublime consciousness. The body soul is imperishable.
It should remain immersed in the Supreme ::,oul. They keep their mind detached
from the worldly desires. Attach the mind to the imperishable Lord. Then the
fear of death will vanisr... When the mind rises above the fear of birth or
death, then that is salvation. So the first lesson is how to win over t.~e fear of
death. One should not stifle unde~ the fear of death, become indolent and
keep crying all the time. We must realize that this body is created from earthly
elements that are lifeless. I live in this body of earthly elements. I am not the
body. I am the soul and a part of the always living Supreme soul. The reason
of my sufferings is that I am in forgetfulness of the Lord. I should remain
connected to him by recitation of His name. Then I must realize His command.
The creation is all under His command. Everything happens by His command.
One should not mix our ego in His corr..mand. This ego is the cause that has
separated us from the Lord.

"Whosoever has realized the LordJs command has realized the secret Lord
- Nanak

o child! The body has to perish. But the body has to do something while

living. It should do all kindness. In this way one Hves in t.~is world and
remains detached from the world.
Karim Khan: What you say is true but Magnificent Guru, why is the rift in
different sects and religions in this world? Everyone tries to give hnportance to
his own sect or religion and is aggressive towards others. You have created a
new community where there is no discrimination, no enmity and no conflict.
How is that?
True Guru: 0 dear, listen! There are different castes, creed and religions.
All are human and are same. Lord is one, the creator, saviour and
nourisher. He is only one. Do not misbelieve that there is anyone else. Temples,
mosques and churches maybe of different types and at different places but
worship has to be of the 'One Lord J JWaheguru J. This is the real truth. We also
have a doctrine. We have a community. It is not like a land that is encircled by
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ponds and has cracks. But it is a river of cool water that effaces the cracks.
Our doctrine is that there should be no enmity, there shou~d be love. Your
background is God of love. Love God. Love His children. Teat is His creation.
Remember Him and recite His name. Live near the Lord in His remem1:>ra.'lce.
Then the dirt of estrangement on your wind will go and you will get inner
vision, 'vision of the soul'. To give suffering and tyranny have no place in
Spirituality. Envious people have come upon to stop this doctrine of making
humans as saints and connected to the Lord. They are cruel to the s:Ibjects.
We tell them that they are your younge:::- brothers, you give them love.
Religion is a path to tread on. The path is towards the Lord. Lord is all
love. Do not use force or killing, enmity a.'ld conflict on the path towards the
Lord.
N ow they are bent upon finishing this COIlLTfiUnity. That is why we have
picked up a sword against their sword. Our sword will be a shield. This shield
will break the sword of the tyrants a~d create peace in the world. 0 child!
Lord's beloved remains connected to the Lord and without eIh'llity in the
Lord's created world. He does goodness to the world and is virtuous without
ego and obeys the Lord's command. Ours is a community that has taken up
the task of extinguishing t.~e fire of a fire engulfed city. This is an association
of selfless service providers created to spread love. ?or this reason we bless
t.~e Lord's name to each one and we bless 'incessant recitation of the Lord's
name and we make him realize that the world is perishable and you should
not remain in the forgetfulness of the Lord and in passions 0: the wo:::-Id. It is
only a temporary place to stay. Whatever goodness you can do, do it. The
body has to perish. Why indulge in vices, lies and hypocrisy? Ifyou say we do
it for propagating our religion, even that is a wrong thinking. Religion is a
path to go to the 'Sea of love' the Lord. It is a path tha: takes you to the
"source of all goodness". There is no place for lies, hypocrisy, enmity,
estrangement or tyranny on that path.
Those who have realized that death is certain, they become pious, :::-ecite
the Lord's name. With recitation of na.'lle, the ego vanishes and one meets the
Lord. Then by the grace of God it becomes "All we~~".
o child Karim: See! This life is short. When the body soul has irnmersed
in the Supreme soul, then that is meeti..'lg lle Lord. That becomes "Spiri:ual
living". "The Spiritual Living" is "Eternal living". Now that you have realized.
that your body soul has immersed In t.~e Supreme soul you have got "eternal
life". The veil of ego has gone. Now you are without the sentiment of sex,
anger, greed, desires and pride. You are connected to the Lord. Your i..'lller
self is connected to the Lord.
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JVlagnificent Guru's sacred words pierced his heart. The prince of a chief
went into trance. The true Guru was quiet. Karim Khan got engr()::-;::,~d in the
love of the Lord. Mter some time when his eyes opened he felt the splendour
of the Lord outside also. His eyes opened and closed. When he opened his
eyes again he saw the handsome face of the true Guru.
Magnificent Guru's face was shining with spiritual dazzle. What he realized
was that the Supreme soul wherein my body soul was mingling is manifest in
the body of the true Guru sitting in front of me. This splendour was wondrous.
The dazzle from his glimpse was unbearable. He was in extreme rapture on
seeing this splendour. When he ca..'1le out of this trance, then he clamped the
Guru's feet. A trembling sensation went through his entire body. He doesn't
leave the Guru's feet, says to his mind: Yogis, meditative and Muslim Saints
could not find your limit but see how out of love He is giving me His glimpse.
Ah ha! Great is the honourable nature of the "Lord" "God" "Waheguru" my
own "Waheguru".
Magnificent Guru lifted his head with extreme love. He rubbed his sacred
hand on his head and said: 0 child! Yau are blessed. Remain dyed in His
love. T~is is the work for you. Remain in His engrossment and live in this
rapture for the rest of your life.
Karim Khan alerted himself. His mind was all full of thankfulness. He
said:'Magnificent Guru! Bestowal of "Spiritual Life"! I thought I have become
penniless after losing my chieftain--ship. But you bestowed me all comforts and
made me a chieftain again. How could I know that I am still penurious without
the "Spiritual Life."? I realized the loss of that chieftainship but ~ never could
realize the loss of this "Spiritual Life". It is your greatness and graciousness
that you blessed me with recitation of N arne and holy company and opened
my inner eyes. You bestowed "Spiritual Life" on me which is a kingdom
higher than all kingdoms. You are great! 0 Benevole~t! 0 Saviour!
You are great!
You are great!
You are great!
Saying this he went into trance. After some days he left for his heavenly
abode.

000
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T7ing of Bisali sat in tranquillity in his palace. A guard came and said: Your
.il.~ajesty! The Chief Minister wishes to meet you.
Initially, King did not listen. Ther.. he listened out did not understa...'1d.
Then he understood and said: Let.him come in.
Minister came, offered greetings and sat down near his feet a...'1d said: You
are sitting in tranquillity and I have brought some news. The news requires
your attention. That is why I have come at this odd hour.
King: If you do not b~..r..g the news that requires consideration, then who
else will? Kingdom is a bounty but this bounty lies in the lap of head-ache. On
on2 side the praise of the world comes rt:..TlniIlg to ;.ess the king's feet. Or:. the
other side the fears of the world come and knock at th~ forenead. We have
contemplation in our hands. Although contemplation aches the head but it
makes you cross the river of intricate problems. Yes! Tel: what is the new
?roblem that requires contemplation?
Minister: Yes! But it is only you who welcomes the intricate proble~s and
bids them farewell in jovial and poetic expressions that adorn you. Y 0:1 !lave
put politics and pleasu::e of poetry in one sheath that you wear. Sir, Your
Majesty! King Bhim Chand's secret messenge:: has come from the fierce battle
that is going on across the river and brOl.::.ght a secret message.
King (Startled): What is 6e message from the puppets dancing on the
fingers of someone? Alas! This is the height of degradation. Earlie:: it was said
that a kingdom is a bed of thorns. 'The crown of monarchy is a load of pain.
But now the kingdom has become a chain aroll..'1d :he neck of a s:ave. Yes!
What is the message from the slave kings?
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Minister: The message is that at this time Gunl Gobind Singl'" is in the
plains. From the north side and from the eastern side, we, all Kings have
surrounded him. From the south side King of Sirhind's army has surrounded
him. Although he is fighting with us with valour that we did not foresee or we
might have read but had never witnessed, still we are fighting. If you come
and fight from the west side after crossing the river, fuen we can surround him
from all four sides and crush him. Then the raging fire that will burn the
entire forest can be extinguished for ever without delay.
King (heaved a sigh): Yes! (In thoughtfulness) Yes! (Pinched his forehead
with the thumb and fore finger) Well! (Closed his eyes) Oh! (Opened his
eyes) Yes! Can be extinguished for ever...... Then what is your opinion?
Minister: Although the king of Sirhind has not called us, yet our refusi..."lg
to join in the battle is undesirable? But it is no diplomacy to jump into this fire
ourselves. Nevertheless if we refuse to join on being asked although it is
secretive, yet it strains the societal relations and it is default in the eyes of the
rulers.
King: Well! (Pressed his forehead) These are the problems. What is the
soluticn of these problems?
Minister (Hesitatingly): We may not say 'No'. We may somewhat show off
but do nothing: "
King: How? (Closed his eyes and became serious).
Minister: We should say 'Yes' to this messenger. Tomorrow we may send
a few troops across the river. I shall mal~e the Guru understand secretly, 'We
are not coming 'to fight, we assure you' In this way we keep up with both sides.
King: Keep up with both sides? Yes, there are two sides. One tries to keep
up with both sides but this does not happen and often bom sides are lost. Yes!
If one takes one side then one keeps up with that side.. But this is not shrewdness.
Shrewdness is keeping up outwardly and inwardly remaining aloof. Yes!
Minister isn't it so? But we are Rajputs. We are known for our valour. We are
known for our doing good. It is really a knot to open.
Minister: The time when we were renowned as Rajputs is gone. Now it is
fear that somehow the kingdom should remain. Whatever price we may have
to pay but it should remain. Strength is in unity, in getting togeller. Hundreds
of kings, Hindu Kings, if all get together then the Mughal ruler is nobody. But
selfishness and infighting has killed us.
King: What you say is right but what should we do now?
Sayi..."lg this, the king closed his eyes.
Minister: The same proposal comes to my mind.
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King: Well! Our brother kings have already indulged in false vows. You
tell, if the Guru is not convinced with our message and he attacks us when we
cross the river, then where do we stand.)
Minister (in thought): First I shall go and make the Guru understand and
ask him to promise that we shall not be harmed. Then only we will cross the
river. We do consider lies as the basis of diplomacy but fie is a prophet,
whatever he utters is utmost truth. He will stick to his promise.
King: Yes! But respected Guru will consider us a hypocrite like others.
Minister: Let him think so. Why should we bother about that? In this way
we shall keep up with both sides.
King: But I am not a hypocrite. I believe in piousness. I am Rajput. I
know that the Guru is truthful. He values principles. He is flawless and perfect.
He is benefactor for people and the country. His battles are all for righteousness.
He is taking so much trouble for himself to cut the shackles of slavery of
Hindus. Yes! He is Magnificent Guru. He has grandeur, splendour and self
respect. His words are true. He is fea:::-Iess. He does not hesitate to put his life
to risk. Vices do not come near him. Evil and sin do not come near him. Yes!
He is immersed in the Lord and lives in eternal blossom of mind. He leaves
his comforts behind and challenges the discomforts to come for~ard in the
form of battles. To show him our hypocrisy is shame to us worse than death.
That death is a suffering of one moment. This shame is suffering forever.
Whatever time we shall live, we shall have to bear this suffering and even
after death it will go along with our soul beyond the pier of cremation. You
tell, should I die in this shame?
After this outburst King became quiet. His eyes closed. Minister trembled,
the lofty diplomacy that Minister tried to build on the wall of falsehood crumbled
by this storm of truth.
King (Opened his eyes): Yes! Minister, how do we so~ve the predicament?
Minister: Then it is best to talk straight forward. We shaJ. tell him 6at
what you want us to do is difficult for us. We shall bear whatever shall happer:.
If need arises we shall show our valour and die.
King: Yes. You tell the messenger, we cannot side with ocr Br...o... thers.
Minister (interrupting): Sir, Your Excellency! But why are you so much in
favour of the Guru?
King: Favour of the Guru, favour of truth, favour of religion, favour of
righteousness. I am not partial for the Gur'J. No! I am in favour of GurJ.
Well! He is the Guru. If the Guru were a king, prejudiced or a big lar..c.:.ord
then I might assess and judge but whep. the GurJ is a true G~ru, pious,
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gracious and always for lighteousness, then what is there to assess? It is utmost
piousness for everybody to side with the Guru.
Minister: Sir, Your Excellency! How have you judged that the Guru stands
for truth and righteousness always?
King (Placed a book of scripture Asa-di-var in Hindi in front):- Minister!
Read this. This is the book for curing lies, deception, fraud, superficiality and
vices.
Minister took the book and with respect touched it to his forehead.
King: I have seen you touching it to your head but you will get all
knowledge only if you imbibe it in your heart.
1\!linister: I shall surely do as per your orders. It appears this has made
you perceive the Guru's Spiritual greatness. It is very auspicious. Now what is
your order?
King: Tell him that I am not separate from my brothers but in my destiny
is written that in the batHe named Mahabharata I joined the group who sided
with Lord Krishna.
King said these few words in a firm tone, lustre in eyes and effulgence on
his face. Minister realized that to argue with King might make him angry.
He said, "Whatever is the order of your Excellency is the best". He
bowed his head and went.
Minister welcomed the messenger with respect. He was hospitable to him.
Then he told him that King is not too well and has said, "Lord's wish shall
prevail." The messenger tried to ask the meanings of the words a couple of
times but Minister repeated the excuse of King's not being too well and left on
the messenger or his master to solve the riddle of the meanings of the words.
It became more difficult for Minister to think of a solution to the present
problem. He realized that King's mind is attracted towards the Guru with
devotional love and his diplomacy is based on truth. It appeared to him t.~at
diplomacy based on truth is a tough job. He was used to diplomacy in
combining truth, lies, bluff or other such ways to make do with and pull on
but to maintain amicable relationships with diplomacy based on truth he required
a higher state of mind or intuitiveness. He wished that he should manage to
maintain amicable relationships of t..he king whose diplomacy is based on truth
with the other hill kings whose diplomacy is based on meanness and wit.~ the
ruler whose diplomacy is based on tyranny. He thought I am the Minister. I
have eaten the salt of my Master. His kingdom should continue to flo:rrish.
The Muslim ruler hates the Guru and his disciples. He has already beheaded
the ninth Guru. Now he is after his Prince-son who has gained prominence.
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Inspired by the ruler sometimes the Hill King's mount ar.. a:tack 0:::1 ::urn and
somellines some Muslim lieutenan.t brings his armies to attack. This side is a
saint with Grandeur. That side is the King's army, wea:th ar..d military
equipment. How long shall he fight? In the end these meateate:::-s are bo:md
to finish him. The Guru shall always remain steadfast on truth. He s~all never
tell a lie. As such it is evident that some day he is going to lose. If our King
also sides with him, then what shall happen to our kingdom? The Lord only
knows. 0 Lord! Save our kingdom.
In these thoughts the minister remembered the Scripture boo~ that the
king had given to him. He thought why not read the book given by KL'1g?
Maybe some way comes out of it. Even if no way comes out, at least I shall
know the inclinations towards which King's mind has turned. Although it was
late night, yet Minister kept the lamp lighted and started reading the boo~.

II
The Gong-man struck the gong. Time ticked three o'clock. From across the
river blew soft and sweet breeze. Sometimes in its puff it brought a sweet
melodious tune from loving hearts. The blue sky is in blossom. The twir..klbg
stars dancing silently in the sky do not give an inkling of so:.md but the eyes
can see the twinkling that is showering a sweet brilliar..ce. The world of 'ego
,and desires' is lying in the lap of the younger sister of death. The nature's
beauty is showing its bright lustre in this solitude. A 10vi.'1g voice is corr:: i l1g
from the throats of loving hearts from across the river that is giving b:ossorr:: to
the inner mind. It is elevating the mind to higher spheres above ti.'TIe ar..d
space. Now from Bisali itself such a loving melodious tune is audible.
The back door of the palace softly opened. Somebody went out. The
door closed. A key locked it from outside. A figure wore a shawl on her head
and shoulders a..'1d wal~ed. The figure walked towards the place in Bisali from
whe:re the singL.'1g was audible. Yes! The figure went to the place fro~ w~ere
the voice of singing was 'emanating. The sound of singing after crossing t.1.e
walks and roof-tops went up to the forests and spread ecstasy.
The figure wearing a shawl went straight up to the place and reached
there. The entrance was small but inside was a big and wide hall. The door
was open with no restrictions. The figure with the shawl went inside.
Inside, a wick burning with refined butter in an earthen pot is giving
brightness. Congregation is sitting. Musicians are singing divine songs (Kirtan).
Wondrous! How is it that musicians are singing Asa-di-var in Bisali. !10w
is it that across the river Benevolent Guru is busy fighting a battle and here
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devotees are sitting comfortably and singing Asa-di-var? Yes dear! It is Asa-di·
var and those who are singing are devotees but the young a."'1d stout have
already left and have joi..'1.ed :he battle front. The devotees whose minds were
elevated with the beloved Guru's love-spark have already crossed the river
and are ready to sacrifice their lives on Beloved GUJru's orders. Here in Bisali
now only those are left whose minds are elevated but being women or children
or old aged have stayed back.
They are praying: 0 Lord! Waheguru! Our beloved sho~ld become
victorious. They are praying while singing. They are praying in ecstasy. They
are praying in love.
oLord! Waheguru! Our beloved Guru may be victorious over the irreligious
kings and the tyrant rulers. Our Beloved Guru sho:lld wear the garland of
victory. He should wear the necklace of winning. A cockade should adorn the
turban of beloved 'Guru with the Plume'. The ring of losing should be put on
the necks of the irreligious kings and the rulers. The dust of defeat should rise
and stamp their vicious foreheads. In this way, the congregation at Bisali is
singing Asa··di-var and saying prayers.
Those who have gone to the battle front are also immersed in Guru-love
and Lord's love. They are also singing Asa-di-var. From across the river
sometimes melodious tunes of divLll.e songs (Kirtan) risLll.g on swift puffs of air
are coming and adding to the here present ecstatic' singing and becoming
doubly ecstatic, they are doubling the sensations of the Lord in everybody's
mind. This is early morning time, the time to drink the Lord's nectar, the
Name-nectar of the Lord. '":he Name-nectar is raining. The Name-nectar is
pervading in the mind, heart and body of the listeners. The Name-nectar has
hnmersed everybody in rapture.
Minister, in forgetfulness of the Lord enticed in worldly desires used to
sleep well every day. But tonight he could not sleep. He was deeply worried:
"A battle is on across the river. Who knows what problems arise for us? It
might come on us and involve us also." But today a storm of disturbances has
upset his mind. What shall happen? How shall we manage? These were
thoughts that did not let him sleep. Then Minister started reading the scripture
that King had given. Now t.~e teachings of the book diverted his mind to
another sphere.
He read, "Those who ride decorated bridled horses and adorn their women with

expensive clothes, jewellery and cosmetics, who live in luxurious mansions and have
constructed luxurious villas for merriment, who live in revelry and do not remember
the Lord, they have wasted their life".
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Minister was contemplating when a puff of air turned out the previous
page. Again he read these lines, "Kings are figures of greed. Ministers are

sinners in helping the king. Subordinates are sinners in helping the minister. The
subjects are un-educated and stupid. Whatever the rulers demand for fulfillment of
the.ir greed, the subjects, instead ofspeaking out, protesting or contesting for truth or
sacrificing themselves for the sake oftruth, they blindly fill theirpockets with bribemoney that is equivalent to a dead corpse. "

o

Mind! This is the pichlre of the entire subjects. A puff of air again
turned another previous page.
He read:

"Perishable is the king. Perishable are the subjects.
Perishable is the entire world. Perishable are the mansions.
Perishable are the villas. Perishable are those who live in these.
Perishable is gold. Perishable is silver.
Perishable is the person who wears the ornaments made ofgold and silver.
Perishable is the body. Perishable are clothes.
Perishable is the matchless beauty for which one wears clothes and
ornaments. "
The words like a sledge hammer struck on the thick veil of 'ego and
desires' that had covered the mind and hidden the crystal consciousness and
sublIme sensation of the mind. In a trembling voice he uttered: 0 Lord! 0
Lord! Vraheguru! Waheguru! His eyes closed and a vision of ever perishable
world crossed his mind. Everything is perishable. Yes! Old age will eat "Up
young age. The kings and the subjects all will die. Where are our parents and
their parents? Oh! I am in forgetfulness of the Lord. Yes! 0 Lord! 0 Lord!

Waheguru! Waheguru!
Meanwhile a melodious tune from t..\e Gurdwara fell on his ears.. It is
tranquillity. It is ecstasy. The same lines, "Perishable is the king" went into his
ears. He heard and understood: Oh! It is the same that I have read.
Mminister's house was near the Gurdwara. But who cared to get up early
in the morning. If he had cared, then he would have known that here the
congregation sings Asa-di-var that elevates the mind and makes it sublime
mind like a goldsmith who heats gold in the goldsmith's crucible, takes out the
impurities and makes it pure gold. His ears got attuned to the divine singing
(Kirtan) that gave tranquillity to the mind. The Ir..ind has elevated and the
influence of the words is elevating the mind further. Minister listened to the
divine singing (Kirtan) for sometime while lying down but then he sat up.
Today he is feeling uneasy. He got up and attired himself in a different type
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of dress so that nobody should recognize him. Then he can li~i-E'n to the
divine singing (Kirtan) while standing near or if he is able to get a proper way
to sit inside and see what magic is this.
Minister got up and went towards his wife's bed. He thought he should
wake her up so that he may go out through the back door and then she can
bolt the door from inside and when he comes back, she should open the
door. Then the serva..'1.ts and others in the house shall not know anything.
, When the minister reached near his ""rife's bed, then he saw that the bed
was vacant. His wife was missing. He was snockec.. He searched this side and
that side all over but how could he find somebody who was not in the house.
His clever mind thought that his wife belongs to a piOUS family. She spends a
couple of hours in worship. It is worthwhile to wait till tomorrow and check
qUietly. His mind thought, "This is the best solution." Now he went towards
the back door but that was locked from outside. This gave a clue that his wife
has surely gone out through this door. He had no option left but to go out
from the front door. The guards were ordered to open the door. Minister and
his personal servant Atroo, both of them went out. The guards felt surprised
but nO:'1e could ask the Master.
Atroo was a faithful servant of his Master. It was a tradition in those days
that all moneyed people and big family men had faithful servants. These
faithful servants imbibed two important qualities: One was to keep the secret
of the Master. Secondly they were always ready to save the Master even if
they had to give their life. Many times these faithful served for generations.
Like Atroo's grandfather served the Minister's grandfather, then Atroo's father
served the Minister's father and now Atroo served the Minister.
. Minister wrapped a shawl around his head and shoulders before reaching
the Gurdwara from where the melodious tune was coming. Then he asked
Atroo to wait outside and entered the door but hesitated a little at the door. At
this time one old man standing near the door looked and said: Lord bless
you! Come in! Welcome! Drink the nectar! Feel the ecstasy. The hesitant
Minister went in and sat at a secluded place. Nobody stopped him. Nobody
asked him to sit in front side or at the back. Wherever he wished, he sat
qUietly. No musicians were present. The devotees were themselves singing the
divine songs (Asa-di-var).
The assembly consisted of old persons, adolescents and children. Yes!
The assembled were those who had thirst to meet the Lord, those who had
found the path towards the Lord, either from one's own search or from their
family or from the congregation. It was the assembly of those whose minds
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were elevated by listening to the ~Ioly Scripture Asa-di-var b a rr..elodious
tune. This Asa-di-var washed the dirty influences that spread on L1.e rr..inc.
while dealing with the world during the day. This Asa-di-var gave :ranqt:ulity
to the mind that gets scattered while dealing witr.. the world during the day.
'':'hisAsa-di-var elevated the mind and prompted it ~owards trut:hfulr..ess, kindness
and doing goodness to others. This Asa-di-var gave the message to the mind
everyday that the inner self does not die. When we die ou:- inner self s:hall go
to a higher sphere where it is all ecstasy. The Asa-di-var transformed the men
living in animal instincts to live in manly instincts and then in saintly i~stincts.
Asa-di-var imbibed in man that God is 'All Love'. He loves everyone as His
children. It prompted that one sho:I1d always remain Lq remembrance of the
Lord. Remembrance is. the form of love and recitatio~ of His N arne is
remembrance. When we recite His Name, then the mind is tcrned towards the
l . ord. N arne is in the form of words on the tonts'Ue but when it goes down to
the heart then it becomes a feeling of love.
Recitation of l"ame is the endeavour to fall at the Lord's feet. Recitation
of K a..'11e is the' endeavour to make us recipients of the Lord's grace. It is our
eagerness, earnestness and waiting for the Lord's grace. Lord's grace has to
come. It may come in moments or it may take decades or reb~rths or e:-as but
whenever it comes it should not End us unmindful. Altho'J.gh the Lord may
awake a sleep~ng soul and bestow his grace but we ca.."mot be '.lil.'nind5.ll and
restrain our love or our attraction or our eagerr..ess. We have to aim to meet
the Lord and remain steadfast in the endeavour. Remembra..'1.ce is the known
form of love longing and wish to meet the Lord. We have to remain steadfast
in remembrance. Recitation of Name is the path or say endeavour to keep the
remembrance incessant.
It can be recitation by the tongue or silently in the mind. Yes! Asa-di-var
prepares you for the endeavour of Name. By listening to Asa-di-var the r.:rind
is elevated. One feels a wavy sensation of the presence of the Lord in the
body. It prompts you to remain steadfast in recitation of Narne. It makes you
recipient of the Lord's grace. However, grace is a marvel or the Lord. Or:e
cannot get it by one's own efforts of Hath Yoga or penances or fasts. Only t.~e
l . ord can bestow grace. It is in his hands. When he is graCiOUS, ther: he
bestows. The Lord's grace in His marvel that is not in our control but our
religion and spiritual work is to remember the Lord at all times. To remain in
longing and wish to meet the Lord is our duty. Beloved Guru calls it Spiritua.:
work. "Rid yourself from superstition and get attracted to Spiritual work."
Spi..'itual work is incessant recitation of the Lord's Name. This is "Love of the
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Lord." Remain in longing, craving, eagerness, earnestness, love, devotion,
recitation by tongue, remembrance in mind and attention toward" *"he Lord.
This is Asa-di--var that tells you the gain of human life· and what is the loss of
time in human life? It reminds you to remain in cile love of the Lord.
It was this assembly where the musicians sang Asa-di··var that elevated the
mind and transformed it into sublime mind. Everybody's mind was attuned to
the divine music. Here, now Minister has arrived and is sitting. Minister's
mind was always scattered in politics of the kingdom but sitting in Holy
Congregation and listening to divine music has its own impress. Minister felt
that he had never been impressed by such nice divine music earlier. It is like
nectar. The words of the scripture are piercing the heart and giving ecstasy.
Today the time for divine singing (Kirtan) was shortened a little because
one lady had to say something. The congregation recognized her by the
name Mai-Sat-tili. That was the name that she had disclosed to the congregation.
When the divine songs (Kirtan) finished then the lady stood up and said: Our
beloved Guru is engaged in a fierce battle across the river. He is t.~e Lord-sent
from the heaven. What is the need for him to fight battles? To allay our
suffering he is fighting battles. Someone has to bear hardships on account of
his own bad deeds someone bears hardships on account of deeds of his own
community and countrymen but the beloved true Guru is enduring hardships
not for of his own but for the sufferings that are imposed on us through our
own misunderstandings and misdeeds. Our country sinned. that it made itself
subjugated to foreign invaders and tyrants. The country-men did not rise and
are suffering since centuries. There is no respect, no splendour, no magnificence
and no religion. It is slavery and suffering. r fhe Hindu kings offer their daughters
in palanquins with platters full of gold so that they Call. live and eat. Magnificent
beloved Guru has picked up the sword so that the tyrants who have not cared
fc ~. love, peace and talks should be made to understa~d peace in the language
they shall understand. That language is the sword. To finish their tyra...'1ny the
sword supported by truth shall bring them down to righteousness.
o Brothers! Many of our young men have already joined him for service.
You old people and we women and the adolescents are left behind but the
benevole~t Guru has also imbibed the spirit of service in us. Our blood is not
cold now. It is warm that we should also do some service. If the congregation
agrees, we may do some service of providing groceries. Beloved Guru is
above desires and needs but we have a desire to do service.
On listening to t..ltis, everyone said: Ah ha! Great is the congregation.
Great is Mai Sat-tili. It is wonderful. Everyone emptied their pockets. Whatever
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anyone could give, they gave. Two hundred and fifty rupees were collected.
Mai Sat-tili picked up the money and said that she will make all a..rrangements.
No doubt came to anybody's mind that she should give a receipt or we should
keep a check. Why should anyone doubt? All are devotees of Magnificent
Guru Gobind Singh. They are one family. All belong to the Beloved Guru.
Minister got worried that anyone might recognize him.. Hurriedly he
wrapped his shawl round b.is head and shoulders and slipped out. The 'Shawlwrapped' man had left after listening to a few words of Mai Sat-tili but where
he sat lay a packet wrapped ir.. a handkerchief. One person picked it. It
contained a few gold mohurs and a note saying, '~t is a small offeting'. He
gave it to the person who collected the money. .:"fobody cou~d know who had
donated.
Mter the distribution of sacred sweet everybody went to their respective
homes. Mai Sat-tili carried the money am: also went. Up to this day nobody in
the congregation knew who she was and from where did she come or where
does she stay? But see the pure hearts. None doub~ed whether the money
shall reach the Beloved Guru or not?
TTT
"",-.1.-

In the lustre of the rising sun, magnificent Guru Gobind Singh is standing. His
left hand rests on the pommel of the horse's saddle and is looking at the
enemy's army contingents who are basking under the sun and sun rays coming
from the east.
At this time, one disciple came and prayed: Magnificent Guru! I wish to
say something.
Magnificent Guru: 0 dear! Say.
Disciple: (In a soft voice) Magnificent Guru! I have come from across the
river. The King of Bisali wishes to meet you. He prays to you to cross the river
and come over to Bisali and stay there. He requests you to consider his palace
as your own palace. King is coming personally to invite you. Please order the
guards that they should not stop him. They should allow him to come and
meet you.
Magnificent Gurtl (Closed his eyes, opened again and ~ooked across):
Who has brought this message? Darka Singh! Come here.
Darka Singh came riding his horse Swiftly: Yes! Magnificent Gurul w:.'iat
is your order?
Magnificent Guru: Accompany this ma...'1.. The King of Bisali wishes to
come. Bring him along with due respect.
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Darka Singh (after getting down from his horse, in the ear) Kings are not
trustworthy, should I make sure first or should I just bring him?
. Magnificent Guru: You may check within respectful limit but it doesn't
seem necessary. The king is a friend and has an elevated mind. The Lord has
prompted him to. come. Darka Singh made the messenger sit on his horse
behind him and left.
Mter sometime, he came back accompanied by KL'1g, Minister and some
body-guards of the king.
King fell at Magnificent Guru's sacred feet and prayed: Beloved Guru!
Come with me to my palace. Consider it your own. Please put your sacred
feet and make it sacred.
Magnificent Guru: I appreciate your love. Be assured. I shall come but
after this battle is over. You go to your palace and wait till then. King bowed
his head, accepted the beloved Guru's wish and went back.
IV
Midnight has gone past. Minister is lying down but is awake. He has seen the
Holy congregation where they sing Asa-di-var, the Holy SCripture that the
king gave him. He has seen how rr..uch love the congregation has for the
beloved Guru. He paid respects to benevolent Guru when he accompanied
the King for meeting Beloved Guru. He discarded all diplomacy and fulfilled
the king's wish. It is evident that the king influenced the Minister's mind.
l\tf.Jnister's mind is turned towards goodness but diplomacy spreads its wings
on him and he thinks; If the hill kings and the ruler become angry and some
problem arises, then what shall we do? Second thought comes to him about
his wife: Where did she go last night? Today I should fOhow her. In these
thought;s he remained awake but deliberately pretended that he was asleep.
Around three o'clock, Minister's wife woke up. Came near her husband's
bed and whispered in his ears: 0 Master! Are you awake? But the master
pretended to be asleep. Since no reply ca.TIle, she became sure that he is fast
asleep. She went to the bathroom and had her bath. Minister noticed this.
After her bath she dressed up in simple clothes and came again to her husband's
room to check whether he is asleep. After checking that he is asleep, then she
went towards the back door. She took her senior maid, Ramo along. Ramo
locked the door from outside and kept the key in her pocket. Minister hurriedly
got up and after wearing a shawl on his head and shoulders followed them
stealthily keeping a distance. Shortly, he saw his mistress entering the Gurdwara
where the singing of Asa-di-var had started. He had already worn a shawl on
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his head. He also went inside the Gurdwara un-noticed a..'1d sat in a comer.
Here, he came to realize that Mai Sat-tili is actually his wire. The suspe:J.se that
was prickLqg the mind "Where does my wife go at nigh:?" wen: away. But stC.
he was amazed. How did Asa-di-var inspire my wife? How did she ge: a:tac!lec.
to it and how she reached here, all wit."lout my knowledge? Altho:Igh s~e has
done it all stealthily but how she got so much ent.husiasm that she collected
and carried money from here to send groceries across the r.ver. How could
she do such a daring task and I know nothing about ~t. This ent..~usias:n gives
a feeling of praise and regard for his wife but he felt wonder struck. When the
divine singing (Kirtan) finished then Mai Sat-tili annOlmced in the congregation
that the groceries were delivered to beloved Guru yesterday only. One disciple
said that he has come from beloved Guru's camp last eve:J.ing. Be~oved Guru
was much pleased and he blessed the congregation. From his talk ~t becan:e
known that the groceries sent were worth five thousand rllpees. The
congregation had collected two hundred and :fifty rupees a..""ld some anonymous
person had left some Mohurs but how the worth went t:p to five thousand?
Everybody wondered. Today, they realized that lV.:ai Sat-till is a wealiliy ~ady
and her love for Beloved Guru is extreme love. When the congregation
praised her, then she said: It is Guru's grace. He gives wealth and then he
accepts the offering. It is his marvel. Weare puppets only. Minister was :nore
amazed to realize that so much money goes from his house ~ chari:y without
his knowledge. Her devotion is so secretive that my ears do not get a hint
even.
When they returned, then minister came fast and stood near the doo:".
. When Sattili entered, then in feigned anger and frown he accosted: fu the
day you fear like a cat and at night you dare like a lion. Where c.id yot:. go?
Minister's wife blushed, was astonished but she did not feel nervous or
afraid.
Minister (in a feigned loud tone): Which ocean have you crossed?
r Sat-till (Head bent and hands folded): Ocean of existence, worldly ocean
of fire.
Minister: Is it pretence? .
Sat-till: Lord's name is the cure. It washes the dirt of sins on the mind. It is
true, 0 dear! ~ went to the holy assembly. I have come from the holy assembly.
I go to cross the ocean of worldly fire.
Minister: If it is Holy assembly, then why so secretive?
Sat-tili: 0 deari If you permit should we I:J.ove inside? We sha:I feel
relaxed to talk. Both went inside and sat in comfort.
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Sat-tili: there was no stealth, only secrecy. You were not devoted to the
true Guru. Me lifeless got life-spark listening to the Holy Scripture of the true
Guru. Like a thirsty persor.. runs to the well for water similarly, me thirsty for
the life nectar, went to drink the Spiritual nectar and feel its ecstasy. There is
no place for hypocrisy in Holy assembly. This is the truth, whether you accept
or kick me out or punish or forgive or praise, I am telling truly.
Minister felt wondrous to see truth and guilelessness combined with
fearlessness and respec~. He realized. The king is influenced by the Holy
Scripture, is fearless and stands by principles. His mind has gained Super
consciousness and boldness that is absent even in big ki."'1gs. And my powerless
wife who never moved out of the house, who feared falling of a straw, who
startled when a feather flew down, she is also fearless and virtuous. She has
respect and love for everyone. She is clever and bold t..~at she has managed to
send groceries worth five thousand rupees.
When these thoughts went into his mind, then the influence of the feigned
anger went away. Minister, an embodiment of diplomacy was also influenced
by the Holy Scripture when he went to the assembly for two days. Truthful,
straight forward words came out of his mouth: Who bought these groceries?
Who carried it to the bank of the river? Who arranged the boat? Who loaded?
Who. unloaded? Who managed to deliver to the Guru's Kitchen? Sat-tili is a
delicate woman.
Sat-tili: Thanks 0 Lord! Thanks 0 Lord!
Minister: Thanks for what?
Sat-tili: You have been to this shower of love and ecstasy of Asa-di-var.
Thanks 0 Lord!
Minister: How do you say that?
Sat-tili: Maybe you followed me as a detective. Maybe the true Guru
prompted you to go. Surely you went to the assembly. That is how you have
come to know about the groceries, five thousand rupees and my name as Sattill. Tell me haven't you been to the temple of goddess of love, the Spiritual
power Asa-di-var? I am sure you have bowed down to the shower of nectar,
the Holy Scripture. 0 my Master! Thanks to the Lord! Fortunate is the person
who has put his feet in the holy assembly. Blessed are the feet that have gone
to the door of Asa-di-var. Great is the benevolent Guru who prompts!
Minister (forgets diplomacy and feigned ignorance): I have already bowed
down to Beloved Guru and invited him to come arId stay in our kingdom.
Sat-Till: Great is my loving Asa-di-var! Great is my nectar showering mother
Asa-di-var! Great is my molly coddling grandmother Asa-di-var. All my wishes
are fulfilled.
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Minister: How?
Sat-Tili: It was my craving that somehow you also drink ~e N"ame-nec:ar
that is being showered by the fountain of nectar Asa-di-var. It is said that
Sikander went near the shower of nectar but due :0 darkness co'..l1d not drin.'.<.
it. I said to myself: Oh! My want! I drink the nectar but am powerless to make
my Master drink. I shall drink but he shall remain t...lllrsty. But wi:h. your
diplomatic mind, I, ignorant, could not find any way. Great is my Asa-di-var
that has fulfilled all my wishes.
Minister (smLi..l1g): It is wondrous. My master realized 6e greatness of
beloved Guru and respected the Holy Scripture and holy asseIr..bly. :::o-fe gave
me the Holy Scripture Asa-di··var in book form. My wife wl10 considers :ne
her Master also realized the greatness of the Holy Scripture Asa-di-var ana me
like a sandy bank in the middle of two rivers remained dry and ignorant. 0
destiny! Wondrous are your marvels.
Sat-till: People worship goddess Durga. They say she gives wealtl:. But
my goddess Asa··di-var is goddess of nectar. Se showers nectar to drin...'<.. In
whatever way, she has attracted you towards her hall of audience. Same way
she attracted the king. Same way she attracted me. She has also attracted you.
Her motherly love has wondrous ways.
Minister: You worspipped the idol since childhood. You bro:Ight your
box of idols in dowry tben worshipped idols for three long hours every day. :::
am amazed how your mind turned this side.
SatTili: I de not know. Maybe the true Lord prompted me. a Dear!
Maybe the worship that I did fructified. Maybe that clea...'1sed my mind. and
then this soul-awakening Asa-di-var attracted me like a magnet.
Minister: How did it start?
SatTili: One day I felt afraid of death. Then :: wondered that I have
worshipped the goddess for many years but the fear of deatr.. is still not gor.-e.
In these thoughts I fell asleep. Very early in the morning::: started and wok.e
up. The same thoughts came to my mind again. At that mO!Ilent my ears
heard this Asa-di..var, although I could not understand its reea...lJings bu: I feit
cool and it gave tranquillity to the mind. Then I sent Ramo and got all :he
information. Then I started listening to the melody every morning 8U: day by
day the longing to go to the assembly and sit and understand at:er..t:vely
increased. I was eager to talk to you but feared that you might get angry.
Once when you had gone out of town then I took Ramo along aId for the
first time I went from the back side door and returned before the conclusion
ceremony while it was stili dark. Well! From that day I understood the meanings
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and I felt ecstasy. Then the idols appeared to me like stones. 0 1,hster! Do
not be angry. I have told you the truth. I do not wish to say any-jling bad
regarding the idols. See! Nam Dev and Dhanna who worshipped idols, when
their mind got Super consciousness of the Lord, then they said that these idols
are stones only. Even saint Kabir said: Whosoever worships the idols remains
in mistaken beliefs and shall not meet the Lord. If I said it as stone, then you
forgive me. I cannot help saying that. I have said the truth. I did worship the
stone idol but now I feel a living Lord within me close to me. In this way I was
attracted to the nectar by going to the assembly. It was not stealth. I was afraid
that you might consider from· diplomatic poL.,t of view and stop me from
going and I shall not be able to accept that because I could not live without
this Asa-di-var. You be benevolent and forgive me. It is not b my hands. I am
attached to this congregation on heaven's command.
In his mind Minister was appreciative of his wife's Simple a..'1d true words.
He thought "What a pure soul she is? I am a perfect hypocrite. If r were not,
then how would I manage the affairs of the kingdom? In my own house, I
have a wife who doesn't know what hypOCriSY is? I am baffled to see her
Simplicity. Truly speaking, only such persons shall cross the worldly ocean of
fire." But minister suppressed his noble thoughts and Smilingly said: Yes.
Going to the Gurdwara is Simple but to send groceries where fighting is going
on, from where did you learn the art of bUying and transporting?
Sat-Tili: The sCripture has mentioned seven or nine vices of a woman.
How can I remain away from them? But I shall speak the truth. I have not
learnt any art of buying and transporting. Ramo's brother runs a big grocery
shop in the market. Ramo told him to arrange to send groceries across :he
river but do not ask who has sent and who has paid the money. If beloved
Guru asks, then tell him that the congregation of Bisali has sent. It is true. He
is a pious man. In any case he does not know who is Sat-tilL He has not taken
money for arranging to send the groceries. Even the boat-men did not take
any money for transportation. They respect beloved Guru. I have not done
any cleverness but if you think I was too clever to do all this, then you forgive
me. "To err is human."
Sat~tili: 0 my Master! Are you angry? Have I been doing wrong?
Minister (heSitatingly): No Sita! You -are a goddess. You have loved. the
Lord. How did you accept a demon as your husband? I tell you truly you did
a pious service. The Lord prompted you to do service. You treaded on the
right path. I was drowned in hypocrisy, It is said th.at the deeds of husba..Tld
and wife mingle with each other. Maybe because of your good deeds I have
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also started going to the Gurdwara to listen to Asa-di-var. :t is the P.1arve~ 0:
the Lord whom you love so much that the king has advised rr:e to read tl:e
SCripture book Asa-di-var. King has become my mentor and I the disciple like
Janak and Sukdev. Then, the same book ofAsa-di-var kep: me awake at night
while awake at night I noticed your going out early in :he ~ornbg and
curiosity arose in me to find out "Where do you go?" That cUriosity took rr:e
to the Gurdwara where I listened to the Asa-di-var and felt ecstasy. I feel i: is
due to your pious deeds that I became fortunate to have a glimpse 0: beloved
Guru. I am so much impressed to meet Beloved Guru. (Delight:lilly) We have
invited him but he has not come as yet. He will come but at preser..t he wa.'l:S
to keep on fighting. First he will send the women, childre~ and elderly. Some
troops will come for their security. Rest will keep on fighting. The batt~e wL
continue. The canons will keep on firing. He is not the least afraid that r..e
might get killed or his sons might get' killed. He will come after defeating the
enemy. If I had been in his place, then on the invi:ation of the kg I would
have left the batde field and come away leaving the soldiers to their :a:e. King
has sent three messages but he is steadfast on his strategy and p:inciples. Sita!
King has extreme love for beloved Guru. He feels ~esdess like yo~. I was the
one without any love. Your love has in:l:>ibed love in me also.
Sita: This is Lord's marvel. He has showered grace o~ Y0:l. Beloved
Guru has blessed you. Great is my Asa-di-var, the goddess of love.
Minister (smiling): How is it that the congregation knows you by:he name
Sat-tili? You are sita.
Sita: When I was a child, a sadhu used to visit our house often. One day
he said: You are fortunate. You will get inner blossom of mind. Another day
he looked at my face and said: Oh! You have seven moles. ':'he~ he calied
my father and said: Count. She has seven moles on her face. One is between
the eyebrows. One is on the tip of the nose. One is on her chin. ':'wo moles
are on the tender top of the right ear and two are on the cheeks. S~e is a g~l
with seven moles. Then he said Sat-tili will prosper immensely. Sat-til:. wm
meet the Lord. When I went to the Gurdwara and felt ecstasy, :hen I
remembered that the words of the Sadhu have become tru.e. But that blessing
of the Sadhu was for Sat-tilL So, in the assembly, I told my name as Sat-tili. But
in my mind I also wanted to hide my name. 0 Master! I was afraid of yo~.
This is my folly. Please forgive me.
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V
It is the 'battle front on the side of the river bank. King of Bisali ~rayed: 0
Magnificent beloved! ':'he pull of your sacred feet does not let us sit in
tranquillity. Please be benevolent and accompany us to Bisali. Your life is too
precious. The battle is too fierce and it is best to leave just now. You are the
best judge. I express my sentiments of love.
Minister: It is your honourable nature. The congregation across the river
is craving to meet you. You must accompany us.
Magnificent Guru: 0 dear King and worthy Minister! Great is your love.
It pulls. This is also the Lord's command. The messages of peace coming
from the enemy are hollow, without truth. The battle is no doubt fierce but we
will not show our back to the enemy. We shall not run away. We shall fight
valiandy and then cross the river and come.
Minister: It is true. Your Spiritual strength is like the sun that showers
radiance.
You Spiritual strength showers Super consciousness as the sun snowers
brightness. My mind is sinful and in sentimental attachments. But 0 Benevolent!
It's your grace that you have blessed me insight. I have realized yocr greatness
and esteem. Whatever way you wish, you come and cross the river then only
we shall feel relief from our apprehensions.
Magnificent Guru: All right! We shall do like that. You go and take along
with you the caravan of families of the valiant, children, old men, wounded
and sick. You help them cross the river. Some boat and boatmen are waiting.
You try to get more boats yourself. The extra valiant men and others will
follow. We have made strategic planning of battle lines. We shall keep the
enemy busy in fighting, killing, moving forward and backward, right and left
till such time that all our companions cross the river and it becomes night.
Then the soldiers whose lives are saved shall cross the river. By that time the
enemy will be dead tired after losses and deaths. The darkness shall keep
them at a distance. Then all of us will reach.
King: May I be a sacrifice to you! It is wondrous to see your mastery in
the art of warfare and valour while Sticking to prinCiples of truth and sacrifice.
If you were to fight while throwing away principle of truth and character, then
I cannot imagine what would have happened. You are the only one who has
come to this earth and fought while sticking to principles of truth. You do not
fluctuate in your decisions. Who can assess your merit? Yes! Time will pass.
In the times to come, people will realize your unparalleled greatness and feel
wondrous.
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Magnificent Guru: It is the Lord's command!: am only carrying out. My
Super consciousness is tied to the Lord's feet. ?eople are in forgetfulness of the
Lord. I am not separated from the Lord whether it is victory or defeat. Whatever
means that might be useful to gain victory but are impediment to the lir~~ of
Super consciousness with the Lord, they have no place in my bat+..1e strategy. =
have to move on the right path. Yes! Lord is my support. He HiInseli will.
support me. When He is the support, then who ca.'1 kill? Who can?
Saying this, he looked towards the heaven and got engrossed.
King: If you agree why not come quickly? :J' you agree, why not leave the
battle field.
On listening to King's words, magnificent Guru Gooir..d Singh spoke:
You take the caravan of families of valiant. We shall figh: the enemy to tl:e
last and will be victorious. King bowed and left.
As per the Guru's wish the caravan of families of the valiant accompanied
him. When the enemy saw that some people are crossing the river, then the
battle became fierce. The enemy annies mou~ted attack with more vigour.
Wazir khan was heard saying that he had never seen such fierce battle before.
It is evident that the ruler of Delhi prompted the battle. The hill'Kings could
not fight so well. The Guru's valiant defended with all their might. At this time
the Guru was told that Commander Sahib Chand has laid doW!l his life while
fighting. Then the Guru sent more reinforcements on that front. Later the
Guru's soldiers while killing the enemy soldiers and defending t.~emselves
crossed the river. The enemy tried to follow but in vaLTl.
Wazir Khan and the hill Kings then thought that moving across the river
will be suicidal for them. They will tell the ruler at Delhi. We have won. We
made the Guru's soldiers run away across the river. Ar..andpur is destroyed.
But the world knew that the Guru's army fought bravely and it was their battle
strategy to cross the river while fighting and killing. They even carriec. L.1.eir
wounded as well as the dead body of Commander Sahib Chand.
VI
Magnificent Guru crossed the river accompanied by :b...is soldiers and reached
Doaba, the kingdom of BisaJi safe and sound. Here people were waiting near
the bank of the river. When he put his sacred feet on land, the congregation
welcomed him with shouts of 'Hail Beloved Guru'. Musicians played the
victory tune.
Little further ahead the King of Bisali a.l1d Minister welcomed bIr...
Prominent persons and courtiers stood in rows to greet him. King came forward
and fell at beloved Guru's feet. Beloved Guru embraced hL'll and said: You
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are blessed. Then minister touched beloved Guru's feet. Again beloved Guru
said: You are blessed.
Now the congregation chanted divine songs (Kirtan) with great devotion.
Mai Sat-tili held a platter of lighted lalnps in her ha:ld and moved it in circular
motion as a welcome while having a glimpse of beloved Guru, the Master of
Asa-di-var. This was the first most auspicious day in her life that she got a
chance to have a glimpse of beloved Guru. Her eyes filled with tears of
delight and her face became lustrous. On seeing the grandeur in beloved
Guru, her eyes stopped b:inking in serni consciousness and she felt ecstasy.
But then she became alert, bowed down and moved the platter of lighted
lamps with extreme devotion. ~'hen she placed a garland of flowers and
pearls around beloved Guru's neck. Then the ki..'1g placed a victory garland
around Magnificent Guru's neck and everyone bowed down in salutation.
~inister escorted beloved Guru to the camp where arrangement was already
m'ade for Magnificent Guru's stay.
The congregation recited the scripture Rehras. Devotees recited a prayer
and sacred sweet was served. Whether it was wee.- or peace, whether it was
praise or solitude, the beloved Guru never missed his honourable nat'.rre. He
did not rest. He went to the camp where the wounded were being treated. He
loved them with his sacred hands and elevated their minds with his sacred
words. The doctors were applying antiseptic creanl and wrapping bandages
on the wounds. Some wounds were being stitched. Everybody felt a loving
emotion that the beloved Guru has visited the!.Il without even changing his
army dress or relaxing. Mter giving solace to the wounded, beloved Guru
went to the bank of the river where the pyre for cremation of the dead was
ready, arrangement for salutation to Commander Sahib Chand was made,
prayer was held and the Beloved Guru himself lit the pyre with his sacred
hands. He showered blessings for Commander Sahib Chand: "The Lord has
acknowledged your service. He is showering His grace on t.lte valiant. Your
souls shall rest in peace at the Lord's feet."
Then he came to the camp and distributed a lot of money and gifts to the
boat-men. After that, he sent a few soldiers across the river to search for any
wounded or dead body left behind. '!'hen he made a round in his camp and
made sure that everyone had eaten food and felt comfortable.
Now he changed his army dress, ate dinner and rested. The night comes
to give rest to the world that the day tires. But the night passes. Certainly it
does pass but slowly and softly that one does not feel. The comfort giving
night passes so mildly that the sufferers, the restless and those who are in
pangs of separation call it a never ending night. See! The night does pass,
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possibly so that people may sleep in the calmness and feel the comfort. Bat
too much sleep should not make people shirkers, lazy or sluggish. So after
showering nectar, after showing a Gool lustrous starry sky, after sir..~g a
lullaby quietly, after giving freshness and coolness gently and softly did. it go
to her place of comfort? No. It went to another place to shower :"'le same
coolness and freshness. From the east came dawn. A golden sheen appeared
with splendour, the birds twittered, a gentle breeze blew and the wor~d woke
up. The Lord's beloved's performed the conclusion cererr..ony of Asa-di-var.
Yes! The congregation performed the conclusion ceremony of Asa-di-var on
the bank of river Satluj, sacred sweet was served in plentifuL Beloved G~
sent some soldiers across the river to search for a~y wounded le:t there
through oversight.
The day ascended. King of Bisali came and said: Ma~ificent Gur~!
Consider me as your disciple. Come and put your sacred feet in tl:e palace.
You are the bestowal of everythL'1g. My kingdom. is your kingdom. On listenL'1g
to the humble and loving words of King, beloved Guru got ready ane went
and stayed in the palace. King had already arranged a very nicely decoratee
room for Beloved Guru. The king welcomed the Beloved Guru with great
res?ect and hospitality. So much so that prince Ajit Singh and all cOr.J.panions
were immensely delighted to eat delicious food and enjoyed other comforts.
In this way beloved Guru continued his stay at Bisali.
Every morning the congregation assembled and the musicians sang divine
songs (Kirtan). The king was very religiOUS minded. He atter..ded 6e assembly
everyday a.'1d listened to Beloved Guru's discourse. In a short time Bisali
became Anandpur. The devotees thronged here to meet beloved GunI.
VII
In the palace at Bisali, Queen and Minister's wife are sitting in the ladies'
drawing room.
Queen: SUa! I adore magnificent Guru. I met him only recently. He is L.':e
Lord's image. :: have listened to stories of prophets. But now I feel, he is t..'le
real prophet.
Sita: Yes! He is the prophet of prophets. He is the Almighty Guru greater
than others. It is Gods' grace that you have also become devoted to him. His
Majesty is already devoted to Beloved GlL."U since long.
Queen: Long time back he attended an assembly at the Gun.:'s hall o£
audience and listened to the scripture Asa-di-var. Since t.~en he got a handwritten copy of the same and recited the same every day. He became deep:y
devoted to Beloved Guru. But I remained a hard nut. Now my mine has
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softened. I like to get up early in the morning, have a bath and then listen to
Asa-di-var. I feel ecstasy. My mind becomes crystal. I shed tears of joy
sometimes. I feel cool. I feel ecstasy all the time.
Sita: This is the miraculous in Asa-di-var. It washes the dirt of the mind.
The mind becomes crystal. One feels crystal consciousness. The mind is
transformed into Sublime mind. The mind turns from animal instincts to saintly
instincts. The mind that was scattered concentrates. One feels the presence of
the Lord in the mind, heart and body. The Lord's name enters the mind as a
seedling. Then by recitation and rememtrance of Name the soul flourishes.
The body soul mingles with the Supreme Soul. The Lord showers grace. The
body soul immerses in the Supreme Soul. One drinks the Lord's nectar. One
feels extreme rapture.
Then one realizes: Oh ho! Lord gave us this life to gain this Nectar of the
soul, this ecstasy of the Lord's name, this Spiritual nectar that can be gained
only in human life. Then one feels that we are living in the relish of the five
senses of the body enticed by worldly pleasures and devoid of this sacred and
unique nectar. One feels that the relish of worldly pleasures is dirt.
Queen: Will I be fortunate to drink this Lord's nectar?
Sita: You are fortunate ~hat the prophet from the heavens has come to
your house. Now the beloved-Guru will take you there, for which purpose, he
has come to this suffering world.
Queen: I wish the benevolent Guru should settle here only. He need not
go to Anandpur. This kingdom also belongs to him.
Sita: Your wish is attractive. Request him. But do not assert. See! The
farmer always wants rain but he cannot bind the rain. The prophets come
from the heaven for some purpose and they do whatever the Lord ordains
them. No sentimental love or attraction can bind them. They have no desire
for themselves. They are gracious. 1bey shower blessings and then move.
Queen: That day you said that one can bind the Lord with love. You
read some line that meant that Lord is bound by his beloveds.
SUa: Yes! One can bind the lord with a love-knot but that is to give us
salvation Le. to immerse the body soul in the Supreme soul. He is the
embodiment oflove. When we love him, then we have a longing or craving to
meet him. He comes to fulfill our craving, to shower grace. He pulls us with
his love. Our body soul immerses in the Supreme Soul. Then there is no
separation. Weare tied in a love-knot. See! Beloved Guru has blessed you
and blessed me with the Lord's name. We now live in ecstasy with inner
blossom of mind, he is not going to stay in your palace or my house and
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enjoy comforts. Your's is a King's palace. How much comfortable it was for
him? But still many times he crossed the river accompanied by his soldiers
and frightened t.l}e enemy. You must have heard, one day he gave a crusring
defeat to 'King of Bilaspur's army.
Queen: Now that the battle is over, why doesn't he stay in cOIT..fort?
Sita: Many devotees live in Anandpur. All the residents are not valiant. If
the ruler's soldiers attack them while retreating, then who whl save them?
Magnificent Guru's soldiers are guarding the Lohgarh fort and other forts but
the soldiers there are a few. If the retreating armies attack and demolish the
forts, then it is reproof on the Beloved Guru's art of war. That is why he goes
across the river accompanied by his valiant. By his din and uproar he was
warned the retreating soldiers of the enemy that Wazir Khan has gone bacl<"..
You are not in array to fight a battle. 'If you harass any people while retreating,
then beware! I am ready. He has done this for the safety of Ana..Tldpur a..'1C the
few soldiers who are guarding the forts. He has not rested h1 the luxuries that
were offered to him here. In this way the retreating soldiers of the enemy
became afraid of their own life and have gone away wit.~out fighting or
harassing anyone. Even now when he goes across t."le river for hunting,
sometimes he has to fight the enemy soldiers but they get defeated. I.Tl t..:u.s way
King Bhim Chand has realized that it is not worthwhile to fight Be~oved G:rru.
Beloved Guru has told the King that he has no desire to acquire any kingdom.
The people are suffering. ~he foreign ruler is tyrant. The temples are being
demolished and mosques are being built. The Muslim priests are cOYrUpt.
When they have to give justice, they side with the Muslims. Hindu culture has
gone so low that the Hindu Kings present their daughters in palanq:lins to the
Muslim Nawabs. How nice it shall be if the kings unite and rid the country of
slavery. But instead of listening to the Guru's counsel, t.~e kings have become
a tool in the hands of the Muslim rulers and torment their own subjects. That
is why magnificent Guru has prompted the 'Ideal men' whose minds are
elevated with Lord's name to save the people and rid the country from s~avery
otherwise he has no need to fight.
Queen: Magnificent Guru is a great statesman.
Sita: Yes! He is a statesman and true Guru. See! He has not engrossed
himself in luxuries here. He has blessed the :::"ord's name to everyone. The
congregation assembles, the musicians sing divine songs (Kirtan). He Eesses
Lord's name to everyone. Then across the river he fought and saved the town
from the loot, killing, grabbing and outrage of women's modesty fro~ :he
barbaric soldiers. It is likely that Beloved Guru will shortly go back to Anandp~.
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Queen: Then, what shall we do ? We have sentimental love for him.
SUa: This is not sentimental love. It is devotional love. :Uev)tl'~mallove
flourishes in accepting the wish of the beloved Guru. Wilen there is separation,
then one feels pangs and lives in thankfulness and prayer. Our love is not·
sentimental love that gives despair or heaves Sighs in separation. In meeting
we get inner blossom of mind, our soul flourishes. In separation we have to
remain in thankfulness and remain steadfast in recitation of the Lord's name.
We should never forget the Lord. Remain tied to the Lord's feet by recitation
of Name. This is our endeavour but all happens by his grace.

VIII
One day King of Bisali and Queen while sitting in the palace conversed.
Queen: 0 Majesty! Three days have elapsed since beloved Guru went
for hunting and has not returned. Do you have any information about where
he is staying? God forbid! I hope he has not encountered any problem.
King: It is unlikely that he can get hooked by anybody. Chosen valiant
are accompanying him. He has not gone across the river. He is this side of the
river. The day he left, he went towards the kingdom of Bibhaur. There is
nothing to fear. Yesterday I sent one messenger. He should be back today.
Maybe beloved Guru returns today.
Queen: May the Lord bless! He is the giver of Jlife to us. We were living in
the forgetfulness of the Lord Le. lifelessly. He has blessed us the recitation of
Lord's Name that has given a sensation of the presence of t..~e Lord. We have
got inner blossom of mind. This is life. You and I feel a pang. But Sita is
different. She has more blossom of mind than we have and feels more pangs
but one feels wondrous to see her serenity and thankfulness. She said: I do
not think he will stay here for long. He has come to do goodness to the world.
He is a shower of grace. According to his wish, he moves like a breeze,
sometimes to the north, sometimes south, sometimes east and sometimes west.
He is soft hearted. Where there is love. He reaches, blesses but remains
steadfast in his ideal. He is the prophet of the prophets. One day she said: He
is the most handsome. I asked her: What did you say? She replied: All saints
and heavenly people are handsome. But he is most handsome.
King: Sita, whom the Guru-diSciples call Sat-tili has a pure heart. She is
guile-less but is so intelligent that Minister forgets his cleverness. Sita's intelligence
comes from her soul that glows with light from the Supreme souL She also
perceives the knowledge and farSightedness of Minister. That makes her mind
of gold shine.
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But Sita's pure love without any desires and he~ nature to feel happy on
meeting Guru-disciples a..'1d do goodness to the wo:-Id is uniq:le. Beloved
Guru was delighted and appreciative to see Sita's inne~ b:ossom of mir..d.
Queen: She is very sweet. She has no envy in her. She feels delighted ~o
see others flourishing. She says: The Guru diSciples have fragrance of rose h'1
them. She is deeply devoted to beloved Guru. She cannot believe that anyoTIe
else is equivalent to beloved Guru.
King: Yes darling! Minister tells ine that he though: rus wife was only a
servant to him but now he has realized L~at she is a great lady, a goddess.
Now Minister has also become pious.
Beloved Guru said that the dirt of the mind or vices 0: the mind go away
by recitation of the Lord's name by the tongue. When the sacred. name settles
in the mind, then the vices are washed. ~he mind becomes crystal. ~t is called
crystal consciousness or Super consciousness.
One maid entered the drawing room.
Maid (knock at the door): Madam! Can ~ come in?
Queen: Yes! Come in.
Maid (after coming in): Sir, Your Majesty! One horse--rider has come
from Bibhaur. He says: He is an 'Ideal man' of the guru. Ee says: I have
brought a message from the Magnificen~ Guru for His Males~. King got up
and went to his audience room. He calied L~e messenger.
Messenger: Sir, Your Yajesty! May Lord shower Eis g:-ace 0::1 you! May
Lord bless you with recitation of His name! "Ideal me::1 belong to the ::"'ord.
Victory is of the Lord".
King: "Ideal men belong to the Lo:-d. Victory is of the Lord." Come!
Ideal man, say, what is the message?
Messenger: When Magnificent Guru was on a hunting sp:-ee, then Kir..g
of Bibhaur and his l\fJinister were also on a hunting sp:-ee in :he forests. They
chanced to meet each other. King persuaded beloved Gun: to come to .r...:s
palace. Benevolent Guru, out of love, went with him. rIe, w::o never s:ays
anywhere unless there is extreme love, who is the god of freedOIr. and 'shower
of graciousness' has stayed there. He sends a message: "I shali stay here
now." He sends his bleSSings to you to recite the ~ord's ~ame incessantiy. If
you permit, I shall ask the soldiers and. others to move and reach Bibhaur.
On listening to these words, King's eyes filled with tears and closed. 7 e~s
dropped from his closed eyes, his lips quivered, his lower lip got pressed in
his teeth and frown came on his forehead. ~hen his eyes ope::1ed and l:e
spoke: 0 Ideal man! Aren't your words like a bullet shot from a gU.'1? It :s
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Lord's will. We have to obey the Lord's will. Dear Ideal man! Do not consider
me as a king. Conside~ me as a devotee of the beloved Guru a,A ter. me
whether beloved Guru has departed due to some fault or shortcoming in me.
Maybe some mistake or some disrespect from my courtier~ or subjects made
the soft hearted beloved Guru leave.
Ideal man: Sir, Your Majesty! May your kingdom flourish! I am a
messenger. How do I know? But whatever I have heard or visualized today
when I got the message is that beloved Guru is happy on you. It is the
honourable nature of beloved Guru to shower love on those who are devoted
to him. It appears that King and Queen of Bibhaur are his extreme devotees
since long. He has stayed there to fulfill their wish. He showers bleSSings on
you. Saying this, Ideal man departed. I Ie gave the message of departure to
the soldiers and the Guru devotees that were ca..'llping there.
King went and talked to queen.
Queen: 0 Lord! 0 benevolent Guru! My dear Master! I am in gratitude
but I feel pangs and my heart sinks.
King: These are pangs of separation from beloved. This is love. Beloved
Guru has blessed us with Lord's sensation. He himself is image of the Lord.
Separ",tion gives pangs.
They were thus conversing when Minister and his wife Sita dropped in.
King: We already expected that beloved Guru will not stay here for too
long. Same happened.
Minister: Yes. I have also ~eard that the Guru's so~diers and devotees are
moving to Bibhaur and beloved Guru is at present staying at Bibhaur. Sir,
Your Majesty! I never recited the Lord's name. For me, self interest was the
motivating factor in life. Now beloved Guru has infused love of the Lord. In
beloved Guru's separation, I felt despair but Sita said: It is Lord's will and we
should accept it willingly.
Sita (eyes filled with tears): Even my heart sinks. See, I have tears in eyes
but we must realize that he is not our close relative with whom we are in
sentimental love. He is the image of the Lord. He is benevolent Guru from
the heaven. He is our saviour. We may live or die but he is always living. We
should feel gratitude that he carne here and awakened our sleeping soul. Our
forehead that touched stones earlier now touched his sacred feet and became
cool. We should be thankful that his sacred hands touched our head. He
blessed us with the Lord's N arne that washed the dirt of vices on the mind.
The Lord's Name gave ecstasy. We felt rapture. Thanks 0 Lord! Thanks 0
Lord! When friends and relatives with whom we have sentimental love separate,
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then we feel despair. Benevolent Guru has filled our mind with the Lord's
Narne. We feel ecstasy. Our benevolent Guru has filled our mind wi6 the
sacred Lord's Name nectar. This nectar ~1.as permeated in L~e body. ~'1.en the
Narne-nectar is with us, then there is no separation. Our body has becorr..e a
temple and the Lord lives in it. Weare not separated. Thanks 0 Lord! Lord is
sitting in our body. Thanks 0 Lord!
She said all this and along wit..~ shed tears of emotion that gave coo:ness
of mind to everyone. Sita: Yes. Majesty! Our beloved Guru is a shower of
grace. He has showered grace on us. We should feel delighted that now he
will shower his grace on more people like us. All four of :"~em with minds
filled with the love of the Lord are feeling gratitude. 0 Most !"1andsome! You
are great! Your one hand is on the sword to stop the tyrants from causing
tyranny. In your other hand is the flask fu.!1 of Name nectar L~at you are
putting to the lips of your thirsty diSciples. How have you dyed, those who are
intoxicated with kingdom and wealth from their subjects, in the Lord's love?
How great are you that you have intoxicated them with the Lord's love.
Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!
King was quiet in deep love for some time. Then he spoke: What should
we.do now?
Minister: Firstly, permit me to go to the beloved Guru's soldier's camp. I
shall take our treasurer along with me. We should provide them with whatever
is needed for their travel. Secondly, I should go to 3ibhaur and respectft.W.y
request beloved Guru on your behalf to settle at Bisali pemlanently. Mer
staying at Bibhaur for sometime he should return to Bisali and stay here.
King: Well! The first step, you go right now and look after the comfort of
the departing soldiers and devotees. Regarding your going to Bisali, we need
further contemplation. Our connection with beloved Guru is neither politica!
nor societal. Our connection is SpLritual. He has showered grace on us. Sister
Sat-tili! Isn't it? To meet the image of t.~e Lord is holy company. It is his
graciousness that he has blessed us with the Lord's Xame, Name nectar,
Supreme Name nectar.
"Detach your mind 0 friend, from the worldly ocean offire
i.e. sex, anger, greed, sentiment and pride
And drink the Supreme Name nectar.
Devoid of this spiritual ecstasy everybody is drowned.
Nobody has peace of mind".
He has blessed us with the Lord's name that has elevated our mind. Our
mind has got the sensation of the presence of the Lord in L~e body and
outside in nature. Sister Sita! Isn't it so? Narne is grace, Name is love and Love
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is Name, Incessant recitation of Lord's name, incessant remembrance of Lord's
name. This is Lord's love. This is mingling of body soul with the Supreme
soul. This is Lord's grace. This is the bird's way. Sister Sita! Now you tell.
Somebody who made his heart a begging bowl and the beloved Guru filled it
with Name nectar and then sat on a throne in his heart, now should that heart
go to invite the benevolent Guru or his Minister should go? Sis~er, who knows
our love, should tell.
Sita: Sir, Your Majesty! The heart full of splendour should go a..'1d along
with him should go t..he servant hearts that have filled them self with t.~e
supreme Name nectar.
Minister (looking towards Sita): Well said! Aren't you a goddess?
Minister:Sir, Your Majesty! Yes! Her suggestion is perfect.
Accordingly, King decided that they should go along with the Guru's
valiant. King and Minister accompanied by their own soldiers went along with
the caravan of Guru's soldiers and devotees and reached Bibhaur.
Beloved Guru was pleased to meet King of Bisali and his Minister. King
fell at the beloved Guru's feet. Magnificent guru patted him with extreme love
that gave a thrilling sensatior.. of ecstasy to the king. Then minister fell at the
Guru's feet. Beloved Guru smiled and patted him. Then beloved Guru looked
towards King: Are you fine?
King: It is you:!:" benevolence. You have showered grace. You have blessed
incessant recitation of Lora's Name that gives ecstasy. But beloved Guru! We
are newly blessed. You keep showering your grace on us.
Guru: Recite the Lord's Name incessantly with love and attention towards
the Lord. 0 King! Rule with true justice. Kingdom is to serve the s-:.Ibjects.
Rule under the Lord's command. One understands the command when one
is in recitation of N arne. Recitation and remembrance is taking refuge at the
Lord's feet. Remembrance is love of the Lord. In remembrance the body soul
is at:.racted towards the Supreme soul. In remembrance t.1-].e body soul mingles
with Supreme soul. In remembrance the body soul L'TImerses i..."'l the Supreme
soul. Remembrance is meeting t..~e Lo:-d. Live in the incessant recitation and
remembrance of the Lord. It will give eternal blossom of mind. It gives eternal
salvation. One gets out of the cycle of births and deaths. Fructify this human
life.
King: It is true. Whatever is your command shall happen. But 0 beloved
Guru! Separation from youis unbearable.
Beloved Guru: l:t is the pang of separation that elevates the mind and one
feels ecstasy from the heaven. This pull (like the pull of a magnet) is real life,
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I am always with you. Those whose souls are awakened with N arne are
stringed in one wire Le. Super consciousness whose one end is tied to t.'o1e
I~ord's feet. They are always connected to :he Lord. They do not separate.
. King: Magnificent Guru! I am your servant. if any negligence ~as occurred.
from me or if any lapse or error happened from my staff, then yot:. please
forgive and come back to BisalL We have no insight to perceive you as image
of the Lord. We treat you as a worldly person. Please forgive us and come
back to Bisali.
Beloved Guru: No lapse occurred frorr.. you or your courtiers. Everybody
w'elcomed us with love. You were very hospitable to us and served us with
love and devotion. I am much delighted. King of Bibhaur is also devoted.· He
met us in the forest while on a hunting spree. His love has bro'..lgh: us here. 0
Kingl I move as per the Lord's command. It is the Lord's wish that has
brought me here. I have to fulfill the wish of the Lord as he commands. King
of Bibhaur's devotion has attracted us. So I am staying here. Please do not
have any apprehension. You feel relaxed and do not have any appreherrsion
that I have come away for any lapse from your side. I am immensely delighted
in meeting you. Recite the Lord's name and attend the holy assembly. Musicians
should sing Asa-di-var every day. Respect the persons who are saintly like
Sita. Read the sCripture. You will rule your kingdom in peace. I think. you will
not have any problem. In case you have any problem, then please inform us.
On listening to words of blessing from beloved Guru, King's eyes filled with
tears of emotion. He claluped beloved Guru's feet and uttered: Great! You
are great! You are great! King appeared dyed in ~ord's love. Beloved Guru
patted the king with his sacred hands, showered immense bleSSings of Name
that filled King's head with rapturous ~ame nectar. Beloved Guru's love
swelled to bless King. King felt ecstasy.
Then, Minister bowed down. Beloved Guru blessed him and said: You
are fortunate that you have holy company in the house. I send my blessir..gs to
Queen and M~i Sat-till and the congregation.
King and Minister bowed again and departed. Tb.e devotees l:.t:ered the
slogan loudly: "Truth i; the timeless Lord" "Sat··siri-akal". In this way bo6 of
them returned to Bisali. Magnificent Guru continued to stay at Bibhaur.
Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!
Magnificent Great Guru Gobind Singh!

o
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1"'t is late night but the king has not come to his palace. The queen is lying
JLunconscious. Nurses are checking her pulse and maids are pressing her
feet. Doctor is sitting nearby. He has given medicines but the effect of medicines
is not visible. Messengers after messenger have gone to bring the king but he
has not arrived as yet. It was after midnight that King U dai Sen entered the
palace. On seeing the queen in an unconscious state he felt nervous. He
asked :he doctor. The doctor said: It is some sudden shock that she became
unconscious. The critical period is over. Now she is recovering. Her pulse has
become nOrr.J.al. Her breath is normal. She shall soon regain consciousness.
There is nothing to worry.
Then the king asked t.~e chief maid: What happened?
The maid said: Your Majesty! She was sitting hale and hearty and talking.
She asked about the battle that is going on across the river. When somebody
said that the Hill rulers have won and the Guru was encircled by the enemy
troops, wounded and killed then she looked this side t...~at side, became quiet,
she did not even blink her eyes and fell down unconscious. Since that time
she is lL.'1consciousness. The doctor has tried his best but s!le is still unconscious.
King understood that the queen's inner emotions have felt the shock and
that has made her unconscious. He thought for a moment. Then the king
asked the doctor and maids to wait outside. He rubbed the queen's hand with
his hands with love and pressed it softly. 1nen he put his mouth near her ears
and told her in a slow voice: Darling! Guru has reached Bisali hale and
hearty. He kept on repeating these words for full twenty minutes when suddenly .
her eyes opened. King then rubbed her head with love and said: Guru has
reached BisaJi safe and sound.
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-Queen: What? What have you said?
King: Guru is hale and hearty. He has reached Bisal~.
Queen: What? H(lS he reached Bisali?
King: The Guru is hale and hearty.
Queen: Burn Nikko's tongue.
King: Yes, he is safe and sound.
Queen: Say on oath that he is alright.
King: It is true. It is trt::.e. He has pushed the enemy back, crossed the
river and camped-at Bisali.
Queen: Where?
King: He has arrived in the kingdom of Bisali along with his family and
army.
Queen: And what about the enemy?
King: Across the river they are beating their heads. They a.:-e crying over
losing the battle. The N awab ran back to Sirhind.
The queen's eyes closed. It was not unconsciousness. In thanks and
happiness she was emotional and shed tears. The more tears she shed, the
more her head- became coql, consciousness returned and she regained stength
but she was not able to move.II
For another two days she was not strong enough to leave the
She was
otherwise alright but weak.'1ess did not leave her. On the trJ.rd day she regained
good strength.
It is evening. The stars are shinning. The sky has become clear after a
- light drizzle and is looking -glossy. A soft and gentle breeze is blOwing. Tbe
queen's bed is laid in the open. The king is sitting close by. Xo ~aids or
servants are near. In a relaxed environment conversation is going on.
Queen: Oh Lord! How long shall you yemain quiet? When shall we bave
his glimpse?
King: We shall have his glimpse when the Lord wills. You te:.l! How you
got the shock?
Queen: Oh! I feel scared even to remember.
King: If you feel sad, then do not narrate.
Queen: No! I shall tell you. Nikko came running inside and. s~d. The
enemy has won, the Guru got wounded and
Stop! :: cannot utter
more. I saw darkness. The world seemed dark black and I fell down.

aec..
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King: NLld<.o is crazy. He is a Super power. Acil.:ally on that da~' one of his
commanders Sahib Chand was killed and the valor that the super-valiant
showed while fighting created an impression that it was the Guru hir.:lself. So
the rumor spread like that. That was the first absurd news that Nikko brought
and anno~ced it to you. It is sad but thanks to the ::::"ord that the news was
untrue and actually what happened was the reverse that he has reached this
side of the river safe and sound. To cross the river with all t..he army along
with the wounded as also dead bodies was a victory that left the enemy
demoralized. Wazir Khan ran back scratching his ~ead. All the kings are
repenting with their empty treasuries and their insult in losing the battle, although
they are showing off that they ~ave made the Guru· run away across the river.
The Guru is staying with the King or :Sisali. His valia."'1ts are taking rest. He
goes for hunting and even enters the kingdom of the mler of Bilaspur but the
ruler is unable to do anyt.!ling.
Queen: When shall we go? When shall you call him?
King: Whenever he calls us, whenever he comes.
Queen: Wny don't you melt your heart now? ·Wny don't you have mercy
on me and yourself? When there is love, then why keep the reouth shut?
King: Who is that who does :aot have mercy on one's self or o~e's own
but divine will prevails. Love and silence is real love. Love and clamour or
love and shout is trading in love.
Meanwhile Nikko maid again came but today she is smiling. Mistress!
Today I have brought good news.
Queen: Tell only if it is true news. Don't give me unnecessary headache.
Nikko: My Mistress! It is true news. The Guru has settled at Bisali. The
congregation has started coming but from nearby areas. It is possible he may
stay here permanently. He might not go across the river. He has come near.
Queen: It is good news but it is stale. Tell some more good news.
Nikko: Yes! I will tell! When he goes for hunting he goes far. Yesterday
he put his sacred feet in our kingdom also. It was his grace.
On listening to this the Queen's eyes filled with :ears. However, the King's
eyes closed.

III
When the true Guru colonized Paonta in the land of the King of Nahan and
spent a good time on the bank of river Yamuna, then he blessed King of
Nahan.' The King prayed to the Guru to stay in his kingdom. He became
devoted to the Guru and did service to him.
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This queen was a young girl at that time and born in a pr..r..cely family.
Later, the Guru went to Paonta and then after sometime to Ar..m:c.pur.
Her parents started looking for a blidegroom. She had aiready i~bi~e·d.
love of the Holy Scripture in her mind. She recited the scripture everyday
with great devotion. Her mind was already enligh:ened by the divine glimpse
of the Gur'..l. By the Guru's grace she got the sensation of the presence of :'~e
Lord in her mind, heart and body. Her mind was elevated. She had felt the
sixth sense.
When the parents we~e on the look out of a brid.egroom, she was addt
and intelligent. Fearlessly, she said to her mother: Do not send me in the
house of those who are against the Guru. Almost all kings in the hills are
jealous of him. Like our Nahan princely families have love and regard for
him, some similar house should he alright.
Moms' hearts are soft towards their daughters. That softness has delicacy.
':'he family searched from across river Satluj, river Ravi, river Yamuna b'..lt
either the kings were against the Guru or where the ki..'1.gs were not against the
Guru, there no prince was found.
Mter a great search the Prince-son of King of Bibhaur was found. Here it
became known that the King has never fought wi~ the Guru but the nature of
the Prince could not be ascertained whether he has love for the Gu:u or
jealousy. With more efforts, it became known to Morn through this Nikko
maid that the Prince··son has a quiet nature. It is difficult to know his mir..c.. Bu:
whenever there is a battle and it is talked in the King's Hall of audience, the
Prince-son says: Leave these Hill kings. They are stupid. This attitude of
Prince-son saves the King from the battles. On learning about the attitude of
the Prince-son, Mom thought that he appears to be good and the ma..rriage
was celebrated with great delight.
When the girl reached Bibhaur, 6en she found the princely fa..'TIily without
any jealousy towards the Guru. Whatever s!J.e heard sometimes was that t..~e
Prince-son always takes the Guru's sid.e.
. Now she became eager that somehow my husband should imbibe Gurulove. Since she was regular in reciting the scripture 'Pearls ofPeace' [Sukhmanz],
she recited it loudly. The Prince-king listened everyday but did not say anything.
Many times she praised the Guru and love of scripture and showed her.
eagerness to have blessings of X arne from the Guru. The Prince··son listened
but mostly he did not reply. However, sometimes he said that fruits planted
flourish by themselves. Some more time passed. ~he Prince became the King
and she became the Queen. His :Majesty had more powers and more freedOIr...
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The King did not go in for a second marriage. Instead his love for his wife
increased.
The Queen got more powers anel facilities but her wish to see her husband
in Guru-love remained unfulfilled.
Otherwise Queen noticed that the young King refused to :isten to other
kings on joining any battle against the Guru. In the state the Guru-devotees
were treated with respect and if there was any problem of Guru-disciples, he
favored the Guru-disciples.
But not visualizing the Guru-praise or recitation of scripture or endeavor
of recitation of the Lord's name the queen said: 0 Destiny! When you wrote
many comforts for me, then my inner wish that my husband should be Nameloving and Guru-loving, you left it blank. But my scripture-love shall itself put
the line· and put it beautifully.
Whatever best she thought, she tried and did to fulfill her wish but to no
avail. However, she did feel that something was hidden.
qne night, Queen and King talked till late. The queen recited scripture.
The king listened but did not say anything. Then they slept. Around 2:00
A.M. King woke up, looked at Queen's bed 'and became sure that she was
asleep. King softly slipped away. But today Quee:::l was awake. Astonished to
see King having got up so early, she followed him stealthily. King went to
another room took out a key and opened the door that apparently looked like
a cupboard. The door opened. There were stairs inside. He went down the
stairs and the door closed. Queen remained watchful. It was still night when
she heard a soft rumbling from the cupboard. She could judge that the king
was coming up and she hurriedly ran back and lay down as if fast asleep.
King came, saw the queen sleeping as before and he himself.lay down and
slept. Now it was time for the queen to wake up. She got up, had,her bat.~,
recited scripture and said a prayer. The day ascended. She woke :Ip the king
as usual, helped him get ready, served breakfast and t:l:en the king went to his
Hall of audience.
Ladies are more eager to know. '::'he pious queen is most astonished,
"What is behind the cupboard?" Today fortune favored. '".lhe king forgot to
carry the keys. So, after the king had left she sent out the maids al1.d bolted
her door. The queen opened t.~e cupboard-looking door with the key and
went downstairs. She found another door but that was not locked. She opened
the door and went inside. It was a small room with carpet laid on the floor. A
wooden platform was placed. On.it was placed a small cot and a whisk was
lying besides. In one wall was a space where a bowl of water was kept. On
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looking minutely the queen saw one cupboard. When s~e opened that, fre:l
she saw that a small size Sri Guru Granfu Sahib was resting. On seeing the
lovely Sri Guru Granth Sahib her head bowed down but in extreme love and
emotion, she spoke ~oudly as if in anger: 0 Fortune! You p:ay tricks! You
gave me a husband who has so much Guru-love, then why you kept me in
suspense ? You placed my wis!! close to my heart and ye: kept me unaware.
Why this wondrousness?
(N adding her head) Ah hal Thanks to the Lord! My worthless body has
remained in service to a Guru-beloved. Thanks a Lord! I have a husband
who is a Guru-beloved. It does not matter if! did not know. Fate has no heart.
Firstly, it does no: bestow the wish one has. When it bestows, then it puts a
curtain on the eyes. Thanks to the Lord! His grace has removed the curtain
from my eyes. Thanks 0 Lord! My suspense is gone.
The queen now with great respect opened the Holy Sri Guru Granth
Sahib. She shed tears. of happiness and thanks. She recited a stanza. She
placed the silken .cover on it. Again she bowed down, shed tears in thanks and
came away. In that ecstasy she forgot to close the Holy Granth Sahib.
She climbed the stairs, locked the door with tb.e key and came to her
room.
N
Today, the young king came back from office late, was tired and went to sleep
early. As usual when the gong struck two, he got up saw the queen sleeping
and slipped away.. The queen was actually awake. She followed. The young
king unlocked the door, lighted a candle, locked the door from inside and
went downstairs. :To his surprise he saw that the holy Granth Sahib was laid
open on the platform with silk cover on it. He was so much astonished and
wondered that he forgot to bow down. Then he thought: Maybe I forgot. L'1.
this thi:lking, he felt sorry. He bent on his knees, bowed down and with tears
in eyes prayed: 0 King-ship! I am careless in the Guru's hall. Why do I not
remain alert in the Guru's hall like a se~ant in G-...:ru-Iove?
Thus heaving a sigh his mind turned a bit. Oh! Lo~d's wi~l! Beloved Cur.:!!
Please forgive me.
.
Then he sprinkled some water on his face, wiped and sat ill me~:ati.or-.
For some time he sat in meditation and concentrated his mind but again the
same thought came and instead of concentration of mind it reasonee.. He
remembered with certainty that he had closed the Holy G~an:h Sahib property.
His mind was shocked: Oh! How his closed secret haS been revealed? His
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mind became a bit agitated. He got up and paced in the room. While walking
he noticed some glitter on the carpet. He bent down. It was a thread of gold.
He became more eager to search. Then he found a pearl. 0 Lord! 0 Lord!
Then he searched more. ::Ie found one broken string of small pearls. 0 My
darling! Mter all, you have revealed my secret. You have revealed. 0 Lord!
My wish that my love should remain a secret is unfulfilled.
When a man does not speak, then he is a closed box. One does not know
what is inside. When he speaks out, only then one knows what is inside. I was
absolutely quiet, I kept the lid closed, but you playful Darling! Y O'J. have
revealed my inner secret. Well! I hope it is none else. vVho else can be? This
gold wire has fallen from her scarf. These pearls on her scarf, I got them from
Lahore to be fixed on her scarf. a Darlir..g thief! A t.~ief's memory fades. He
is in haste to run away from the spot so that he is not caught and remair.. safe.
This haste fades his memory. Many times he leaves some signs. Then the thief
is caught through those signs. In a hurry she did not care for the fallen pearls.
In a hurry she forgot to close the Holy Granth Sahib.
In these thoughts the king came upstairs, took his bath, dressed up, then
went down, read the Holy Scripture, closed the :loly Granth Sahib, then
bowed his head and prayed with extreme :ove: 0 Benevolent! I should remain
steadfast in your love that you have blessed me. You give me strengt.~ to keep
it up. This love-spark should remain deep in the core of my heart. Today, my
secret is out. Please give strength to my darling wi!:'e t..1rat she may keep her lips
locked and this secret should not go beyond her. Yes! If you are benevolent,
please do give me a glimpse in sacredness. My love should be the unseen
pang, your glimpse t..'"Ie sacred remedy. P~ease do fulfill my wish to keep this
Guru-love hidden.

V
The queen is sitting in her roo~. A soft breeze is blowing. Today, the king
has come home early. The queen is reciting the scripture 'Pearls ofpeace'. He
came, sat down and listened to the recitation~ She finished recitation.
"The words of s.aints are words superb
Invaluable gems are these pearls. "
These lines are echoing in the king's ears and giving a feeling of ecstasy.
"These words of saints, these words of love, they are invaluable pearls and
gems." Pearls and gems are kept hidden. Yes! How can love be winnowed on
a winnowing tray? It is gem. In this thought he placed the broken string of
?earls and the golden wires in front of the queen and said: Who throw the
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pearls like this, how do they recite: They are L'1valua8le pear~s a..'1C gems? The
queen seemed to be in a:fix but soon she said: Oh! Even my secret is revealed.
When the queen found out the secret of the king, then she 1±.ought t:l:at
she has accomplished a feat but seeing the pearls and go~den wires :::1 the
king's hand. She realized that even her secret is out.
Both are sitting opposite each other as if thie: of the other but they are cot
ashamed because nobody is the thief, the matter is of prinCiple. Their eyes
meet each other and feel a common love Le. Guru-:="'ove.
The queen listened to her husband's words and was quiet :or a whL.e.
Then she spoke: Pearls and gems are kept insice safely but are meant toshow sometimes. If they are not to be shown at all, then whether they are :"''1
the mines or, in boxes, it is the same, then why the jewellers and why the
buyers?
King: But to keep them safe from thieves boxes are requi::.-ed.
Queen: But the keys are in the hands or owners.
King: One keep~ the keys hidden more safely than the gems.
Queen: The keepers of the keys do not give t..~e secret of keys to anyone
except their master.
King: Thw..ks darling for t..~is assurance! If the hot air goes away, the
bricks in the kiln remain soft.
Queen: But the good things flo~rish in light. The sun ane. :"'~e moon do
not require curtains or veils.
. King: If the seeds do not hide, then they do not sprout. ':'hey do ~ot grow
and become trees. If the roots do not remai~ hidden, then the plants & trees
wither.
Queen: But the fruits do not ripen in dark.
King: But the seed that has to flower again sits hidden even ir: :';' 1.e ripe
fruit.
Queen (after thinking): Does brightness requires hiding.
King: Brightness hides itself in its own dazzle and glare. The S'..l...'1 has no
veil but who can look at it.
Queen: Then the sun of love should rise with magnificence and pomp.
King: The love-spark is like a scintilla. It glows when slightly hidden. It
cannot withstand the puff of air.
Queen: Has a spark hidden in boxes of cotton? Has a love-spark rem~
hidden in the heart?
King: Have you seen anyone winnowing it in a winnowing basket.
Queen: That is O.K. But see! The bee comes to the lamp. What veil does
it wear or in which lap it came hidden?
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King: Does the bee ever make a noise while coming or sacrificing or
writhing. There is love and veil, love and hide.
Queen: Is love dumb.
King: No! Itis shy. :;:t is modest.
Queen: If someone speaks love, should he kill that love. If someone
shows love, should we stop that love?
King: Love doesn't need to speak or show.
Queen: The fire in the kiln burns inside only.
King: No. Combustion of the living body is neither a flame nor a scintilla,
neither smoke nor fire, even then it keeps the body warm. :It is a surety of life.
Queen: I do not understand.
King: Have you ever seen the combustion in the body. But it is there. It
heats the body and guards the body.
Queen: When the love is from the heavens, then why a difference between
inside and outside.
King: The inside connection should remain inside. The outside actions
should remain outside. The inside connection should not tear the outside veil.
The outside actions should do goodness outside. With people one may mix
up in gardens, markets but love-ineetings should be inside the palace.
Queen: The scripture says: The gem that I have found is visible on my
forehead.
King: It has not beep fixed on the forehead by gum like a dot. A Hdden
gem is found. It is kept in a closed palm tightly. But the effect -of keeping it is
that it shows signs of its presence on the forehead.
If it does not remain hidden, that is its oWn specialty. That is its own
specialty or nature, but whoever has found, what is his duty? Keeping it in the
heart and hide it in as many ways as possible.
Queen: Yes! It is written in the scripture but who can hide the sun? Who
can put a veil on love? Who can hide the Lord?
King: Whoever has found the Lord has hidden hL."TI.
Queen: Then what about persons like me? I had a glimpse. I felt cool. I
got a wavy sensation of the Lord. My parents thought of my marriage. I could
not hide my sensation. Forgetting all norms I told my mom. I have Guru-love
in me. Do not marry me in the house of those who are envious of the Guru. If
I had hidden my Guru-love, then I would have been sitting in a house envious
of the Guru. Now, I feel that if the prL."'1ciple is to hide, then I am a culprit.
King: Principle is neither to hide nor to reveal. Principle is to love and
remain steadfast in love. It gives ecstasy. Enjoy the ecstasy and be contented.
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Some people show off. They are beggars to gain importance and L.':ey love to
gain appreciation from people. Some people hide so that their hiding rr.ay oe
brought to light and they get more importance. Bot."1. ways it is the sarr:e. OTIe
should love, have respect for that love. One should realize the va:ue of that
love, one should keep it hidden, then one shall have peace of rr-;.ind. Without
a desire to make it visible, if it becomes visible, than one is powerless! For
those whose mind is not influenced by appreciation, they may dance and
love. Those who do not care for criticism, they may go any way but for
persons of my nature, the way is to hide. For me ::: wish t.1.at my secret should
remain a secret. My love-spark is small. It should be kept away from the p:lff
of air. My longing should not reach my beloved h~rOl::.gh my tong..:e. =am a
small moth.
Queen: Is your wish worldly or Spiritual?
King: My wish is for tranquillity of mind, ody for the inner blossom of
mind. I do not hide because the hill kings are envious or Beloved GllrU ar..d
they shall be angry with me or if:: meet him ope~ly, then the Ml:ghal ruler
shall seize my kingdom. 1£1 meet him openly, then t.."1.e Guru shall become my
ally. This is a gain but I am not thirsty for this gain. My love-spark is sr.:1all. I
love it like a miser loves his wealth. Maybe it is in£:.::.enced by an evil eye.
Maybe it slips away from me. Maybe so:nebody exploits. I hide it so that it
remains steadfast. Yes! My love-scintilla is s~alL ~t has to be saved fron a
shalp breeze. The nightingale sings her love song and charms t.'-:e wodd but
the moth is small, poor and humble. ~t sacrifices itself qUietly. The partridge
dances in love for the mqon but the lot:.ls does not blink in the gcrnpse of the
sun. The rain bird sings prew-prew and makes the forest a house of I:::.:lSic.
But the ruddy Sheldrake pair keeps itselfjoint and in-separable. :r: one is shot
the other falls dead along with it. Love has many forms. If it :s not show, the:1
it is love, that may be in any form but acco~ding to my thinkir..g and .8dng it is
to hide.
Queen: In the wish that you may join me in Guru-love, I :nade a mistake
that I interfered in your wish that no one else should :mow your secret and I
stealthily grabbed your secret. I beg your ?ardon. But my repel1:arrce o~ my
feeling sorry cannot bring the situation of 'You and Guru-love and no O:1e
else having any clue.'
King: You need not worry about that. I am not angry. I, an: s~e t.~s
secret shall not go out any further. And then it is known to sorr::.eone who is a
beloved and not a stral1ger. ':'his is Lord's will. Who &'1.0WS this is arrival or
some goodness. I also have a love pang to fall at the feet of t...1.e 'Guru with the
plume'. The intuitive has to fulfill my wish. Maybe this is the first sign of that
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auspicious moment. I also have a deep desire for a glimpse. Maybe this is a
first puff of fulfillment. Oh! ~ord. Oh! Beloved Guru!
.'
Saying this, the King tightened his lips, closed his eyes, b.is face and body
trembled, eyes shed tears that were absorbed in the eyes and he was in trance.
The queen did not know that her husband had so much deep love for the
'Guru with the Plume' in the core of his heart. She felt a sensation in her heart
and her eyes filled with tears.

VI
Ajit Singh: ~t is a beautiful forest.
Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh: Yes! One feels as if one has come
home after a foreign jaunt.
Ajit Singh: It is scen:c and laving.
Beloved Guru: Is it the Kingdom of Bisali?
Sobha Singh: Magnificent Guru! We have left behind the boundary of
Bisali.
Beloved Guru: O.K. Then it is another kingdom. Today we have traveled
many kilometers.
Sobha singh: Yes my lord! Weare now in the kingdom of Bibhaur.
Beloved Guru: O.K. It is Bibhaur.
Ajit singh: Shall we get good prey?
Beloved Guru (smilingly): Very good.
(Meanwhile a herd of mottled deer passed in front.)
Ajit Singh: Here the prey is within target range. It is presenting itself.
Beloved Guru: One feels fragrance of love in this state.
Sobha Singh: ':'he king is a quiet person. He speaks less. Sits in the court
himself and does justice. The subjects are happy. Poverty is less. He has
married once only. He loves his queen quite much. The queen is a Gurudevotee. She belongs to a princely family of Nahan. She loves the Holy
Scripture. She is charitable. The king is not a Guru-devotee. He is neit.~er
charitable. Sometimes he goes for hunting. He is somewhat peace loving a.'1d
calm.
Beloved Guru: Calm waters are deep. Deep waters flow calmly.
. Ajit singh: Magnificent Guru! We have come quite far. Our companio~s
are left far behind. We should return.
Beloved Guru: 1be mind wants to return but the steps are moving forward.
Ajit singh: Why not we rest here? You relax. I shall bring the paraphernalia
here.
Beloved Guru: The mind doesn't stay. It wants to go further ahead.
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Sobha singh: Let us go ahead. Beloved Gur..l! We have never stopped
even in King Bhim Chand's kingdom and he~e the kingdom is of a pious king.
Guru: Only piousness or fragrance of love also?
Sobha Singh: The queen is a Guru-devotee.
Conversing like this they kept moving their horses.
Meanwhile, they saw another group of hunters combg from the opposite
side. In a few moments they reached near. The Head of the grO'..l? got down
from his horse, came forward, bowed down and said: We are fortunate! You
have put your sacred feet on our land.
Guru: (Blessed him with his arrow)! We feel dellgl1ted to enter this kingdom.
We feel very nice, how do you do?
Head: It is ::'ord's grace. I am t...~e Chief Minister of t..1re state. Our kL."'lg is
very pious. Yesterday, I told hirr. that you enter our state sometimes while
hunting. How should we welcome? His Majesty said: The e::tire land in the
world belongs to the Lord and the G'..lru. Kings and Princes, al: are managers
and not owners. 0 Magnificent Guru! See! O'ur king is reserved. He talks little
but indicates all that he means. I have to search the meanings in his words. I
have sent orders to all officials that they should give ut:Ir..ost respect to you and
they should be at your service for whateve~ yO'..l. require, like milk, groceries &
food. I was out on a hunting spree that llea.rnt about your adval. T~at is how
I have come to ask you for service.
Guru: 0 Minister! We feel as if we have reached Anandpur. We feel you
ar'~ our own. It is our own !lome, our own kirigdom. You live happL.y. Your
kingdom may flourish. King may live long!

VII
Queen: :vIajesty! I have heard that respected Guru has made o'.:~ land
sacred by putting his sacred feet in our ki~gdom.
King: Who has told you?
Queen: Nikko has told.
King: This Nikko is a Super detective. T~e Gur'..l visited the forest only a
couple of hours ago and I have received the news from our in:ellige!lce
services just now. How this Nikko flew and saw.
Queen: She has ears of an elephant.
King: But how?
Queen: One milk-woman came. She is a refugee fro~ Pothohar who
have come and settled in our kingdom. She was coming from her vGage to
the city carrying a pot of milk on her head when she saw the true Guru in the
forest.
.
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She stood and said: Have a little milk.
The true Guru said: Why?
She said: I don't know why. On seeing you, I feel joy.
Guru: Why?
She said: I do not know. My heart feels joy. lVly eyes throb. My head
feels exhilarated and desire comes. You drink milk.
~agnificent Guru: Wno am I?
She said: I do not know who you are. Automatically a desire has come.
Beloved Guru: Will you take money for it?
She said: If I sell milk. I sell my son. If I sell my son, that what is left?
Magnificent Guru: How can I drink without paying for it?
She said: Your look towards me poor gives ecstasy. What else should I
ask?
Beloved Guru: I won't drink without paying.
On listening to this she cried. Her eyes closed. Her face turned pale.
Then she opened her eyes, heaved a sigh and said: I do not know since how
many eras I am
carrying the milk and searching you. Why don't you have

milk?
Saying this she went crazy.
Then she said: What price should I take? If I take money it shall finish in
a couple of days. Must you pay? You drink, you must drink. You pay. You
drink milk. You pay. You are benevolent. You are gracious. You show your
grace. Money will finish. If I sell to you, then at least I get a shower of your
grace. Oh!.Ram! Oh! Krishna! Oh! Lord! Oh! Me! Oh! Money, Oh! Glimpse,
is it glimpse, is it the Lord? Oh! Me! (In more craziness) On! It is gOing! YIilk
is going! Milk is going to the sea! You chum it out from the sea! Then you
may drink! I am going to the world of sensation.
She talked like this.
The 'Guru with the Plume' responded to her extreme love. His forehead
became lustrous seeing the extreme love.
N ext moment he jumped down from his horse. He himself lifted the bowl
from her head and drank the milk.
Her mind became tranquil. She said: Thanks 0 Lord! Which is the country?
The King of that country took away my bowl and drank the entire milk. Who
was that handsome and magnificent King? He left me here. Oh! What is this
sensation in my body? What my body cells are reciting "0 Lord" "Waheguru"?
How have I become light like a flower? Where has my weight gone? How is
the recitation of "0 Lord" "Waheguru" going on? 0 Yes! This is the price I
got for the milk. 1bat was the country of the Lord. This must be the currency
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of that country, nice that I got the price. Me! Stupid, said: "You clr:~k free."
He said, "You take- the price". How could I know the price? How could I
know the price was not money, it was Himselfl Himself! Himsel:! 0 WarId!
Laugh! I gave cow's nectar. I got Lord's nectar. Welco:rr..e everybody. The
trader has come. Give cow's nectar. Take its price. The price is Lord's nectar.
o My Lord!
Thus reached the milk-woman in the city in such wondrousness and rapture,
she was known to Nikko. Nikko brought her home and loved ner and was
hospitable to her. Whatever Nikko heard from her, she has narrated. This
milk-woman is now fully conscious and alert. She has narrated her own story
whatever she remembered. The rest, one of her friends who accompanied
her has told. Her friend knew :hat he was Magnificent Gur'J. Gobind Singh.
She had been to Anandpur once. But this milk-woman did not know till now
who he was. When she regained :uil consciousness, then she came to know
that she offered milk of the 'Gur'J. with the Plume' and got the price 'Lord's
Name'. The king listened to the narration. The queen looked at his face
intently. Several times the queen became emotio~al, her eyes filled with tea::s
but the king's face remained the same. No emotion was visible. Once or twice
his eyes blinked but it was hardly noticeable.
The Queen could not stop herse~f. Vehement:y she said: Now I know that
you are in Guru·love. Even on listening to such wondrousness and power of
the Guru, you have not felt any pull and pang of love.
King: The sensation of the inner world shodd remain inside.
Queen: No stranger is sitting. : : know your innermost feelings. You could
have let your feelings of the heart come out. The inner feelings would have
given pleasure outside also.
King: Someone is a nightingale, someone is a moth. How can the nig!ltingale
fly like a moth?
Queen: But my reading is that yO:.I lock your :rr..ind.
King: Demons be better locked. The moment you free them, they s~all
ride on you.
Queen: Why you call it demor... It is a love··spark. Let it brighten up.
King: If one has a love-spark, then one should keep it safe i..'1.sic.e. If you
speak it out, then the love-spark becomes dim. If you show it in ~eaves ar..d
sighs, then its luster becomes dim. The inner mind should melt and flow
without letting know the eyes, forehead, cheeks, lips or emotio~. Eave yO:.I
not heard? The right hand should give charity without letting the left ha..'l.d
know. Similarly, if the heart loves, then the sensation should go towards the
inner self. Why should it go outwardly towards the five senses?
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Queen: Oh! Me! Ignorant! You have so much patience. But does the
mind not crave for a glimpse?
King: You can imagine. You know my inner feelings. Now won't you be
quiet.
Queen: Sorry for being disrespectful to you. I assume that your heart
craves for a glimpse like mine. Then how shall the wish for a glimpse be
fulfilled? How shall it happen by keeping quiet?
King: See! This body, mind, soul, lifetime, kingdom and my darling 'you',
I have got without asking. The savior Lord knows 6e wishes of the dumb
. also.
Queen (cried): Come! Let us go to Bisali to have his glimpse.
King: Has any plant, tree or flower walked to t..~e Gardener. The Gardener
himself goes to each and every plant, waters it and looks after it. 0 Q:J.een!
The plants never run to the Gardener.
Queen: Does it mean t..~at no seekers of the Lord, disciples, ascetics,
pandits should go to saints or prophets?
King: Well! 'They may go. But those who have no strength do not go. The
plants do not refrain themselves from going to tl:e gardener for the reason
that they have the strength but they do not wish to go. Maybe if they had feet,
they would have run. Similarly, I do not have the type of feet that make you
walk.
Queen: Then shall we not invite him? The king of Bisali has invited him.
The beloved Guru is benevolent. He shall come.
King: Maybe the King of Bisali has close relations wit..~ him or maybe the
r..eed of the hour was that it becanl.e necessary for him to invite. But according
to me inviting him is disregardful.
Q:J.een: That means whosoever invites his elders is disregardful.
King: No darling! It is not what you nave understood. The plants do not
have a tongue that they may invite the Gardener. "I should invite" "I should
invite," Saying this it appeared that tears are going to fall from his eyes but the
eyelids closed and the tears remained hidden inside.
Queen: Then how shall our longing get fulfilled?
King: The gardener knows the "quiet-voice" of the plant. He knows that
the plants have no strength or feet to walk. He understands the need of the
plants more than the plants.
Queen: Well, if somebody reminds the Gardener, then?
King: Tills Gardener is not the one who strings flowers and makes garlands.
He knows the inner feelings of hearts. He is the saviour who strings hearts. He
has come from the Lord. He is intuitive.
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Queen: You have so m'..lch patience but if the entire wor~d goes on t.1Us
path, then how much shall the burden on the Gardener increase?
King: The finger of the Gardener can lift the entire world like Goverd~an
did. The burden of the world is the suffering of the world. He has come to
allay the burden. Why should the entire world go my way? I do no: talk so
that others may not copy me and go on the way that I go.
Queen: Everybody, all disciples, ascetics, go for his glimpse.
King: Everyone is a servant of his habit. Lord has given theIr.. the wish to
go walking and given them the strength to walk. Whatever nature God has
given me, whatever habits I have imbibed, I have to go according to that. The
people who go for his glimpse, I consider them fortunate. I do no~ say that
people should copy my nature but I cannot change my nature. Darling! It
might have been better if you had not known my secret. Man needs to know
a lot but sometimes it is better if he does not know a certain happening. Mter
knowing my secret you have put yourself in anxiety. I have told you what I
am not happy to tell. But I had to tell you since you know my secret. \\Thy
should I not tell you when yours and mine pain is common, suffer..r..g and
comforts are common? It is a relation of love. If -you had not known the
secret, then the need for you to ask and my replies that are not to your
satisfaction would not have risen.
Queen: Today is the first day that you have spoken t.hat we have a
relation oflove. Otherwise, you have always remained q'..liet though you have
extreme love for me in your heart. I am sorry but I have extreme love for
you. It is your goodness that you have taken my questioning ligbly and made
me understand your thoughts. What you have said is correct but I do not
understand why you hide the love.
King: I do not hide. Some things that remain hidden, for them hidden is
good. This is my nature. The roots remain good as hidden and trees remain
, good in light.
Queen: Mter so many years I have now come to realize that outwardly
your nature is rough and impassive but inwardly you have all. extremely
loving heart, soft heart and pangs of love. As you express your love, you look
rough outwardly. Your impassiveness is a sign of in.'1er
.
softness. Bllt cow
would the world know and become your friend. If somebody becomes your
friend, how shall he continue to remain as your friend?
King: You consider me unfortunate on this account. Maybe: have been
granted friendlessness by the Lord. Let it be as it is. Some people have the
guts to befriend many. Some people befriend one or two. ills is one's individual
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nature. There is nothing good or bad in it. One goes by one's nature. ~he
lane from my heart to my tongue is narrow. The love that goes through that
lane gets stuck. This is my problem. I am not pert.
Queen: Well! My Master! W!1atever relations we have in this world are of
no consequence because they a~e temporary. But where the heart has met the
heart, then why no meeting, not inviting, not writing letters, no message, no
contacts of any type? I am shortsighted but impatient.
King: Whatever secret of mine you have known, make it unk..flOwn. l:'hen
your impatience shall go.
Queen: My impatience is my desire that you are blessed with t..~e sensation
of the ~ord's name. My rrind says: The Lord has come to our house. The
Ganges has left the Himalayas and come to the plains. It is flowing near our
town. Now we should have a holy dip. I shall feel coolon seeing you b~essed
with the sensation of the Lord's name.
King: You can go to Bisali. You can call him here. Whatever you desire
you can do.
D_o not ask me to do something that is not in me. I do not have the
strength to go. I am not of his status that I should invite him. I have the lovespark in me but a small one. That also is his grace. That is not mine. I have to
keep it safe clamped to my heart. It may not slip away in showing.
Queen: If he returns to Anandpur, then?
King: If death takes me away just now, then?
Queen (cried): Stop it. I am sorry (hand folded). For God's sake don't say
any bad words. Please stop.
King: Well! I ask as if you are asking, t..~en what shall we do and I answer:
If death takes me away, then my love shall live. The ~ove-spark should never
go away. This is the wealth of my miser mind. This is the love-spark of the
intuitive saviour of the visible and unseen world. He is sitting inside the body.
Whatever he does shall be good.
Queen: You also consider the diplomacy. You have never joined the
kings in their battles against the Guru. ~he Kings are not happy with you on
this account.
They all are jealous of you. Whenever they get a chance :hey shall take
revenge. On the o6er side, we have no friendship with the Guru. He might
not come to your rescue in times of difficulty. Is it not advisable that we have
a friendship-pact and at least one support is confirmed?
King: Now you have come near anot..lter issue. Diplomacy and love both
cannot go together. If I meet him with the intention that you have suggested,
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then it is not love. Even if it is there my mind says i: is artificial 0:" mistaken.
This is something that shall make the love a mistaken belie:. Without rr..ee:ing
him, I have a feeling of the love-spark pure and clean but meet:ng in diploI:lacy
casts a shadow on it. 0 Lord! Please keep my small love-spark pure and
~~

-

How shall it remain pure and clean?
It shall remain pure and clean if I am steadfast on the pa6 that I am
treading at present. Rest is the kingdom! I have not won in a battle. It came by
itself. If it is in jeopardy I shall fight. If it goes while fighting let it go. If it
remains by fighting, well and good, I won't leave it nor give it away on my
own. If it goes away while savLTJ.g then I shall not slip away at any cost.
Queen: I have lost to you in arguments. My lord! : am sorry I argued so
much with you. You are wise. You are good. You go by pCp-ciples. I am in
hurry and impatient. You go on the way that appeals to you. :he main need
is that the love-cord should not break, the love-spark should not becoce dim,
the love-pangs should remain, the lamp of devotion should not extinguish.
You do whatever you feel is positive. You forgive me that I have found out
your secret and have drawn your attention towards so 1Iluch argumer..tation.
King: Probably, the Lord willed it like that. That is how I consider and
thac it what you also consider. Darling! You stop thinking and let me tread on
the path that t.'le Lord has put me on.

VIII
Minister (in the King's private drawing room): Sir, You:" Majesty! When I had
a sudden meeting with Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh, I was hospitable to
him. I had told you about it in detail. Even before that ahd afterwards I have
sent orders to officials to give him respect and give whatever he requires.
What I am told is that whenever he comes for ~lUnting withhl the limits of oc:kingdom, he says: The breeze here is as if we are in Anandpur. This 1..TJ.a.icates
his wish to stay here. Diplomacy and piousness is that we invite him with
-respect, whatever way you wish.
,
King: "The breeze here is as ifit is Anandpur." He feels as if this place is
like his own house. Yes! The Lord and the Guru, they are the owners. It is
their house. Every house belongs to the Lord.
Minister: Shall we invite him?
King: Does the breeze wait for an invitation? Do the rains come on
anybody's invitation?
Minister: Yes! You are right but since I am the Minister, it is my duty to
discuss with you what is best for the kingdom and then 1 have :0 take orders
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from Your Majesty and do as per your orders. Regarding the invitation,
whatever you may order.
.
King was quiet and he did not give any reply. The :Minister knew the
king's nature. He discussed some other official issues and went away.
The Minister had developed a habit that when he went home, he sat in
solitude and delved upon the unclear and riddle type answers of t.~e king.
Today, he reached home and thought about the King's answers. "Does
the breeze wait for an invitation?" "Do the rains come on anybody's invitation?"
The breeze comes on its own. He will come on his own. "Do the rains come
on anybody's invitation?" The rains do not come on invitation. Meaning: It is
not right to invj.te him. He is very high. If he wishes, he shall come on his own.
If he comes, then he is welcome.
In line with these meanings he kept quiet excepting ordering the officials
to give all hospitality to Magnificent Guru Gobind Singh.
But he thought: I am the Minister. It is my duty to do whatever is good for
my Master's kingdom. Goodness is that Magnificent Guru should come here.
We should give him respect and honour: The hill kings shou~d understa..'1d
that we have a strong support, if we are indifferent to both sides then in times
of emergency, who shall support us? It is difficult to know King's nature. He is
pious. He doesn't give suffering to anyone. He is a bit impassive and rough
but he has no anger. He keeps himself reserved but he is wise and kind. He is
quiet. He talks less but whatever he speaks is logical, unvarying and appropriate.
Then it is neither a lie nor against diplomacy. He doesn't appear to love
anyone but he has no malicious feeling towards anyone. The queen is very
nice but the maids tell that he hasn't much love for her. It is also strange that
he hasn't married a second time. He does not look towards :he maids and
servant-women. He doesn't look towards any woma.'1 with an evil eye. He
never visits any temple nor has kept any idol at home. He does not listen to
any religious discourse. He has not been to pilgrimage nor adopted any Guru
but any needy person never goes empty handed. He has not stopped any
fixed donation to temples. When a needy comes, may be Hindu, Muslim or
any religion he gives charity but does not show off. He listens to saints and
sadhus but keeps himself reserved. He has stranger like relations with me but
he has promoted me. He has paid all expenses for my son's marriage. If I say
he is rough, then it is not so. If I say he has a loving nature, then I cannot say
it with certainty. One thing however is sure that he is piOUS and wise but quiet
and reserved. I do not know what his happiness is <,md what his mind thinks?
I have no idea. Destiny creates men of such nature rarely! "My Master, you
are great! I am fortunate! My duty is to shed blood where you throw water."
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IX
One day L'le King looked a little depressed. When the doctor came, then the
Minister suggested: Won't it be nice h' His Majesty goes out for hunting
sometimes? Be has no illness. You said, "It is just change of climate t..l,.at is the
cause." Since many days His :Majesty has not moved out. He had s'o much
work.
The doctor said: That is the best remedy.
The King agreed to the suggestion of the doctor and said: O.K.
Next day the Minister took the King for hunting. For the next few days
they went for hunting. It was a pleasure for the :King. His depression vanished
and he became exuberant. Once or twice they heard that Magnificent Guru
Gobind Singh is out hunting nearby but they did not come face to face with
each other.
One day when the King returned from hunting and went to his wife's
room, he heard a soft voice. Softly, he raised the curtain and saw his darling
wife in prayers.
He cou!d understand the words. Softly, he moved backward with intention
not to disturb her with the sound of his steps or she might feel shy that His
Majesty is listening to my prayer. It is better that the worshipper remains alone
with the worshipped. However, the King was influenced by the loving words
of the prayer even standing outside t1::e doorsill.
The queen was crying and prayed in deep concentration. The words
were full of true love and humility. The effect of the sensitiveness of the words
of the prayer on the mind of the King was so much that he forgot everytHng
what he thought.
As a tuned instrument resonates with the sound of anot.lJer tuned instrlanent,
similar1y, strung in the love-cord but hidden bebnd a curtain the Ki..1.g's
heart melted with t.l,.e love of the pr~yer and flowed in the same strea..'11 of
love. He touched his head to the doorsill and stood there. He forgot :us self
and got immersed in the prayer.
Queen thus prayed: 0 I-.ord! Please bless my husband. He is so pious
and high. He has so much love and devotion. Please give him your glirr..?se.
He has a strong mind. He is tranquil like a pitcher full of wa:er. He does p-ot
speak out. I am weak, empty, I speak out, :;: feel eager, I :::-equest, p:ease ,be
gracious, send Magnificent Guru to our b.umble abode. We should have his
,.
gnmpse.
Neither I nor my husband has got the sensation of Narr..e in our body.
We are still ignorant of what is called incessant recitation of Name. My husband
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is steadfast in your will. But I am giving you trouble with my singing '0 Lord,
Lord', 'Waheguru, Waheguru'like a partridge. :t is impertinent t, ;;peak but
I am a bird. Maybe my singing is small but I cannot live without singing. 0
Benevolent! Please listen and be compassionate. 0 :"ord! The intellectuals of
music who have learnt the seven tunes and eighty-four ragas and other learned
Music Masters are compassionate when they listen to the one, two or three
tuned ragas of the birds. You are Music Divine. You are the master of Divine
Music. Be compassionate on the small music of this bird. Give us your love.
Magnificent Guru comes to this kingdom. He hunts the birds and deer and
returns. Please bless that he may also hunt us both. He may shoot an arrow
that should pierce our hearts. His eyes may shoot love-arrows t.'J.a: should pass
through our longing eyes and pierce our hidden hearts. Please make our
human life fruitful. Give us Name. Give us incessant recitation of Name. Give
us ecstasy of Name. Give us rapture. Immerse our body soul in the Supreme
soul. Please be gracious! 0 benevolent true Guru! Please be g:-acious!
o Master of Heavens! 0 Guru with the plume! Ou!" eyes are longing, our
hearts are craving. 0 Bestowal of wishes! Fulfill our wish.
This prayer from the core of her heart went on for half an hour. The
. Quee..l's scarf got drenched with tears of love. The King stood supporting his
head on the doorsill immersed in Guru-love. He who looked impassive and
rough was so soft hearted and so sensitive to emotions that he got im.'nersed
in the sensitiveness of the loving prayer. He stood supported by the wall like a
figure sculptured on the wall.
Mter she finished her prayer, the Queen became alert. Her body was
weak but weightless like a flower. She wiped her face and softly came out.
When she crossed the doorsill she found the King's body unn:oved. She said
to her mind: O! Outwardly rough and inwardly soft my lore! You are great.
Your sensitiveness is great! .Me who prayed is alert and you who only listened
is still immersed. You are .great! You are great! Saying this with ha.'1.ds folded
she stood at the other side of the door.
A little doubt arose b her mind that the King lP..ight be angry why I
prayed for a glimpse? This might be impertinence but everybody has his own
nature.
Meanwhile, the King lifted my head and opened his eyes. The ears indicated
that the voice has stopped. The eyes noticed that the goddess of prayer is
standing close by with hands folded.
Softly, the King said: Darling! Your prayer was sweet, loving and deep
that enthralled me and I forgot that I should leave you and your Lord alone

o
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and I should not disturb your solitude. But un-intentionally it happened. I
hope you do not mind?
Queen: No! My lord! You tell whether my prayer was not disregardful of
your principles?
King: No darling! At the King's door, the musical instruments are played.
Divine singing goes on. The drum beaters beat the d:!:"urr.. Trumpeters play
the trumpet. Whatever instrument the King has given to someone, he shall
play that instrument and that is sanctioned.
[It is forest and hunting]
Thaa! Ah! The gun shot. A tall black deer with musk fell dead.
Who shot him? It was the Minister. The entire party reached there.
The King saw and laughed. Then he looked at the fallen deer and said:
Oh! How magnificent is the deer? 0 Minister! You shot t.."'le deer a.'1d were
delighted. I 'appreciated your aiming the target correctly a.'1d con~atulated
you but what about his companions? How beautifully he leapt. He is in his ~ast
breath. How handsome and elegant he stood? He has no strength even to
writhe. Oh! King deer! Take rest. This is t...l"e end of the boey, the ca'.lse may
be any.
See! Minister! The rest of the line has run away so far. They ran away
fast. 0 Lord! Who is the friend when one is in distress? Some females are
looking back. Poor females! They have no power but they have love. There
love-spark may remain kindled. Speechless animals! How precious is life but
how cheap it goes? How long nature took to create a..'1d n:.lrture this ha:2.dsome
body. It took moments to make it lifeless. Living creatures are in abur..cance
but even a small living creature does not wish to leave the ear::h and when it
goes, it leaves so many grieved.
(Looking at the deer) He is writhing in pair... !s it his las~ gnashi:::lg ofjaws?
Pain! Oh pain! Everybody wa..'1ts to rup away from it but who is it who
saves himself? For everything one has pain. Then pain is a remedy for another
pain. The endeavor to keep away from pain is pain. To bear pain is pai..'1. To
get rid of pain is pain. Pain gives consciousness and no-pain is u..'1co:lscio~sr..ess.
Consciousness and pain are companions. Pain is Guru, pain is teacher and
pain shows the path.
If fortune puts you on the path then why should pain come? :gnorance
does not let you tread on the path.
When there is pain then one understands that the outward direction of
mind gives pain. Then one realizes that the reverse Le. turning the mind
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inwardly shall be a no·-pain situation. This string of pain is the stairs of true
knowledge.
Yes! The King was startled. The King spoke out today. The Minister anci
his courtiers heard his discourse.
The King had never faulted. Why today? Is it the influence of the Queen?
Nobody knows but the Minister has turned pale. He thought the ~g
might have felt sorrowful. He has become merciful in seeing the deer dying.
He has never talked so much. 70day he spoke. It seems his heart felt sorrowful
and merciful. It is not good to bring him out for ht::.l1ting.
Now again the King's tongue spoke out powerlessly: If an arrow pierces
me like this or I am shot and the killer laughs. I die and my subjects cry and
my companions run away. Oh! "What is life! If a lion pounces upon me while
hunting, then do I have to buy death? Death! Death! Why fear death? What is
inevitable has to co~e. Reason may be any. Why fear? Whatever is happening
has to happen. (Softly) But these are thought of saints. I am a King. I have to
go hunting. I have to fight battles. My mind shadd not vacillate. But the king
and th~ saints are human and in humans mercy is present.
N ow an arrow came in real and went past rustling and hit the dying deer.
Meanwhile an official came and said: 0 Minister, the 'Guru with the
Plume' has come hunting and is close by. See! The arrow that has hit the
dying deei is from him. See, his arrows are embedded with five grams of
gold. This is the sign of his arrows. Come, he is so near. Your order was to
inform you.
~ister to King: If you permit I shall go and meet him.
King: Every heart has direct connection with his lord. Who sho:lld stop
you?
Minister: Will you come along or I should request him and bring him
here. It is improper not to meet him when he is so near.
King (smiling): How shall the King go? The Lord of the heavens, the
image of the Lord, how shall he come? Why? Is it diplomacy?
Minister: You are the Majesty. Diplomacy is in meeting and it is courtesy
also but your thinking is high.
King: A weak sick person cannot reach the doctor.
? As yot: order.
Minister: My going then
King: There are three lamps. Soul is the light. Intellect is the light. Sensibleness is the light. Whatever one has, it shall guide.
Minister (Mter a thought): Excuse me! Then I shall go.
King: Yes!,Minister, this is the proper way, in kingdom proper-improper
and in Spirituality proper-concordance.
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The Minist~r could not understand. He bowed his head, went a short
distance and fell at Magnificent Guru's feet.
The Magnificent Guru welcomed him with love and said: Minister! There
is fragrance of love in your kingdom. Wherever we go, outwardly people
look rough but when we ask something, then are very cool and hospitable.
Minister: It is your grace. It is the King's heart that has Lrrlluenced the
people.
Magnificent Guru: Have you given orders to your men?
Minister: As is the King's wish, the subjects go after him. I am only a
Minister. I go by the orders of the King. I am only a servant to pass on the
King's wish to the subjects.
Minister: Well said! Today we have not found any prey. Earlier the prey
was presenting itself. Where have the animals and deer gone today?
Minister: Today your arrow pierced one deer shot by me. Shot by Ir..e, he
would have gone to hell. You are the saviour. The arrow from yOlU" sacred
hands has touched his body. Now he shall go to t.~e Lord's palace. You shot
your arrow to give him salvation.
Magnificent Gu..'U (smiling): 0 Minister! To hunt a man is piol.:sness or
evil, to hunt a man?
Minister: You are the giver of life. Death is life at the hands of the saviour.
Fortunate is the body that is pierced by your arrow. I have a hard heart. I go
by diplomacy and tricks of the trade. But 0 benevolent! I swear, I shall be
fortunate if you shoot an arrow in my body with your s'acred hands. At t.1Us
time, this is my belief. But this belief is not mine. It is the influence of yOll:"
glimpse.
Magnificent Guru: This mind becomes saindy when reined.
Minister: Magnificent G:rru! No. The mind in diplomacy remains in evil
but today a jerk has come from the King and on the top of it you are a magnet
of love.
Magnifice:lt Guru: How?
Minister: I shot a deer. The king felt sorrowful. That sorrow gave me a
feeling of love. Your glimpse has shot a love-arrow that has pierced my heart
and allured me. Magnificent Guru stepped forward and hugged the Minister
and said: '0 Lord'! 'Waheguru'.
Again he said: 0 Minister! Is this Bibhaur or 'Land of love'. Love is
circling everywhere. Where is the King?
.
Minister: His Majesty is standing close to the shot deer.
Magnificent Guru: Let us go.
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spark hidden inside was so much that even when he went to Anandpur he
drew a figure of the Guru in his hear.t ar..d a picture in his mind and quietly
came away. Mter that he did not forget the figure. The picture remained in
the mind. The love-cord did not break. The remembrance in the heart never
faded.
The emotion and sensitiveness that the King felt on the deer having been
shot made him speak out powerlessly but again his mind concentrated and he
got immersed in his hidden GunI-love. He had sent his servants and companions
away and was sitting in trance. He was so much engrossed that he is not aware
of 'Guru with the plume' standing in front of him.
Magnificent Guru is delighted to. see the King's face whose mind is
immersed in Guru-love. Like a cow wishes to hug the calf, the Guru wishes to
hug the King. Seeing the King's love, the Guru's heart melted. He is in
emotion but the King is engrossed in Guru-love inside his mind and heart and
is unaware of the beloved Guru standing in front of him. In whose love the
King is sitting immersed, he is unaware of his real glimpse. Yes! He is inwardly
having a glimpse and unaware of outside.
The miraculous true Guru was delighted to see this wondrous phenomenon
and felt a pull of love but he did not shake the King.
After sometime the Guru shook the King's inner mind by a wavy sensation
and asked him to open his eyes.
The King's eyes opened. The glimpse that he saw in his closed eyes, now
he saw with his eyes opened. Powerlessly he clamped the Guru's feet. The
fountains of tears that he had kept closed in him opened up and started
flowing and washed the Guru's feet. When the tidal waves of pangs of love
subsided and he got ecstasy and rapture of Name, then in rapture again he
clamped the Guru's sacred feet.
N ow the magnificent and benevolent Guru opened his eyes, sat down,
lifted the King's head and put it in his lap and loved. How much? Howsoever
much a poet can imagine and write. 'The Guru with the plume' is quiet. He
rubs his sacred hand on the King's head. He touches the King's forehead with
his sacred hands. He moves his fingers on the King's~head where the tenth
door exists. But he is speechless. The King felt the sensation of the presence
of the Lord in his mhld, heart and body, even in his body cells. He felt a
divine music "0 Lord, 0 Lord" "Waheguru, Waheguru" in his entire body.
He is in the incessant recitation of the Lord's name, "0 Lord, 0 Lord",
"Waheguru, Waheguru". He is drinking the Lord's name nectar. He is in extreme
rapture. He drank the Lord's name nectar. The Lord's name settled in the
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Minister: He is my Master. But you are the hnage of the I..ord. Y Oll do not
take trouble. (Hesitatingly) Shall I bring him?
Magnificent Guru: Minister! Love is above custom. The custom of love is
love. Deep fires pierce mountains. Parents bring up :he children. Children are
looked after by the parents. Isn't it so Minister?
Minister: 0 benevolent! It is true. A wise man worries about self but the
worries of children are for the parents.
Magnificent Guru: When the mind becomes a child, then the Lord shall
do the upbringing. The Lord does the upbringing.
Minister: Your honourable nature is "redeemer of sinners". You only
went from Avadh to bless Bheelni, she did no: come. You only left Daryodhan's
palace and went to Bidr's house to eat green leafy vegetables and stay there
for the night. You only in the incarnation of Guru Nanak wed to t.~e north,
east, west and south and blessed not one Bheelni, not one Ridr, but went to
homes after homes and blessed many and many Bidrs and Bheelnis. Your
honourable nature is that of a Gardener. You are looking after the plants.
You are the creator, nourisher and saviour. You look after everyone from an
ant to a king equally. You are great! You are great!
::.Y1agnificent Guru: You may say your wind.. But I have to search my
people who are craving to meet the Lord, make a congregation, make people
Lo.r:d-Ioving who should live in the world with inner blossom of mind ar..d they
shall be happy in the next world too.
The Minister rode slowly but the honorable natured 'Guru with the plume'
rode faster: Then he slowed a little, looked towards the Minister and said
smilingly: Which side is the King? The Minister with his finger (same road ~at
you have taken) (In his mind he dlOUght: He is intuitive).
The Knower of the inner most feelings of the heart rode alone. 7he
Minister was hesitant to accompany. He wished that the 'Guru witb the pl~e'
should go alone. The King might not open his heart ar..d the Guru has
Supernatural powers. If the King remains quiet, then the Guru IrJght feel
annoyed thinking it as disrespect. But the Minister, although he had met the
Guru and realized his greatness, yet he was not aware of 'immersion of body
soul in the Supreme soul' and that the 'sweet-Guru' was. above anger.
Magnificent Guru went alone. He saw the King sitting alone at a little distance
from the black deer that was shot, no servant was near. The King had asked.
his companions to go. He was sitting alone. His eyes were closed but the
handsome figure- of the Beloved Guru that he had once seen in the guise of a
1;raveller at Anandpur was inside his mind. His wish to keep the Guru-Iove-
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When the true Guru listened to the pure-hearted Queen's prayer that was
from the core of her pure heart, then his eyes filled with tears of emotion: Ah
hal What maiic is love? 0 Lord! You have created this world for this pure
'love-nectar'.
When the prayer fmished, then Queen opened her eyes. Ah hal What
did she see? The figure in the heart is star..ding in real. She thought: This is my
own imagination. She cleaned her eyes and opened again.
The King's nature is not showing off. He hasn't come forward to say: Oh!
The 'Guru with the Plume' has come. He is standing supporting himself at the
door sill engrossed in love and immersed in the Name nectar like a statue and
looking on. On the other side Queen is in wondrousness. She closes her eyes
and opens. Then again closes her eyes and opens.
The benevolent Guru knows the pang of love. He spoke: 0 daughter! I
have come. '
The Lord has showered grace on your husband. His body soul is immersed
in the Supreme soul and he is in rapture. Come! You also drink the Name
nectar.
Queen: You have come! Is it true? No! It is my mind's imagination.
Queen looks this side, that side, puts her palms in front of her eyes and
sees. Then steps forward and hesitates. L'1 this perplexed state she sees her
husband standing at the door sill. Yes! I am conscious. He has come.
She fell at the belo~ed Guru's sacred feet. But then she got up and in a
delicate voice said: 0 Benevolent! Have you met my husband?
Guru: Yes! I have met him.
Queen: Beloved Guru! I am impatient. You meet him once again. Please
meet him. Please hug my to~gue·tied husband. I may see, my eyes shall
become cool. Then it shall be my tum to clamp your sacred feet for which I
am longing since decades. 0 Benevolent! Be gracious. Hug my husband first.
I may see. My eyes shall become cool.
Seeing this love and sacrifice of love, beloved Guru's eyes filled with
tears. He embraced the King. The queen saw. Her eyes became cool.
Impatiently, she clamped the Guru's feet. She became semi-conscious.
Yes! See! The radiant image of the LO:l:"d standing, the King who was in
pangs of Guru-love is standing on the left in the love-embrace of Magnificent
Guru. His darling wife has clamped the Guru's feet and is not willing to leave
them.
Magnificent Guru stretched his right hand down. He lifted Queen's head
with his sacred hand, rubbed his hand on her head with love and said:
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heart that was in Guru-love already, that was already enlightened by reading
the Holy Scripture that was already away from all vices, that w'1.':: already
melted .with love at this time. The mind became full with Name nectar up to
the brim and overflowed. Neither the tongue spoke nor :he ears heard. The
I ..ord grants whatever one wishes. The benevolent Guru blessed the Ki..'1g, the
Lord's name pervaded in the entire body of the King in speechless moments.
The blessed King became exuberant. He looked at the beloved' Gur'....
intently. He felt rapture coming from the Guru. He swayed in rapture uttering
"0 Lord, 0 Lord", "JtVaheguru, Waheguru."
Now the King who always remailledquiet, broke his silence butinanot.1.er
angle of love. His love for his wife was not just love of husband and w.ie. His
love for his wife was holy-companion love. She was also engrossed in Gurulove.
The King had been blessed. But now he wishes that Queen should also
be blessed. Her wish and longing to meet the beloved Guru be fulfilled.
The love in the mind said: Pray! Magnificent Guru! Come to the palace.
If you go back from here, then how shall Queen have your glimpse?
Softly, (with folded hands) he spoke: Please.:
but then hesitated.
MignificentBenevolent Guru said: Alright! Tonight I shall stay at Bibhaur.
Come! Let us go. .
King got up. Both walked. The hunted remained lying and the horses
remained tied to the trees. The Minister and courtiers remained behind. The
beloved Guru's companions and disciples waited wherever they were. The
breeze of love blew towards the palace.
On t..~e right was Magnificent Guru. On the left was t.~e King, the King's
hand in the hand of Beloved Guru. They walked and reached Bibhaur.
Nature is intelligent. It knows that the King prefers to remain aloof. No
deer or animal came on the way in the forest. No bird flew in the sky. Clo:lds
spread themselves in the high skies so that the sun and moon shocld not see.
Not a soul passed that way. It was night when they :eached the city. Without
being noticed Beloved Guru and King crossed the city. When they reached
the courtyard, King ordered the guard that the Minister's group and Guru's
disciples be asked to come to the palace.
Both of t..~em entered the palace and moved forward and reached nea: .
Queen's room.
Here, it was just like yesterday. Queen was in prayers. It was the same
that she prayed yesterday. Both Beloved Guru and King stood outside. Then
Beloved Guru moved one step further and stood there unmoved.
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41.

~ enapati was a poet in the Audience Hall of Guru Gobind Singh. He had a

Ufriend, named Hans, who was also a poet and a painter. Many a times
Senapati asked the Guru's permission to bring his frie:!ld Har..s to the Audience
Hall, but every time the Guru said: No dear, Hans has no forgiveness.
It is afternoon. Today's congregation is in the Guru's garden. Many
intellectuals are sitting. Many disciples are sitting. The Guru came and sat on
the throne. All the persons bowed their heads in respect.
Mter a while, Senapati came, bowed his head in respect and sat down.
He wanted to say something but before he could speak, the Guru said: He
has no forgiveness. Surely, it is so.
Senapati replied: Maybe, you are right.
The Guru again said: Do you want to know tl1e truth? I shall make you
know.
The Guru called Bhai Daya Singh and said to him: Go straight up the
hilly road and then turn right. Ther-e, a sadhu lives in the cave. Take a
palanquin along. He is very weak and fragile. Bring him in the palanquin very
d'elicately.
Bhai Daya Singh immediately left to pick up the sadhu. Everybody in the
congregation now became attentive to see and listen what astonishment the
Guru was going to give. The Guru now asked Senapati to bring his friend
inside. Senapati went outside and asked his friend Hans who was standing
behind the door to come in. They both came in and sat down.
Shortly after, Bhai Daya Singh entered the Audience Hall with a palanquin.
One very thin and fragile sadhu was sitting in the palanquin. His eyes had
gone inside. His cheeks had gone inside the face. His body had no strength..
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Daughter! Say "0 Lord" "Waheguru". Who should say "0 Lord''''Waheguru''?
Ibe tongue said but the Name was beyond the power of the tongue tn assinlliate.
Name is limitless. The entire body cens became tongues. It is still :Uourishing
more and more. It went deep into the soul. Now Queen got some strength
and said: "0 Lord" "Waheguru"-. She felt the Lord pervading inside the body
and outside in the entire cosmos, her body soul immersed ill the Supreme
so~l. She got rapture. Her mind was elevated. She got inner blossom 0: wind.
The pair got dyed in the love of the Lord. The souls that we~e craving to
meet the Supreme soul met the Supreme soul (The rivers met the sea).
The Queen now asked Magnificent Guru to sit down ane! relax. They
washed his sacred feet. Meanwhile dinner was ready. Beloved Gt:ru had
dinner. Then he went to sleep in a very well decorated bedroom.
The Guru's companions had also come. Everybody got a nice place to
stay and everything like food, groceries, beds, sheets, fodder for horses, was
provided.
...
N ext day when Beloved Guru was alone then the King prayed: :£ it is not
inconvenient to you, then be benevolent and stay here.
The benevolent Guru smiled and said: Alright.
Accordingly all family members, disciples and soldiers came from Bisali
to Bibhaur.
Tne King's unique love and the Queen's hospitality made the 'MagnificentBeloved' Guru stay there for a long time. The disciples started coming to
Bibhaur to have his glimpse. It appeared as if he has settled at Bibhaur.
The pleasures of Anandpur were all here. Good shaded trees, garden of
flowers, t.l].e scenic view of the river, forests and hunting as well as mountai.rl0us
areas were all here.
He blessed the Lord's Name to everyone.
After staying here for some time, the Beloved Guru returned to Anandpur.

o
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The Guru got up from his throne, lifted the man from the palanquin, put
him in his lap and sat on the throne. The valiant Guru's eyes were full of tears
of love and he was caressing the fragile sadhu and telling him: You are not a
sinner. I have forgiven all your sins. You are a pious man. You had only
accepted the command of the Lord. The Lord did not consider you a sinner.
You be confident.
See! How the Guru who came to this world to establish righteousness and
refrain people from evil doing, is showering his bleSSings. There were sanyasis,
yogis, recluses, householders, meditativ e; ascetics, pandits of all creeds,
intellectuals and Guru's own disciples watching how the Guru loved the sadhu
who was almost like a dead body.
1be Guru indicated to a fellow to get some hot milk. The fellow brought
hot milk immediately. The Guru, with his own hands, put the milk in the
man's mouth, spoon by spoon and was assurLl1g him and loving him. 'l'he
complexion of the man changed. A blossom came on his face and a smile on
his lips. Nobody knows after how long a smile had come on his lips.
"The Guru gives life to the dead.
The Guru gives nourishment to the hungry. "
o Guru! You are great. You are the friend of the downtrodden. You are
the solace of the people in distress. You are the redeemer of sinners. You are
the strength of the feeble. In you, Love and Grace is boundless.
You have shown the way of true religion in t.~e most beautiful style. You
have all the goodness of the Lord. You have displayed healthy and un-erring
saintliness.
When the man got the Guru's true love, he became exuberant. He felt
real happiness. He got strength. He got up and fell at the Guru's feet and
cried:
'0 Lord Arhant', '0 Lord Buddha', '0 Lord Vishnu', whomsoever you
are, you are my God. You are the Lord in human form. But I am a sinner.
Please do not touch me. The feeling of sin has got deep into my mind and
body. The feeling of sin has got into my soul. '0 redeemer of sinners': Have
I been really redeemed of my sins?
The Guru said: Yes son! Your sin is redeemed. You are not a sinner. You
are not a sinner.
By the Guru's true and heavenly love the man got enlivened consciousness.
The man got up slowly, walked down a little and lay down prostrate on the
ground and sang a couplet showing respect for the Guru.
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The Guru now told him that he was in a true heavenly congregation and
asked him to narrate his story to the saintly people.
The man narrated in a slow voice: I belong to a town named Surat. My
mother and her neighbour were great friends. They vowed that if both had
sons, they would become great friends and if one'had a son and the other a
daughter, then they will be married. I was born to my mother and a daugber
was born to her friend. We used to play together in childhood because our
mothers were very close to each other. We were ten to twelve years old whe~
some sadhus and sadhvis came to our town. The religious discourses that they
recited were in separate meetings for the men and separate meetings for
women. I used to go to listen to their religious discourses in the men's meetings.
I got so impressed by t..'le religious discourses that I decided not to rem air..
in this worldly fire and become a sadhu. My neighbour girl also took a shnila:
decision. After a few months our parents sent us with the sadhus.
I joined the group of male sadhus and she joined a group of female
sadhvis.
That day only, we came to know that henceforth we could not meet each
other. That was the rule of the sadhus.
Anyway, we reached a hillock where there was a monastery. I was adrrjtted
to the male section and my neighbour girl was admitted to the female section.
I was asked to take vows and my training started. I was made to do very
hard type of rituals, fasts and meditations, that were quite a suffering. The
daily religious discourse was that no sin has to be done. Then only, in this
way, the impurities in the soul will go and the soul will become pure. I kept on
doing all the hard rituals, fasting and meditations and reached the age of
twenty.
But now since some time I became different. I had the instincts of seeing,
listening, eating and smelling already in me but now adulthood had come and
another instinct and urge had emerged in my body. My instructors told me
that this is sex. This is an enemy. To kill this instinct is utmost religiousness.
Whatever rituals, they suggested, I did. I kept fasts a number of times for
many days by living on an intake of a very small quantity of almond oil for
days together. But despite all these fasts and rituals, I could not forget my
childhood neighbour girl. Many times I used to remember her. When I told
this fact to my instructors, then I was asked to do more hard rituals and keep
more fasts.
One day, I went out in the jungle to collect some leaves and fruits. We
just came face to face with each other. I do not know what happened. It was
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lightning. We just sat together and started talking to each other and telling our
tales of hardships. I do not know how much time went by in our talk.
We only realized when the Sadhvi, who was In··charge of t..~e female
section came. I do not know for how long she might have stood and gazed us.
Her eyes were red with blood. Her anger was like dle fury of a river. Her
scolding was like the t..~under of clouds.
She said: You both are sinful.
I touched her feet and told her that I do not know any sin. We used to
play together since childhood. We have met after many years. It was a chance
meeting and we have been just talking to each other and nothing beyond. I
do not know anything else.
She said: On the one hand you are sinners, and on the other hand you
are doing more sin in arguing "vith your instructor.
In any case, we went back to our individual sections in the monastery. I
do not know what happened to the girl.
But, what penances I had to undergo, I cannot jest describe. The Head of
our monastery was a sadhu named Hans, who was once a poet and a painter
and later became head of this monastery. I asked him to let me know how I
could become free from being accused as sinSIl.
I want everybody to say: "You are no longer sinful."
He knew that I was not aware of any sin. My only sin was that having met
a childhood companior.. whom I loved in childhood I talked to her only and
nothing beyond. Hans told me that he did realize that I had only talked to a
childhood companion. But he said: Even talking to a female makes your mind
impure. In this way, your mind has become impure. I asked him as to what
was the remedy of this sin?
He said: Either you have your eyes taken out or you do fasts and penances
for 12 years. I was in a fix. Initially, I became inclined to have my eyes taken
out and become blind, but on second iliought, I hesitated and came away,
saying that I shall do fasts and penances for 12 years. I went to many sadhus
and other monasteries but everyone said that talking to a girl was a sin and I
have to penance for 12 years. I was roaming around with no place to stay.
Now, for the last six months, I am staying in a cave on this nearby hill.
Once, I decided for suicide by climbing a tree and jumping down from
there, because one sadhu had told me that a suicide after twelve years of
meditation is very fruitful. I calculated, it was already twelve years since I left
my home. But, I did not have enough strength in my body to climb the tree.
Moreover, despite the hardships and sufferings, my mind was not set for a
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suicide. I had heard a lot about the goodness of the Guru and I came here
but I was ashamed to face the Guru because I thought:: was sinful.
I do not know how a grace has been bestowed on me and :I am told t.~at
.I am not a sinner, but still my body is trembling.
The Guru said: This is the evident reality of the ?icture that Hans has
painted. He paints a neat picture of the sun on canvas but in the hear:s of :'l}e
Lord's children, he paints the picture of a sinner.
See Senapati. Is this the picture of forgiveness? He was kind to the insects
but what he did to humans? You can see. You must understand that the
motive of the old instructors of religion cannot be to make 6e rules so strict.
But the new instructors interpret the rules in such a manner t.~at instead of
giving comfort they become a source of suffering.
After listening to all this Hans trembled, Oh! My instructions brought so
much suffering? His mind was full of repentance. He fell at the feet of 6e
sadhu. He said to the sadhu: I have only now realized, t.i}ere is not aI: io:a of
forgiveness in me. You are not a sinner. Actually, I am a sinner. You please
forgive me and recommend to the Guru that he may forgive n:e also. I myself
have got tired in trying to cleanse my mind.
The sadhu who hadn't much strength in him was astonished to see Ha:ls.
At the first instance he felt scared but then ·he looked towards the Guru
and then with confidence he replied to Hans: Look! Yonder is sWing the
Lord, the protector, the bestowal of forgiveness.
It was a wondrous scene in the Audience Hall. Senapati, Nand Lal, all
poets an<,i Pandits were astonished.
The Guru spoke: Listen everybody, be pious, but only piousness sometimes
becomes superstition. Piousness alone is not the ultimate aim of life.
The Guru then indicated to the religious musicians to sing a relig:ous
song. The musicians sang a religious song.
Again the Guru spoke: Those, whose mind has been kindled by the
:Sord's flame, get the Lord's sensation in their mind. That is the real pcrity.
The rest of the thinking is just a fallacy. One must not sin. One s~ould do
goodness, remain pure but salvation lies in the Lord's name.
The Guru said to Hans: When they were children, they were not even 12
year~ old, how could they know that anot.~er instinct will be born in their body
which will make them an adult man or woman, which will be entirely differer..:
from childhood. How could they take a vow regarding something that frey
had not known, would happen. Before that, their mothers had vowed :hat
they would become man and wife. If you had value for vows, then you
ignored the vow of the adult ladies, that they will become man and wife, but
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accepted the vow that the children made when they even did not know t.'1e
meaning of adulthood. And for talking only, you penalized them s'.:; rmch that
they were almost dead. You did not interpret the rules of the old instructors
properly.
The Guru then addressed the congregation: It is the Lord's command not
to make anybody suffer, so that one can leave this world with respect, but
along with it and more than that, the command is to recite the Lord's name
day-in and day-out. That is the highest and purest thing. Work, earn and do
your duties, but while sitting or standing, working, playing, enjoying your
mind should remain in touch with the Lord. In nature, see the Lord who
dwells in nature and feel the ecstasy while praising the Lo:-d.
Our Holy book says: "When you meet the Guru, you are on the way of
salvation while playing and laughing."
The Guru then looked towards Hans and said: Listen to the divine
sermons. See the Lord near. Recite the Lord's name incessantly. All the
impurities of the mind will go.
Hans now touched the Guru's feet and said: I recognize this boy. His
name is Sarna. He is not a sinner. I am the sinner. Today only, I have
realizeJ that in the garb of good deeds and kindness, I have made many souls
suffer. Now, I am myself feeling the pain and suffering. I am now at your
mercy. I ask for your forgiveness.
The Guru asked two of his men to look after Sarna till he recovers full
strength. The Guru told Hans to go and find the girl who was subjected to so
much torture for just talking to a childhood compa..'1ion boy.
Time passed by, when one day while the Guru was sitting in the Audience
Hall, Hans entered and brought with him a thin, weak girl with her hand on
his arm.
Why her ha..'1d on Han's arm? The girl was blind. When she was told in
the monastery that talking to a man with affection was a sin and as a penance
she had to agree to her eyes taken out. To make herself free from t.~e accusation
of the sin, she agreed to become blind.
The Guru welcomed the girL The Guru touched the girl's head wit.~ love
and explained to her the true aim of religion. The unwanted feeling of sin was
washed away and the sensation of the Lord's name permeated in her entire
body. She got into the remembrance of the Lord. She became really pious.
The Guru said to her: Keep in high spirits always. Remembrance of the
Lord in every breath should be your aim.
Don't give suffering to anyone. Don't do anything bad. But keep your
mind tied to the Lord's feet.
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Today, the Guru blessed t..~e girl who had almost reached a dead end by
the fasts and penances of the monastery. She got the sensation of the Lord's
name in her body. Her mind blossomed. Hans was blessed today. He was
baptized and from Hans Raj, he became Hans Raj Singh.
The girl was also baptized. Sarna had already been baptized by t..~e Guru
and named Saran Singh. He was now healthy and full of the sensation of the
Lord's name in his body.
The Guru called Sarna and said: If you wish to honor yO'..lr vows, then
the real religion and real love is in honoring the vows of your parents. Respect
their sentiments and vows. Your real love will be to accept the girl ir.. ~arriage,
even though she is weak, fragile, bones and blind. Be a comfort to her. Be
fearless from this world. Prove your old friendship. Give your hand. Be a
support to her. Tread on the path towards the Lord and make ot.~ers follow
you on the same path.
As per instructions of the Guru, the bestowal of forgiveness, the marriage
of Saran Singh and the girl was solemnized. The humble girl, whom nobody
would want, was given a loving support. Both of them became lovers of t..~e
Lord and disciples of the Gmu, the Guru put them on the path of householders
with their minds tied to the Lord's feet.
o Guru, the bestowal of forgiveness, you only, can understand the true
rules of religiousness. You only can tell the wrong doings of 6e worldly
people. You only, said that married men and women are pure. You only,
removed the poison of the family life. You only, loved a family living and
showed the way to love the Lord while living in the family. You made the
bread earners and pious people as saints. You transformed men into valiar..t,
full of gusto, brave, full hearted, virtuous, b~ossoming faces, minds tied to the
Lord, those who could see the Lord in nature, living in the world but not
entangled in it, saintly humans, true men, pure men and made a SHill
community. You are great. You only, gave awareness and insight to recluses,
ascetics, mystics and hermits. You gave t.~em the life-giving practices and
discarded their lifeless practices.
The Guru's words to Hans are repeated once again: Listen to the divine
sermons. See the Lord near. Recite the Lord's name incessantly.
Let us also recite:
'0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord, 0 Lord'

'Waheguru, Waheguru, Waheguru, vVaheguru
Start with at least five minutes a day.
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